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Preface 

 

 

 

Multimedia data are used more and more widely in human being's life, e.g., videocon-
ferencing, visual telephone, IPTV, etc. Nearly most of the applications need multime-
dia transmission techniques that send multimedia data from one side to another side 
and keep the properties of efficiency, robustness and security. Here, the efficiency de-
notes the time cost of transmission operations, the robustness denotes the ability to 
survive transmission errors or noises, and the security denotes the protection of the 
transmitted media content. Recently, various intelligent or innovative techniques are 
invented, which bring vast performance improvements to practical applications. For 
example, such content transmission techniques as p2p, sensor network and ad hoc 
network are constructed, which adaptively use the peers’ properties to improve the 
network’s resources. Multimedia adaptation techniques can adjust the multimedia 
data rate in order to compliant with the network’s bandwidth. Scalable encryption 
techniques can generate the data stream that can be correctly decrypted after bit rate 
conversion. Ubiquitous multimedia services make the user share any kind of content 
anywhere.  

To the best of our knowledge, few books focus on intelligent or innovative multi-
media transmission techniques. To access the latest research related to intelligent mul-
timedia transmission, we launched the book project where researchers from all over 
the world provide the necessary coverage of the mentioned field. The primary objec-
tive of this project was to assemble as much research coverage as possible related to 
the field by defining the latest innovative technologies and providing the most com-
prehensive list of research references. 

The book includes sixteen chapters highlighting current concepts, issues and 
emerging technologies. Distinguished scholars from many prominent research institu-
tions around the world contribute to the book. The book covers various aspects, in-
cluding not only some fundamental knowledge and the latest key techniques, but also 
typical applications and open issues. For example, the covered topics include the  
present and future video coding standards, stereo and multiview coding techniques, 
free-viewpoint TV techniques, wireless broadcasting techniques, media streaming 
techniques, wireless media transmission techniques and systems, and User-Generated 
Content sharing.  

The diverse and comprehensive coverage of multiple disciplines in the field of in-
telligent multimedia transmission will contribute to a better understanding of all top-
ics, research, and discoveries in this emerging and evolving field. Furthermore, the 
contributions included in this book will be instrumental in the expansion of the body 
of knowledge in this field. The coverage of this book provides strength to this  



 Preface VI 

reference resource for both researchers and also decision makers in obtaining a 
greater understanding of the concepts, issues, problems, trends, challenges and oppor-
tunities related to this field of study. It is our sincere hope that this publication and its 
great amount of information and research will assist our research colleagues, all facul-
ties, their students, and our organizational decision makers in enhancing their under-
standing of this research field. Perhaps this publication will even inspire its readers to 
contribute to the current discoveries in this immense field. 
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Rate Control and Error Resilience for 
Object-Based Video Coding 

Paulo Nunes and Luis Ducla Soares 

Abstract. The MPEG-4 audiovisual coding standard introduced the object-based video data 
representation model where video data is no longer seen as a sequence of frames or fields, but 
consists of independent (semantically) relevant video objects that together build the video 
scene. This representation approach allows new and improved functionalities, but it has also 
created new relevant problems in terms of typical non-normative parts of the standard, such as 
rate control and error resilience, which need to be solved in order to successfully transmit ob-
ject-based video with an acceptable quality over networks that have critical bandwidth and 
channel error characteristics, such as mobile networks and the Internet. To deal with the spe-
cific problems of object-based video coding, rate control demands two levels of action: 1) the 
scene-level, which is responsible for dynamically allocating the available resources between the 
various objects in the scene (i.e., between the different encoding time instants and the different 
video objects to encode in each time instant), aiming at minimizing quality variations along 
time and between the various objects in the scene; and 2) the object-level, which is responsible 
for allocating the resources attributed to each object among the various types of data to code 
(for that object), notably texture and shape, and for computing the best encoding parameters to 
achieve the target bit allocations while maintaining smooth quality fluctuations. In terms of er-
ror resilience techniques, the object-based coding approach means that shape and composition 
information also have to be taken into account for error resilience purposes, in addition to mo-
tion and texture data. To do this, at the encoder side, the coding of video objects is typically su-
pervised by a resilience configuration module, which is responsible for choosing the most ade-
quate coding parameters in terms of resilience for each video object. This is important because 
the decoding performance will much depend on the protective actions the encoder has taken. At 
the decoder side, defensive actions have to be taken. This includes error detection and error lo-
calization for each decoded video object, followed by independent object-level error conceal-
ment. Afterwards, advanced scene-level error concealment is also performed, which has access 
to all the video objects in the scene and is used immediately before the final concealed video 
scene is presented to the user. In this chapter, the most recent basics, advances and trends in 
terms of rate control and error resilience for object-based video coding will be described. 

1   Introduction 

Some thirty years ago, digital video started to emerge. Back then, digital video was 
just a digital representation of the corresponding analog video, in the sense that the 
data model was the same. In fact, both analog and digital video consisted of a periodic 
sequence of (rectangular) frames or fields and the sole conceptual difference between 
the two models was the fact that in the analog representation each frame or field was 
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made of a number of (analog) lines, whereas in the digital representation the frames or 
fields corresponded to matrices of picture elements, also known as pixels (ITU-R 
BT.601 1986). Nowadays, this type of digital video is commonly referred to as 
“frame-based video”. 

More recently, a different video data representation model has been introduced: the 
object-based model. In this model, video data is no longer seen as a sequence of 
frames or fields, but consists of several independent (semantically) relevant video ob-
jects that together build the video scene. Object-based video coding schemes can also 
be called content-based video coding schemes because the representation entities in 
the model — the objects — are now very close to the video content since by having 
semantic value they can be subjected to semantically meaningful actions. This  
representation approach allows, in addition to the advantages already provided by the 
digital frame-based representation, new and improved functionalities in terms of in-
teractivity, coding efficiency and universal access since, for the first time, the content 
is not only selectively processed but also independently represented, accessed, and 
consumed. This video representation model was first introduced in a large scale with 
the MPEG-4 standard (ISO/IEC 14496 1999). 

With the advent of object-based video, new relevant problems have appeared in 
various fields, since new types of data, such as the shape and the scene composition 
information, have to be transmitted in addition to the motion and texture already used 
in previous frame-based coding systems. Two very important fields that have been af-
fected are: 

• Video coding rate control – Video coding rate control is understood here as the 
mechanism responsible for efficiently controlling the video encoder in order to 
guarantee that it meets the relevant constraints of the encoding framework, such as 
channel, delay/buffering, complexity, and quality constraints. The challenge in 
terms of video coding rate control is, therefore, to develop new methods that are 
able to allocate the available coding resources among the various objects in the 
scene using appropriate allocation criteria and constraining mechanisms. The ma-
jor objectives of a rate control mechanism, whatever the coding architecture, can, 
therefore, be summarized as: i) regulation of the video encoder data rate accord-
ing to the application constraints; and ii) maximization of the subjective impact of 
the decoded video. They involve long-term and short-term objectives. Long-term 
objectives, handled at time periods of several pictures, deal with prevention of 
buffer overflows and underflows (that may cause loss of data or non-optimal use of 
the available resources) and preservation of coded data rate limits. Short-term ob-
jectives, handled at time periods of one or few pictures (or even short time periods, 
such as a few macroblocks), deal with the minimization of picture quality varia-
tions (a key factor for maximizing the subjective impact of the decoded video) and 
the stability of the encoder control.  

• Video error resilience – Video error resilience is understood here as the set of 
techniques that improve the capability of the video communication system to with-
stand channel errors and achieve an acceptable decoded video quality. To do this, 
the error resilience of both encoder and decoder has to be improved and, therefore, 
new techniques that can deal with object-based video are needed for both the en-
coder and decoder sides of the communication chain. This way, at the encoder, the 
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challenge is to develop new techniques that make the bitstreams of the various  
objects in the scene more resilient to errors, in order to allow the decoder to better 
recover in case errors occur; these techniques may be called preventive error resil-
ience techniques. At the decoder, the challenge is to develop new techniques that 
make it possible for the decoder to take all the available received data (correct and 
corrupted) for the various video objects in the scene and decode it with the best 
possible video quality, thus minimizing the negative subjective impact of the errors 
in the video quality offered to the user; these techniques may be called corrective 
error resilience techniques. 

This chapter presents the developments that have been achieved in terms of rate 
control and error resilience techniques for object-based video coding systems in the 
last decade or so. To do this, this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the ba-
sic concepts behind the object-based video coding approach are briefly described. 
Section 3 describes some of the most relevant developments in the field of rate con-
trol for object-based video. This is followed by Section 4, where the most important 
developments in terms of error resilience are described. Finally, Section 5 concludes 
the chapter by summarizing the past developments and projecting the future of object-
based video. 

2   The Object-Based Coding Approach 

Object-based video coding systems represent a paradigm change in video coding 
technology and for that a new data representation model is adopted. While in frame-
based systems video data was represented as a sequence of rectangular matrices of 
picture elements (pixels), in object-based systems, video data is modeled as a compo-
sition of (semantically) relevant 2D arbitrarily shaped video objects. These objects 
can have one or more non-connected parts, which are typically referred to as regions. 
Therefore, in order to represent each video object, the traditional motion and texture 
data is no longer enough and a new video data type has to be added — the shape. This 
way, the complete data set required to represent a video object consists of shape, mo-
tion and texture data. In addition, some composition data is necessary to create a 
video scene where several objects may co-exist (Pereira and Ebrahimi 2002). 

To better understand the concept of video object and object-based coding1, imagine 
a news program, as the one shown in Fig. 1 (a), represented using an object-based ap-
proach instead of a frame-based approach (i.e., the scene is represented as a composi-
tion of several objects and not as a periodic sequence of rectangular matrices of pixels). 

At first sight, this appears to be just a regular news program, consisting of a se-
quence of frames, with two anchorpersons in a studio reading the news, a large moni-
tor in the back showing video footage related to the news being read and a textual 
logo on the bottom-left corner of the screen. However, it is not so. This scene is really 
the composition of four different video objects, also shown in Fig. 1. Going from left  
 

                                                           
1 In reality, when the object-based representation approach is used, the objects that make up the 

scene can be video objects, audio objects or even audiovisual objects. However, in this chap-
ter, only video objects are considered and, therefore, the other types of objects will not be 
taken into account. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 1. News sequence and its video objects: (a) Composed scene; (b) Background; (c) Dancers 
object; (d) Speakers object; (e) Logo object. 

to right, top to bottom, the first object is just a still image, corresponding to the back-
ground. The second object is the video footage of two ballet dancers, which are the 
subject of the news being read. The third object corresponds to two anchorpersons. 
And finally, the fourth object is a simple text overlay. With the object-based  
approach, these four objects are independently coded and transmitted to the receiver, 
along with the composition information, which will allow the receiver to take the  
four independent objects, decode them and compose the scene that can be displayed 
on a screen. 

If the scene obtained at the receiver is apparently the same as the one that could be 
obtained with frame-based video, one might ask what is the advantage of using the 
object-based representation model. The answer is simple and lies in all the new and  
improved functionalities that can now be provided, which were not possible with 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 2. Possible changes to the News sequence: (a) Logo is removed; (b) Logo changes posi-
tion; (c) Logo is removed and ticker bar is added; (d) Speakers are placed on a different setting. 

frame-based video. For instance, if the user finds that the logo object on the bottom-
left corner is annoying, he/she can simply remove it, obtaining the scene in Fig. 2 (a). 
Alternatively, if the user does not want to eliminate the logo, he/she can simply drag it 
to a position that is considered less annoying, as well as remove the ballet dancers in 
the back, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). After these changes, if the user is still not satisfied, 
he/she can replace the logo with more useful information by including a new object 
such as a stock exchange ticker bar on top of the screen, as can be seen in Fig. 2 (c). If 
a more drastic change is desired, the two speakers can be moved to a completely dif-
ferent setting, which is shown in Fig. 2 (d). Additionally, hyperlinks can be provided 
allowing the user to access more information about the ballet dancers or the anchor-
persons’ biography, depending on where the user clicks on the screen. Moreover, the 
object-based approach allows the different objects to be encoded with techniques that 
are more adequate to their nature, which did not happen for frame-based systems. For 
instance, the text overlay can be coded with text coding techniques instead of using 
video coding techniques (which are very inefficient to code text), as was (and still is) 
the case in frame-based systems, such as MPEG-2 Video (ISO/IEC 13818-2 1996), 
where everything is coded together, using the same coding tools. 

The object-based video representation model, which was adopted by the ISO/IEC 
MPEG-4 standard (ISO/IEC 14496 1999), is the cornerstone of all the new functional-
ities provided and represents the greatest conceptual difference with respect to previ-
ous frame-based standards, namely previous MPEG standards such as MPEG-1 
(ISO/IEC 11172 1993) and MPEG-2 (ISO/IEC 13818 1996). 
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In Fig. 3, a simplified version of the architecture of an object-based coding system 
is presented. At the transmitter, the various objects in the scene are separately en-
coded; moreover the composition information is also created. The generated elemen-
tary streams (in addition to locally stored elementary streams) are then multiplexed to 
form a single (multiplexed) bitstream that is sent through the channel and includes all 
the information about the scene. At the receiver, the received bitstream is demulti-
plexed in order to obtain the various elementary streams corresponding to the objects 
and the composition information of the scene. The elementary streams are then de-
coded and passed on to the compositor, which will compose the scene based on the 
composition information. Additionally, at the receiver, local coded and uncoded ob-
jects can be added to the scene by the compositor; of course, the local coded objects 
have to be decoded before the compositor adds them to the scene. Moreover, since the 
various objects in the scene are independently coded, the end-user can also interact 
with them, performing operations such as changing the spatial position or the size of 
objects, adding or deleting objects, triggering pre-defined behaviors, following hyper-
links, or even changing color properties. Depending on the type of interaction, the 
necessary action will be taken either locally (i.e., at the decoder) or remotely (i.e., at 
the encoder). For instance, if the user chooses to change the spatial position of a given 
object in the scene, this can be simply taken care of by the compositor. On the other 
hand, if the user chooses to delete one object, this can be taken care of more effi-
ciently by the encoder, which does not have to send it any longer, thus saving bit rate 
resources. 

The fact that a given scene can be modeled as a composition of semantically rele-
vant objects (i.e., relevant objects in the context of a given application) introduces a 
number of new technical and functional possibilities, namely: 

• Selective processing and coding of objects – With the object-based coding 
model, it is possible to process and encode different objects with tools that are 
adequate to their different natures. This alone is enough to make the use of the ob-
ject-based representation approach worth it because it can bring very significant 
coding gains or bit rate reductions. For instance, in older standards, subtitles were  
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Fig. 3. Object-based system architecture. 
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often encoded using video coding tools. Since video coding tools are not optimized 
to code text, in order to achieve a reasonable quality, necessary to help the viewers 
read the subtitles, a lot of bits had to be spent on the subtitles alone. If a fixed bit 
rate was used, this inevitably resulted in a decrease of the global video quality. 
With the new object-based representation, subtitles can be independently encoded 
as text characters, such as Unicode (Unicode 2000), in addition to some formatting 
information. This will save an enormous amount of bits that can be spent else-
where, providing at the same time a better quality. Of course, this does not apply 
only to subtitles and can also bring benefits when other types of objects are used, 
such as television station logos, graphics or, more generally, synthetic content. 

• Reusability of objects – With object-based coding, since an independent bitstream 
is generated for each object, the objects in a given scene are independently acces-
sible, which makes it very easy to reuse a given object from a scene in another 
scene. This offers many new possibilities in terms of content creation and makes it 
easier than ever. For instance, it becomes now possible to create new content based 
only on already existing objects, eliminating the need to film new similar ones, 
thus saving a lot of time and money (although maybe creating some new intellec-
tual property management and protection issues). This way, by using objects stored 
in large databases and possibly adding new ones, if the means to create them are 
available (e.g., digital cameras), anyone may become a content creator, capable of 
creating rather complex and high quality content that can be easily distributed and 
published using the Internet. 

• Integration of synthetic and natural content – With the object-based model, it is 
possible to efficiently integrate in the same scene natural (i.e., shot with a camera) 
and synthetic objects. For instance, it is possible to have scenes where cartoon 
characters coexist with live actors, each being encoded with adequate tools. The 
synthetic characters can be encoded as three-dimensional (3D) wire frame models, 
thus allowing new possibilities in terms of interaction, typically not available with 
natural objects. For instance, a synthetic 3D object can be easily rotated, thus  
uncovering regions of the object that were not previously visible. This is possible 
because the synthetic object is simply a fully specified 3D model, which is then 
rendered in the chosen position. 

• Interaction with and between objects – Since the objects are independently 
coded, the user can interact with the scene in several ways. For instance, the user 
can change the spatial position of a given object, find more information about it by 
clicking on it, or even modify the perspective with which he/she is looking at the 
(3D) scene. In addition, objects can also interact with each other. For instance, it is 
possible for an object to have its trajectory changed due to a collision with another 
object. Therefore, with this type of interaction with and between objects, if some of 
the objects in the scene are buttons, it becomes possible to create many interesting 
applications where everything is encoded with a single standard (e.g., MPEG-4); to 
trigger a predefined behavior, all the user has to do is to click on the corresponding 
button. 

• Universal accessibility to the content – With the object-based model, true univer-
sal accessibility may finally become a reality, meaning that the content is available 
through any type of network and accessed with any type of terminal. Since some of 
the targeted networks, such as mobile networks, have very critical channel error 
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characteristics, sufficient error robustness has to be provided. However, error resil-
ience always comes at a price in terms of additional bit rate. Since in many of these 
networks the bit rate is also very limited, this usually meant for frame-based sys-
tems that in order to improve error resilience the uncorrupted quality had to be sac-
rificed, sometimes below acceptable levels. With object-based coding systems, 
other approaches can be used. For instance, error resilience can be selectively  
introduced, making more robust to errors the more important objects, without sac-
rificing their quality at all; the quality of less important objects can be decreased, 
instead. Still another possibility is to consider content scalability, which basically 
means that only the more important objects will be sent to the receiver, in order to 
guarantee that the received content has acceptable quality. This last approach may 
also be the solution when terminals with reduced complexity are used, which do 
not have enough resources to decode the whole scene. Therefore, an adequate allo-
cation of the encoding resources between the various objects is necessary. 

Due to these and other technical and functional possibilities, many new applica-
tions are expected to appear, which are based on the new object-based representation 
approach. The next sections will show the importance of rate control and error resil-
ience tools for the deployment of object-based video applications due to the problems 
they solve. 

3   Object-Based Rate Control 

In a lossy video coding scenario where the compression ratio can be increased 
through an increase in the level of distortion of the coded video, the problem of rate 
control can be seen, in a first approach, as a typical rate-distortion problem that may 
be formulated as follows (Cover 1991): 

“Given a source distribution and a distortion measure, what is the minimum 
expected distortion achievable at a particular rate? Or, equivalently, what is the 
minimum rate description required to achieve a particular distortion?” 

Whenever this rate-distortion formulation is valid, whatever the type of coding ar-
chitecture, frame-based or object-based, a set of rate control constraints, dimensions, 
and strategies can be identified. 

Generically, when designing a rate control mechanism for a given application, or 
set of applications, the following constraints have to be taken into account: delay, bit 
rate, and complexity. 

Because a variable number of bits per frame can provide better subjective quality, a 
trade-off between the variability in the number of bits per frame and the necessary de-
coder buffering delay to support it is necessary. The larger the variability wanted, the 
larger the initial delay must be in order to ensure that the decoder receives all the bits 
necessary for decoding each frame before the scheduled decoding time. The rate con-
trol mechanism exploits the variability in the amount of bits per frame in order to 
maintain the spatio-temporal quality as constant as possible while fulfilling the buffer-
ing constraints. 

The type of channel directly connecting the encoder and decoder typically charac-
terizes the type of video encoding, i.e., constant bit rate (CBR), if the channel requires 
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that a constant number of bits per time unit be sent to the channel, or variable bit rate 
(VBR), otherwise. Traditionally, video has been transmitted using CBR channels 
(Reibman and Haskell 1992). Thus, buffering is necessary both at the encoder and the 
decoder in order to translate the variable bit rate output of the video encoder into the 
constant channel rate, and to recover from the constant channel rate the variable num-
ber of bits per frame at the scheduled decoding times. Buffering is also necessary for 
practical VBR encoding, although in this case the channel capacity available to the 
end user is variable, allowing data to be transmitted as it is being produced (in the 
ideal case without buffering). However, it is not efficient from the point of view of 
network utilization and management that VBR networks be able to accommodate the 
bit rate variability of fully “uncontrolled” or “open-loop” video sources. Conse-
quently, for both CBR and VBR encoding the rate control plays the fundamental role 
of adapting the encoding to the channel constraints. 

Theoretical rate-distortion bounds depend on arbitrarily long data blocks and, 
eventually, unlimited computational power, which means that the actual rate-
distortion characteristics of practical encoding systems are obtained under restricted 
conditions, particularly, small data block sizes, aiming at reducing the end-to-end de-
lay and the computational power required at the encoder and, especially, at the de-
coder. Therefore, either implicitly or explicitly (Gormish and Gill 1993, Richardson 
and Zhao 2001, Zhao and Richardson 2002), the rate control mechanism is responsi-
ble for obtaining the best rate-distortion-complexity trade-off. This can be generically 
described as: minimize D , subject to TR R≤  and TC C≤ , where D , R , and C  are, 

respectively, the distortion, bit rate, and computational complexity, and TR  and TC  

are, respectively, the target bit rate and target computational complexity. 
Given a certain set of constraints, the basic dimensions (i.e., degrees of freedom) of 

rate control (frame-based and object-based) are intimately related to the traditional 
characteristic dimensions of the input data model, i.e., the coded spatial resolution, the 
coded temporal resolution, and the introduced texture data distortion (the coding er-
rors). However, in an object-based coding framework, such as the MPEG-4 Visual ar-
chitecture (ISO/IEC 14496-2 2004), the input data model for video is characterized by 
some additional dimensions, in comparison with the frame-based video data model, 
i.e., the shape data that defines the shape of each object and the scene description data 
that specifies the way that the scene is organized. Since, typically, the objects in the 
scene have semantic relevance, the major novelty here is the semantic dimension of 
the data model and, consequently, of the rate control since it becomes possible to per-
form actions such as not transmitting a less relevant object to save bits for the most 
semantically relevant objects. Therefore, the semantic dimension of the object-based 
representation paradigm opens new degrees of freedom to rate control such as the se-
mantic resolution control and the amount of content control. The semantic resolution 
of a certain scene is related to the semantic detail provided; this means to the number 
of objects in which a certain amount of video data is organized (for the same amount 
of pixels, more objects mean higher semantic resolution and vice-versa). The amount 
of content in a scene is related to the number of objects and to the corresponding 
amount of data; decreasing the amount of content means reducing the number of ob-
jects in the sense that the pixels corresponding to a certain object are removed (not in 
the sense that objects are merged). 
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Frame-based and object-based rate control strategies are, therefore, designed 
within the boundaries provided by the corresponding rate control dimensions: while in 
frame-based coding, the rate control mechanism has the task to choose the best trade-
off in terms of spatial and temporal resolution as well as to introduce distortion in the 
texture data, maximizing the global subjective quality, in object-based coding archi-
tectures, the rate control mechanism has the task to choose the best trade-off in terms 
of the amount of content to be coded, the corresponding semantic resolution, the spa-
tial and temporal resolution for each object, and the amount of distortion in the texture 
and shape data for each object, in order that the global subjective impact in terms of 
the relevant requirements is maximized. 

In object-based coding, since the various objects in a scene are now independent 
entities in terms of coding, although building together a scene, the rate control dimen-
sions are dealt with by using two levels of action (Fig. 4): 

• Scene-level rate control – Responsible for allocating the available resources be-
tween the objects in the scene, i.e., between the different encoding time instants 
and video objects to encode in each encoding time instant. 

• Object-level rate control – Responsible for allocating the resources attributed to 
each object (in a rigid or dynamic way) among the various types of data to code 
(for that object), notably texture and shape, and for computing the best encoding 
parameters to achieve the target bit allocations while maintaining smooth quality 
fluctuations. 

Scene-level Rate Control

Object-level Rate Control

Object-based Rate Control 
Performed by using Two Levels

Scene-level Rate Control

Object-level Rate Control

Object-based Rate Control 
Performed by using Two Levels

 

Fig. 4. Object-based rate control levels. 

3.1   Object-Based Rate Control Architecture 

To better understand the problems and solutions dealt with in object-based rate con-
trol, Fig. 5 presents an object-based coding architecture, showing the interfaces with 
the rate control module responsible for jointly controlling the encoding of multiple 
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video objects composing a given scene. This architecture is composed of three major 
building blocks (Nunes 2007): 

• Scene encoder – This block is responsible for encoding the original video content, 
i.e., the video objects (VOs) composing the scene, into a set of bitstreams (one for 
each VO2). This block is composed by a scene buffer where the original video ob-
ject planes (VOPs) are stored; a symbol generator that reduces the redundancy and 
irrelevancy of the original video data generating adequate coded symbols; an en-
tropy coder that reduces the statistical redundancy of the coded symbols converting 
them into bit codes; and, finally, a video multiplexer responsible for organizing the 
coded symbols according to the adopted video coding syntax. 

• Video buffering verifier – This block is composed by a series of normative  
models3, each one defining rules and limits to verify if the amount required for a 
specific type of decoding resource is within the bounds allowed by the correspond-
ing profile and level specification (ISO/IEC 14496-2 2004). The rate control algo-
rithm must use these rules and limits to define the control actions that will drive the 
scene encoder without violating this mechanism. 

• Rate controller – This block corresponds to the mechanism responsible for con-
trolling the scene encoder aiming at efficiently encoding the original video data 
while producing a set of bitstreams that does not violate the video buffering veri-
fier mechanism. Essentially, this mechanism is composed by six modules (ana-
lyzed with more detail in Section 3.2) that, based on statistics computed from the 
input data stored in the scene buffer (feedforward information) and statistics com-
puted through the different video buffering verifier models (feedback information), 
compute a multidimensional control signal (e.g., encoding time instants, macrob-
lock coding modes and quantization parameters) that will command the encoding 
process. One fundamental task of this block is the bit allocation along time and be-
tween the various objects taking into account: i) the scene characteristics, obtained 
through the scene analysis for resource allocation module, and ii) the status of the 
various video buffering verifier models, provided by the video buffering verifier 
control module. Another important task of the rate controller is the spatio-temporal 
resolution control in order to achieve the best possible subjective quality given: i) 
the scene characteristics, ii) the available bit resources; and iii) the status of the 
various video buffering verifier models. The actual scene encoder control is per-
formed through the coding mode control module, which is responsible for comput-
ing the adequate coding parameters given: i) a certain model of the scene encoder 
provided by the rate-distortion modeling module, ii) the characteristics of various 
objects, and iii) the status of the various video buffering verifier models (Section 
3.3 provides a more detailed walkthrough of these modules). 

                                                           
2 In case scalability is used, one bitstream for each video object layer of each video object is 

generated. 
3 The Video Reference Memory Verifier (VMV) is used to check the amount of decoding 

memory, the Video Complexity Verifier (VCV) to check the amount of decoding computa-
tional power, and the Video Rate Buffer Verifier (VBV) to check the bistream memory. This 
chapter will only consider VBV control; VMV and VCV control are addressed, for example, 
as in (Nunes and Pereira 2000, Valentim et al. 2002). 
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Fig. 5. Example of an object-based rate control architecture (Nunes and Pereira 2009) (© 2009 
IEEE). 

This chapter will consider the control of scene encoders operating under low-delay 
constraints, i.e., under low processing delay and low buffering delay. In terms of 
processing delay, it means that the rate controller can only process the VOPs corre-
sponding to each encoding time instant, i.e., no future VOPs are analyzed, and a sin-
gle pass encoding is performed, i.e., each coding unit is encoded only once. In terms 
of buffering delay, it means that the rate control algorithm should be able to cope with 
small buffer sizes for which the number of bits per frame needs to be kept nearly con-
stant and, consequently, a very tight control of the VBV buffer4 occupancy and fine 
coding mode control (e.g., quantization parameter selection) is required. 

In this context, it is important to adopt adequate control techniques that relate the 
scene encoder output information with the required reference command signal in or-
der to produce a multidimensional control signal that adequately drives the scene en-
coder, compensating its deviations regarding the ideal behavior. 

Rate-distortion modeling is an important rate control technique that targets the  
design of adequate models for describing the rate-distortion behavior associated to  
the encoding system. These models must capture the statistical characteristics of  
the source and describe the encoding process as a function of some encoder control 

                                                           
4 The VBV is a decoder buffer model, which means that for CBR encoding it is filled at con-

stant bit rate and emptied impulsively and each VOP decoding time. Therefore, VBV under-
flows correspond to encoder buffer overflows and vice-versa. For rate control purposes the 
rate controller assumes that an equivalent buffer exists ate the encoder side — encoder bit-
stream buffer. 
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parameters (e.g., the quantization step), reflecting the lossy encoding rate-distortion 
trade-off. 

In the ideal case, where the models are extremely accurate, the rate control 
mechanism could simply use these models to compute the scene encoder parameters 
to achieve a desired encoding objective (e.g., average bit rate, target video quality). 
However, usually, these models tend to deviate from the actual scene encoder behav-
ior. Therefore, to deal with these deviations between theoretical models and actual 
coding results, it is necessary to develop: i) adequate compensation mechanisms 
(e.g., rate control decisions and actions) that are able to track these deviations  
and compensate them in order to allow a stable an efficient operation of the scene 
encoder, and ii) adequate adaptation mechanisms (e.g., estimation of model parame-
ters) that are able to instantaneously represent the actual behavior of the scene en-
coder and its rate controller. 

These two problems, i.e., compensation of the undesired behavior of the scene en-
coder and adaptation of the rate-distortion and rate controller parameters, aiming at 
building a robust and efficient rate control algorithm, are another set of important 
techniques that require proper attention in devising effective rate control mechanisms.  

3.2   Object-Based Rate Control Techniques 

Being a very complex mechanism, the design of a multiple video object (MVO) rate 
controller requires that the following aspects be addressed together: 

• Feedback compensation – The rate control problem can be seen as a generic con-
trol problem where a given process (the video scene encoder) is controlled by a 
controller mechanism (the rate controller) in order to produce an output that  
follows closely a desired reference input command. Therefore, whenever process 
output deviations occur, adequate compensation actions are required. A simple so-
lution is to relate the VBV buffer fullness with the MB quantization parameter as, 
for example, in the old ITU-T H.261 Reference Model 8 (RM8) (CCITT SGXV 
1989)5. It is important to notice, however, that buffer feedback methods such as the 
RM8 compensation mechanism have a severe drawback, resulting from the direct 
relation of the quantization parameter with the buffer occupancy, which can lead to 
an equilibrium operational point at very high or very low buffer occupancies. In 
this case, a sudden scene change or a very low scene activity can lead to imminent 
buffer violations (respectively, an overflow or an underflow), which may require 
extreme actions to avoid and lead typically to large quality fluctuations. This 
drawback can be circumvented by avoiding a direct relation between the  
VBV buffer occupancy and the quantization parameter as in the MPEG-4 Video 
Verification Model 4.0 (VM4)6 (MPEG-4 Video VM4 1996) rate control algo-
rithm. The general idea of the VM4 compensation mechanism is to increase the 
quantization parameter by a given amount, whenever the number of bits spent in 
the previous VO VOP is higher than the average number of bits available to encode 

                                                           
5 In this case, the decoder model buffer is called Hypothetical Reference Decoder (HRD) 

buffer. 
6 This algorithm has been superseded by (MPEG-4 Video VM5 1996, MPEG-4 Video VM8 

1997) rate control algorithms. 
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the remaining VO VOPs. Conversely, the quantization parameter is decreased by a 
certain quantity, whenever the number of bits spent in the previous VOP is lower 
than the average number of bits available to encode the remaining VOPs. A major 
drawback of the VM4 algorithm results from the uniform bit allocation assump-
tion, which neglects the VOP coding type, i.e., Intra (I), Inter (P), or Bidirectional 
(B), and coding complexity, which can lead to large quality fluctuations and to un-
stable control due to the frequent and large changes of the quantization parameter. 
This problem can be avoided by allocating to each VOP a number of bits propor-
tional to its estimated complexity (depending on the VOP coding type and coding 
complexity). When the generated bits deviate from the nominal target, the target 
number of bits for the next encoding time instant(s) is updated. The feedback com-
pensation loop is closed by relating the bit allocation with the quantization parame-
ter value (low bit allocation corresponds to a high quantization parameter value and 
vice versa). This approach has been adopted, partially, in the context of the MPEG-
2 Video Test Model 5 (TM5) (MPEG-2 TM5 1993) rate control algorithm, devel-
oped for frame-based video coding, and in most state-of-the-art object-based rate 
control algorithms, e.g., (MPEG-4 Video VM5 1996, MPEG-4 Video VM8 1997, 
Chiang and Zhang 1997, Vetro et al. 1999), since it is the most effective and robust 
method to compensate the undesired behaviors of video encoders. The bit alloca-
tion feedback compensation methods can still be improved with the additional use 
of buffer and quality (e.g., pixel distortion) feedback compensation mechanisms 
(Sun and Ahmad 2004, Nunes and Pereira 2007). 

• Use of feedforward information – The basic idea of feedforward rate control is to 
plan in advance what will be the encoding results of a certain set of encoding pa-
rameters and act before deviations occur, i.e., based on all or a subset of the input 
data, the rate controller selects the set of encoding parameters that should produce 
the desired result. Feedforward methods can achieve very tight rate control by 
processing simultaneously large amounts of data and performing multiple encoding 
passes. However, besides being computationally very expensive, these methods are 
not usually suitable for real-time encoding since they generally involve high  
end-to-end delay. Some rate control algorithms rely exclusively on the feedback in-
formation from the buffer occupancy to adjust the quantization parameter; conse-
quently, no feedforward information is used, i.e., the incoming data complexity is 
not taken into account in the control actions. However, being able to plan in ad-
vance what will be the encoding results of a certain set of encoding parameters and 
acting before deviations occur can bring significant gains in terms of rate control 
performance, e.g., based on all or a subset of the input data, the scene encoder rate 
controller can select the set of encoding parameters that should produce the desired 
result (e.g., target VBV occupancy and target scene quality). Therefore, it is con-
venient to extract relevant information from the input data to be encoded and, 
based on these data and adequate models of the scene encoder behavior, to com-
pute the estimated behavior of the encoder. In the TM5 rate control algorithm 
(MPEG-2 Video TM5 1993), in order to take into account the lower sensitivity of 
the human visual system to the quantization error in highly texture zones and the 
higher sensitivity to the quantization error in uniform zones, the quantization pa-
rameter is further feedforward adjusted to the local characteristics of the picture us-
ing the MB texture activity computed from the luminance information of the MB 
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being encoded. The MPEG-4 Visual Annex L rate control algorithms (ISO/IEC 
14496-2 2004) use feedforward information into three different situations: i) 
Frame Rate Control — to compute the frame quantization parameter; ii) Macrob-
lock Rate Control — to allocate the VOP target number of bits among the several 
MBs in the VOP; and iii) Multiple Video Object Rate Control — to distribute the 
allocated bits among the several VOs. In the first case, the VOP mean absolute dif-
ference (MAD), computed during the motion estimation step, is used in the VOP 
rate-quantization (RQ) model to compute the quantization parameter to encode the 
VOP. In the second case, the MB MAD is used in the MB-level feedback law to 
perform the MB bit allocation, and in the MB RQ model to compute the MB quan-
tization parameter. Finally, in the third case, the MVO rate control algorithm uses 
feedforward information about the size, motion vectors amplitude, and VOP MAD 
to distribute the allocated number of bits for a given encoding time instant among 
the several VOs to encode for that time instant. Since the various VOPs to encode 
at each encoding time instant may have different sizes, and different complexities, 
it is important to take that into account by assigning a bit allocation weight to each 
VOP based on this feedforward information. 

• Sampling period of compensation and adaptation actions – The sampling pe-
riod of the rate controller is closely connected with the capabilities of this mecha-
nism to achieve its goals. Lower sampling periods allow the rate controller to react 
faster to undesired deviations from the target behavior. However, frequent changes 
of the coding parameters may lead to instabilities or high quality variations. When 
the MB rate control is not used, the MPEG-4 Visual Annex L rate control algo-
rithm (ISO/IEC 14496-2 2004) uses only a feedback loop at the VOP-level. If the 
MB rate control is activated, the algorithm uses two embedded feedback loops, 
corresponding to two different sampling periods: VOP-level and MB-level. Notice, 
however, that, when a very tight rate control is needed, e.g., in real-time interper-
sonal communications, the sampling period can be as lower as the DCT-level, in-
volving skipping/stuffing actions. 

• Buffering control – An important goal of a rate control algorithm is to keep the 
buffer occupancy within permitted bounds. There are, usually, two types of buffer 
control: i) soft buffer control and ii) hard buffer control. While the soft buffer con-
trol is usually achieved through the feedback compensation mechanisms by 
smoothly changing the bit allocations or the quantization parameter, hard buffer 
control requires drastic skipping or stuffing measures. Soft buffer control should 
usually be favored as it does not penalize so dramatically the spatio-temporal pic-
ture quality. This does not mean that hard buffer control should not be used. In 
some situations it can be the only method available to ensure that the encoding re-
strictions are not violated. The MPEG-4 Visual Annex L rate control algorithms 
(ISO/IEC 14496-2 2004), as other state-of-the-art object based rate control meth-
ods use these two types of buffer control. 

• Quality control – Since the ultimate goal of a rate control algorithm is to maxi-
mize the subjective quality of the decoded video, it is important to incorporate this 
goal, as much as possible, in a direct way into the rate control actions. Although 
most rate control algorithms do not explicitly consider picture quality control ac-
tions, since no feedback information about the decoded picture quality is used to 
compute the control signal, there are two simple rate control mechanisms that aim 
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to provide some indirect quality control: i) quantization parameter variation range 
limitation between consecutive encoding time instants to avoid large picture qual-
ity variations between consecutive VOPs of the same VO; and ii) skipping VOPs 
in order to achieve a better trade-off between motion smoothness and spatial qual-
ity — when the bit rate resources are scarce, notably in low bit rate encoding, the 
target number of bits for the current time instant that emerges from the buffer con-
trol may not be sufficient to even encode the auxiliary data (i.e., header, motion 
vector, and shape data); thus, no bits would be left for encoding the texture data. In 
these cases, rate control algorithm should consider skipping these VOPs. 

• Parameter estimation – Typically, adopting a linear feedback control model in-
volves selecting a given operation point and designing the controller with constant 
parameters, e.g., in (Keesman et al. 1995) a simple PI-controller is used to perform 
VBV control in the context of a rate control mechanism. This approach is adequate 
for many applications since feedback systems are inherently insensitive to model-
ing errors and disturbances (Åström and Wittenmark 1995). This is typically a  
tuning problem, where the system is viewed as having constant but unknown pa-
rameters; thus, controller design consists in the off-line computation of the optimal 
controller parameters, e.g., PID parameters. However, sometimes the process dy-
namics is affected by variations of the operational conditions (e.g., scene changes, 
channel rate variation, etc.). In this case, constant-gain feedback controllers are 
usually insufficient due to stability problems, e.g., large picture quality fluctuations 
or imminent VBV violations. In this case, it is important to adapt the rate control 
mechanism to the unknowns of the process. In this context, the adaptation process 
consists typically in the estimation of the changing parameters during the control 
process itself. 

The adequate balancing between feedback and feedforward rate control through 
different hierarchical levels of action and modeling is the core aspect of an efficient 
object-based rate controller and, therefore, of the six rate controller modules presented 
in Fig. 5. The following sections present the major features and major contributions 
available in the literature regarding each of these modules. 

3.2.1   Scene Analysis for Resource Allocation 
This module aims to extract relevant information for rate control as, for example, the 
size of the video data units (frames or VOPs), the object activity derived from the 
amplitude of the motion vectors, and the texture coding complexity derived from the 
prediction error variance (Nunes and Pereira 1997, Lee et al. 1997, Vetro et al. 1998, 
Lee et al. 2000). 

The relevant data (e.g., MB organized) can then be feedforwarded to the other rate 
controller modules in order to guide their actions, notably the spatio-temporal resolu-
tion control, the bit allocation, and the coding mode control modules. These data can 
be used to compute the VOP coding complexity as a weighted sum of the various 
VOP features (Nunes and Pereira 1997) as follows 

( )VOP T S VOP A VOP C VOPX S A Cα α α α= × × + × + ×
                               

(1) 
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where Tα  is the VOP coding type weight { }, ,T I P B∈ , VOPS  is the normalized VOP 

size, VOPA  is the normalized VOP activity, VOPC  is the normalized VOP texture com-

plexity, and Sα , Aα , and Cα  are weights such that 1S A Cα α α+ + = . 

The relative VOP coding complexities can be used by the bit allocation module to 
assign an adequate fraction of the bit rate to each VO for each encoding time instant. 
Further details of this approach can be found in (Nunes 2007, Nunes and Pereira 
2009). 

This module can also to be used to detect scene-changes during encoding in order 
that the rate controller can take adequate actions, such as, changing the bit allocations 
to handle a sudden high number of Intra MBs (Sun and Ahmad 2004) or to update the 
amount of previous data used for parameter estimation (Lee et al. 2000). 

Since the various VOs composing the scene may have different visual importance, 
this module can also be used to assign priorities to the various VO through the com-
putation of a bit allocation weight for each VO in the scene based on a visual attention 
model. In (Chen et al. 2006) the authors propose a visual attention model where the 
VO visual attention value (VAV) is a weighted sum of a static attention value (that 
depends on the visual saliency of the VOP pixels) and a motion attention value (that 
depends on the number of moving pixels in the VOP). The relative VAVs for the 
various VOs in the scene are then used for dynamic bit allocation. 

3.2.2   Spatio-temporal Resolution Control 
This module is conceptually responsible for deciding the appropriate spatial and tem-
poral resolutions of the input video data, trying to achieve the best trade-off between 
spatial quality and motion smoothness based on information received from the other 
rate controller modules (see Fig. 5). However, the spatial resolution of the input data 
can only be changed during the scene encoding if this is supported by the encoder, 
e.g., MPEG-4 Advanced Real-Time Simple Profile (ISO/IEC 14496-2 2004). For 
temporal resolution control, for each possible encoding time instant, this module per-
forms the following actions: i) receives input from the bit allocation module regarding 
the available number of bits for the next encoding time instant; ii) receives input from 
the video buffering verifier control regarding the estimated status of the different 
video buffering verifier buffers after the current set of VOPs had been encoded; iii) 
receives input from the scene analysis for resource allocation regarding the input data 
coding complexity; and iv) based on this information, this module decides to skip or 
to proceed with the encoding process for the current time instant (Nunes and Pereira 
2001). For example, if the bit allocation is too small for a given encoding time instant 
it can be a better decision to skip the encoding of all or only some VOs for that time 
instant than encoding the VOs with very low texture quality. Skipping encoding (i.e., 
changing momentarily the temporal resolution) can also be the only solution when, 
based on the information coming from the scene analysis for resource allocation and 
the video buffering verifier modules, an imminent violation of any of the video buff-
ering verifier models is foreseen. 

Commonly, temporal resolution control is mainly based on the buffer occupancy 
criteria (Vetro et al. 1999, Ronda et al. 1999, Lee et al. 2000, Sun and Ahmad 2004). 
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3.2.3   Rate-Distortion Modeling 
This module provides mathematical descriptions of the encoding process relating the 
video data rate and distortion characteristics with the coding parameters. In order to 
be able to predict in advance the behavior of the scene encoder, notably the joint be-
havior of the symbol generator and the entropy coder, it is advisable to have some 
mathematical description of this behavior that can be adapted to the actual encoding 
results during the encoding process, typically through parameter estimation. Rate-
distortion (RD) models are used essentially to map bit allocations into coding parame-
ters, notably the quantization parameter that will be used to encode each coding unit, 
i.e., a given VOP or MB inside a VOP. 

The problem of rate-distortion modeling for accurate bit allocation, in the context 
of MPEG-4 video encoding, was first addressed by (Chiang and Zhang 1996, Chiang 
and Zhang 1997). In this work, the authors propose the quadratic rate-quantization 
(RQ) model that has been adopted in (MPEG-4 Video VM5 1996) for the frame and 
multiple video-object rate control algorithms: 

1 2 2

1 1
( ) CR Q X X E

Q Q

⎛ ⎞
= + ⋅⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠                                                 

(2) 

where 1X , and 2X  are the model parameters, and CE  is the encoding complexity ex-

pressed by the mean absolute difference (MAD) between the VOP being encoded and 
its reference. 

However, Intra and Inter RD models exhibit different characteristics since, while 
Intra RD models depend only on the current VOP characteristics and coding parame-
ters (Nunes and Pereira 2004a), the RQ functions for Inter depend also of the refer-
ence VOPs and, consequently, become bi-dimensional, e.g., ( , )refR Q Q . Since these 

bi-dimensional rate and distortion functions are difficult to obtain, at least for a wide 
range of Q  and refQ  values, some assumptions need to be made. Therefore, (Nunes 

and Pereira 2004b) proposed a new type of Inter RD models for small Q  variations 

between successive VOPs where the RQ function is approximated by a stationary 
component ( )R Q , plus a delta component ( , )R Q QΔ Δ  that depends also on the dif-

ference between the stationary quantization parameter 0Q  and the quantization pa-

rameter of the reference VOP refQ , i.e., 0 refQ Q QΔ = − . 

In order to achieve an adequate spatio-temporal encoding tradeoff it is also rec-
ommended to consider explicitly the rate-distortion characteristics of coded and 
skipped VOPs. This problem has been addressed by (Lee et al. 2003) where the dis-
tortion of the coded VOPs is modeled as 

( )2 2( ) 2 i

i

R t
C i zD Q a σ−= ⋅ ⋅

                                                 
 (3) 

where a  is a model parameter, ( )iR t  is the average bit rate per sample at time instant 

it , and 2

izσ  is the variance of the input signal. The distortion of skipped VOPs is mod-

eled as  
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( ) ( )
,

2,
i kS i C i zD Q k D Q E ⎡ ⎤= + Δ⎣ ⎦                                              

(4) 

where ( )C iD Q  is the distortion of the last coded VOP and 
,

2

i kzE ⎡ ⎤Δ⎣ ⎦  is an estimate of 

the interpolation mean square error for the skipped VOP at time instant kt . 

In (He et al. 2001a, He and Mitra 2001, He and Mitra 2002a) the authors proposed 
a new framework for modeling the RD characteristics of DCT video encoders where 
the coding rate and the pixel distortion are modeled as functions of the percentage of 
zeros in the quantized DCT coefficients, ρ , where the number of bits, R , and the 

pixel distortion, D , for a given VOP is modeled as follows 

( )( ) 1R ρ θ ρ= ⋅ −
                                                 

(5) 

2 (1 )( )D e α ρρ σ − −=                                                  (6) 

where θ  and α  are model parameters, 2σ  is the picture variance, and ρ  is the per-

centage of zero DCT coefficients on the current VOP as a function of the VOP quan-
tization parameter. 

For single video object (SVO) encoding, the VOP quantization parameter, Q , is 

computed after computing the ( )Qρ  mapping function for the given VOP and solv-

ing (5) for the target number of bits for the current VOP. 
For MVO encoding, each VO has its own set of RD models. Therefore, after com-

puting the target number of bits for each VO in the scene through the minimization of 
a RD cost function, (5) is solved independently for each VO (He et al. 2001b, He and 
Mitra 2002b). 

Using a fixed quantization parameter for all the MBs in a VOP, computed based on 
a given target number of bits and the corresponding VO RQ model can lead in certain 
situations, notably, in low delay video encoding, to imminent buffer violations due to 
large deviations between the actual and the estimated number of encoded bits. In 
(Ribas-Corberas and Lei 1999) the authors proposed a RQ model for MB-level to  
circumvent this problem, allowing the quantization step to change from MB to MB 
inside a VOP. The MB rate control assumes that the encoder RQ function can be 
modeled as: 

2
1 2

2 32

1

( )
1 1

MB bpp T
MB

MB

MB MB bpp T
MBMB

A MAD R
Q

R Q

A MAD A MAD R
QQ

ε

ε

⎧ ⇐ >⎪⎪= ⎨
⎪ + ⇐ ≤
⎪⎩                   

(7) 

where ( )MBR Q  is the number of bits to encode the texture data of MB i , 1A , 2A , and 

3A  are the model parameters, MBQ  is the MB quantization parameter, MBMAD  is the 

mean absolute difference for the MB, bppR  is the target number of bits per pixel for 

encoding the MB texture data, and Tε  is a control parameter (by default 0.085Tε = ). 
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In (Nunes and Pereira 2007) the authors also used a MB-level RQ model to improve 
the accuracy of the rate control mechanism defined as follows: 

( )( )MB MB MBR Q a Q X= ⋅
                                                 

(8) 

where a  is the model parameter and MBX  is the MB texture complexity. The MB RQ 

model (8), although very simple, supports a fine level of rate control, i.e., with a lower 
sampling period — MB period — and, consequently, a faster reaction to deviations 
relatively to the nominal operation, improving this way the performance of the rate 
control mechanism. 

3.2.4   Bit Allocation 
This module allocates the available bit rate resources taking into account the varying 
characteristics of the input video data compensating the deviations between the ideal-
ized behavior and the actual encoding results. Following a strategy of dividing to 
conquer, the bit allocation can be partitioned into several hierarchical levels, similarly 
to the syntactic organization of the encoded video data: 

• Group of Scene Planes (GOS) – The set of all encoding time instants between 
two random access points, typically encoded with a constant number of bits. 

• Scene Plane (SP) – The set of all VOPs of all VOs to be encoded at a particular 
encoding time instant. Not all VOs of a given scene may have VOPs to be encoded 
in every scene plane (see Fig. 6) 

• Video Object Plane (VOP) – The sample of each video object at a particular en-
coding time instant. 

• Macroblock (MB) – The smallest coding unit for which the quantization parame-
ter can be changed. 

At each level and for the corresponding time instant, this module allocates an ade-
quate number of bits taking into account the channel bit rate, each VO target encoded 
temporal resolution, the buffer size, current buffer occupancy, target buffer occu-
pancy, and number of bits for the previous VOPs of each VO.  

For example, after allocating a certain number of bits for a given GOS, the bit allo-
cation proceeds to the SP-level allocating an appropriate number of bits for each SP 
according to number and complexity of the VOs to encode in that SP. Afterwards, the 
bit allocation module distributes the available bits among the several VOPs in the SP, 
and, inside each VOP, among the several MBs, in a way the overall (perceptual) qual-
ity is maximized.  

For low complexity and low encoding delay, the bit allocation for each level, N , 
should be composed by a nominal value at each level, NT , and a compensation mecha-

nism that takes into account deviations between the generated bits and the nominal bit 
allocations. The following formulation is proposed by (Nunes and Pereira 2007): 

( )1

1
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

n

N N N N Nk
T n T n K n T k S k

−

=
= + −∑                                

(9) 

where NK  is an integral compensation factor, which may be constant or dependent  

on the encoding time instant n , and [ ]NS k  is the number of bits spent for time  
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Fig. 6. Multiple video objects encoding with different VOP rates. 

instant k . Therefore, for each source of uncertainty (i.e., for each bit allocation level), 
an adequate feedback compensation mechanism is provided, in a way that, together, 
the different levels contribute to the overall rate control goals. 

For the case of MVO encoding, another important aspect to be considered is the 
fact that quality between the various VOs for each encoding time instant and along 
time should be as constant as possible. 

For a given VO to reach an average distortion per pixel for the different VOP cod-
ing types approximately constant, i.e., I P BD D D≈ ≈ , the following relation should 

approximately hold 

I P B

I P B

b b b

α α α
≈ ≈

                                                        
(10) 

where Iα , Pα , and Bα , are the VOP coding type weights, and Ib , Pb , and Bb , are 

the average number of bits per pixel for each corresponding VOP coding type. 
Therefore, in (Nunes and Pereira 2009), it is proposed that before encoding each I-

VOP, i.e., at the beginning of each GOV, of a given VO, Iα  be estimated through the 

following equation 

T

I I
I

PP

b D

Db

γ

α
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠                                                          

(11) 

where Ib , ID , Pb , and PD  are, respectively, the average number of bits per pixel and 

the average pixel distortion for I- and P-VOPs, computed over window sizes IW  and 

PW  of past I- and P-VOPs encoding results, and Tγ  is a parameter that controls the 

impact of the average distortion ratios on the estimation of the VO coding weight; in 
(Nunes and Pereira 2009), 3IW =  and 1P SPW N= − , and 0.5Tγ = . 
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Similarly, for B-VOPs, at the beginning of each B-VOP encoding, Bα  should be 

updated according to 

T

B B
B

PP

b D

Db

γ

α
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠                                                          

(12) 

A similar approach is also used in (Sun and Ahmad 2004, Sun and Ahmad 2005). 
Encoding all the objects in the scene with approximately constant quality is an im-

portant goal that can hardly be achieved when only a pure feedforward approach is 
used to compute the VO weights used to distribute the SP target among the various 
VOPs in the given SP. This is the approach followed in (MPEG-4 Video VM5 1996), 
where there is no compensation for deviations on the bit rate distribution among the 
various VOPs for a given time instant. 

Consequently, it is important to update the VO coding complexity weights along 
time and to compensate the bit allocation deviations through the feedback adjustment 
of these parameters to meet the requirement of spatial quality smoothness (Nunes and 
Pereira 2007). For this purpose, the coding complexity (reflecting the texture coding 
complexity and the coding mode) of a given VOP n in SP p of GOS m is, given by 

[ ] [ ] [ ]VOP TX n n nα ω= ⋅ , 1, , VOn N= K                                    (13) 

where [ ]T nα  and [ ]nω  are, respectively, the coding type weight ( { }, ,T I P B∈ ) and 

coding complexity weight – reflecting the texture, shape, and motion (if applicable) 
coding complexity – of VO n in SP p of GOS m. 

The coding complexity weight, [ ]nω , reflects its relative coding difficulty in the 

current SP, computed as follows 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]S VO A VO C VOn S n A n C nω α α α= × + × + ×                            (14) 

where [ ]VOS n , [ ]VOA n , and [ ]VOC n  are, respectively, the normalized values of size, 

activity, and texture complexity of VO n in the current SP, and Sα , Aα , and Cα  are 

weights such that 1S A Cα α α+ + =  — e.g., 0.2Sα = , 0.5Aα = , 0.3Cα =  as pro-

posed in (Nunes and Pereira 1997). 
Additionally, the SP average luminance pixel distortion is defined as the weighted 

sum of the various VOs distortions, i.e. 

( )
1 1

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]VO VON N

SP PIX VOP PIXk k
D p N k D k N k

= =
= ⋅∑ ∑                          

(15) 

where [ ]VOPD n  and [ ]PIXN n  are, respectively, the average pixel distortion and the 

VOP size in pixels of VO n in SP p. 
Using (15) as the reference SP distortion, a complexity weight adjustment can be 

computed for each VO as follows 

1

[ 1][ ] [ 1][ ] [ 1][ ]
[ ][ ]

[ 1][ 1][ ]

D

VO

VOP T VOP
D N

SPVOPk

b p n p n D p n
p n

D pb p k

γ

αφ
=

⎛ ⎞− − −⎜ ⎟= ×
⎜ ⎟−−⎝ ⎠∑                    

(16) 
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where [ ][ ]VOPb p n  is the VO n VOP number of bits in SP p, and parameter Dγ  con-

trols the impact of Dφ  in the VOP bit allocation feedback compensation; typically, 

0.1 0.5Dγ≤ ≤ ; in (Nunes and Pereira 2009), 0.2Dγ =  revealed to be an adequate 

choice. 
From (13) and (16), the VO complexity and VOP target bits are, respectively, feed-

back-adjusted as 

[ ] [ ] [ ]D D VOPn n X nη φ= ⋅                                                 (17) 

and 

1

1
1 1

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]VO VO VO

n
D D D

VOP SP SP VOPN N N
kD D Dk k n k

n n n
T n T T b k

k k k

η η η
η η η

−

=
= = =

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= + −
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑
∑ ∑ ∑            

(18) 

The main goal of this compensation mechanism is to smooth the spatial quality dif-
ferences among the various VOs. Therefore, it can be seen as an SP spatial quality 
control also. 

3.2.5   Video Buffering Verifier Control 
This module guides the other modules decisions in order to avoid critical situations 
(e.g., encoder buffer overflows or underflows). For the video rate buffer verifier 
(VBV) mechanism (ISO/IEC 14496-2 2004), this module specifies adequate dynamic 
target VBV occupancies, TB , for each encoding time instant taking into account the 

VBV size, the relative encoding time instant inside each GOS, the complexity of each 
SP, and the target number of bits for the current GOS. The deviation between TB  and 

the actual VBV occupancy, B , is used to softly compensate the bit allocation at SP-
level — soft SP-level VBV control. If soft control is not enough to lead B  to the 
nominal operation area, then hard SP-level VBV control is applied limiting the bit al-
locations to prevent VBV violations. 

A common approach in MPEG-4 object-based rate control is to set the target VBV 
to half the buffer size, SB , (MPEG-4 VM5 1996, MPEG-4 VM8 1997, Vetro et al. 

1999, Sun and Ahmad 2004, Sun and Ahmad 2005). However, this is a rather sub-
optimal approach since, when using different VOP coding types (e.g., I, P and B) or 
the various VOs in the scene are encoded with different temporal resolutions, a differ-
ent target number of bits shall be allocated for each coding time and, consequently, a 
different target buffer occupancy shall be specified. This approach is followed in 
(Nunes and Pereira 2007, Nunes and Pereira 2009) where the authors define different 
target VBV buffer occupancies for each encoding time instant as follows 

( )
1

1
[ ]

[ ] [ ] [1]

p

GOS SPk
T S SP SP udflw

GOS

T X k
B p B R t p t B

X

−

=
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= − − − −
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

∑
                 

(19) 

where SB  is the VBV buffer size, GOST  is the target number of bits for the whole 

GOS, [ ]SPX p  is the SP p complexity, GOSX  is the GOS complexity, [ ]SPt p  is the 
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time instant of SP p, R  is the GOS average target bit rate, and udflwB  is a VBV under-

flow margin. 

3.2.6   Coding Mode Control 
This module decides the appropriate coding parameters for each coding unit e.g., MB 
texture and shape coding modes, motion vectors and quantization parameter, aiming 
at achieving accurate bit allocations while maximizing the spatio-temporal quality. 
Essentially, in terms of rate control, this module is responsible for determining the 
quantization parameter for each MB of each VOP. The first step of this module is to 
determine the target quantization parameter for the VOP, TQ , using the VOP-level 

RQ models. Afterwards, if MB-level quantization adaptation is used, this module ad-
justs the MB quantization parameter, MBQ , setting a trade-off between spatial quality 

smoothness (i.e., approximately constant MBQ ) and efficient control of bit allocation 

deviations. The two levels of RD modeling can be used in conjunction in the architec-
ture of Fig. 5 (Nunes and Pereira 2009) leading to more efficient rate control in com-
parison with (MPEG-4 Video VM5, MPEG-4 Video VM8) where the suggested rate 
control methods use, alternatively, the two levels of modeling. 

In (Ronda et al. 1999) the authors specify a set of different goals for the rate  
control. In this case the coding mode control is defined as a minimization of a cost 
function given a certain goal. In this context, the authors proposed three rate control 
variants with different goals and associated different cost criteria, namely: 

1. Weighted distortion rate control – Aims at minimizing the weighted distortion of 
the various VOs in the scene, embedding VO priorities in the optimization process, 
i.e., the rate control goal becomes the minimization of the weighted sum of the in-
dividual VO distortions without imposing any relation between the different VOs 
in the scene. 

2. Priority-based rate control – Aims at satisfying a prioritized list of VO target dis-
tortions, specifying minimum qualities for the various VOs, ordered according to 
their priority, i.e., the rate control goal is to achieve the minimum target quality 
specified by the user for each VO (for each encoding time instant), respecting the 
prioritized order. 

3. Constant distortion-ratio rate control – Aims at achieving a constant distortion 
ratio for each VO, relatively to a reference VO, i.e., given a reference VO and a set 
of distortion ratios specified by the user, the rate control goal is to minimize the 
average VOs distortion, respecting these distortion ratios. 

For each of the above rate control goals, the authors define a cost function that 
should be minimized under the constraint that a given bit allocation is met. Neverthe-
less, the coding mode control module aims essentially at controlling the quantization 
parameter variation for each VOP to be encoded. 

3.3   Object-Based Rate Control Walkthrough 

The main purpose of this section is to summarize the integration of the various rate 
control techniques described above in the form of rate controller modules in a way 
that they can be implemented with relative low degree of uncertainty for controlling a 
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MPEG-4 Visual scene encoder aiming at producing compliant bitstreams with a given 
MPEG-4 Visual Profile and Level (ISO/IEC 14496-2 2004). In this description, it is 
assumed that the VOs are available to the scene encoder through the scene buffer 
(Fig. 5) 

It is worthwhile mentioning here, that some rate controller modules interact itera-
tively with each other (e.g., the spatio-temporal resolution control and the scene 
analysis for resource allocation modules or the coding mode control and the video 
buffering verifier modules). Therefore, a step-by-step description of such rate control 
mechanism can hardly associate each step to a single rate controller module without 
compromising the simplicity and legibility of this description. 

For a given scene composed by a set of VOs, the rate controller requires from the 
user the following parameters: 

• Profile and level for encoding the scene. 
• Target temporal resolution for each VO. 
• Common random access point period (I-VOP period). 
• Target average channel bit rate, R . 
• Video rate buffer size, SB . 

The proposed rate controller can be implemented through the following steps: 

STEP 1 — Rate Controller Initialization 
This step consists in: i) initializing the video buffering verifier model parameters; ii) 
checking the profile and level limits; iii) computing the scene base temporal resolu-
tion, SR ; and iv) setting the rate controller parameters. 

STEP 2 — Spatio-Temporal Resolution Control 
This step computes successively the next encoding time instant (next SP) – a multiple 
of 1 SR . After reading each VOP from the Scene Buffer, the rate controller performs 

the following tasks: i) invokes the Scene Analysis for Resource Allocation module to 
estimate the size, motion activity, and texture coding complexity of each VO; ii) in-
vokes the Video Buffering Verifier Control to check the estimated status for the next 
encoding time instant of the various Video Buffering Verifier model buffers — the 
next SP is skipped if any of these model buffers is foreseen to overflow, the VBV 
buffer is foreseen to underflow, or if TB B B< −  for the considered SP, where TB  is 

the target VBV buffer occupancy for the current encoding time instant. 

STEP 3 — Rate Controller Parameters Update 
Before encoding, this step updates the video buffering verifier models for the current 
SP and, for each VO in the SP, updates the corresponding VOP-level RD Models. 

STEP 4 — Bit Allocation (Scene-Level) 
This step computes the bit allocation for each SP, SPT , and for each VOP, VOPT , inside 

each SP — for the first SP of each GOS, it also computes the target number of bits for 
the current GOS. Invokes the soft SP-level VBV control and hard SP-level VBV con-
trol if necessary — if SPT  is lower than the estimated header, motion, and shape bits, 

the current SP is skipped and returns to STEP 2. For each VO in current SP, computes 
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the VO feedback adjusted complexity, Dη  (17), and the VOP target number of bits, 

VOPT  (18). 

STEP 5 — Coding Mode Control (VOP Encoding) 
This step is essentially responsible for computing the QP for each MB. If a MB-level 
coding mode control is used it should also invoke the MB-level model updates. 

STEP 6 — GOTO STEP 2 
Steps 1–6 describe a possible execution flow of the rate control modules described in 
the previous section. For low-delay and constant bit rate application scenarios the rate 
controller should be able to efficiently deal with deviations between the ideal and the 
actual behavior of the scene encoder. To deal with these deviations between the theo-
retical models and the actual coding results, it necessary to have adequate adaptation 
and compensation mechanisms that are able to track these deviations and compensate 
them in order to allow a stable an efficient operation of the encoder. These two prob-
lems (adaptation and compensation) are tackled along the different modules compos-
ing the rate control architecture presented in Fig. 5. In this context, the following two 
rate control approaches should be combined 

• Feedback rate control – This rate control approach compares the actual coding 
results (e.g., VBV buffer occupancy, bit rate, quality, etc.) with the target results 
and take an action based on the difference, e.g., whenever the past encoding  
decisions resulted in a successive decrease of the VBV buffer occupancy, the  
rate control mechanism compensates this behavior by coarsely encoding the next 
incoming VOPs. 

• Feedforward rate control – This rate control approach plans in advance what will 
be the encoding result of a certain set of encoding parameters and acts before de-
viations occur, e.g., based on all or a subset of the input data, the encoder selects 
the set of encoding parameters that should produce the desired result, e.g., target 
VBV occupancy and target scene quality. 

Being a complex system, the rate control mechanism is composed, typically, of a 
large number of parameters. Consequently, setting the values for these parameters is a 
critical task when developing an efficient rate control algorithm, since some of these 
parameters can have a high impact on the algorithm performance, e.g., the bit alloca-
tion weights between I-, P-, and B-VOPs, and the bit allocation weights for the sev-
eral VOs in the scene. This problem is circumvented by an adaptive approach based 
on the adaptation of the parameters describing the encoding process and the parame-
ters of the rate controller during the encoding process. 

4   Object-Based Error Resilience 

The change in video representation from the frame-based model to the object-based 
model has a significant impact in terms of error resilience, since new solutions have to 
be found to deal with transmission or storage errors in the bitstreams. For instance, in 
frame-based systems, the problem of error concealment always corresponded to the  
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concealment of rectangular objects, since the shape of the object is a priori known to 
be a rectangle with fixed dimensions. In object-based systems, however, arbitrary 
shape is added, as well as scene composition information, which brings an additional 
dimension to the problem of video error concealment. This means that, in these new 
systems, when errors occur, the shape data may have to be concealed as well as the 
data that describes the scene composition. Therefore, error resilience in frame-based 
systems can be seen as a subset of the general problem of object-based video error re-
silience in the sense that most techniques available may still be useful (even if some 
adaptation may be required) but new techniques, notably for shape and scene compo-
sition concealment, have to be developed. Frame-based resilience techniques have 
been extensively studied and much work has been published; a good review of this 
work can be found in (Wang and Zhu 1998, Wang et al. 2000, Kumar et al. 2006). 
However, not many papers are known dealing with object-based video error resilience 
and, therefore, much work still remains to be done to completely solve the general 
problem of object-based video coding error resilience. The known work on object-
based video error resilience is briefly described here. 

4.1   Object-Based Error Resilient Architecture 

To better understand the problem of object-based error resilience, the general  
architecture of an error resilient object-based video coding system should be first con-
sidered. This system, which includes many different modules responsible for very 
specific tasks, is illustrated in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Example of an error resilient object-based video coding architecture. 
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On the encoder side, the first step is to take the input video content and define a 
video scene with it. This can be done by segmenting an existing video sequence, by 
composing it with already existing pre-segmented video objects or a mixture of both. 
After the video scene to be coded has been defined, the elements that compose the 
scene are sent to the corresponding encoders. This means that each video object is 
sent to a video object encoder and the information that positions them in space and 
time is sent to the scene description encoder. In addition to this, the object descriptor 
data, which creates the link between the various elementary streams and the objects in 
the scene description structure, is sent to the object descriptor encoder. The output of 
all these encoders corresponds to various elementary streams containing encoded da-
ta, which will then be packetized, multiplexed and, finally, adapted to the storage or 
transmission channel(s) in question. All the previously described operations are su-
pervised by the resilience configuration module, which is basically responsible for 
choosing the most adequate (in terms of resilience) coding parameters. This module is 
necessary because the encoding side of the communication chain plays an important 
part in error resilience; in fact, the decoding performance will depend a lot on the kind 
of “protective action” the encoder has taken. As for the scene definition module, it 
typically plays no part in error resilience since its role is to define the scene, possibly 
based only on semantic criteria. However, it can also help. For instance, by slightly 
smoothing the video objects, concealment may become easier at the decoder. 

At the decoding side, the procedure is basically the opposite but, instead of having 
a scene definition module, a scene composition module is used. This way, the decoder 
starts by demultiplexing the received bitstream(s) from the storage or transmission 
channel(s) and then reconstructing the various elementary streams, which are sent to 
the corresponding decoders. After all the elementary streams have been decoded and 
the various scene elements recovered, they are sent to the composition module (except 
for the object descriptor data). The function of this module is to take all the decoded 
video objects and the information that relates them in space and time and build a 
scene that can be presented to the end-user. At the decoder, while performing all the 
described tasks, “defensive actions” have to be taken in order to minimize the nega-
tive subjective impact of channel errors in the presentation. 

As was seen in the description above, the general problem of error resilience is a 
distributed one, in the sense that each module in the object-based video coding system 
plays its part in the error resilience of the whole system. This basically means that the 
problem of error resilience cannot be solved at only one specific location in the sys-
tem and, therefore, to increase the error resilience of the whole system, the error resil-
ience of individual modules should be improved. 

In the following sections, the most important error resilience techniques available 
in the literature for object-based video coding systems will be discussed. 

4.2   Error Resilient Encoding 

There are several types of techniques that encoders may use to improve error resil-
ience. However, not many of those techniques are specific to object-based video. 
Most have been proposed for frame-based video, but can also be extended for object-
based video. 
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In particular, it is largely recognized that Intra coding refresh can play a major role 
in improving error resilience in video coding systems that rely on predictive (Inter) 
coding to remove temporal redundancy because, in these conditions, the decoded 
quality can decay very rapidly due to error propagation if errors occur in the transmis-
sion or storage of the coded streams. Therefore, in order to avoid error propagation 
for too long a time, the encoder can use an Intra coding refresh scheme to refresh the 
decoding process and stop (spatial and temporal) error propagation. The refresh proc-
ess will certainly decrease the coding efficiency, but it will significantly improve error 
resilience at the decoder side, increasing the overall subjective impact (Soares and 
Pereira 1999). 

4.2.1   Refresh Need Metrics 
In order to design an efficient Intra coding refresh scheme for an object-based coding 
scheme, it would be helpful for the encoder to have a method to determine which 
components of the video data (shape and texture) of which objects should be  
refreshed and when, especially if based on appropriate refresh need measures. The  
refresh need for a given visual data entity, such as a shape or a texture MB for  
MB-based coding schemes, is a metric that measures the necessity of refreshing this 
visual data entity according to some error resilience criteria and can be used by the 
encoder to decide if a given visual entity should be refreshed or not at a certain point 
in time. In (Soares and Pereira 2003), shape refresh need (SRN) and texture refresh 
need (TRN) metrics have been proposed. 

Since MPEG-4 is the only available object-based video coding standard, the met-
rics proposed in (Soares and Pereira 2003) were developed in the context of an 
MPEG-4 video coding system. However, any other object-based coding system could 
have been used; only small adjustments to the proposed refresh need metrics would be 
necessary, since they are directly related to the used coding syntax. 

In MPEG-4 shape coding (ISO/IEC 14496-2 1999), the only way to completely 
eliminate the shape dependency on the past is by refreshing the entire shape of a 
VOP. Therefore, although shape coding is block-based, the shape refresh need metric 
has to be VOP-based since VOP Intra refresh is the only way to guarantee full shape 
refresh. This way, by considering the most important factors impacting the shape re-
fresh need, the SRNi parameter measuring the shape refresh need for VOP i in a video 
object sequence, was defined as 

( ),i i i i SCD i iSRN SEV SCD SEV f SSCD TSCD= × = ×
                     

(20) 

where SEVi is the shape error vulnerability (SEV), SCDi is the shape concealment dif-
ficulty (SCD), SSCDi is the spatial shape concealment difficulty (SSCD), TSCDi is the 
temporal shape concealment difficulty (TSCD), all for VOP i. Additionally, fSCD is a 
function that combines the values of SSCDi and TSCDi (both with values between 0 
and 1) into a single SCD value. 

SRNi was defined as a product where the first factor (i.e., the shape error vulner-
ability) measures the statistical exposure of the shape data to errors, already consider-
ing the used bitstream structure, and the second factor (i.e., the shape concealment 
difficulty) expresses how hard the shape is to recover using concealment techniques. 
A product is used because the dependency of the shape refresh need on the shape er-
ror vulnerability and the shape concealment difficulty should be such that when either 
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one of them approaches zero, so should the shape refresh need. For instance, if the 
considered shape is extremely easy to conceal (shape concealment difficulty ap-
proaching zero), the shape refresh need should also approach zero independently of 
the shape error vulnerability. Or, on the other hand, if the shape is not vulnerable to 
errors (because almost no bits were spent or the amount of channel errors is very 
small), the shape refresh need should also approach zero independently of the shape 
concealment difficulty. 

To eliminate the texture dependency on the past it is not necessary to refresh the 
entire VOP as happens for MPEG-4 shape coding (ISO/IEC 14496-2 1999). There-
fore, the texture refresh need metric can be defined at the MB-level. This way, by 
considering the most important factors impacting the texture refresh need, the TRNi

k 
parameter measuring the texture refresh need of MB k in VOP i, was defined as: 

( ),k k k k k k
i i i i TCD i iTRN TEV TCD TEV f STCD TTCD= × = ×

                  
(21) 

where TEVi
k is the texture error vulnerability (TEV), TCDi

k is the texture concealment 
difficulty (TCD), STCDi

k is the spatial texture concealment difficulty (STCD), TTCDi
k 

is the temporal texture concealment difficulty (TTCD), all for MB k in VOP i. Addi-
tionally, fTCD is a function that combines the values of STCDi

k and TTCDi
k (both with 

values between 0 and 1) into a single TCD value. 
TRNi

k was defined as a product where the first factor (i.e., the texture error vulner-
ability) measures the statistical exposure of the texture data to errors already consider-
ing the used bitstream structure; and the second factor (i.e., the texture concealment 
difficulty) measures how hard the texture is to recover using error concealment  
techniques. A product is used because the dependency of texture refresh need on the 
texture error vulnerability and the texture concealment difficulty is similar to the de-
pendency of shape refresh need on the shape error vulnerability and the shape con-
cealment difficulty. 

The results presented in (Soares and Pereira 2003) have shown that both the shape 
refresh need and the texture refresh need metrics are able to correctly express the ne-
cessity of refreshing and, therefore, can be extremely useful in allowing the encoder 
to efficiently decide which video objects should have their shapes and texture MBs 
Intra coded to improve the subjective impact at the decoder side. 

4.2.2   Shape and Texture Intra Refresh Techniques 
Based on the refresh need metrics described above, an adaptive shape and texture In-
tra coding refresh scheme has been proposed in (Soares and Pereira 2004a). This 
scheme considers a multi-object video scene in which it has the target to efficiently 
distribute the available video error resilience resources (i.e., the resources that have 
been allocated to improve error resilience and not coding efficiency) among the vari-
ous video objects. This basically corresponds to controlling the refresh rate for the 
various video objects depending on their refresh needs, as defined in the previous sec-
tion. Due to the way the refresh needs were defined, the shape refresh is VOP-based, 
while the texture refresh is block-based. Therefore, only encoders that allow for this 
type of shape and texture refreshment are able to use the proposed scheme; this in-
cludes MPEG-4 encoders. 
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The efficient distribution of the available error resilience resources is expected to 
improve the overall video quality for a certain total bit rate when compared to the 
cases where less sophisticated refresh schemes are used (e.g., a fixed Intra refresh 
period is used for all the objects). This expectation is based on the principle that ob-
jects with low refresh need can be refreshed less often without a significant reduction 
in their quality, thus saving refresh resources. The saved resources can then be used 
to greatly improve the quality of objects with high refresh need by refreshing them 
more often. 

The amount of error resilience resources used for refresh, also referred to as refresh 
resources in the following, is defined by means of two parameters (one for shape and 
one for texture). These parameters are specified by the user, at the beginning of en-
coding and changed later on, if an update is necessary and possible: 

• Target average shape refresh period (ASRPtarget) – This parameter corresponds 
to the target average of the individual shape refresh periods (SRP) of the various 
video objects in the scene, at a given time instant. The chosen value will very 
likely depend on the specific channel and content characteristics. 

• Number of texture MBs to be refreshed (NTMR) at each time instant – This pa-
rameter indicates the total number of texture MBs (considering all the video ob-
jects) to be refreshed at a given time instant. As above the chosen value will very 
likely depend on the specific channel and content characteristics. 

These two parameters establish the amount of shape and texture Intra refresh (or 
error resilience) resources to be used, implying that a certain amount of the total 
available bit rate is to be used for these refreshes and not to increase the error-free 
video quality. After these two refresh parameters have been specified, the encoder has 
to distribute the corresponding refresh resources, as efficiently as possible, among the 
various video objects to be refreshed targeting the maximum subjective impact. 

The proposed algorithm performs an efficient allocation of the available refresh-
ment resources as follows: 

• Shape – At each time instant, the encoder has to rank the existing video objects 
according to their average shape refresh need (following the metric defined in the 
previous section). Those with higher refresh needs will have their shape refresh pe-
riods decreased, and vice-versa. The average of the shape refresh periods is main-
tained constant, for all time instants, and equal to the ASRPtarget. Otherwise, the 
amount of shape refresh resources used would be higher than established, decreas-
ing the error-free quality (in this case, the error-free quality of the texture because 
lossless shape coding is used). 

• Texture – At each time instant, the encoder has to rank the existing video objects 
according to (the average of) the accumulated texture refresh need of their MBs 
(following the metric described in the previous section). Those with higher refresh 
needs will have higher Intra refresh rates assigned, and vice-versa. The number of 
texture MBs refreshed per time instant is maintained constant, for all time instants, 
and equal to NTMR. Otherwise, as above, the amount of texture refresh resources 
used would be higher than established, decreasing the error-free texture quality. 

The encoder architecture adopted to implement the proposed Intra refreshment 
scheme targeting the best allocation of the initially defined refreshment resources is  
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Fig. 8. Multi-object Intra refresh encoder architecture (Soares and Pereira 2004a) (© 2004 
IEEE). 

illustrated in Fig. 8. The encoding module is responsible for the encoding of the VOPs 
making up the scene, with or without Intra refresh, as well as for computing all the 
necessary refresh need parameters. As for the refresh decision module, it is responsi-
ble for deciding which VOPs will be refreshed in terms of shape and which MBs, 
within each VOP, will be refreshed in terms of texture. These decisions are taken 
based on the refresh need parameters provided by the VOP encoder module and the 
refresh resources parameters initially determined by the user. 

Based on the results presented in (Soares and Pereira 2004a), which have shown 
that performance of the adaptive shape and texture refresh scheme is always equal or 
better than the fixed refresh scheme used as a reference, it was concluded that the use 
of the proposed adaptive shape and texture Intra refreshment scheme is worth consid-
ering in any object-based video encoder. 

4.3   Error Resilient Decoding and Concealment 

By using the encoder techniques described in Section 4.2 on their own, considerable 
improvements can be obtained in terms of the decoded video quality. However, fur-
ther improvements are still possible by also using other sophisticated error resilience 
techniques at the decoder, in terms of both shape and texture. The error resilience 
techniques that can be used at the decoder basically fall under one of the following 3 
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types: error detection, error localization and error concealment (Soares and Pereira 
1999). However, there are currently no known error detection and error localization 
techniques specific for object-based video; at the time of writing, only object-based 
error concealment techniques are known, which assume that channel errors have been 
adequately detected and localized. 

As can be seen in Fig. 7, error concealment techniques can either be applied to in-
dividual objects right after the object is decoded by the video object decoder or they 
can be applied to the whole scene in the composition module. Therefore, existing er-
ror concealment techniques can be classified according to the two following levels: 

• Object-level concealment – This level deals with error concealment for each sin-
gle object. This means that each object is concealed as a stand-alone object (inde-
pendently) and no information other than the one decoded for it is used. 

• Scene-level concealment – This level deals with error concealment for the whole 
scene, notably for the composition of the individual objects. This type of conceal-
ment has to deal with the relationship between objects as well as with the composi-
tion information where their spatial and temporal positioning is encoded. 

In addition to the object/scene dimension, error concealment techniques can also be 
divided into one of the following three categories, depending on the type of informa-
tion that is used to perform it: spatial, temporal or spatio-temporal. These three  
categories of error concealment have been extensively investigated and numerous 
techniques have been proposed for frame-based video. However, in terms of object-
based video, the interest of researchers working in the field is just awakening and it is 
expected that many new techniques will soon appear in the literature. In fact, a few 
object-based error concealment techniques are already available. These techniques 
shall be summarized in the following three sections. 

These techniques assume that some kind of block-based technique has been used to 
encode the VOPs. This situation corresponds to the most relevant case in terms of ob-
ject-based video coding, which is represented by the MPEG-4 Visual standard 
(ISO/IEC 14496-2 1999). This way, although video objects can have an arbitrary 
shape, they are transmitted in the form of a rectangular bounding box which is divided 
in 16×16 blocks. For each 16×16 block, shape data is transmitted, followed by texture 
data if needed. The total transmitted shape corresponds to a binary alpha plane, which 
dictates the parts of the transmitted texture that will be visible. In terms of bitstream 
errors, it is considered that they manifest themselves as bursts of consecutive lost 
16×16 blocks, which have to be detected by an error detection stage before applying 
the concealment itself. This also corresponds to the situation in the MPEG-4 Visual 
standard (ISO/IEC 14496-2 1999), where several consecutive blocks (called macrob-
locks) are carried in a Video Packet (VP). Additionally, in the case of the texture con-
cealment technique, it is also considered that the shape data of corrupted blocks has 
already been concealed (e.g., using one of the shape concealment solutions proposed 
here) and only the texture data needs to be recovered. Thus, these techniques can be 
directly applied to any object-based video coding system (including MPEG-4) that 
verifies these conditions, leading to an improved decoded video quality. 
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4.3.1   Object-Level Spatial Error Concealment 
The error concealment techniques described in this section are spatial (or Intra) tech-
niques, in the sense that they do not rely on information from other temporal instants: 
they only use the available information for the video object being concealed at the 
time instant in question. This approach guarantees that they can be applied both to 
still images and video object-based coded data. In fact, they can be applied to any cor-
rupted still image or video object whose shape can be represented by means of a bi-
nary alpha plane, such as for MPEG-4 still images and video with binary shapes 
(ISO/IEC 14496-2 1999). Although the proposed techniques are very adequate for us-
age in MPEG-4 Visual decoders (for the profiles accepting arbitrarily shaped objects), 
they are by no means limited or anyhow tuned to this type of decoders. 

In terms of error concealment techniques for object-based video coding systems, it 
is important to remind that they have to deal with both shape and texture data con-
cealment. However, considering that the available (frame-based) texture concealment 
techniques can most of the times be adapted to work for object-based video, research-
ers have mainly invested in shape concealment techniques. This explains why mainly 
shape concealment techniques have appeared in the literature and only one texture 
concealment technique, specifically designed for object-based video coding systems, 
is known. 

In terms of spatial shape concealment techniques, the first technique to appear in 
the literature was (Shirani et al. 2000). This technique is based on the use of a binary 
Markov Random Field (MRF) of shape, in conjunction with a maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) estimation. According to this algorithm, each missing shapel7 in a missing 
16×16 shape block is estimated as a weighted median of the 16 neighboring shapels 
(correctly decoded or concealed) shown in Fig. 9 (a). The weight assigned to each one 
of the neighboring shapels is adaptively selected based on the likelihood of an edge in 
that direction. To determine the likelihood of an edge in a given direction, the blocks 
surrounding the corrupted block are inspected and the number of edges in each of 
eight possible directions, shown in Fig. 9 (b), is counted. The rationale behind this  
selection is to weight more the neighboring shapels in the directions along which 
shapels have a higher tendency to be the same. For each missing shape block,  
this procedure is iteratively repeated until the algorithm converges. Additionally, if 
several consecutive missing blocks have to be concealed, the procedure is recursively 
applied to all the missing shape blocks. 

In (Shirani et al. 2000), this technique was tested for relatively simple alpha planes 
(i.e., CIF versions of Akiyo, Bream and Weather), which have been MPEG-4 encoded 
with 5 to 10 video packets per VOP. In the shown results, some of these video packets 
were corrupted, corresponding to a percentage of lost shape blocks between 25 and 
30%. Although this technique is able to conceal most of the fully opaque or transpar-
ent lost blocks with hardly any visible differences with respect to the original blocks, 
in most other cases (i.e., border blocks) it can lead to rather poor (subjective and ob-
jective) concealment results. This happens because the shapels of a given missing 
shape block are concealed based on the local shape data statistics of the surrounding  
 

                                                           
7 A shapel is an element of the alpha plane; its name results from the contraction of the words 

shape and element. In a binary alpha plane, the shapels can be either opaque, if they are in-
side the object, or transparent, if they are outside. 
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Fig. 9. (a) The 16 neighboring shapels used to estimate the value of the lost shapel (in gray) and 
(b) The 8 possible edge directions used to determine the weight associated with each of the 16 
neighboring shapels. 

shape blocks, which is an adequate solution for isolated lost blocks. However, when 
several consecutive lost blocks have to be concealed, which actually happens much 
more often than isolated blocks, many of the lost blocks are going to be concealed 
based on the statistics of surrounding blocks that have already been concealed them-
selves. Therefore, when many consecutive lost blocks exist, this technique tends to 
include severe error propagation. As later suggested in (Soares and Pereira 2004c), 
this can be solved by using the correctly decoded object contour to perform the shape 
concealment, instead of using such a block-based approach. This way, when many 
consecutive shape blocks have been lost, they can be concealed as a whole by consid-
ering the available correctly decoded contour, thus avoiding the error propagation and 
leading to better results. Another problem of the technique proposed in (Shirani et al. 
2000) is that it can be computationally very intensive since it is iterative. 

As explained in (Soares and Pereira 2004c), in alpha planes, such as the one 
shown in Fig. 10, the loss of shape information corresponds to broken contours that 
have to be interpolated. By interpolating the broken contours, it is possible to re-
cover the complete shape with a good accuracy since most contours are fairly well 
behaved in natural video scenes, showing a rather slow direction variation. Natu-
rally the quality of the concealment will mainly depend on the validity of this as-
sumption. After the broken contours have been recovered, it should be fairly easy to 
recover the values of the missing shapels from the neighboring ones by using an 
adequate continuity criterion, and then filling in the shape. After all, to recover the 
complete alpha plane it is sufficient to have the contours and the value of a single 
shapel (either transparent or opaque). 

The block diagram for the shape concealment technique proposed in (Soares and 
Pereira 2004c) is presented in Fig. 11; the input is a corrupted alpha plane with sev-
eral lost blocks, typically arranged in bursts (see Fig. 12). The correctly decoded 
blocks in the same alpha plane will be used to extract useful information for the con-
cealment process, whose output is a fully concealed alpha plane.  

To help understand this technique, an illustrative example will be given. As ex-
plained above, the input of the concealment chain depicted in Fig. 11 is an alpha plane  
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Fig. 10. Cyclamen alpha plane – (a) Original; (b) Corresponding extracted contour (Soares and 
Pereira 2004c) (© 2004 IEEE). 
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Fig. 11. Shape concealment process (Soares and Pereira 2004c) (© 2004 IEEE). 
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Fig. 12. Exemplifying the steps of the shape concealment process: (a) Lost blocks surrounded 
by the available alpha plane blocks; (b) Lost blocks surrounded by the available contours; (c) 
Interpolated contours inside the lost blocks; (d) Recovered alpha plane (Soares and Pereira 
2004c) (© 2004 IEEE). 

where some blocks have been lost (i.e., the lost area), as illustrated in Fig. 12 (a). The 
lost area is shown in gray throughout the example. The first step is to extract the con-
tour of the corrupted alpha plane, which is illustrated in Fig. 12 (b), where the broken 
contours can be clearly seen. After that, the broken contour endings have to be cou-
pled and then interpolated (with Bézier curves) in order to recover the contour, as 
shown in Fig. 12 (c). Finally, after the contour has been fully recovered, the shape can 
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be filled in, as shown in Fig. 12 (d). Since the contour endings around a given lost 
area cannot be coupled with the contour endings of another lost area, the shape con-
cealment processing of each lost area can and will be done independently. 

Simultaneously, in (Schuster et al. 2004), the authors have proposed a very similar 
approach, the main difference being the fact that Hermite splines were used instead of 
Bézier curves. The achieved results were basically very similar to the ones of (Soares 
and Pereira 2004c). 

In terms of texture data concealment, only one specific technique for object-based 
video is known. The existing frame-based techniques, such as those in (Wang et al. 
1993, Hemami and Meng 1995, Aign and Fazel 1995), cannot be directly used  
because they are not able to deal with the new problems created by the fact that the 
visible texture data no longer corresponds to a simple rectangle of pixels and is now 
dictated by the shape data. However, the technique proposed in (Soares and Pereira 
2005) is usable in object-based image and video coding systems. This technique, 
which is the only one available in the literature for object-based systems, consists of 
two steps. In the first step, padding is applied to the available texture. This is followed 
by the second step, where the lost pixel values are estimated; in order to use existing 
frame-based techniques for this, they would have to be modified, namely in terms of 
the surrounding blocks that are used. For the pixel value estimation step, two different 
approaches were proposed, for which results have been presented, showing their abil-
ity to recover lost texture data in a quite acceptable way. The first approach is based 
on the frame-based technique proposed in (Hemami and Meng 1995), where the miss-
ing transform coefficients in a block are recovered by interpolating the corresponding 
transform coefficients from the spatially adjacent blocks. In (Soares and Pereira 
2005), however, the concealment is based on the closest available blocks to each side, 
which are not necessarily spatially adjacent to the block being concealed. The second 
approach uses the weighted median instead of the linear interpolation of the missing 
transform coefficients. This is done because, if one of the blocks used for the interpo-
lation is significantly different from the rest, the results can be seriously negatively af-
fected. The weighted median, however, has the ability to remove outliers and, there-
fore, will provide better results is many situations. 

4.3.2   Object-Level Temporal Error Concealment 
The shape error concealment techniques described in this section are temporal (or In-
ter) techniques, in the sense that they rely on information from temporal instants other 
than the current one. Since, in most video object sequences, the shape and texture data 
does not change that much in consecutive time instants, these techniques are typically 
able to achieve better concealment results than techniques that rely solely on the in-
formation from the current time instant (i.e., spatial techniques). 

In terms of temporal concealment techniques, the first technique to appear for ob-
ject-based video was a simple extension of the motion compensated error conceal-
ment used in frame-based systems, which simply corresponds to replacing a corrupted 
(texture) MB with the MB specified by the motion vector of the damaged block. 
However, since in object-based video both the shape and texture data can have motion 
vectors associated to it, this technique can be used for the texture data, as well as  
for the shape data. To employ this approach in object-based video, it is simply a mat-
ter of extrapolating the technique. This way, when errors occur in the shape data, the  
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Fig. 13. Different modules of the global motion compensation shape concealment method. 

decoder has to use the shape motion vectors (correctly decoded or estimated based on 
the correctly decoded information) and copy the indicated areas from the alpha plane 
in the previous time instant. For the texture data, the same procedure is followed  
but the texture motion vectors are used to copy the indicated texture area from the 
previous time instant. The first time this approach was used in object-based video was 
during the MPEG error resilience core experiments (Brady and Soares 1997) while 
developing the MPEG-4 standard. 

Later on, more advanced techniques started to appear in the literature, such as the 
one proposed in (Salama and Huang 2002) for shape error concealment, which is 
based on a global motion compensation concealment approach. The technique de-
scribed in (Salama and Huang 2002) assumes that the shape of a given video object, 
although it can move in time, is rather rigid, meaning that it can only suffer very little 
deformation in consecutive time instants. This way, the motion of the object shape 
can be fairly well described by one of the more common global motion models; this 
model is also used to conceal the current corrupted shape based on the previous shape. 

In (Salama and Huang 2002), since block-based shape coding is assumed, bit-
stream errors manifest themselves as lost blocks (or blocks that have been declared 
lost since the decoded information was not considered reliable enough). Therefore, 
when corrupted, the decoded image will have several missing shape blocks, which 
have to be concealed. To conceal these lost blocks, the technique proposed in (Salama 
and Huang 2002) can be divided into four sequential tasks or steps that have to be 
performed by the decoder, as shown in Fig. 13. 

The four steps that have to be followed in order to conceal the corrupted alpha 
plane are described next: 

• Contour extraction – The first step to conceal the lost blocks in the alpha plane is 
to extract the contour from the corrupted shape data. An example of a broken con-
tour, extracted from the shape of the Bream video object, is shown in Fig. 14 (a), 
where two separate broken contour segments have been identified. 

• Global motion compensation of previous contour – The second step is to take 
the shape from the previous time instant (correctly decoded or already concealed), 
extract its closed contour and motion compensate it with the global motion pa-
rameters corresponding to the current time instant, which have been computed at 
the encoder and sent to the decoder. The obtained motion compensated contour 
will be referred to as the reference contour from now on. 

• Contour patching – The third step corresponds to patching the broken contour 
with the available information from the reference contour. To do this, the decoder 
simply copies from the reference contour (i.e., the previous motion compensated 
contour) to the corrupted contour the missing segments, as illustrated in Fig. 14 
(b), thus recovering the whole contour. 
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• Shape filling – Finally, the fourth step, which corresponds to recovering the shape 
from the contour, it is simply a matter of filling in the shapels while taking into ac-
count the recovered contour. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 14. Illustration of the global motion compensation method to recover the object contour: 
(a) Broken contour extracted from a corrupted shape of the Bream object; (b) Reference con-
tour with overlapped end points from the corrupted contour. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Fig. 15. Shape error concealment by global motion compensation as in (Salama and Huang 
2002) - (a) Original shape; (b) Corrupted shape; (c) Reference shape; (d) Recovered shape; (e) 
Contour of the corrupted shape; (f) Differences between original and recovered shapes. 

With this technique, the authors are able to achieve rather good results for well-
behaved video object sequences in terms of global motion, such as the Bream se-
quence, for which results are shown in Fig. 15. These results correspond to the QCIF 
version of the referred video object sequence, MPEG-4 encoded (with lossless shape 
coding) at 122.4 kbps, using video packet sizes of 384 bytes. These video packets 
were then packed into ATM cells that were transmitted and subjected to a random 
packet loss of 3%. Under these conditions, the differences between the original shape 
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shown in Fig. 15 (b) and the concealed shape shown in Fig. 15 (d) are very hard to 
spot by the naked eye, which can be explained by noticing the very little differences 
between the two shapes shown in Fig. 15 (f). 

The main drawback of this technique is that the global motion parameters are esti-
mated at the encoder, when the sequence is being encoded. Since these parameters are 
needed at the decoder for the concealment itself, they must be transmitted somehow. 
To do so, a separate stream, called USER_DATA stream in the MPEG-4 nomencla-
ture (ISO/IEC 14496-2 1999), was used in (Salama and Huang 2002); this stream 
represents a 5% increase in terms of bit rate. This can be a serious limitation because 
this concealment technique can then only be used if both the encoder and decoder 
support it, which is very unlikely in such a competition-driven market with many 
manufacturers (and remind that concealment is non-normative). In addition, other is-
sues would have to be considered, such as how to synchronize this new 
USER_DATA stream with the visual data stream itself and what should be done if 
this stream is corrupted. In this context, a concealment technique able to provide simi-
lar concealment capabilities without having to rely on specific processing and infor-
mation received from the encoder would be highly desirable since it would be more 
generic and efficient. This is precisely what is done in the techniques proposed in 
(Soares and Pereira 2006b, Schuster and Katsaggelos 2006). 

The technique proposed in (Soares and Pereira 2006b) is based on a combination 
of global and local motion compensation. First, it starts by assuming that the shape 
alpha plane changes occurring in consecutive time instants can be described by a 
global motion model and simply tries to conceal the corrupted alpha plane blocks by 
using the corresponding blocks in the global motion compensated previous alpha 
plane. However, since not all alpha plane changes can be perfectly described by 
global motion, an additional local motion refinement is then applied to deal with areas 
of the object that have significant local motion. 

Since, in (Soares and Pereira 2006b), the global motion parameters are not com-
puted at the encoder and sent to the decoder side, they have to be locally computed at 
the decoder. This is possible because the decoded video data at a given time instant is 
usually not completely corrupted, only some parts of it are. This happens because, as 
mentioned above, errors typically manifest themselves as bursts of consecutive erro-
neous blocks. With the remaining correctly decoded shape and texture data, the de-
coder can extract the global motion parameters. 

After the global motion parameters have been determined, they can be used to 
global motion compensate the alpha plane of the previous time instant. The obtained 
global motion compensated alpha plane is considered as the reference alpha plane and 
it will be used to perform the concealment. This way, the erroneous shape blocks in 
the corrupted alpha plane being concealed can be simply replaced by the co-located 
shape blocks in the reference alpha plane. Assuming that the global motion model can 
accurately describe the shape motion, this alone should be able to produce very good 
results. However, in many cases, the shape motion cannot be accurately described 
only by global motion, due to the existence of local motion in some areas of the (non-
rigid) shape. Therefore, to avoid significant differences when concealing erroneous 
blocks in areas with local motion, an additional local motion refinement scheme has 
been introduced. In this scheme, the available blocks surrounding an erroneous shape  
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Fig. 16. Temporal shape concealment process. 

block are used to determine if any local motion exists; if so, a local motion vector to 
be used to find a better replacement block in the previous alpha plane for the errone-
ous shape block is estimated (in this case, the global motion compensation will not be 
used, which means that the local motion supersedes the global motion). 

The block diagram for the proposed temporal shape concealment technique is pre-
sented in Fig. 16, where each block corresponds to one of the four consecutive steps 
in the concealment process. 

In order to better understand the shape concealment process, an illustrative exam-
ple will be given. In this example, the alpha plane in Fig. 17 (a) has been corrupted, as 
illustrated in Fig. 17 (b). Based on the estimated global motion parameters (using the 
information in Fig. 17 (b)), the previous VOP is motion compensated and Fig. 17 (c) 
is obtained. After that, the corrupted blocks are replaced with the corresponding ones 
in the global motion compensated previous VOP, which gives the concealed alpha 
plane shown in Fig. 17 (d). In this case, since the shape and its motion are very sim-
ple, the global motion model is able to describe the shape motion accurately enough, 
and thus no refinement would be needed for local motion. However this is not always 
the case, notably for humans. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 17. Exemplifying the steps of the temporal shape concealment process for the Bream video 
object (CIF, 10 fps): (a) Original uncorrupted alpha plane; (b) Corrupted alpha plane; (c) Mo-
tion compensated previous alpha plane; (d) Concealed alpha plane without local motion re-
finement (Soares and Pereira 2006b) (© 2006 IEEE). 
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However, in some sequences, the objects may have a lot of local motion in addition 
to the global motion, as is the case in Fig. 18. As can be seen from Fig. 18 (d), by 
simply replacing the corrupted shape blocks with the co-located blocks from the 
global motion compensated previous alpha plane, this would lead to very annoying ar-
tifacts. Therefore, to avoid this, an additional refinement step is needed to deal with 
the local motion. The results with this refinement are shown in Fig. 18 (e), which no 
longer exhibits the most annoying artifacts. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 18. Exemplifying the steps of the temporal shape concealment process for the Stefan video 
object (CIF, 15 fps): (a) Original uncorrupted alpha plane; (b) Corrupted alpha plane; (c) Mo-
tion compensated previous alpha plane; (d) Concealed alpha plane without local motion re-
finement; (e) Concealed alpha plane with local motion refinement (Soares and Pereira 2006b) 
(© 2006 IEEE). 

In (Schuster and Katsaggelos 2006), the authors have followed a slightly different 
approach to conceal corrupted shape data from the one used in (Soares and Pereira 
2006b). Instead of using the correctly received shape data to estimate the parameters 
of a global motion model, which will then be refined for local motion, the authors 
have used the correctly received shape data to estimate a maximally smooth motion 
vector field that will make it possible for the decoder to motion compensate the con-
tour of previously received alpha plane into the current one being concealed (i.e., one 
motion vector is determined for each point of the object contour being concealed). 
This is done by first extracting the broken contour from the received corrupted shape 
data and then using the available contour segments to estimate a motion vector field 
with respect to the previously received object contour. Based on this motion vector 
field, motion vectors are then estimated for the missing contour segments, in order to 
achieve a maximally smooth motion vector field. Finally, the broken contour can be 
patched by motion compensating the contour from the previous time instant and filled 
in to obtain the concealed alpha plane. The obtained visual results are very similar to 
the ones achieved in (Soares and Pereira 2006b). 

4.3.3   Object-Level Spatio-temporal Error Concealment 
The main problem with the error concealment techniques described in the two  
previous sections is that they cannot be used with acceptable results for all possible 
situations. On one hand, spatial error concealment techniques, which only use spa-
tially adjacent shape and texture information from the same time instant to perform 
the concealment, are especially useful when the shape and texture change greatly in 
consecutive time instants, such as when new objects appear or are uncovered. On the 
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other hand, temporal error concealment techniques, which rely only on shape and tex-
ture information from other time instants to perform the concealment, are typically 
able to achieve better concealment results than spatial techniques when the shape and 
texture data does not change that much in consecutive time instants. Therefore, by 
considering information from both the current time instant and other time instants, it 
should be possible to improve the error concealment results even further. 

The first technique to consider this approach appeared in (Frater et al. 1998) and 
corresponds to an extension of the simple motion compensated concealment presented 
in (Brady and Soares 1997) for object-based video. In (Frater et al. 1998), the authors 
consider the concealment of corrupted shape and texture data in object-based video 
coding systems, when the associated motion data has also been corrupted. Since the 
motion data is corrupted, the authors propose to locally estimate it based on the sur-
rounding available data. This way, for each corrupted MB, the decoder starts by using 
the correctly decoded shape data in surrounding MBs to determine a motion vector for 
the shape. Then, the correctly decoded texture data in surrounding MBs is used to de-
termine a motion vector for the texture. After these two motion vectors have been es-
timated, the concealment itself can be performed as in (Brady and Soares 1997). The 
shape motion vector is used to copy the indicated area from the alpha plane in the 
previous time instant, while the texture motion vector is used to copy the indicated 
texture area from the previous time instant. 

Later, in (Soares and Pereira 2004b), the authors proposed a scheme that adaptively 
selects one of two shape concealment techniques depending on the shape characteris-
tics: one technique is a spatial technique, while the other is a temporal one. By doing 
so, the authors managed to obtain the advantages of both solutions while compensat-
ing for their disadvantages and, thus, improve the final concealed shape quality. The 
block diagram for the adaptive spatio-temporal shape concealment technique pro-
posed in (Soares and Pereira 2004b) is presented in Fig. 19. The first module is re-
sponsible for determining which corrupted areas in the corrupted alpha plane are to be 
concealed with each type of concealment technique, i.e., spatial or temporal. After-
wards, the concealment itself is performed according to the selected approach, as de-
scribed in the previous two sections. 

Experiments have shown that the decision of which concealment technique should 
be applied to a given corrupted area should be based on the length of the longest con-
tour segment that has been lost inside the corrupted area in question and has to be 
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Fig. 19. Adaptive spatio-temporal shape concealment process. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 20. Examples of corrupted alpha planes where the corrupted areas have the same size, but 
the length of the corrupted contour segment is very different – (a) Short corrupted contour seg-
ment; (b) Long corrupted contour segment (Soares and Pereira 2004b). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 21. Examples of corrupted alpha planes where the distance separating the coupled contour 
endings is similar, but the size of the corrupted areas is very different – (a) Small corrupted 
area; (b) Large corrupted area; (c) Larger corrupted area (Soares and Pereira 2004b). 

concealed. The problem with this approach is that this length cannot be determined 
since the contour has been lost in the corrupted area. However, it can be estimated by 
considering the factors on which it depends. The first factor on which the length of 
the corrupted contour segment depends is clearly the distance that separates the two 
corresponding contour endings, as it is clearly illustrated in Fig. 20. As for the second 
factor, it is the size of the corrupted area itself. This happens because large corrupted 
areas may hide additional important information, which cannot be simply inferred 
from the contour endings alone and the distance that separates them, as is shown in 
Fig. 21. 

Based on these two factors, a selection metric S was defined as: 

max corruptedS d A= ×
                                                 

(22) 

where dmax is the (Euclidean) distance separating the coupled contour endings farthest 
apart in the corrupted area in question and Acorrupted is the size of the corrupted area in 
shape blocks. Since spatial concealment techniques can typically achieve better re-
sults when the corrupted contour is short while for long corrupted contours temporal 
concealment techniques work better, the decision of which shape concealment tech-
nique should be used for the best concealment of a given corrupted area is done by 
comparing the S metric with an experimentally determined threshold Sth, according to 
the following rule: 
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(23) 

By using this adaptive spatio-temporal concealment technique, the shape concealment 
results can be significantly improved, as can be easily seen Fig. 22. In this particular 
example, when the adaptive concealment technique is used, the racket area is con-
cealed with the spatial concealment technique, whereas Stefan’s feet are concealed 
with the temporal concealment technique. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 22. Examples of concealed alpha planes for the Stefan video object – (a) Uncorrupted 
original alpha plane; (b) Corrupted alpha plane; (c) Alpha plane concealed with the spatial con-
cealment technique; (d) Alpha plane concealed with the temporal concealment technique; (e) 
Alpha plane concealed with the adaptive spatio-temporal concealment (Soares and Pereira 
2004b). 

4.3.4   Scene-Level Error Concealment Techniques 
In the previous sections, several object-based error concealment techniques, dealing 
both with shape and texture data, have been described. In these techniques, each video 
object was independently considered and how the objects fit in the video scene was 
never taken into account. This represents a serious limitation because the fact that a 
concealed video object has a pleasing subjective impact on the user, when it is con-
sidered on its own, does not necessarily mean that the subjective impact of the whole 
scene, when the objects are put together, will be acceptable. An example of this situa-
tion is given in Fig. 23, where a hole has appeared as a result of blindly composing 
the scene by using two independently concealed video objects. 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Fig. 23. Illustration of a typical scene concealment problem: (a) Original video scene; (b) Com-
position of two independently error concealed video objects (Soares and Pereira 2006c) (© 
2006 IEEE). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 24. Two different scene types: (a) Segmented scene; (b) Composed scene (Soares and 
Pereira 2006c) (© 2006 IEEE). 

When concealing a complete video scene, the way the scene was created has to be 
considered since this will imply different problems and solutions in terms of error 
concealment. As shown in Fig. 24, the video objects in a scene can be defined either 
by segmentation of an existing video sequence (segmented scene), in which case all 
shapes have to fit perfectly together, or by composition of pre-existing video objects 
whose shapes do not necessarily have to perfectly fit together (composed scene). Ad-
ditionally, it is also possible to use a combination of both approaches. 

For the work described here, segmented video scenes (or the segmented parts of 
hybrid scenes) are considered since the concealment of composed scenes can typically 
be limited to object-level concealment. 

Scene-level concealment techniques are intrinsically spatial techniques since, to 
conceal a given video object in the scene, they consider the adjacent objects in that 
same scene. This explains why only spatial techniques and spatio-temporal techniques 
have been found in the literature. 

The first known scene-level error concealment technique to appear in the literature 
is the spatial shape error concealment technique presented in (Soares and Pereira 
2006a). In this technique, where only the information from the same time instant is 
used, the fact that the existing video objects have to perfectly fit in together like the 
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle is exploited to conceal errors in the binary shape data. In 
many cases, it is possible to conceal the corrupted shape in a given corrupted video 
object by considering the uncorrupted complementary shape data from surrounding 
objects. For those parts of the corrupted shape for which complementary data is not 
available because it is corrupted, concealment will be much harder. In those cases, the 
various objects involved will be individually concealed with one shape concealment 
technique, such as the one from (Soares and Pereira 2004c), and a refinement is then 
applied to guarantee that the objects do not overlap and no holes exist between them. 

Later, in (Soares and Pereira 2006c), texture concealment was also added to the 
technique described in (Soares and Pereira 2006a). This way, in (Soares and Pereira 
2006a), the shape is concealed in basically the same way as before, but now the con-
cealed shape data is also used to estimate the motion associated with the corrupted 
video object being concealed. The determined motion is then used to conceal the  
corrupted texture of the video object, as in (Soares and Pereira 2006b). Since this 
technique relies on information from the same time instant, as well as from other time 
instants, it can be considered a spatio-temporal error concealment technique. 
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5   Final Remarks 

This chapter has reviewed the state-of-the-art on rate control and error resilience for 
object-based video coding systems. A brief description of the basic concepts behind 
the object-based video coding approach was also included at the beginning to help 
readers better understand the new problems that have to be dealt with when proposing 
rate control and error resilience techniques for object-based video coding systems. 

In terms of rate control, after presenting its basic objectives, the new rate-control 
dimensions and strategies were analyzed and a generic object-based rate-control  
architecture has been presented. Afterwards, the state-of-the-art object-based rate  
control techniques for low-delay constant bit rate object-based video coding were re-
viewed. For these encoding scenarios, it is very important to deal with the deviations 
between the ideal and actual encoding results. Therefore, compensation and adapta-
tion mechanisms play a very important role in object-based rate control to efficiently 
encode multiple video object content. 

In terms of error resilience, some of the most important techniques currently avail-
able in the literature for both the encoder and decoder sides of the communication 
chain have been described. Although these techniques can be independently used, it is 
important that several of the complementary error resilience techniques be combined 
at both sides of the communication chain. This will globally increase the error resil-
ience of the whole system and, thus, make it possible to deploy object-based video 
services over error-prone environments, such as mobile networks or the Internet, with 
an acceptable video quality. 

Since real world networks, where object-based video services are expected to be 
used in the future, can have very critical bandwidth and error characteristics, it is clear 
that both rate control and error resilience techniques will be necessary to achieve the 
best possible decoded video quality. The techniques that have been described in this 
chapter correspond to some of the most important ones and, therefore, are good can-
didates to be used in future object-based video communication systems. 
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Summary. This chapter discusses the various representation and coding formats for
stereo and multiview video in the context of next-generation 3D video services. Several
application scenarios are discussed including packaged media such as Blu-ray Disc, as
well as the delivery over cable, terrestrial and Internet channels. The various types of
3D displays are also described and the data requirements for each examined. A review
of different representation formats for stereo and multiview video is given including
multiplexed formats, full-channel formats and depth-based formats. The corresponding
compression technology for these formats is then described. The chapter concludes with
a discussion of future outlooks and research challenges.

1 Introduction

Delivering higher resolution video and providing an immersive multimedia ex-
perience to the home has been a primary target for industry and researchers
in recent years. Due to advances in display technology, signal processing and
circuit design, the ability to offer a compelling 3D video experience on consumer
electronics platforms has become feasible. In addition to advances on the display
side, there has also been a notable increase in the production of 3D contents.
The number of title releases has been steadily growing each year; a number of
major studios have announced all future releases in 3D. There are also substan-
tial investments being made in digital cinema theaters with 3D capability. The
push from both production and display side have played a significant role in
fuelling a renewed interest in 3D video.

There are a number of challenges to make 3D video a practical and sustainable
service that consumers will enjoy. For instance, it will be essential to determine an
appropriate data format for delivery under different constraints. Interoperability
among various devices will be essential. It will also be critical to ensure that
the consumer has a high quality experience and is not turned off by viewing
discomfort or fatigue, or the need to wear special glasses.

This chapter discusses the various representation and coding formats for stereo
and multiview video that are available or being studied, which could be used
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to drive next-generation 3D video services. Several application domains and
distribution environments are discussed including packaged media such as Blu-
ray Disc, as well as the delivery over cable, terrestrial and Internet channels. The
various types of 3D displays are also described and the data requirements for each
examined. A review of different representation formats for stereo and multiview
video is given including multiplexed formats, full channel formats and depth-
based formats. The corresponding compression technology for these formats is
then described with particular focus on the recently finalized extension of the
H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard [1] on multiview video
coding. Future outlooks and research challenges are also discussed.

2 Application Domains

A diagram illustrating a system level view of the end-to-end delivery chain for 3D
video, including production, distribution and consumption, is shown in Figure 1.
Each of these domains will be discussed further in the following subsections.

2.1 Production

The main approaches to creating 3D content include camera capture, computer
generated, and conversion from 2D video. Most 3D video that is captured use
stereo cameras. While some multi-camera setups exist, large camera arrays cou-
pled with the increased amount of data currently prohibit widespread use of
multi-camera capture. Computer generated content is much easier to produce
since scene information such as depth is an inherent part of production process,
and the depth information enables great flexibility in editing and repurposing of
the content. Yet another way to create 3D video is by taking conventional 2D
video and adding depth information. The typical process is to identify a series
of objects from the 2D image, assigning relative depth to each object, then fill
in occluded areas. The creation of a depth map from 2D allows for the creation
of multiple views through a rendering process.

An important element of the production domain is a master format. Whether
the content is a 3D cinema production or a live event, the master format specifies
a common image format along with high level metadata that are required to make
sense of the data and prepare the data for distribution. The format is generally
independent of any specific delivery channel.

In August 2008, the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE) formed a task force to investigate the production requirements to real-
ize 3D video to the home. After a 6-month study, the final report of the task force
recommended standardization of a 3D Home Master which would essentially be
an uncompressed and high-definition stereo image format, i.e., 1920×1080 pixel
resolution at 60Hz per eye [2]. The mastering format will also specify metadata,
e.g., signaling of left and right image frames, as well as scene information such
as the maximum and minimum depth of a scene. The master format is also ex-
pected to include provisions to associate supplementary data such as pixel-level
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Fig. 1. Illustration of major areas and components in an end-to-end 3D video delivery
chain, including production, distribution and consumption.

depth maps, occlusion and transparency data. SMPTE expects to finalize the
mastering standard for 3D to the home by the end of 2010.

2.2 Distribution

It is expected that 3D content will reach the home through a variety of differ-
ent channels, including packaged media such as Blu-ray Disc, through cable or
terrestrial broadcast, as well as Internet streaming or download. It is an open
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question whether the delivery formats between each of these distribution chan-
nels could be harmonized given the unique constraints associated with each. The
key challenges of each distribution channel are discussed in the following.

Blu-ray discs have a recording capacity of 50 GB, which is more than
enough for feature-length movies in a high-definition format, which is typically
1920×1080 pixels at 24Hz. There is also sufficient capacity to store additional
streams, which allows for significant flexibility in the way that 3D content is
stored on Blu-ray discs. One option is to encode a second view independently of
the 2D view and store it separately; combing the two views would then offer a
stereoscopic viewing experience. To reduce the bit rate, the second view may also
be compressed based on the 2D view. A separate 3D stream that sub-samples
and multiplexes both the left and right views into a single frame could also be
encoded and stored; this format would have the advantage of working with ex-
isting 2D players, but sacrifices quality. These different formats will be discussed
in greater detail in sections 3 and 4. One of the major issues with delivery of 3D
content on Blu-ray discs is backward compatibility with existing players. This
means that the disc containing both 2D and 3D content should have no problems
playing 2D content on legacy devices that do not have explicit support for 3D.

It is expected that packaged media will be one of the first ways for consumers
to receive premium 3D content in the home, but other delivery means are very
likely to follow. For instance, the delivery of 3D video services through cable
seems very promising [3]. Cable operators may offer premium channels with 3D
video as part of their line up or offer 3D video through on-demand services.
While bandwidth is not a major issue in the cable infrastructure, the set-top
boxes to decode and format the content for display is a concern. A 3D format
that is compatible with existing set-top boxes would enable faster deployment
of new 3D services; a multiplexed format could be useful for this purpose. New
boxes could also be introduced into the market with full resolution and 3D
capabilities. This tradeoff between deployment speed and 3D capabilities is part
of the ongoing discussion among cable operators and within the Society of Cable
Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE), which is the standards organization that
is responsible for cable services.

Terrestrial broadcast is perhaps the most constrained distribution method.
Among the organizations responsible for digital televisions broadcast are the
Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) in the US, the Digital Video
Broadcast (DVB) Project in Europe and the Association of Radio Industries
and Businesses (ARIB) in Japan. Many analog systems around the world have
converted or are in the process of converting to all digital broadcast, where
the allocated bandwidth for each channel is fixed and somewhat limited. Fur-
thermore, most countries around the world defined their digital broadcast ser-
vices based on the MPEG-2 standard, which is often a mandatory format in
each broadcast channel. Between the limited channel bandwidth, the legacy for-
mat issues, costs associated with upgrading broadcast infrastructure and the
lack of a clear business model on the part of the broadcasters to introduce
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3D services, over-the-air broadcast of 3D video is likely to lag behind other
distribution channels.

With increased broadband connectivity in the home, access to 3D content
from web servers is likely to be a dominant source of content. There are already
media servers on the market that ensure sufficient processing capability and
interfaces to support 3D video, including interactive gaming media, and such
capabilities could integrated into the television or other home appliances in the
near future. Existing online services that offer content as part of a subscription
or charge a fee for download or streaming of video are likely to add 3D services
to their offerings in the near future. Mobile phone services are also expected to
introduce 3D capable devices and offer 3D content as well.

In summary, while there are many obstacles in delivering 3D content to the
home, there are also several viable options. With an increased demand for 3D in
the home combined with the push for an additional revenue stream by services
providers, we should be able to expect the availability of some 3D services in the
very near future.

2.3 Consumption

There are a wide variety of different 3D display systems designed for the home
user applications, starting from classical two-view stereo systems that require
glasses to more sophisticated auto-stereoscopic displays that do not require
glasses [4]. Auto-stereoscopic displays emit a large number of views, but the
technology ensures that users only see a stereo pair from any particular view-
point. In the following, some of the more prominent display technologies and
their corresponding data format requirements are outlined.

There are two major categories of stereo displays: passive and active. The
main difference between these devices is the way in which the light for each eye
is emitted and viewed.

With passive devices, the images for left and right eyes are polarized in an
orthogonal direction and superimposed on a display screen. To view the 3D scene,
a pair of polarized glasses are used that match the orientation of the views being
displayed for left and right eyes. In this way, the glasses are used to separate
or filter the light with a specific orientation, i.e., only light with an orientation
that matches that of the lens will be able to pass through. As a result, images
that correspond to the left and right views can be properly viewed by each eye
to achieve a 3D viewing effect.

There are a number of passive displays based on LCD technology available
today. These displays are implemented using alternating lines for left and right
views with opposite polarization. The native display format in this case is re-
ferred to as row interleaving.

In contrast to passive displays, active displays operate by rapidly alternating
between the left-eye and the right-eye image on the screen. To maintain motion
continuity, a frame rate of 120Hz is typically used. Active shutter glasses have
lenses which turn from opaque to transparent, e.g., based on liquid crystals, in
perfect sync with the image being displayed. To maintain synchronization, an
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active signal must be sent from the display to the glasses. Infrared emitters are
typically used for this purpose.

Currently, active displays are implemented based on DLP or plasma technol-
ogy, where each left and right frame are displayed at alternating time instants.
The native display format for some active displays based on plasma technology
is frame sequential, which outputs a full spatial resolution for each eye. The
native display format for all DLP-based displays and some plasma displays is
checkerboard, which is essentially applies a quincunx sub-sampling to each view.
Next-generation LCD panels with higher frame rates may also enter the active
display category.

Auto-stereoscopic displays do not require glasses and achieve 3D by essentially
emitting view-dependent pixels. Such displays can be implemented, for example,
using conventional high-resolution displays and parallax barriers; other technolo-
gies include lenticular sheets and holographic screens [4]. Each view-dependent
pixel can be thought of as emitting a small number of light rays in a set of dis-
crete viewing directions, typically between eight and a few dozen. Often these
directions are distributed in a horizontal plane, such that parallax effects are lim-
ited to horizontal motion of the observer. Obviously, these multiview displays
have much higher data requirements relative to conventional stereo displays that
only require two views.

Since there are a number of displays already on the market that use different
formats, the interface from distribution formats to native displays formats is a
major issue. There is currently a strong need to standardize the signaling and
data format to be transmitted from the various source devices in the home such
as TV receivers and players, to the many types of sink devices, i.e., displays.
HDMI v1.4 has recently been announced and includes support for a number of
uncompressed 3D formats [5]. Efforts are underway to also update other digital
interface specifications including those specified by the Consumer Electronics
Associations (CEA). There are also new initiatives within CEA to standardize
the specification of 3D glasses, as well as the interface between display devices
and active glasses [6].

3 Representation Formats

3.1 Full-Resolution Stereo and Multiview

The format that most people first think of for stereo and multiview video are
full-resolution formats. In the case of stereo, this representation basically doubles
the data rate of conventional single view video. For multiview, there is an N-fold
increase in the data rate for N-view video. Efficient compression of such data is
a key issue and will be discussed further in Section 4.

3.2 Stereo Interleaving

Stereo interleaving is a class of formats in which the stereo signal is essentially
a multiplex of the two views into a single frame or sequence of frames. Some
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Fig. 2. Common spatial interleaving formats, where x represents the samples from one
view and o represents samples from the another view.

common spatial interleaving formats are shown in Figure 2. Another common
name for such representation formats are frame-compatible formats.

With a spatially multiplexed format, the left and right views are sub-sampled
and interleaved into a single frame. There are a variety of options for both
the sub-sampling and interleaving. For instance, a quincunx sampling may be
applied to each view and the two views interleaved with alternating samples in
both horizontal and vertical dimensions. Alternatively, the two views may be
decimated horizontally or vertically and stored in a side-by side or top-bottom
format, respectively.

With a time multiplexed format, the left and right views would be interleaved
as alternating frames or fields. These formats are often referred to as frame
sequential and field sequential. The frame rate of each view may be reduced so
that the amount of data is equivalent to a that of a single view.

A major advantage of such formats is that the stereo video is represented
in such a way that is compatible with existing codecs and delivery infrastruc-
ture. In this way, the video can be compressed with existing encoders, trans-
mitted through existing channels and decoded by existing receivers and players.
This format essentially tunnels the stereo video through existing hardware and
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delivery channels. Due to these minimal changes, stereo services can can be
quickly deployed to capable display, which are already in the market.

The drawback of representing the stereo signal in this way is that spatial or
temporal resolution would be lost. However, the impact on the 3D perception
may be limited. An additional issue with interleaving formats is distinguishing
the left and right views. To perform the de-interleaving, some additional out-of-
band signaling is necessary. Since this signalling may not be understood by legacy
receivers, it is not possible for such devices to extract, decode and display a 2D
version of the 3D program. While this might not be so problematic for packaged
media since special 3D players could be upgraded and new discs might be able to
store both 2D and 3D formats, it is certainly a major issue for broadcast services
where the transmission bandwidth is limited and devices cannot be upgraded.

The signalling for a complete set of interleaving formats has been standard-
ized within the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard as Supplementary Enhancement
Information (SEI). In general, SEI messages provide useful information to a de-
coder, but are not a normative part of the decoding process. An earlier edition
of the standard already specified a Stereo SEI message that identifies the left
view and right view; it also has the capability of indicating whether the encod-
ing of a particular view is self-contained, i.e., frame or field corresponding to the
left view are only predicted from other frames or fields in the left view. Inter-
view prediction for stereo is possible when the self-contained flag is disabled.
This functionality has been combined with additional signaling for the various
spatially multiplexed formats described above as a new SEI message referred
to as the Frame Packing Arrangement SEI message. This new SEI message has
recently been specified as an amendment of the AVC standard [7].

3.3 Depth-Based Formats

ISO/IEC 23002-3 (also referred to as MPEG-C Part 3) specifies the representa-
tion of auxiliary video and supplemental information. In particular, it enables
signaling for depth map streams to support 3D video applications. Specifically,
the 2D plus depth format is specified by this standard and is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. The inclusion of depth enables a display-independent solution for 3D that
supports generation of an increased number of views as need by any stereoscopic
display.

A key advantage of this representation format is that the main 2D video
provides backward compatibility with legacy devices. Also, this representation is
agnostic of the actual coding format, i.e., the approach works with both MPEG-
2 and H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standards. In principle, this format is
able to support both stereo and multiview displays, and also allows adjustment
of depth perception in stereo displays according to viewing characteristics such
as display size and viewing distance.

The main drawback of this format is that it is only capable of rendering
a limited depth range and was not specifically designed to handle occlusions.
Also, stereo signals are not easily accessible by this format, i.e., receivers would
be required to generate the second view to drive a stereo displays, which is not
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the 2D plus depth format.

the convention in existing displays. Finally, while automatic depth estimation
techniques have been a heavily explored topic in the literature, their accuracy
is still not sufficient to support the synthesis and rendering requirements of this
format. Therefore, some semi-automatic means are needed to extract depth maps
with sufficient accuracy, which could add substantially to production costs and
may not be practical for live events.

To overcome the drawbacks of the 2D plus depth format, while still maintain-
ing some of its key merits, MPEG is now in the process of exploring alternative
representation formats and considering a new phase of standardization. The
targets of this new initiative were discussed in [8] and are also illustrated in
Figure 4 [9]. The objectives are:

1. Enable stereo devices to cope with varying display types and sizes, and
different viewing preferences. This includes the ability to vary the baseline

Data 
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Fig. 4. Target of 3D video framework including limited camera input, fixed rate trans-
mission and capability to support auto-stereoscopic displays and advanced stereoscopic
processing.
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distance for stereo video so that the depth perception experienced by the
viewer is within a comfortable range. Such a feature could help to avoid
fatigue and other viewing discomforts.

2. Facilitate support for high-quality auto-stereoscopic displays. Since directly
providing all the necessary views for these displays is not practical due to
production and transmission constraints, the new format aims to enable the
generation of many high-quality views from a limited amount of input data,
e.g. stereo and depth.

A key feature of this new 3D video (3DV) data format is to decouple the
content creation from the display requirements, while still working within the
constraints imposed by production and transmission. Furthermore, compared
to the existing coding formats, the 3DV format aims to enhance 3D rendering
capabilities beyond 2D plus depth, while not incurring a substantial rate in-
crease. Simultaneously, at an equivalent or improved rendering capability, this
new format should substantially reduce the rate requirements relative to sending
multiple views directly. These requirements are outlined in [10].

4 Compression Technology

To realize an efficient coded realization of the 3D representation formats dis-
cussed in the previous section, compression of the scene data is required. This
section describes related compression techniques and standards. In particular,
the multiview video coding extension of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard [1] is
reviewed. Coding tools that have been proposed for efficient coding of multiview
video, but have not been adopted to the standard, are covered as well. Finally,
specific techniques for coding of depth map information are described.

4.1 Multiview Video Coding Standard

A straightforward means to represent stereo or multi-view video is independent
encoding of each view. This solution has low complexity since dependencies
between views are not exploited, thereby keeping computation and processing
delay to a minimum. It also enables backward compatibility with existing 2D
solutions since one of the views could be easily accessed and decoded for legacy
displays. The main drawback of the simulcast method is that coding efficiency
is not maximized since redundancy between views is not considered.

To improve coding efficiency of multiview video, the redundancy over time
and across views could be exploited. In this way, pictures are not only predicted
from temporal neighbors, but also from spatial neighbors in adjacent views. This
capability has been enabled most recently as the Multiview Video Coding (MVC)
extension of the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard [1]. Several key features of the
standard are reviewed below.
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Fig. 5. Base structure of an MVC bitstream including NAL units that are associated
with a base view and NAL units that are associated with a non-base view.

Bitstream structure

A key aspect of the MVC design is that it is mandatory for the compressed mul-
tiview stream to include a base view bitstream, which is independently coded
from other non-base (or enhancement) views. Such a requirement enables a va-
riety of uses cases that need a 2D version of the content to be easily extracted
and decoded. For instance, in television broadcast, the base view would be ex-
tracted and decoded by legacy receivers, while newer 3D receivers could decode
the complete 3D bitstream including non-base views.

As defined in the AVC standard, there exists a Network Abstraction Layer
(NAL) and coded data is organized into NAL units. There exist many types of
NAL units, some which are designated for video coding data, while others for
non-video data such as high level syntax information. MVC extends the NAL
unit types used for single video to provide backward compatibility for multiview
video.

To achieve this compatibility, the video data associated with a base view is
encapsulated in NAL units defined for single view video, and the video data
associated with additional views are encapsulated in a new NAL unit type for
multiview video. The base view bitstream conforms to existing AVC profiles for
single view video, e.g., High profile, and decoders conforming to an existing single
view profile will ignore and discard NAL units corresponding to the multiview
data since it would not recognize those NAL unit types. Decoding the additional
views with these new NAL unit types would require a decoder that conforms
to one of the MVC profiles and recognizes the new NAL unit types. The basic
structure of the MVC bitstream including NAL units associated with a base view
and NAL units associated with a non-base view is shown in Figure 5. Further
discussion of the high-level syntax is given below, and MVC profiles and levels
are discussed further below.

Inter-view prediction

The basic idea of inter-view prediction, which is employed in all related works on
efficient multiview video coding, is to exploit both spatial and temporal redun-
dancy for compression. Since all cameras capture the same scene from different
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Fig. 6. Illustration of inter-view prediction in MVC.

viewpoints, inter-view redundancy is present. A sample prediction structure is
shown in Fig. 6. Pictures are not only predicted from temporal references, but
also from inter-view references. The prediction is adaptive, so the best predictor
among temporal and inter-view references is selected on a block basis.

Inter-view prediction is a key feature of the MVC design and is enabled
through flexible reference picture management of AVC, where decoded pictures
from other views are essentially made available in the reference picture list.
Specifically, a reference picture list is maintained for each picture to be decoded
in a given view. This list is initialized as usual for single view video and would
include any temporal references that may be used to predict the current pic-
ture. Additionally, inter-view reference pictures may be appended to the list and
thereby available for prediction of the current picture.

According to the MVC specification, inter-view reference pictures must be
contained within the same access unit as the current picture, where an access
unit contains all the NAL units pertaining to a certain time instance. In other
words, it is not possible to predict a picture in one view at a given time from
a picture in another view at a different time. This would involve inter-view
prediction across different access units, which would incur additional complexity
for limited coding benefits.

To keep the management of reference pictures inline with single view video,
all the memory management control operation commands that may be signalled
through an AVC bitstream apply to a particular view. The same is true for the
sliding window that is used to mark pictures as not being used for reference;
this process of AVC is also applied independently for each view. Also, just as it
is possible to re-order the reference pictures in a reference picture list including
temporal references, the same can be done with reference picture lists includ-
ing inter-view references. An extended set of re-ordering commands have been
adopted to the MVC specification for this purpose.
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It is important to emphasize that the core block-level decoding modules do
not need to be aware of whether a reference picture is a temporal reference or an
inter-view reference. This distinction is managed at a higher level of the decoding
process.

In terms of syntax, the standard only requires small changes to high-level
syntax, e.g., view dependency as discussed below. A major consequence of not
requiring changes to lower block-level syntax is that MVC is compatible with
existing hardware for decoding single view video with AVC. In other words, sup-
porting MVC as part of an existing AVC decoder should not require substantial
design changes.

Since MVC introduces dependencies between views, random access must also
be considered in the view dimension. Specifically, in addition to the views to
be accessed (target views), any dependent views also need to be accessed and
decoded, which typically requires decoding time or delay. For applications in
which random access or view switching is important, the prediction structure
could be designed to minimize access delay.

To achieve access to a particular picture in a given view, the decoder should
first determine an appropriate access point. In AVC, Instantaneous Decoding
Refresh (IDR) pictures provide a clean access point since these pictures can be
independently decoded and all the coded pictures that follow in decoding or-
der can be decoded without temporal prediction from any picture decoded prior
to the IDR picture. In the context of MVC, an IDR picture prohibits the use
of temporal prediction for any of the views at that particular instant of time;
however, inter-view prediction may be used to reduce the rate overhead. MVC
also introduces a new picture type, referred to as an anchor picture. Anchor pic-
tures are similar to IDR pictures in that they do not utilize temporal prediction,
but do allow inter-view prediction from views within the same access unit. The
difference between anchor pictures and IDR pictures is similar to the difference
between the open GOP and closed GOP concept in MPEG-2, respectively, where
closed GOPs do not allow pictures from one GOP to be used as a reference for
pictures in a different GOP. In contrast, open GOPs effectively allow the I-frame
of one GOP to be used as a backward reference for a B-frame that is earlier in
display order. In MVC, both IDR and anchor pictures are efficiently coded and
provide random access in both time and view dimensions.

High-level Syntax

The decoding process of MVC requires several additions to the high-level syntax,
which are primarily signalled through a multiview extension of the Sequence
Parameter Set (SPS) defined by AVC. Three important pieces of information
are carried in the SPS extension:

• View identification
• View dependency information
• Level index for operation points
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The level index is an indicator of resource constraints imposed on a decoder
that conforms to a particular level; it is mainly used to bound the complexity
of a decoder and discussed further below. In the context of MVC, an operating
point corresponds to a specific temporal level and a set of views including those
intended for output and the views that they depend on.

The view identification part includes an indication of the total number of
views, as well as a listing of view identifiers. The view identifiers are important
for associating a particular view to a specific index, while the order of the views
identifiers signals the view order index. The view order index is critical to the
decoding process as it defines the order in which views are decoded.

The view dependency information is comprised of a set of signals that indicate
the number of inter-view reference for each of the two reference picture lists that
are used in the prediction process, as well as the views that may be used for
predicting a particular view. Separate information is maintained for anchor and
non-anchor pictures to provide some flexibility in the prediction, while not over-
burdening decoders with dependency information that could change for each
unit of time.

For non-anchor pictures, the view dependency only indicates that a given
view may be used for inter-view prediction. There is additional signaling in the
NAL unit header indicating whether a particular view at a given time is used as
an inter-view reference for any other picture in the same access unit. The view
dependency in the SPS and this syntax element in the NAL unit header are used
to append the reference picture list to include inter-view references as described
earlier.

The final portion of the SPS extension is the signalling of level information
and associated information about the operating points to which they correspond.
An MVC stream with 8 views may include several operating points, e.g., one
corresponding to all 8 views, another corresponding to a stereo pair, and another
corresponding to a set of three particular views. According to the MVC standard,
multiple level values could be signalled as part of the SPS extension, with each
level being associated to a particular operating point (i.e., temporal level and
target set of views). The syntax indicates the number of views that are targeted
for output as well as the number of views that would be required for decoding
particular operating points.

Profiles and levels

Consistent with prior MPEG standards, profiles determine the subset of coding
tools that must be supported by decoder. There are two profiles currently defined
by MVC with support for more than one view: Multiview High profile and Stereo
High profile. Both are based on the High profile of AVC with a few differences.

• The Multiview High profile supports multiple views and does not support
interlaced coding tools.

• The Stereo High profile is limited to two views, but does support interlaced
coding tools.
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as well as region that is compatible with both profiles.

An illustration of these profile specifications relative to High profile of AVC is
provided in Figure 7. It is possible to have a bitstream that conforms to both the
Stereo High profile and Multiview High profile when there are only two views
are coded and interlaced coding tools are not used. In this case, a flag signaling
their compatibility is set.

Levels impose constraints on decoder resources and complexity. A similar set
of limits as imposed on AVC decoders are imposed on MVC decoders including
limits on the amount of frame memory required for the decoding of a bitstream,
the maximum throughput in terms of macroblocks per second, maximum picture
size, overall bit rate, etc.

The general approach to defining level limits in MVC was to enable repur-
posing the decoding resources of single-view decoders for multi-view decoders.
In this way, some level limits are unchanged such as the overall bit rate; in this
way, an input bitstream can be processed by a decoder regardless of whether it
encodes a single view or multiple views. However, other level limits are increased
such as the maximum decoded picture buffer and throughput; a fixed scale factor
of 2 was applied to these decoder parameters. Assuming a fixed resolution, this
scale factor enables decoding of stereo video using the same level as single view
video at that resolution. For instance, the same Level 4.0 index could be used
to decode single view video and stereo video at 1920×1080p at 24Hz. To decode
a higher number of views, one would need to use either a higher level and/or
reduce the spatial or temporal resolution of the multiview video.

Coding Performance

It has been shown that coding multiview video with inter-view prediction does
give significantly better results compared to independent coding [11, 12]. For
some cases, gains as high as 3 dB, which correspond to 50% savings in bit rate,
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Fig. 8. Illustration of inter-view prediction in MVC.

have been reported. A comprehensive set of results for multiview video coding
over a broad range of test material was also presented in [13]. For multiview
video with up to 8 views, an average of 20% improvement relative to the total
simulcast bit rate has been reported. In other studies [14], an average reduction
of 20-30% of the bit rate for the second (dependent) view of typical stereo movie
content was reported, with peak reduction up to 43% of the bit rate of the
dependent view.

Fig. 8 shows sample RD curves comparing the performance of simulcast coding
(without the use of hierarchical B-pictures) with the performance of the MVC
reference software that employs hierarchical predictions in both spatial and view
dimensions. Of course, the use of hierarchical B-pictures in the simulcast solution
will also provide some gains, but they are not shown in this plot.

There are many possible variations on the prediction structure considering
both temporal and spatial dependencies. The structure not only affects coding
performance, but has notable impact on delay, memory requirements and random
access. It has been confirmed that the majority of gains are obtained using inter-
view prediction at anchor positions in Fig. 8. Rate penalties of approximately
5-15% could be expected if the spatial predictions at non-anchor positions are
removed [15]. The upside is that delay and required memory would also be
reduced.

Prior studies on asymmetrical coding of stereo, whereby one of the views is
encoded with less quality, suggest that substantial savings in bitrate for the
second view could be achieved. In this way, one of the views is significantly
blurred or more coarsely quantized than the other [16] or coded with a reduced
spatial resolution [17, 18], yielding an imperceptible impact on the stereo quality.
With mixed resolution coding, it has bene reported that the an additional view
could be supported with minimal rate overhead, e.g., on the order of 25-30%
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additional rate for coding the right view at quarter resolution. Further study is
needed to understand how this phenomenon extends to multiview video.

Additional considerations

MVC was designed mainly to support auto-stereoscopic displays that require a
large number of views. However, large camera arrays are not common in the
current acquisition and production environments. Furthermore, although MVC
is more efficient than simulcast, the rate of MVC encoded video is still propor-
tional to the number of views. Of course, this varies with factors such as scene
complexity, resolution and camera arrangement, but when considering a high
number of views, the achievable rate reduction might not be significant enough
to overcome constraints on channel bandwidth.

Despite the challenges associated multiview video, MVC is still an effective
format for the delivery of stereo contents. It has been shown that a good level
of rate reduction could be achieved relative to simulcast and that backward
compatibility with 2D systems could also be provided.

4.2 Block-Based Coding Tools for Multiview Video

Several macroblock level coding tools have also being explored during the MVC
standardization process. It has been shown that additional coding gains could be
achieved beyond the inter-prediction coding supported by MVC. However, these
tools were not adopted to the standard since they would require design changes
at the macroblock level. It was believed that this implementation concern out-
weighed the coding gain benefits at the time. The benefits of block-level coding
tools may be revisited in the specification of future 3D video formats; the main
ideas of the proposed block-level coding tools are reviewed in the remainder of
this section.

Illumination Compensation

Illumination compensation is a block-based coding tool for multiview video that
compensates for the illumination differences between views [19, 20]. This tool has
shown to be very useful when the illumination or color characteristics vary in dif-
ferent views. This is a likely case since even cameras from the same manufacturer
could acquire video with very different color properties. While conventional color
normalization procedures could be applied prior to encoding, not all applications
and content creation settings would allow for this step.

The proposed method determines an offset value that corresponds to the dif-
ference in illumination between a current block and its reference. This offset value
is calculated as part of the motion estimation process. Rather than compute the
typical sum of absolute differences (SAD) between blocks of pixels in the current
and reference frame, a mean-removed SAD is computed instead, where there is a
mean associated with the current block and a mean associated with a reference
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block. The difference between these two mean values is the offset that is used for
illumination compensation in the decoder. The decoder simply adds this offset
value as part of the motion-compensated prediction.

The illumination differences between views have been found to be spatially
correlated. Therefore, rather than coding the offset value directly, a prediction
from neighboring illumination offset values is used keep rate overhead to a min-
imum. Coding gains up to 0.6 dB have been reported in comparison to the
existing weighted prediction tool of H.264/AVC.

It was also observed by Lai, et al. [21, 22] that there are other types of mis-
matches present in multiview video. In particular, an adaptive reference filter-
ing scheme was proposed to compensate for focus mismatches between different
views.

Motion Skip Mode

An effective method to reduce bit rate in video coding is to infer side information
used in the decoding process, e.g., motion vectors for a particular block, based
on other available data, e.g., motion vectors from other blocks. This is the basic
principle of direct mode prediction in AVC.

In [23, 24], Koo, et al. proposed extensions to the conventional skip and direct
coding modes for multiview video coding. Specifically, this method infers side
information from inter-view references rather than temporal references. A global
disparity vector is determined for each neighboring reference view. The motion
vector of a corresponding block in the neighboring view may then be used for
prediction of the current block in a different view. This signaling is very minimal
and this method has the potential to offer notable reduction in bit rate.

An analysis of the coding gains offered by both illumination compensation and
motion skip mode was reported in [13]. A rate reduction of 10% was reported
over a wide range of sequences with a maximum reduction of approximately 18%.
A sample plot of rate-distortion performance for the Race1 sequence is given in
Figure 9. While the gains are considered sizeable, these tools would require block-
level changes to the decoding process, which was viewed as undesirable at the
time and led to the decision not to adopt such tools into the MVC standard.

View Synthesis Prediction

Another novel macroblock level coding tool that has been explored for improved
coding of multiview video is view synthesis prediction. This coding technique
predicts a picture in the current view from synthesized references generated
from neighboring views.

One approach for view synthesis prediction is to encode depth for each block,
which is then used at the decoder to generate the view synthesis data used for
prediction, as first described by Martinian, et al. [25] and fully elaborated on by
Yea and Vetro [26]. Another approach estimates pixel-level disparities at both
the encoder and decoder and encodes only disparity correction values [27].
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Fig. 9. Illustration of coding efficiency for Race1 sequence demonstrating gains using
motion skip (MS) and illumination compensation (IC) coding tools.

As we know, conventional inter-view prediction maps every pixel in a rect-
angular block in the predicted view to the corresponding pixel in the reference
view, where every pixel in the block is displaced by the same amount using a
single disparity vector. In contrast, view synthesis prediction maps the match-
ing pixels according to the scene depth a camera configuration; such a mapping
could provide better prediction when the matching area in the reference view is
non-rectangular or the correspondence between the views is non-translational.
Further details on the view synthesis process, the estimation of depth and the
coding of side information are available in the cited papers.

As a sample result to illustrate the coding gains, the results from [26] are
discussed. Figure 10 shows a rate-distortion curve that compares the performance
of disparity-compensated prediction (DCP) with and without view synthesis
prediction (VSP). The results in this plot are averaged over all 100 frames of
the B-views in the Breakdancer sequence, i.e., views 1, 3 and 5; these which are
the views that utilize two spatially neighboring views from different directions
in addition to temporal prediction. While the gains are not substantial at the
higher bit rates, we do observe notable gains in the middle to low bit rate range
that are between 0.2 and 1.5 dB.

4.3 Depth Compression Techniques

As discussed in previous sections, depth information could be used at the receiver
to generate additional novel views or used at the encoder to realize more efficient
compression with view synthesis prediction schemes. Regardless of the applica-
tion, maintaining the fidelity of depth information is important since the quality
of the view synthesis result is highly dependent on the accuracy of the geometric
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Fig. 10. Comparison of coding performance of disparity-compensated prediction and
disparity-compensated prediction with view synthesis prediction for 100 frames of the
Breakdancer sequence. Results are computed on B-views only.

information provided by depth. Therefore, it is crucial to strike a good balance
between the fidelity of depth data and the associated bandwidth requirement.

As reported in [28], the rate used to code depth video with pixel-level accuracy
could be quite high and on the same order as that of the texture video. Experi-
ments were performed to demonstrate how the video synthesis quality varies as
a function of bit rate for both the texture and depth videos. It was found that
higher bit rates were needed to code the depth data so that the view rendering
quality around object boundaries could be maintained.

There have been various approaches considered in the literature to reduce
the required rate for coding depth, while maintaining high view synthesis and
multiview rendering quality.

One approach is to code a reduced resolution version of the depth using con-
ventional compression techniques. This method could provide substantial rate
reductions, but the filtering and reconstruction techniques need to be carefully
designed to maximize quality. A set of experiments were performed in [8] using
simple averaging and interpolation filters. These results demonstrate effective
reduction in rate, but artifacts are introduced in the reconstructed images due
to the simple filters. Improved down/up sampling filters were proposed by Oh,
et al. in [29]. This work not only achieves very substantial reductions in the bit
rate, but also improved rendering quality around the object boundaries.

Another approach is to code the depth based on geometric representation of
the data. In [30], Morvan, et al. model depth images using a piece-wise linear
function; they referred to this representation as platelets. The image is subdi-
vided using a quadtree decomposition and an appropriate modeling function
is selected for each region of the image in order to optimize the overall rate-
distortion cost. The benefit of this approach for improved rendering quality
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relative to JPEG 2000 was clearly shown. In subsequent work, comparisons to
AVC intra coding were also made and similar benefits have been shown [31].

A drawback of the platelet-based approach is that it appears difficult to extend
this scheme to video. An alternative multi-layered coding scheme for depth was
suggested in [32]. In this approach, it was argued that the quality of depth
information around object boundaries needs to be maintained with higher fidelity
since it as notable impact on subjective visual quality. The proposed scheme
guarantees a near-lossless bound on the depth values around the edges by adding
an extra enhancement layer. This method effectively improve the visual quality
of the synthesized images, and is flexible in the sense that it could incorporate
any lossy coder as the base layer thereby making it easily extendible to coding
of depth video.

5 Discussion

After many false starts, it now appears that 3D video is forming a positive
impression on consumers around the world through high quality digital theater
experiences. 3D content production is ramping up and the infrastructure and
equipment is being put in place to delivery 3D video to the home. There is still
a significant amount of work to be done in the various standards organizations
to ensure interoperable 3D services across a wide range of application domains
and equipment. One critical issue will be determining suitable 3D data formats
among the various options that have been described in this chapter.

Current industry activities are now focused on distribution of stereoscopic
video since this is what current display technology, production and delivery
infrastructure could practically support. However, there is significant research
and standardization initiatives underway that target 3D solutions that would
not require glasses. To enable this, a very rich and accurate representation of
the scene is needed. The data needs to be coded in an efficient manner and be
rendered on devices that are capable of providing an immersive and realistic 3D
viewing experience. It is equally important for this to be done in a practical
way based on current state of technologies so that the experience could be made
available to consumers on a large scale.
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Video coding systems may greatly differ from each other, as they consist of com-
plicated functional modules and each module can be realized by using different
techniques. For the interoperability in communication, video coding standards
are developed to restrict various video coding systems, such that manufacturers
can successfully interwork with each other by producing compliant encoders and
decoders, and at the same time still have the freedom to develop competitive
and innovative products.

A standard defines a coded representation, syntax, which describes the video
in a compressed form. In other words, a standard only specifies the output of
the encoder, i.e., the input of the decoder, instead of the codec itself. Although
the standard also provides a method of decoding the syntax to reconstruct the
video, the manufacturers are free to develop alternative decoders as long as they
can decode the syntax and produce the same result as that in the standard.

Video coding standards have been developing for about 20 years, driven by
applications and advances in hardware capability. This chapter begins with an
introduction of the block-based hybrid coding scheme, which is essentially the
core of all the video coding standards. In Section 2, the past video coding stan-
dards are briefly reviewed, including H.261, MPEG-1, MPEG-2/H.262, H.263,
and MPEG-4. The latest standard, H.264/AVC, is the emphasis of this chap-
ter, which is introduced in Section 3, including the new technical developments
and profiles favoring a wide range of applications. The recently finalized amend-
ments on scalable video coding (SVC) and multiview video coding (MVC) are
another two highlights. Section 4 presents the Audio and Video Coding Stan-
dard (AVS) of China, which has received much attention throughout the world,
even though it is a national standard. Finally, Section 5 introduces the current
topics intensively studied in the standardization groups, which may become the
key techniques in the future coding standards.

1 Block-Based Hybrid Coding Scheme

Hybrid coding refers to the combination of motion-compensated prediction
(MCP) and transform coding. The former exploits the temporal correlation of
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videos, whereas the latter removes the spatial redundancy of the temporal pre-
diction error. The designation “block-based” means each video frame is divided
into non-overlapped blocks; each block is the unit where the hybrid coding ap-
plies. The phrase “hybrid coding” will refer to block-based hybrid coding scheme
here and subsequently in this chapter for convenience.

Fig. 1 shows the generic block diagrams of the hybrid coding scheme for a
Macroblock (MB). Note that the modules with dashed boxes are not necessarily
included in all standards. Each MB consists of 16×16 luminance pixels and
the associated chrominance pixels, depending on the color format, e.g., in 4:2:0
format, Cb and Cr pixels within one MB are both 8×8.

At the encoder (see Fig. 1 (a)), an MB is predicted from a coded frame stored
in P , known as reference frame. A motion vector (MV) consisting of vertical
and horizontal displacements is used to indicate the position of the prediction
block, called target block, in the reference frame, and the target block is simply
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copied for MCP. Besides storing the reference frames, the other function of P is
to search the MV, known as motion estimation (ME).

The difference of the current MB and its prediction is input to T , where 2-
D transform is applied to compact the prediction error to less coefficients; the
coefficients are then quantized in Q. In most standards, the transform is 2-D
order-8 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and the quantization is uniform. The
quantization stepsize is signaled by the quantization parameter (QP), where a
larger QP corresponds to a larger stepsize. The coefficients after quantization are
converted to a 1-D array following a zig-zag scan order putting the low frequency
coefficients in front of the high frequency ones.

Such hybrid coding process converts the original video to a compressed repre-
sentation that comprises symbols, called syntax elements (SE). It is followed by a
lossless process, known as entropy coding, where all SEs are converted to binary
codewords by using variable length coding (VLC) and multiplexed together to
a bitstream.

A coded MB belonging to a reference frame should be reconstructed by subse-
quently applying dequantization and inverse transform and then being compen-
sated by its prediction. A reconstructed reference frame may contain blockiness
near the transform block boundaries, which is caused by the quantization and
leads to inaccurate MCP. Some standards apply an in-loop deblocking filter on
reference frames. The filtering can be enabled before the reconstructed frame is
stored in P (see LF1), e.g., H.264/AVC, or immediately before the target block
is used for prediction (see LF2), e.g., H.261.

At the decoder (see Fig. 1 (b)), the SEs in a bitstream are demultiplexed.
The quantized transform coefficients are dequantized, inverse transformed, and
compensated by the intra- (optional) or inter-prediction, according to the coding
mode. The reference frame used in encoder and decoder should be the same so
as to produce identical reconstructed videos.

Using MCP to code an MB is known as inter-mode. It is further classified as
P-mode, if the prediction is restricted in the past frame. Otherwise, the inter-
mode is known as B-mode, where the prediction is the target block in the past
or future frame, or the average of two target blocks from the past and the future
frames, respectively. Generally, B-mode can achieve more accurate MCP than
P-mode. The coding method without MCP is known as intra-mode, which can
be used when inter-mode is not efficient or possible. In early standards, intra-
mode directly applies the transform and quantization to original samples. In
the recent standards, intra-prediction (see I) is employed in the spatial domain
or the transform domain to reduce the spatial redundancy and only the intra-
prediction errors are coded. Extending I-, P-, and B-modes to the frame level
leads to the concepts of I-, P-, and B-frames.

2 History of Hybrid Coding

The history of hybrid coding is mainly reflected in the evolution of video cod-
ing standards, of which the timeline is shown in Fig. 2. The standard series
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H.26x (x= 1 · · · 4) are recommended by the Video Coding Experts Group
(VCEG) [1] in ITU-T, and MPEG-x (x= 1, 2, 4) are developed by the Mov-
ing Picture Experts Group (MPEG) [2] in ISO/IEC. A comprehensive survey
on the history of MPEG video coding was written by C. Reader [3]. A detailed
introduction of the organizations, developments, and techniques of the standards
can be found in [4].

2.1 H.261

H.261 [5] was the first standardized hybrid coding scheme published in 1990
by ITU-T, for the interactive video communications over ISDN networks. The
supported bit-rate was p×64 kb/s (p= 1 · · · 30), depending on the number of
ISDN channels used. H.261 was able to operate on QCIF and optionally on CIF,
the video formats for visual telephony adopted by ITU-T.

Low complexity was the key factor for the success of H.261, since H.261 was
developed at a time when the hardware capability was limited. However, it was
soon superseded by H.263, which has higher coding efficiency and greater flexi-
bility, and is still relevant today.

2.2 H.263

H.263 [6] was developed for low bit-rate video communications over analog tele-
phone lines and the Internet and was an evolutionary improvement based on
H.261. The initial standard was finished in 1995. Two extensions, nicknamed
H.263+ and H.263++, were incorporated into the standard as 21 annexes in
1997 and 2000, respectively.

Baseline H.263 was the basic configuration of the coding algorithm that every
compliant H.263 decoder should support. It was distinguished from H.261 by us-
ing half-pixel MCP, MV prediction, (level, run, EOB) joint coding for transform
coefficients, and so on. Furthermore, H.263 supported more video formats, e.g.,
sub-QCIF, QCIF, CIF, 4CIF and 16CIF, and a broad range of custom video
formats.
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Besides baseline H.263, eighteen negotiable coding options (Annexes C-G,
I-K, M-V) could be used, either together or separately, subject to certain re-
strictions. Additional supplemental information (Annexes L and W) might also
be included in the bitstream for enhanced display capability and for external
usage. A forward error correction method for coded video signal (Annex H) was
provided for use, when necessary.

2.3 MPEG-1 Video

MPEG-1 [7] was developed to compress the multimedia content distributed on
CD-ROMs at a bit-rate of 1.5 mb/s, catering for the access rate of CD-ROM
players. It was conceived to support the “video CD”, a format for VHS quality
video storage and playback. MPEG-1 typically operated on CIF and SIF videos,
and also supported higher rates and resolutions. The functionalities, such as
random access, fast forward and rewind, were enabled by the concept of group
of pictures (GOP), which starts with an I-frame followed by interleaving P- and
B-frames. One can access any GOP without decoding previous GOPs, accom-
plish fast forward by decoding only I- or I- and P-frames, realize fast rewind by
decoding only I-frames in a backward order. Although video CD was not com-
mercially successful, MPEG-1 video had been widely used in many storage and
transmission applications.

2.4 MPEG-2 Video

MPEG-2 [8] maintained much similarity to MPEG-1 and also provided the
MPEG-1 like functionalities. The main feature distinguishing MPEG-2 from
MPEG-1 was the efficient coding of interlaced videos, which was the key enabler
of digital storage media and television (TV) broadcast. Two opposite fields in
an interlaced frame could be coded in an interleaving manner, known as frame-
mode, or separately, known as field-mode. These two modes could be selected
once a frame, i.e., picture level adaptive frame/field coding (PAFF), or adapt
to the MB level, i.e., MB level adaptive frame/field coding (MBAFF). Coding
a field-mode MB basically followed the diagram in Fig. 1, but the reference pic-
tures were fields instead of frames. Other modifications, such as zig-zag scan,
were also made.

MPEG-2 mainly operated on the formats specified in ITU-R BT.601 [9] (for-
merly CCIR 601) with 4:2:0 color format and produced broadcast quality videos
at the bit-rates of 4 to 8 mb/s and high quality videos at 10 to 15 mb/s [4]. It also
handled HD videos [10] or other color formats at even higher bit-rates. MPEG-2
was a great success with worldwide adoption for digital TV broadcast via cable,
satellite and terrestrial channels and for DVD-Video, and finally replaced VHS
videotapes.

As a generic coding standard, full MPEG-2 syntax covered many features and
parameters to meet a wide spectrum of bit-rates, video formats, quality levels
and functionalities. However, certain application required only a subset of the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Content-based coding scheme for arbitrary-shaped VO. (a) The binary alpha
map. (b) The opaque, transparent, and boundary MBs

features and consumed limited processing power. To reduce the implementation
cost and keep the interoperability, MPEG-2 is the first introducing the concept of
profile and level, such that encoders and decoders compliant to the same profile
and level could successfully interwork with each other without supporting the full
syntax. A profile describes the necessary features; a level indicates the processing
capability by specifying the upper limits of spatial resolution, frame rate, and
bit-rate. Among the seven profiles in MPEG-2, the Main Profile at the Main
Level was the most widely used for TV broadcast.

2.5 MPEG-4 Visual

MPEG-4 was the first attempt to standardize the content-based coding tech-
niques. Although further improving coding efficiency, MPEG-4 Visual [11] went
significantly beyond the pure hybrid coding scheme and provided a rich set of
tools to code natural and synthetic objects.

The unit of video content is called video object (VO), e.g., a talking person
without background. A VO is taken as a sequence of snapshots of an arbitrary-
shaped object; its time instances are called video object planes (VOP). As suc-
cessive VOPs are highly correlated, MCP is also efficient, but the concepts of I-,
P-, and B-frame are herein extended to I-, P-, and B-VOP, respectively.

If the shape of a VOP is a frame, i.e., VO is equivalent to a video sequence,
the content-based coding scheme is reduced to the conventional hybrid cod-
ing. The Simple Profile of MPEG-4 is compatible with the baseline H.263, but
MPEG-4 introduces new techniques to improve the coding efficiency, including
AC/DC intra-prediction, horizontal scan, global motion compensation (GMC),
GMC based on Sprite, 8×8 motion-compensation (MC) block size, and 1/4-pixel
MCP.

If VO is of arbitrary shape and location, the coding scheme is extended by ad-
ditionally coding the shape, represented by a binary or an 8-bit gray-scaled alpha
map. The former (see Fig. 3 (a)) defines whether a pixel belongs to an object;
the later describes the transparency information. The alpha map is coded on the
MB base. For each opaque and transparent MB, labeled 1 and 2 respectively
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in Fig 3 (b), the encoder just signals whether the MB is inside or outside the
VOP. For an MB containing VOP boundaries, labeled 3 in Fig. 3 (b), the alpha
map is coded by a context-based arithmetic coder and the VOP texture inside
the boundary MB is transformed by the shape-adaptive DCT.

Meanwhile, MPEG-4 took into account specificities of a wide variety of net-
works and terminals and allows universal access to multimedia information, by
employing techniques for a high degree of scalability and error resilience. A com-
prehensive overview of MPEG-4 Visual can be found in [12], which includes the
nature and synthetic video coding, error resilience tools, and scalable coding.

3 H.264/AVC

H.264/AVC [13] is the latest international video coding standard, jointly de-
veloped by VCEG and MPEG. In contrast to MPEG-4 Visual covering the
ambitious breadth of functionalities, H.264/AVC returns to the narrower and
more traditional focus on two goals, efficient compression and robustness to net-
work environments, for generic rectangular-picture camera-shot video content.
A comprehensive introduction of H.264/AVC can be found in [14].

This section first illustrates the history of H.264/AVC in Section 3.1. Then,
detailed technical designs to improve coding efficiency and facilitate the network
transportation are presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Section 3.4
explains the profiles in H.264/AVC and the corresponding application areas.
The recently finalized amendments on scalable video coding (SVC) and multi-
view video coding (MVC) are another two highlights, introduced in Sections 3.5
and 3.6, respectively.

3.1 History

The H.264/AVC standardization project was launched by VCEG in early 1998,
initially entitled H.26L (the L stood for “long-term”). It was targeted at doubling
the coding efficiency in comparison to any other existing video coding standards
for a broad variety of applications. The first draft was created in August 1999.
In 2001, MPEG issued a Call for Proposals (CfP) with the similar target of
H.26L and then adopted the developing H.26L proposed by VCEG as the start-
ing point. Meanwhile, VCEG and MPEG formed a Joint Video Team (JVT) to
jointly develop the new standard. The reference software, continuously integrat-
ing adopted coding tools, was named joint model (JM). In 2003, the first phase
of the standard was finalized and submitted for formal approval, which was later
be adopted by ITU-T under the name of H.264 and by ISO/IEC as MPEG-4
Part 10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) in the MPEG-4 suite of standards. An
overview of the first phase of H.264/AVC was presented in [15].

The first version, focusing on entertainment-quality videos with 4:2:0 color
format and 8 bit/sample sources, did not support the highest video resolutions
used in the most demanding professional environments. To address the needs of
professional applications, a continuation of the joint project was launched to add
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Fig. 4. The concept of MB pair. (a) Coding modes. (b) Coding procedure.

new extensions, named fidelity range extensions (FRExt), to the capabilities of
the original standard. FRExt, finalized in 2005, produced a suite of four new
profiles, collectively called high profiles. Later in 2007, the breadth of the high
profiles were enlarged to eight profiles. In this chapter, the referred H.264/AVC
includes the high profiles. An overview of H.264/AVC FRExt is given in [16].

In recent years, SVC and MVC were developed as two amendments to
H.264/AVC, driven by the boost of application and network capability. Their
histories and backgrounds are introduced in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.

3.2 Video Coding Layer (VCL)

The VCL design of H.264/AVC essentially follows the hybrid coding scheme, as
introduced in Section 1, but significantly outperforms all previous video coding
standards. The gain is due to more accurate prediction and more efficient entropy
coding, contributed by a plurality of coding elements.

Adaptive Frame/Field Coding

A coded video sequence of H.264/AVC consists of a sequence of coded pictures.
In an interlaced video, a coded picture represents either an entire frame or a
single field. Two coding modes, PAFF and MBAFF, as in MPEG-2 (see Sec-
tion 2.4), are also employed. However, as shown in Fig. 4, MBAFF herein makes
the frame/field decision at the MB pair level, a 16×32 luminance region, rather
than the MB level, so that the basic MB processing structure is kept intact.
Fig. 4 (b) illustrates the MBAFF coding process in an interlaced frame.

If an interlaced frame consists of mixed regions, where some regions are moving
and others are not, MBAFF coding is efficient to code the non-moving regions in
frame-mode and the moving regions in field-mode. However, in the case of rapid
global motion and scene change, MBAFF coding is not so efficient as PAFF
coding, because one field cannot use the opposite field in the same frame as a
reference picture for MCP.
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Slice

H.264/AVC supports flexible slice structure, which means the sizes and shapes
of slices are not necessarily the multiples of MB rows as in the previous video
coding standards. There are five types of slices as explained below, and a coded
picture may be composed of different types of slices.

• I-Slice. A slice in which all MBs of the slice are coded as intra-mode.
• P-Slice. In addition to intra-mode, some MBs can be coded using MCP from

picture list 0.
• B-Slice. In addition to the coding modes available in a P-slice, some MBs

can be coded using bi-directional prediction from picture list 0 and list 1.
• SP-Slice. A so-called switching P-slice that is coded such that efficient switch-

ing between different pre-coded pictures becomes possible (see Section 3.3).
• SI-Slice. A so-called switching I-slice that allows an exact match of an MB in

an SP-slice for random access and error recovery purposes (see Section 3.3).

Multipicture Reference

H.264/AVC supports multipicture reference, which means more than one previ-
ously coded pictures can be used as references for MCP.

Generalized P- and B-Slices

At the decoder, the buffer storing reference pictures is named decoded picture
buffer (DPB), which synchronously replicates the buffer of the encoder according
to memory management control operations (MMCO), specified in the bitstream.
DPB can hold up to 16 pictures, depending on the conformance point and picture
size. Any picture type, including B-picture, is allowed to be stored in DPB
for future reference, according to the indication in its NAL unit header (see
Section 3.3). Thus, the picture type and the referencing capability are decoupled.

Two lists of reference pictures, denoted as list 0 and list 1, can be arbitrarily
constructed using the available pictures in the DPB. P-slices use only list 0
pictures for reference, whereas B-slices can use both list 0 and list 1. However, it is
not restricted that list 0 and list 1 consist of temporally preceding and succeeding
pictures, respectively. Instead, list 0 may contain temporally succeeding pictures
and vice versa. It is also possible for list 0 and list 1 to have same pictures.
Fig. 5 shows the possible prediction cases for a B-picture, which have never been
valid in any previous standards. By this means, the prediction direction and the
picture type are decoupled.

Therefore, the only substantial difference between P- and B-slices is that B-
slices are coded in a manner that some MC blocks may use a weighted average
of two distinct MCP values for building the prediction signal.

Reference Picture Management

The reference pictures in list 0 or list 1 can be classified as short-term and
long-term. By default, a short-term picture is a recently coded reference picture,
whereas long-term pictures are typically older reference pictures.
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Fig. 5. The construction of list 0 and list 1, and possible bi-directional predictions for
B-pictures (reference index is denoted as refidx.)

Each reference picture in a picture list is identified by an index, called reference
index, which together with an MV locates a target block for MCP. Among short-
term pictures, the one temporally closest to the current picture has reference
index equal to 0, and the reference index increases with the temporal distance
(see Fig. 5). Each new short-term picture added to the picture list has a reference
index equal to 0 and the reference index of each remaining short-term picture
is increased by 1. If the number of short-term and long-term pictures reaches
the maximum capacity of the picture list, the temporally farthest short-term
picture, having the largest reference index, is removed from the DPB.

The operations on long-term pictures, including marking, removing, and re-
placing, are instructed by MMCO specified in bitstreams. When a short-term
picture is marked as a long-term picture, a variable LongTermPicNum is as-
signed for identification. A long-term picture with smaller LongTermPicNum
has a smaller reference index in a picture list and the reference index of long-
term pictures starts after all the short-term pictures. Table 1 gives an example
of reference picture management for P-pictures, where the size of picture list is
five and the current frame number is 100.

The reference picture management introduced in H.264/AVC provides a high
degree of flexibility in selecting reference picture, which is constrained only by
a total memory capacity bound. This feature is especially efficient for coding
videos with periodic transitions, such as interview.

Intra Coding

In contrast to MPEG-1/2/4, where intra-prediction is performed in the trans-
form domain, intra-prediction in H.264/AVC is always conducted in the spatial
domain. For the luminance pixels in an MB, three types of partitions are allowed,
denoted as INTAR 4×4, INTAR 8×8 and INTAR 16×16; the intra-prediction
size for chrominance pixels are fixed to be 8×8.

There are totally nine modes for INTAR 4×4. As shown in Fig. 6, the shaded
area is the 4×4 block to predict and the squares labeled with capital letters A-M
are the reference pixels in the neighboring coded blocks. Each mode indicates
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Table 1. An example of reference picture management for P-pictures

Reference picture list
Operation reference index 0 1 2 3 4

Initial state - - - - -

Encode frame 100 100 - - - -

Encode frame 101 101 100 - - -

Encode frame 102 102 101 100 - -

Encode frame 103 103 102 101 100 -

Assign 101 to LongTermPicNum 0 103 102 100 0 -

Encode frame 104 104 103 102 100 0

Assign 103 to LongTermPicNum 4 104 102 100 0 4

Encode frame 105 105 104 102 0 4

Assign 105 to LongTermPicNum 3 104 102 0 3 4

Encode frame 106 106 104 0 3 4
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Fig. 6. Nine modes for INTAR 4×4 prediction [14]

a prediction direction except the DC mode, of which the predicted value is the
average of all the available reference pixels. INTAR 8×8 for luminance pixels
uses basically the same concepts as INTAR 4×4 except the size, but the refer-
ence pixels are low pass filtered before used for prediction, in order to reduce
prediction error in a larger block.

The intra-prediction with smaller block sizes and more directions is well suited
for coding parts of a picture with rich details. On the contrary, for coding very
smooth areas, INTAR 16×16 is employed with four modes (see Fig. 7). The 8×8
chrominance pixels within an MB are predicted using a similar prediction as for
INTAR 16×16, since chrominance is usually smooth over large areas.

Besides, the standard includes a PCM mode, denoted as I PCM, with which
the values of the samples are sent directly using fixed length coding (FLC).
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Fig. 8. The partitions of (a) MB and (b) sub-MB for MCP

This mode enables lossless coding for region of interests (ROI) and avoids data
expansion, when representing the values in anomalous pictures.

Inter-Coding

Variable MC Block Sizes

In inter-mode, an MB may be partitioned into multiple MC blocks. Fig. 8 (a)
shows four partition types for luminance pixels. In case partitions with size 8×8
are chosen, each partition, named sub-MB, can be further partitioned into 8×4,
4×8, or 4×4 MC blocks (see Fig. 8 (b)).

Bigger MC blocks, using less bits to signal the motion information, may result
in large MCP errors, and therefore are more appropriate for homogeneous areas
of a picture; smaller MC blocks provide more accurate MCP but require more
bits for the motion information, so may be beneficial to detailed areas.

MV Prediction

MV in H.264/AVC is predicted from the MVs of the neighboring coded MC
blocks and only the prediction error, MVD, is coded. Similar concept has been
adopted in previous standards, but the MV prediction in H.264/AVC is improved
and more accurate.
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Fig. 9. The adjacent MC blocks involved in MV prediction

As shown in Fig. 9, E is the current block, of which the MV is to predict, and
only three adjacent blocks, A, B, and C, are involved to predict the MV of E.
The prediction value, MVP, is derived as below.

1. If the size of E is neither 16×8 nor 8×16, the median of the MVs of A, B,
and C is used as MVP.

2. For 16×8 MB partition, MVP for the upper 16×8 block is the MV for B and
MVP for the lower 16×8 block is the MV for A.

3. For 8×16 MB partition, MVP for the left 8×16 block is the MV for A and
MVP for the right 8×16 block is the MV for C.

In case A, B, and C in Fig. 9 are not all available, e.g., outside the current slice
or in intra-mode, the derivation of MVP will be modified accordingly.

Interpolation for MCP

For luminance components, the accuracy of MCP is in units of 1/4 distance
between pixels and thus the resolution of MV is up to 1/4-pixel. The interpola-
tion for half-pixel samples is separable: a 1-D 6-tap FIR filter [1, -5, 20, 20, -5,
1]/32 is applied for horizontal and vertical directions successively. The samples
of 1/4-pixel positions are interpolated using bilinear filter supported by integer
pixels and the interpolated half-pixel values. The positions in between chromi-
nance pixels are interpolated by bilinear filtering. Assuming 4:2:0 color format,
1/4-pixel MCP resolution for luminance component corresponds to 1/8-pixel
resolution for chrominance components.

Weighted Prediction

In all the previous video coding standards, the target block is directly copied for
MCP, or in B-mode, the MCP is the average of the preceding and succeeding
target blocks. Such a prediction method is supported by H.264/AVC by default.
In addition, H.264/AVC introduces weighted prediction, where the samples of the
target blocks are scaled by weighting factors before used for MCP. The weighting
factors, w0 and w1, can be customized by encoders and transmitted in the slice
header, or implicitly derived specially for B-mode in the inverse proportion to
the relative temporal distance from the current picture to the reference picture.
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Fig. 10. Derivation of MV and reference index in temporal direct prediction when the
MV of the co-located block references the list 0 picture with (a) reference index equal
to 0 and (b) reference index equal to 1

Weighted prediction, adaptively controling the relative contributions from target
blocks, is especially useful for scene transitions and illumination change.

Improved “Skip” and “Direct” Modes

A skipped MB in previous standards could not move in the scene, which had a
detrimental effect for coding video containing global motion. In H.264/AVC, the
“Skip” mode for an MB implies no motion in relation to the neighboring MBs
rather than absolute rest, such that large areas without change or with constant
motion like slow panning can be represented by very few bits.

In P-slices, the “Skip” mode is denoted as P Skip, with which neither trans-
form coefficients nor motion information are transmitted. The reconstructed MB
is exactly the same as its prediction, obtained by using reference index and MVD
both equal to 0. In B-slices, the mode similar to P Skip is called B Skip, which
uses “direct prediction” to infer the MV and reference index. Another mode that
also uses direct prediction but requires residual data is known as “Direct” mode,
denoted as B Direct 16×16.

The direct prediction for B Direct 16×16 and B Skip modes can be spatial
or temporal, as indicated in the slice header. With spatial direct prediction, the
MB is predicted as one partition and its MV is derived using the aforementioned
MV prediction method. The MV direction can be list 0, list 1, or bi-predictive,
depending on the directions of the MVs of the adjacent blocks A, B, and C (see
Fig. 9). In some cases, the MV is directly set to zero [13]. In temporal Direct
mode, the current MB is partitioned the same way as the co-located MB be-
longing to the reference picture indexed 0 in list 1. Derivation of the MVs and
reference pictures for each partition is illustrated in Fig. 10. The correspond-
ing partitions in the current and co-located MBs use the same list 0 picture.
The forward and backward MVs of the current partition are derived by scaling
the forward MV of the co-located partition according to the relative temporal
distance.

The same spatial and temporal “Direct” concepts can be applied to 8×8 MC
blocks, denoted as B Direct 8×8 mode.
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Transform and Quantization

H.264/AVC is the first video coding standard employing an Integer Cosine
Ttransform (ICT) rather than DCT, which allows implementation approxima-
tions within some specified tolerances [17] (replaced by [18] in 2006). A signif-
icant advantage of using ICT is that, with an exact integer inverse transform,
the encoder and the decoder perfectly match.

The intra- or inter-prediction error of the luminance pixels in an MB may be
split into 4×4 or 8×8 blocks, to which 4×4 and 8×8 ICTs are applied, respec-
tively. The two transforms are adaptively selected for luminance residual data
at the MB level, but chrominance pixels are all transformed by the 4×4 ICT.
The two transform matrices are given as below.

T4 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 1
2 1 −1 −2
1 −1 −1 1
1 −2 2 −1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ T8 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
12 10 6 3 −3 −6 −10 −12
8 4 −4 −8 −8 −4 4 8

10 −3 −12 −6 6 12 3 −10
8 −8 −8 8 8 −8 −8 8
6 −12 3 10 −10 −3 12 −6
4 −8 8 −4 −4 8 −8 4
3 −6 10 −12 12 −10 6 −3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Given 8-bit input video data, the transforms can be easily implemented using
16-bit arithmetic. Especially, the 4×4 transform is so simple that can be imple-
mented using just a few additions and bit shifts.

As mentioned above, INTAR 16×16 prediction modes are intended for cod-
ing of smooth areas and chrominance components are usually smooth over large
areas. For that reason, the DC coefficients of the sixteen transformed 4×4 lu-
minance blocks in the MB coded by INTAR 16×16 mode are extracted to form
a 4×4 block, which is transformed by a secondary Hadamard transform (HT).
Similarly, the DC coefficients of chrominance blocks with all MB types are also
transformed using a secondary HT. For 4:2:0 color format, this requires a 2×2
HT. Fig. 11 illustrates such a hierarchical transform procedure for 4:2:0 videos,
where the index labeled in each block shows the coding order.

After transform, quantization is applied to meet the target bit-rate. By de-
fault, the coefficients in one MB are quantized by the same stepsize determined
by QP, an integer ranging from 0 to 51. The value of QP is not linearly related
to the stepsize as in all previous standards, but influences the stepsize in such a
way that the stepsize increases about 16% for one increament and exactly dou-
bles for every six increments. Rather, the value of QP is linearly related to the
actual bit-rate.

Besides the default one, H.264/AVC also supports perceptual-based quan-
tization, which had been a mainstay of prior use in MPEG-2. Although the
standard defines a default quantization matrix, an encoder is allowed to spec-
ify customized quantization matrices and send them at the sequence or picture
level. Such perceptual-based quantization typically does not improve objective
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Fig. 11. The hierarchical transform procedure for 4:2:0 videos and the block coding
order

quality measured by mean square error (MSE), but it does improve subjective
quality, which is eventually the more important criterion.

Entropy Coding

In H.264/AVC, two entropy coding modes are supported. One is a Huffman-like
coding, which means each symbol is converted to a binary codeword with integer
number of bits, by look-up tables or dynamic codeword construction. The other
is the context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC). The two modes are
switchable at the picture level. The SEs at the higher levels are all coded by FLC
or VLC with Exp-Golomb codes. In the mode of Huffman-like coding, the SEs
other than the residual data are also coded using Exp-Golomb codes, whereas
the residual data are coded using context-adaptive VLC (CAVLC).

Exp-Golomb Codes

Exp-Golomb codes have a generic form of [M zeros][1][INFO] (see Table 2), where
INFO is an M-bit field carrying information. Hence, the Exp-Golomb codeword
table, which can be constructed in a logical way, is conceptually infinite in length.
With Exp-Golomb codes, the standard only defines the mapping from the value
of the SE to the look-up index, an unsigned integer denoted as codeNum (see
Table 2), according to the probability distribution function (pdf) of the SE.

CAVLC

CAVLC is designed only for coding 4×4 transform blocks. The values and po-
sitions of the 1-D 16 coefficients are coded separately, instead of in (level, run)
pairs. The coding process is in the reverse zig-zag order, because the trailing
non-zero coefficients have high probability to be ±1, whereas the values of lead-
ing non-zero coefficients are more random. The events necessary to represent all
the information of a block are listed as below. An example of converting the
coefficient sequence to events is given in Fig. 12.
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Table 2. The Exp-Golomb codes

codeNum Codeword

0 1

1 010

2 011

3 00100

4 00101

5 00110

6 00111

7 0001000

8 0001001

· · · · · ·

0 7 0 0 -4 2 0 1 -1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

12 7 2 0 T1 T1 T1

1/1 2/3 0/3 1/4 0/4 2/6 1/7

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Coefficients

levelCode/T1s

run_before/zerosLeftCAVLC

CABAC

significant_coeff_flag

last_significant_coeff_flag

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15Zig-Zag Order

6 3 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 0

coeff_abs_level_minus1

coeff_sign_flag

Fig. 12. Represent a sequence of transform coefficients by symbols with CAVLC and
CABAC

1. TotalCoeff. The number of non-zeros coefficients in the block, jointly coded
with T1s as one SE coeff token. In Fig. 12, TotalCoeff equals 7.

2. Tailing ones (T1s). The number of the successive ±1 coefficients at the end
of the coefficient sequence. Note that the maximum value for T1s is 3 and
more trailing ±1–if any–will be coded as regular coefficients.

3. trailing ones sign flag. The sign for each T1.
4. levelCode. Levels of regular coefficients, including the magnitude and the

sign. If the level is positive, levelCode equals (level-1)<<1. Otherwise, level-
Code equals (-level-1)<<1+1. It is represented by two SEs, level prefix and
level suffix.

5. total zeros. The number of zeros before the last non-zero coefficient. In
Fig. 12, it equals 7.

6. run before. Number of successive zeros before each coefficient.

In summary, there are six SEs related to CAVLC, coeff token, trailing ones
sign flag, level prefix, level suffix, total zeros, and run before. For each SE except
trailing ones sign flag, which is a 1-bit flag, multiple VLC tables are designed;
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Fig. 13. The context template

each table matches certain conditional statistics. The switching of these tables
depends on the local activities, i.e., the context. The meaning of the context for
each SE is explained as below.

1. coeff token. The values of TotalCoeff in neighboring blocks are correlated and
can be used as the context. As shown in the context template (see Fig. 13),
the table used to code coeff token in block C is jointly decided by the values
of TotalCoeff in A and B.

2. level prefix and level suffix. There is no table specified in H.264/AVC for
coding levelCode. The codeword for levelCode is the concatenation of the
binary representation of level prefix and level suffix, both of which have reg-
ular forms. The length of the suffix, ranging from 0 to 6, categorizes the
codewords into seven conceptual tables, indexed from 0 to 6. The tables in
order of ascending indices cater for seven types of contexts from the high
frequency coefficients to low frequency coefficients. The switching among the
tables is determined by the maximum magnitude of the coded levels in the
current block.

3. total zeros. The choice of the table depends on the TotalCoeff in the current
block. Since the summation of total zeros and TotalCoeff will not exceed 16,
large TotalCoeff implies small total zeros and vice versa.

4. run before. The choice of the table depends on zerosLeft (see Fig. 12), the
number of zeros that have not been processed yet. The range of run before
decreases with zerosLeft.

For coding 8×8 transform blocks, there is no specially designed CAVLC
scheme; the 64 coefficients have to be separated into four 4×4 blocks (see Fig. 14),
which are successively coded using CAVLC.

CABAC

CABAC is used for coding a broader range of SEs than CAVLC, including slice
header, MB header, and residual data. Compared to CAVLC, CABAC typically
provides a bit-rate reduction between 5%-15%, although much more computa-
tionally complex. The improvement is mainly contributed by three design as-
pects. Firstly, arithmetic coding allows one to assign a non-integer number of
bits per symbol, which is especially beneficial to symbol probabilities greater
than 0.5. Secondly, the context modeling allows each SE to have more than one
probability models to estimate the conditional probability distributions for dif-
ferent local activities, i.e., different contexts. Thirdly, the probability models can
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Fig. 14. Separate coefficients of an 8×8 transform block into four 4×4 transform blocks
for 8×8 CAVLC
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Fig. 15. Generic block diagram of the CABAC entropy coding scheme

be updated to keep track of the actual statistics experienced during the coding
process. The diagram of CABAC is depicted in Fig. 15.

The first step is binarization. Since CABAC uses binary arithmetic coding, a
non-binary valued SE should first be converted into a binary string. Note that
the binary string, still containing much statistical redundancy, is not part of the
bitstream. It is only the input to the arithmetic coding engine, of which the
output is the compact bitstream.

In the second step of context modeling, each binary decision in a binary
string, called “bin”, is assigned an appropriate context model, which estimates
the probability distribution of the bin. A context model records two types of
information. One is the most probable symbol (MPS), which is either 0 or 1.
The other is the probability of the least probable symbol (LPS) PLPS , ranging
from 0 to 0.5, is discretized into 64 probability states rather than continuous. In
case a context model is used for a single bin or is shared by several bins, there
is no need to do the context model selection. Otherwise, the selection among
available models is made according to the values of the relevant SEs in the
context template (see Fig. 13). After context modeling, each bin as well as its
probability distribution, described by the associated context model, are input to
the arithmetic coding engine.

The third step is the arithmetic coding. Conventional arithmetic coding
is based on the principle of recursive interval subdivision, which introduces
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multiplications. In H.264/AVC, the arithmetic coding is specified as a
multiplication-free low complexity method, using only shifts and table look-ups,
which is mainly facilitated by the following three properties.

1. Probability estimation is performed by a transition process between 64 prob-
ability states for LPS.

2. The range R representing the current state of the arithmetic coder is quan-
tized to pre-set values. In each iteration of interval subdivision, the new
range is obtained by looking up table instead of multiplication.

3. SEs with near-uniform probability distributions are coded by a simplified
process, where the context modeling is bypassed,

Each context model has an initial probability estimate defined by the standard
and is reset at the beginning of every slice. After the coding of each bin, the
context model that has just been used is updated depending on the coded bin is
an MPS or LPS. Such an update behavior will change the probability state or
even cause the transition between LPS and MPS.

When CABAC is used to code the a transform block, the events describing the
values and positions of coefficients are quite different from those of CAVLC. First
of all, a flag coded block flag is signaled to indicate whether the block contains
non-zero coefficients. If so, the coding process is then performed in the order of
forward zig-zag scan. As the example in Fig. 12, the value of each coefficient
is coded by coeff abs level minus1 and coeff sign flag, representing the magni-
tude and the sign, respectively. The positions of these coefficients are located by
a significant coefficient map, which is constructed by significant coeff flag and
last significant coeff flag. Representing a transform block using such a set of
events, which are all binary-valued except coeff abs level minus1, can facilitate
the use of binary arithmetic coding.

In-loop Deblocking Filter

In-loop deblocking filters have been adopted in previous video coding standards,
such as H.261 and H.263 (Annex J), to reduce the blockiness introduced by dis-
continuity of motion and block-based transform and quantization. The deblock-
ing filter in H.264/AVC is brought within the MCP loop (see LF1 in Fig. 1),
which leads to not only better subjective and objective qualities but also im-
proved capability to predict other pictures. The deblocking filter is applied to
the vertical and horizontal boundaries of 8×8 and 4×4 transform blocks. Each
filtering operation affects up to three pixels on either side of the boundary. Fig. 16
shows four pixels on either side of a vertical boundary in adjacent blocks P and
Q, where the values of p0, p1, p2 and q0, q1, q2 may be changed by filtering.
There are three steps for filtering one block.

First of all, the parameter, boundary strength (BS), is calculated for each
boundary, ranging from 0 (no filtering) to 4 (strongest filtering). The value of
BS implies the possible extent to which the two adjacent blocks suffer from the
blockiness, and thus is used to select an appropriate filter. Fig. 17 shows the BS
determination procedure used in progressive video coding, which depends on the
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Fig. 17. BS determination procedure used in progressive video coding

boundary location, the coding mode (intra or inter), the existence of non-zero
coefficients, and the motion information. In the figure, refP and refQ are the
reference information for P and Q, including the direction (list 0, list 1, or bi-
prediction) and the reference picture for each direction. “DMVX≥1” means the
horizontal distance of the P and Q’s target blocks in the same reference picture
is greater than or equal to one integer pixel. For coding interlaced videos, the
concept is similar, but more logical decisions are involved.

Secondly, while the filter has been selected by BS at the block level, whether
to apply such filtering operation is left to be decided for each set of pixels across
the boundary (see Fig. 16). The filter decision is made by thresholds α(x) and
β(x), which decrease with x. The index x is by default the average of the QPs
used in P and Q, but can be adjusted by adding an offset transmitted in the
slice header. The filtering of p0 and q0 only takes place if the following condition
is true,

|p0 − q0|<α(x) and |p1 − p0|<β(x) and |q1 − q0|<β(x)

where β(x) is considerably smaller than α(x). The filtering of p1 and q1 takes
place if the following condition is true.

|p2 − p0|<β(x) and |q2 − q0|<β(x)
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The basic idea is that a relatively large absolute difference between pixels near
a block boundary implies blockiness and should therefore be reduced. However,
if the magnitude of that difference is so large that it cannot be explained by the
coarseness of the quantization, the boundary is more likely to reflect the actual
edge in the source picture and should be preserved.

Finally, the filtering operation is applied to where is necessary. The filter varies
with BS values, pixel positions, and color components. More details can be found
in the standard itself [13].

Designs for 4:4:4 Color Format

As the 4:4:4 color format is usually used in the most demanding video appli-
cations, special requirements, such as very high or even lossless fidelity, should
be fulfilled. Furthermore, in contrast to 4:2:0 color format, chrominance compo-
nents are represented in full spatial resolution and thus should be coded using the
techniques as powerful as those for luminance components in order to improve
the overall performance.

Lossless Coding

The PCM mode in H.264/AVC is developed only to enable the functionality of
lossless coding, regardless of coding efficiency. The FRExt includes a transform-
bypass lossless mode, where the transform and quantization are bypassed and the
intra- or inter-prediction errors are entropy coded in the spatial domain. When a
block is coded using intra-prediction with the direction horizontal or vertical, a
special method is applied, where the samples along the prediction direction are
coded using DPCM. The lossless coding methods introduced herein can also be
used for monochrome, 4:2:0, and 4:2:2 videos, but are only enabled in the 4:4:4
profiles (see Section 3.4).

Color Plane Separated Coding

The three color planes in 4:4:4 videos can share the common slice structure and
MB coding parameters as for 4:2:0 videos. Alternatively, each color plane can be
treated as a separate monochrome video picture and coded individually with its
own slice segmentation and mode selections, using the powerful coding tools for
luminance components. Furthermore, such a color plane separated coding scheme
provides an enhanced parallel processing solution for the encoder by allowing the
splitting of the entire encoding processes of the three color planes. The switching
of the two coding schemes is indicated by a flag separate colour plane flag in the
sequence parameter set.

3.3 Features for Network Transportation

Robustness to data errors and losses and flexibility for operation over a variety
of network environments are enabled by a number of new design aspects in
H.264/AVC, including the following highlighted features.
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Fig. 18. Subdivision of a QCIF frame into slices (a) without FMO and (b) with FMO.

Parameter Sets

Transmission errors of key information, such as sequence header or picture
header, have a severe impact on the decoding process. The parameter set design
in H.264/AVC provides robust and efficient conveyance of header information.
There are two types of parameter sets, sequence parameter sets (SPS) applied
to a coded video sequence and picture parameter sets (PPS) applied to one or
more pictures within a coded video sequence. Each VCL NAL unit contains an
identifier, referring to the content of the relevant PPS; each PPS contains an
identifier, referring to the content of the relevant SPS. In this manner, a small
amount of data, i.e., the identifier, can be used to refer to a larger amount of
information, i.e., the parameter sets. Separated from the transmission of the
video data representation, SPS and PPS can be sent well ahead and repeatedly
whenever necessary. It is also possible to convey SPS and PPS “out-of-band”
using a more reliable transport mechanism.

Flexible MB Ordering (FMO)

FMO allows a picture to be partitioned into various MB scanning patterns rather
than the raster scanning only, by utilizing the concept of slice group. Each slice
group is a set of MBs defined by an MB to slice group map, which labels each MB
with a particular slice group in the picture. Each slice group can be partitioned
into one or more slices, and the MBs in each slice should have the raster scan
order inside the belonged slice group. Fig. 18 shows how a QCIF frame is divided
into slices. In Fig. 18 (a), where FMO is not used, the whole picture can be
considered consisting of a single slice group. In Fig. 18 (b), where FMO is applied,
the frame is split into three slice groups, indicated with different shades, and each
slice group is further split into two slices. The pattern in Fig. 18 (b) is suitable for
coding ROI. Some patterns, such as dispersed and checker-board MB allocations,
have been demonstrated to be useful for error concealment in video conferencing
applications.

Arbitrary Slice Ordering (ASO)

H.264/AVC enables sending and receiving the slices of a picture in any order
relative to each other. This feature, first found in H.263 (Annex K), can improve
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end-to-end delay in real-time applications, particularly when used in networks
having out-of-order delivery behavior, e.g., IP networks.

Redundant Coded Pictures

H.264/AVC allows an encoder to send redundant representations of pictures
or regions of pictures, which are typically degraded. Redundant coded pictures
have no normative effect on the decoding process and will be decoded only if the
relevant primary representation has been lost during data transmission.

Data Partitioning

The concept of data partitioning has been adopted in previous standards, such
as H.263 (Annex V) and MPEG-4 Visual. H.264/AVC allows the SEs of each
slice to be separated into three different partitions, Partitions A, B, and C, for
transmission. Partition A contains the slice header and header data for each MB
in the slice; Partitions B and C contain residual data for intra and inter-coded
MBs, respectively.

Switching P- (SP-) and Switching I- (SI-) Pictures

In previous video encoding standards, the functionalities of bitstream switching,
random access, fast forward/rewind, and error recovery are usually realized by
periodically inserting I-pictures. In H.264/AVC, SP- and SI-pictures are devel-
oped to provide such functionalities in a more efficient way.

Fig. 19 (a) depicts how to utilize SP-pictures to switch from Bitstream 1 to
Bitstream 2. The two bitstreams are assumed to represent the same video se-
quence at different bit-rates and/or at different temporal resolutions. In each
bitstream, primary SP-pictures, such as S1,n and S2,n, are periodically inserted
to serve as switching points. For each primary SP-picture, the corresponding
secondary SP-picture, such as S12,n, is generated and sent in response to the
switching requirement. A secondary SP-picture has the identical reconstructed
values as the relevant primary SP-picture. When switching from Bitstream 1 to
Bitstream 2 is required, S12,n, predicted from Bitstream 1 but reconstructed as
a picture in Bitstream 2, will be sent instead of S1,n. Since the reconstructed pic-
tures of S12,n and S2,n are identically the same, the pictures following the switch-
ing point, e.g., P2,n+1, can be reconstructed without drift, no matter whether
the switching has occurred. Note that in fact another secondary SP-picture not
shown in the figure, S21,n, would be required for switching in the other direction.

Fig. 19 (b) illustrates the switching between bitstreams representing different
video sequences by using SI-pictures. SI-pictures are used in the similar way to
SP-pictures, except that their relevant secondary pictures are coded in intra-
mode. Thus, the switching point enabled by SI-pictures also serves as random
access point.

Fig. 19 (c) gives an example of using SP-pictures for error resilience and re-
covery. When a bitstream is being streamed and there has been a packet loss
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Fig. 19. (a) Switching between bitstreams using SP-frames. (b) Random access using
SI-frames. (c) SP-frames in error resilience and recovery.

leading to one or more pictures lost, the client signals the lost pictures to the
server, which then responds by sending a secondary SP-picture S21,n of the next
primary SP-picture S1,n. S21,n references picture P1,n−3, which has been cor-
rectly decoded. Alternatively, the secondary representation of the next primary
SP-picture can be coded as an SI-picture not referencing the previous correctly
decoded pictures.

The detailed encoding and decoding processes of SP- and SI-pictures are in-
troduced in [19].

Network Abstraction Layer (NAL)

Rather than forcing a specific bitstream interface to the system as in previous
video coding standards, H.264/AVC designs the NAL, which enables simple and
effective customization of the method of carrying the video content in a manner
appropriate for a broad variety of networks.
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Table 3. Types of NAL units

nal unit type Content of NALU NALU type class

1 Coded slice of a non-IDR picture VCL

2 Coded slice data partition A VCL

3 Coded slice data partition B VCL

4 Coded slice data partition C VCL

5 Coded slice of an IDR picture VCL

6 Supplemental enhancement information (SEI) non-VCL

7 Sequence parameter set (SPS) non-VCL

8 Picture parameter set (PPS) non-VCL

9 Access unit delimiter non-VCL

10 End of sequence non-VCL

11 End of stream non-VCL

NAL Unit (NALU)

The coded video data are organized into logical data packets, called NAL units
(NALU). Each NALU contains an integer number of bytes, where the first byte
is a header and the remaining bytes contain the payload data. The header
byte consists of three SEs, forbidden zero bit (1 bit), nal ref idc (2 bits), and
nal unit type (5 bits). The nal unit type indicates the type of the payload in
the NALU. The main NALU types and their corresponding content are shown
in Table 3. As can be seen, NALUs are classified into two categories, VCL and
non-VCL. The former comprises the data representing the values of the samples
in the video pictures; the latter comprises any associated additional informa-
tion, such as parameter sets and supplemental enhancement information (SEI),
which enhances the usability of the decoded video signal but does not affect the
normative decoding process.

The nal ref idc indicates the reference capability of the payload. If the payload
is SPS, PPS, a slice or a slice data partitioning in an IDR or reference picture,
which will be referenced for decoding other NALUs, the value of nal ref idc is
not equal to 0, but no specific value is assigned in the standard. Otherwise, the
value of nal ref idc equals 0.

NALU Stream

A series of NALUs generated by an encoder is referred to as a NALU stream,
which may contain one or more coded video sequences. Each coded video se-
quence can be decoded independently, given the necessary parameter set infor-
mation. The NALUs packeting the parameter sets may be conveyed “in-band”
or “out-of-band”. A coded video sequence consists of a series of access units.
The decoding of each access unit results in one decoded picture. At the be-
ginning of a coded video sequence is an instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR)
access unit, which represents an I-picture. The presence of an IDR access unit
indicates all following coded pictures in decoding order can be decoded without
inter-prediction from any picture decoded prior to the IDR picture.
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end of sequence
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Fig. 20. The structure of an access unit

Fig. 20 shows the format of an access unit. Each access unit contains a primary
coded picture, consisting of a set of VCL NALUs. It may also be prefixed with an
access unit delimiter to aid in locating the start of the access unit. Some SEI may
also precede the primary coded picture. Following the primary coded picture
may be some additional VCL NALUs that contain redundant representations
of areas of the same video picture, i.e., the aforementioned redundant coded
pictures. Finally, if the access unit is the last one of a coded video sequence
and/or the entire NALU stream, the NALUs with nal unit type equal to 10 and
11 may be presented for indication.

3.4 Profiles and Applications

As introduced in Section 2.4, a profile defines a set of coding tools used in gener-
ating a conforming bitstream. Well defined profiles and levels facilitate interop-
erability between various applications that have similar functional requirements.
In the initial version of H.264/AVC finalized in 2003, only three profiles were
supported, the Baseline, Main, and Extended Profiles. Fig. 21 shows the coding
tools included in these profiles, where the core coding tools cover I-slice, P-
slice, intra-prediction, variable MC block sizes, 1/4-pixel MCP, MV prediction,
multipicture reference, 4×4 ICT as well as the hierarchical procedure, in-loop
deblocking filter, and CAVLC.

The Baseline Profile includes the core coding tools and some error resilience
tools. It may be used by conversational services operating typically below 1
mb/s with low latency requirements, such as video telephony, video conferencing,
and wireless communications. The Main Profile includes more efficiency-oriented
tools to favor entertainment-quality consumer applications operating from 1 to
8 mb/s with moderate latency, such as broadcast, video-on-demand (VOD) via
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Fig. 21. The coding tools in H.264/AVC profiles

various channels, and high-density storage media. The Extended Profile, a super-
set of the Baseline Profile, provides improved error resilience and more efficient
switching between coded bitstreams. It may be particularly useful for streaming
services over the Internet, which typically operates at 50-1500 kb/s and tolerates
higher latency.

The union of these three profiles covers all the coding tools in the initial version
of H.264/AVC, but excludes those in the FRExt, developed by JVT from 2003 to
2007. The FRExt produces totally eight profiles, collectively named high profiles.
Table 4 compares four high profiles, which build upon the design of the Main
Profile. As can be seen, the difference in capability among the four high profiles
is primarily in terms of the supported bit depths and the chrominance formats.
New coding tools further enhancing the coding efficiency are also included, of
which some are specially designed for videos with 4:4:4 color format.

The other four high profiles not shown in Table 4 are defined for all-intra
coding. Among them, High 10 Intra, High 4:2:2 Intra, and High 4:4:4 Intra
Profiles provide the same features and capabilities as High 10, High 4:2:2, and
High 4:4:4 Profiles, respectively, except disabling all inter-prediction modes. The
last profile, CAVLC 4:4:4 Intra Profile is similar to High 4:4:4 Intra, but the
entropy coding is restricted to CAVLC to reduce the complexity.

High profiles were developed to support high quality applications, such as stu-
dio camcorders, professional digital video recording and editing systems, digital
cinema/large-screen digital imagery, and high fidelity display systems. The four
all-intra coding profiles are especially suitable for easy editing of bitstreams. Fur-
thermore, it is anticipated that the High Profile will overtake the Main Profile
in the near future as the primary choice for entertainment-quality applications,
since the High Profile significantly outperforms the Main Profile without adding
much implementation complexity.

3.5 Scalable Video Coding (SVC)

Scalability means parts of the bitstream coded at highest quality and spa-
tial/temporal resolution can be removed in a way that the resulting substream
forms another valid bitstream representing the source content with a reduced
reconstruction quality of the complete bitstream, e.g., lower fidelity, frame rate,
and resolution. This feature is important for bitstreams to adapt to various needs
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Table 4. Comparison of the features in four high profiles of H.264/AVC

Features High High 10 High 4:2:2 High 4:4:4 Predictive

Main Profile Tools x x x x

8×8 and 4×4 adaptive transform x x x x

Perceptual-based quantization x x x x

Separate Cb and Cr QP control x x x x

Color plane separated coding x

Residual color transform x

Intra residual lossless coding x

4:2:0 color format x x x x

4:2:2 color format x x

4:4:4 color format x

8-bit bit depth x x x x

10-bit bit depth x x x

14-bit bit depth x

or preferences of end users and to varying terminal capabilities and network con-
ditions. SVC enables this feature by partitioning the data of a bitstream into
layers. The base layer is non-scalable and has to be decoded to provide the lowest
quality and spatio-temporal resolution, which will be gradually improved with
each extra enhancement layer being decoded.

Actually, H.263, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4 have attempted to standardize the
technology of SVC. However, the previous designs were not successful in terms
of industry adoption, owing to the significant efficiency loss and higher decod-
ing complexity compared with the single-layer coding. In October 2003, MPEG
issued a CfP for a new SVC standard, intending to address the shortcoming
of the previous designs. The SVC standard was required to enable more flexible
transmission in today’s highly heterogeneous and time-varying environments and
provide comparable rate-distortion (R-D) performance with H.264/AVC single-
layer coding. Hence, it is quite natural to build the SVC scheme upon the strong
compression foundation of H.264/AVC and employ additional tools to support
the required types of scalabilities. In October 2004, the scalability extension of
H.264/AVC [20] defeated other proposals and was chosen as the starting point
of MPEG’s SVC project. In January 2005, MPEG and VCEG agreed to jointly
finalize the SVC project as an amendment to H.264/AVC within JVT. The SVC
amendment was finally approved in 2007 [21].

The SVC amendment is distinguished from the previous SVC designs by the
following three key elements.

• Excellent coding efficiency. For each subset of the scalable bitstream, bit-rate
increase at the same fidelity is limited within 10%, compared with the single-
layer coding. The detailed R-D performances in a large number of scalability
cases can be found in [22].

• Acceptable decoding complexity. A novel approach, known as single MC loop
decoding, is adopted, such that the complexity of decoding any subset of the
scalable bitstream is comparable with the single-layer decoding.
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• Maximal design consistency. The base layer is backward compatible with
H.264/AVC, such that the core coding tools of H.264/AVC can be inherited.
New tools are added only if necessary for supporting the required types of
scalabilities.

Three fundamental types of scalabilities are enabled, i.e., temporal, spatial,
and quality scalabilities, which will be discussed respectively in the following
sub-sections. An overview of the SVC amendment can be found in [23].

Temporal Scalability

The flexible reference picture management in H.264/AVC (see Section 3.2) en-
ables arbitrary temporal dependencies among successive pictures. Therefore, no
change to H.264/AVC is needed to support the temporal scalability with a rea-
sonable number of temporal layers, except the signaling of temporal layers.

Fig. 22 gives three prediction structures, which provide temporal scalability
with different temporal dependencies. The picture labeled Tk belongs to the kth

temporal layer and T0 means the base layer. Fig. 22 (a) explains the concept
of hierarchical B- or P-pictures, which efficiently provide temporal scalability
with dyadic temporal enhancement layers. If the enhancement layer pictures are
coded as B-pictures, excellent coding efficiency is achieved. Using P-pictures in
enhancement layers can also realize such a temporal coding structure, owing to
the decoupling of the picture type and the referencing capability in H.264/AVC.
The set of pictures between two successive base layer pictures together with the
succeeding base layer picture is referred to as a group of pictures (GOP). Fig. 22
(b) illustrates a non-dyadic hierarchical prediction structure that provides two
independently decodable sub-sequences with 1/9-th and 1/3-rd of the full frame
rate. Fig. 22 (c) shows a hierarchical prediction structure that does not employ
MCP from pictures in the future. This structure provides the same degree of
temporal scalability as that in Fig. 22 (a), while its structural delay is reduced
to 0, much smaller than 7 pictures for the prediction structure in Fig. 22 (a).
However, such a low-delay structure decreases coding efficiency.

Spatial Scalability

The approaches used in previous video coding standards for spatial scalability
include intra-layer prediction and inter-layer prediction. With intra-layer pre-
diction, MCP and intra-prediction are employed within each spatial layer as for
the single-layer coding. With inter-layer prediction, the reconstructed lower layer
signals are upsampled and used as the reference for the MCP of the higher layer.
This inter-layer prediction has two disadvantages. Firstly, the statistical depen-
dencies between different layers are not fully exploited, so the R-D efficiency of
enhancement layers is relatively low. Secondly, the decoding complexity is high
for the enhancement layers, because they cannot be reconstructed until all the
depended lower layers are reconstructed.
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Fig. 22. Hierarchical prediction structures for temporal scalability [23]. (a) Hierarchical
B prediction structure. (b) Non-dyadic hierarchical prediction structure. (c) Hierarchi-
cal prediction structure with a structural encoding/decoding delay of zero.

In the SVC amendment, the conventional intra-layer prediction is followed
by using the tools of H.264/AVC and the inter-layer prediction is improved to
overcome the aforementioned two disadvantages. In detail, the SVC amendment
adopts two new inter-layer prediction modes, inter-layer motion prediction and
inter-layer residual prediction, while also keeping the conventional prediction of
using the upsampled reconstructed lower layer signals, named inter-layer intra-
prediction. Note that the three modes can be chosen at the MB or sub-MB
level.

• Inter-layer motion prediction. When the SE base mode flag of the MB to be
coded equals 1 and the co-located block in the reference layer is inter-coded,
the MB is also inter-coded as for the single-layer H.264/AVC coding, but
the motion information, including MC block size, MVs, reference index, is
completely derived from the co-located block in the reference layer.

• Inter-layer residual prediction. In the transform domain, the coefficients of
the co-located block in the reference layer are upsampled and then subtracted
from the coefficients of the block to be coded in the enhancement layer. Only
the resulting difference, which often has smaller energy than the original
residual data, is encoded using entropy coding as specified in H.264/AVC.
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• Inter-layer intra-prediction. When the SE base mode flag of the MB to be
coded is equal to 1 and the co-located block in the reference layer is intra-
coded, the co-located block is reconstructed, upsampled, and used as the
prediction for the MB to be coded in the enhancement layer. It is further
required that the intra-coded MBs in the reference layer should be coded
using constrained intra-prediction, of which the reconstruction is independent
of any inter-coded MBs.

In the SVC amendment, each spatial enhancement layer can be decoded with-
out completely reconstructing the reference layer. This feature, called single MC
loop decoding, significantly reduces the decoding complexity. The inter-layer
residual prediction is performed in the transform domain; the inter-layer mo-
tion prediction is performed right after the MB header is decoded; only the
inter-layer intra-prediction requires reconstructing the co-located block in the
reference layer, which, however, typically accounts for a small proportion and
does not require reconstructing any neighboring inter-coded blocks because of
constraint intra-prediction.

Similar to MPEG-2 and MPEG-4, the SVC amendment supports spatial scal-
able coding with arbitrary resolution ratios. The only restriction is that neither
the horizontal nor the vertical resolution can decrease from one layer to the next.
The SVC design further includes the possibility that an enhancement layer pic-
ture represents only a selected rectangular area of its corresponding reference
layer picture, using a higher or identical spatial resolution.

Quality Scalability

Quality scalability provides the same spatio-temporal resolution as the complete
bitstream with a lower fidelity, where the fidelity is often informally referred to
as MSE. In the SVC amendment to H.264/AVC, quality scalability can be sup-
ported as a special case of the spatial scalability with the resolution ratio between
layers equal to 1, which means the aforementioned three inter-layer prediction
modes are employed without using the upsampling. In this case, called coarse-
grain quality scalable (CGS) coding, the quality refinement of the enhancement
layer is achieved by re-quantizing the residual data by a stepsize smaller than
that used for the lower layers, and therefore the number of switching rate points
is identical to the number of layers.

To increase the flexibility of bitstream adaptation, medium-grain quality scal-
able (MGS) coding, a variation of the CGS coding, is developed, which modifies
the high level signaling to enable the picture (or access unit) level bit-rate adap-
tation. In detail, in an access unit, formed by the representations with different
fidelities for a given time instant, any NALU containing an enhancement layer
slice can be discarded. Furthermore, an enhancement layer slice is not neces-
sarily discarded as a whole, since its transform coefficients, allowed to be fur-
ther distributed to several slices and then packeted by different NALUs, can be
discarded partially. Hence, graceful quality degradation is achieved within one
enhancement layer slice. In short, MGS significantly increases the granularity
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Fig. 23. Concepts for trading off enhancement layer coding efficiency and drift [23].
(a) Enhancement layer control. (b) Base layer control. (c) Two-loop control. (d) Key
picture (marked by hatched boxes) concept for hierarchical prediction structures.

of quality scalable coding compared to CGS, although not so flexible as fine-
grain quality scalable (FGS) coding, which generates quality scalable bitstreams
partially decodable at any bit-rate.

Besides the flexibility of bitstream adaption, the other great concern of quality
scalability is the drift, the effect that causes MCP loops at encoder and decoder
to lose synchronization. Drift will be inevitably introduced, if the enhancement
layer with data loss is used for the MCP of the base layer (see Fig. 23 (a)).
Although it is possible to use only the base layer for MCP (see Fig. 23 (b)) such
that loss of the enhancement layer does not have any impact on the MCP loop,
e.g., the FGS coding in MPEG-4 Visual, the coding efficiency of the enhance-
ment layer is significantly decreased compared to the single-layer coding. The
aforementioned CGS coding uses two MC loops as shown in Fig. 23 (c), with
which any loss of a quality refinement packet results in a drift for the enhance-
ment layer reconstruction, although the base layer is not influenced. To make
a suitable trade-off between drift and enhancement layer coding efficiency, the
MGS coding adopts the concept of key picture. Fig. 23 (d) illustrates how the
key picture concept is incorporated into hierarchical prediction structures. All
pictures of the temporal base layer (marked by hatched boxes) are transmitted
as key pictures. In order to limit the decoding overhead, the quality base and
enhancement layers of key pictures use exactly the same motion information.
The key pictures use the quality base layer as the reference pictures to avoid any
drift in the MCP loop of the temporal base layer. In contrast, all pictures in the
temporal enhancement layers, i.e., the non-key pictures, typically use the refer-
ence with the highest available quality for MCP, which provides a high coding
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Fig. 24. Joint temporal and inter-view prediction structure for the MVC amendment
to H.264/AVC [27]

efficiency. Since the key pictures serve as resynchronization points between en-
coder and decoder reconstruction, drift propagation is efficiently limited within
the GOP. The trade-off between enhancement layer coding efficiency and drift
can be adjusted by the GOP size and the number of hierarchy stages.

3.6 Multiview Video Coding (MVC)

Multiview video, captured by synchronized cameras from different viewpoints,
provides rich 3-D information of a scene and thus expands viewers’ experience
beyond what is offered by traditional videos. Thanks to the recent advances in
acquisition and display technologies, multiview video is foreseen to be the feasible
media in consumer domain, including 3DTV and free viewpoint TV (FTV).
3DTV offers a 3-D depth impression of the observed scenery; FTV allows an
interactive selection of viewpoint and direction within a certain operating range.
The realization of 3-D vision applications will depend on the complete processing
chain, including capturing, compression, transmission, display and interactive
presentation. Among them, MVC is one of the most challenging technologies,
since a tremendous amount of data, in proportion to the number of cameras,
needs to be compressed to such an extent that it can be transmitted within the
capability of today’s network.

MPEG has been investigating the MVC related topics since 2001 in an ad hoc
group (AHG), named 3DAV (3-D audio and visual). In July 2005, MPEG issued
a formal CfP [24] to address the requirements in [25], based on the evidence
brought forward for MVC technology. The proposals in response to the CfP
were all backward compatible with H.264/AVC. After one year’s evaluation and
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Fig. 25. Inter-view reference dependencies according to camera arrangements [27]

competition, the first MVC model was released. Meanwhile, JVT started to de-
vote part of its effort on the MVC project as another amendment to H.264/AVC.
At the time of writing, JVT is at the completion of the MVC amendment [26].

The MVC amendment to H.264/AVC employs inter-view prediction in ad-
dition to temporal prediction to remove the inter-view statistical redundancy.
Fig. 24 [27] illustrates the joint temporal and inter-view prediction for a multi-
view video generated by eight linearly arranged cameras. Sn (n = 0 · · · 7) denotes
the individual view sequences and Tn (n = 0 · · · 11) denotes the consecutive time
instances. The first view S0 employs only temporal prediction as for the single-
view coding. More specifically, hierarchical B prediction structure is used for
better coding efficiency. As S0 can be decoded independently of other views, the
view scalability is thus provided and S0 is the base view. For any other view,
the temporal prediction structure within the view is the same as that of S0,
whilst inter-view prediction is also enabled, where the pictures from neighboring
views at the same time instance are used for MCP. The pictures in the coars-
est temporal layer (see the shaded time instances), called key pictures, cannot
use temporal prediction, as they provide resynchronization and random access.
Therefore, the key pictures in S0 are all I-pictures and the key pictures in other
views can use inter-view prediction. The example in Fig. 24 fully exploits the
statistical dependencies, but as a result the video sequences of individual views
cannot be processed independently anymore. They have to be either interleaved
into one bitstream for sequential processing or signaled and stored in a shared
buffer for parallel processing.

Besides the example in Fig. 24, the MVC amendment actually allows a wide
variation of joint temporal and inter-view prediction structures, such that the
trade-off between the coding efficiency and decoding complexity, including delay
and DPB management, can be made. For example, the inter-view prediction
can be restricted in key pictures. Furthermore, the inter-view reference depen-
dency can be selected according to the camera arrangement. Fig. 25 (a) shows
three possible inter-view reference dependencies for coding the multiview video
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captured by seven linearly arranged cameras, which result in different complex-
ities. Similarly, Fig. 25 (b) is for a 5×3 camera array.

All the possible joint temporal and inter-view prediction structures are ba-
sically the special cases of the SVC amendment. Therefore, no change to SVC
is needed except some high level designs, focusing on interface, transport of the
MVC bitstreams, and MVC decoder resource management.

4 Audio and Video Coding Standard of China (AVS)

AVS is a suite of standards, including system (Part 1), video (Part 2 and Part
7), audio (Part 3), digital copyright management (DRM) (Part 6), and other
supporting standards. The target applications lie in the pivotal fields of Chinese
information industry, such as HD digital broadcast, high-density storage me-
dia, wireless broad-band multimedia communication, and multimedia streaming.
AVS is developed by AVS workgroup, a Chinese standard body established by
National Information Industry Ministry in June 2002. This section starts with an
introduction of AVS in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 narrows the focus to the technical
designs of AVS-Video. The profiles of AVS are presented in Section 4.3.

4.1 Introduction

Video coding standards adopt a large number of patented innovations, which
should be licensed at a cost. The standard bodies, e.g., ITU-T and ISO/IEC, deal
with such patent issues on a “reasonable and non-discriminatory” (RAND) basis,
where the word “reasonable” is very ambiguous. Eventually, the development of
necessary patent licensing programs falls to the industry; the manufacturers and
end users may risk significantly delayed licensing, unacceptable fees, and complex
charging mechanism. For example, the licensing terms for MPEG-4 Visual are so
harsh that they have been rejected by most of the market players. In China, the
manufacturers produce more than 30 million DVDs and 10 million set-top boxes
every year, but make a narrow profit margin because of high license fees. To lower
the licensing cost, AVS workgroup was established to develop a suite of national
standards that are comprehensive, technically competitive, and affordable for
the digital multimedia industry.

The working environment of AVS workgroup is greatly influenced by its In-
tellectual Property Rights (IPR) policy. An overview of AVS IPR policy is pre-
sented in [28]. In short, AVS IPR policy is designed to consider the licensing in
parallel with the technical work, which results in two advantages. Firstly, the
delay between completing the technical work and the license becoming available
is minimized; the licensing should be available soon after the standard is offi-
cially approved. Secondly, when deciding which contributions to adopt into the
standard, the standard committee does not consider only efficiency and complex-
ity, but also considers the IPR implications, including RAND with royalty-free
license, AVS patent pool, and RAND. To avoid high IP cost, some compromises
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are required, but the benefits of a non-proprietary open standard and the licens-
ing cost savings easily outweigh the small loss in performance. Therefore, AVS
IPR policy facilitates early provision of affordable licensing and quick adoption
of the standards in markets.

Besides low license fee, AVS also provides competitive performance with suc-
cinct design. The coding efficiency of AVS Part 2 is about 2 to 3 times of MPEG-2
and similar to H.264/AVC. In 2006, the Jizhun Profile of AVS Part 2 [29] was
officially approved as a Chinese national standard. The standards for audio,
system, and DRM have all completed the technical work and are pending for
approval.

Nowadays, AVS has been receiving increasing worldwide attention. ITU-T is
considering AVS Part 2 as one of the four coding standards for Internet Pro-
tocol TV (IPTV). MPEG is also developing the AVS toolbox within the RVC
framework (see Section 5.3).

4.2 Highlights of AVS-Video

AVS-Video is essentially similar to H.264/AVC but designed to reduce the
implementation cost. Compared to H.264/AVC, some coding tools providing
functionalities rather than improving coding efficiency, such as FMO, data par-
titioning, and SP-/SI- pictures, are not included. To make the design more
succinct, the flexibilities of the necessary coding tools, such as intra and inter-
prediction, reference picture management, and deblocking filter, are greatly re-
duced. This section highlights the innovations in AVS-Video, including Part
2 [29]-[31] and Part 7 [32]. A summary of the differences between H.264/AVC
and AVS-Video is given in Table 5.

AVS Part 2

Special Reference Pictures

Up to two reference frames are allowed for MCP, which can be used as four fields
for field-mode. By default, P-pictures reference the nearest preceding reference
pictures, and B-pictures reference the nearest preceding and succeeding reference
pictures, both in the display order. To increase the flexibility, three special types
of reference pictures are introduced.

• Core picture. Core pictures form the coarsest temporal layer in a bitstream,
which has the same concept as the key pictures used for the SVC amendment
to H.264/AVC (see Section 3.5).

• Background picture. It is an I-picture, which is expected to be coded at higher
quality with noise suppressed for better background prediction. It is stored
in the buffer as one of the two reference frames and replaced only upon the
reception of the next background frame. This feature is beneficial to video
surveillance, where the background is seldom changed, and can be regarded
as a special case of long-term picture in H.264/AVC.
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Table 5. Comparison of the features in AVS and H.264/AVC

Features AVS Part 2 AVS Part 7 H.264/AVC

Number of profiles 3 1 11

Color format 4:2:0,4:2:2,4:4:4 4:2:0 4:2:0,4:2:2,4:4:4

Bit depth 8 8 up to 14

Picture type I,P,B I,P I,P,B,SP,SI

Interlace handling PAFF N/A PAFF,MBAFF

Luminance intra 8×8 4×4 4×4,8×8,16×16
prediction 5 modes 9 modes totally 22 modes

No. of reference frame up to 2 up to 2 up to 16

Reference picture background- and adaptive MMCO-based
management core-picture, sliding window, commands

non-reference P non-reference P

Prediction forward,backward, N/A list0,list1,Direct,
in B-picture Symmetric,Direct bi-predictive

Direct mode temporal N/A spatial, temporal

MV prediction geometry median geometry median median

1/2-pel:[-1,5,5,-1] 1/2-pel(Hor.): 1/2-pel:
Interpolation [-1,4,-12,41,41,-12,4,-1] [1,-5,20,20,-5,1]

1/4-pel:[1,7,7,1] 1/2-pel(Ver.):[-1,5,5,-1] 1/4-pel: bilinear
1/4-pel: bilinear

Minimum MC size 8×8 4×4 4×4

Transform 8×8 PIT 4×4 PIT 4×4/8×8 ICTs

Hierarchical transform No No Yes

64 QPs 64 QPs 52 QPs
Default quantization stepsize doubles stepsize doubles stepsize doubles

for each 8 inc. for each 8 inc. for each 6 inc.

Adaptive quantization perceptual-based No perceptual-based

Separate CbCr QP Yes No Yes

Entropy coding 8×8 CA-2D-VLC 4×4 CA-2D-VLC CAVLC
8×8 CBAC CABAC

Deblocking filter 3 BS levels 2 BS levels 4 BS levels

Lossless coding No No Yes

Weighted prediction Yes No Yes

NAL No Yes Yes

Parameter set No Yes Yes

SEI No Yes Yes

Flexible slice structure Yes Yes Yes

FMO No No Yes

Redundant picture No No Yes

Data partitioning No No Yes

• Non-reference P-picture. P-picture can be marked as a non-reference pic-
ture at the picture header, such that temporal scalability is enabled without
decoding delay.
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Fig. 26. The flow diagrams of (a) ICT and (b) PIT

“Symmetric” mode in B-pictures

Four prediction modes are used in B-pictures: forward, backward, Direct and
Symmetric modes, where the latter two are bi-directional. The Symmetric mode
transmits only the forward MV; the backward MV is derived by scaling the
forward MV according to the temporal distance. The underlying assumption is
that most of the motions in a video sequence are translation and occur within a
few neighboring pictures.

Pre-scaled Integer Transform (PIT)

8×8 integer transform is used in order to match the smallest MC block size. The
transform matrix given below resembles DCT more than that in H.246/AVC
and has higher transform coding gain.

T8 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
10 9 6 2 −2 −6 −9 −10
10 4 −4 −10 −10 −4 4 10
9 −2 −10 −6 6 10 2 −9
8 −8 −8 8 8 −8 −8 8
6 −10 2 9 −9 −2 10 −6
4 −10 10 −4 −4 10 −10 4
2 −6 9 −10 10 −9 6 −2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Compared to the ICT scheme in H.264/AVC, of which the flow diagram is

shown in Fig. 26 (a), the transform procedure in AVS is further simplified. As
shown in Fig. 26 (b), the inverse scaling is moved from the decoder to the encoder
and combined with the forward scaling as one single process, named combined
scaling. By this means, the inverse scaling is saved and thus no scaling matrix
needs to be stored, whilst the complexity of encoders remains unchanged. The
simplified transform is named Pre-scaled Integer Transform (PIT), and inter-
ested readers are referred to [33] for in-depth expositions.

Adaptive Quantization

AVS Part 2 supports perceptual-based quantization, but the customization of
the quantization matrix is restricted by three quantization patterns, as shown in
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pl pb pcpa pd ph

pattern 0 pattern 1 pattern 2

Fig. 27. Three AVS quantization patterns in AVS Part 2

Fig. 27. Each quantization pattern divides a transform block into six specific sub-
bands and the coefficients in one subband use the common quantization weights.
There are two default sets of the weights. One set {pl, pa, pb, pc, pd, ph} equal
to [135, 143, 143, 160, 160, 213]>>7 is for detail protection; the other set [128,
98, 106, 116, 116, 128]>>7 is for detail reduction. To determine a quantization
matrix, three types of information are transmitted in the picture header, the
choice of the pattern, the choice of the default set, and the differences between
the actual weights and the selected default set if any.

Entropy Coding

Like H.264/AVC, AVS Part 2 supports two entropy coding schemes, Huffman-
like coding and arithmetic coding. The former also employs Exp-Golomb codes
to code the SEs other than residual data.

In the Huffman-like coding scheme, the residual data are coded using context-
adaptive 2-D VLC (CA-2D-VLC), where the levels and runs are jointly coded
as (level, run) pairs along the reverse zig-zag scan order and are ended with
“EOB”. Two main features distinguish CA-2D-VLC from the previous (level,
run) coding schemes as in MPEG-2.

Firstly, a plurality of look-up tables is defined to code one transform block.
When coding a sequence of (level, run) pairs in one transform block, CA-2D-
VLC uses the table indexed 0 for the first pair and switches the tables upon the
detection of context changing. The context changing herein means the maximum
magnitude of the levels that have been coded in the current block exceeds one
of the pre-defined thresholds. There are seven thresholds defined for inter-coded
luminance blocks, seven for intra-coded luminance blocks, and five for chromi-
nance blocks, and therefore, totally 19 tables are designed for these three types
of blocks.

Secondly, all the codewords in tables are constructed using order-k Exp-
Golomb codes, of which the aforementioned Exp-Golomb codes in Section 3.2
are the special cases with k equal to 0 (see Table 6). Exp-Golomb codes with
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Table 6. Order-k Exp-Golomb codes

order-k Codeword codeNum Range

1 0
01x0 1-2

k=0 001x1x0 3-6
0001x2x1x0 7-14

· · · · · ·
1x0 0-1

01x1x0 2-5
k=1 001x2x1x0 6-13

0001x3x2x1x0 14-29
· · · · · ·

1x1x0 0-3
01x2x1x0 4-11

k=2 001x3x2x1x0 12-27
· · · · · ·

1x2x1x0 0-7
01x3x2x1x0 8-23

k=3 001x4x3x2x1x0 24-55
· · · · · ·

larger orders favor flatter-shaped pdf and vice versa, whereas the mapping from
a (level, run) pair to a codeNum only reflects a relative probability.

The arithmetic coding is named context-based arithmetic coding (CBAC),
which basically has the same diagram as CABAC in H.264/AVC (see Fig. 15).
The main difference between CBAC and CABAC lies in two aspects. Firstly,
the arithmetic coding engine performs the interval subdivisions, i.e., probability
update, in the logarithmic domain, where multiplication in the physical domain
is equivalent to addition. Therefore, the probability update of the arithmetic
coding is approximated by additions and shifts only. Secondly, the transform
block is coded as a sequence of (level, run) pairs as in CA-2D-VLC and the
context selection is jointly determined by the maximum magnitude of the levels
that have been coded in the current block and the position of the current level
in the zig-zag order.

AVS Part 7

Flexible Reference Frame

H.264/AVC can handle up to 16 reference frames by complicated MMCO-based
commands, and the reference pictures are categorized into short-term and long-
term ones. In AVS, only two reference frames are used, so the operation to realize
such a categorization is significantly simplified. The concept of adaptive sliding
window is introduced, of which the window size can be one or two, selected at
the frame level. If the window size equals two, both reference frames will be
involved in the first-in-first-out sliding window operation; the temporally farther
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Fig. 28. The deblocking filter mode decision in AVS Part 7

reference frame will be pushed out of the DPB. Otherwise, only the temporally
nearer frame is in the sliding window, which will be removed from the DPB by
the just arrived reference frame. Obviously, window size equal to one makes the
reference frame outside the sliding window act as a long-term frame.

All the high-level designs and error resilience tools in AVS Part 7, including
this reference frame management, are discussed in depth in [34].

Transform Matrix

The transform in AVS Part 7 is also PIT, and the transform matrix is given as
below.

T4 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
2 2 2 2
3 1 −1 −3
2 −2 −2 2
1 −3 3 −1

⎤⎥⎥⎦
Simplified Deblocking Filter

The deblocking filter in AVS Part 7 is significantly simpler than that in Part 2 or
H.264/AVC. Only two filtering modes, decided at the MB level, are used, whereas
H.264/AVC uses four modes (BS) decided at the block level. Fig. 28 shows
the procedure of determining filtering mode, which involves much less coding
information and logical decisions than Fig. 17. The “threshold” in the figure is
equal to 40 by default and can be modified by transmitting an offset in the frame
header. Furthermore, each filtering operation affects only two pixels on either
side of the boundary, and thus the pixels filtered for neighboring boundaries do
not overlap. This enables parallel operations during the deblocking process.

Interested readers are referred to [35] for the details of all the low complexity
coding tools in AVS.

4.3 Profile and Application

AVS Part 2 contains three profiles, Jizhun (Base) [29], Jiaqiang (Enhanced) [30],
and Shenzhan (Extended) [31] Profiles. Fig. 29 shows the coding tools included
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Fig. 29. The coding tools in AVS profiles

in different profiles, where the core coding tools are I-, P-, and B-pictures, 8×8
intra-prediction, variable MC block sizes, 1/4-pixel MCP, MV prediction, two
reference frames, 8×8 PIT, deblocking filter, CA-2D-VLC, weighted prediction
and PAFF.

Jizhun Profile mainly focuses on digital TV applications, such as terrestrial
TV, IPTV, satellite TV, as well as storage media. As the enhancement of Jizhun
Profile, Jiaqiang Profile adds CBAC and adaptive quantization, in order to ad-
dress the requirements of high quality video applications, such as digital cinema.
Shenzhan Profile is developed specially for video surveillance applications. Fea-
tures of flexible slice structure, core picture, and background picture are incor-
porated, which improve the capability of error resilience, temporal scalability,
and friendliness to the surveillance environment.

AVS Part 7 has been developed to meet the needs of mobile video applications,
such as interactive storage media, video services on wireless broad-band and
packet networks. AVS Part 7 has only one profile, named Jiben (Basic) Profile,
which contains all the features in this part.

5 Future Video Coding Standards

At the time of writing, the two standard bodies, MPEG and VCEG, are moving
forward to develop the future video coding standards based on the foreseen
requirements. This section gives a brief introduction of the requirements and the
ongoing standardization efforts.

5.1 High-Performance Video Coding (HVC)

Thanks to the technology evolution, more and more video materials with in-
creased quality and spatio-temporal resolution (see Table 7) will be captured
and distributed in the near future [36]. It is anticipated that the bit-rate pro-
duced by the current coding technology will go up faster than the increased
capacity of the wireless or wired network infrastructure. Therefore, a new gener-
ation of video compression technology aiming at sufficiently higher compression
capability rather than rich functionalities is required. Both VCEG and MPEG
have been studying the feasibility of such a new standard.
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Table 7. The video formats to be supported by high-performance video coding

Frame rate typically 24-60 fps, up to 172 fps

Spatial resolution VGA/720p/1080p/4K×2K

Color space YCbCr or RGB

Color format 4:2:0/4:2:2/4:4:4

Bit depth typically 8 bits, up to 14 bits

H.NGVC in VCEG

The project VCEG is currently working on is named H.NGVC, standing for
“Next Generation Video Coding”. H.NGVC could mean either an extension of
H.264/AVC or a new standard, depending on the technical design. In January
2009, VCEG drafted a requirement for H.NGVC, which was basically consis-
tent with the specification in Table 7. Regarding the coding efficiency, H.NGVC
is expected to provide 50% bit-rate reduction at the same subjective quality
compared to H.264/AVC.

Actually, VCEG has been seeking evidence regarding the possibility of a major
objective performance gain over H.264/AVC ever since 2005. To better evaluate
the techniques and retain the progress, key technical area (KTA) is developed
as the reference software, which uses JM11 as the baseline and continuously
integrates promising coding tools. Here listed are the techniques having been
adopted in KTA so far.

• High-resolution MCP. The resolution of MV is increased from commonly
used 1/4-pixel to 1/8-pixel, which has been proved especially efficient for low
resolution video sequences.

• Adaptive interpolation filter (AIF). The coefficients of AIF are customized
at the picture level and coded as the side information. Different AIF tech-
niques make different approximations to the optimal filter that minimizes
the prediction error energy, such as reducing the support region, imposing
the symmetry constraints, separating the 2-D operation, and quantizing the
filter coefficients, so as to reduce the side information and complexity.

• Adaptive quantization matrix selection (AQMS). The quantization matrix is
designed on-the-fly or selected from a pre-defined candidate pool at the MB
level. The selection is based on the criterion of R-D cost and signaled in the
bitstream.

• Adaptive prediction error coding (APEC). With the increased prediction ac-
curacy, the correlation of the residual signals decreases, so sometimes the
transform becomes inefficient for energy compaction. APEC allows the resid-
ual data to be coded in either transform or spatial domain, decided and
signaled down to the transform block level. In spatial coding mode, predic-
tion errors are coded by specially developed quantization and entropy coding,
without transform.

• Competition-based MV prediction. Instead of having one single MV predictor
as in H.264/AVC, a set of spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal predictors
compete with each other; the predictor resulting in the lowest R-D cost wins.
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Such a competition-based scheme is also employed to derive the MV for Skip
mode. No matter what the MB type is, the selected MV predictor is signaled
in the bitstream.

• Mode-dependent directional transform (MDDT). For intra-prediction modes
with strong directionality, e.g., vertical mode and horizontal mode, corre-
sponding MDDTs are derived from KLT to favor the high energy along the
directions. The type of MDDT is coupled with the selected intra-prediction
mode, so is not explicitly signaled. However, the memory to store all pre-
defined MDDT bases is up to 1.5Kb.

• Extended block sizes for MCP and transform. The MB size is enlarged to
32×32 or 64×64, and the sizes for MCP are scaled accordingly. A 2D order-
16 transform are also adopted for the residual blocks produced by MC block
larger than or equal to 16×16. The transform matrix is obtained by scaling
the transform matrix of 2D order-16 DCT by the factor 128 and rounding.
This technique is developed to serve the upcoming applications of ultra-high
definition TV (UDTV).

Meanwhile, VCEG keeps seeking the best combination of these coding tools, as
their performance gains are not necessarily addictive.

HVC in MPEG

In October 2008, MPEG issued a Call for Evidence [37], which means a more
rigorous evaluation phase for potential technologies. The target technology is not
necessarily built on the top of the state-of-the-art standard. An absolutely new
paradigm is also possible, as long as sufficient performance gain is observed. Both
subjective and objective evaluation methodologies will be employed. Positive
evaluation result may lead to a formal CfP and the new standard development
with a tentative name high-performance video coding (HVC).

5.2 3D Video Coding in MPEG

The MVC amendment to H.264/AVC introduced in Section 3.6 efficiently re-
duces the bit-rate compared to multiview simulcast, but the bit-rate propor-
tionally increases with the number of views, because the required views at
the receiver all need to be coded. Therefore, the supported maximum num-
ber of views is limited due to the constraints of transmission and processing
capabilities.

MPEG envisions that 3D media applications, providing the viewers more im-
mersed experience, will become reality in the next few years [38]. The viewers will
perceive stereoscopic videos at arbitrary viewpoint by using auto-stereoscopic
displays, head-mounter displays (HMD) or head tracking. These applications re-
quire producing a large number of views for display, which go beyond the capa-
bilities of the MVC amendment to H.264/AVC. In April 2007, MPEG launched
an exploration on a new multiview video presentation format, named 3-D video
(3DV), which bears explicit 3-D information, i.e., the depth, and a few channels
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(a) (b)

Fig. 30. Illustration of the 3DV application scenarios [39]. (a) An auto-stereoscopic
display. (b) Simultaneously presenting nine views by decoding and rendering.

of videos, and supports synthesizing high-quality views for continuous view-
points. By this means, the transmission rate, which is almost constant, is decou-
pled from the number of output views.

Fig. 30 illustrates the 3DV application scenarios [39]. Fig. 30 (a) shows an
auto-stereoscopic display presenting nine views simultaneously to the users,
where the neighboring views, forming a stereo pair, provide 3-D perception while
the user is moving within a narrow angle. As shown in Fig. 30 (b), only three
views (V1, V5, V9) with the associated depth data (D1, D5, D9) are received,
and the other six views to display are generated by depth image based rendering
(DIBR).

In the whole architecture of 3DV communication, three designs are consid-
ered by MPEG for standardization, i.e., 3DV data format, decoder, and view
interpolation.

• 3DV data format, including multiview video, camera parameters, depth data,
and additional information (if necessary to make the system more efficient),
is the output of the decoder and the input for view interpolation. 3DV data
format should be hardware-independent to ensure wide applicability and in-
teroperability.

• A decoder reconstructs 3DV data format in a normative manner.
• The interpolation module interpolates the views for display, according to the

standardized algorithm, the decoded 3DV data, and some parameters from
the display module, such as size of image, number of views, viewpoints, and
frame rate. However, at the moment, the standardization of view interpo-
lation has been receiving arguments concerning the evolution of rendering
technology and unnecessary cost for certain cases.
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At the time of writing, the formal standardization activity has not been
launched; MPEG is exploring the related techniques by four exploration experi-
ments (EE), focusing on depth estimation/generation, view synthesis, 3DV data
format definition, and coding experiments, respectively. Especially, the fourth
EE aims at getting an impression of how the depth map coding affects the qual-
ity of synthesized views. Compared to the MVC amendment to H.264/AVC, the
preliminary results show that utilizing depth information improves the synthesis
quality to some extent but rather sequence-dependent. Depth rate ranges from
10% to 50% of the texture rate.

5.3 Reconfigurable Video Coding in MPEG

Having successfully developed many video coding standards, MPEG initiated
another standardization activity, named reconfigurable video coding (RVC), mo-
tivated by the following considerations [41].

Firstly, nowadays a multimedia device quite often should support not only the
latest standard but also several legacy ones, as well as their multiple profiles.
The standards are realized case by case without recognition or exploitation of
the commonality among their coding tools. Such implementation redundancy
can be efficiently reduced by modularizing and reusing the coding tools in a
multi-codec device.

Secondly, the traditional standardization procedure, typically taking two to
three years, is too slow to satisfy the rapidly changing landscape and require-
ments of media coding applications. Hence, standardizing new technologies at
the coding tool level instead of the codec level offers a faster path to improving
MPEG standards and better addressing the growing requirements.

Thirdly, coding tools that have to be implemented by a compliant decoder
may not be all used in decoding the bitstream produced by a certain encoder, as
encoder can choose the coding tools more freely. The decoder will become more
customized, if dedicatedly configured based on the corresponding encoder.

RVC, formally launched by MPEG in January 2006 [40], is actually a high level
specification model for direct and efficient codec synthesis. In other words, RVC
offers a framework capable of constructing a video codec by configuring its coding
tools, thus enabling a dynamic development, implementation and adoption of
standardized video coding solutions. The RVC framework, comprising video tool
library (VTL) and decoder description (DD) [41], is introduced as below.

A normative VTL consists of function units (FU) drawn from the existing
MPEG coding standards, so-called MPEG toolbox. VTL is specified by a textual
specification and the corresponding reference software. The reference software is
provided using the specification language RVC-CAL, standardized by MPEG,
where the data flow components are called actors. An actor encapsulates its own
state and thus cannot read or modify the state of any other ones. The only in-
teraction between actors is via messages, known as tokens in RVC-CAL, which
are passed from an output of one actor to an input of another. The behavior
of an actor is defined in terms of a set of actions, such as reading input tokens,
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Fig. 31. The conceptual process of deriving an abstract decoder model in the MPEG
RVC specification [41]

modifying internal state, producing output tokens, and interacting with the un-
derlying platform on which the actor is running. At most one action is active at
any time instance.

A decoder within the RVC framework should implement at least one VTL.
At the moment, the defined VTLs include MPEG-2 Simple Profile and Main
Profile, MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile, MPEG-4 AVC Baseline Profile and SVC
Baseline Profile. MPEG continues working on defining the remaining coding
tools in MPEG toolbox for RVC-oriented FUs. Non-MPEG VTLs, such as AVS
coding tools, are also supported by RVC framework, but MPEG will not take
the responsibility of specification, conformance, or any technical qualification
assessment.

DD is coded and transmitted together with the encoded video data, which car-
ries two types of information. The first type describes how FUs are connected and
parameterized. The second type, which describes the bitstream syntax structure
by using the profiled Bitstream Syntax Description Language (BSDL), called
RVC-BSDL, is used to synthesize a bitstream parser.

With the introduced normative elements, an abstract decoder model (ADM)
is constituted (see Fig. 31). ADM, a behavioral model of decoder configura-
tion, is platform-independent, whereas the decoder implementation is platform-
dependent, as it is free to substitute proprietary VTLs having standard I/O
interface for standard VTLs. Finally, an instantiation of decoding solution is
established, which is actually a dedicated decoder to reconstruct the received
video bitstream.
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Abstract. The AVS video coding standard developed by the China Audio Video Coding Stan-
dard (AVS) Working Group has attracted more and more attentions both from the industries 
and research institutes. Recently it has been accepted as an option by ITU-TFGIPTV for IPTV 
applications. As MPEG standards, the AVS standard is composed of several parts, such as sys-
tem, video, audio, conformance testing, and reference software etc. This chapter will give an 
overview of AVS standard, which includes Part 2 and Part 7. AVS Part 2 is targeted to high 
resolution, high bit rate video applications, such as broadcasting and called AVS1-P2 in AVS. 
AVS Part 7, also called AVS1-P7, is for low resolution, low bit rate video applications, such as 
streaming, wireless multimedia communication etc. Here AVS1 denotes the fist stage standard 
activity of AVS working group. The second stage standard activity, called AVS2, which targets 
to the next generation highly efficient video coding standards, is just started.  

In the chapter, we will give an overview of AVS standard including background, technique 
features, the performance comparison between AVS and H.264/AVC, and the complexity 
analysis of AVS.  

1   Introduction 

In the latest few years, the emerging advanced video coding standards or codecs have 
become the focus of multimedia industries and research institutes, such as 
H.264/AVC established by JVT (Joint Video Team) 0, VC-1 by Microsoft 0, and 
AVS 0. The AVS video coding standard is developed by the China Audio Video Cod-
ing Standard (AVS) Working Group, which was founded in June 2002. The role of 
the group is to establish general technical standards for the compression, decoding, 
processing, and the representation of digital audio-video, thereby enabling digital  
audio-video equipment and systems with high-efficiency and economical coding/  
decoding technologies. After seven years, AVS has published a series of standards. So 
far, AVS standards are becoming more and more internationalized. The AVS video 
coding standard has been accepted as an option by ITU-TFGIPTV for IPTV applica-
tions. This chapter will give an overview of the background and technical features of 
the AVS standard. 

As MPEG standards, the AVS standard is composed of several parts, such as techni-
cal specifications for system multiplexing, video coding, audio coding, supporting 
specifications for conformance testing, and reference software etc. For video coding, 
AVS video standards include two parts 0. One part is Part 2, called AVS1-P2 in the 
AVS Working Group, which is mainly targeted to high definition and high quality digi-
tal broadcasting, digital storage media. AVS1-P2 (Jizhun Profile) has been approved as 
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the national standard in 2006 in China. After that, an extended work of AVS1-P2 Jizhun 
Profile, called Zengqiang profile, was started to further improve the coding efficiency of 
AVS1-P2. In March 2008, a new profile called Jiaqiang profile is defined based on the 
partial work of Zengqiang profile; the other one is Part 7 (AVS1-P7), which is targeted 
to the growing mobile applications, wireless broad-band multimedia communication, 
and internet broad-band streaming media. Only one profile was defined in AVS1-P7 
now. In the chapter, we say AVS meaning AVS1 video coding standards. 

Table 1 shows the history of the AVS video coding standard and the development 
process of the major video coding tools, such as variable block size motion compen-
sation, multiple reference pictures and quarter pixel motion interpolation techniques 
etc. Compared with H.264/AVC, AVS standards provide a good tradeoff between the 
performance and complexity for the specific applications, because all coding tools in 
AVS are selected by jointly considering the coding complexity and performance gain 
for the target applications. This chapter will give a detail introduction to these coding 
tools with coding performance and coding complexity analysis. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 first gives a brief intro-
duction to the framework of AVS video coding standards, and why these coding tools 
were selected for AVS is described. In Section 3, the performance comparison be-
tween AVS standards and H.264/AVC and the complexity issue is discussed. Finally, 
Section 4 concludes the chapter. 

Table 1. History of AVS Standard 

Time Document Coding tools and comments 

Oct. 2002 AVS1-P2 Jizhun 
Profile WD 

Prediction/transform based Hybrid framework is selected 

Jul. 2003 AVS1-P2 Jizhun 
Profile CD 

8x8 integer transform, 2D VLC entropy coding, improved B 
frame direct mode and symmetric mode 

Oct. 2003 AVS1-P2 Jizhun 
Profile FCD 

Improved 8x8 integer transform, low complexity loop filter, 
low complexity quarter pixel interpolation, low complexity 
intra prediction, motion vector prediction  

Dec. 2003 AVS1-P2 Jizhun 
Profile DS 

AVS1-P2 Jizhun Profile was finished 

Aug. 2004 AVS1-P7 WD 4x4 block based prediction/transform framework 

Nov. 2004 AVS1-P7 CD Improved quarter pixel interpolation, intra prediction, loop 
filter, motion vector prediction 

Dec. 2004 AVS1-P7 FCD AVS1-P7 first stage was finished 

Sep. 2005 AVS1-P2 
Zengqiang Profile 
WD 

New context arithmetic coding, adaptive scan, improved 
MBAFF interlace coding 

Feb. 2006 AVS1-P2 NS AVS1-P2 was approved as China National Standard 

Sep. 2008 AVS1-P2 Jiaqiang 
Profile FCD 

Context Binary Arithmetic Coding (CBAC), Adaptive 
Weighting Quantization (AWQ) 

Notes WD: working draft; CD: committee draft; FCD: final committee draft; NS: 
national standard 
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2   An Overview of the AVS Standard 

As shown in Fig.1 the AVS video encoder is based on the traditional trans-
form/prediction hybrid framework. In the coding process, each input macroblock is 
predicted with intra prediction or inter prediction. After prediction, the predicted re-
sidual is transformed and quantized. Then the quantized coefficients are coded with 
an entropy coder. At the same time, the quantized coefficients are processed with in-
verse quantization and inverse transform to produce reconstructed prediction error, 
and the reconstructed prediction error and prediction sample are added together to get 
the reconstructed picture. The reconstructed picture is filtered and sent to the frame 
buffer. In the framework, video coding tools are classified as: 

• Intra prediction 
• Variable Block-size Motion Compensation (VBMC) 
• Multiple reference picture inter prediction 
• Quarter pixel motion interpolation 
• Improved direct mode for B picture (only in AVS1-P2) 
• Symmetric mode for B picture (only in AVS1-P2) 
• Integer transform 
• Quantization 
• Entropy coding 
• Loop filter 
• Interlace coding tools(only in AVS1-P2) 
• Weighted quantization 
• Error resilience tools 

? ?? ?

? ? ? ?

? ? ?

? ? ?

? ? ?

? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ?

? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ?

+

-
+? ? ? ?

? ? ?

? ? ? ?

 
Fig. 1. The block diagram of AVS video encoder 
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Table 1 has shown the history of the AVS video coding standard and the develop-
ment process of major video coding tools. We will detail these coding tools and the 
profile/level definition of AVS1-P2 in the following sections. 

2.1   Intra Prediction 

Spatial domain intra prediction has been used both in H.264/AVC and AVS to im-
prove the coding efficiency of intra coding. In AVS standards, the intra prediction is 
8x8 luma block based for AVS1-P2 and 4×4 luma block based for AVS1-P7, as 
shown in Fig. 2. That is because AVS1-P2 is mainly targeted to high resolution, such 
as Standard/High Definition (SD/HD) coding where the smaller block prediction is 
not efficient as the bigger block prediction for coding performance improvement. On 
the contrary, AVS1-P7 mainly focuses on low resolution coding, and smaller block 
prediction is more efficient. 

In Fig. 2, when the neighbor samples r[8..16](or c[8..16]) are not available, they 
are replaced with r[8](or c[8]). Fig. 3 shows five intra prediction modes in AVS1-P2. 
Mode 0 (vertical prediction) and Mode 1 (horizontal prediction) in AVS1-P2 are the 
same as that in H.264/AVC, for example, the sample at position [i, j] is predicted with 
r[i+1] for Mode 0 and c[j+1] for Mode 1. For the other modes, the filtered neighbor 
samples in the prediction direction will be used as prediction samples. For example, 
for mode 2 (DC prediction), the sample at [0, 0] position is predicted with: 

((r[0]+ r[1]<<1 +r[2] + 2) >>2 + (c[0]+ c[1]<<1 +c[2] + 2) >>2)>>1. 

For intra prediction in AVS1-P7, the same luma prediction directions are used with 
little difference on samples selection and mode index number, as shown in Fig. 2.  

For chroma prediction, AVS1-P2 has also four chroma modes (vertical, horizontal, 
DC, and plane mode). However, AVS1-P7 only has three chroma modes (vertical, 
horizontal, DC) for complexity reduction.  
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Fig. 2. Neighboring samples used for Intra luma prediction. Left: AVS1-P2, Right: AVS1-P7 
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Fig. 3. Five intra luma prediction modes in AVS1-P2 

2.2   Variable Block-Size Motion Compensation 

Variable Block-size Motion Compensation (VBMC) is very efficient for prediction 
accuracy and coding efficiency improvement; however it is also the most costly in 
video encoder due to the high cost of motion estimation and the rate-distortion opti-
mization mode decision. Macroblock partitions used in AVS standard are shown in 
Fig. 4. In AVS1-P7, the block size varies from 16×16 to 4×4, which is the same as  

 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Macroblock partitions in AVS1-P2, AVS1-P7, (b) sub-macroblock partitions in 
AVS1-P7 
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Fig. 5. VBMC performance testing on QCIF and 720p test sequences 

that in H.264/AVC. However, in AVS1-P2, the minimum macroblock partition is 8×8 
block. This is because the block size less than 8x8 does not give much improvement 
for high resolution coding. Fig. 5 shows the VBMC performance for QCIF and 720p 
HD sequences. Compared with the minimum 4×4 block motion compensation, the 
minimum 8×8 block motion compensation reduces encoder and decoder complexity 
significantly.  

2.3   Multiple Reference Picture Motion Compensation 

Multiple reference picture coding can further improve coding efficiency compared to 
using one reference e.g. MPEG-20. In general, two or three reference pictures give 
almost the best performance and more reference pictures will not bring significant 
performance improvement but increase the complexity greatly, as shown in Fig. 6, 
which shows the multi reference picture performance comparison. AVS1-P2 and 
AVS1-P7 restrict the maximum number of reference picture to be 2. Actually, for 
AVS1-P2 setting the maximum number of reference to be 2 does not increase the ref-
erence buffer size. In the previous video coding standards, such as MPEG-1 and 
MPEG-2, although P pictures use only one previous picture to predict the current pic-
ture, B pictures use one previous picture and one future picture as references, there-
fore the reference buffer size in a decoder has to be twice the picture size. Compared  
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Fig. 6. Multiple reference picture performance testing 

with MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, AVS can improve coding efficiency while using the 
same reference buffer size. 

2.4   Quarter-Pixel Interpolation 

Fractional pixel motion accuracy has already been used since MPEG-1. Since MPEG-
4(Advanced Simple Profile), quarter pixel interpolation has been developed. For  
fractional pixel interpolation, the interpolation filter does important effect on coding 
efficiency. In 0, the performance of Wiener filter and bilinear filter is studied. In the 
development process of H.264/AVC, the filter parameter has been discussed in many 
proposals 000. In the final H.264/AVC standard, a 6-tap filter is used for half pixel in-
terpolation. But in AVS1-P2, a 4-tap filter is used for half pixel interpolation 0. This 
is because the 6-tap filter does better for low resolution video, such as QCIF, CIF. But 
a 4-tap filter can achieve similar performance with 6-tap filter while with much lower 
computing and memory access complexity. Fig. 7 shows the performance comparison 
between the 6-tap filter of H.264/AVC and 4-tap filter of AVS on several QCIF and 
720p sequences.  

For the interpolation process in AVS1-P2, as shown in Fig. 8, the samples at half 
sample positions labeled b and h are derived by first calculating intermediate values 
b’ and h’, respectively by applying the 4-tap filter (-1, 5, 5, -1) to the neighboring in-
teger samples, as follows: 

b’=(-C+5D+5E-F) 
h’=(-A+5D+5H-K) 

The final prediction values for locations b and h are obtained as follows and clipped 
to the range of 0 to 255: 

h=(h’+4)>>3 

b=(b’+4)>>3 

The samples at half sample positions labeled as j are obtained by applying the 4-tap 
filter (-1, 5, 5, -1) to the neighboring half samples as follows: 

 j’=(-bb’+5h’+5m’-cc’) or 

 j’=(-aa’+5b’+5s’-dd’), 
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Fig. 8. Filtering for fractional-sample accuracy motion compensation. Upper-case letters indi-
cate samples on the full-sample grid, while lower case samples indicate samples at fractional-
sample positions. 
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here, aa’, bb’, cc’, dd’, m’, s’ is the intermediate value of samples at half sample posi-
tions aa, bb, cc, dd, m, s respectively. 

The final prediction values for locations j is obtained as follows and clipped to the 
range of 0 to 255: 

j=(j’+32)>>6 

The samples at quarter sample positions labeled as a, i, d, f are obtained by apply-
ing the 4-tap filter (1, 7, 7, 1) to the neighboring integer and half sample position 
samples, e.g.: 

a’=(ee’+7D’+7b’+E’) 
 i’=(gg’+7h’’+7j’+m’’) 
d’=(ff’+7D’+7h’+H’) 

 f’=(hh’+7b’’+7j’+s’’), 

here ee’, gg’, ff’, gg’ are the intermediate values of samples at half sample positions. 
D’, E’, H’ are the scaled integer samples with 8 times. h’’, m’’, b’’, s’’ are the half 
samples scaled with 8 times. 

The final prediction values for locations a, i, d, f are obtained as follows and 
clipped to the range of 0 to 255: 

a=(a’+64)>>7 
i=(i’+512)>>10 
d=(d’+64)>>7 
f=(f’+512)>>10 

The samples at quarter sample positions labeled as e, g, p, r are obtained by aver-
aging the neighboring integer position samples and j: 

e = (D’’ + j’ + 64) >> 7 
g = (E’’ + j’ + 64) >> 7 
p = (H’’ + j’ + 64) >> 7 
r = (I’’  + j’+ 64) >> 7 

D’’, E’’, H’’, I’’ are the integer samples scaled with 8 times.   
In AVS1-P7, an 8-tap filter and a 6-tap filter is used for horizontal and vertical di-

rection interpolation respectively. The samples at half sample positions labeled b and 
h are derived by first calculating intermediate values b’ and h’, respectively by apply-
ing the filter as follows: 

 b’= (–C+4D–12E+41F+41G–12H+4I–J) 
h’=(-A+5F+5N-S) 

The final prediction values for locations b and h are obtained as follows and 
clipped to the range of 0 to 255: 

h= (h’+4)>>3; 
b= (b’+32)>>6 

The samples at half sample positions labeled as j are obtained by applying the 4-tap 
filter as follows: 

j’=(-aa+5b+5t-hh) 

here, aa’, t’, hh’ are the intermediate values of samples at half sample positions. 
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The samples at quarter sample positions labeled as a, c, d, n are obtained by aver-
aging the neighboring integer and half position sample, e.g.  

a=(F+b+1)>>1 
d=(F+h+1)>>1 

i, k, f, q are obtained by averaging the neighboring half pixel position samples, e.g.: 

i=(h+j+1)>>1 
f=(b+j+1)>>1 

The samples at quarter sample positions labeled as e, g, p, r are obtained by aver-
aging the neighboring integer sample and half position sample j, e.g.: 

e = ( F + j + 1 ) >> 1 

2.5   Improved Direct Mode 

The direct mode previously existing in H.263+ and MPEG-4 for global motion is  
improved in H.264/AVC and AVS. In H.264/AVC, it is classified as temporal and 
spatial direct mode according to the motion vector derivation scheme. The temporal 
direct mode and spatial direct mode are independent of each other. However, in 
AVS1-P2, the temporal direct mode and spatial direct mode are combined together. In 
the prediction process of direct mode, spatial prediction will be used when the co-
located macroblock for temporal prediction is intra coded.  

Fig. 9 (a) shows the motion vector derivation process for direct mode in AVS1-P2 
frame coding. The motion vectors for the current block in B picture can be derived as 
follows: 

14)1)-))abs((1)
16384

)(((sign(  >>+×=
nceFwBlockDista

mvRef_x

nceRefBlockDista
mvRef_xmvFw_x

14)1)-))abs((1)
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nceFwBlockDista
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Here (mvFw_x, mvFw_y), (mvBw_x, mvBw_y) are the forward and backward mo-
tion vector of the current block respectively. (mvRef_x, mvRef_y) is the motion vector 
of the co-located block in the backward reference. BlockDistanceRef is the distance be-
tween the reference picture to which the co-located block belongs and the co-located 
block’s reference picture. BlockDistanceFw is the distance between the current picture 
and the current block’s forward reference picture. BlockDistanceBw is the distance be-
tween the current picture and the current block’s backward reference picture.  

For interlace coding, with different field parity of the picture where the current 
block exists and different reference index of the co-located block, different reference 
pictures will be selected for the current block and the corresponding temporal picture 
distance will be calculated for motion vector derivation, as shown in Fig. 9 (b)-(e).  
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(a) Motion vector derivation for direct mode in frame coding. Co-located block’s 
reference index is 0 (solid line), or 1(dash line). 

 

(b) Motion vector derivation for direct mode in top field coding. Co-located block’s 
reference index is 0. 

Fig. 9. Temporal direct mode in AVS1-P2 
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(c) Motion vector derivation for direct mode in top field coding. Co-located block’s 
reference index is 1 (solid line), 2(dashed line pointing to bottom field), or 
3(dashed line pointing to top field). 

 
(d) Motion vector derivation for direct mode in top field coding. Co-located block’s 

reference index is 1. 
 

Fig. 9. (continued) 
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c

 
(e) Motion vector derivation for direct mode in top field coding. Co-located block’s 

reference index is 0 (solid line), 2(dashed line pointing to bottom field), or 
3(dashed line pointing to top field). 

Fig. 9. (continued) 

2.6   Symmetric Mode 

In AVS1-P2, a new symmetrical mode is used for B picture coding to replace the tra-
ditional bi-direction coding 0. For the symmetric mode, only a forward motion vector 
is coded and the backward motion vector is derived from the forward motion vector. 
That is to say at most one motion vector is coded for a block in a B picture in AVS. 

As shown in Fig. 10 (a), the nearest previous and future reference pictures are se-
lected as the forward and backward reference pictures for the current block in frame 
coding. The forward motion vector is mvFW, and the backward motion vector is  
derived as: 

BlockDistanceBw
mvBW mvFW

BlockDistanceFw
= − . 

Here, BlockDistanceFw is the distance between the current picture and the forward 
reference picture of the current block. BlockDistanceBw is the distance between the cur-
rent picture and the backward reference picture of the current block. For field coding, 
the forward and backward reference selection is shown as Fig. 10 (b) and Fig. 10 (c).  

2.7   Transform and Quantization 

In H.264/AVC, the traditional float DCT is replaced with integer transform and the 
mismatch can be removed 0. In general, a larger size transform has better energy 
compaction property, while a smaller size transform has the advantages of reducing  
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(a) Frame coding 

 

 
(b) Field coding, forward reference index is 1, backward reference index is 0. 

Fig. 10. Motion vector derivation for symmetric mode in AVS1-P2 
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(c) Field coding, forward reference index is 0, backward reference index is 1. 

Fig. 10. (continued) 

ringing artifacts at edges and discontinuities. In the development of H.264/AVC, 
adaptive block transform (ABT) was proposed and has been adopted into H.264/AVC 
High Profile 00. As larger transform size is more efficient for high resolution coding, 
an 8×8 integer transform is used in AVS1-P2, shown as follows: 

8

8 10 10 9 8 6 4 2

8 9 4 2 8 10 10 6

8 6 4 10 8 2 10 9

8 2 10 6 8 9 4 10

8 2 10 6 8 9 4 10

8 6 4 10 8 2 10 9

8 9 4 2 8 10 10 6

8 10 10 9 8 6 4 2

T

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥− − − − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥− − −
⎢ ⎥− − − −⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥− − − −
⎢ ⎥

− − − − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥− − −
⎢ ⎥

− − − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

The transform has the similar feature as that in WMV9, called Pre-scaled Integer 
Transform (PIT) in [16]. As the basis of the transform coefficients is very close, the 
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transform normalization can be accounted entirely on the encoder side. The transform 
in AVS1-P7 has the same feature as that in AVS1-P2, but a 4×4 transform is used: 

⎥
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⎥
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−−
−−

−−
=

1321

2222

3113

2222

4T  

All these transforms can be implemented within16 bits. After transform, the trans-
form coefficient matrix Y is normalized with a scale table ScaleTbl: 

ajiScaleTblYY a
i,jji >>+×= − )2]][[(' 1

,  

In AVS1-P2 reference model, a is equal to 19, and the scale table is defined as  
follows 
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 37958  36158   37958   32768    37958   36158   37959   32768

ScaleTbl . 

In AVS1-P7 reference model, a is equal to 15, and the scale table is defined as: 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

20972  26214  20972  26214

26214  32768  26214  32768

20972  26214  20972  26214

26214  32768  26214  32768

   ScaleTbl  

As H.264/AVC, quantization/dequantization can be implemented with multiply 
and right shift. All these operations can be completed within 16 bits. After transform 
normalization, the quantization is done as: 

bQPQYYQ b
i,jji >>+×= − )2]['( 1

,
 

Q[QP] is the quantization table on encoder set. The dequantization is shown as  
follows: 

)()2][( 1)(
, QPsQPIQYQX QPs

i,jji >>+×= − , 

where QP is the quantization parameter, IQ(QP) is the inverse quantization table and 
s(QP) is the varied shift value for inverse quantization. AVS1-P7 uses the same quan-
tization and dequantization table as that in AVS1-P2 except for a little difference on 
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the value of b. b is 15 for AVS1-P2 reference model and 19 for AVS1-P7 reference 
model. Q(QP), IQ(QP) and s(QP) is shown as follows: 

QP 0 1 2 3 4 
Q [QP] 32768 29775 27554 25268 23170 
IQ [QP] 32768 36061 38968 42495 46341 
s[QP] 14 14 14 14 14 
QP 5 6 … 62 63 
Q [QP] 21247 19369 … 152 140 
IQ [QP] 50535 55437 … 55109 60099 
s [QP] 14 14 … 7 7 

In order to improve the overall image quality, AVS-P2 Jiaqiang Profile adopts the 
technique of adaptive weighting quantization (AWQ) [39]. Similar to the adaptive 
quantization matrix technique in H.264/AVC, users can define the quantization matri-
ces based on the characteristics of test sequences. To achieve this purpose, three  
default quantization matrix patterns are defined and corresponding six weighting pa-
rameters for each pattern can be set by users are defined in AWQ, which are based on 
the distribution characteristics of transform coefficients as well as the human percep-
tion. Fig.11 depicts the three patterns defined in AVS1-P2 Jiaqiang Profile. It can be 
easily observed that in these three patterns, the quantization matrix is partitioned into 
six different regions. Each region represents similar characteristics of transform coef-
ficients. The quantization weighting value is set to be the same in different frequency 
sub-bands of the current region. For each pattern, three pre-defined weighting pa-
rameter sets are given in AVS specification. They represent default weighting quanti-
zation case, the case for reserving detail texture information and one for removing the 
detail information of texture. We take the second pattern depicted in Fig.11(b) for an 
example, the pre-defined weighting parameter sets for this pattern are shown in 
Fig.12. Therefore, the encoder only needs to send the matrix pattern together with six 
offsets of weighting values from the pre-defined ones to the decoder to form an opti-
mized quantization matrix. The dequantization process can be derived as: 

)()2)4])[)3)(((( 1)(
,, QPsQPIQWQYQX QPs

jii,jji >>+>>×>>×= −  

where 
jiWQ ,
indicates the weighting value for each frequency subband. 

In AWQ, the quantization matrix can be optimized frame by frame or macroblock 
by macroblock. For the macroblock-level AWQ, the encoder decides the best quanti-
zation matrix pattern index according to its neighbors’ types and modes. In addition, 
the quantization parameter (QP) for two chrominance components (UV) in one mac-
roblock can be adjusted and the difference of QP for U or V blocks with that of QP 
for luma component is also sent to the decoder. 

2.8   Entropy Coding 

In H.264/AVC, two entropy coding schemes for transformed coefficients are in-
cluded: CAVLC and CABAC 0. AVS also has two entropy coding schemes to 
achieve different level compression efficiency with different coding complexity. One  
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                         (a)                                               (b)                                             (c) 

Fig. 11. Quantization matrix patterns in AVS1-P2 Jiaqiang Profile 
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Fig. 12. Pre-defined quantization weighting parameters in AVS1-P2 Jiaqiang Profile, (a) de-
fault parameters, (b) parameters for keeping detail information of texture, (c) parameters for 
removing detail information of texture 

is Context-based 2D–VLC (C2DVLC) entropy coding 0, used in AVS1-P2 Jizhun 
profile and AVS1-P7, and the other one is improved Context-based Adaptive Binary 
Arithmetic Coding (CBAC)  for AVS1-P2 Jiaqiang profile. The two schemes both 
have lower complexity compared with CAVLC and CABAC in H.264/AVC.  

2.8.1   2D Adaptive VLC Coding 
2D adaptive VLC coding is used in AVS Jizhun profile. As in H.264/AVC, kth-order 
Exp-Golomb code (k = 0, 1, 2, 3) is used for entropy coding, defined in Table 2. CBP, 
macroblock coding mode, motion vectors are coded with 0th-order Exp-Golomp code. 
The quantized transform coefficients are coded with multiple tables. The difference 
between AVS and H.264/AVC is that run and level are coded as a pair in AVS and 
not coded independently as H.264/AVC.  

For AVS1-P2 Jizhun Profile, a block of coefficients is coded as follows: 

Coefficient scan: As shown in Fig. 13, two scan patterns are used in AVS1-P2. Zig-
zag scan is used for progressive coding and alternate scan is used for interlace coding. 
After coefficient scan, the two-dimensional transformed coefficients are organized 
into one sequence in the form of (Level, Run) pairs. To indicate the coding end of cur-
rent block, a special symbol EOB is used, that is one (0, 0) pair. 
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Fig. 13. Coefficient scan in AVS1-P2. Left: zig-zag scan, Right: alternate scan 

Table selection: 19 mapping tables are defined in AVS1-P2 to code the codeword af-
ter mapping one (Level, Run) pair into Exp-Golomb code. 7 tables are used for intra 
luma coefficient coding; 7 tables are used for inter luma coefficient coding; remained 
5 tables are used for chroma coding. The (Level, Run) pairs are coded in reverse scan 
order, that is to say the last (Level, Run)  pair in scan order will be coded first. Tables 
are selected adaptively based on the maximum magnitude of all previous Levels in 
coding process, as shown in Fig. 14. Firstly, an initial table is selected for the first 
non-zero quantized coefficient and its corresponding Run value. Afterward, the abso-
lute value of the current coefficient decides which table is used for the next non-zero 
quantized coefficient following (Level, Run) pair. 

Run-level mapping and coding: The (Level, Run) pair is converted into a CodeNum 
according to the selected table. An example table is shown in Fig. 15. In the table, 
only CodeNums for positive Level are shown and CodeNum+1 is that for the corre-
sponding negative Level. Then the CodeNum is mapped into a Code according to the 
mapping function of kth-order Exp-Golomb code. If the coefficient is the last non-zero 
coefficient, an EOB (end of block) symbol is coded, otherwise go to step 2 to code the 
next (Level, Run) pair. When the (Level, Run) pair is not in the table, it will be coded 
with escape code. An escape code is combined with two codes: one code is 59+Run; 
the other one is abs(Level)-RefAbsLevel(Run). Here abs() denotes the absolute func-
tion. RefAbsLevel(Run) is decided by the selected table. When the Run is not in the 
table, RefAbsLevel(Run) is 1.  

For entropy coding in AVS1-P7, totally 18 tables are defined, including 7 tables 
for intra luma coefficients and 7 tables for inter luma coefficients and 4 tables for 
chroma coefficients.  

2.8.2   Context-Based Binary Arithmetic Coding 
To further improve entropy coding efficiency, a new context-based binary arithmetic 
coding method is developed in AVS1-P2 enhancement profile. Its complexity is re-
duced compared with CABAC in H.264/AVC. For CABAC in H.264/AVC, 326 
probability models are used for residual data coding. While in AVS, only unary  
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(a) Flowchart of coding one intra luma block 

Fig. 14. Coefficient coding process in AVS1-P2 2D VLC entropy coding scheme 
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(b) Flowchart of coding one inter luma block 

Fig. 14. (continued) 
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(c) Flowchart of coding one inter chroma block 

Fig. 14. (continued) 
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Level > 0 
EOB 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Run 

8 - - - - - - 

RefAbsLevel 

0 - 0 4 15 27 41 55 7 

1 - 2 17 35 - - - 4 

2 - 6 25 53 - - - 4 

3 - 9 33 - - - - 3 

4 - 11 39 - - - - 3 

5 - 13 45 - - - - 3 

6 - 19 49 - - - - 3 

7 - 21 51 - - - - 3 

8 - 23 - - - - - 2 

9 - 29 - - - - - 2 

Fig. 15. An example table in AVS1-P2—VLC1_Intra: from (run, level) to CodeNum 

binarization and totally 132 context models are used. The coding process of a block of 
coefficients after zig-zag scan is shown as follows: 

Binarization: The (Level, Run) pair is in a large range and coding these Level/Run 
values directly by an m-ary arithmetic code will have a high computational complex-
ity. So binary arithmetic coding is used in AVS too. Both Level and Run are binarized 
using unary binarization scheme. The signed integer Level is represented by sign (0/1: 
+/-) and the unary bits of its magnitude (absLevel: the absolute value of Level). Level 
is coded first followed by the Run.  

Context model Selection: In AVS, a two order context model is used, called as pri-
mary context and secondary context. The primary context is defined as the maximum 
magnitude of all previously coded levels in the current block, denoted with a context 
variable Lmax. Lmax will be updated in the coding process. As the dynamic range  
of the context variable Lmax can still be too large, it is reduced by the quantization 
function defined into five primary contexts. The context quantization function can be 
defined as 

( )

                          [0, 2]
    3                                 [3, 4]

4                                     
Lmax

Lmax Lmax

Lmax

otherwise

χ
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

∈
= ∈  

Under each primary context, seven secondary contexts are defined to code level 
and run, shown as follows: 

0:   first bit of absLevel (i.e., the EOB symbol). 
1:   second bit of absLevel, if exist. 
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2:   remaining bits of absLevel, if exist. 
3:   first bit of Run, if absLevel=1. 
4:   remaining bits of Run when absLevel=1, if exist. 
5:   first bit of Run when absLevel>1 
6:   remaining bits of Run when absLevel>1, if exist. 

Here, absLevel is the absolute value of the level. 
In order to further improve compression performance, a context weighting  

technique is used in AVS entropy coding. Another context variable ReverseP is  
introduced into the context, called accompanying context, which is the position of 
current non-zero DCT coefficient in the reverse scanning order. For an 8x8 block the 
range of ReverseP is [0, 64], and it is uniformly quantized into 32 accompanying con-
texts, [0, 31]. In the binary arithmetic coding of the run and level, each accompanying 
context created by ReverseP will be combined with the same seven secondary con-
texts as in the case of primary contexts created.  

2.9   Loop Filter 

Block-based video coding often produces blocking artifacts especially at low bit rates. 
As in H.264/AVC, AVS also adopts adaptive in-loop deblocking filter to improve the  
 

 

Fig. 16. Coefficient coding process in AVS1-P2 context adaptive arithmetic coding 
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(a) Deblocking filter process in AVS1-P2 

Fig. 17. Deblocking filter process in AVS 
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α

 
(b) Deblocking filter process in AVS1-P7 

Fig. 17. (continued) 

decoded visual quality 0. For AVS1-P7, the deblock filter is on 4x4 block boundaries, 
while for AVS1-P2 it is on 8x8 block boundaries. In AVS1-P2, the boundary may be 
between two 8x8 luma or chroma blocks except for picture or slice boundaries. For 
each edge, boundary strength (Bs) is derived based on the macroblock type, motion 
vector, reference index etc. Based on the boundary strength Bs, the filter process in 
AVS1-P2 is shown in Fig. 17 (a). In the filtering process, two threshold values α and 
β are used to control the filtering operation on the block edge. α is cross-block gradi-
ent boundary and β is inner block gradient boundary. |q0-p0|<α&&|q0-p1|<β&&|q1-
p0|<β means the block edge is artifacts and is not an object boundary.  

In AVS1-P7, the complexity of deblock filter is also reduced heavily, as shown in 
Fig. 17 (b) by reducing the number of judgments and the pixels to be filtered. 

2.10   Interlace Coding 

H.264/AVC supports both macroblock and picture level adaptive frame field coding 
for interlace coding (MBAFF, PAFF). In general, MBAFF is more complex than 
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PAFF with little performance improvement, as shown in Fig. 18. In AVS1-P2 Jizhun 
profile, only picture level frame field coding is used. For PAFF coding, a picture can 
be coded as either one frame or two fields (a top field and a bottom field). In the cur-
rent AVS1-P2 Zengqiang profile, an improved MBAFF interlace coding scheme is 
accepted. As in H.264/AVC, a 32x16 macroblock pair can be coded in progressive or 
interlace mode. It is shown as NS (None Sampled) macroblock pair and VS (Vertical 
Sampled macroblock pair in Fig. 19. In H.264/AVC MBAFF coding, macroblock pair 
is coded one by one in raster scan order, and the top field can not be referenced by the 
bottom filed in the same frame. However, in AVS1-P2, if a macroblcok pair is coded 
as NS macroblock pair, the two macroblocks will be coded in order, otherwise, only 
top VS macroblock is coded. After all macroblock pairs are processed, an interpolated 
field is used a reference picture to code the left bottom VS macroblocks.  
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Fig. 18. Performance comparison between MBAFF and PAFF 

2.11   Error Resilience Tools 

Error resilience is very important for video transport, especially when the network  
is erroneous. H.264/AVC is very promising for low bit-rate applications such as IP  
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Fig. 19. MB pair in AVS1-P2 Left: None sampled macroblock(NS) Right: Vertical sampled 
macroblock(VS) 

 

Fig. 20. MBAFF coding process in AVS1-P2 
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network 0 and wireless communications 0. To adapt these applications, more error re-
silience tools are introduced into H.264/AVC, such as parameter sets, FMO, redun-
dant slice etc. As AVS1-P2 mainly targets to broadcasting, and the network condition 
usually is error free, few error resilience tools are defined in AVS1-P2. In AVS1-P2, 
only slice partition is defined to support error resilience and each slice is composed of 
one or more rows of macroblocks. However, as AVS1-P7 may be used in wireless 
network or transport on other erroneous channel, error resilience is very important. So 
in AVS1-P7, except for the slice partition, flexible reference frame scheme, con-
strained intra prediction, parameter set, is also introduced as H.264/AVC.  

2.12   Profile and Level  

In AVS1-P2, two profiles are defined now, named Jizhun profile, and Jiaqiang pro-
file. Jizhun means baseline profile as H.264/AVC in Chinese, and Jiaqiang means an 
enhancement. There are five levels in Jizhun profile. Each level specifies the upper 
limits for the picture size, the maximal video bit-rate, the BBV buffer size etc. Level 
2.0, 4.0, 4.2, 6.0 and 6.2 targets to streaming video, SD video, SD video with 4:2:2, 
HD video and HD video with 4:2:2, respectively. 

Table 2.  Profile definition in AVS1-P2 

Coding Tools AVS1 P2 Jizhun Profile AVS1 P2 Jiaqiang Profile 

Intra prediction √ √ 

Variable Block Size Motion 
Compensation (VBMC) 

√ √ 

Multi-reference prediction √ √ 

C2DVLC √  

CBAC × √ 

Loop filter √ √ 

Interlace coding √ √ 

B frame √ √ 

3   Complexity Analyses and Performance Testing for AVS 

This section will give an overview of the complexity and performance comparison be-
tween AVS and H.264/AVC. In the software and hardware implementation, coarse 
complexity estimation for AVS1-P2 is that H.264/AVC main profile encoder/decoder 
is about 1.5 times more complex than AVS1-P2. The complexity reduction for AVS 
mainly comes from interpolation, loopfilter and entropy coding. In AVS1-P7, loopfil-
ter and entropy coding complexity is also reduced. The complexity of AVS1-P7 is 
approximated with H.264/AVC baseline profile.  

As referred in 0, it is a challenging work to give an accurate estimation of the en-
coder and decoder complexity. The practical computation and storage consumption 
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are general platform dependent. In this section, we will give a coarse estimation of 
complexity reduction in AVS based on the algorithm analysis.  

3.1   Encoder Complexity 

According to the statistical data, motion estimation and mode decision are the most 
time consuming parts in the hybrid coding framework. The space and computational 
consumptions of these two modules increase greatly with more number of prediction 
modes, more number of reference frames, higher motion vector resolution, and larger 
motion search range [34]. The main encoding complexity in terms of these key tools 
is analyzed as following: 

3.1.1   Intra Prediction 
For intra prediction in AVS, the number of prediction modes is less than H.264/AVC, 
and only one block size is used for luma and chroma prediction, as shown in Table 3. 
Therefore, during the rate-distortion optimal mode decision (RDO-MD) module, the 
maximum number to calculate the RD costs is reduced, as shown in Fig.21. 

Table 3. Intra prediction modes in AVS and H.264/AVC 

Prediction 
Type 

Prediction 
Parameters 

AVS1-P2 
(JiZhun Profile) 

AVS1-P7 
H.264/AVC 

(Baseline Profile) 
Block size 8×8 4×4 4×4 16×16 Luma 

prediction Modes number 5 9 9 4 
Block size 8×8 4×4 4×4 Chroma 

prediction Modes number 4 3 4 

3.1.2   Inter Prediction 
AVS and H.264/AVC both support the variable block sizes, as shown in Table 4. This 
affects the access frequency in a linear way.  

In AVS1-P7 and H.264/AVC, the minimum block size is 4×4. However, the num-
ber of chroma-prediction modes in AVS1-P7 is less than that in H.264/AVC.  

In AVS1-P2, the minimum block size is 8×8. Therefore, the number of luma-
prediction modes is further reduced. Consequently, in the RDO-MD module, the 
maximum number to calculate the RD costs is reduced, as shown in Fig.22.  

Additionally, for B picture in AVS, the symmetry-based bi-predictive mode only 
need to code forward motion vector. The backward motion vector is derived from the 
forward one, and the calculation is very simple via a linear formula [19]. In AVS1-P7, 
only P picture is adopted.  

3.1.3   Multiple Reference Frames 
With the increasing number of reference frames for the inter prediction, the maximum 
number to calculate the RD costs of candidate modes increases in times. 

In H.264/AVC, the maximal number of reference frames is 16. While in AVS, the 
maximal number of reference frames is restricted to 2. Consequently, the storage re-
quirement and the computational complexity are reduced. However, the penalty in 
performance is acceptable for most test sequences, as shown in Fig. 6. 
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(a) H.264/AVC (basic count unit is 4x4 block) 

 

(b) AVS1-P2 (basic count unit is 8x8 block) 

 

(c)AVS1-P7 (basic count unit is 4x4 block) 

Fig. 21. Maximum number of RD costs calculation for intra prediction (with 4:2:0 format) 

3.1.4   Sub-pixel Accuracy Motion Vector 
The quarter-pixel accuracy motion vector is adopted in both AVS and H.264/AVC. 
The computational consumption increases mainly due to the additional SAD (Sum of 
Absolute Difference) calculations for sub-pixel motion compensation. According to 
the statistic in [34], the encoder prefers 1/2-pel accuracy motion vector instead of 1/4-
pel ones, because the 1/4-pel motion search results in 10% increases of access fre-
quency and processing time. However, up to 30% increases of coding efficiency are 
obtained except for very low bit rates. 

The additional sub-pixel interpolations also result in higher space and time con-
sumptions. AVS1-P2 adopts the Two Steps Four Taps (TSFT) interpolation method,  
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Table 4. Inter prediction modes in AVS and H.264/AVC 

Prediction Parameters AVS1-P2 AVS1-P7 H.264/AVC 

Block  
size 

16×16, 
16×8, 8×16, 

8×8 
 
 

16×16, 
16×8, 8×16, 

8×8, 
8×4, 4×8, 

4×4 

16×16, 
16×8, 8×16, 

8×8, 
8×4, 4×8, 

4×4 

P  
picture 
 modes 

Skip, P16×16,  
P16×8, P8×16,  

P8×8 
 
 

Skip, P16×16,  
P16×8, P8×16, 

P8×8,  
P8×4, P4×8,  

P4×4 

Skip, P16×16,  
P16v×8, P8×16,  

P8×8,  
P8×4, P4×8,  

P4×4 
B  

picture 
 modes 

Skip, Direct, 
Forward, Backward, 

Symmetric 
---- 

Skip, Direct,  
Forward, Backward, 

Bi-predictive 

 

}
 

(a) H.264/AVS1-P7 (basic count unit is 4x4 block) 

 

(b) AVS1-P2 (basic count unit is 8x8 block) 

Fig. 22. Maximum number of RD costs calculation for inter prediction (with one reference 
frame) 
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while H.264/AVC 1/4-pel interpolation requires 6-tap filters in horizontal and vertical 
direction. The 4-tap filter of AVS reduces space complexity compared with the 6-tap 
filter of H.264/AVC [11]. However, their filter performances are similar on most se-
quences, as shown in Fig. 7.  

3.1.5   Transform and Quantization 
H.264/AVC adopts 4x4 and 8x8 Integer Cosine Transform (ICT). ICT obtains equiva-
lent compress efficiency as DCT, but much lower complexity because only additions 
and shifts operations are needed [37]. In AVS1-P2, the 8x8 ICT with Pre-scaled Inte-
ger Transform (PIT) technique is performed [16]. PIT further reduces the space and 
computational complexity without noticeable penalty in performance by changing the 
order of inverse scaling [35][38]. 

As shown in Fig. 23, the scaling operations of ICT are needed on both encoder and 
decoder side. In order to facilitate the parallel processing, the dequantization matrix is 
fully expanded to avoid lookup operations. In this case, the 4x4 ICT need allocate a 
memory of 6×4×4=96 bytes to store the dequantization matrix in decoder. The 8x8 
ICT costs 6×8×8=96 bytes instead.  

As shown in Fig. 24, the inverse scaling of PIT is moved to the encoder side and 
combined with forward scaling and quantization as one single process. Therefore, PIT 
reduces the memory size to only 6 bytes in decoder without increasing computational 
complexity in encoder. 

If the dequantization matrix is not expanded, every transformed coefficient of  
ICT requires a 3-D lookup operation, which uses QP (Quantization Parameter) and 
the coordinates of the coefficient in the block, to get the corresponding dequantization 
coefficient. However, PIT uses QP only and the computational burden is also reduced 
evidently. 

 

Fig. 23. Block diagram of ICT in H.264/AVC. 

Forward 
Integer
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Combined
Scaling

&
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Integer

Transform 
 

Fig. 24. Block diagram of PIT in AVS1-P2. 

3.1.6   Entropy Coding 
For entropy coding, 2D VLC coding is adopted in AVS1-P2 Jizhun profile and 
AVS1-P7. It is much simpler than CABAC in H.264/AVC, especially for hardware 
design. Compared to the method using a single reversible VLC table, CABAC results 
in the increases of access frequency up to 12% [34].The higher the bit rate, the higher 
the access frequency.  
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Table 5. Test conditions for comparison between AVS1-P2 and H.264/AVC 

Coding Tools H.264/AVC AVS1-P2 
Intra prediction All Intra 16×16, Intra 4×4 

modes 
All Intra8×8 

modes 
Multi-reference frames 2 reference frames 

(3 reference frames for B frame) 
2 reference frames 

 
Variable block-size 

MC 
16×16-4×4 16×16-8×8 

Entropy coding  CABAC VLC(Jizhun 
Profile); 

 CBAC(Jiaqiang 
Profile) 

RDO  On On  
Loop filter On On 

Interlace Coding MBAFF PAFF 
Adaptive block  

transform 
Only 4×4(JM7.6); 

 8x8 and 4×4(JM10.1) 
Only 8×8 

Hierarchical B frames  Off None 

Table 6. Test conditions for comparison between AVS1-P7 and H.264/AVC 

Coding Tools H.264/AVC AVS1-P7 
Intra prediction All Intra 16×16, Intra 4×4 

modes 
All Intra4×4 modes 

Multi-reference frames 2 reference frames 2 reference frames 
Variable block-size 

MC 
16×16-4×4 16x16-4x4 

Entropy coding  CAVLC VLC 
RDO  On On  

Loop filter On On 

The improved context adaptive arithmetic coding is adopted in AVS1-P2 Jiaqiang 
profile. It also has lower complexity compared with CAVLC and CABAC in 
H.264/AVC [22]. 

3.2   Decoder Complexity 

In 0, it is referred that H.264/AVC decoder complexity is estimated to be 4 times over 
MPEG-2 decoder and H.264/AVC encoder complexity is about 9 times over MPEG-2 
encoder. A detail analysis on the H.264/AVC baseline profile decoder complexity 
from time complexity and space complexity is provided 0. Based on the analysis it is 
concluded that H.264/AVC baseline decoder is about 2.5 times more time complex 
than H.263 baseline decoder.  
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Fig. 25. Experimental results for comparison between H.264/AVC and AVS1-P2 Jizhun Profile 
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Fig. 25. (continued) 
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Fig. 26. Experimental results for comparison between H.264/AVC and AVS1-P2 Enhancement 
Profile (in developing) 
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Fig. 26. (continued) 

So far, some optimized AVS1-P2 software decoder and decoder chips have been 
released [31][32][33]. According to the statistical data in 00, the most complex two 
parts in decoder are interpolation and loop filter.  

3.2.1   Interpolation 
For interpolation in AVS1-P2, the spatial complexity and computation complexity 
comparison with H.264/AVC is analyzed in 0.  AVS1-P2 interpolation method saves 
11% memory bandwidth while maintains the similar computational complexity. For 
high definition video coding, besides the remarkable decreases of storage requirement 
and access frequency, AVS1-P2 interpolation method averagely achieves 0.0375dB 
PSNR gain [11][35][36]. 
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Fig. 27. Experimental results for comparison between H.264/AVC and AVS1-P7 
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Fig. 27. (continued) 

3.2.2   Loopfilter 
For loopfilter, the most important factor is boundary strength computation and the 
number of edges to be filtered. In AVS1-P2, the filter is 8×8 block based, while 
H.264/AVC is 4×4 block based. Therefore, the number of edges to be filtered is re-
duced heavily. In AVS1-P7, the filter is also 4×4 block based. However, its loopfilter 
complexity is further reduced by simplifying filter strength decision and reducing the 
number of pixels to be filtered. 

3.3   Performance Comparison 

Performance comparison between AVS1-P2 and H.264/AVC Main/High Profile, 
AVS1-P7 and H.264/AVC Baseline Profile is provided in this part. 

Table 5 and Table 6 show the test conditions for the comparison between AVS1-P2 
Jizhun Profile and H.264/AVC Main Profile, AVS1-P7 Baseline Profile and 
H.264/AVC Baseline Profile. For H.264/AVC High profile, JM10.1 reference soft-
ware is used with adaptive transform on. From the curves in Fig. 25, it can be seen 
that AVS1-P2 Jizhun Profile shows comparable performance with H.264/AVC for 
most progressive sequences. For interlace sequence or the sequence with more com-
plex motion or texture, AVS1-P2 does a little worse than H.264/AVC. The loss 
mainly comes from entropy coding. As shown in Fig. 26, AVS1-P2 enhancement pro-
file can achieve similar or even better performance compared with H.264/AVC High 
Profile under comparative test conditions, but the complexity of AVS is lower than  
H.264/AVC. Fig. 27 shows the performance of AVS1-P7 and H.264/AVC Baseline 
Profile. From the curves, it can be seen AVS1-P7 has similar performance with 
H.264/AVC Baseline Profile especially at low bitrate, and a little worse at high bitrate. 

4   Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have given an overview of AVS standard including background 
and technique features. Performance and complexity comparison between AVS and 
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H.264/AVC is also presented. Compared with H.264/AVC, AVS standards provide a 
good tradeoff between the performance and complexity for the specific applications, 
because all coding tools in AVS, including intra prediction, variable block-size mo-
tion compensation, multiple reference frames, interpolation filter, loopfilter and  
entropy coding, are selected by jointly considering the coding complexity and  
performance gain for the target applications. Experimental results prove that AVS 
provides similar performance with H.264/AVC while with lower complexity for the 
specific applications. 
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Modern video encoding systems employ block-based,multi-mode, spatio-temporal
prediction methods in order to achieve high compression efficiency. A common
practice is to transform, quantize and encode the difference between the predic-
tion and the original along with the system parameters. Obviously, it’s crucial to
design better prediction and residual encoding methods to obtain higher compres-
sion gains. In this work, we examine two such systems which utilize subsampled
representations of the sequence and residual data. In the first system, we consider
a method for reorganizing, downsampling and interpolating the residual data. In
the second system, we propose a new method that employs lower resolution inten-
sity values for spatial and motion-compensated prediction. Both of these methods
are macroblock adaptive in the rate-distortion sense. Our experiments show that
implementing these methods brings additional compression efficiency compared
to the state-of-the-art video encoding standard H.264/AVC.

1 Background and Related Work in Multi-resolution
Video Compression Systems

Video encoding systems achieve compression by removing the redundancy in the
data, i.e. elements which can be discarded without adversely affecting reproduc-
tion fidelity. Video signals take place in time and space; therefore, most video
encoding systems exploit both temporal and spatial redundancy present in these
signals. Typically, there is high temporal correlation between successive frames.
This is also true in the spatial domain for pixels which are within a close prox-
imity of each other. Thus, one can achieve high compression gains by carefully
exploiting these spatio-temporal correlations.

In this work, we will consider one of the most widely adopted video coding
schemes, namely block-based hybrid video coding. The major video coding stan-
dards, such as H.261 [7], H.263 [10], MPEG-2 [13], MPEG-4 Visual [14] and the
current state-of-the-art H.264/AVC [11] are based on this model. A block-based
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of H.264/AVC encoder

coding approach divides a frame into elemental units called macroblock. For
source material in 4:2:0 YUV format, one macroblock encloses a 16 × 16 region
of the luma frame and 8 × 8 region of the chroma frame. A block-based coding
system, such as H.264/AVC, processes each video frame in units of macroblocks.
Encoding a macroblock involves a hybrid of three techniques: prediction, trans-
formation, and entropy coding. All luma and chroma samples of a macroblock are
predicted spatially or temporally. The difference between the prediction and the
original is put through transformation and quantization processes, whose out-
put is encoded using entropy coding methods. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of
an H.264/AVC video encoder which is built on block-based hybrid video coding
architecture [25].

An active field of research in the literature is the efficient and quality-rich
encoding of high-definition (HD) video. HD video refers to image sequences
with spatial resolution exceeding that of standard-definition (SD). Resolutions of
1280x720 (720p) and 1920x1080 (1080p) with 16:9 aspect ratio and frame rates of
60 frames per second (fps) are typical today. Furthermore, several manufacturers
have publicly demonstrated LCD panels capable of even higher resolution such
as 4096x2160 (4Kx2K or UHD) [17].With these advances in display technology
it is evident that HD and UHD video will be the dominant display standard in
the near future. However, such extensive use of HD video requires an enormous
amount of bandwidth. On the signal processing front, the current state-of-the-
art video coding system H.264/AVC [11] offers exceptional video compression
efficiency compared to preceding video coding standards. Even with the use
of H.264/AVC, the bitrate to represent HD video surpasses what is feasible
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by today’s transmission and storage capabilities, thus creating a bottleneck.
This chapter is motivated by these coding efficiency limitations and attempts to
improve the performance of H.264/AVC by presenting a mixed resolution video
coding architecture.

1.1 Spatial Resolution Scaling

Downsampling (sub-sampling or decimation), as intended for images and image
sequences, is defined as representing a version of the original signal with fewer
spatial samples. This is achieved by discarding some of the pixels of the original
image based on a new sampling grid, as illustrated by Fig. 2. Furthermore,
downsampling is considered a compression technique since fewer samples are
required to represent the original signal.

Fig. 2. Downsampling grid

Upsampling, the reverse process of downsampling, is representing a low res-
olution image in a high resolution grid by calculating the missing samples via
interpolation. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of a video coding system, which
compresses a low resolution representation of the input for storage and transmis-
sion. In order to display the sequence in the original resolution, the decompressed
signal is upsampled after decoding. In order to avoid the aliasing problem, a low-
pass filter should be utilized before downsampling. This filter causes blur in the
detailed regions of the image, which corresponds to the removal of the high
frequency content. Therefore, a rate reduction comes at the expense of signal
degradation. Detailed image sequences, which contain a lot of high frequency
information are more likely to be harmed by a resolution rescaling process than
sequences with less details. This observation highlights the importance of better
pre-processor and interpolator design in the overall quality of the codec, and it
has been addressed by utilizing a localized resolution adaptivity in the proposed
system.
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Fig. 3. Low resolution coding system

1.2 Hierarchical Resolution Image Coding

Downsampling prior to compression is an intuitive technique in low bitrate still
image compression. The popular image coding standard JPEG [24], uses the
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) followed by quantization on 8 × 8 blocks. As
the compression factor is increased, the bits-per-pixel ratio is reduced drastically,
which causes annoying artifacts and blockiness [12]. One way to restore this ratio
is to work with the downsampled representation of the image, e.g. downsample
the image, then use compression, and upsample it back to the original resolution
after decompression. Such a scheme allows more bit allocation per pixel, which
boosts image details. Therefore, downsampling prior to encoding and upsampling
after decoding can improve the quality of coded image, especially at low bit
rates [5]. This technique is also similar to the hierarchical JPEG encoding mode
(also known as pyramidal encoding) in which a lower-resolution image is coded
first as the base layer along with the residual difference between its upsampled
version and the original as a secondary stream [18]. The decoded base layer
is interpolated and added to the residual in order to reconstruct the image at
its intended resolution. One can also argue that the Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) utilized in the new JPEG 2000 standard [19] inherently provides a similar
multi-resolution image encoding property.

Downsampler

2 JPEG Encoder JPEG Decoder
Upsampler

2Input Output

Fig. 4. Low resolution compression system for still images

In order to observe this relation, we conducted a proof-of-concept experiment
with a simple downsampling-compression setup whose block diagram is shown
in Fig. 4. This experiment was carried out in the Matlab (R) environment using
the Image Processing Toolbox functions for resizing and encoding.

In this experiment, we use the first frame of the 1920 × 1080 HD sequence
Rush Hour as input to the system. The frame is downsampled by two, in the
horizontal and vertical directions, and fed to the JPEG encoder. The encoder
bitrate can be adjusted with QP ranging from 0 to 100. This parameter is varied,
and the number of bits necessary to encode the low resolution frame is noted.
At each step, the decoded JPEG output is interpolated back to the original
resolution using a bilinear filter, and the associated peak signal-to-noise ratio is
noted. Figure 5 shows PSNR-Bitrate plots of the described and the conventional
JPEG encoding schemes. As expected, at low bitrates, the downsampling scheme
outperforms the conventional. At 31 Kbytes/frame, the proposed system offers
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Fig. 5. Comparison of downsampling and the conventional JPEG image compression
systems

a quality boost of 6 dB. In the conventional system, blocking artifacts degrade
the image quality, while the downsampling system suffer less from such defects,
as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. It should also be noted that the range
of bitrates in which the proposed system offers an advantage is limited, and the
conventional JPEG encoder rapidly starts to perform better as the number of
bits per frame is increased. At these high bitrates, decoded image quality of
the proposed system is clipped by the information lost during the resampling
process and cannot be increased arbitrarily. Nevertheless, this experiment shows
that under certain conditions, downconverting an image prior to compression
can introduce substantial coding gain compared to the direct coding.

1.3 Hierarchical Resolution Video Coding

Hierarchical resolution video coding schemes have been investigated primarily
in terms of sub-band decomposition [4]. The basic idea behind these schemes
is to decompose a video signal into a low-pass subsampled representation and
multiple high-frequency bands in a hierarchical manner. Sub-band decomposition
can be realized with DWT, as in [23]. The lowest resolution signal is encoded
and decoded independently, serving as the base layer, then each frequency band
is separately encoded. In order to maximize the compression efficiency, each
sub-band can be coded with a different technique, which can be tailored to the
properties of the sub-band. On the decoder side, the incoming base layer is
upsampled by interpolation and combined with the higher level sub-bands to
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Fig. 6. Conventional coding system output

Fig. 7. Downsampling coding system output

accommodate it with high-frequency information. An important shortcoming of
this type of scheme is the poor motion compensation performance in the wavelet
domain [9].

Another type of coding which utilizes the multi-resolution paradigm is spa-
tial scalability in scalable video coding (SVC). A straightforward approach to
achieve spatial scalability is to iteratively downsample the input frame and code
each resolution level separately. While this approach is simple, it introduces a
very large coding overhead. An improved system employs motion compensated
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prediction between layers, as it is the case with the scalable extension (SVC)
of the H.264/AVC standard [20]. While the purpose of this section is not to
describe the many details of SVC, some explanation is necessary to allow the
proposed scheme of Sec. 2 distinguish itself from scalable video coding.

The motivation behind the scalable video coding is to address the problem of
network heterogeneity, i.e., to adapt the compressed bitstream to a wide range
of devices with different processing capabilities and varying transmission condi-
tions. SVC provides three major modes of scalability: temporal scalability, spatial
scalability, and quality (SNR) scalability. In this work, the term scalability is re-
ferred exclusively to spatial scalability. SVC provides a mechanism for reusing
the encoded lower resolution version of an image sequence, the base layer, for
coding of the corresponding higher resolution frame, the enhancement layer [22].
An SVC bitstream contains several sub-streams which can be extracted sepa-
rately and combined to reconstruct a high resolution picture from low resolution
base layers.

SVC utilizes a hierarchical resolution decomposition by downsampling the
high resolution image sequence. The base layer of this sequence is encoded in-
dependently, while the higher resolution enhancement layers are coded relative
to the base layer. In order to increase the coding efficiency, enhancement layer
samples are predicted from the lower layer pictures (reference layers), which is
known as inter-layer prediction. A high resolution macroblock is obtained by up-
sampling the corresponding region of the reference layer and combining it with
the residual information from the enhancement bitstream.

The purpose of having a spatially scalable codec is to enclose multiple resolu-
tion representations of an image sequence in a single bitstream, such that each
device can extract the necessary information from the same stream and recon-
struct the target resolution video without having a need of multicasting. While
this property of scalable video codec offers many advantages, it comes with the
price of less efficient compression [16]. On the other hand, our proposed method
of Sec. 2 utilizes the concept of hierarchical resolution decomposition in order to
improve the compression efficiency in a non-scalable, or single layer video coding
system.

1.4 Super-Resolution Video Compression

A typical video coding scheme which utilizes multi-resolution representation of
an image sequence is described in [15]. The principle idea behind this system is to
encode the low resolution representation of the image sequence by downsampling
the original and then bring the decoded frame back to the original resolution by
utilizing a super-resolution approach [21]. Super-resolution is typically referred
to obtaining a high resolution image from a set of low resolution observations
[3]. When implemented, this method provides compression efficiency in MPEG-
4 Part 2 encoding environments at low bitrates. However at high bitrates, the
conventional system outperforms the super-resolution compression scheme, as
there is more bits available to the conventional encoder to account for the details
in the sequence. On the contrary, it is difficult for the super-resolution scheme to
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recover the information lost during the resolution rescaling step. Furthermore,
it has been shown that the super-resolution process is region dependent, as it
does not perform well in textured areas with no motion and provides very little
benefit in flat regions [1].

An extension of the previous method has been addressed in [2], where a region-
based downsampling and super-resolution scheme is utilized. The mentioned
system performs a segmentation algorithm on a group of pictures (GOP) and
identifies regions in each frame according to the amount of motion and texture
information they contain. This leads to a motion-texture map (MTM) for the
GOP with three labels: regions with motion (M), flat regions with no motion
(F) and textured regions with no motion (T). On the encoder side, MTM drives
the region-based pre-processing and downsampling, while at the decoder side it
commands the super-resolution and post-processing. The produced low resolu-
tion image sequence is then compressed by an MPEG-4 system, together with
the MTM as side information. The decoder reconstructs the low resolution im-
age sequence from the bistream and upsamples it back to the original resolution
according to MTM. Regions labeled (F) are upsampled with a bilinear interpo-
lation filter, (M) are super-resolved by [6], and (T) are upsampled according to
the downsampling process based on the frame type. Novelties of this scheme,
such as high-level content analysis and region-based processing, offer compres-
sion efficiency compared to [15]. However, at higher bitrates this system is also
surpassed by the conventional MPEG-4 compression. Our proposed method of
Sec. 2 tries to overcome these shortcomings by providing a more refined down-
sampling adaptivity at the macroblock level. Only the macroblocks whose low
resolution encoding offers a rate distortion (RD) improvement are downsampled,
which makes the proposed system work over a wider range of bitrates.

1.5 Subsampled Residual Video Coding

Low resolution encoding can also be utilized for the residual information of a hy-
brid video coding system. One method of achieving this scheme is to downconvert
the residual macroblock, which is defined as the difference between the prediction
and the original, and encode the resulting low resolution representation. Sub-
sequently, the decoded low resolution residual samples can be upsampled and
combined with the computed prediction in order to reconstruct the coded mac-
roblock. Subsampled representation of the residual information can be justified
by the fact that recent video coding systems, such as H.264/AVC, already pro-
vide exceptional prediction for a macroblock through sophisticated multimodal
intra and inter methods, leading to a sparse residual macroblock, whose low
resolution representation can be brought back to the original resolution without
losing much information.

An implementation of the described scheme is given in [8], where the mac-
roblock residual data is downsampled and encoded if the distortion introduced
by this rescaling is not too severe. Acknowledged application works by obtain-
ing a 16× 16 residual macroblock through the conventional H.264/AVC predic-
tion, which is subsequently downsampled, quantized and transformed. In order
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to match the information available at the decoder, inverse quantization and
transformation is applied on the transmitted coefficients. Next, decoded residual
is upsampled and added to the prediction to simulate the reconstructed mac-
roblock. Finally, the resulting RD cost of this method is calculated and compared
with the RD cost of the conventional coding. If the RD cost of the low resolution
residual coding method is better than the RD cost of H.264/AVC coding, current
residual is encoded in reduced resolution. This system can provide compression
efficiency compared to H.264/AVC in low bitrates. In Sec. 3, we propose a new a
video coding system, which realizes an improved low resolution residual encoding
paradigm that outperforms H.264/AVC over a wider range of bitrates.

2 Resolution Adaptive Macroblock Based Video Coding
System (RAMB)

The current state-of-the-art video coding standard H.264/AVC provides com-
pression efficiency by predicting a macroblock spatially and temporally in the
same spatial resolution as the input frame. While this strategy offers very good
prediction performance in the highly detailed and textured areas of a frame,
it does not fully exploit the features inherent in constant and smooth regions.
Meanwhile, adoption of HD image sequences in video related applications leads
to the use of high resolution frames, whereas the dimensions of the processing
unit, macroblock, stays the same. This causes the content enclosed by one mac-
roblock to be generally constant. Discussions presented in Sec. 1.2 - Sec. 1.3
suggest that low resolution coding of smooth and invariable regions of a frame
increases coding efficiency. While these methods are promising for low bitrate
applications, they perform poorly as more bitrate becomes available. This behav-
ior is due to the unrecoverable information loss during the resolution rescaling
process. In such systems, it is likely that the extra coding efficiency obtained by
low resolution encoding of the smooth regions is exceeded by the loss of quality
in textured regions, due to low-pass downsampling and interpolation. Since the
whole input frame is subsampled in these systems, it is difficult to suppress the
negative effects of low-pass filtering of textured regions. One plausible solution to
this problem is to segment the input frame into low-pass and high-pass regions.
However, this requires use of complex algorithms, such as principal component
analysis, which increases the computational load of the codec unjustifiably.

In this part of the text, we address these problems by proposing a resolution
adaptive macroblock based video coding system (RAMBVCS) that adaptively
utilizes the low resolution paradigm at the macroblock level.

2.1 System Model and Algorithm

A block diagram of the RAMBVCS encoder is shown in Fig. 8. As the first step,
the high resolution input frame is filtered and downsampled by a factor of P to
give a low resolution original represention of the source. Ideally, these operations
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are dictated by the pre-processor, which has knowledge about the state of the
encoder and the decoder such that a variable filtering and downsampling strat-
egy can be utilized. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that P is two
in both spatial directions and the pre-processing filter is the MPEG-4 dyadic
downsampling filter whose kernel HD is given by

HD = [2 0 − 4 − 3 5 19 26 19 5 − 3 − 4 0 2]/64. (1)

The downsampling operation takes place by convolving the input frame hor-
izontally and vertically with H and by taking every second pixel in both direc-
tions. For an original image size of M ×N this results in a low resolution image
of size M/2 × N/2 which is stored in the encoder buffer for future reference.
The encoder partitions the high resolution input frame into 16×16 macroblocks
which are processed in raster scan order. A macroblock is generally classified
by the type of prediction employed: intra or inter. RAMBVCS encoder takes a
different coding approach for each type of macroblock.

2.2 Intra Macroblock Encoding

Intra macroblocks refer to block types where only spatial redundancy within
a picture is exploited for compression purposes. In previous video coding stan-
dards, such as H.263 and MPEG-4, intra prediction has been conducted in the
transform domain. Intra prediction in the H.264/AVC, however, is always per-
formed in the spatial domain by referring to neighboring samples of previously
coded blocks. In intra prediction, a prediction block is formed based on previously
coded and reconstructed blocks before de-blocking. For luma pixels, prediction
can take place by considering each 4x4 or 16x16 blocks in various ways.
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RAMBVCS can choose to encode a macroblock either in high resolution or in
low resolution depending on the final RD cost of each mode. For low resolution
prediction and encoding, the system first finds the corresponding low resolution
counterpart of the current macroblock. For the 16 × 16 input macroblock SHR

whose vertical and horizontal coordinates are given by (Y, X), corresponding
low resolution 8× 8 block SLR coordinates are simply (Y/2, X/2). The best low
resolution intra prediction mode mLR∗

is

mLR∗
= argmin

mLR

DLR
I

(
mLR

)
(2)

= argmin
mLR

∑
j,i∈LR

|SLR
I

mLR
(j, i) − SLR(j, i)|2,

where mLR is the low resolution intra prediction mode, and SLR
I

mLR
is the low

resolution prediction of the macroblock for this mode. SLR
I

mLR
is acquired by

downsampling the pixel values which have already been encoded and applying
intra prediction to the 8× 8 block. Subsequently, RD cost of encoding the mac-
roblock in low resolution, CLR

I is computed by

CLR
I = DLR

(
SLR

I
mLR∗ , mLR∗)

+ λIRI(mLR∗
), (3)

where λI is the Lagrangian parameter supplied by the rate-controller, RI(mLR∗
)

is the number of bits required to encode the macroblock in low resolution mode,
and DLR

(
SLR

I
mLR∗ , mLR∗)

is the distortion of the low resolution coding after

upsampling of the reconstructed macroblock. DLR
(
SLR

I
mLR∗ , mLR∗)

is given by

DLR
(
SLR

I
mLR∗ , mLR∗)

= D{U(T−1[Q−1{Q(T [SLR−SLR
I

mLR∗ ])}]+SLR
I

mLR∗ ), SHR},
(4)

where T (·) is integer transform, Q(·) is quantization, Q(·)−1 is inverse quanti-
zation, and T (·)−1 is the inverse transform. Upsampling operation U(·) is per-
formed by projecting the low resolution reconstructed macroblock to a high
resolution grid such that every second sample in both directions is presented by
the samples of the low resolution input and by computing the missing values
using interpolation with H.264/AVC upsampling filter whose kernel is given by

HU = [1 − 5 20 20 − 5 1]/32. (5)

D(A, B) is an SSE metric, computed by
∑

j,i∈HR |A(j, i)−B(j, i)|2. RD cost of
high resolution encoding, CHR

I is calculated in a similar fashion, except for the
intra prediction, which is carried out in the original resolution, and is given by

CHR
I = DHR(SI

mHR∗ , mHR∗
) + λIRI(mHR∗

), (6)

where

DHR(SI
mHR∗ , mHR∗

) = D{T−1[Q−1{Q(T [SHR − SHR
I

mHR∗ ])}] + SHR
I

mHR∗ , SHR},
(7)
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where, SI
mHR∗ is the best intra prediction of the macroblock in high resolution.

Encoder makes a decision on whether to encode the macroblock in high resolution
or in low resolution based on RD cost of each option. In other words, macroblock
is encoded in low resolution mode if CLR

I < CHR
I or in high resolution mode if

CHR
I < CLR

I .

Algorithm 1. RAMBVCS intra macroblock encoder
Control Parameters

Denote Nf = number of frames to be encoded
Denote NMB = number of macroblocks in one frame
Denote NI = number of intra prediction modes

for k = 0 to Nf − 1 do
Downsample current frame → LR input buffer
for l = 0 to NMB − 1 do

for n = 1 to NI do
do INTRA prediction mLR

n on LR MB → SLR
mLR

n
, DLR

mLR
n

if DLR
mLR

n
< DLR

mLR∗ then

mLR∗ ← mLR
n

SLR∗ ← SLR
mLR

n

end if
do INTRA prediction mHR

n on HR MB → SHR
mLR

n
, DHR

mHR
n

if DHR
mHR

n
< DHR

mHR∗ then

mHR∗ ← mHR
n

SHR∗ ← SHR
mHR

n

end if
end for
do Calculate RD costs CLR

I and CHR
I

if CLR
I < CHR

I then
do Encode current MB in low resolution

else
do Encode current MB in high resolution

end if
end for

end for

2.3 Inter Macroblock Encoding

Current video compression schemes employ block based motion compensation
methods for inter prediction. The macroblock to be processed is compared to
available blocks in one or multiple reference frames for the best match. Subse-
quently, the system encodes the residual difference between the best match and
the original block along with the motion vector information associated with it. In
this section, we consider temporal prediction methods in a lower spatial resolu-
tion. Let FHR = {fHR

1 , ...fHR
K } denote the set of high resolution reference frames
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for inter prediction whose low resolution counterpart FLR = {fLR
1 , ...fLR

K } is ob-
tained by filtering and downsampling each frame of FHR. The best low resolution
motion predicted block SLR

P
mLR∗

,vLR∗ can be found by partitioning the current low

resolution input block SLR according to the best inter prediction mode mLR∗

and displacing it in FLR by the offset vLR∗
. Subsequently, the distortion intro-

duced by the low resolution inter prediction is minimized, resulting in

DLR
P =

∑
j,i∈LR

|SLR(j, i) − fLR
mLR∗ (j + vy, i + vx)|2, (8)

where fLR
mLR∗ is the low resolution reference frame, partitioned according to inter

mode mLR∗
. Following the motion estimation, the RD cost CLR

P for the low
resolution inter coding is calculated by

CLR
P = DLR + λP RP (mLR∗

), (9)

where

DLR = D{T−1[Q−1{Q(T [SHR − SLR
P

mLR∗
,vLR∗ ])}] + SLR

P
mLR∗

,vLR∗ , SHR}. (10)

In order to calculate the RD cost of the high resolution encoding, the system
performs motion prediction in the original resolution and computes

CHR
P = DHR + λP RP (mHR∗

), (11)

where mHR∗
is the best high resolution inter prediction mode and DHR is cal-

culated the same way as in the previous section. Finally, the encoder makes a
decision to encode the macroblock in low resolution mode if CLR

P < CHR
P or in

high resolution mode if CHR
P < CLR

P .

2.4 RAMBVCS Experimental Results

In this section we present the simulation results obtained with RAMBVCS. The
proposed system was implemented by modifying H.264/AVC JM v13.2 software.
A baseline profile configuration, which uses CAVLC entropy coder, IPPP...P
GOP structure and no loop filter was adopted throughout the experiments. For
ME/MC, one reference frame, 32 pixel wide search range, SSE distortion metric
and quarter-pel motion vector accuracy options were utilized. One slice per frame
with only heterogenous macroblock type was used. For RD control, QP was
varied in increments of one, in the range from 14 to 40, which covers a broad
range of bitrates and quality levels. Test sequences used in the experiments were
1080p and 720p raw HD video.

Simulation results are based on the widely accepted PSNR vs. Bitrate crite-
rion. In each test case, 50 frames were encoded using the configuration above,
whose decoded mean PSNR and bits/frame values are plotted. In order to in-
vestigate the improvements attained by the proposed system, we also plot the
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Algorithm 2. RAMBVCS inter macroblock encoder
Control Parameters

Denote Nf = number of frames to be encoded
Denote NMB = number of macroblocks in one frame
Denote NP = number of inter prediction modes

for k = 0 to Nf − 1 do
Downsample current frame → LR input buffer
for l = 0 to NMB − 1 do

for r = 1 to NP do
if DLR

mLR
r

< DLR
mLR∗ then

mLR∗ ← mLR
r

SLR∗ ← SLR
mLR

r

vLR∗ ← vLR
r

end if
do INTER prediction mHR

r on LR MB → SHR
mHR

r
, vHR

r , DHR
mHR

r

if DHR
mHR

r
< DHR

mHR∗ then

mHR∗ ← mHR
r

SHR∗ ← SHR
mHR

r

vHR∗ ← vHR
r

end if
end for
do Calculate RD costs CLR

P and CHR
P

if CLR
P < CHR

P then
do Encode current MB in low resolution

else
do Encode current MB in high resolution

end if
end for

end for

performance curve of the current state-of-the-art H.264/AVC video codec for
each sequence such that a fair comparison is possible.

Figure 9 shows two RD curves obtained by encoding Pedestrian Area 1080p
HD sequence with the conventional H.264/AVC and RAMBVCS. As it has been
anticipated, RAMBVCS encoder provides higher compression gains at low bi-
trates by using the low resolution encoding option liberally. At these bitrates,
bits-per-pixel ratio is very low for the conventional encoder, which causes block-
ing artifacts, while RAMBVCS can increase the bits-per-pixel ratio by using
the downsampled macroblock representation whenever there is an RD benefit.
Figure 11 and Fig. 12 illustrate this behavior by providing a close-up view of
the top left part of the decoded frames at 86 Kbits/frame for RAMBVCS and
H.264/AVC methods, respectively. At this bitrate, H.264/AVC can provide a
PSNR value of 34.14 dB, whereas RAMBVCS can support a PSNR of 35.38
dB. At these low bitrates, a PSNR improvement over 1 dB can affect the im-
age quality in a perceivable way, as shown in these figures. One can notice the
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Fig. 10. Pedestrian Area RAMBVCS MB distribution

decrease in the amount of the blocking artifact on the woman’s face and the
increase of texture on the shop signs. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the
macroblocks which are encoded in the low resolution. Most of these macroblocks
are the smooth parts of the moving objects in the frame, suggesting the fact that
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Fig. 11. Close up view of Pedestrian Area encoded with RAMBVCS (PSNR = 35.92,
Rate = 86 Kbits/frame)

Fig. 12. Close up view of Pedestrian Area encoded with H.264/AVC (PSNR = 34.14,
Rate = 86 Kbits/frame)
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the RAMBVCS encoder provides RD benefit in motion compensated low pass
macroblocks. These macroblocks are usually blurry due to motion and do not
contain a lot of texture; therefore, resolution rescaling does not affect them neg-
atively, while still providing compression efficiency. Bitrate savings from these
macroblocks can be used to increase the quality of other macroblocks. Hence,
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a quality increase at the same bitrate or bitrate savings at the equal quality as
provided by H.264/AVC are possible. Figure 13 shows the quality increase per
macroblock (Block ISNR) at the equal H.264/AVC rate. As it can be deduced
from this figure, the majority of the macroblocks have benefited from the RAM-
BVCS. The macroblocks which showed quality degradation are the ones which
were perfectly predicted by the H.264/AVC and not so perfectly predicted by
the RAMBVCS. However, these macroblocks do not affect the subjective quality
of the frame as seen in Fig. 10.

As the bitrate is increased, the performance gap between the conventional
H.264/AVC and that of RAMBVCS is reduced. Previous low resolution encod-
ing systems 1.2 - 1.3 suffered from the fact that the whole frame is downsampled,
encoded and upsampled back, which causes excessive distortion in some mac-
roblocks which are not suitable for resolution rescaling. Hence, these systems
cannot compete with the conventional encoders at high bitrates. The proposed
solution on the other hand, employs an RD cost criterion for deciding which
macroblock to downsample and encode, which makes it exempt from the stated
shortcomings of the previous systems. At high bitrates, low resolution encoding
system performance is reduced by the loss of information during the resolution
scaling process, whereas at low bitrates, codec performance is dominated by the
large quantization step size, which makes low resolution encoding a plausible
option. At high bitrates, RD cost of low resolution encoding of a macroblock
is typically higher than encoding the same macroblock in the original resolu-
tion; therefore, RAMBVCS encoder generally prefers to encode the macroblock
in high resolution. Figure 14 illustrates the ratio of the low resolution encoding
mode selection versus QP, which justifies this expectation.

3 Macroblock Adaptive Hierarchical Resolution Video
Coding System (MAHR)

Use of highly effective intra prediction and motion compensation methods in
the H.264/AVC codec leads to a sparse residual macroblock, which leaves room
for improvement with low resolution encoding. In this chapter we introduce a
macroblock adaptive hierarchical resolution video coding system (MAHRVCS)
which decomposes the full resolution residual hierarchically into a reduced reso-
lution base layer and enhancement sub-residual layers. Realization of this system
employs an RD decision algorithm on the macroblock level such that the best
mode can be selected for each macroblock.

3.1 System Model and Algorithm

A block diagram of the MAHR encoder is shown in Fig. 15. The source frame is
partitioned into macroblocks of size 16×16, where each macroblock is predicted
with one of the two available methods: intra or inter prediction. If the mac-
roblock type is INTRA (I-MB), H.264/AVC intra prediction is utilized, where
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the encoder tries various spatial prediction modes in order to obtain the best
estimate. If macroblock is an INTER (P-MB), encoder employs a motion com-
pensation scheme, where the prediction for the current macroblock is obtained
from a composition of blocks in previously encoded reference frames. In either
case, a high resolution residual is obtained by taking the difference between the
original and the prediction macroblocks. Let EHR denote this 16 × 16 origi-
nal residual whose samples are classified as a, b, c or d type according to their
coordinates as illustrated in Fig. 16.

aa bb

cc dd

aa bb

cc dd

aa bb

cc dd

aa bb

cc dd

...

... ...

Fig. 16. Pixel classification of EHR

An 8× 8 low resolution base layer representation eLR
0 of the original residual

can be obtained by convolving EHR with the MPEG-4 dyadic filter of Sec. 2.1
and retaining only the a type samples. MAHRVCS mode mLR

0 encodes the out-
put of this operation as the residual by transformation, quantization and entropy
coding. On the decoder side, the received low resolution residual is inverse quan-
tized and transformed yielding qeLR

0 . Next, a 16 × 16 residual block ELR
0 is
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constructed by projecting the samples of qeLR
0 to the high resolution grid and

interpolating the missing values as shown in Fig. 17. Towards this end, d0 val-
ues are computed by averaging the nearest four diagonal qa0 samples, while b0
and c0 are calculated as the mean of the nearest two horizontal and vertical qa0
samples, respectively. Subsequently, the encoder adds ELR

0 to the prediction to
obtain the reconstructed macroblock SLR

0 and calculates the RD cost CLR
0 of

encoding the macroblock in this mode, as given by

CLR
0 = D

(
SLR

0
)

+ λR
(
mLR

0
)
, (12)

where R
(
mLR

0
)

denotes the bitcost of encoding the macroblock with MAHR
mode mLR

0 , λ is Lagrangian parameter supplied by the rate-controller and
D
(
SLR

0
)

is the SSE distortion metric of the reconstructed macroblock. D
(
SLR

0
)

is given by

D
(
SLR

0
)

=
15∑

j=0

15∑
i=0

∣∣SHR(j, i) − SLR
0 (j, i)

∣∣ , (13)

where SHR(j, i) denotes the pixel value at jth row and ith column of the original
macroblock.

The MAHR encoder has the flexibility of encoding eLR
0 as the only residual,

which provides the highest level of compression but it may also lead to un-
wanted distortions. Alternatively, the encoder can choose to reinforce eLR

0 with
the enhancement sub-residuals eLR

1 , eLR
2 and eLR

3 , as associated with the MAHR
modes mLR

1 , mLR
2 and mLR

3 , respectively. Inclusion of sub-residuals causes bit-
cost to increase, while lowering the reconstruction distortion, which offers a grad-
ual RD trade-off mechanism for MAHRVCS.

The 8 × 8 sub-residual eLR
1 is defined as the difference between the d type

values of the original residual EHR and the upsampled base layer residual ELR
0 ,

i.e. d − d0 samples. Following the upsampling of ELR
0 , the encoder extracts
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(b) MAHR mode 1 (c) MAHR mode 2 (d) MAHR mode 3

dδ = d − d0 values and collects them in a separate 8 × 8 block, which shall be
encoded together with eLR

0 , as shown in Fig. 18(b). On the decoder side, received
qeLR

0 is first upsampled, as explained in the previous paragraph, yielding ELR
0 ,

whose d0 samples are refined by the received sub-residual qeLR
1 . Associated RD

cost CLR
1 is also calculated to be used for mode decision later on. Figure 19

illustrates this process.
In order to decrease the distortion of low resolution residual coding even

further, MAHR encoder can choose to send an additional sub-residual enhance-
ment block, eLR

2 or eLR
3 , which can be used to refine the b type or the c type

residual samples, respectively. The 8 × 8 sub-residual eLR
2 is computed as the

difference between the b type values of the original and the upsampled residual
ELR

1 , namely b − b0. Similarly, eLR
3 can be calculated as the c type values of

the difference between the two. MAHRVCS encodes eLR
2 for the low resolution

mode mLR
2 and eLR

3 for mLR
3 , in addition to the base layer eLR

0 and previous
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Fig. 19. Sub-residual refinement process

sub-residual eLR
1 , as illustrated in Fig. 18(c) and Fig. 18(d). At the decoder,

received qeBL is upsampled first, followed by the residual refinement provided
by qeLR

1 and qeLR
2 or qeLR

3 . Finally, RD cost of encoding with mLR
2 or mLR

3 is
calculated separately.

For the purpose of coding the macroblock with the best available method,
the encoder compares the RD cost of the conventional high resolution encoding,
CHR, to the RD costs of the introduced MAHR modes, CLR

0 , CLR
1 , CLR

2 and
CLR

3 . The mode with the lowest RD cost is selected for the current macroblock
encoding type and signalled in the bitstream. A flow diagram of the MAHRVCS
is shown in Fig. 20.

3.2 MAHRVCS Experimental Results

In this section we present the simulation results obtained with the MAHRVCS.
We follow a testing environment similar to the one described in Sec. 2.4.
MAHRVCS was realized by modifying H.264/AVC JM v13.2 software. Baseline
profile with CAVLC entropy coding, IPPP...P GOP structure, single reference
frame motion compensation with SSE distortion metric and quarter-pel motion
accuracy options were utilized. QP was varied in increments of one, in the range
from 14 to 40 and PSNR-Bitrate point for each was computed.

Figure 21 shows two RD curves obtained by encoding Shields sequence with
the conventional H.264/AVC and the MAHRVCS methods. As expected, MAHR
codec provides compression efficiency at low-to-mid range bitrates, by supplying
an optional downsampling of the macroblock residual. MAHRVCS can offer a
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PSNR value of 30.82 dB at 90 Kbits/frame bitrate, while H.264/AVC could only
support a PSNR of 29.7 dB at the close but also higher bitrate of 92 Kbits/frame.
Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show the decoded frames at these bitrates for the two sys-
tems. Presence of severe blocking artifacts are easily noticeable in H.264/AVC
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Fig. 22. Shields H.264/AVC encoded frame (PSNR = 29.7 dB, Rate = 92 Kbits/frame)

Fig. 23. Shields MAHRVCS encoded frame (PSNR = 30.82 dB, Rate = 92
Kbits/frame)

encoded picture, whereas MAHRVCS presents a better subjective quality with
less blockiness. Figure 24 highlights the MAHRVCS encoded macroblocks for
the same frame. Ratio of the low resolution residual macroblocks over the whole
QP range is presented in Fig. 24. At low bitrates, corresponding to the high QP
values, MAHRVCS macroblock ratio is high, which accounts for the observed
compression improvement. The ratio starts dropping as the bitrate is increased
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Fig. 24. Shields MAHRVCS macroblock distribution
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Fig. 25. Shields MAHRVCS macroblock ratio vs. QP

because. At high bitrates the conventional system has enough bandwidth allo-
cated to the residual values with small step sizes. Downsampling of these resid-
uals causes information loss which cannot be recovered with interpolation or
residual refinement, making the associated RD costs of the MAHRVCS encod-
ing modes higher. Since the encoder decides the downsampling strategy based
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on the RD cost, ratio of the low resolution residual macroblocks also diminishes
and the MAHRVCS coding performance merges with that of H.264/AVC.

4 Conclusion

This work describes a general framework for a macroblock adaptive mixed res-
olution video encoding system. Towards this end, we started with a general de-
scription of a block based motion compensated video coding system. In Sec. 1.3
we provided the principle of low resolution video coding. We established that
downsampling prior to compression provides coding efficiency at low bitrates by
increasing the allocated bits per pixel ratio. A common shortcoming of the pre-
vious methods is the lack of flexibility in the downsampling process. Mentioned
systems downsample the whole image frame prior to the compression, which
provides coding efficiency only at low bitrates. At high bitrates, the low resolu-
tion encoding system performance is clipped by the loss of information during
the resolution scaling process, whereas at low bitrates, the codec performance
is dominated by the large quantization step size. Therefore, these systems are
unable to compete with the conventional compression systems over a wide range
of bitrates.

Motivated by the shortcomings of the previous systems, we introduced the
RAMB encoder in Sec. 2, which adjust the downsampling strategy on a mac-
roblock level. In another words, RAMB codec chooses to encode a macroblock
in the low resolution if the RD cost of this mode is less than the RD cost of
the conventional high resolution encoding. This flexibility in the downsampling
strategy exposes itself in a positive way, as shown by the experimental results in
Sec. 2.4. These results illustrate that the RAMB system offers substantial com-
pression efficiency especially at low bitrates, while still providing a comparable
performance to that of the conventional encoders at high bitrates.

In Sec. 3 we described the MAHR video coding system, where the macroblock
adaptive downsampling idea was applied to the residual samples. In order to
improve the downsampling scheme even further, we introduced three additional
sub-residual encoding modes. Realization of these extra modes offers a more
refined RD trade-off mechanism among the low resolution residual coding modes.
As shown by the experimental results in Sec. 3.2, proposed MAHR video coding
system offers coding efficiency especially at low bitrates, while providing on par
performance with H.264/AVC at higher bitrates.

As a conclusion, this work addresses the shortcomings of the previous low
resolution video encoding systems by providing flexible downsampling capability
at the macroblock level. Experimental results of the two proposed systems show
that realization of the described algorithms makes the low resolution encoding
ideology a plausible option for multimodal video compression systems.
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Summary. With advances in the broadband Internet access technology and the coding
techniques, video streaming services have become increasingly popular. Traditionally,
video streaming services are deployed in the client/server architecture. However, this
centralized architecture cannot provide streaming to a large population of users due
to the limited upload capacity from the server. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology has
recently become a promising approach to provide live streaming services or Video-on-
Demand (VoD) services to a huge number of the concurrent users over a global area.
P2P streaming systems can be classified into P2P live streaming systems and P2P VoD
systems. In a P2P live streaming system, a live video is disseminated to all users in real
time. The video playbacks on all users are synchronized. In a P2P VoD system, users can
choose any video they like and start to watch it at any time. The playbacks of the same
video on different users are not synchronized. Depending on the approaches of overlay
constructions, P2P live streaming systems can be categorized into tree-based P2P live
streaming systems and mesh-based P2P live streaming systems. In tree-based P2P live
streaming systems, the video streams are delivered over a single application-layer tree
or multiple application-layer trees. In mesh-based P2P live streaming systems, each
peer exchanges the data with a set of neighbors. VoD services provide more flexibility
and interactivity to users. Depending on the forwarding approaches, P2P VoD systems
can be categorized into buffer-forwarding systems, storage-forwarding systems, and
hybrid-forwarding systems. In P2P VoD systems, prefetching scheme enables peers to
download the future segments which are away from the current playback position, thus
increasing the playback continuity.

1 Introduction

With advances in broadband Internet access technology and the coding tech-
niques, video streaming services have become increasingly popular. For example,
YouTube [1], a video-sharing service which streams its videos to users on-
demand, has attracted about 20 million views a day [2]. Video traffic is expected
to be the dominating traffic on the Internet in the near future.

Conventionally there are several approaches that can be used to deliver video
streams to the users. We can roughly categorize the traditional approaches into
two categories: unicast-based and multicast-based [3].

C.W. Chen et al. (Eds.): Intel. Multimedia Communication: Tech. and Appli., SCI 280, pp. 195–215.
springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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In unicast-based approaches, a unicast session is established for every user.
There are three unicast approaches to deliver streaming video over the Internet:
centralized, proxy, and Content Delivery Network (CDN) [3].

In centralized approach, a powerful server with a high-bandwidth is deployed
to serve video streams to the users. This approach is easy to deploy and manage.
However, there are drawbacks for the centralized approach. First, there is a risk
of single point of failure on the server since all of the users request the services
from it. Second, it is not scalable. The server consumes a corresponding amount
of bandwidth for each user. When the number of the users is increased to a
certain level, the server may not be able to support them due to the bandwidth
constraint. For example, if a video is encoded in MPEG-4 format (∼ 1.5 Mbps),
a streaming server connected to the Internet through a T3 link (∼ 45 Mb/s) can
only support about 30 simultaneous users.

In the proxy approach, proxy servers are deployed near the client domains to
cache a fraction of each video. The users can receive a part of the video from
the proxy server near them. Therefore, this approach relieves the burden of the
streaming server and the traffic load across the Wide Area Network (WAN).
However, this approach requires deploying and managing proxies at many loca-
tions, which increases the cost.

In CDN approach, the video streams are delivered by the third party, known as
the CDN. Content delivery networks, such as Akamai [4], deploy many servers at
the edge of the Internet. The user can request the video from the most suitable
server. CDN effectively shortens the users’ startup delays, reduces the traffic
across the WAN. However, the cost for CDN approach is quite high since the
CDN operator charges the video provider for every megabyte served.

The multicast-based approaches serve multiple users using the same stream,
which is bandwidth efficient. The network-layer multicast establishes a tree over
the internal routers with the users as the leaves of the tree. Though network-layer
multicast is efficient, it is not widely deployed due to the following reasons. First,
network-layer multicast requires routers to maintain per-group state, which in-
troduces high complexity at the IP layer. Second, it is difficult for the transport
layer to provide flow control and congestion control in the network-layer multi-
cast. In a word, the lack of incentive to install multicast-capable routers prevents
the network-layer multicast from wide deployment [5]. Therefore, network-layer
multicast is not a feasible solution for delivering video streams to all the users.

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology has recently become a promising approach to
build distributed and scalable network applications [6, 7]. The basic design phi-
losophy of P2P is to encourage users to act as both clients and servers, namely
as peers. In a P2P network, a peer not only downloads the data from other sup-
plying peers who are buffering or storing them, but also uploads the downloaded
data to other requesting peers who are requesting them. The upload bandwidth
of end users is efficiently utilized to offload the bandwidth burdens placed on
the servers [8].

Since the appearance of Napster [9], a P2P file sharing service, in early 1999,
P2P networks have experienced tremendous growth. In 2003, P2P became the
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most popular web application. At the end of 2004, P2P traffic represented over
60% of the total Internet traffic, dwarfing Web browsing [10]. This rapid success
was fueled by file transfer networks which allow users to swap the blocks of a
file, despite the large time often necessary to complete a download. Recently
P2P technology has been employed to provide video streaming services [6, 7].
Several P2P streaming systems have been deployed to provide Video-on-Demand
(VoD) or live video streaming services on the Internet [11, 12, 13]. On January
28, 2006, more than 200,000 simultaneous users watched the live broadcast of
Chinese Spring Festival Show on PPLive [11] at bit rates from 400 to 800 kpbs.
The aggregate required bandwidth reaches 100 gigabits/second [14].

The P2P network systems can be classified into P2P file-sharing systems and
P2P streaming systems. In P2P file-sharing systems, users need to download the
whole file before it can be used. A file is divided into multiple blocks. Each user
downloads the unavailable blocks from the peers who have those blocks. There
are no timing constraints on downloading a block of the file. Rather, the total
download time is more important. In P2P video streaming systems, a user plays
the video while it is being downloading. Timing constraints are crucial to the
streaming service, since a packet arriving after its playback deadline is useless.

P2P streaming systems can be categorized into P2P live streaming systems
and P2P VoD systems. In a P2P live streaming system, a live video is dissemi-
nated to all users in real time. The video playbacks on all users are synchronized.
In other words, all users watch almost the same position of the same video. A
typical example of P2P live streaming systems is P2P IPTV, which is used to
broadcast the TV programs to all the participating users. In a P2P VoD system,
users can choose any video they like and start to watch it at any time. The
playbacks of the same video on different users are not synchronized. In other
words, each user watches a different position of the same video.

A video file is composed of multiple blocks. The exchanges of the blocks in
different P2P network systems are compared in Fig. 1. In a P2P file-sharing
system, the file is not played until all of the blocks of the file have been down-
loaded completely, thus the receiving peer can download any of the unavailable
blocks from a supplying peer who is storing them, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
downloaded blocks are stored in the disk and will be served to the other peers.
In P2P streaming systems, each peer maintains a buffer to cache the recently
downloaded blocks before and after the current playback position. In a P2P live
streaming system, users have close playback positions, such that they can ex-
change the available blocks in their buffer with each other, which is depicted in
Fig. 1(b). The small variation of the playback times is caused by the different
delivery delays. In a P2P VoD system, different users have different playback po-
sitions for the same video. The peer with a earlier playback position can forward
the recently played blocks in the buffer to the other peer with a later playback
position, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the P2P
live streaming systems are described. In Section 3, the P2P VoD systems are
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Fig. 1. The exchanges of the blocks between two peers in different P2P systems: (a)
P2P file-sharing systems, (b) P2P live streaming systems, and (c) P2P VoD systems

presented. Finally, we discuss the future research directions in Section 4 and
give the summary in Section 5, respectively.

2 P2P Live Streaming Systems

Based on the overlay structure, P2P live streaming systems can be broadly
classified into tree-based P2P live streaming systems and mesh-based P2P live
streaming systems.

2.1 Tree-Based P2P Live Streaming Systems

Though network-layer multicast is efficient in broadcasting a video to all users, it
is not widely accepted largely due to the router overhead of managing multicast
groups and the complexity of transport control for multicast sessions [5]. There-
fore the multicast function is moved from the network layer to the application
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a single-tree based P2P live streaming system

layer. In a tree-Based P2P live streaming systems, a single application-layer tree
or multiple application-layer trees are constructed to deliver the video streams.

Single-Tree Based P2P Live Streaming Systems

In a single-tree based P2P live streaming system, users participating in a live
video streaming session can form a tree at the application layer. The root of the
tree is the server. Each user joins the tree at a certain level. It receives the video
from its parent peer at the level above and forward the received video to its child
peers at the level below. End System Multicast (ESM) [15] is a typical example
of single-tree based P2P live streaming systems.

A single-tree based P2P live streaming system with ten peers is illustrated
in Fig. 2. At level 1, there are 2 peers (e.g., Peer 1 and Peer 2) receiving video
directly from the server. At level 2, there are 4 peers (e.g., Peers 3-6), receiving
video from their parents at level 1 and forwarding the received video to their
corresponding child peer(s) at level 3. At level 3, there are 4 peers (e.g., Peers
7-10). The peers without any child peer are called leaf nodes. In Fig. 2, the leaf
nodes include Peer 4 and Peers 7-10. The peers with at least one child peer are
called internal nodes.

In the construction of a application-layer tree for live streaming, there are
two considerations: the depth of the tree and the fan-out of the internal nodes.
In a single tree, peers receive the video streams from its parent peers at the
upper level. To reduce the delays for the peers at the bottom level, a tree with a
smaller depth is desired. With a smaller depth, the fan-out of the internal nodes
is increased. In other words, the internal nodes need to upload video streams to
more child peers in order to reduce the depth of the tree. However, the maximum
fan-out degree of a peer is constrained by its uploading bandwidth.
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Peers may join or leave a live streaming session at any time. Therefore tree
maintenance is important. Tree construction and maintenance can be managed
in either a centralized or a distributed fashion. In a centralized solution, a central
server controls the tree construction and recovery. When a peer joins the system,
it first contacts the server. Based on the existing topology and the characteristics
of the newly joined peer, such as its location and network access capacity, the
server decides the position of the new peer in the tree and notifies it which parent
peer to connect to. A peer might leave the session at any time either gracefully
or unexpectedly (e.g., machine crashes). After a peer leaves, all its descendants
in the tree get isolated from the server and cannot receive the video. In such
a case, the isolated peers can contact the the central server, who then assigns
each of the isolated peers to a new parent peer in the tree. The drawback of
the centralized management is the performance bottleneck and the single point
of failure on the central server. To combat this, various distributed algorithms
for tree construction and maintenance have been proposed. In ZIGZAG [16],
a peer-join can be accomplished without asking more than O(log N) existing
peers where N is the peer population, and a failure can be recovered quickly
and regionally with a constant number of reconnections and no affection on the
server.

There are two major drawbacks for single-tree based P2P live streaming sys-
tems. First, the departure of a peer causes the isolation of all of its descendants
from the video source. Second, all the leaf nodes do not contribute their upload-
ing bandwidths, which degrades the efficiency of the peer bandwidth utilization.
A remedy to those drawbacks is a multiple-tree based P2P streaming system.

Multiple-Tree Based P2P Live Streaming Systems

To improve the resiliency of the tree and the bandwidth utilization of the peers,
multiple-tree based approaches have been proposed [17]. In multiple-tree based
P2P live streaming systems, the video is encoded into multiple sub-streams, and
each sub-stream is delivered over one tree. The quality received by a peer depends
on the number of sub-streams that it receives. There are two key advantages for
the multiple-tree solution. First, if a peer fails or leaves, all its descendants lose
the sub-stream delivered from that peer, but they still receive the sub-streams
delivered over the other trees. Therefore, all its descendants can receive a coarse
video quality in case of a loss of a sub-stream. Second, a peer has different roles
in different trees. It might be an internal node in one tree and a leaf node in
another tree. When a peer is an internal node in a tree, its upload bandwidth
will be utilized to upload the sub-stream delivered over that tree. To achieve
high bandwidth utilization, a peer with a high upload bandwidth can supply
sub-streams in more trees [5].

Fig. 3 illustrates a multiple-tree based P2P live streaming system with 7 peers.
The server encodes the video into 2 sub-streams and then distributes them into
tree 1 and tree 2, respectively. Each sub-stream has a bit rate s/2, where s is
the source rate. Peers 1, 2 and 3 are internal nodes in the left tree and leaf
nodes in the right tree, Peers 5, 6 and 7 are internal nodes in the right tree
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a multiple-tree based P2P live streaming system

and leaf nodes in the left tree. Each of Peers 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 uploads a sub-
stream of rate s/2 to two child peers. Peer 4 serves as leaf nodes in both trees.
Therefore it contribute zero upload bandwidth to the system. If a peer leaves the
system, its descendants can still receive a sub-stream from the other trees. For
example, if Peer 1 leaves, the left tree is disconnected from the server. However,
the descendants of Peer 1 (e.g., Peers 2-7) can receive a sub-stream delivered over
the right tree. They can watch the video at a coarse quality without interruption
in case of peer departure.

2.2 Mesh-Based P2P Live Streaming Systems

In single-tree based P2P live streaming systems, a peer receives the streams from
a single parent. If the peer’s parent leaves, the peer will receive nothing until it
is connected to a new parent. In multiple-tree based P2P live streaming systems,
a peer receives a sub-stream from the parent in the corresponding tree. If the
parent in the tree leaves, the received video quality at the peer will be degraded.
Therefore, peer dynamics make tree maintenance a challenging and costly task
in tree-based P2P live streaming systems.

To combat the peer dynamics, many recent P2P streaming systems use mesh-
based streaming approach [6, 19]. In mesh-based P2P live streaming systems,
each peer exchanges the data with a set of neighbors. If one neighbor leaves, the
peer can still download the video data from the remaining neighbors. Meanwhile,
the peers will add other peers into its neighbor set. Each peer can receive data
from multiple supplying peers in mesh-based streaming systems, instead of a
single parent in single-tree based streaming systems. Thus mesh-based streaming
systems are robust against peer dynamics. The major challenges in mesh-based
P2P live streaming systems are neighborhood formation and data scheduling,
which will be discussed in details as follows.
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Neighborhood Formation

In mesh-based P2P streaming systems, each peer downloads the video data from
its neighbors. Let’s first look at how a peer finds its neighbors. The process for
finding the neighbors consists of 3 steps as shown in Fig. 4. At the beginning,
the peer (e.g., peer 1 in Fig. 4) sends out a query message to the channel server
to obtain an updated channel list, from which peer 1 chooses a channel to watch
(step 1). Next, peer 1 reports its own information, such as IP address and port
number, to the tracker, who then provides peer 1 a peer list that contains a
random subset of active peers in the channel (step 2). The tracker in a P2P
streaming system is responsible for keeping track of the active peers for each
channel. After receiving a peer list, peer 1 will send connection requests to some
remote peers on the peer list (step 3). If a connection request is accepted by a
remote peer, peer 1 will add the remote peer into its neighbor list. After obtaining
sufficient neighbors in the neighbor list, the neighborhood of peer 1 is formed,
and then peer 1 starts to exchange video content with its neighbors.

Due to peer dynamics, the neighbor list of a peer may be stale. Therefore, a
peer needs to periodically update its neighbor list. A peer can retrieve a new
peer list from the tracker periodically, and then find the neighbors from the peer
list. It can also exchange the peer list with its neighbors, and then find the new
neighbors from the updated peer list.

If a peer leaves the session gracefully, it will notify the tracker and its neighbors
of its departure such that its information can be removed from their peer lists
immediately. If a peer leaves unexpectedly such as computer crashes, the failure
of the peer can be detected by regular heartbeat messages. A peer will remove the

Peer 1

Tracker

Channel server

Peer 2

Peer 3 (neighbor)
Peer 6

1 2
3

3

3
3

3

Peer 4 (neighbor)
Peer 5 (neighbor)

Fig. 4. Neighborhood formation in mesh-based P2P live streaming systems
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Fig. 5. Different push-based schemes in mesh-based P2P live streaming systems: (a)
Random Peer / Latest Blind Block (RP/LBB), (b) Random Peer / Latest Useful Block
(RP/LUB), (c) Most Deprived Peer / Latest Useful Block (MDP/LUB), and (d) Most
Deprived Peer / Random Useful Block (MDP/RUB)
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information of a neighbor from its neighbor list if it has not received a heartbeat
message from the neighbor within a timeout period.

If the peer has more neighbors in its neighbor list, it can download the miss-
ing blocks from more sources simultaneously, thus increasing the throughput.
However, connections with more neighbors introduce a higher communication
overhead. In order to achieve a higher streaming performance, a peer can pe-
riodically update its neighbor list by rejecting the old neighbors with a low
performance (e.g., a low upload bandwidth) and admitting the new neighbors
with a higher performance (e.g., a high upload bandwidth). There is a tradeoff on
the frequency of neighbor update. If a peer updates its neighbor list frequently,
it can achieve a higher video quality at the price of a higher communication
overhead.

In neighborhood formation, a peer contacts some peers in its peer list, and
then negotiates with the remote peers on establishment of neighbor relationship.
It is a challenging issue on neighbor selection. A better neighbor list helps to
improve the data exchange between the peer and its neighbors. The decision of
the neighbor relationship is made based on the following considerations [5]: 1)
the available resources on both peers, such as the number of connections, upload
bandwidth, download bandwidth, CPU and memory usage; 2) the quality of the
potential overlay link between the two peers, which can be characterized by the
transmission delay and packet loss rate; 3) the complementariness of the video
content, which means that the video blocks available at a peer are needed by
the other peer and vice versa.

Data Scheduling

In tree-based P2P live streaming systems, video streams flow from the source to
all peers along the tree. In mesh-based P2P live streaming systems, the concept
of video stream becomes invalid. Instead, a peer maintains a buffer to cache the
video data. The video player reads the data in the buffer and then plays the
video on the screen. A video is divided into multiple blocks. A block is the basic
unit for data exchange among peers. Each block is identified with a unique se-
quence number. A peer downloads the blocks from its neighbors who have them
in their buffer, at the same time the peer uploads the buffered blocks to those
neighbors who are requesting them. The data scheduling algorithm has a great
impact to the performance of P2P live streaming systems. Depending on whether
the supplying peer or the receiving peer performs the data scheduling, the data
scheduling algorithms can be categorized into push-based schemes and pull-based
schemes. Push-based schemes are more suitable for upload-constrained systems,
since the supplying peer can fully utilize its upload capacity to disseminate the
blocks to its neighbors. On the other hand, pull-based schemes are more appro-
priate for download-constrained systems, since the receiving peer can adjust the
rate of block requests according to its download capacity.

Let’s first look at push-based schemes. Depending on selections of the desti-
nation peer and the video block, push-based scheme can be one of the following
scheduling schemes [20]:
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1. Random Peer / Latest Blind Block (RP/LBB). In this scheme, the supplying
peer first chooses uniformly at random a destination peer from the neigh-
bor list. The supplying peer then chooses the most recent block (e.g., the
block with the highest sequence number) in its buffer, and pushes it to the
destination peer.

2. Random Peer / Latest Useful Block (RP/LUB). In this scheme, the sup-
plying peer first chooses uniformly at random a destination peer from the
neighbor list. The supplying peer then chooses the most recent block that is
not available in the destination peer, and pushes it to the destination peer.

3. Most Deprived Peer / Latest Useful Block (MDP/LUB). In this scheme, the
supplying peer first chooses the destination peer from the neighbor list such
that the number of the blocks that are available at the supplying peer but
not at the destination peer is maximized. The supplying peer then chooses
the most recent block that is not available in the destination peer, and pushes
it to the destination peer.

4. Most Deprived Peer / Random Useful Block (MDP/RUB). In this scheme,
the supplying peer first chooses the destination peer from the neighbor list
such that the number of the blocks that are available at the supplying peer
but not at the destination peer is maximized. The supplying peer then
chooses uniformly at random a block from the blocks that are available at
the supplying peer but not available at the destination peer, and pushes it
to the destination peer.

Fig. 5 illustrates different push-based schemes. Peer 1 is the supplying peer,
and Peers 2-4 are the neighbors of Peer 1. In the RP/LBB scheme shown in
Fig. 5(a), Peer 1 randomly chooses a neighbor (assumed to be Peer 4), and then
blindly pushes the most recent block (e.g., Block 7) to Peer 4. However Peer 4
already has Block 7 in its buffer, so the pushed block is redundant thus useless.
In the RP/LUB scheme shown in Fig. 5(b), Peer 1 pushes the latest useful block
(e.g., Block 6) to the randomly chosen neighbor (e.g., peer 4 in this case). As
shown in Fig. 5, the most deprived peer is Peer 2 since it has the maximal
number of unavailable blocks that are available at Peer 1. In the MDP/LUB
scheme shown in Fig. 5(c), Peer 1 pushes the latest useful block (e.g., Block 3)
to Peer 2. In the MDP/RUB scheme shown in Fig. 5(d), the useful block set
between Peer 1 and Peer 2 are Blocks 1-3. Peer 1 randomly chooses a block from
the useful block set (assumed to be Block 2) and then pushes it to Peer 2.

In pull-based schemes, the receiving peer performs the data scheduling, in-
stead of the supplying peer in push-based schemes. In a mesh-based P2P live
streaming system using pull, each peer maintains a buffer map to indicate the
block availability in its buffer. Each peer broadcasts its buffer map to its neigh-
bors periodically. Therefore each peer knows which block is available at which
neighbor. The task of the pull-based scheme is to specify which block should be
requested from which neighbor. As shown in Fig. 6, the receiving peer (e.g., Peer
1) is missing Blocks 4-8 in its buffer. After exchanging the buffer map with its
neighbors (e.g., Peers 2-4), Peer 1 decides to request Block 4 from Peer 2, Block
5 from Peer 4, and Block 6 from Peer 3.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of a pull-based scheme in mesh-based P2P live streaming systems

In the example shown in Fig. 6, one may ask a question: why does Peer 1
request Block 4 from Peer 2 instead of Peer 4? To answer the question, we need
to consider the upload bandwidth of the neighbor and the available blocks at that
neighbor. In the illustrated example, Block 5 is only available at Peer 4. Therefore
Peer 1 has to pull Block 5 from Peer 4. Suppose that each neighbor has the
identical upload bandwidth. Peer 1 decides to pull Block 4 from Peer 2 instead of
Peer 4 since Peer 4 has less remaining upload bandwidth after uploading Block 5.
Essentially it is a scheduling optimization problem, which has been investigated
in [21]. In [21], each block is assigned a priority, which is a Lagrangian sum of
the rarity factor and the emergency factor. The rarity factor is used to represent
the distribution of the blocks in the neighborhood. The rarest block is given
the highest rarity factor. The emergency factor is used to represent the time
constraints of the blocks. The block closest to the playback deadline is given the
highest emergency factor. The scheduling optimization problem is formulated
as: to maximize the sum of priorities of all of the currently requested blocks in
a mesh-based P2P live streaming system under the bandwidth constraints.

To avoid the delivery of the redundant blocks, the scheduling peer (e.g., the
supplying peer in the push-based schemes and the receiving peer in the pull-based
schemes) needs to periodically acquire the block availabilities from its neighbors,
which introduces more communication overhead and additional delays in block
retrieval.

3 P2P VoD Systems

Different from live streaming systems in which each user watches almost the same
position of the video, VoD service allows users to watch any point of video at
any time. VoD provides more flexibility and interactivity to users, thus attracting
more users recently. In a VoD service, each user starts watching the video at a
different time, and users may seek to a new position in the video at any time.
Therefore different users are watching different positions of the same video at
a given instant. Due to the asynchrony of the users, the approaches of overlay
construction in P2P VoD systems are different from those in P2P live streaming
systems. In P2P live streaming systems, any peer can be a potential supplying
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peer (e.g., parent in tree-based systems or neighbor in mesh-based systems) of
the another peer since they are watching almost the same position. However, a
peer in a P2P VoD system has to select a supplying peer from those candidates
who have the requested content.

Depending on the forwarding approach, the existing P2P VoD systems can
be classified into three categories: buffer-forwarding P2P VoD systems [22, 23],
storage-forwarding P2P VoD systems [24, 25], and hybrid-forwarding P2P VoD
systems [26]. In buffer-forwarding systems, each peer buffers the recently received
content, and forwards it to the child peers. In storage-forwarding systems, the
blocks of the video are disseminated over the storage of peers. When a peer wants
to watch a video, it first looks for the supplying peers who are storing the content,
and then requests the content from them. In hybrid-forwarding systems, a peer
may have both buffer-forwarding parents and the storage-forwarding parents,
and receive the video content from both kinds of parents.

3.1 Buffer-Forwarding P2P VoD Systems

In buffer-forwarding P2P VoD systems, each peer maintains a buffer to cache
the recently received video content around the playback position. The buffered
content can be used to serve other peers who have a close viewing point. Fig. 7
shows the buffer at a peer. The start time of the buffer at Peer k is denoted as
tSk , the end time of the buffer at Peer k is denoted as tEk , and the playback time
at Peer k is denoted as tPk . Suppose that a supplying peer, Peer k, transmits the
buffered packets to a receiving peer, Peer j, over an overlay link, Link l. With
an initial playback delay T I

j , Peer j requests the packets with timestamps larger
than (tPj +T I

j ). Therefore, only the packets within a transmission sliding window
at Peer k are eligible for transmission to Peer j. In order to be a supplying peer
to Peer j, Peer k needs to 1) have a larger playback time than Peer j, and 2)
have a buffer overlap with Peer j [27].

tj
Ptj

S tj
E

tk
Ptk

S tk
E

Tj
I

Lw

Peer k

Peer j

Transmission sliding window

Fig. 7. Buffer overlap between the supplying peer and the receiving peer in buffer-
forwarding P2P VoD systems
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Fig. 8. Overlay constructions in buffer-forwarding P2P VoD systems: (a) tree-based,
and (b) mesh-based

Fig. 8 illustrates the overlay constructions in buffer-forwarding P2P VoD sys-
tems. Each peer watches the video from the beginning and caches 10 minutes
worth of content in its buffer. Fig. 8(a) shows the tree-based overlay construction
in which each peer is connected to a single parent (e.g., supplying peer). In Fig.
8(a), Peer 1 arrives at the 1st minute, and it receives the video from the server.
Peer 2 and Peer 3 arrive at the 4th and the 7th minute, respectively. Both peers
discover that peer 1 is eligible for the parent of them. Therefore they establish
overlay links from Peer 1 and receive the streams from it, respectively. Similarly
Peer 4 and Peer 5 find its parent in the same way. When Peer 6 joins the system
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at the 40th minute, it cannot find an eligible supplying peer. Therefore Peer 6
has to ask for the video from the server directly. As shown in Fig. 8(a), a tree-
based architecture is formed if each peer is required to be connected to only a
single parent.

If each peer is connected to multiple parents, a mesh-based overlay is formed.
In the example shown in Fig. 8(b), each peer has two parents except Peer 1
and Peer 6, who have only one parent (e.g., the server). The maximal supported
streaming rate in mesh-based architecture is improved compared to the tree-
based architecture, since the upload bandwidth of each peer is utilized in a
better way. In addition, the mesh-based overlay is more resilient to peer dynamics
since each peer can receive the content supplies from multiple sources. However,
each peer needs to address content reconciliation in mesh-based overaly, which
introduces extra communication overhead.

3.2 Storage-Forwarding P2P VoD Systems

In buffer-forwarding P2P VoD systems, a peer receives the video content from
its parents. If the parents jump to other positions in the video, the peer needs
to search for new parents again. In storage-forwarding P2P VoD systems, each
video is divided into multiple segments, which are distributed among peers. A
peer receives the video content from the storage peers who are possessing the
requested segment. Each storage peer would not change the video segments that
it stores during its lifetime, and hence its activities (i.e., jumping) do not affect
its children. VMesh [24] is an example of storage-forwarding P2P VoD systems.
In VMesh, a peer randomly stores one or multiple video segments in its local
storage. The segment would be served to other peers. If a new peer joins the
system, it performs the following procedure [24]:

1. It searches for the segment that it wants to watch using the Distributed Hash
Table (DHT).

2. It contacts the returned list of peers.
3. The contacted peers, if they have enough bandwidth, become the peer’s

parents for supplying the requested segment. Multiple parents are used for
fault tolerance purpose.

4. When the peer nearly consumes its current segment, it contacts the other
peers who are holding the next segment.

5. If the peer performs a random seek to another position which is not far away
from the current position, it can simply follow its forward/backward pointers
in the video mesh to contact the new parents. If the new position is too far
away, it triggers another DHT search for the destination segment.

3.3 Hybrid-Forwarding P2P VoD Systems

In buffer-forwarding P2P VoD systems, the peers redistribute their buffered con-
tent to their child peers, thus offloading the server burden. However, buffer-
forwarding systems are less resilient to peer dynamics. If the parents of a peer
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Fig. 9. Illustration of a hybrid-forwarding P2P VoD system

perform random seeks and jump away from the current position, this peer needs
to search for the new parents. In storage-forwarding P2P VoD systems, the stor-
age peers do not change the stored segments thus providing a table services.
However, the achievable throughput in storage-forwarding systems is low due to
the limitation of the total upload capacity.

To overcome these drawbacks, a hybrid-forwarding P2P VoD system is pro-
posed in [26], which improves the throughput by integrating both the buffer-
forwarding approach and the storage-forwardingapproach. In a hybrid-forwarding
system, the peers watching the same video form an overlay using the buffer-
forwarding approach. In the example shown in Fig. 9, Peers 1-6 form video-1
buffer-forwarding overlay, and Peers 9-13 and 1 form video-2 buffer-forwarding
overlay. Please note that the server (e.g., Peer 1 in the example) participates in all
of the video overlays since it contains the contents of all the videos. In the hybrid-
forwarding architecture, each peer is encouraged or required to replicate in its stor-
age one or multiple segments of the video that it has watched before. The stored
segments can be used to serve other peers. Therefore, the upload bandwidth of
the idle peers can be utilized since they can contribute their stored segments to
other peers. In the hybrid-forwarding architecture, peers may have both buffer-
forwarding links and storage-forwarding links. For example, Peer 10 in Fig. 9 for-
wards its buffered content to Peer 11 and Peer 12 in video-2 overlay, meanwhile
it also forwards its stored content to Peer 4 in video-1 overlay. The two kinds of
outgoing links compete for the limited upload bandwidth. By allocating a larger
portion of the upload bandwidth to the peers watching a high prioritized video
(e.g., paid program) compared to those watching a low prioritized video (e.g., free
program), service differentiation among videos can be implemented. Furthermore,
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the hybrid-forwarding architecture is robust to random seeks because the stored
content is a stable source unless the supplier shuts down the P2P application.
For example, when the buffer-forwarding parents (e.g., Peers 2 and 3) of Peer 4,
both jump to other positions, Peer 4 still has a stream supply from its storage-
forwarding parent (e.g., Peer 10), which maintains the continuous playback.

In the overlay construction, the peers watching the same video are first or-
ganized into a buffer-forwarding overlay using one of the existing approaches
in [22, 23], then each peer locates the storage-forwarding parents either in a
centralized way [25] or in a distributed way [24] and connect itself to them.

3.4 Prefetching Schemes

In a P2P VoD system, if a peer has extra bandwidth, it can prefetch video
content from other peers. Prefetching is a behavior that a peer downloads the
future segments which are away from the current playback position. Prefetching
is an effective way to combat the peer dynamics [28, 23]. In the following, we
first describe the prefetching scheme to combat peer churn (e.g., dynamic peer
arrivals or departures), and then examine the prefetching scheme to combat peer
seeking behaviors.

Prefetching Scheme to Combat Peer Churn

A P2P VoD system is said to be in the surplus state if the average upload
bandwidth among all the peers is higher than the streaming rate, and in the
deficit state if the average upload bandwidth is lower than the streaming rate
[23]. Due to the dynamic arrivals or departures of the peers, a P2P VoD system
may be instantaneously in a surplus or deficit state. When the system enters
a deficit state, the server needs to supplement the peers’ uploading in order to
satisfy the real-time demands. If peers prefetch the future segments when the
system is in a surplus state, the server stress can potentially be reduced.

The challenge of the prefeching scheme is how to utilize the upload bandwidth
of each peer in a better way. The paper [23] presents a water-leveling prefeching
scheme, in which all users’ buffer are treated as water tanks, and the buffer
with the lowest level is filled first. The water-leveling prefeching scheme can be
implemented via the following three steps.

1. The required rate supplied from the server for each peer is determined. The
remaining upload bandwidth at each peer is recorded.

2. Let gi be the growth rate of peer i, which represents the extra upload band-
widths assigned to peer i in addition to its real-time demand. Each peer can
utilize its remaining upload bandwidth to serve content to the peers with
later playback positions. The upload bandwidth assignment is performed
from peer (n−1) to peer 1. For peer (n−1), its remaining upload bandwidth
is assigned to the later peer (e.g., peer n). For peer (n − 2), its remaining
upload bandwidth is assigned to the one with the smaller buffer level among
the later peers (e.g., peer n and peer (n − 1)). The process is repeated in a
similar way until the remaining upload bandwidth of peer 1 is assigned.
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3. If the upload bandwidth is assigned just based on Step 1 and Step 2, a later
peer may be allocated with a higher growth rate than an earlier peer such
that its buffer point may surpass the earlier peer. Therefore, in order to
guarantee the order of the buffer points, we shred off the growth rates of
those peers who have already caught up with earlier peers, and re-assign
extra bandwidths to later peers.

Prefetching Scheme to Combat Frequent Seeks

In P2P VoD systems, users usually do not play the video successively and pas-
sively. Instead, users perform seeks quite frequently [29]. The reasons for these
seeking behaviors are: 1) some users may feel that the current segment is boring,
so they jump away from it; 2) some users may not have sufficient time to watch
the whole video and just want to browse the exciting or interesting segments.
The seeking behaviors place a great challenge to the playback continuity.

To deal with the frequent seeks in P2P VoD systems, the concept of guided
seeks is proposed in [30]. A guided seek is different from a random seek in
that it is performed based on the segment access information, which is learned
from the seeking statistics in the previous and/or concurrent sessions. Typically,
the popular segments are visited more frequently, thus the access count of a
segment approximately reflects its popularity. With guidance, users can jump
to the desired positions in the video quickly and efficiently. For example, a user
watching an on-demand soccer match may want to just watch the segments with
goals. However, he or she does not know where the scenes with goals are. In the
VoD applications with guidance, the system can provide an indicating bar of the
segment popularity in the media player, with a grey scale indicating the degree
of the popularity for each segment. This user can just drag the progress bar
to the position in dark color since the segment in dark color is popular, thus
containing the goal scenes with a higher probability.

In order to provide guidance to users, the segment access probability needs
to be obtained. The segment access probability is a two-dimensional Probability
Density Function (PDF), denoted as P (x, y), representing the probability that
a user performs a seek from the start segment x to the destination segment
y. P (x, y) can be learned from the seeking statistics in the previous and/or
concurrent sessions.

In [30], an optimal prefetching framework is proposed for P2P VoD applica-
tions with guided seeks. The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 10. It consists
of two modules: the seeking statistics aggregation and the optimal prefetching
scheme. In the seeking statistics aggregation, the seeking statistics are repre-
sented by the hybrid sketches [30] to prevent the message size from growing
linearly. The peer retrieves a set of random neighbors from the tracker, and then
gossips the hybrid sketches with them. Based on the aggregated seeking statis-
tics, the peer estimates the segment access probability P (x, y), which is used
for the design of the optimal prefetching scheme, and is also used to guide the
user to perform efficient seeks. The module of the optimal prefetching scheme
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Fig. 10. Optimal prefetching framework in P2P VoD systems with guided seeks

takes the segment access probability P (x, y) as input, and then determines the
optimal segments for prefetching and the optimal cache replacement policy.

4 Future Research Directions

Despite a variety of progresses made in P2P streaming systems, there remain a
number of important open issues as follows.

1. Users in P2P streaming systems would like to receive the video at a high
quality. However, what is the maximal quality that can be achieved in a P2P
streaming system is still an open problem. The maximal quality is dependent
on the peer bandwidth, the constructed overlay, the source coding scheme
and the scheduling algorithm. How to optimize various resources in the P2P
streaming system to achieve the maximal quality is quite challenging.

2. A P2P streaming system usually offers multiple channels. A channel is as-
sociated with an overlay, formed by the peers watching the channel. Effi-
ciently utilizing the cross-channel resources is expected to improve the sys-
tem performance. However, how to optimize the resource allocation in a
multi-channel P2P streaming system still remains open.

3. The video quality is expected to be improved by jointly optimizing both
neighbor selection and data scheduling in a P2P live streaming system.
However, this is a challenging task since both neighbor set and data set
are time-varying.

4. Peers dynamics place a great challenge in P2P streaming systems. It is a
difficult issue for peers to proactively learn the network conditions and then
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adaptively take optimal actions to maximize the system utility in a collab-
orative and distributed manner.

5 Summary

P2P streaming systems can be classified into P2P live streaming systems and
P2P VoD systems. Depending on the approaches of overlay constructions, P2P
live streaming systems can be categorized into tree-based P2P live streaming sys-
tems and mesh-based P2P live streaming systems. In tree-based P2P live stream-
ing systems, a single application-layer tree or multiple application-layer trees are
constructed to deliver the video streams. In mesh-based P2P live streaming sys-
tems, each peer finds its neighbors and then exchanges data with them. Different
from live streaming services in which each user watches almost the same seg-
ment of the video, VoD services allow users to watch any point of video at
any time. Depending on the forwarding approaches, P2P VoD systems can be
categorized into: 1) buffer-forwarding systems, 2) storage-forwarding systems,
and 3) hybrid-forwarding systems. To combat peer churn and frequent seeks in
P2P VoD systems, prefetching schemes are adopted to increase the playback
continuity.
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Summary. We identify inefficient network topologies and resource allocation mecha-
nisms to be the key obstacles toward adopting present P2P systems as the platform
of choice for delivering high-quality live multimedia content. To this end, we propose
a comprehensive optimization framework that overcomes these challenges in a system-
atic manner. In particular, we design a delay-based network construction procedure
that creates small-world topologies that provide for efficient data delivery routes and
increased data sharing between peers in the network. Furthermore, we equip the nodes
with a utility-based packet scheduling technique that maximizes the video quality at a
receiving peer subject to available bandwidth resources while allowing for dissemina-
tion of less frequently encountered data in the network. Finally, we design an uplink
sharing strategy that enables the peers to deal effectively with free-riders in the sys-
tem. Through theoretical analysis and simulation experiments we demonstrate that
the proposed protocols provide for substantial improvements in performance in mesh-
pull based P2P live multimedia delivery. Specifically, significant gains are registered
over existing solutions in terms of average video quality and decoding rate. The pro-
posed mesh construction procedure provides further gains in performance in terms of
reductions in frame-freeze and playback latency relative to the commonly employed
approach of random peer neighbour selection. Corresponding gains in video quality
for the media presentation are also registered due to the improved continuity of the
playback experience.

Keywords: video streaming, multimedia communications, packet scheduling, dis-
tributed control, resource allocation, peer-to-peer networks, IPTV.

1 Introduction

Streaming video content over P2P networks is not any longer a distant prospect
from the future, but rather a common place frequently encountered on the In-
ternet. Propelled by the steady increase of residential access bandwidth and an
audience ever more hungry for an online multimedia experience, a class of appli-
cations have emerged that enable sharing data packets with delivery deadlines
over a network of peer nodes. Systems like PPLive [1], SopCast [2], PPStream [3],
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and Coolstreaming [4], have been successfully deployed and tested for broad-
casting/multicasting live events and for streaming pre-encoded content to large
audiences in the Internet.

Still, the present P2P multimedia experience is marred by uncontrollable
start-up delays, frequent freezes of the multimedia playback, and significant
fluctuations of the audio-video quality, as anyone who has used the above ap-
plications can witness. Among the reasons for these apparent shortcomings we
count the following. First, the design of the existing P2P streaming/multicast
applications have been mainly carried over from earlier P2P file/data sharing
applications. Hence, as such they are ill equipped to deal with the specificities
of multimedia data, such as delivery deadlines and unequal importance for the
reconstruction quality. This in turn makes them inefficient in terms of end-to-
end performance of the multimedia presentation that they serve. Second, the
presence of free-riding in a system also has a negative effect on the overall per-
formance as it counters the main premise of P2P overlay networks, i.e., that
the available system bandwidth increases with the number of peers. Specifically,
free-riders are peers that want to obtain content from other peers, but that do
not want to serve peers with their own content. Hence, effectively this is mani-
fested as a reduction in serving bandwidth to some peers which in turn causes
extended delays and variable audio-video quality of the multimedia presenta-
tion at these peers. Third and last, the construction of the overlay network over
which the data is served and the exchange mechanisms that the peers employ
to share their data can also be a contributing factor to poor P2P multimedia
performance, if they are not designed and implemented properly.

In this chapter, we present a comprehensive optimization framework that ad-
dresses the issues in mesh-pull based P2P streaming described above. Specifically,
we design a network construction procedure that creates small-world topologies
that feature peer neighbourhoods exhibiting similar delivery delays across its
member nodes relative to the broadcast media server. This increases the like-
lihood of data availability in a neighbourhood thereby reducing the playback
latency and the frame freeze frequency of the media presentation at the peers.
These improvements also result into a corresponding gain in video quality for the
reconstructed presentation. In addition, we design a receiver-driven algorithm for
requesting media packets from neighbouring peers that takes into consideration
the packets’ utility for efficient use of the bandwidth resources. The utility of a
packet is based on the packet’s delivery deadline and its importance for the re-
construction quality of the media presentation, as well as on its rarity within the
neighbourhood. This is done in order to facilitate the delivery of less frequently
encountered data units in the network. A peer equipped with our algorithm
can thus request the media packets that maximize the performance of its media
presentation while contributing simultaneously toward the same goal at neigh-
bouring peers. Therefore, a globally optimized performance of the presentation
over the whole peer population is achieved. Finally, we design a bandwidth shar-
ing procedure that targets free-riders. In particular, a sending peers distributes
its upload bandwidth among its requesting neighbours in proportion to their own
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contributions to this peer in terms of data rate. Hence, a free-rider is effectively
shut down from receiving any useful data from its neighbours, as its rate con-
tribution to them would typically be non-existing. In addition, the bandwidth
sharing procedure is augmented with a periodic search for new neighbours willing
to contribute more rate to a peer where the newly selected neighbour replaces
the least contributing peer from the original neighbourhood.

Through theoretical analysis we verify the small-world property of the network
topologies obtained using the delay-based construction procedure. Similarly, we
analytically quantify the advantages of our procedure over the commonly em-
ployed approach of constructing P2P network topologies via random peer neigh-
bour selection. Furthermore, through simulation experiments we demonstrate
that the proposed framework provides for efficient video broadcast in P2P sys-
tems by substantially outperforming existing mesh-pull based solutions over sev-
eral performance indices. Due to the novel overlay construction procedure, we
register significant reductions in frame freeze and playback latency relative to the
common random neighbour selection method. In addition, the efficient utility-
based scheduling and resource allocation outperform by a wide margin baseline
mesh-pull based approaches in terms of average video quality and useful decod-
ing data rate. At the same time, the system remains resilient to free-riders even
when we increase their presence/percentage in the network, as enabled by the
proportional upload bandwidth sharing strategy.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we describe
our mesh construction procedure. Then, Section 3 provides a formal analysis
of the proposed procedure from two different perspectives. Next, we describe
the utility-based packet scheduling technique in Section 4, while the methods
for neighbourhood maintenance and uplink bandwidth sharing are presented
subsequently in Section 5. Specific performance aspects of the whole system are
examined in Section 6 followed by a discussion of related work in Section 7.
Finally, we end the chapter with concluding remarks in Section 8.

2 Delay-Based Overlay Construction

2.1 Background

To provide motivation for our approach to overlay construction consider the
following example shown in Figure 1. It illustrates the scenario of a new node
joining an existing overlay of peers. The new node is represented as a blue (gray)
circle in the figure, while three of the peers already present in the overlay are
denoted with white circles marked with the numbers one, two, and three in
Figure 1. For clarity of presentation, the rest of the nodes and their connections
in the overlay are not shown in Figure 1. The relative vertical position of the
existing nodes in the overlay represents their respective latencies relative to the
origin media server. Specifically, going top to bottom in the figure the delay
in receiving media packets originally sent/issued by the media server becomes
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Fig. 1. New node joins: possible neighbourhood configurations with existing peers.

respectively larger at each subsequent node, as represented by the delay axis
shown in Figure 1.

Now, assume that in one case the new peer selects Node 1 and Node 3 as
its neigbours. Then, the delay configuration between these three nodes may be
as the one illustrated in Figure 1(a). Specifically, the new node exhibits longer
latency relative to Node 1, which is expected, as it is connected to the media
server through this node. For the same reason, the new node may exhibit shorter
latency relative to Node 3. Hence, such a configuration will typically create a
unidirectional flow of media packets from Node 1 through the new node to Node
3 in the end.

On the other hand, if the new peer selects Node 2 and Node 3 as its neighbour
then the prospective latency disposition of the three nodes may be as the one
shown in Figure 1(b). Here, Node 2 and Node 3 exhibit similar delays relative to
the origin server and the newly joined node exhibits latency that lies somewhere
in between. Such a delay configuration may contribute to media packets being
exchanged between Node 1 and Node 3 through the new peer in both directions,
as illustrated in Figure 1(b). In addition to contributing to a more balanced
distribution of data flows in a neighbourhood there in another advantage of the
configuration from Figure 1(b) in our opinion. It provides for a more consistent
delivery of media packets in the advent of node departures. In particular, in the
case examined in Figure 1(a) a sudden departure of Node 1 may disrupt (albeit
temporarily) the timely delivery of media packets to the rest of the nodes in the
neighbourhood (in this case the new peer and Node 3). On the other hand, if
Node 2 decides to leave the newly joined peer can continue to receive new media
packets from Node 3 in a timely fashion due to the similar latencies that are
involved in the scenario from Figure 1(b).

The configuration from Figure 1(a) can occur if neighbours are selected at
random from an existing population of nodes. This is a common method for con-
structing overlay network graphs nowadays. Though it exhibits some appealing
properties, such as strong network connectivity [5], random neighbour selection
appears inappropriate for the context of data delivery with deadlines considered
herein. Therefore, we propose instead to select peer neighbours based on their
delay characteristics relative to the media server, as suggested through the ex-
ample studied in Figure 1. This brings us to the key idea behind the overlay
construction technique proposed in this chapter.
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In our approach peers are organized into neighbourhoods that feature simi-
lar delays from the media server for all their members. In other words, we aim
to construct a neighbourhood such that every peer in it will exhibit a roughly
equal latency in receiving the media packets sent by the server originally. This
will increase the likelihood of having the peers in that neighbourhood being
interested in obtaining content from one another. That is because the sliding
windows used to exchange content with other peers (see Section 4.2) will be po-
sitioned more or less at the same location relative to the time line of the media
presentation. At the same time, this feature will contribute to a lower likelihood
of a frame freeze during playback. This is the situation where a video frame is
not received/decoded by a peer by the time it is due to be displayed. Hence, the
peer freezes the last displayed frame on the screen in order to conceal the loss of
this (present) frame. As the peers have bigger prospects for querying data from
their neighbours now, the chance of encountering frame freeze during playback
decreases. Finally, another advantage of such a neighbourhood is shorter play-
back start of the media presentation at a peer. In particular, as data sharing
among the members of a neighbourhood is increased, the time that it takes for
a peer to acquire the necessary amount of data in order for playback to start
is reduced. In the next section, we describe formally the goal that the proposed
overlay construction technique attempts to achieve.

2.2 Formal Description

Let P = {p1, . . . , pN} be a set of nodes through which a joining peer denoted p
can connect to an existing overlay. Let Δ = {δ1, . . . , δN} be the corresponding la-
tencies of these nodes relative to the origin server, as described earlier. Similarly,
let Δp = {δp→p1 , . . . , δp→pN } be the corresponding network delays between the
new peer and the nodes in P . Finally, let Δp→S = {δp→p1 + δ1, . . . , δp→pN + δN}
denote the relative latencies of the new peer. This setting is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 where for clarity the existing peers in the overlay have been denoted solely
with their index i.

The new peer is interested in finding the subset of peers Z ∈ P of size K < N
such that the distribution of latencies seen by the peer through these nodes
relative to the origin server exhibits the smallest variance. In particular, let Z =
{pl(1), . . . , pl(K)} be a subset of peers from P of size K, where for the mapping
l(j) it holds l(j) ∈ {1, . . . , N} for j = 1, . . . , K. Then, let δZ

min = min ΔZ
p→S and

δZ
max = maxΔZ

p→S denote respectively the minimum and maximum latencies
that p sees to the server through the peers in Z. Finally, the spread of latencies
characterizing the subset Z can be expressed as |δ|Z = δZ

max − δZ
min.

Hence, the new peer would like to find the subset Z that exhibits the smallest
latency spread relative to the origin server, i.e.,

Z∗ = arg min
Z∈P

|δ|Z . (1)

It can be shown that (1) can be efficiently solved by performing the following
three steps. First, we sort the delays in Δp→S in increasing order. Let Δ

sort
p→S
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Fig. 2. Peer p experiences different latencies via different existing nodes.

denote the sorted array of delays and let P
sort

denote the corresponding set of
’sorted’ nodes. That is, the index of node pj , for j = 1, . . . , N , in P

sort
is equal

to the location/position of (δp→pj +δj) in Δ
sort
p→S . Next, for m = 1, . . . , N −K +1

we create the sets Zm ∈ P
sort

where the mapping function l(j) = j + m− 1, for
j = 1, . . . , K. For each set Zm we compute the corresponding delay spread |δ|Zm .
Finally, we find the index m for which the latency spread is the smallest over all
sets Zm. Let this index be denoted m∗. The corresponding set Zm∗ represents
the solution to Equation (1). In Figure 3, we summarize the algorithmic steps of
the procedure described above for computing the solution in (1). In Section 3,
we formally analyze our algorithm from two different perspectives in order to
establish its distinguishing properties. Next, we describe how we incorporated
this algorithm within an actual overlay construction procedure.

2.3 Implementation Aspects

There is a registry server that keeps track of the peers already in the network.
For each peer the server maintains an entry comprising the peer’s IP address and
the minimum delay that this peer measures with respect to the media server.
The nature of this second quantity will become clear as we proceed with the
discussion here. The registry server maintains a sorted list of the registered
peers in increasing order based on their minimum delays.

A connect procedure for a peer joining the network comprises the following
steps. The peer contacts the registry server providing it its IP address. In return,
the server provides the sorted list of peers that the connecting peer can use to
establish its own neighbourhood in the network. Specifically, the peer begins to
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Given p, P, Δp→S

(0) Sort Δp→S in increasing order.

⇒ Δ
sort

p→S , P
sort

.
(1) For m = 1, . . . , N − K + 1 do

For j = 1, . . . , K and l(j) = j + m − 1 do

Construct set Zm ∈ P
sort

.
Compute latency spread |δ|Zm .

(2) Find m∗ = min
m

|δ|Zm

(3) Return: Neighbourhood of p is Zm∗ .

Fig. 3. Finding the neighbourhood with the smallest latency variation.

contact the nodes in the network starting from the head of the list, checking
for the following two quantities. The peer wants to know if the contacted node
can accept a new neighbour1. At the same time, the peer measures the network
delay from the node, based on the data rate that the node is willing to spend
on sending packets to the peer. Once the peer has a sufficient number of nodes
willing to accept it as their neighbour, the peer creates its own neighbourhood
with these nodes. At the same time, the peer provides to the registry server its
own minimum delay entry which the peer computes as follows. The peers adds
the delay it has measured from a neighbour to the minimum delay value for that
neighbour from the sorted list provided by the registry server. The smallest of
these values for the neighbourhood of the peer is returned to the registry server2.
This concludes the connect procedure for a peer.

Note here that for the peers that first join the network, the delays that they
measure and store with the registry server actually represent the latency at
which they receive data directly from the media server. Subsequent peers however
cannot directly access the media server any longer, otherwise the server would
be overwhelmed with requesting connections. These peers register their network
delay from the media server indirectly, through nodes to which they connect to
the network when establishing their own neighbourhoods.

In Figure 4, we show an illustration of a mesh constructed using our procedure.
Going radially from the center, where the media server is located, we can see
that the delay that the nodes experience in reference to the server increases. Still,
nodes within a neighbourhood, denoted as dashed clouds in Figure 4, exhibit
similar latencies in receiving media packets issued by the server earlier, which
in turn increases their collaboration in delivering these packets to one another,
1 The nodes usually maintain a bound on the number of neighbours that they are will-

ing to accept in order not to overwhelm their resources by the demanding/requesting
neighbours.

2 We assume that all the latency between two nodes in the network occurs at their
access points. Hence, a joining node always measures a smaller overall delay to the
media server through a node higher in the sorted list.
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Fig. 4. An example of a minimum delay mesh construction.

as argued previously. Please note that for clarity we do not include in Figure 4
every connection between the nodes in the network.

Periodically, the nodes can check if their minimum delays have changed. This
can happen as the data rates at which they receive data from their neighbours
can change over time. Hence, a node can update then its minimum delay value
stored with the registry server. At the same time, the node informs its neighbours
that its own minimum delay has changed so that they can revaluate in turn and
if needed the minimum delay values for their respective neighbourhoods. Note
that the case of departure of one or multiple neighbours is covered with the
above consideration as then the data rate(s) of the departed neighbour(s) to a
node would also change (become zero). Lastly, a departing node can inform the
registry server of its decision so that its registry entry can be removed.

3 Analysis

3.1 Small World Property

In this section, we study the proposed mesh construction procedure from a graph
theoretic perspective. In particular, we show that overlay networks constructed
using our procedure exhibit small world properties [6]. This means that such
networks feature clusters of highly interconnected nodes and some connections
between nodes of different clusters. The benefit of such a node configuration in
the network is that once a packet reaches a cluster it can be readily obtained from
the cluster members. Furthermore, the smaller number of connections between
the dense clusters ensures short overall hop counts between different nodes, which
in part can control the end-to-end latency. Small world networks are a class of
graphs that exhibit density of edges that is much higher than that of random
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graphs. In the following, we show that this is also the case for overlays created
using the delay-based technique from the present chapter.

Let v be a vertex in a graph and let V = {v1, . . . , vn} denote the set of
neighbouring vertices to v in the graph. These are the vertices in the graph that
have direct connections (edges) to v. Let E denote the set of vertices in the
graph between the nodes in V . Then, the coefficient of clustering for vertex v
is defined as the ratio of the number of edges between the nodes in V and the
number of possible edges between them, i.e.,

μc =
|E|(
n
2

) . (2)

In other words, μc describes the density of edges in the neighbourhood of
v. The average value of μc over all nodes in a graph represents the clustering
coefficient for that graph. This quantity is typically much larger for small world
networks than for random graphs of the same size, i.e., same number of vertices.
In order to provide a lower bound on μc in our case, we approximate the total
population of peers in the overlay as belonging to two classes. The first one
comprises nodes that are mostly embedded in local dense clusters. And the
second class features nodes that mostly serve as conduits, i.e., interconnects
between different clusters. We compute the lower bound for μc as the statistical
average of the clustering coefficients for each of the two classes. Finally, we show
experimentally that the actual clustering coefficient established in simulations
follows the computed bound closely.

Now, let N1 and N2 denote respectively the minimum and the maximum sizes
of a neighbourhood in the overlay. These correspond respectively to the initial
number of neighbours that a node can be associated with in the network and to
the maximum number of neighbours that the node can possibly accept during
his association with the overlay. In steady state, we model each peer from the
first class described above as featuring dense local clustering of edges among
N1 of its neighbours, while the remaining N2 − N1 neighbours correspond to
connections to other dense clusters through the remaining N2 − N1 neighbours
that also feature a densely clustered set of nodes, though rather smaller than
the former one. Therefore, the clustering coefficient μ

(1)
c for a node from the first

class should be at least as large as

μ(1)
c ≥

(
N1
2

)
+
(
N2−N1

2

)(
N2
2

) . (3)

Furthermore, for nodes in the second class it holds that they can be connected
to as many as N2/(N2 − N1) different small dense cluster conduits featuring
N2−N1 neighbours each. Hence, a lower bound on the clustering coefficient μ(2)

for nodes in the second class can be computed in this case as

μ(2)
c ≥

N2
N2−N1

· (N2−N1
2

)(
N2
2

) . (4)
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Finally, in order to be able to compute the average clustering coefficient for
the entire network we need to know the number of nodes in each class. We
explain how we determine these in the following. Let N be the total number of
peers in the overlay. There are roughly �N/N1� dense clusters of nodes of the
first class comprising N1 such nodes each. Hence, the overall number of nodes
of the first class in the overlay is N1 · �N/N1�, while consequently the fraction
of these nodes in the overlay can be computed as

p1 =
N1 · �N/N1�

N
. (5)

Given our model, the rest of the nodes in the network N −N1 ·�N/N1� belong
to the second class and hence their fraction p2 relative to the overall number of
vertices in the overlay is computed as

p2 =
N − N1 · �N/N1�

N
. (6)

Therefore, a lower bound on the overall clustering coefficient for the entire
network can be computed as the statistical average of lower bounds for the
clustering coefficients for the nodes in the two classes, given in (3) and (4), using
the probabilities (5) and (6). That is,

μc = p1 · μ(1)
c + p2 · μ(2)

c . (7)

In Figure 5 below, we examine the bound for μc from (7) computed for differ-
ent N and N1 values together with the actual values for the clustering coefficient
determined in experiments for the same network and neighbourhood sizes. In
particular, in Figure 5a we show the bound and the actual value for μc as a
function of the network size N for N1 = 8 and N2 = N1 + 6 fixed. It can be
seen the actual value of μc follows closely the computed bound which justifies
the modeling employed in our analysis for computing the bound in (7). Similar
behaviour can be observed from Figure 5b where we compute the bound and the
actual value for μc as a function of N1, while keeping the network size N = 103

fixed. Here, we employed the maximum size N2 of a neighbourhood to be six
nodes larger than the initial size N1 as in the setting for Figure 5a. It can be seen
from Figure 5b that again the actual value of μc follows closely the computed
bound which gives justification to the approximation that lead to the model for
computing the bound for μc, as already mentioned above.

We conclude the section by comparing the values of μc computed for an over-
lay constructed using the proposed approach and for a random graph of the
same vertex size. Specifically, we set the number of peers in the network N to
103 and the maximum neighbourhoood size N2 for a node to be 14 peers. As
in the experiments related to Figure 5, we choose the initial neighbourhood size
N1 to be N2 − 6. The corresponding clustering coefficient for this parameter
configuration was computed to be 0.472. The corresponding value for μc in the
case of the random graph is only 0.0122. The significantly larger clustering co-
efficient in the former case confirms that the proposed delay-based technique
creates overlays that indeed belong to the class of small-world networks.
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Fig. 5. Clustering coefficient μc as a function of (a) Network size N , for N1 = 8, and
N2 = 14, and (b) Neighbourhood size N1, for N2 = N1 + 6 and N = 103.

3.2 Increased Likelihood of Data Sharing

Here, we provide a statistical characterization of the proposed algorithm. Specif-
ically, we analyze the latency distribution that a joining client experiences
through its selected neighbours. We study the statistical properties of this dis-
tribution, such as mean and variance, and we compare it to the corresponding
distribution for the case when neighbours are selected at random. In summary,
we show that the former distribution has a tighter/narrower support and fea-
tures smaller mean and variance values related to the random selection case.
These properties are expected given the optimization goal that the proposed
techniques aims to achieve, as described in Section 2.2. Moreover, they con-
tribute to increased likelihood of data sharing among neighbours, as also argued
in Section 2.2. This in turn improves the overall performance of the system, as
demonstrated in Section 6.5 where experimental results are presented.

Now, let P = {p1, . . . , pN} denote the set of all peers in the overlay that
a joining node can prospectively select as neighbours. Furthermore, let X =
{x1, . . . , xN} denote the corresponding set of latency values that the joining node
experiences relative to the origin server. As explained earlier, these are delays
that the new node observes in receiving media packets originally issued by the
server at some point in the past. It is a reasonable assumption to consider that
the distribution of the delays in X is bounded, i.e., it exhibits lower (xmin) and
upper (xmax) limits on the values it can produce. Specifically, the lower bound
can be related to the data rate at which packets are sent to the direct neighbours
of the server. The upper bound in turn can be related to the maximum distance
or depth (in terms of number of hops) between the origin server and a node on
the ”periphery” of the overlay.

We consider X to represent a sample set of realizations of N random variables
independently and identically distributed over the range described by the two
bounds, i.e., [xmin, xmax]. The proposed algorithm sorts X in increasing order
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which corresponds to creating an order statistics of the original N random vari-
ables X1, X2, . . . , XN denoted as X(1), X(2), . . . , X(N) [7]. Let K represent the
size of the neighbourhood in number of peers. As explained in Section 2.2, the
algorithm then creates the sets Zm of size K by selecting in a sliding window fash-
ion a subset of peers from P that correspond to a range of samples from the sorted
array of delays Xsort. For each of these sets Zm, for m = 1, . . . , N − K + 1, the
algorithm computes the latency spread |δ|Zm as described in Section 2.2. Given
the formalism of order statistics introduced above, this procedure corresponds
in fact to computing the realization of the random variable W

(m)
rs defined as

W (m)
rs = X(s) − X(r), (8)

where the realizations x(r) and x(s) of the corresponding random variables in (8)
denote the respective latency values for the first and last entries (member peers)
in the set Zm, as selected from the sorted array of delays Xsort. Note that given
the size of the set Zm, the difference between the indices s and r is always equal
to K − 1.

Next, let f(x) and F (x) denote respectively the probability density function
(pdf) and the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the random variables
Xi, i = 1, . . . , N , with respective realizations in X , as explained earlier. Then,
it can be shown that the r-th order statistics X(r) is characterized with the
following pdf:

fr(x) =
N !

(r − 1)!(N − r)!
F r−1(x) (1 − F (x))N−r f(x) (9)

=
1

B(r, N − r + 1)
F r−1 (1 − F (x))N−r f(x) .

Furthermore, given (9) we can derive the pdf for the random variable intro-
duced in (8). Specifically, first it can be shown that the joint pdf frs(x, y) of
two random variables X(s), X(r), for 1 ≤ r < s ≤ N and x ≤ y, from the order
statistics can be written as [7]

frs(x, y) = Crs F r−1(x) f(x) (F (y) − F (x))s−r−1 f(y) (1 − F (y))N−s , (10)

where the constant term Crs is given as

Crs =
N !

(r − 1)!(s − r − 1)!(N − s)!
.

Then, using (10) and the transformation of variables (x, y) → (x, wrs)3, where
wrs = y − x, we can obtain the pdf of W

(m)
rs by integrating out over x the pdf

frs(x, wrs), i.e.,

f(wrs) = Crs

∫ ∞

−∞
frs(x, wrs) dx. (11)

3 The Jacobian of this transformation has a unity modulus.
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Finally, using the previous assumption about f(x) being uniform in the inter-
val [xmin, xmax] we can obtain more concrete forms for the expressions in (10)
and (11). In particular, frs(x, y) becomes

frs(x, y) =
{

Crs xr−1(y − x)s−r−1(1 − y)N−s : xmin ≤ x ≤ y ≤ xmax,
0 : otherwise.

(12)
Similarly, with some work and by noting that f(y) = f(x + wrs) = 0 for x ≥
xmax − wrs, f(wrs) can be succinctly written as

f(wrs) = Crs

∫ xmax−wrs

xmin

xr−1ws−r−1
rs (1 − x − wrs)N−s dx. (13)

Now, the integral in (13) can be solved by employing the transformation of
variables x = y(1 − wrs) in which case one obtains the following expression

f(wrs) = I(wrs)ws−r−1
rs (1 − wrs)N−s+r, (14)

for 0 ≤ wrs ≤ xmax and where the term I(wrs) is given as

I(wrs) = Crs

∫ xmax−wrs
1−wrs

xmin
1−wrs

yr−1(1 − y)N−sdy . (15)

The result in (14) shows that the distribution of W
(m)
rs depends in this case

only on the difference s − r and not on s and r individually.
The proposed overlay construction technique computes the realizations of the

variables W
(m)
rs , for every set Zm and m = 1, . . . , N −K +1, as explained earlier.

Therefore, it produces an array of values corresponding to these realizations, i.e.,
(w(1)

rs , . . . , w
(N−K+1)
rs ). The algorithm then selects the smallest of these values,

i.e., its corresponding index m∗, in order to determine the neighbourhood of
peers Zm∗ to which the new node will join. This procedure corresponds in fact to
finding the order statistics for the variables W

(m)
rs , i.e., Wrs(1), . . . , Wrs(N−K+1)

and selecting the neighbourhood Zm that corresponds to the first order statistics
Wrs(1). Note that the variables W

(m)
rs are identically distributed with a pdf given

in (14). Therefore, the pdf of Wrs(1) can be computed from (9) by using r = 1
and F (wrs) =

∫
f(wrs).

In the following, for ease of presentation we normalize the interval [xmin, xmax]
and respectively the samples in X to the unit range [0, 1]. Consequently, this
restricts the support of the functions f(x) and F (x) to the latter range, which
in turn allows for simplification of some of the expressions developed thus far.
In particular, the integral I(wrs) in (15) simplifies to

I(wrs) = Crs

∫ 1

0
yr−1(1 − y)N−sdy (16)

= Crs B(r, N − s + 1)

=
1

B(s − r, N − s + r + 1)
,
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where the constant B(a, b) replacing the integral in the first line of (16) is also
known as the Beta function [8], i.e.,

B(a, b) =
∫ 1

0
xa−1(1 − x)b−1dx

and for which it holds(
n

k

)
=

1
(n + 1)B(n − k + 1, k + 1)

,

a property that we used earlier in Equation (9). Consequently, f(wrs) in (14)
becomes the density of a beta β(s− r, N − s + 1 + 1) variate. Finally, given the
above the pdf of the first order statistics Wrs(1) obtains the following form:

fWrs(1)(w) =
1

B(1, N)
(1 − Iw(s − r, N − s + r + 1))N−1 f(wrs) , (17)

where Ix(a, b) in (17) denotes the incomplete beta function [8] that is sometimes
also known as the regularized (due to the denominator term B(a, b)) incomplete
beta function. Its expression is provided below

Ix(a, b) =
1

B(a, b)

∫ x

0
ta−1(1 − t)b−1dt .

Almost surprisingly, the above integral can be worked out, in the case of
integer a, b, for example by using integration by parts. This is exactly what we
have in (17). Therefore, for completeness we include the solution here

Ix(a, b) =
a+b−1∑

j=a

(a + b − 1)!
j! (a + b − 1 − j)!

xj (1 − x)a+b−1−j .

Now, given the statistical characterizations of Wrs(1) and W
(m)
rs derived thus

far, one can compute their properties such as mean and standard deviation and
compare them against the corresponding quantities when peer neighbours are
selected at random. Specifically, in this latter case K peers are selected at random
from P , the set of available peers in the overlay introduced earlier. Therefore,
given the prior exposition this procedure can be modeled as choosing randomly
two indices r and s such that 1 ≤ r < s < N and s − r ≥ K − 1 that are used
afterward to compute the realization of the random variable Wrs from the array
of sorted latencies Xsort. In other words, out of the K peers selected at random,
there are two that respectively exhibit the largest and the smallest delay in this
subset of nodes. The corresponding indices of these latencies in Xsort are s and
r, respectively.

The random nature of the difference s− r in this case4 necessitates employing
the pdf of Wrs from (14) only as conditioned on the actual realizations of the
4 That is every time a neighbourhood is selected a different value for s−r is generated.

This is in contrast to the approach proposed herein where s − r = K − 1 always.
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random variables5 r and s, i.e., f(wrs|r, s). Then, the joint distribution of r, s,
and Wrs can be obtained from the law of conditional probability as

f(wrs, r, s) = f(wrs|r, s)f(r, s) ,

where f(r, s) is in fact the joint probability mass function of r and s (as they
are discrete random variables) that can be written as follows

f(r, s) =
1

(N − K + 1)(N − K − r + 2)
, (18)

for r ∈ {1, . . . , N − K + 1} and s ∈ {r + K − 1, . . . , N}. Finally, f(wrs) can
be obtained from f(wrs, r, s) and (18) by integrating out r and s, i.e., f(wrs) =∫∫

f(wrs, r, s) dr ds.
Let μu and σu represent respectively the mean and standard deviation of the

uniformly distributed latency samples in X . Furthermore, let μ and σ repre-
sent the corresponding quantities for the distribution of the latency spread in
a neigbourhood created using one of the three methods that we compare here.
In particular, the first method denoted Random corresponds to random peer
selection, as explained earlier. The second approach is denoted by the random
variables that represents it, i.e., Wrs(1), and it corresponds to the solution of
(1). Finally, the last technique under comparison is denoted W

(m)
rs and corre-

sponds in fact to selecting any m ∈ {1, . . . , N − K + 1} in the formalism of
the algorithm presented in Section 2.2. One can think of this technique as an
intermediate step/solution of the full optimization approach corresponding to
Wrs(1). As shown before the variables W

(m)
rs in (8), for m = 1, . . . , N − K + 1

will be identically distributed. Hence, the latency spread of a neighbourhood in
this case will exhibit the same statistics irrespective of the choice of specific m.

In Table 1a, we express μ and σ in the case of each method as percentages
of the corresponding quantities for the underlying delay distribution in X . It
can be seen from Table 1a that selecting neighbours at random contributes to
a 52% higher mean value for the latency spread of the neighbourhood relative

Table 1. Mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) for different neighbour selection strate-
gies in percent of (μ, σ) for (a) a Uniform[0,1] r.v., (b) the Random method. (Neigh-
bourhood size K = 8).

μ (%) σ (%)

Random 152.64 45.50

W
(m)
rs 13.61 8.77

Wrs(1) 4.90 2.14

(a)

μ (%) σ (%)

W
(m)
rs 8.91 19.28

Wrs(1) 3.21 4.70

(b)

5 We allow to abuse notation here by employing the same symbols for the random
variables and their corresponding realizations. We do that for ease of notation.
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to μu. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the latency spread is approx-
imately 55% smaller than σu. Furthermore, it is encouraging that the other two
approaches create neighbourhoods characterized with latency spread statistics
that are much smaller than those for the origin delay distribution. Specifically,
W

(m)
rs exhibits mean and standard deviation that represent fractions of 14% and

9% only, relative to μu and σu, respectively. Further improvement, as expected,
is provided by Wrs(1) that is characterized with μ and σ representing very small
portions of 5% and 2%, respectively, of the corresponding statistics for the orig-
inal distribution, as seen from Table 1a.

Next, in Table 1b we examine μ and σ for W
(m)
rs and Wrs(1) again expressed

in percent but this time relative to those for random node selection (denoted
Random in Table 1a). It can be seen that both methods significantly improve
performance in terms of latency deviation within a neighbourhood relative to
Random. In particular, (μ, σ) for W

(m)
rs are only 9% and 19% fractions, respec-

tively, of the corresponding quantities for Random. In the case of Wrs(1) an even
more significant reduction of the magnitude of the statistics of the latency spread
is registered, as seen from Table 1b. The sizes of (μ, σ) for Wrs(1) represent 3%
and 5% fractions of (μ, σ) for Random, respectively.

Finally, in Figure 6 we illustrate the cumulative distribution functions of the
latency spread in the case of Random, W

(m)
rs , and Wrs(1). As corroborated by

the previous results from Table 1, we can see from Figure 6 that the support of
the cdf and the mean and standard deviation values for Wrs(1) are the smallest,
while those for Random are respectively the largest. For example, the support
of the cdf for Random spreads over the whole range [0, 1], while the supports
of the cumulative distribution functions for Wrs(1) and W

(m)
rs cover respectively

only the lower 5% and 20% of the possible range [0, 1]. As a last remark in this
section, note from Figure 6 that though W

(m)
rs performs relatively worse rela-

tive to Wrs(1) it still provides a substantial improvement in latency divergence
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performance relative to Random. Moreover, given its relative simplicity6, it rep-
resent an appealing complexity versus performance compromise that still allows
for taking advantage of the overlay construction approach proposed here.

4 Utility-Based Scheduling

In our system, each peers requests video data from a subset of other peers that
form its neighbourhood. Since video packets have typically very different impor-
tance for the reconstruction quality of the media presentation [9], an effective
usage of the bandwidth resources can be achieved by transmitting the most
important packets first. Here, we propose a utility-based scheduling algorithm,
where the utility of a packet is driven by its rate-distortion characteristics and
its popularity within the neighbourhood.

4.1 Rate-Distortion Characteristics

A media presentation comprises data units that are output by an encoding algo-
rithm when the content is originally compressed. The encoding process creates
dependencies between the data units that can be abstracted as a directed acyclic
graph, as illustrated in Figure 7. Each node in the graph represents a data unit,
and an arrow from data unit l to data unit l′ in the graph signifies that for
decoding data unit l, data unit l′ must be decoded first.

P PI

I

B B B P …

…

…

P PI

I

B B B P …

…

…

Fig. 7. Dependency graph for data units of a media presentation.

Each data unit in the presentation is characterized with the following quan-
tities. Bl is the size of data unit l in bytes and td,l is its delivery deadline. This
is the time by which data unit l needs to be received in order to be usefully de-
coded7. Packets arriving after the delivery deadlines of the respective data units
6 We only need to maintain an ordered list of peers in the network according to their

respective latencies from the origin media server.
7 In MPEG terminology this is the so called decoder time-stamp.
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that they contain are discarded. Furthermore, N (l)
c = {1, . . . , l} is the set of data

units that the receiver considers for error concealment in case data unit l is not
decodable by the receiver on time. Finally, Δd

(l1)
l , for l1 ∈ N (l)

c , is the reduction
in reconstruction error (distortion) for the media presentation, when data unit
l is not decodable but is concealed with data unit l1 that is received and de-
coded on time. Note that Δd

(l)
l denotes simply the reduction in reconstruction

error when data unit l is in fact decodable. The media source model presented
here has been adopted from [10], which in turn represents a generalized version
(accounting for decoder error concealment) of the model originally introduced
in [9].

4.2 Receiver-Driven Packet Requests

Each peer maintains a sliding window of data units that periodically advances.
A peer buffers the already received data units from this window, while it seeks to
request the rest of them from its neighbours. Peers periodically exchange maps
describing the presence/absence of data units from their respective windows.
In this way, a peer can discover at its neighbours the availability of data units
presently missing in its window.

More formally, let W denote the set of data units in the current sliding window
at peer p and let M ∈ W denote the subset of missing data units from W that
the peer can request from its neighbours. The peer is interested in requesting
these data units such that it maximizes its own utility of them. In particular,
a peer may experience different reconstruction qualities of the media presenta-
tion played at its end commensurate to the media packets received in response
to different request schedules. Therefore, peer n is interested in computing the
optimal schedule for requesting data from neighbours that maximizes the recon-
struction quality of its media presentation. In the following, we describe in detail
the optimization problem that the peer is interested in solving.

Optimization Problem

Let π denote the collection of request schedules for the data units in M , i.e.,
π = {π1, . . . , π|M|}, where πlm is the request schedule for data unit lm ∈ M , for
m = 1, . . . , |M |. Each request schedule πm represents a matrix of size |P | × N ,
where P denotes the set of neighbouring nodes of peer p. The row index n and
the column index i of πm correspond respectively to the neighbour pn ∈ P
from which data unit lm can be requested at time slot ti−1, for n = 1, . . . , |P |
and i = 1, . . . , N . In particular, t0, t1, . . . , tN−1 represents a horizon of N time
instances for requesting data units starting from the present time t0. Given the
above πm comprises binary entries ani ∈ {0, 1} that signify whether data unit
lm is requested at time slot ti−1 from neighbour pn (ani = 1) or the opposite is
true, i.e., ani = 0. It should be noted that a data unit is not requested beyond
its delivery deadline. Therefore, we set ani = 0 for n = 1, . . . , N and time
slots ti−1 ≥ td,lm , for every data unit lm ∈ M . Similarly, we set ani = 0 for
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i = 1, . . . , N for every neighbour pn that does not have available data unit lm
in its current sliding window. Finally, let ε(πlm) denote the expected error or the
probability of not receiving data unit lm on time given its request schedule πlm .

Following the approach in [11], the expected distortion of the media presen-
tation at peer p as a function of the request schedule π can be expressed as

D(π) = D0 −
∑

lm∈M

∑
l1∈N (lm)

c

Δd
(l1)
lm

∏
j∈A(l1)

(1 − ε(πj)) ×

∏
l2∈C(lm,l1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩1 −
∏

l3∈A(l2)\A(l1)

(1 − ε(πl3))

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ , (19)

where D0 is the expected reconstruction error for the presentation if no data
units are received. A(l1) is the set of ancestors of l1, including l1. C(lm, l1) is
the set of data units j ∈ N (lm)

c : j > l1 that are not mutual descendants, i.e.,
for j, k ∈ C(l, l1) : j /∈ D(k), k /∈ D(j), where D(j) is the set of descendants
of data unit j including data unit j itself. Finally, “\” denotes the operator
“set difference”. We refer the reader to [11] for details on the derivation of the
expression in (19).

Now, a request schedule will also induce a certain data rate on the downlink
of peer p. This is the expected amount of data that the neighbours in P will
send in response to π. This quantity can be computed as

R(π) =
∑

lm∈M

Blmρ(πlm), (20)

where Blm is the size of data unit lm in bytes, as introduced before, and ρ(πlm)
is the expected cost or redundancy of requesting data unit lm under policy πlm .
Precisely, ρ(πlm) denotes the expected number of bytes sent per source byte of
lm on the downlink of peer p.

Finally, the peer is interested in minimizing the expected distortion D(π) such
that its downlink capacity C(d) is not exceed as a result. In other words, peer p
is interested in computing the optimal policy π∗ given as

π∗ = argmin
π

D(π), s.t. R(π) ≤ C(d). (21)

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we can reformulate (21) as an
unconstrained optimization problem. That is, we seek the policy vector π that
minimizes the expected Lagrangian J(π) = D(π) + λR(π) for some Lagrange
multipliers λ > 0, and therefore achieves a point on the lower convex hull of the
set of all achievable distortion-rate pairs (D(π), R(π)). As shown in [11], a policy
vector π that minimizes the expected Lagrangian J(π) can be computed using
an iterative descent algorithm called Iterative Sensitivity Adjustment (ISA) [9].
However, due to the complexity of such an approach, we propose instead an
approximation to the solution in (21) that is more suitable for being incorporated
as a part of an actual system. We describe this low complexity approach in the
next section.
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Practical Solution

For each data unit lm ∈ M , we define Slm to be the sensitivity of the media
presentation to not receiving data unit lm on time. This quantity can be com-
puted as the overall increase in distortion affecting the media presentation by
the absence of lm at decoding, i.e.,

Slm =
∑

j∈D(lm)

Δd
(j)
j , (22)

where D(lm) is the set of descendants8 of data unit lm and Δd
(j)
j is the reduction

of reconstruction distortion associated with data unit j. Both of these quantities
were introduced earlier. Furthermore, we define Ilm to be the current importance
of data unit lm for the overall quality of the reconstructed presentation. Using
(22) we compute this quantity as

Ilm =
Slm

Blm

· Plm(k, |P |) · U(t, td,lm). (23)

We explain each of the multiplicative factors in (23) in the following. The term
Slm/Blm represents the sensitivity of the media presentation per source byte of
data unit lm. In other words, Slm/Blm describes the distortion-rate tradeoff
for the media presentation associated with requesting data unit lm or not. We
denote the second term Plm(k, |P |) the popularity factor for data unit lm in the
neighbourhood of peer p. This quantity describes how often this data unit is
encountered among the peer nodes in P . Specifically, based on the number of
replicas k of data unit lm found in P and the size of the neighbourhood |P |, the
popularity factor returns a number that is inversely proportional to the ratio
k/|P |. When the frequency of coming across lm in P increases, the popularity
factor decreases and vice versa. The motivation behind using such a factor is
to alleviate the dissemination of data units less frequently encountered among
nodes in the overlay. Finally, the last multiplying factor in (23) accounts for
the various delivery deadlines that different data units may have relative to the
present time t. In particular, the urgency factor U(t, td,lm) provides a measure
of relative urgency of data unit lm with respect to t and among the data units
in M . As the deadline of a data unit approaches t, its urgency factor increases.
Conversely, for data units with delivery deadlines far into the future, this factor
should exhibit respectively smaller values. The idea for employing an urgency
factor when evaluating the present importance of the data units in M is to be
able to give preference to data units that need to be received sooner by peer p
due to their more pressing delivery deadlines.

The proposed light weight optimization algorithm for computing the request
schedule for the data units in M operates as follows. First, the current impor-
tance values for data unit lm ∈ M and m = 1, . . . , |M | are computed using (23).

8 For example, for the first ”B” data unit in Figure 7, this is the collection of data
units encircled in dotted red.
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These quantities are then sorted in decreasing order. Let M
sort

denote the cor-
responding set of ’sorted’ data units. That is the index of data unit lm in M

sort
,

for m = 1, . . . , |M |, corresponds to the location/position of its current impor-
tance Ilm in the sorted list of these values. Next, starting from the first element
of M

sort
and moving toward its last one, we compute for each entry in M

sort

the likelihood of receiving this data unit at p before its delivery deadline. In
particular, let lmj ∈ M

sort
, for j = 1, . . . , |M |, be the data unit considered in

the algorithm presently. Furthermore, let P(lmj
) ⊂ P denote the subset of neigh-

bours of p that have data unit lmj available in their sliding windows at present.
Then, for every node pnk

∈ P(lmj
) we compute the probability that data unit

lmj will arrive at peer p no later than t + td,lmj
in response to a request sent

by p to node pnk
at present, i.e., at time t. In other words, this is the probabil-

ity of experiencing a delay shorter than td,lmj
between the events of sending the

request on the forward channel p → pnk
and receiving the data unit on the back-

ward channel pnk
→ p. In the terminology of computer networks this delay is

called the round-trip time and we denote it here RTT(p,pnk
). Hence, we compute

Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

} for pnk
∈ P(lmj

) and k = 1, . . . , |P(lmj
)|. The algo-

rithm selects to send a request for lmj to the node pnk
that exhibits the highest

nonzero Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

}. Otherwise, if there is no such value9, the
data unit is not requested and the algorithm proceeds to the next element of
M

sort
. Finally, once p goes through all data units in the ’sorted’ set, it sends

the computed requests to the appropriate nodes in P . The major computational
steps of the algorithm are summarized in Figure 8 below. Next, we describe the
procedure for computing the probabilities Prob{RTT(p,pnk

) < td,lmj
}.

Computing Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

}

It should be mentioned that for computing Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

}, the al-
gorithm takes into account (i) the statistics of the communication channel from
node pnk

to peer p, (ii) any previous (pending) requests to this sender for which
peer p has not received yet the corresponding data units10, and (iii) the esti-
mated transmission bandwidth of the channel pnk

→ p. In particular, requesting
a data unit comprises sending a small control packet to a designated neighbour.
Moreover, the frequency of sending such packets is typically much smaller than
the rate at which the corresponding data units are returned in response. That is
because multiple data units can be requested with a single request packet. Hence,
requesting data units typically consumes a very small fraction of the transmis-
sion bandwidth between two peers. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the
network effects in terms of delay and packet loss that requests experience on the
9 That is the probability of receiving this data unit on time from any of the prospective

senders is zero.
10 This includes any data units lmi ∈ M

sort
, for i = 1, . . . , j − 1, that are going to be

requested in this round prior to lmj from the same sender pnk .
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Given M, P, t

(0) Initialize schedules :
NodeSchedule = {}, DataUnitSchedule = {}.

(1) For lm ∈ M and m = 1, . . . , |M |
Compute Ilm .

(2) Sort {Ilm} in decreasing order.

⇒ M
sort

.
(3) For lmj ∈ M

sort
and j = 1, . . . , |M | do

For pnk ∈ P(lmj
) and k = 1, . . . , |P(lmj

)| do

Compute Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

}.
Find MAX = max

pnk

{Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

} }.
If MAX > 0

Update schedules :

Find p∗
nk

= arg max
pnk

{Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

} }.

NodeSchedule = {NodeSchedule, p∗
nk

}.
DataUnitSchedule = {DataUnitSchedule, lmj}.

(4) Execute schedules :

For n = 1, . . . , |NodeSchedule| do

pn = NodeSchedule(n); ln = DataUnitSchedule(n).

Send request to node pn for data unit ln.

Fig. 8. Computing the optimal policy for requesting data units from neighbours.

forward channel p → pnk
are quite marginal and can be ignored for practical

purposes. This is the approach that we follow here as we associate the overall
delay RTT(p,pnk

) in receiving a requested data unit to the characteristics of the
backward channel pnk

→ p only.
Now, in order to be able to compute Prob{RTT(p,pnk

) < td,lmj
} we need a

statistical characterization for the backward channel. Here, we model pnk
→ p

as a packet erasure channel with random transmission delays [9]. Specifically,
packets carrying requested data units sent on this channel are either lost
with a probability εB or otherwise they experience a random transmission
delay y generated according to a certain probability distribution f(y). Then,
Prob{RTT(p,pnk

) < td,lmj
} can be written as

Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

} = (1 − εB)
∫

y<td,lmj

f(y)dy. (24)

In our case, we characterize the delay as exponentially distributed with a right
shift of κ. This means that the delay y comprises a constant component asso-
ciated with κ and a random component x exhibiting a exponential distribution
with a parameter θ. Thus, f(y) can be written as
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f(y) =
{

θe−θ(y−κ) : y ≥ κ,
0 : otherwise.

(25)

We attribute the existence of κ to the prospective backlog of previously re-
quested data units from pnk

that has not been received yet by p and in addition
to the required amount of time to empty out data unit lmj itself from the trans-
mission buffer of node pnk

. Furthermore, we relate the random component of the
delay x to transient bandwidth variations of the network links comprising the
channel pnk

→ p which in turn are caused by random occurrences of cross traf-
fic on these links. The requesting peer estimates εB based on gaps in sequence
numbers of arriving data units from pnk

and similarly it estimates the parameter
θ based on the jitter of the inter-arrival times of these data units. Finally, let
r̃(pnk

,p) denote the present estimate of the download rate from node pnk
that

peer p has11 and let DU denote the set of data units previously requested from
pnk

that has not been received yet. Then, p computes κ as

κ =

∑
l∈DU Bl + Blmj

r̃(pnk
,p)

(26)

Once the peer has values for κ, θ, and εB, it can compute Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) <

td,lmj
} using (24) and (25) as

Prob{RTT(p,pnk
) < td,lmj

} = (1 − εB)
∫ td,lmj

κ

θ e−θ(y−κ)dy . (27)

5 Neighbourhood Maintenance and Uplink Sharing

In order to deal with random node departures and uncooperating peers a neigh-
bourhood needs to be continuously updated over time. We design two efficient
techniques for achieving this goal that simultaneously maximize the small world
nature of a neighbourhood, i.e., the amount of content exchanged between its
member peers. The first technique allows a peer to estimate the rate contribu-
tions of its neighbours while the second one provides a mechanism for sharing
its uplink capacity across its neighbours. We explain these two techniques next.

5.1 Download Rate Estimation and Peer Replacement

A peer periodically estimates the respective download rates from its neighbours.
This is done by computing the total amount of data received from each neighbour
since the last time the download rate was computed. For example, let DU (pk)

represents the set of data units that peer p has received from its neighbour pk

within the last download rate estimation period T . Then, p computes the the
received rate contribution from pk as

11 In the next section, we explain how p computes r̃(pnk
,p) periodically.
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r̃(pk,p) =
∑

l∈DU(pk) Bl

T
. (28)

In this way, a peer can sort its neighbours based on their send rate contribu-
tions to this peer. Then, the peer can periodically replace the least contributing
neighbour with a new peer selected using the procedure from Section 212. Fur-
thermore, if the peer experiences multiple neighbour nodes with no rate contri-
bution, it will simultaneously replace all of them with newly selected neighbours.
The replaced nodes in this latter case will typically represent free-riders that are
not interested in sharing their resources with other nodes in the network.

5.2 Sender Upload Bandwidth Sharing

The algorithm for sharing the upload bandwidth of a peer among its requesting
neighbours operates as follows. Let C(u) be the upload bandwidth of peer p, and
let PR denote the subset of neighbours from which p has pending requests at
present. Then, to every node pk ∈ PR, peer p allocates a share of its upload
bandwidth computed as

r(p,pk) =
r̃(pk,p)∑

pk∈PR r̃(pk,p)
· C(u), (29)

where r̃pk,p denotes the present estimate of the sending rate from node pk to
peer p. Hence, nodes that contribute more of their sending rate to peer p will
receive in return a larger share of its own upload bandwidth, as provided through
Equation (29).

6 Experiments

6.1 Setup

In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed framework for
streaming actual video content. In the simulations, we employ the common test
video sequence Foreman in CIF image size encoded at 30 fps using a codec
based on the scalable extension (SVC) of the H.264 standard [12]. The content
is encoded into four SNR-scalable layers, with data rates of 455 kbps, 640 kbps,
877 kbps, and 1212 kbps, respectively. The corresponding video quality of the
layers is 36.5 dB, 37.8 dB, 39.1 dB, and 40.5 dB, respectively, measured as
the average luminance (Y) PSNR of the encoded video frames. The group of
pictures (GOP) size of the compressed content is 30 frames, comprising the
following frame type pattern IBBPBBP..., i.e., there are two B-frames between
every two P frames or P and I frames. The 300 frames of the encoded sequence
are concatenated multiple times in order to create a 900 second long video clip
that is used afterwards in our simulations.
12 In particular, the new peer is selected such that the updated neighbourhood again

exhibits minimum latency spread across its member nodes.
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The P2P network in the experiments comprises 1000 peers, out of which 5%
are free-riders, while we distribute the rest in two categories: cable/dsl peers
and ethernet peers, in the ratio 7:2.5. The upload bandwidth for ethernet and
cable/dsl peers is 1000 and 300 kbps, respectively, while the corresponding down-
load bandwidth values for these two peer type categories are 1500 kbps and 750
kbps. The downlink data rate for free-riders is set to 1000 kbps. The uplink data
rate of free-riders is irrelevant for the investigation here. In the simulations, we
measure performance as the average Y-PSNR (dB) of the reconstructed video
frames at each peer. The content is originally stored at a media server with an
upload bandwidth of 6 Mbps. The play-out delay for the presentation is set by
the peers to 15 seconds. This is the initial amount of data that each peer needs
to accumulate in its buffer before starting the playback of the presentation. The
size of the sliding window introduced in Section 4.2 for keeping track of data
units at each peer is 30 seconds of data. Sending requests to its neighbours is
considered by a peer at intervals of 1 sec. The contribution of each sending peer
in terms of data rate is measured by the receiving peer every 30 seconds of
time. The exclusion of the least contributing peer in a neighbourhood and the
consecutive selection of a new replacement neighbour is done by a peer every
30 sec. Initially each peer selects 8 other peers as its neighbours. The size of a
neighbourhood for a peer can grow subsequently to contain up to 14 other peers.

6.2 Influence of Urgency and Popularity Factors

In this section, we examine the influence of the urgency factor U(t, td,lm) and
the popularity factor Plm(k, |P |) on the overall performance of our system. As
introduced in Section 4.2, these quantities convey respectively the relative tem-
poral and the relative spatial importance of a data unit. That is, how soon the
data unit is due to expire and how often the data unit is encountered in a neigh-
bourhood. In the following, we describe our specific choices for U(t, td,lm) and
Plm(k, |P |).

We model these two factors as simple polynomials composed of a single term
that satisfy the functional requirements on U(t, td,lm) and Plm(k, |P |) described
in Section 4.2. Specifically, for data unit lm they are computed at time t as

U(t, td,lm) =
(

t

td,lm

)α

, (30)

Plm(k, |P |) =
( |P |

k

)β

,

where the parameters α, β ≥ 0 are the powers of the polynomials for U(t, td,lm)
and Plm(k, |P |), respectively. Using the formulation in (31) for these factors
allows for a simple implementation that at the same time provides a lot of flex-
ibility in terms of the range of values that can be covered by U(t, td,lm) and
Plm(k, |P |) as a function of the parameters α and β. In the following, we con-
sider how the specific forms of the polynomials for the urgency factor and the
popularity factor, i.e., their respective polynomial power parameters, influence
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Fig. 9. Gain in Y-PSNR (dB) (left) and reduction (in %) of the standard deviation
of Y-PSNR (right) when using the popularity and urgency factors in the case of cable
peers.

the quality of the reconstructed media presentation at each peer. In particular,
we conduct experiments where we vary α and β in the range [0,2] and mea-
sure the corresponding average video quality and its standard deviation for the
populations of cable/dsl peers and ethernet peers, respectively.

In Figure 9, we show these quantities in the case of cable/dsl peers. In par-
ticular, in Figure 9 (left) we show the gain in dB of the average video quality
(Y-PSNR) relative to the case when the urgency and the popularity factors are
not employed, i.e., α, β = 0. It can be seen that the gain can reach as high
as 1.3 dB when the power parameters are in the range [1,1.5]. As the range of
variations for the Y-PSNR gain in this range (α ∈ [1, 1.5], β ∈ [1, 1.5]) is quite
small, to maximize performance the values for these parameters can be selected
to correspond anywhere in this plateau. Hence, for ease of implementation we
opted to select the same value for both of them, and that is one, in the rest
of the experiments in this chapter. Finally, we can see from Figure 9 (right)
that the optimum range for α and β in the case of Y-PSNR gain also corre-
sponds to the biggest reduction in standard deviation of this quantity relative
to the case when U(t, td,lm) and Plm(k, |P |) are not employed. Specifically, for
α ∈ [1, 1.5], β ∈ [1, 1.5] we observe a plateau of maximum standard deviation
reduction of 25% in Figure 9 (right). It should be mentioned that similar obser-
vations and conclusions can be made for the case of ethernet peers. These results
are not included here due to space considerations.

In the following two sections, we study exclusively the performances of our
utility-based scheduling and bandwidth sharing techniques from Section 5.2 and
Section 4.2, respectively. Therefore, in the related experiments we opted to em-
ploy the commonly employed technique of random peer selection for constructing
and maintaining the overlay. Then, in Section 6.5, we replace the random mesh
construction with our delay-based technique from Section 2 in order to exam-
ine in isolation the additional advantages that this method brings to the whole
framework.
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6.3 Resilience to Free-Riders

In Figure 10, we show the cumulative distribution function of the average video
quality for each peer type. It can be seen from the figure that free-riders expe-
rience the media presentation at a very low quality. This is actually desirable
as these peers do not contribute their upload bandwidth resources to serving
data to other peers in the network, as explained earlier. Hence, the degraded
video quality that they receive may in fact contribute to them changing their
bandwidth sharing policy when they connect to the network next time. On the
other hand, cable peers and ethernet peers exhibit distributions of video qual-
ity that are quite narrow in range and steep in slope, and most importantly of
much higher amplitude relative to that of free-riders, as also seen from Figure 10.
Furthermore, the cumulative distributions of video quality for cable peers and
ethernet peers are commensurate to their bandwidth capabilities, as ethernet
peers can receive more video quality layers from their neighbours and corre-
spondingly serve more layers to them in return. Hence, ethernet peers exhibit
video quality that is on the average 2 dB higher than that for cable peers. In
particular, the average video quality for most of the cable peers ranges between
37 dB and 38 dB, while the average video quality for most of the ethernet peers
is in the range 39 - 40.5 dB, as shown in Figure 10. Note that the distributions
of video quality in Figure 10 map to similar relative distributions of the cor-
responding video decode rate for the three peer classes. These results are not
included here due to space constraints.

To examine further the resilience of the proposed framework to free-riding in
the system, we conducted the following experiment. We increased the percentage
of free-riders in the overall population to 10, 15 and 20 percent, and we measured
the corresponding average video quality for the three peer types. In Figure 11,
we show these results for ethernet peers, together with the corresponding per-
formance for ethernet peers in the case when sending peers share their upload
resources uniformly. In other words, in this latter case, peers send data to their
neighbours at same outgoing data rates. It can be seen from Figure 11 that when
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our framework is employed, the average performance of the video presentation
for the ethernet peers does not vary substantially, as the number of free-riders
in the network is increased. However, in the case of uniform send-rate distribu-
tion we can see that the average video quality of the ethernet peer population
degrades substantially, as more and more resources in the network are consumed
by the non-responding free-rider peers. For example, even at 20% free-riders in
the network the reduction in average video quality for ethernet peers does not
exceed 0.1 - 0.2 dB under the weighted send-rate allocation of our framework,
while it reaches around 6 dB in the case of uniform allocation, as evident from
Figure 11. Note that similar observations can be drawn when comparing the cor-
responding results for the cable peer type. These results are not included here
for space considerations.

6.4 Utility-Based Scheduling

Here, we explore the performance advantages of utility-based scheduling, hence-
forth denoted Utility, over two commonly employed technique for requesting
packets from peer neighbours. With EDF we denote the first of these technique
which requests packets based on their delivery deadline. In particular, earlier ex-
piring packets are requested first, hence the name Earliest Deadline First (EDF).
The second technique used for comparison simply requests packets from neigh-
bours without taking into consideration any specific packet information, hence
the name Random. In Figure 12, we examine the distribution of average video
quality for cable/dsl peers in the case of each of the three scheduling techniques.

It can be seen that Utility significantly outperforms the other two techniques.
In particular, the average gain over EDF is around 4 dB, while the average gain
over Random is even larger, i.e., around 8 dB, as denoted in Figure 12. The rela-
tive gains of utility-based scheduling are due to the fact that this technique takes
into account the importance of each packet for the overall reconstruction quality
at any given time, which is overlooked in EDF and Random. Furthermore, it is
expected that EDF outperforms Random as the former at least takes into ac-
count the timing information associated with the video packets when requesting
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Fig. 12. CDF of average video quality (Y-PSNR) for different scheduling methods in
the case of cable/dsl peers.

them. Finally, it should be mentioned that analogous results were obtained for
the case of ethernet peers that are not included here due to space constraints.

6.5 Advantages of Delay-Based Mesh Construction

Here, we present the relative improvements in performance when the delay-based
algorithm for mesh construction from Section 2 is employed, instead of the stan-
dard Random mesh construction technique where each peer selects its neighbours
at random. The metrics over which we measure performance in this section are
(i) frame freeze duration and (ii) normalized play-out time. We describe them
subsequently. Frame freeze duration is the percentage of time relative to the
duration of the whole presentation during which a peer experiences frozen video
content on its display. Remember that this happens whenever a video frame
is not received and decoded by the peer by its decoding/delivery deadline. In
order to compensate for this, the peer conceals this frame with the last decod-
able frame that it has in its buffer. The content of this latter frame is kept on
the screen (hence the name freeze frame for this concealment method) until a
subsequent frame is decodable and therefore ready to be displayed next.

Next, recall from earlier that a peer has a parameter denoted play-out delay
that is set ahead of time. As described previously, this parameter corresponds
to the amount of data that the peer needs to buffer from the initial part of
the presentation before the playback actually starts at the peer. Typically, it
would take a peer a longer period of time than the actual value of its play-
out delay parameter to gather the necessary amount of data for the playback
to start. Furthermore, one can compute the absolute minimum of this quantity
based on the hop distance of a peer from the media server and the data rate
at which the server is streaming the presentation (typically the encoding rate of
the presentation). Hence, we define normalized play-out time as the ratio of the
actual time that a peer requires to fill up its play-out buffer initially and the
minimum value of this quantity, as described above.
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Fig. 13. Frame freeze duration (%) for different peer types and mesh constructions.

First, in Figure 13 we examine the difference in frame freeze duration experi-
enced by the peers when each of the two mesh construction algorithms is used. It
can be seen that the proposed technique provides substantial gains over simply
selecting peer neighbours at random. For example, 90% of cable/dsl peers expe-
rience frame freeze not more than 10% of the time during their presentation in
the case of random mesh construction. This percentage is reduced to 5% for the
same cable/dsl peer population in the case of delay-based construction. There-
fore, a 50% reduction in frame freeze time is achieved, as denoted in Figure 13.
Similarly, in the case of ethernet peers, 90% of the population experiences frame
freeze not longer than 5% of the time for random mesh construction relative to
1% of the time when peer neighbourhoods are constructed according to their
latency spread. Hence, an 80% reduction in frame freeze duration is achieved,
as also denoted in Figure 13. In general cable/dsl peers experience longer frame
freeze durations relative to ethernet peers, as evident from Figure 13. This is
expected and is due to the different uplink/downlink bandwidth capabilities as-
sociated with the two peer types. Finally, note that the reductions in frame freeze
time result into corresponding gains in average video quality when delay-based
mesh construction is employed. These results are not included here due to space
limitations.

Next, we study the differences between random and delay-based construc-
tion in terms of normalized play-out time for a peer (cable/dsl or ethernet).
In Figure 14, we show the CDF of the normalized play-out time for a peer for
each of the two mesh construction algorithms. As expected, we can see from
Figure 14 that when our algorithm is employed the peers observe much shorter
play-out times which in turn improves their audio-visual experience of the media
presentation. For example, for 90% of the peers the playback of the presenta-
tion can start no longer than twice the preset play-out delay in the case of the
proposed technique, compared to about six times the preset play-out delay for
the same percentage of peers for random mesh construction. Hence, the for-
mer approach provides 67% savings in play-out time or alternatively stated a
three times shorter play-out time is achieved, as denoted in Figure 14. Another
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Fig. 14. CDF of normalized play-out time for different mesh constructions.

interpretation of these gains is as a reduction in required buffer size at a peer
for smooth playback of the presentation in the case of delay-based construction.

7 Related Work

Due to its promise as a novel technology for delivering multimedia over the
Internet at lower cost, P2P streaming has been studied considerably thus far. The
solutions are generally built on either tree-based or mesh-based organization of
the peers. Despite the plethora of prior work on tree-push based P2P streaming,
e.g., [13, 14, 15], we still have to wait to witness an actual deployment of such a
system on the Internet. Virtually all such systems to date are rather mesh-pull
based13, and we have therefore focused on this type of solution, which generally
offers increased robustness to the dynamics of a P2P system.

From the plethora of prior work, we describe first the most relevant ones
from a system-wise perspective. Specifically, in [17], the authors design a global
pattern for content delivery in mesh-based overlays that can utilize the upload
bandwidth of most of the peers. In addition, a sweet range for the peers’ degree
is identified that maximizes the delivered quality to the individual peers in the
scenario under consideration. A similar approach to overlay architecture con-
struction is taken in [18] where higher bandwidth peers are connected directly
to the media server in order to facilitate their capabilities for pushing the con-
tent subsequently to many lower bandwidth peers located one layer farther in
the overlay network hierarchy. The work in [19] presents a method to monitor
the network-wide quality of the media presentation, based on the buffer maps
constructed by peers in mesh-based overlays in order to facilitate exchange of
data with their neighbours. Furthermore, in [20] video packets are requested
from neighbours in prioritized order based on their video layer index and the
probability of serving a neighbour in return is commensurate to the rate contri-
bution received from this neighbour. Finally, the work in [21] considers streaming
13 An interesting overview of mesh-pull based P2P video delivery and its commercial

success for IPTV applications can be found in [16].
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video multiple descriptions over an overlay mesh created via a gossip-based pro-
tocol where the probability of selecting a node for a neighbour is proportional
to the size of its existing neighbourhood. A peer in the system employs a packet
requesting scheme that maximizes its video quality subject to avoiding buffer
underflow events of its video decoder.

There are several important differences relative to the prior works described
above. First, we design a delay-based overlay construction procedure that sub-
stantially outperforms the random neighbour selection approach employed in
[20,21] for example. In addition, the present work considers content created us-
ing generic video encoding that may not necessarily be layered [20] or multiple
description encoded [21]. Yet another advantage of our approach is that a more
sophisticated utility-based model is proposed in order to determine the packets’
relative importance when requesting data from neighbours. Such differentiating
characteristics between the packets in terms of their value for the overall recon-
struction quality may be overlooked if only the index of the video layer [20] or
the video description [21] to which they belong is considered. Lastly, we design
a deterministic algorithm for upload bandwidth distribution over the requesting
peers which consistently, i.e., all of the time, rewards contributing peers instead
of doing that on the average, as in [20].

Another body of prior work that needs to be mentioned in the context of
this chapter is on exploiting locality information for improving the efficiency
of P2P systems. Specifically, random peer selection combined with flooding-
based approaches for content search in overlay networks contribute to excessive
amounts of traffic even in moderate size networks [22,23]. Most of this traffic is
unnecessary and is caused by the mismatch between the logical topology of the
overlay and the actual underlying physical network. The problem is exacerbated
by blindly flooding message on multiple paths that in effect may have the same
destination in the end. Therefore, such networks can suffer from scalability issues
[24]. Another study that illuminates this mismatch problem is [25] which shows
that only a small percentage of the overall number of connections in a Gnutella
[26] overlay link peers within a single autonomous system. In order to account for
this, there have been proposals for constructing more efficient overlay topologies
in recent years, such as [27, 28] that cluster peers based on the closeness of
their IP addresses, [29,30] that cluster peers based on their proximity relative to
the underlying network topology, [31][36] that determines the closeness between
two peers based on their latency to common landmark servers, and [32] that
selects neighbours based on estimates of delay distances between peers. The
works outlined above exhibit an analogy with our overlay construction procedure
in the sense that they all attempt to cluster peers based on some notion of
distance. Still, in the present paper we create neighbourhoods exhibiting min
latency spread across their member nodes relative to the origin server. This does
not necessarily mean that two neighbours will be close to another according to
the distance metrics employed above.

Finally, from the perspective of packet scheduling in P2P systems, the present
paper is related to prior works on optimized video streaming in tree-based
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overlays such as [33] that proposes to employ priority-based mechanisms for
allocating resources across different packets at a node in a multicast tree. Dif-
ferently, the present paper considers utility based scheduling for efficient video
streaming in mesh-pull based P2P overlays. Maximizing a utility function of
other parameters in a P2P streaming system, such as the playback buffer con-
tent reserve or the processor task scheduling at a peer, has been investigated
previously in [34] and [35], respectively.

8 Conclusions

The chapter develops a comprehensive optimization framework for live mesh-
pull based P2P video delivery. The framework comprises three major building
blocks that in concert provide for significant performance advances. In particu-
lar, through an overlay construction featuring uniform latency neighbourhoods
an effective small-world topology is created that enables efficient data delivery
routes and increased data sharing between peers in the network. Furthermore,
through utility-based packet scheduling the video quality of the presentation
at a peer is maximized for the given bandwidth resources while promoting the
same goal at other peers in the overlay. Finally, by employing our uplink sharing
strategy that rewards data sharing among neighbours free-riding in the system
is effectively canceled out. Our theoretical analysis and simulation experiments
make evident the substantial performance improvements in live P2P streaming
that the proposed techniques provide. Significant gains in video quality and de-
coding rate are shown relative to commonly deployed solutions. The delay-based
mesh construction allows for additional gains expressed as reductions in frame-
freeze duration and playback latency. The improved playback continuity in this
case results into further improvement in video quality for the media presentation.
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Summary. Video is becoming the dominant traffic over the Internet. To provide better
Quality of Service (QoS) to the end users, while also achieve network resource efficiency,
is an important problem for both network operators, content providers and consumers.
In this work, we present intelligent video networking solutions for IPTV and Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) systems that optimizes the users’ QoS experiences while under network
resource constraints.

Given the limited network bandwidth resources, how to provide Internet users with
good video playback Quality of Service (QoS) is a key problem. For IPTV systems video
clips competing bandwidth, we propose an approach of Content-Aware distortion-Fair
(CAF) video delivery scheme, which is aware of the characteristics of video frames and
ensures max-min distortion fair sharing among video flows. Different from bandwidth
fair sharing, CAF targets end-to-end video playback quality fairness among users when
bandwidth is insufficient, based on the fact that users directly care about video quality
rather than bandwidth. The proposed CAF approach does not require rate-distortion
modeling of the source, which is difficult to estimate, but instead, it exploits the tem-
poral prediction structure of the video sequences along with a frame drop distortion
metric to guide resource allocations and coordination. Experimental results show that
the proposed approach operates with limited overhead in computation and communi-
cation, and yields better QoS, especially when the network is congested.

For Internet based video broadcasting applications such as IPTV, the Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) streaming scheme has been found to be an effective solution. An important issue
in live broadcasting is to avoid playback buffer underflow. How to utilize the playback
buffer and upload bandwidth of peers to minimize the freeze-ups in playback, is the
problem we try to solve. We propose a successive water-filling (SWaF) algorithm for the
video transmission scheduling in P2P live streaming system, to minimize the playback
freeze-ups among peers. SWaF algorithm only needs each peer to optimally transmit
(within its uploading bandwidth) part of its available video segments in the buffer
to other peers requiring the content and pass small amount message to some other
peers. Moreover, SWaF has low complexity and provable optimality. Numerical results
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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1 Introduction

The rapid advances in computing, communication and storage technologies have
heralded a new age of explosive growth in multimedia applications, such as online
video repository, mobile TV and IPTV, multimedia based social interaction, etc.
Multimedia traffic has dominated Internet traffic in volume. These applications
open up new opportunities and present new challenges to the technologies in the
area of audio/visual information processing, communication and networking, etc.
We focus on developing novel and effective approaches in delivering multimedia
content.

The goal of this chapter is to enable users (especially with multimedia traffic)
of networks to experience better end-to-end quality of service, and to help net-
work operators run networks more efficiently, especially on how efficiently the
network resources are utilized. Meanwhile, during the process of achieving such
goal, this chapter aims to develop new mathematical methodologies of optimiza-
tion for network engineering.

1.1 Challenges of Multimedia Traffic

There are many open problems in terms of how to efficiently provision compli-
cated quality of service requirements for mobile users who need triple play where
TV (video), voice, and data are all available from one service provider on one
service medium.

One particular challenging problem is multimedia streaming, where demand
for better playback quality and small transmission delays needs to be reconciled
with the limited and often time-varying communication resources.

The main technical difficulties for media streaming include the following:

1. Media streaming usually has large volume of data and the volume of data
may vary over time. For instance, the sources for most video streaming applica-
tions are typically sequences with relative high bit rates. However, wired/wireless
networks have limited bandwidth. In order to support media streaming over ca-
pacity limited networks, the high rate media sources need to be adapted through
a variety of schemes, such as scalable video stream extraction, compression, and
summarization, before they can be accommodated by the links.

2. Media streaming usually has stringent delay requirements. Media streaming
cannot tolerate much variation in delay (jitter) if the buffer starves, because once
playout starts, it needs to keep playing. Media streaming sometimes cannot
tolerate much delay, such as for interactive applications (e.g., VoIP and online
gaming).

3. Media streaming can have certain level of packet loss tolerance, i.e, losing
certain number of packets will not dramatically affect the receiving end play
back quality. On the other hand, video packets have loss/decoding dependence.
Certain packet loss will result in whole segment of video not decodable. This is
especially true when layered video coding [60] is present.

4. Different media content segments have different rate-distortion character-
istics, e.g., some segment may be part of an action movie and requires a lot of
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bits to encode, while some others may be part of a video with less motion such
as a scene of news anchors talking that requires relatively less bits to encode.
In a system supporting many users, this type of multi-user content diversity in
content rate-distortion characteristics need also be exploited.

5. The resource consumptions of video users are typically discrete, i.e., mea-
sured in frames instead of in bits. As a result, their QoS metrics as functions
of allocated resources are discrete as well, and typically do not have close form
characterizations.

Therefore most of previous work on resource allocation for elastic data traffic
does not directly apply here, and a new optimization framework is needed. Most
of the above difficulties are not well-solved in the network design. In this work,
we come up with new theory and new design to deliver multimedia traffic over
networks, such that users can have better end-to-end quality of service while
the networks being efficient, stable, and robust. For this purpose, we develop
and apply the design philosophy for network resource allocation explained in
the following section.

1.2 Optimization in Network Resource Allocation

Network Utility Maximization

Since the publication of the seminal paper [36] in 1998, the framework of Network
Utility Maximization (NUM) has found many applications in network resource
allocation algorithms and the design of protocol stacks. Consider a communica-
tion network with L logical links, wired or wireless, each with a fixed capacity of
cl bps, and S sources, each transmitting at a rate of xs bps. Each source s emits
one flow, using a fixed set L(s) of links in its path, and has a utility function
Us(xs). Each link l is shared by a set S(l) of sources. NUM, in its basic version,
is the following problem of maximizing the network utility

∑
s Us(xs), over the

source rates x, subject to linear flow constraints
∑

s∈S(l) xs ≤ cl for all links:

maximize
∑

s Us(xs)
subject to

∑
s∈S(l) xs ≤ cl, ∀l

x � 0.
(1)

The basic NUM framework has been widely extended (e.g., see [21] and the
references therein). The NUM framework has shown many applications in for-
ward engineering, which means given the optimization problem, we design net-
work protocol stacks. Many network resource allocation algorithms have been
proposed for different purposes. Following the pioneer work on optimal flow con-
trol [37, 36], an extensive study of network flow control based on optimization
method and game theory has been carried out, e.g, [6, 4, 5, 27, 55, 56, 81, 73],
and there are a lot of extensions to the protocol design across layers, e.g.,
[39,41,29,42,45,49,43,44,48,79,80,52].

Along another thread of reverse engineering, which means given the protocols,
we find the mathematic framework behind them, it has been found that the
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mathematics behind Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Active Queue
Management (AQM) matches the basic NUM framework [54]. This again backs
up the forward engineering foundation of NUM framework.

In this work, we design network resource allocation and protocols for multi-
media traffic by extending NUM framework.

Utility Function

Utility function basically is a measure of user’s happiness of end-to-end quality
of service [67].

In basic NUM, the utility function is assumed to be strictly concave in rate,
which has an economic interpretation that when the rate is larger, the increase
of user’s happiness about the service slows down.

Considering different QoS requirement, different application can have different
utility functions. For instance, for the end user with online video application,
the end user may mainly care about the video distortion of playback quality,
hence the video distortion can be a measure of the end user’s happiness, the less
distortion, the happier. For another instance, in peer-to-peer video network, the
end user may mainly care about the playback smoothness, hence the length of
the content to be played in the playback buffer can be a measure of the end
user’s happiness, the more content to be played in the buffer, the happier.

Utility function basically is a measure of user’s happiness of end-to-end quality
of service .

Optimality in Which Sense?

Efficiency and fairness are two main concerns for resource allocation when many
users are sharing the network resources. Here we mainly consider efficiency in
utility and fairness in utility, where for some cases the efficiency in utility can
be coincident with the efficiency and/or the fairness in bandwidth.

• Efficiency in utility. We consider the objective as to maximize the total utility,

maximize
∑

s Us. (2)

The total optimality means social efficiency in utility. Note that for special
cases of utility function in rate only, maximizing total utility in basic NUM
gives bandwidth efficiency or bandwidth fairness. For example, for Us(xs) =
xs, it gives the efficiency in bandwidth, and for Us(xs) = log xs [37,36,38], it
gives proportional fairness in bandwidth, and Us(xs) = x1−α

s

1−α gives α-fairness
in bandwidth [59], where α is a positive constant. When α = 1, it gives
bandwidth proportional fairness, and for α going to infinity, it converges to
bandwidth max-min fairness. More discussions on bandwidth fairness and
efficiency can be found in [13, 14, 57].

• We also consider utility max-min fair sharing, which is to maximize the min-
imum utility,
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maximize min Us. (3)

The utility max-min fair was discussed in [17] and some references therein.
There are more discussions on utility fairness such as proportional utility
fairness [74]. Here we focus on the max-min utility fairness.

Degrees of Freedom: Network Operations over Layers

Here our resource mainly means the link bandwidth. Given the limited link
bandwidth and utility objective functions, how to achieve the optimality? What
are the design spaces? We use a suite of network operations as the design knobs,
such that users with multimedia traffic in the network can have satisfied quality
of service.

A suite of network operations in this work includes the operational or func-
tional modules (‘who does what ’) and the connections among them (‘how to
connect them’) [21]. The operational modules include operations over different
layers, such as multimedia source coding at the Application (APP) layer, rate
adaptation or congestion control of users at the Transport layer [72]), scheduling
at MAC layer. The optimal resource allocation will shape the network operations
to operate at the optimal points by adjusting the design knobs - the network
operations.

The design knobs may need to be jointly adapted, rather than separately.
For instance, the multimedia source coding can be adapted jointly with the con-
gestion control in networks. By joint adaptation, if there is congestion on the
path, or if the wireless link is in bad condition, the source can send the most
important segment within the limited room on the path, rather than less impor-
tant segment, such that the receiver can experience good multimedia playback
quality.

Distributed Algorithm

In a network, the distributed algorithm is favorable since it is difficult to run a
large network such as Internet if everything is controlled by a central server.

Fortunately, in the basic NUM, convexity and separability properties of the
optimization problem readily lead to distributed algorithms that converge to the
globally optimal rate allocation, by applying primal/dual decomposition [36,10,
11, 15, 62].

Such distributed algorithms have the economic interpretation that every
source solves its best rate for the net utility which is the utility deducting the
cost (price per unit rate multiplying the rate), every link updates the price which
indicates how congested the link is, based on the current load of the link, and
through the network there is massage passing which gives the source the end-to-
end price and gives the link the aggregate load [36]. The distributed algorithm
matches the Internet TCP/AQM mechanism [54,70].

In this work, distributed algorithms are proposed for the optimal resource allo-
cation. Since our utility functions have their spatiality because of the application
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scenarios and they lose the clean structure of the basic NUM, the decomposition
becomes difficult. Despite the difficulty, we develop distributed algorithms based
on network pricing. In contrast to standard pricing-based rate control algorithms
for the basic NUM, in which each link communicates the same congestion price
to each of its users and/or each user communicates its willingness to pay for
rate allocation to the network, in our algorithms each link provides a possibly
different congestion price to users of different traffic type and each user provides
its willingness to pay for the reduction of delay/loss to the network.

Underlying Methodology

Layered architectures form one of the most fundamental structures of network
design, but there is little quantitative understanding to guide a systematic, rather
than an ad hoc, process of designing layered protocol stack for wired and wireless
networks. Our research contributes to such understanding.

The underlying mathematical framework of this work is ‘Layering as Opti-
mization Decomposition’, which has two cornerstones ‘Networks as Optimizers’
and ‘Layering as Decomposition’ [21]. The framework views the network as the
optimizer itself, puts the end user application needs as the optimization ob-
jective, and offers a common set of methodologies to design modularized and
distributed solutions.

Our framework provides a top-down approach to design layered protocol
stacks from first principles. The design is driven by applications where we focus
on multimedia.

To deliver better end-to-end media quality and achieve more efficient commu-
nication resource sharing, by distributed optimization in media content adapta-
tion and resource allocation, we adopt two directions, the vertical direction and
the horizontal direction.

In the vertical direction, the requirement from the application layer motivates
and shapes the adaptation of the lower layers. For instance, the content awareness
can be derived from media sequences to define richer media quality metrics and
utility, which will help intelligent media coding and communication decisions
across application, networking and link layers.

In the horizontal direction, media communication rarely happens in a single-
user and single-hop situation. Conflicts in communication resource sharing need
to be addressed. We are therefore looking at efficient ways to exploit multi-user
diversity in channel states and content utility-resource tradeoffs. We develop
distributed and collaborative solutions for resource allocation, as well as source
media adaptation. In some designs, pricing approaches from Economics are
applied.

1.3 Intelligent Network Engineering for IPTV and P2P Systems

By applying the optimization in network resource allocation introduced above,
in this work, we present intelligent video streaming over congested networks and
intelligent video scheduling for video delivery in peer-to-peer networks.
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For video clips competing bandwidth in networks, we propose an approach of
Content-Aware distortion-Fair (CAF) video delivery scheme, which is aware of
the characteristics of video frames and ensures max-min distortion fair sharing
among video flows. The optimality goes to the utility fairness among users where
the utility is measured by the video distortion. Different from bandwidth fair
sharing, CAF targets end-to-end video playback quality fairness among users
when bandwidth is insufficient, based on the fact that users directly care about
video quality rather than bandwidth. The proposed CAF approach does not
require rate-distortion modeling of the source, which is difficult to estimate,
but instead, it exploits the temporal prediction structure of the video sequences
along with a frame drop distortion metric to guide resource allocations and
coordination. Experimental results show that the proposed approach operates
with limited overhead in computation and communication, and yields better
QoS, especially when the network is congested. Part of the work is presented
in [46].

For Internet based video broadcasting applications such as IPTV, the Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) streaming scheme has been found to be an effective solution. An
important issue in live broadcasting is to avoid playback buffer underflow. How to
utilize the playback buffer and upload bandwidth of peers to minimize the freeze-
ups in playback, is the problem we try to solve. Here for each peer the utility
(happiness) is measured by the length of the content to be played in the playback
buffer and the optimality is to optimize the social utility (efficiency in utility). We
propose a successive water-filling (SWaF) algorithm for the video transmission
scheduling in P2P live streaming system, to minimize the playback freeze-ups
among peers. SWaF algorithm only needs each peer to optimally transmit (within
its uploading bandwidth) part of its available video segments in the buffer to
other peers requiring the content and pass small amount message to some other
peers. Moreover, SWaF has low complexity and provable optimality. Numerical
results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Part of the
work is presented in [44].

2 Content-Aware Distortion-Fair (CAF) Video Streaming

2.1 Introduction

Motivation

The recent advances in transmission, display, and storage capabilities in the
Internet and end-user devices have ushered an unprecedented growth of video
traffic over Internet. Popular video repository solutions like Youtube are driving
up this video traffic demand on the network everyday. Unlike web and email
traffic, video is characterized by its large bandwidth requirement and stringent
quality of service (QoS) parameters, especially delays. This presents a challenge
to network engineering different from text and voice dominated traffic [76].

In video traffic, certain packets can be dropped if the network is congested,
with controllable decoding quality degradation. Transcoding solutions [78] can
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offer good flexibilities in rate-distortion shaping and the scalable video coding
[77,60,65] can offer temporal, spatial, and signal-noise-ratio (SNR) scalability. All
these technologies carry out the adaptive video source coding at the application
layer, providing the opportunity of smartly dropping frames or packets when the
communication links are congested or bandwidth is limited.

For the problem of transporting video traffic over a network, the design prin-
cipal is to coordinate network layer resource allocation with the application layer
video adaptation schemes, such that a graceful trade-off between resource con-
sumed and quality of service delivered is achieved. Advances in video signal
processing and coding have made a rich set of video coding and adaptation tools
available to content delivery network engineering.

Traditionally the content generation and the network resource engineering are
designed separately. Network engineering traditionally is not content-aware, and
the network resource allocation does not allocate the resource adaptively catch-
ing up timely the contents. This is appropriate for data traffic which requires
every packet to be received successfully. But for video traffic, different frames
may have different importance and can contribute differently in terms of the
distortion perceived by human eyes, and dropping some less important frames
may only give us some little influence on the perceptual video distortion, if the
important frames could have better guarantee to be transmitted successfully, or,
if the limited bandwidth is used for those important frames while dropping out
some less important frames when the link is congested, end users may experience
better QoS. The content-awareness can be utilized to improve the QoS provi-
sion. In this work, we study video streaming over Internet problem, and develop
a content-aware solution for multi-hop video communications.

For network engineering, an important issue is the congestion control at
the transport layer. What is interesting and extensively researched in the last
decade is that the problem of Internet congestion control can be cast as an opti-
mization problem with economics interpretation [55, 54, 36], the network utility
maximization (NUM), which aims to maximize the aggregate utility of all the
users, subject to the constraint that the total flow on each link should be no
greater than the link capacity. Here, the utility of each user s with a trans-
mission rate xs is a strictly concave, continuously differentiable non-decreasing
function Us(xs), measuring the user’s ‘happiness’ when allocated rate xs. By
decomposition method with a pricing interpretation, the optimization problem
can be solved via distributed algorithms. Since the publication of the seminal
paper [36] in 1998, the framework of NUM has found many applications in net-
work resource allocation algorithms and design of protocol stacks [21]. It has
become a mathematical foundation of many cross-layer designs.

Cross-layer design has shown its advantage for QoS provision and resource
allocation. The NUM framework can be extended to deliver video, where the
utility function can be the opposite of the distortion function (measuring the
QoS) of transmission rate. There are existing works in cross-layer optimization
in video delivery, e.g. [75, 31, 58,20, 19, 68,83]. These works are mainly focusing
on the application layer, MAC layer, physical layer, and other layers.
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Particularly, a branch of cross-layer design, the content-aware networking,
brings the intelligence of video source coding at the application layer and the
network resource engineering together. A lot of works utilize content-awareness
in different scenarios, such as in video summarization [51], packetized video de-
livery [22, 66], in P2P streaming [8], in wireless networks [47, 32], in content
delivery networks [7], and in image authentication [85]. In [51,22, 66,8, 32], the
content-awareness lies in the importance of the frames or packets based on the
distortion and the dependency of decoding. In [47], the content-awareness is
particularly a metric of the motion characteristics of different scenes. In [7], the
content-awareness lies in the knowledge of descriptions of the multiple descrip-
tion source coding. In all these works, the content-awareness is utilized adaptively
fitting in the delivery requirement. For instance, through content analysis and
optimization, video summarization schemes such as in [51] [53] select a subset of
frames from the video sequence to form a concise representation of the sequence,
to deliver good visual quality at low bit rates. The work for multi-access wireless
video streaming [32] develops a network utility maximization with a resource
pricing solution via dual decomposition and the resource price in turn, drives
content adaptation solutions at each user in a distributed fashion. In this work,
we focus on the similar content-awareness as in [51, 32]. Rather than one-hop
multi-access networks in [32], we study in the setting of general multi-hop Inter-
net, where we have to deal with the dependency of users and links in terms of
who sharing which link.

This work presents a step towards matching content processing with net-
work engineering so as to maximize the user perceptional utility. We propose a
framework for resource allocation, including the joint source adaptation at the
application layer and link congestion control at the transport layer.

Another theme of this work is about the end-to-end user utility (measuring
user’s happiness about QoS) fairness. The NUM framework mentioned above
is for the maximum aggregate utility, which may not mean utility fairness. A
problem of fairness in QoS is very important in network resource allocation and it
is of our interest here. Since motion-rich video clip may require more bandwidth
than video clip with less motion, when such users are sharing the resource, the
bandwidth fairness among users which results in the same bandwidth allocated
to different users may not be a good metric. The end users care about the
video quality rather than the bandwidth, hence we focus on max-min fair utility
provision among uses. The utility can be the opposite of the distortion and we
focus on the end-to-end min-max distortion fairness among users.

Related Work

There are existing works on max-min QoS fair sharing, such as [17] [74]. Authors
of [17] [74] assume an explicit utility function of rate and the algorithms are
based on the utility function, not really based on content. Studies in [17] [74]
are not specifically for video and they do not take into account the special
characteristics of video traffic. For video, the utility function is time-varying and
it is hard to estimate the utility function accurately and on the fly. In addition,
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the distributed algorithm in [74] may need a lot of iterations and the rate may
fluctuate dramatically such that the video quality fluctuates and the perceptual
quality may be bad. Different from [17] [74], we do not assume any explicit utility
function, but instead we use the utility of every frame which can be easily and
explicitly calculated.

In this work, we propose a cross-layer optimization scheme in network en-
gineering for video content delivery. The source video adaptation and traffic
shaping along with distortion metrics in the application layer are driving the
congestion control and resource coordination at transport layer. The resulting
Content-Aware distortion-Fair (CAF) video delivery algorithm, in which the
users and links can distributively cooperate with others such that the end-to-
end distortion fairness as well as good video quality are achieved among users.

Our work and many studies such as [35,9,64,82,26,18,34] and works mentioned
above on the cross-layer video delivery and content-aware networking are all in
favor of the optimal rate-distortion tradeoff, but our work is more on the metric of
min-max distortion fairness for many users sharing a general multi-hop network,
while others do not have such emphasis.

Our work has rich granularity in how to drop frames when the link is con-
gested. In [9], the authors show that the priority dropping frames of layered video
can have gain over uniform dropping. The dropping is based on the importance
of the layers of the video source coding, while in our work the frame dropping
is based on the importance of frame, not limited to layers.

Motivated by that a lot of video in the Internet is stored, our work is mainly
for stored video, where the side information of the number of bits and importance
of the frames can be calculated in advance. Some existing works, such as [35], are
for real time video. In [35], the authors propose an adaptive congestion control
scheme for real time packet video transport, where the video rate-distortion
needs to be estimated in real time. Our work can be extended and applied to
deal with real-time video by allowing some computational complexity to derive
the importance and length of frames.

In the proposed algorithm, we have per-flow performance guarantee. Different
from Intserv [16] architecture which also offers per-flow performance guarantees,
our scheme has content awareness which is signaled over links. Our work is also
different from DiffServ [12] which manages resources at the granularity of traffic
classes.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1. For multi-hop multi-user video delivery networks, we propose a framework
of content-aware distortion-fair networking with joint video source adapta-
tion and network resource allocation, by combining the intelligence of the
temporal scalability of the video source coding at the application layer with
the congestion control at the transport layer.

2. The framework makes users drop less important frames when the network
is congested. Architecturally we illustrate that the approach of end users
dropping less important frames is in general more bandwidth-efficient than
the approach of links dropping frames when the network is congested.
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3. Based on the framework, we propose an algorithm with a provable small
number of iterations for users and links to cooperate, to achieve the min-
max distortion fairness.

4. By simulations, we show the performance improvement achieved by our
design.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 2.2 explains the video
content adaptation schemes to shape video traffic and to achieve rate and distor-
tion tradeoffs. In Section 2.3 we give the Content Aware distortion-Fair (CAF)
video networking formulations and in Section 2.4 we derive a solution. The effec-
tiveness of our solution with simulation results is demonstrated in Section 2.5.
Section 2.6 presents conclusions and future work.

2.2 Video Adaptation and Traffic Shaping

Video traffic is different from other Internet traffic like data, email and web.
Video traffic is in general elastic in the sense that certain packet losses may incur
distortions in playback but not catastrophic. Therefore the utility from end users’
point of view, is not how many bits are delivered, rather the received sequence
playback quality. Advances in video signal processing and coding have made
available a rich set of coding [71] and adaptation tools, as well as quality metrics
that allow applications to trade off video traffic rate with the play back quality.
Transcoding [78] based solution offers the most flexibility and rate efficiency for
this task, as it in essence re-encodes the sequence to suit specific limits in traffic
profiles. However the cost of transcoding in computation is considerable and it is
not suitable for multicast video sessions with large number of receivers. Scalable
Video Coding (SVC) [60] offers the benefit of flexibility in video traffic shaping
without transcoding and is well suited for the Internet video delivery. Scalability
can be achieved in temporal, frame size, and SNR quality of video.

In this work, we target the temporal scalability of video traffic only, as more
advanced scalability features like frame size and SNR scalability are not widely
adopted yet, and there exists a large legacy video content coded in MPEG-
1/2/4 [1] that has this temporal scalability built in. Also exploiting temporal
scalability only requires minimum software changes on consumer side devices.
At the time of congestion over the Internet links, certain frames in the video
stream can be dropped with limited loss in playback quality. How to quantify
this loss and have a unified metric that can allow multiple video sessions to have
a quality fair streaming is the goal.

Not all video frames are created equal in terms of visual quality impact if
lost, as well as the number of bits required to encode. The MPEG [28] [1] coding
scheme supports bi-directional prediction frames, or B-frames, which can be
dropped without affecting subsequent frame decoding, while if an intra-coded I-
frame or predictive coded P-frame is lost, the subsequent frames with prediction
on them will not be able to correctly decode.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1 below, for a group of pictures (GoP) in an MPEG
sequence. Consider the GoP with frames 20 ∼ 28, I-frame f20 is independently
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Fig. 1. Group of pictures.

encoded. Its decoding does not depend on any other frames. Inter-frames f23 is
decoding dependent upon correct decoding of f20, while f26 is dependent on f23.
For B-frames, they are decoding dependent on correct decoding of its nearest
neighboring I-frames and P-frames, e.g, f22’s decoding depends on f20 and f23.
Therefore, if an I or P-frame is lost, all frames thereafter in the GoP become
un-decodable. So if the system decides to drop an I or P frame, it is equivalent
to dropping all frames thereafter to the next GoP start.

To characterize the frame loss distortion, in our previous work [51] [53], we
developed a frame drop distortion metric for video rate-distortion video summa-
rization. It measures the distortion to the sequence playback as the difference
between the original sequence and the zero-th hold playback of the received frame
with frame losses. Given an n-frame sequence V = {f1, f2, · · · , fn}, denote the
set of frame losses in the sequence as Λ,

Λ = {λ1, λ2, · · · , λm}, λk < λk+1, (4)

where λk is the index of the lost frame. Let the playback sequence be V =
{f ′

1, f
′
2, · · · , f ′

n}, where playback frame is either the original frame, or the nearest
frame that is not lost in the sequence (the latest frame which is not lost prior to
the set Λ),

f ′
k = ft, t = arg max

j /∈Λ
j ≤ k, (5)

then the sequence distortion can be characterized as the distortions incurred by
the frame losses during play the playback,

D(k) = d(fk, f ′
k)

where the frame loss distortion metric d(fk, f ′
k) is computed as the principle

component analysis (PCA) space distance between scaled frames [51]. An exam-
ple for “foreman” sequence with frame losses are plotted in Fig. 2, where the
upper sub-figure shows the frame-by-frame distortion d(fk, fk−1), which gives an
indication of activity levels in the video sequence, with the stems in the upper
sub-figure marking the remaining frames, and the lower sub-figure shows the
resulted distortion D(k) due to the frame losses.

Given the set of frame losses as Λ in (4), the resulting video traffic rate
reduction because of the frame losses is characterized as,
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R(Λ) =
m∑

k=1

R(fλk
), (6)

where R(fλk
) is the rate of frame fλk

. The resulted distortion associated with
set Λ can be characterized as,

D(Λ) =
∑

k

d(fk, f ′
k), (7)

where f ′
k is given by (5).

Given the decoding dependency of the frames in the GoP in MPEG sequence,
dropping different types of frame can result in different set of frame losses ac-
cording to the decoding dependency. If the GoP anchor I-frame is lost, then the
whole group of pictures is lost. If a P-frame is lost, the frames thereafter in the
GoP are useless. If only a B-frame is lost, the rate reduction and the resulted
distortion are only limited to the B-frame. For the example in Fig. 1, if I-frame
f20 is lost, the whole GoP with frames f20 ∼ f28 are lost, if P-frame f26 is lost,
frames f26 ∼ f28 should be expunged, and if B-frame f27 is lost, only itself is
lost. Hence we have the following frame dropping set associated with the frame
taking into account the decoding dependency,

Λ(fk) =

⎧⎨⎩ {fk}, B frame
{fj|j = k − 1, · · · , k + n − 1}, P frame
{fj|j = k, · · · , k + n − 1}, I frame

⎫⎬⎭ . (8)

Therefore, for frame fk, the associated rate reduction is R(Λ(fk)) and the
resulted distortion is D(Λ(fk)).
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Fig. 2. Distortion: An example for “foreman” sequence with frame losses.
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Obviously, different types and locations of frames in the GoP will have differ-
ent rate and distortion implications if lost. From Information Theory we know
that a variety of sources have convex rate-distortion (R-D) functions [23]. This
convexity holds true for most practical video source and its operational R-D
functions. In practice, there would be a combination of B, P and I frame drops.
Some example of operational R-D curves of the sum distortion of D(k) and loss
in rates are plotted in Fig. 3. They are indeed exhibiting convexity.

Imagine at certain bottleneck link in the network, the video queues need to be
reduced. Armed with the knowledge of R-D operational pair for each frame, we
could have a quick sorting of the distortion D, or distortion/rate ratio, D/R, and
come up with optimized solutions for either distortion fair (QoS fair), or total
distortion minimization. In a network with multiple hops and multiple flows, we
develop a distortion fair solution in the following sections.

2.3 Content-Aware Distortion-Fair Video Streaming

Max-min Utility Fair Share

NUM, its basic version 1 is the problem of maximizing the total utility over the
source rates x, subject to linear flow constraints

∑
s∈S(l) xs ≤ cl, for every link

l. The dual decomposition solutions of the basic NUM [36] give us a distributed
solution that iterates on source rate control and link adaptation. The objective
of the basic NUM is to achieve social efficiency in utility, but efficiency may not
mean fairness, which is very important in resource allocation.

In this work, we look at a different problem, that is to achieve distortion
fairness among video flows, subject to link capacity constraints. Can we have a
similar distributed, iterative solution?

The problem we address in this work, the utility max-min fair sharing, is
problem 1 with objective function as 3 instead.

Utility and Distortion

In this work we focus on the problem of stored video streaming and exploit the
IBPB GoP structures in the MPEG coded video. We base our video adaptation
and traffic shaping on frame drop mechanisms and distortion metrics discussed
in Section 2.2.

For a video session, the video adaptation and traffic shaping are achieved
through frame pruning, dropping frames with frame indices Λ = {λ1, λ2, · · · , λm}
when there is congestion. The resulting video traffic rate reduction is character-
ized in (6) and the distortion is characterized in (7).

For a given video segment with n frames, there are total
∑n

k=1

(
n
k

)
different

combination of frame drop options. Because of the MPEG coding structure,
some frames have dependency in decoding. If an I or P-frame is lost, then the
frames from P frame to the end of the GoP are not decodable, therefore shall
be pruned also. This is given by (8).
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We define the importance of a frame fk, or the utility of a frame fk, as the
resulting distortion summation if this frame is lost, taking into account the
decoding dependency,

D(Λ(fk))

where function D is given by (7) and Λ(fk) given by (8).
Consider a typical 15-frame GoP structure I1B2P3B4P5B6P7· · · · · ·B14P15. If

frame P7 is lost, the frame drops in effect are Λ(P7) = {B6, P7, B8, P9, · · · , B14,
P15}. While if a B frame is lost, the resulting pruning is limited to that frame
only, i.e, Λ(Bk) = {Bk}.

In this work, instead of optimization over all combinations of frame drops, we
only consider the following drop sequences for a given GoP to approximate its
rate-distortion curve. Sort all individual frames by its importance, or utility, as
resulting distortion sum if lost, then at the time of link adaptation, we start with
an empty frame drop set Λ, and keep adding frames to Λ in the increasing order
of its distortion D(Λ(fj)). This iterative process of traffic shaping is given as,

Λ0 = ∅

Λi = Λi−1 ∪ {Λ(fj=arg minfj /∈λi−1 D(Λ(fj)))} (9)

This way we can approximate R-D curve represented by this distortion in-
curred and bits saved curve, plotted as examples in the Fig. 3 below. For the
“foreman”, “paris”, “bond”, and “akiyo” sequences, we look at a window of 2 sec
and operate the frame drop adaptation according to (9). For a bit rate reduction
in range of 0 to 20kbps, the resulting distortion incurred are plotted.

Note that in Fig. 3, the resulted distortion actually reflects the importance or
the utility of the dropped frames. The shape of the curves in Fig. 3 is the opposite
of the traditional R-D curves, because we have the rate as the transmitted rate
in the traditional R-D curve while in Fig. 3 we have the rate reduction as the
horizontal axis. The distortion in traditional R-D curve in some sense can be
regarded as the opposite of the resulted distortion or the utility/importance of
the dropped frames.

Min-max Distortion Fair Share

For aggregate network utility maximization (NUM) work [36], the dual decom-
position gives it a distributed solution that allows source to adapt its rate based
on congestion prices at links, in an iterative fashion. In this work, we look at
the quality fair formulation, i.e., to give everyone the same quality of service as
possible, given the network resource constraint. This is given as,

minimize max Ds(Λl
s, l ∈ L(s))

subject to
∑

s∈S(l)(R
0
s − R(Λl

s)) ≤ cl, ∀l

Λl
s ⊆ Λk

s , ∀s, ∀l, k ∈ L(s), k: the next hop of l
variables Λl

s, ∀s, ∀l ∈ L(s).

(10)

where Λl
s is the frame drops at link l for source s, L(s) is the set of the links that

source s uses, S(l) is the set of users who use link l, and R0
s is the original data
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Fig. 3. Rate-saved v.s. resulted distortion curve. Each iteration gives us a set of frames
dropped, the resulted distortion of the drops (the importance or the utility of the
dropped frames), and rate reduction.

rate for source s without frame drops. In this problem, the first constraint states
the flow should not exceed the link capacity, and the second constraint states
that for each flow, the set of the frames dropped in the next hop should contain
such set at the current hop. The variables are the sets of the frames dropped for
each flow at each link it uses.

In this work, since instead of optimization over all combinations of frame
drops, we only consider the drop sequences as described in (9) for a given GoP
to approximate its rate-distortion curve. The min-max distortion fair sharing
problem (10) can be simplified with the way we do traffic shaping as in (9) and
the curve of the utility (importance) of the dropped frames v.s. reduced rate for
video sequences, such as Fig. 3. Denote the resulted distortion in Fig. 3 as zs for
video flow s. The min-max distortion fair sharing can be stated as to maximize
the minimum importance level of zs among all flows, where the frames with
importance less than zs are pruned for each flow s, and the remaining total flow
after pruning of each flow over link l should be no greater than the capacity.

Hence the problem becomes to find out the threshold zs of dropping frames
for each flow s, where the frames with less importance than the threshold are
pruned, such that the link capacities are not exceeded after such pruning. This
gives us the solution that is based on the thresholding of the distortion levels.

Note that the traffic shaping as in (9) is based on the importance of frames.
Although we draw the R-D curves in Fig. 3, for congestion control, we do not
need to send links such curves to let them decide how to drop frames to restrict
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Fig. 4. Illustration of distortion fair sharing.

the flow less than the link capacity, but instead, the links only need to know the
importance of the frames and the length of the frames, because the information
of the frame importance and length has contained the R-D curve. So for the
link adaptation, we only need to signal the links the side information of the
importance and number of bits of the frames.

Content-Aware Distortion Fair Share: Users Help Each Other

There exists fairness in terms of the bandwidth sharing. Why do we need distor-
tion fairness, not the bandwidth fairness? Users care about utility (QoS) rather
than bandwidth, but bandwidth fair sharing may not always give us utility fair-
ness because the same utility may need different bandwidth according to different
content.

Consider two users, each sending a video clip over a common link. When they
compete for the bandwidth, by the bandwidth fair sharing, each user gets half
of the link capacity. But they may not have the equal happiness. Say, User 1 is
transmitting a video with a lot of motion, like commercial, User 2 is transmitting
a video with less motion, like a person sitting there reading news. The rate-
distortion is illustrated in Fig. 4. If the link is congested and some frames of the
video should be dropped, perceptually User 1 is unhappy about the dropping
because the content is sensitive to the loss, but User 2 can be happy even if a lot
of frames are dropped because the content is not loss sensitive. With distortion
fairness, User 1 can get more bandwidth than User 2, but perceptually both users
are equally happy. Hence the sharing should be content-aware and distortion
fair, with the advantage that flows with less motion help motion-rich flows.
Such advantage can be readily viewed through Fig. 3 from the motion-rich video
‘foreman’ (as User 1) and video ‘akiyo’ (as User 2) which is with less motions.

Details of our scheme are in the next section.
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2.4 Frame Dropping for Max-Min Utility Fair Share

When there is congestion on the link, we use the video traffic shaping technique
discussed in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 to prune the video queues. Considering
that frames may have different importance, we propose a smart frame dropping
scheme.

A Smart Frame Dropping Scheme

The strategy is to send side information indicating the utility (importance) and
length of each frame to the links, then links and users cooperatively decide the
optimal threshold of dropping frames for each user, where the frames with less
importance than the threshold will be dropped. We define the utility of each
frame based on the distortion induced if the frame is lost, while taking into
account of the prediction structures of the frames.

Min-max distortion fair (max-min utility fair) bandwidth allocation means
at the optimal distortion, the distortion of user s cannot be decreased while
still maintaining bandwidth feasibility, without increasing the distortion of some
other user with a higher distortion than user s.

For the case of multiple users sharing only one link, the link decides a common
threshold (distortion level) of dropping frames for all users, such that the total
traffic through the link is less than the link capacity. The same threshold of
dropping frames makes users experience a min-max fair distortion.

In a general network, the end-to-end path of a user may consist of several links,
each of which may be shared by different users. If each link decides a common
threshold of dropping frames for its users, since links are heterogeneous, on its
end-to-end path a user (flow) may see the links each with a different threshold of
dropping frames, and naturally the distortion level of dropping frames for a user
should be decided by the most strict one, say, the highest distortion level over
all the links on its path. If a link contains some user who is bottlenecked at other
links, the link should know this user’s frame dropping level, reduce its capacity
by this user’s flow, and re-allocate a common threshold of dropping frames for
its other users with the remaining capacity, leading a lower common distortion
threshold, or equivalently, getting through more traffic for its other users. In this
way, each user gets distortion as low as possible and fairly, and the distortion of
the user who experiences most stringent bottleneck is minimized, achieving the
min-max distortion fair share.

Who drop frames, links or users?

In our approach, the users drop frames based on the threshold, which is found
by the signaling over links and users in a control plane. In this way, the rate of
the flows is controlled, and the link bandwidth is efficiently utilized.

The other option could be that the links drop frames, say, the link can look at
its buffer and drop the less important frames when it is congested. Such scheme
looks fine if the bottlenecks are at the beginning of the end-to-end paths, but if
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Table 1. Comparison of designs

Who drops Content-awareness Signaling

CBL link no no

Baseline link simple no

CAL link yes no

CAF user yes yes

the bottlenecks are in the middle or at the end of the paths, there will be some
unnecessarily larger volume of the flow over the links before the bottleneck link.
Such scheme is not good in networks whose bandwidth is very expensive, such
as in an edge network, or in a wide area network (WAN).

In Table 1, some different designs are compared. Content-Blind Link dropping
(CBL) is an approach that link acts as FIFO droptail queue and it is content-
blind, not considering any frame information; Baseline is an approach that link
acts as FIFO droptail queue and it is partially content-blind where I frames
are transmitted if room permits; Content-Aware Link dropping (CAL) is an
approach that link acts as a smart link where the frame dropping is content-
aware, i.e., the link will find out the threshold of dropping frames based on
the importance of every frame; and Content-Aware distortion-Fair (CAF) is an
approach proposed in this work that user drops frames based on importance,
and the links cooperate and signaling is used to pass the massage, where the
entire network including users and links is intelligent.

Fig. 5. A network with 3 links and 4 users.

To see the advantage of user dropping versus link dropping, we present an
example here.

Consider a network as in Fig. 5.
Assume c1, c2, c3 = 200, 540, 200 kbps. Each user has a constant bit rate

video with 200 kbps. Assume each user has the same utility function.
Table 2 shows the resulting transmitting rate x of users and the load y of

links. User dropping saves bandwidth of link 2 by 8%, and rate of user 1 and 4
increases by 11.1%.

User dropping frames not only provides better end-to-end quality (see user 1
and 4), but also reduce the load of the links (see link 2). This is true for general
network topology.

In addition, user dropping frames matches Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) used in nowadays Internet, which requires end users to adapt rate.
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Table 2. Comparison of user dropping over link dropping

x1 x2 x3 x4 y1 y2 y3

Link dropping 180 100 100 180 200 540 200

User dropping 200 100 100 200 200 500 200

Since network link capacity may not have noticeable change in the scale of
round trip time (RTT), in this work, we assume link capacities are constant for
a short time interval.

Algorithm for the Optimal Threshold of Dropping Frames

We propose the following Content-Aware distortion-Fair (CAF) algorithm to
find the optimal threshold of dropping frames for each user.

CAF Algorithm

For a given interval W , the links and users do the following,
Initialization:
All links set ‘Done=0’ and vl = maxU ; All users set ‘Done=0’ and zs =

maxU , where maxU is a given upper bound of the frame importance.
Iterations:

Do
1. Threshold computation at link l:
If link l ‘Done=0’,

Link l reduces its capacity cl by the rate (determined
by zs) used by users marked ‘Done=1’,
Link l calculates a common threshold vl for the
remaining users within the remaining capacity.
If link current vl= previous vl

Link l set itself ‘Done=1’ and the link sets all its
users ‘Done=1’ and zs = vl

End If
End If
2. Threshold update at user s:
If user s ‘Done=0’,

User s set the frame dropping level zs = max vl over
all the links on its path.
Need a backward message passing.

End If
until all users’ ‘Done’=1.

User source adaptation:
User s drops the frames whose importance is less than zs.

In the algorithm, each link finds an equal distortion level to its users not
marked ‘Done’; each user sets its frame dropping level as the most stringent one
over all the links on its path; afterwards, if the link is bottlenecked based on its
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users updated dropping level, the link marks itself and the users on it ‘Done’,
and other links reduce its bandwidth by the flow of the users marked ‘Done’;
then the iteration goes to another round. The algorithm iterates among links
and then flows, until the thresholds can not be reduced further. The criterion to
decide whether a link is bottlenecked is that if the link is fully loaded or if the
dropping level is zero at this link in the current iteration round, equivalently,
if the current threshold would not change in the next iteration. Note that the
concept of the bottleneck is extended to the bottleneck for the case that the flows
are fully elastic, which means the flow can always increase if the link permits. In
our case for the video clip which is already coded, the flow has a fixed maximum
rate, hence if the link has plenty of bandwidth which can support the maximum
transmission rate of video, the frame dropping level is zero, but if the flow is
fully elastic (no upper bound), the link will be fully loaded.

Number of Iterations of the Algorithm

In each iteration in CAF algorithm, there will be at least a link whose current
threshold vl will not change in the next iteration, and such link is a link which
would be fully utilized if the flows on it are fully elastic without upper bound.
Hence we have the following Proposition.

Proposition 1. The number of iterations of the algorithm is at most the number
of bottlenecks, where the bottleneck is counted in the same network where all the
flows are fully elastic without upper bound.

2.5 Simulations

Here we show some simulation results. These results are only meant to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, not a full scale simulation with
real network.

For the advantage of distortion-fairness over bandwidth-fairness, it can be
readily viewed through Fig. 3 from the motion-rich video ‘foreman’ (as User 1)
and video ‘akiyo’ (as User 2) which has less motion, as illustrated in Fig. 4. We
omit the details here.

When the capacity at some links in the network is not sufficient to support
the coming traffic, if we do not allow frame dropping, bottlenecks will appear
at those links, with resulting delays creating playback “freeze ups” for certain
flows. This is not desirable from end users’ point of view. Instead, we allow
certain frames to be dropped to clear up bottlenecks and to meet the stringent
delay QoS requirements.

Obviously, most routers nowadays have packet drops in a content-blind fash-
ion, for example, if a link is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue with a fixed max-
imum queue length limit, and if the queue meets the maximum length, the
incoming frames are dropped. When there is congestion, if the packet drops are
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Fig. 6. A 7-link 5-user network. The link capacities are 150, 200, 250, 150, 200, 150
and 200 Kbps for links 1-7 respectively.
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Fig. 7. Video clip Carphone, utility of each frame taking into account of frame depen-
dency.

content blind, an I frame could be dropped with resulting catastrophic loss of
quality for the whole GoP.

The above approaches are obviously not good when the links are congested.
Due to the space limitation, we omit the comparison of CAF with these ap-
proaches. Instead, we show the comparison with the following baseline approach.

A baseline approach for comparison is that the frames from users are served
at each link in a FIFO fashion, and assume for time interval W (seconds) of
one GoP, link l can only serve frames with total length of Wcl (kbits) and the
remaining frames in the GoP of the users on this link are lost, for the purpose of
stabilizing the queueing. This also guarantees that the most important frame, I
frame, in each GoP will be served if link capacity permits.

We tested CAF approach in networks and our experiments demonstrate ef-
fectiveness of CAF. Here we show a random example where the network has
7 links and 5 users, as shown in Fig. 6. Users 1, 3 send video Foreman,
users 2, 4 send Akiyo, user 5 sends Carphone (vbr, 144 Kbps). The utility of
each frame taking into account of frame dependency for “Carphone” is shown
in Fig. 7.

There are 3 bottlenecks in the network, links 1, 5, and 6. We verified that
after 3 iterations of our algorithm, as indicated in the Proposition. Our CAF
approach yields the distortion after frame dropping: for example, for user 3 and
5, the distortion is shown in Fig. 8; and for user 4, it only has one B frame
dropped and the distortion is almost zero. Note that user 3 and 5 have almost
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Fig. 8. Distortion after frame dropping.

Table 3. Max distortion level.

User1 User2 User3 User4 User5
BL CA BL CA BL CA BL CA BL CA

1 190 7.93 3.56 7.93 190 19.5 1.07 0 155 19.5
2 77.1 14.1 22.9 14.1 77.1 29.6 2.03 0 82.7 29.6
3 121 6.45 6.45 6.45 121 28.6 0.85 0 56.6 28.6
4 62.3 4.70 3.62 4.70 62.3 24.4 1.15 0 133 24.4
5 296 9.74 4.84 9.74 296 41.9 0.55 0 95.5 41.9
6 135 7.07 5.99 7.07 135 31.3 0.67 0 79.8 31.3
7 65.5 7.22 4.19 7.22 65.5 22.9 0.67 0 24.6 22.9
8 162 5.15 2.68 5.15 162 19.1 0.37 0 79.1 19.1
9 95.6 6.75 10.3 6.75 95.6 21.0 1.87 0 88.0 21.0
10 136 8.85 9.03 8.85 136 29.3 1.03 0.2 21.6 29.3

Table 4. Total distortion

User1 User2 User3 User4 User5

Baseline 1802 537.4 1802 83.03 1094

CAF 307.5 136.6 596.6 0.17 630.4

the same distortion. Since user 3 is bottlenecked at link 6, its dropping at link
6 makes room for user 4 at link 5. We also examined the resulting video at the
receiving ends, the subject perception matches the distortion metric.

Table 3 illustrates the performance in terms of the maximum distortion levels
between baseline approach (BL) and CAF approach (CA). It can be seen that
CAF achieves lower distortion level. Table 4 shows the total perceptual distor-
tion of each user after frame dropping. In both cases CAF outperforms baseline
solution by a large margin.

Note that CAF has limited computation and communication overhead. For
stored video, the side information of frame length and importance is calculated
in advance, so there is no much computational overhead for this. If CAF is used
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for real-time encoded video, it adds approximately 5% computation complexity
to the encoder, as we found from our simulation, but note that our work here
is mainly for stored video because most of the video over Internet is stored. For
communication overhead, it mainly comes from notifying the side information of
frame importance and length to links. If we use 20 bits to send such information,
the overhead is 0.6kbps for each video stream of 30 frames per second. Within a
given interval for CAF algorithm, as shown in the algorithm in Section 2.4, the
computation and communication overhead is very limited and negligible.

2.6 CAF Summary

For the IPTV engineering, we propose a framework of Content-Aware distortion-
Fair (CAF) video networking for joint video source adaptation and network
resource allocation, by combining the intelligence of the temporal scalability of
the video source coding at the application layer with the congestion control at
the transport layer, such that the min-max end-to-end video distortion fairness is
achieved among users in a general multi-hop multi-user video delivery network.

In the framework, we adopt the approach of users dropping less important
frames when the network is congested. Architecturally we illustrate that the end
users drop less important frames is in general more bandwidth-efficient than
links drop less important frames when the network is congested.

Based on the framework, we propose an algorithm with a provable small
number of iterations for users and links to cooperate, to achieve the min-max
distortion fairness. With the algorithm, the application layer video streaming
pruning and distortion metrics are utilized to guide transport layer resource
allocation and coordination.

The advantages of our CAF approach include: 1) The drops of frames when
links are congested are content-aware and distortion-fair among all the users. 2)
It provides the possibility that video clips help each other to get a fair quality of
service (in the sense of perceptual distortion) when they share the resources (link
bandwidth), i.e., lazy sequence helps out busy sequence. 3) Users drop frames
based on computed thresholds, where the thresholds are obtained by the cooper-
ations among users and links. Users’ dropping frames is more bandwidth-efficient
in general compared with links’ dropping frames, which is very important for the
networks whose bandwidth is expensive. 4) The threshold of dropping frame can
be computed on-the-fly, based on the time-varying video content. There is no
need to estimate a utility function which is hard to track the time-varying char-
acteristics of video, but instead, we only need to signaling the side information
of the number of bits of the frames and the pre-computed frame importance
to the links. 5) It can naturally handle random events such as user joining,
leaving, etc.

The solution involves simple signaling between links and sources. Simulations
demonstrated the effectiveness of this solution. Our approach has significant
performance improvement compared with the one without content-awareness.
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3 Intelligent Video Scheduling in Peer-to-Peer Networks

3.1 Introduction

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) live streaming has become a viable solution for IPTV [33]
services with medium quality video for a large number of concurrent users [30].
With the popularity of video on demand applications over Internet, the tra-
ditional client-server and content server at edge solutions are not adequate in
handling dynamic viewer behaviors and do not scale well with a large audience.
On the other hand, the P2P based solutions utilizing application layer overlay
are becoming popular, because it is easy to implement and cheaper than dupli-
cating content servers at edges. The core benefit of P2P based solution is that
it utilizes the buffering and uploading capacities of the participating peers, and
provides a more scalable and robust content delivery solution.

With the great success of many P2P streaming systems, e.g., PPLive [2], PP-
Stream [3], CoolStreaming [84], there comes some work analyzing the operation
and tradeoff of such systems (see [69] [40] [61] [25] and references therein). In [69]
the authors investigate the scaling law by quantitatively studying the asymptotic
effects and tradeoffs. Recently in [40] the authors analyze the pull-based P2P
streaming systems based on fluid model, and construct a simple 2-hop schedul-
ing algorithm for a buffer-less system. Systems with buffer are also studied using
extensive simulations. In [61] the authors consider the resilience utilizing path
diversity for multicast tree based P2P streaming systems. In [25] the authors
present a survey of the media distribution methods, overlay structures and error
control solutions proposed for P2P live streaming. However, none of these works
gives an analytical model of the P2P streaming system under heterogeneous
buffer occupancies.

P2P downloading system, like Bit Torrent [63] has been extensively stud-
ied. However, P2P downloading system does not consider real time playback
constraint and thus does not have the playback buffer underflow issues as is
addressed in this work.

In a P2P streaming system, it is desirable to minimize the probability of
“freeze-ups” during the live video playback. In other words, the extra buffered
content (i.e., content reserve level) of each peer should be kept positive. Pa-
per [50] uses the well-known α-fair utility function to model users’ satisfactory
level of their current content reserve levels, and allocates network resources (i.e.,
transmission rates) to all users to maximize the total utility. It shows that the
optimal solution can balance the buffer occupancy level among users and it pro-
poses a greedy heuristic solution that achieves the desirable result.

The heuristic in [50] is a centralized algorithm, which needs a coordinator to
do all the computing for scheduling. In a P2P network, a distributed algorithm
is favorable, where the computing load is distributed over peers. In this work, we
propose successive water-filling (SWaF) scheduling algorithm. In general, SWaF
can be implemented in a centralized way, moreover, for the case where the prop-
agation delay of the message passing is small compared with the time interval
for uploading capacity to vary, SWaF can be implemented in a distributed way,
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where every peer can solve its local problem, with some message passing to other
peers. Theoretically we prove the optimality of proposed SWaF algorithm, and
we show that our algorithm is even simpler than the heuristic in [50].

In the following, we first provide the system model and problem formulation,
then we propose the successive water-filling algorithm, after which we present
numerical examples, followed by our results and proposed future work.

3.2 System Model

As in [50], we consider a P2P system with a video source and N peers, with
uploading bandwidth C0, C1, · · · , CN respectively. Let the content be streamed
over all peers with a constant bit rate (CBR) R0. The playback buffer of each
peer k is characterized by the buffer state tuple, {xk, tk, yk}, where xk and yk

are the buffer content starting point and ending point, respectively, and tk is the
current playback time. The content reserve level is yk − tk, which is the video
segment remained in the buffer to be played.

For a scheduling interval T seconds, within its uploading capacity Cj , each
peer j provides a content of playback time zj,k to peer k if the content is available
(0 ≤ zj,k ≤ yj − yk), and within its upload capacity C0 the source provides a
content of playback time z0,k to peer k. Then peer j transmits in a total bit rate
of
∑

k zj,kR0/T which should be no greater than Cj . The content reserve level
of each peer k becomes

∑N
j=0 zj,k + (yk − tk).

An important consideration for P2P live video streaming system is to pre-
vent peer buffers from underflow which may cause unpleasant “freezes” in the
playback. Since each peer gets the content via the uploading link of other peers,
and each peer wants high content reserve level, the peers are competing for the
uploading bandwidth. The limited uploading bandwidth needs to be allocated
reasonably to make each peer have enough content reserve level. To characterize
the system requirement, as in [50], we adopt a model similar to the network
utility maximization framework in [36], to maximize the total happiness about
playback smoothness of all the peers, where the happiness of peer k is measured
by a utility function, Uk(lk), for content reserve level lk.

In general, Uk(lk) is a concave function in lk, which means the increase of
the happiness slows down as the reserve level lk gets larger. An example of such
concave function is, as adopted in [50], the well-known α-fair utility function [59],

Uk(lk) = wk
l1−α
k

1−α , where wk (a positive number) is the weight indicating the
relative importance of peer k in the system and α ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter.

Hence, the problem of uploading bandwidth allocation is formulated as
follows,

maximize
∑

k Uk(
∑N

j=0 zj,k + (yk − tk))
subject to

∑
k zj,k ≤ βCj ,

0 ≤∑j∈J zj,k ≤ max{0, maxj∈J yj − yk},
j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N}, k ∈ {1, · · · , N}

variables zj,k,

(11)
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Fig. 9. Content provision pattern based on availability.

where β = T/R0, J is any subset of {0, 1, · · · , N}\{k} . In this problem, the goal
is to maximize the total utility over the playback buffer content reserve level,
the first constraint states that the serving rate of the source or the peer should
be no grater than the uploading capacity, and the second constraint states the
content availability and no transmission repetition of content.

In [50], a centralized solution based on a greedy heuristic is proposed for
a discrete version of problem (11) where the unit for the playback buffer is
Group of Pictures (GoP), instead of the continuous time as in problem (11).
In the following, we propose a distributed successive water-filling (SWaF)
algorithm, where every peer solves its local problem, with some message passing
to other peers. Theoretically we show that SWaF yields an optimal solution of
(11). Computationally, SWaF is simpler than the algorithm in [50]. Note that in
general, SWaF can be implemented as a centralized solution if a peer with good
computing capacity is selected as a coordinator.

3.3 Successive Water-Filling (SWaF) Algorithm

For a practical solution, we assume a small group consisting of a source and N
peers from all the peers in the system forms a cooperative group. The SWaF
algorithm is within each cooperative group.

Denote θk as the content reserve level. Initially (at the beginning of current
scheduling interval), θk = yk − tk. Suppose y1 ≥ y2 ≥ · · · ≥ yN , which means
each Cj (j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1) can serve peers j + 1, j + 2, · · · , N . Note that
zj,k = 0, j ≥ k because peer j cannot serve peer k ≤ j due to the content
availability. We assume zj,k ≤ yj − yk for j < k, which means peer j has enough
content to serve peer k > j. Figure 9 shows the content provision pattern.

We propose the following distributed SWaF algorithm.

Distributed SWaF Algorithm

1. Initialization:
Every peer k, k = 1, 2, · · · , N , reports its yk to peer 0 (this can be any other

peer as well), then peer 0 sorts all the yk’s and then reports every peer k its
neighbors k − 1 and k + 1 according to the sort result y1 ≥ y2 ≥ · · · ≥ yN .
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Peer k asks peer k + 1 for its initial θk+1.
Every peer has one bit Cur flag with initial value zero. Cur flag=1 means

current peer is running water-filling algorithm.
Peer 0 asks peer N − 1 to set its Cur flag=1.
2. Each peer j (j = N − 1, N − 2, · · · , 1, 0) does the following:
IF peer j’s Cur flag=1
Peer j calculates zj,k for k = j + 1, · · · , N , using water-filling approach:

zj,k = max{U ′−1
k (λj) − θk, 0}, k = j + 1, · · · , N, (12)

where λj is a positive number which is chosen such that
∑N

k=j+1 zj,k = βCj . λj

is found by bisectional search.
Peer j sets its Cur flag=0.
Peer j (j �= 0) updates θk = θk + zj,k, for k = j + 1, · · · , N , passes them to

peer j − 1.
Peer j (j �= 0) asks peer j − 1 to set its Cur flag=1; Peer j (j = 0) reports

‘The End’.
END IF

Note that zj,k, as calculated in (12), is a water-filling solution of the following
optimization problem,

maximize
∑N

k=j+1 Uk(zj,k + θk)
subject to

∑N
k=j+1 zj,k ≤ βCj

variables zj,k, k ∈ {j + 1, · · · , N}.
(13)

By Lagrange dual approach and KKT condition [15], it is readily verified that
the optimal solution of the problem (13) is the water-filling solution as calcu-
lated in (12), where λj is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint
in (13).

Optimality

Proposition 2. SWaF algorithm yields an optimal solution for problem (11)
assuming the second constraint is satisfied.

Proof
First, we look at CN−1. Since peer N − 1 can only serve peer N , it is easy to
check SWaF algorithm gives zN−1,N = βCN−1 which is the optimal solution.

Then, we look at CN−2. Since peer N − 2 can only serve peer N − 1 and peer
N , at the optimum we have zN−2,N−1 +zN−2,N = βCN−2. Note that in problem
(11) the first inequality constraint becomes equality at the optimal. We have the
following,
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max∑N
k=j+1 zj,k = βCj

j = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1

∑N
k=1 Uk(

∑k−1
j=0 zj,k + θk)

= max∑N−2
k=j+1 zj,k ≤ βCj

j = 0, 1, · · · , N − 3

∑N−2
k=1 Uk(

∑k−1
j=0 zj,k + θk)

+ maxzj,N−1+zj,N=βCj−
∑N−2

k=j+1 zj,k,j=0,1,··· ,N−2

[UN−1(
∑N−2

j=0 zj,N−1 + θN−1)
+UN(

∑N−2
j=0 zj,N + βCN−1 + θN )]

= max∑N−2
k=j+1 zj,k ≤ βCj

j = 0, 1, · · · , N − 3

∑N−2
k=1 Uk(

∑k−1
j=0 zj,k + θk)

+ maxzj,N−1+zj,N=βCj−
∑N−2

k=j+1 zj,k,j=0,1,··· ,N−3

[UN−1(
∑N−2

j=0 zj,N−1 + θN−1)
+UN(

∑N−2
j=0 zj,N + βCN−1 + θN )]|zN−2,N−1,zN−2,N :P

= max∑N
k=j+1 zj,k=βCj,j=0,1,··· ,N−1∑N

k=1 Uk(
∑k−1

j=0 zj,k + θk)|zN−2,N−1,zN−2,N :P

(14)

where P is the problem of max [UN−1(zN−2,N−1 + θN−1) + UN (zN−2,N + θN )]
over variables zN−2,N−1, zN−2,N with constraint zN−2,N−1 + zN−2,N = βCN−2.
Equation (14) shows that an optimal zN−2,N−1 and zN−2,N can be derived by
solving P , where P can be solved by a water-filling algorithm.

Similarly, given the optimal zN−1,N , zN−2,N−1 and zN−2,N derived in previous
steps, we further assign CN−3 by a corresponding water-filling algorithm getting
an optimal zN−3,k for k = N − 2, N − 1, N where

∑N
k=N−2 zN−3,k = βCN−3.

Successively, when SWaF algorithm finishes assigning C0, we get an optimal
solution. �

Complexity

The complexity of SWaF algorithm is O(N log Λ), where N is the number of peers
and Λ is the number of equal-partitions of the searching interval of Lagrangian
multiplier of the water-filling algorithm where the partition is based on the
accuracy tolerance.

The complexity of the algorithm in [50] is O(NM) where M is the number of
GoPs transmitted by one peer in a scheduling interval. As our numerical results
show, SWaF is simpler than the algorithm in [50], and this advantage is more
obvious when M is large. Note that if the accuracy tolerance for the scheduling
by SWaF algorithm is about one GoP, SWaF has a complexity O(N log M). This
explains that when M is large, the simplicity of SWaF is more obvious.

Remarks

We have the following comments on SWaF.
Remark 1. We assume the second constraint in problem (11) is satisfied above,

which means the solution of z happens to satisfy the constraint. If we do not
have such assumption, the water-filling in (12) becomes
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zj,k = min{yj − (yk + θk), max{U ′−1
k (λj) − θk, 0}}, (15)

and correspondingly, in the initialization of SWaF, peer j needs peer k, k =
j + 1, · · · , N to pass its yk to peer j.

Remark 2. If all the peers use the same concave utility function, the shape of
the utility function does not affect the algorithm. This is because, in such case,
U ′−1

k (λj) in the water-filling algorithm (12) will become a common U ′−1(λj),
which can be interpreted as ‘water level’ [15], and a direct bisectional search for
the ‘water level’ can be done instead of the bisectional search for λj . The ‘water
level’ is of our interest for the optima, not the dual variable λj . The illustration
for this case is shown in Fig. 10. It is easy to see that the ‘water level’ is in the
interval of [min θk + βCj/(N − j), max θk + βCj/(N − j)] and the bisectional
search is easy and fast.

Fig. 10. Illustration of water-filling.

Remark 3. SWaF only gives one optimal solution of problem (11). Note that
the optimal solution of problem (11) may not be unique.

Remark 4. SWaF here is in a distributed fashion, but in general, it can be
implemented centrally, if a peer with good computing capacity is selected as a
coordinator and it does all the computing.

Remark 5. When SWaF is in a distributed fashion, the dynamics of bisectional
search for λ is local, which means each peer k searches its own λk, and would
not affect the upload-link dynamics of others.

Remark 6. Distributed SWaF requires the scheduling interval greater than
the total computing time and message passing time. Note that since SWaF is a
successive algorithm, the propagation delay of the message passing accumulates.
Hence for the case where uploading capacity varies slowly w.r.t. time, distributed
SWaF is a good choice, while for the case where uploading capacity varies fast,
SWaF in a centralized fashion may fit well.

3.4 Numerical Results

To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, we set up P2P sessions
with the following parameters similar to [50], video playback rate R0 = 300 kbps,
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Fig. 11. Peer buffer content reserve states.
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Fig. 12. Number of iterations for water-filling at each serving peer.

uploading bandwidth standard variation 40 kbps. The average uploading band-
width is C =

∑N
j=0 Cj/N . We assume each peer has the same utility function.

In [50], the advantage of utility-based scheduling compared with utility-blind
scheduling has been illustrated and it is not our focus in this work. Here we
focus on how the distributed SWaF algorithm works.

Consider a system with a source (peer 0) and 6 peers (peer 1, · · · , 6). As-
sume the scheduling interval T = 4 seconds. Assume the initial playback buffer
reserves for peer 1, · · · , 6 are (9,7,8,11,12,10) seconds, respectively. Assume the
initial buffer ending times are (y1, · · · , y6) = (30, 24, 20, 16, 11, 6). The average
uploading bandwidth is C = 324.6 kbps=1.28R0.

Figure 11 shows the peer buffer content reserve states for a successive water-
filling carried out by a sequence of working (serving) peers (peer 5,4,3,2,1,0).
It can be seen that SWaF has the tendency to make all the peers have similar
(fair) content reserve level. It is readily verified that the greedy heuristic in [50]
actually gives a solution similar to SWaF algorithm in a discrete version with
segment of GoP.
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Fig. 13. Changes of uploading bandwidth.

Figure 12 shows the number of iterations for water-filling at each serving peer
(peer 5,4,3,2,1,0), with an accuracy tolerance 2%, i.e., the bisectional search
ending condition being |∑N

k=j+1 zj,k − βCj | ≤ 0.02 for all j. The average it-
erations over 6 peers is 4.5 in this figure which is just a random case. We run
105 cases for different uploading capacities, and we find an average iterations
4.58. For the same setting, the average iterations over 6 peers for the algorithm
in [50] is 8, where for each iteration it has the similar computing complexity as
in SWaF algorithm. Hence we can see SWaF algorithm has the advantage of low
complexity.

The advantage of low complexity of SWaF can be more obvious when it is
compared with the algorithm in [50] for a scheduling interval of more number of
GoPs. For a scheduling interval T = 8 seconds, 105 cases of different uploading
capacities are tested. An average number of iterations over 6 peers is about 5.54
with an accuracy tolerance 2%, while the heuristic in [50] needs 16 iterations.

Assume the uploading bandwidth varies from one scheduling interval to an-
other, but fixed for each scheduling interval. The SWaF algorithm is effective
for such system. For the same 6 peers set up, we let uploading bandwidth vary
as plotted in Fig. 13, where the average bandwidth is marked in circle. Each
scheduling interval T is 4 seconds. Figure 14 shows the content reserve level for
6 peers. The figure doesn’t show the detailed reserve level for every water-filling,
but it shows the reserve level after every 6 water-fillings in one scheduling in-
terval. Here we assume the total time of computing and message passing in one
scheduling interval is much less than T . As discussed in Remark 6, if the total
time of computing and message passing in one scheduling interval is more than
T , SWaF is better to be implemented centrally where a coordinator does all the
computing.

3.5 SWaF Summary

We develop a successive water-filling algorithm (SWaF) to solve the video seg-
ment scheduling for P2P live video streaming system. We prove the optimality
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Fig. 14. Performance with time-varying uploading bandwidth.

of SWaF and show it has lower complexity compared with the heuristic algo-
rithm in [50]. In general, SWaF can be carried out in a centralized fashion, (note
that the algorithm in [50] is centralized as well), if a peer with good computing
capacity is selected as a coordinator and it does all the computing. Moreover, for
the case where the propagation delay of the message passing is small compared
with the time interval for uploading capacity to vary, SWaF can be carried out
in a distributed fashion where the optima can be found by each peer solving its
own problem with some message passing over peers. The numerical results show
the effectiveness of SWaF algorithm.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

For the purpose of providing end users with satisfying quality of service experi-
ence with multimedia applications, while keeping the system operations efficient
in resource, robust, and scalable, in networks, we propose the utility based opti-
mal resource allocation frameworks. The design degrees of freedom we consider
include the network operations including the video source adaptation at the ap-
plication layer, congestion control at the transport layer, video scheduling at the
link layer, and so on. These design knobs can be jointly adjusted to maximize
the network utility.

Our design philosophy makes the utility, which is the measure of user’s hap-
piness about the QoS, to drive the resource allocation and the design knobs (the
network operations) to the optimal operating point, where the optimality is to
make all the users happy, meanwhile the system is stable and efficient. We uti-
lize the optimization theory (especially the decomposition) to come up with the
distributed solution which networks favor of.

In this chapter, we have demonstrated examples on these design principles
and developed solutions for the IPTV and P2P video applications.

In the work of new design on content-aware collaborative multimedia commu-
nication, we deliver better end-to-end video quality and achieve more efficient
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communication resource sharing, by distributed optimization in video content
adaptation and resource allocation. Content awareness is derived from video
sequences to define richer video quality metrics and utility, which helps intelli-
gent video coding and communication decisions across application, networking
and link layers. By exploiting multi-user diversity in channel states and content
utility-resource tradeoffs, we develop distributed and collaborative solutions for
resource allocation, as well as video adaptation, which is illustrated by an ex-
ample of our design, max-min QoS fair video delivery over wired networks.

In the work of new design on how to utilize the playback buffer and upload
bandwidth of peers to minimize the freeze-ups in playback, we propose a suc-
cessive water-filling (SWaF) algorithm for the video transmission scheduling in
P2P live streaming system. SWaF algorithm only needs each peer to optimally
transmit (within its uploading bandwidth) part of its available video segments in
the buffer to other peers requiring the content and pass small amount message to
some other peers. Moreover, SWaF has low complexity and provable optimality.

Our new design yields stable and efficient networks with diverse traffic, includ-
ing data traffic, multimedia traffic, etc., and users with more happiness in terms
of the larger utility achieved. We provide frameworks for systematic networking
with multimedia traffic, where utility shapes the resource allocation and drives
how to adjust the design knob of the network operations over layers. Our work
contributes to quantitative understanding to guide a systematic, rather than
an ad hoc, process of designing layered protocol stack for wired and wireless
networks.

In the future, we will explore new frameworks for content aware multimedia
network optimization schemes for multi-access applications with mixed traffic,
video broadcasting problems mapping video layers to embedded channels with
rate and diversity tradeoff via space time coded MIMO channels [24], as well as
incentives and game theoretical schemes for P2P video networks.

We may utilize more advanced coding features such as joint temporal-SNR
scalability and metrics as well as multiple description coding schemes into the
framework and develop new solutions with better efficiency and flexibility in
content delivery network engineering, and better end-to-end QoS for users.

For P2P network, we will investigate alternative distributed algorithms. We
have investigated a price based distributed algorithm similar to the algorithm
in [36], but it seems a slow convergence. We will study more and compare it with
SWaF. In addition, we will include the end-to-end transmission delays in the sys-
tem modelling and simulations. We will also investigate richer video adaptation
schemes and quality metrics in conjunction with underlying P2P distribution
scheme, and work towards a graceful degradation in playback when system re-
sources are limited.
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Summary. Novel network architectures such as overlay networks offer significant di-
versity that can compensate for the lack of strict quality of service in today’s commu-
nication infrastructures. In order to take advantage of this diversity for delay-sensitive
media streaming applications, the network systems can employ efficient mechanisms
based on source, channel and even network coding. In particular, fountain codes offer
interesting benefits for streaming with server diversity. When they are used indepen-
dently at each server, they permit to avoid explicit coordination between the senders
that only have to provide the receivers with enough innovative packets. In addition, net-
work coding allows for improved throughput and error robustness in multipath trans-
mission where the network nodes participate to increase the symbol diversity in the
system. We review in this chapter the most popular rateless codes that enable the de-
ployment of low-cost decentralized communication protocols in self-organized dynamic
networks. We then describe their application in distributed multimedia streaming so-
lutions. We further discuss the most popular network coding algorithms in practical
media streaming schemes. Finally, we show that hybrid systems based on both rateless
coding and network coding can deliver high quality media streams with low compu-
tational complexity, as they permit to benefit from both server and path diversity in
overlay architectures.

1 Introduction

Recent advances on overlay architectures have motivated many research efforts
for the development of efficient multimedia streaming systems that are able to
exploit the structure of such networks. These overlay networks that can be built
on peer-to-peer or wireless mesh networks for example, are characterized by a
high diversity in terms of source nodes and transmission paths. In particular,
a receiver peer can be connected simultaneously to several senders, which can
further use multiple communication paths for media packet delivery. It is there-
fore important to design efficient streaming solutions that are able to exploit the
network diversity for improved media quality at receivers.
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The traditional multimedia communication tools such as error correcting
codes, retransmission mechanisms, or packet scheduling are challenged in overlay
networks as they usually necessitate coordination between the nodes participat-
ing in the transmission process, or good estimation of the network status. Al-
though there exist efficient solutions to improve the video quality in distributed
settings [1], these cannot be deployed and maintained easily in real networks
suffering from unexpected nodes departures and arrivals as well as non-ergodic
link failures. Complex systems combining joint source and channel coding with
adaptive network protocols and appropriate routing algorithms provide effec-
tive solutions for dealing with the delay-sensitive nature of highly heterogeneous
media packet streams in traditional architectures [2]. However, they are usually
difficult to be implemented in dynamic ad hoc architectures that provide sources
and path diversity. They moreover do not scale well with the number of sources
and the size of the network. They require a good knowledge of the end-to-end net-
work characteristics for optimal performance. It is also usually difficult to build
distributed implementations of such systems, without high communication costs
for coordination or decision about the best streaming strategy.

Appropriate coding of the media streams however permits to flatten the dif-
ferences in importance of the packets and thus relaxes the need for important
coordination. In particular, fountain codes [3] have emerged as a solution that
allows to take benefit from the network diversity with decentralized algorithms.
The main characteristic of these codes relies on the fact that the receiver only
needs to gather a sufficient number of innovative packets for decoding. The ac-
tual identity of the packets do no play a role with such codes, only the number
of packets matters. Strict coordination is not needed anymore in distributed
streaming since the sources only have to generate different packets, which hap-
pens with high probability even when the encoding is done independently. An-
other interesting feature of fountain codes relies on their high adaptivity due to
their rateless property. As a potentially limitless set of packets can be generated
from a given set of source packets, the sender can easily adapt the coding rate
to the status of the communication channel. Another appealing advantage of
fountain codes is their relatively low encoding and decoding complexity that en-
ables their use in real-time applications. Fountain codes have been successfully
applied in multimedia transmission [4, 5] and distributed storage systems [6] for
example.

While fountain codes appear to be an ideal solution for coding at the sources,
they are difficult to be implemented in the network nodes within the overlay.
Successive decoding and encoding processes in the network nodes [7] might in-
duce delays that are too important for delay-sensitive applications. In dynamic
and large scale networks, it is however beneficial to request help from the net-
work nodes as this provides higher adaptivity to exploit fully the network di-
versity. Such in-network processing is typically performed by network coding
algorithms. Network coding [8] provides an interesting solution to exploit the
path diversity with gains in terms of achievable throughput and delay time. It
typically permits to approach the max-flow min-cut limit of the underlying net-
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work graph when the network nodes combine the received packets instead of
forwarding them unprocessed. Practical network coding solutions are generally
based on random packets combination in the network nodes. Random linear net-
work coding (RLNC) does not require coordination between network nodes so
that complex routing and scheduling algorithms can be avoided. Similarly to
fountain codes, network coding increases the packet diversity in the network,
with a larger overhead however. When the receiver gathers enough innovative
packets on multiple transmission paths, it can recover the original information.
Network coding is used in various fields like content distribution [9, 10], dis-
tributed storage [11] or data dissemination [12]. Network coding can even be
combined with fountain codes for efficient systems that take benefit from both
source and path diversity [13].

The aim of this book chapter is to present coding techniques that permit
to exploit the source and path diversity in overlay networks for efficient media
streaming algorithms. First, we provide a brief overview of fountain codes with
an emphasis on the encoding and decoding procedures in Section 2. We then
show how these codes can be used in distributed streaming solutions with mul-
tiple sources. In Section 3, we provide an overview of network coding and its
application in streaming systems. We show how network coding permits to ex-
ploit path diversity in overlay networks. We also show how network coding can
be adapted to support different classes of packets in media streaming. Finally,
we describe in Section 4 some hybrid schemes that exploit the advantages from
both fountain codes and network codes and appear to be quite appropriate for
low-cost real-time multimedia streaming.

2 Fountain Codes in Distributed Streaming

2.1 Fountain Codes

Fountain codes [3] have interesting properties for adaptive streaming, possi-
bly from multiple sources. They provide rate adaptivity and permit to avoid
the need for coordination between the senders. In this section, we first de-
scribe the principles of fountain codes and present the main families of fountain
codes. We later describe their application to streaming application with a spe-
cial emphasis on distributed streaming scenarios and unequal error protection
algorithms.

The fountain codes are beneficial for multimedia applications that undergo
strict deadlines (short playback delays). Some implementations even offer lin-
ear encoding and decoding times in contrast to other channel codes such as the
Reed-Solomon codes, which have quadratic decoding complexity that grows with
the block size. Fountain codes have only probabilistic guarantees for successful
decoding and incur a small performance penalty φ which means that a client
should receive (1 + φ) · k packets to decode successfully the k source packets.
Fountain systems eliminate the need for retransmission (ARQ) mechanisms be-
cause of their rateless property that permits to easily adapt the coding rate since
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a large number of encoded symbols can be generated from the same subset of
source packets. Obviously, they utilize the available resources more efficiently as
acknowledgment messages (ACK) often worsen congestion problems.

The fountain codes have an implicit structure that depends on the degree
distribution function

Ω(x) =
n∑

i=1

Ωi · xi,

which determines the number of symbols (degree) that should be combined for
generating an output symbol. The parameter n is the maximal symbol degree.
The rateless encoded symbols are generated by randomly combining (XOR-ing)
the source packets. The number of combined symbols is determined by randomly
sampling the degree distribution function Ω(x).

Let’s xi denote the ith source symbol and yj the jth transmitted symbol.
Then, it holds

yj =
dj∑

l=1

⊕
xl

where dj is the degree of the jth symbol and
∑⊕

is the bitwise XOR operation.
A small header called ESI is appended to each packet. The ESI is usually the
seed of the pseudorandom generator used for generating the encoded symbol.
Interestingly, Fountain codes are universal and thus near-optimal for any packet
erasure channel. Their universal property is attributed to their rateless property
that permits to generate large sets of encoded packets with only a small overhead
penalty. Note that Fountain codes often need a termination message for signify-
ing the reception of a full rank set of symbols. This mechanism saves significant
amounts of bandwidth as otherwise the senders should assume a predetermined
transmission rate which may be inaccurate as network conditions generally vary
in time. A survey of fountain codes is given in [14].

LT codes

Among the most popular fountain codes, we find the codes based on the Luby
Transform (LT) [15]. LT codes are sparse random linear codes with nearly linear
decoding time. Their encoding consists in random combinations of the source
symbols, while their decoding can be done either by belief propagation or Gaus-
sian elimination. The encoding and decoding procedures are summarized as
follows:

Procedure 1. LT encoding
1: Choose randomly the degree d of the LT encoded symbol by sampling Ω(x).
2: Choose uniformly d distinct symbols.
3: Combine the symbols by XOR-ing the selected symbols.
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Procedure 2. LT decoding
1: while S �= Ø do
2: Select a symbol x from S .
3: if x /∈ L then
4: Include x in L.
5: XOR x with its neighbouring symbols /∈ L.
6: end if
7: end while

where S in Procedures 1 and 2 denotes the set of symbols in the ripple and L the
set of the recovered symbols. The ripple is the number of covered input symbols
(i.e., symbols that have a unique neighbor in their Tanner graph representation
after branches elimination in decoding) that have not been yet processed.

The LT codes employ a degree distribution function known as ideal soliton
distribution (ISD) which is given by

ρ(d) =

{
1
k , for d = 1

1
d·(d−1) , for d > 1

Although ISD performs well in expectation, in practice it is fragile to trans-
mission errors because the ripple often stays empty. Ideally, the ISD ripple con-
tains only one symbol at each decoding step. To enhance ISD’s robustness to
errors, it is slightly modified. The modified distribution is called robust soliton
distribution (RSD) μ(d) and it is given by

μ(d) =
ρ(d) + τ(d)∑

d

ρ(d) + τ(d)
(1)

where

τ(d) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
S

d·k , d = 1, 2, . . . , k
S − 1

S
k ln

(
S
δ

)
, d = k

S

0, d = k
S + 1, . . . , k

(2)

The parameter δ controls the size of ripple and S is the average number of
symbols of degree one, i.e. the number of recovered symbols that have not been
processed yet. S is finally defined as

S = c ·
√

k · ln
(
S/δ
)

Raptor codes

Raptor codes [16] are the most successful rateless codes because they have an
overhead that asymptotically tends to zero for very large codeblocks. For typical
multimedia communication scenarios, the Raptor codes (short codeblocks are
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Precoding  symbols

Raptor encoded symbols

Source symbols

Fig. 1. Encoding of non-systematic Raptor codes. The source symbols are first pre-
coded and successively LT encoded.

assumed) can recover the data with high probability if they receive a set of
symbols slightly larger than the set of source symbols i.e. one or two symbols
are enough. Their encoding consists of two steps: first, the data are encoded by
codes like LDPC, LDGM or Tornado and then the encoded data are fed in the
LT encoder. The first step is known as pre-coding and it allows the employment
of weakened LT codes, i.e. LT codes with very sparse parity-check matrices. Due
to the sparse LT codes generator matrices, linear encoding and decoding times
are achieved. The pre-coding step makes the decoding procedure more robust
to erasures as the errors remaining after LT decoding can be corrected by the
pre-coder. Raptor encoding is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Their degree
distribution is a modified ISD distribution

ΩR(x) =
1

μ + 1
·
(

μ · x +
D∑

i=2

xi

i · (i − 1)
+

xD+1

D

)
(3)

where μ = (ε/2) + (ε/2)2, D = �4 · (1 + ε)/ε�, and ε is a parameter that drives
the decoding failure probability.

Raptor decoding is usually performed by Gaussian elimination of an equation
system A that is constructed from the received symbols. An efficient implemen-
tation of Raptor codes has been presented in 3GPP standard [17]. The pre-coding
of 3GPP codes consists of LDPC codes followed by Half codes, which have dense
parity check matrices. The Raptor codes equations system is of the form

A =

⎡⎣GLDPC IS OS×H

GHalf IH

G
′
LT

⎤⎦ (4)

where GLDPC and GHalf are respectively the generator matrices of LDPC and
Half codes, while G

′
LT corresponds to the generator matrix of the received sym-

bols. IS and IH are unitary matrices with size S×S and H ×H where S and H
denote the number of LDPC and Half codes constraints. Finally, OS×H is a zero
matrix of size S × H . It is worth noting that LDPC and Half codes constraints
should not be transmitted as they can be reproduced if the clients are aware
of the number of source symbols k. 3GPP codes provide a fast algorithm for
solving these equations systems, which consists in a variant of classical Gaussian
elimination process.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a) Direct server-client communication, (b) multiple servers-single client com-
munication with scheduling and (c) multiple servers-single client communication with
coding at the servers.

Other Fountain codes

A few other Fountain codes have been recently presented for specific communi-
cation scenarios. Specifically, Growth codes [18] improve the poor performance
of Fountain codes when less symbols than the number of source symbols are
received by a client. For such cases, most Fountain codes like common chan-
nel coding schemes cannot retrieve any data segment. Systematic channel codes
can recover more data, but their performance is driven by the transmission of
uncoded data. However, the systematic codes are quite restrictive for many appli-
cations due to their low symbol diversity. On the other hand, Growth codes offer
high symbol diversity while they achieve intermediate performance by means
of the recovery of more data symbols compared to systematic codes. This per-
formance comes with an increased overhead, which can still be affordable in
catastrophic scenarios and in emergency situations.

Shifted codes [19] are variants of LT codes that outperform original LT codes
when servers are aware about the number of packets that have been already
decoded. They are useful for data streaming over wireless sensor networks where
a feedback about the number of decoded symbols can be provided. Due to this
knowledge, the LT codes distribution can be shifted towards higher degrees. Sym-
bols of higher degrees are typically sent in order to be useful for more clients.
Similarly, reconfigurable codes [20] have been proposed for wireless channels.
They can be considered as LT codes with time varying degree distribution. Re-
configurable codes adapt their distribution based on a one bit ACK message
signaled from clients to servers.

2.2 Streaming Systems with Fountain Codes

The traditional server-client paradigm (point-to-point communication) depicted
in Fig. 2(a) typically represents a scenario where one client requests data from
a single server that dedicates part of its resources to serve this receiver. The
paradigm is replaced by a new model in overlay networks, where a client can
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request media streams from several servers simultaneously, as illustrated in Fig.
2(b). In this way, the throughput and the error robustness of the system are in-
creased. However, this often necessitates the employment of complex routing and
scheduling protocols to minimize the probability of the reception of several iden-
tical packets, which represents a waste of bandwidth resources. Fountain codes
permit to solve this limitation due to their rateless property where the multiple
packet reception probability becomes very low. Fountain codes are applied at the
multiple servers that send data simultaneously to the same client, as illustrated
in Fig. 2(c). The receiver only needs to gather a sufficient number of different
packets in order to decode the media stream. Strict coordination between servers
is not required anymore in this case. The importance of the encoded packets be-
comes quite homogeneous, hence the media delivery is facilitated.

The interesting properties of the Fountain codes have not escaped from the
attention of the media streaming community. Many researchers have adopted
them in recent multimedia streaming systems for broadcast, one-to-one and
many-to-one transmission scenarios. Multimedia broadcast and multicast ser-
vice (MBMS) delivery over UMTS systems has been investigated in [21]. This
system uses Turbo codes at physical layer to cope with bit errors and Raptor
codes [16] at the application layer to deal with packet erasures. The Raptor codes
permit the system to alleviate the need for coordination and to benefit from in-
herent network diversity while keeping the complexity low. It becomes clear
that the careful balancing of available resources between application and physi-
cal layer boosts system’s performance. This technique further lowers the power
consumption as the error protection can be lighter. Higher packet loss rates can
be afforded at the application layer, which can be successively corrected by Rap-
tor codes. MBMS systems based on 3GPP Raptor codes [4] benefit from the
partial recovery of packets corrupted by errors at the body of a packet as well
as at the overhead. Their advanced performance comes with a slight increment
of the computational cost. When a client receives an insufficient number of sym-
bols for successful decoding, two post repair algorithms are used: one that finds
the minimum set of source packets to be requested and another that determines
the minimum number of consecutive packets to be requested. Transmission of
Raptor encoded scalable videos over Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) has
been proposed in [22]. Raptor codes are used to improve the obtained video qual-
ity and allow better adaptation to the rapid changing network conditions and
network dynamics. A heuristic distributed rate allocation algorithm is also pre-
sented, which fairly allocates the available resources to various clients requesting
various videos.

Unicast video streaming over packet erasures channel is further examined in
[23]. The video is Raptor encoded to combat packet losses. A reliable feedback
channel is used for sending a signal that informs the server that enough packets
have reached the client. After the reception of such a message the server stops the
transmission process. However, in the meanwhile the server continues to stream
packets to the client, which wastes valuable resources. To reduce the wasted
bandwidth the packet loss probability distribution is taken into account and
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the servers adaptively change the transmission rate starting from an optimistic
guess for the channel conditions. The server waits for a given amount of time to
receive a message for terminating the transmission process, if the message does
not arrive upon the deadline; the transmission rate is repeatedly increased to
meet the real channel conditions. The optimal transmission strategies are deter-
mined beforehand by a greedy algorithm. However, [23] makes several unrealistic
assumptions such as the employed codes have a fixed overhead, the pdf of the
channel loss rate is known and the communication is performed through a reli-
able channel by a single symbol message. These shortcomings are addressed in
[24] where the channel conditions and thus the pdf are derived from real time
measurements. Raptor codes are replaced by LT codes for utilizing the low cost
belief propagation decoder. Moreover, it is assumed that the communication over
the feedback channel may face delays. The results show that the on-the-fly up-
date of the channel statistics incurs only a small performance penalty compared
to an ideal situation.

Fountain codes have also been used in many-to-one communication scenarios.
In [5], Raptor codes are employed to avoid coordination among several servers
streaming scalable video to a single client. Independent packet losses are assumed
between any pair of server-client. Each video layer of each Group of Pictures
(GOP) is independently encoded with Raptor codes. Optimal sending strategies
as well as close to optimal heuristics that take into account the importance of
each data layer are defined. Later, in [25], correlated packet losses between sev-
eral pairs of servers-clients are considered and the optimal coding strategies are
analyzed. Block-based Raptor codes [16] are also used for video communication
between Bluetooth nodes in [26] where the channels are modeled as two-state
Markov chains whose states represent the reception or loss of a packet. After
a packet erasure some additional Raptor encoded blocks are incorporated into
the payload of the next Raptor packets. This leads to low energy consumption
compared to that of typical Bluetooth FEC schemes. Furthermore, the added
overhead due to the block-based approach is shown to stay low. Finally, Raptor
codes have been shown to be appropriate in the streaming of multiview videos
in [27]. The transmitted streams consist of large number of packets. With good
models for predicting Raptor codes performance, an efficient rate-distortion opti-
mized encoding is shown to lead to a good exploitation of the available resources
with good video quality.

2.3 UEP and Rateless Codes

Unequal data protection (UEP) of media data is critical in applications with
strict decoding deadlines as well as large differences in the importance of the
media packets for the reconstruction quality. Fountain codes can be modified to
provide unequal error protection of media packets. For example, the LT codes can
be re-designed so that they involve more important symbols in more encoding
operations (more symbols) [28]. Alternatively, expanding window fountain codes
(EWF) [29] have been proposed to protect unequally the data without modifying
LT encoding. Specifically, the EWF codes encode successively several expanded
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Fig. 3. Streaming with path diversity. The stream originated from the server is for-
warded by the different network peers so that it can reach all the clients. The network
nodes can implement network processing in order to increase the throughput and the
robustness of the system.

windows of source symbols with LT codes. These EWF codes have been applied
to layered multimedia in [30]. In [31], the LT encoding procedure is modified
such as shorter coding paths are assigned to the more important symbols. The
decoding probability of these symbols is thus increased. Finally, in [32], the LT
codes distribution remains unaltered but the LT encoded symbols of degree one
and two are not uniform combinations of symbols from all classes. Therefore,
the most important classes have a higher probability to be sent as degree one
or combined in order to generate symbols of degree two. This process does not
harm the overall performance of LT codes, but rather increases the probability
for the most important symbols to be correctly decoded at the receiver.

3 Network Coding in Multipath Streaming

3.1 In-Network Processing

Streaming in overlay networks introduces a new transmission model, where the
network nodes can be used advantageously for improved performance, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Processing in the network nodes and not only at the ends of
the transmission channels permits a better adaptation to network dynamics and
a better exploitation of the diversity of the network. We describe in this section
the benefits of network coding and its application to practical streaming appli-
cations, with an emphasis on unequal error protection strategies that are specific
to media streaming problems.

One of the first attempts to realize some type of coding in nodes of an overlay
network is presented in [33, 34]. The nodes are organized in multicast trees. Some
of them implement Reed-Solomon (RS) channel coding operations to increase
the robustness of the system. These are called network-embedded FEC (NEF)
nodes and perform RS decoding on the packets they receive. They encode them
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again with RS codes, before passing them to the children peers. NEF nodes
permit to increase the resiliency of the system, while avoiding waste of resources
with a strong end-to-end protection. A greedy algorithm determines the number
of NEF nodes and their location. Only a few well-positioned NEF nodes are
sufficient to provide significant network throughput gains which results into a
high video quality.

Similarly, decoding and encoding based on fountain codes is performed in the
network nodes in [7]. The LT codes [15] are used in this work since they perform
close to perfect codes and eliminate the need for reconciliation among network
peers and packet scheduling. The intermediate network nodes wait for receiving
a sufficient number of packets to recover the source content. Then the source
packets are re-encoded into a new set of LT packets that differ from the packets
produced independently in the other nodes. This is made possible by the rateless
property of LT codes which allows for the generation of an infinite number of
different packets. Decoding and encoding in the nodes however come at the price
of increased complexity and delay. The network topology is however constructed
such that minimal delays can be achieved. The streaming system is shown to be
resilient to network dynamics with an increased throughput due to the rateless
properties of the LT codes.

Decoding and recoding in the network nodes are difficult to implement in
large networks, since they introduce quite important delays. However, when the
network provides path diversity, the packet diversity in the system can be main-
tained by effective network coding algorithms. Network coding basically consists
in combining packets in the network nodes. The encoded packets are then for-
warded to the next nodes. When the receiver eventually gathers enough innova-
tive packets, it can invert the full coding system and recover the original data.
Network coding permits to increase the network throughout and the error re-
siliency in streaming systems with path diversity. The benefits of network coding
methods are illustrated in a simple streaming scenario in the peer-to-peer net-
work depicted in Fig. 4 where all links have capacity of one packet per time slot.
When all intermediate nodes follow the store and forward approach, there is no
guarantee that Peer 6 receives packets X1 and X2 because of the bottlenecks
at Peers 4 and 5. If, however, Peers 3, 4 and 5 are network coding points, the
probability of receiving an undecodable set of packets by Peer 6 is approximately
zero when coding operations are in a large galois field.

We refer the interested readers to [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] for detailed descrip-
tions of network coding theory and principles. The theoretical works in network
coding have made apparent that network coding can be beneficial for various
applications like streaming or distributed storage. We focus, in the rest of this
section, on the application of network coding to practical multipath streaming
scenarios.

3.2 Practical Network Coding

Early network coding schemes [41, 42] necessitate the use of computationally
complex algorithms for defining the coding coefficients. In addition, the network
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Fig. 4. Multimedia streaming in peer-to-peer networks with network coding tech-
niques.

coding design methods generally assume that the servers have a full knowledge of
the network topology, which is quite unrealistic in large scale networks. In order
to simplify the design of network codes and improve the robustness in network
dynamics, several works [43, 44, 45] have proposed to implement network coding
with a random selection of the coefficients. If the coefficients are chosen in a
sufficiently large Galois Field GF(q), random linear network coding can achieve
the multicast capacity with a probability that asymptotically approaches one
for long code-lengths (high number of source packets). The probability that all
receivers are able to decode the source message is larger than

(1 − d/q)r ,

where d is the number of receivers and q represents the size of the field [44].
The parameter r corresponds to the maximum number of links receiving sig-
nals with independent randomized coefficients in any set of links constituting a
flow solution from all sources to any receiver. This lower bound on the decoding
probability holds for independent or linearly correlated sources and for networks
with or without delays. RLNC provides therefore a low complexity alternative
towards the design of practical algorithms, since it permits to relax the require-
ments on the full knowledge of the network topology. It permits to implement
distributed solutions with independent coding decisions in each node. Such a
distributed algorithm is particularly interesting in ad hoc networks.

Motivated by the results of RLNC, the authors in [46] propose a practical
network coding system for streaming applications. They define a proper format
that can be used in random network graphs without the need for a hypernode
that is aware of all coding coefficients and the overall topology. A header is as-
signed to each packet and contains the coding coefficients. As the packets travel
through the network they are subject to successive coding operations, which
modify both the message and header parts of every packet. All packets there-
fore contain encoded symbols along with the coefficients that have been used for
their computation. The header part thus defines a global encoding vector that
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can be used at any decoder to recover the original message by Gaussian elim-
ination, typically. It is shown that the equation system built by the successive
network coding operations is with probability 99.6% decodable when the com-
putations are performed on GF(216). Smaller fields like GF(28) are sufficient in
practice [46].

Even if network coding a priori permits to combine any packet in the network
nodes, the coding choices clearly have an influence on the end-to-end delay of
the transmission system. In order to cope with the buffering delay problem, the
authors in [46] introduce the concept of generation. A generation is a group of
packets with similar decoding deadlines, which can be combined together by the
network coding operations. The generation of every packet is identified by a small
header of one or two bytes that is added to each packet. At the network nodes,
the packets are stored into the buffer upon their reception. Whenever there is a
transmission opportunity, the network coding node linearly combines the avail-
able packets and transmit the encoded packet. As coding becomes constrained
to the packets of the same generation, the resulting delay is limited. However,
the redundancy might become rapidly large since the number of packets in a
generation stays limited. In order to maximize the robustness of the system,
the packets that are not innovative with respect to the information that has
been previously received, are simply discarded, and not forwarded nor encoded
[46]. The clients finally implement a progressive decoding strategy by Gaussian
elimination typically. The decoding becomes successful if the number of received
packets is equal to the size of the generation. The delay in the system is mostly
driven by the time that is needed for each client to collect enough packets.

3.3 Network Coding in Multipath Media Streaming

Due to its benefits in terms of increased throughput and robustness, practical
network coding has been applied to diverse multipath streaming applications.
It first finds a perfect application in peer-to-peer multicast applications. Such
applications have become recently very popular, as they rely on the bandwidth
contributions from peers in order to reduce the load on the main streaming
server. Live multicast streaming can therefore be implemented by transmitting
the media packets from the server to all the clients via other peers that are
grouped in an overlay or ad hoc configuration. The packet distribution is mostly
organized in two modes, which are the push or pull strategies. In the first case, the
packets are simply pushed through the different peers in a way that is determined
by the senders. In the pull scenario, the clients request specific packets or group
of packets from the source peers. Network coding can be beneficial in both cases,
as it helps to cope with the network dynamics. It permits to achieve a sustainable
throughput with reduced transmission delays.

One of the first works that has studied the performance of network coding
in peer-to-peer (p2p) streaming has been proposed in [47]. Randomized linear
network coding is implemented in a system called “Lava” in order to evaluate
the tradeoffs and benefits of network coding in live p2p streaming. The system
offers network coding as an option in a pull-based p2p streaming solution that
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allows for multiple TCP connections for multiple upstream peers. Prior to trans-
mission, the streams are divided into segments of specific duration, similar to
the idea of generations proposed in [46]. These segments are further divided into
blocks that undergo network coding operations in the different peers. The peers
periodically exchange messages to announce the availability of segments in a
pull-based manner. At any time, peers make concurrent requests for segments
that are missing in their playback buffer by addressing randomly one of the peers
that possess the segment of interest. The peers then decode the segments from
their playback buffer in a progressive manner using Gauss-Jordan elimination.
The evaluation shows that the network coding scheme is resilient to network
dynamics, maintains stable buffering levels and reduces the number of playback
freezes. Network coding is shown to be most instrumental when the bandwidth
supply barely meets the streaming demand.

Based on the encouraging results of [47], the same authors redesign the peer-
to-peer streaming algorithm and propose the R2 architecture in [48]. In R2, ran-
domized linear network coding is combined with a randomized push algorithm
to take full advantage of coding operations at peer nodes. The peers periodically
exchange buffer maps that indicate the segments that have not been fully down-
loaded yet. The R2 system sends the buffer maps together with the data packets
whenever is possible, otherwise they are transmitted separately. The frequency
of this information exchange has to be chosen high enough, in order to avoid the
transmission of redundant segments. Whenever a coding opportunity is detected,
a peer randomly chooses a video segment that the downstream peer has not com-
pletely received and generates a network coded block. The segment selection is
inspired from [49]. The system also uses large segment sizes in order to avoid the
transmission of too much overhead information by buffer map exchanges. The
streams are progressively decoded by Gauss-Jordan elimination, similarly to the
Lava system described above [47]. The R2 system provides several advantages
in terms of buffer level and delay, as well as resilience to network dynamics. The
scalability of the system is also increased. Most of these advantages are due to
the combination of push-based methods with randomized linear network coding.

The organization of the peers in the overlay network has a large influence on
the performance of the streaming system. In particular, the delivery has to be or-
ganized in such a way that the bandwidth constraints can be respected, and such
that the clients with the smallest bandwidth do not penalize the performance
of the overall system. A method for constructing peer-to-peer overlay networks
for data broadcasting is proposed in [50]. The overlay construction imposes that
all the peers have the same number of parents nodes, which are the nodes that
forward them the data packets. Such a constraint tends to distribute the load
over the network. Network coding is then used in the peer nodes for increasing
throughput and improving system robustness. In order to avoid limiting the per-
formance of the system by the smallest capacity peers, one could organize the
overlay into several layered meshes. Heterogeneous receivers can then subscribe
to one of several meshes, depending on their capacities [51]. The data are sim-
ilarly organized into layers, and network coding is performed on packets of the
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same layers. The practical network coding scheme of [46] is adopted in this work
due to its low complexity. The construction of the layered meshes takes into con-
sideration the overlapping paths in order to exploit the network coding benefits.
Depending on the network state and the clients’ requirements, every receiver
determines the proper number of meshes it has to subscribe to. The network
throughput is finally increased by network coding combined with appropriate
peer organization. In the same spirit, the work in [52] proposes to split the bit-
stream into several sub-bitstreams for streaming over peer-to-peer networks. A
neighbourhood management algorithm is then used to schedule appropriately
the transmission of the different encoded sub-bitstreams. Finally, the problem
posed by the heterogeneity of the receivers could also be solved by combining
network coding with multiple description coding as proposed in [53].

3.4 Prioritized Network Coding

Media streams are generally characterized by packets with different importance
with respect to their contribution to the quality at the decoder. Network coding
can adapt to this property by handling the packets according to their priority.
Network coding based on Prioritized Encoding Transmission (PET) [54] princi-
ples has been initially proposed in [46], where data of high importance receive
a high level of error protection by a proper arrangement of the data blocks in
the encoding matrix. Unequal error protection is also proposed in [55]. The PET
algorithm is however replaced by a MD-FEC scheme [56], which seeks for the
distortion-minimal source and channel rate allocation for the given channel con-
ditions. Prioritized network coding is applied to scalable video streams in [57].
Data are segmented and interleaved in the coding matrix, in such a way that
base layer typically receives more redundancy bits than the enhancement layers.
Classical network coding is then performed on packets within the same gener-
ation. The proposed scheme is shown to outperform other solutions based on
either routing or routing with replication policies.

The above methods face several problems that limit their application in real
settings. Specifically, the MD-FEC based schemes often overprotect the infor-
mation since they require the end-to-end network statistics and full knowledge
of network topology to find the optimal protection. The application of MD-FEC
based network coding methods in a distributed manner is possible only when the
unequal amounts of protection are determined in hop-by-hop basis. Specifically
in such a setting, each peer node first decodes the received network coded packets
and then successively re-encodes the recovered video packets. Unfortunately, this
procedure is computationally expensive and pronounces latency issues. Further-
more, it is questionable whether MD-FEC based NC methods are appropriate
for overlay networks since ideally all received packets by a peer should be gen-
erated by the same MD-FEC matrix. Otherwise significant rate is lost as each
node can decode only when it has received a decodable set of packets from the
same MD-FEC matrix. Without such coordination the nodes receive packets
from multiple MD-FEC codes that cannot be jointly decoded.
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One could also achieve different levels of protection by changing the network
coding scheme itself, where the coding operations are adapted to the impor-
tance of the packets. Priority random linear codes are proposed in [58] for data
dissemination in peer-to-peer and sensor networks. Improved data persistence
is achieved due to the fact that the most important video data represents a
combination of fewer source packets. Prioritized coding can also be achieved by
modifying the network coding operations in practical streaming applications. For
example, the work in [59] addresses the problem of streaming H.264/AVC en-
coded video content in MBMS networks. Packets are grouped in different classes,
and frame dependencies are further taken into account for determining the opti-
mal network coding operations for each class. The coding choices are determined
locally in each node by estimating the number of innovative packets received by
each client. However, the coding decisions are still complex to compute due to
the high number of dependencies between packets.

However, the distributed method of [59] imposes frequent packet exchanges
to determine the optimal coding operations. Obviously, this increases significant
the computational cost. Moreover, the application of this distributed algorithm
for video streaming in overlay mesh networks is not straightforward as for MBMS
broadcast networks the extended communication between peer nodes is reason-
able, however, in mesh networks it may worsen congestion problems and lead
to an explosion of erased packets. Techniques based on UEP rateless codes like
EWF codes [29] are inefficient for scalable video multicasting due to network
dynamicity which results in poor estimation of the expected EWF codes over-
head when central estimation is considered. EWF codes can work efficiently for
large codeblocks which is not typical for video streaming where strict timing con-
straints exist. Smaller codeblocks penalize significant EWF codes performance
as they are associated with large overheads.

Differently from the works described thus far a receiver-driven network coding
technique for prioritized video transmission in overlay networks is presented in
[60]. The specific importance of media packets is taken into account to prioritize
the delivery of the most important packets. The overlay nodes perform RLNC on
incoming video packets in order to improve the robustness to failures or erasures
in the delivery process without the need for any centralized control. As media
packets are grouped into classes of different importance, prioritized transmission
is achieved by varying the number of packets from each class that are used in
the network coding operations at a node. The mixing operations are not uniform
across all packets arriving at a node, but instead packets with higher importance
are involved in more coding operations. Thus, each peer is interested in selecting
the vector of coefficients w = [w1, . . . , wL] such that the network coding strategy
employed by its parent nodes will maximize the peer’s video quality. L stands
for the number of video layers and wi is a weighted coefficient determining the
number of packets from class i1. An optimization problem solved by each node
tries to determine the number of packets it should request from each class,
1 Class i is a set of video packets from first i video layers and the combinations of

these packets.
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Fig. 5. Influence of the network regularity (pruning and shifting probabilities) of the
proposed UEP scheme with baseline NC solutions and the SV-EWF scheme.

so that the total video distortion is minimized or alternatively the cumulative
distortion reduction, as contributed by the requested packets, is maximized. This
optimization problem is actually log-concave and can be solved by a low-cost
greedy algorithm [60]. The algorithm starts from a pivotal distribution and then
examines single packet exchanges between consecutive classes. This procedure is
repeated till there is no beneficial exchange that further maximizes the distortion
reduction.

The influence of the network topology on the performance of the above method
termed UEP-NC is investigated in [60] and we illustrate here the performance
of several UEP scheme based on network coding. The UEP-NC is evaluated for
irregular networks generated following the process described in [61] where net-
work link’s are pruned and shifted according to two probabilities Ppr and Psf

respectively. The UEP-NC scheme of [60] is compared with basic network cod-
ing schemes called Class-i and a UEP scheme based on EWF codes (SV-EWF ).
Class-i scheme assumes video packets from first i video layers that are uniformly
combined through RNC. Three video layers are assumed and the coding oper-
ations are restricted into GOPs to deal with timing issues and the frame rate
is set to 30 fps. The pruning and the shifting probabilities are set to be equal,
however their values vary in the range [0, . . . , 10]%. For each value of Ppr and
Psf , a seven-stage irregular network was generated. The packet loss rate on a
link is fixed to 5% and the link capacity value equals to 360 kbps. The results of
the evaluation are illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be seen that, when Ppr and Psf are
low then Class-3 scheme performs equally well with UEP-NC as both are able
to exploit the sufficient network resources. However, when Ppr and Psf increase,
the performance of UEP-NC degrades gracefully while Class-3 scheme exhibits
a significantly lower performance. The other two basic network coding schemes
seems also to be robust to network variations, but are limited by the smaller
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number of video layers that they consider. The performance of SV-EWF for
low pruning and shifting probabilities is comparable to that of Class-2 scheme,
however as network topologies become more random its performance approaches
that of Class-1 scheme. This is because bandwidth variations force SV-EWF to
generate symbols from the first class only as the available bandwidth is insuf-
ficient to transmit data from other classes. Furthermore, the second class can
often not be retrieved and the source symbols diversity in the network degrades
quickly. For detailed comparisons interested readers are referred to [60].

4 Streaming with Rateless Coding and Network Coding

The practical network coding scheme presented in [46] has proposed efficient
solutions to cope with inefficiencies of early network coding systems for deploy-
ment in streaming applications. However, there are still many issues that should
be resolved before network coding can be applied to real time communication.
One of the major drawbacks of today’s network coding schemes is their rela-
tive high decoding computational cost as a dense equation system should be
solved by Gaussian elimination. Another limiting factor is the significant coding
overhead that grows linearly with the generation size. The above issues have
been addressed in [13] where network coding is combined with Raptor codes [16]
to take benefit from linear encoding and decoding times of the latter. Packets
are encoded with non-systematic Raptor codes at the servers, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. The network nodes then selectively combine packets when they have to
compensate for packet losses and bandwidth variations. This scheme requires
a smaller network coding header than that of typical network coding schemes.
It is simply a concatenation of the combined Raptor coded packets headers.
This saves significant amounts of rate which can be used for transmitting video
streams of higher quality. Compared to implementations of fountain codes with
in network processing [7], decoding operations in the network nodes are avoided

Fig. 6. Raptor network coding.
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in [13] and replaced by linear packets combinations. Such a system does not ne-
cessitate the use of large buffers in the nodes and the coding operations are kept
very simple. This solution is advantageous in terms of both delay and complex-
ity. The combination of Raptor coding and network coding permits to benefit
from both source and path diversity in overlay networks, with controllable delay
and complexity. We describe this algorithm in more details in the rest of this
section, where we focus on the analysis of the delay and the coding strategies in
Raptor network coding.

The Raptor based network coding system of [13] resembles RLNC based sys-
tems in that it performs simple linear operations with packets for generating
network coded packets. The implicit coding structure of the Raptor network
coding schemes is communicated as a header that is appended to each Raptor
encoded packet. Raptor codes as RLNC systems are endowed with the rateless
property that allows easy adaptation to bandwidth variations. The servers en-
code the video with non-systematic Raptor codes in order to provide initially
high symbol diversity to the network, while the intermediate nodes perform en-
coding with the received packets. Specifically, the packets are XOR-ed before
the peers forward them. Unlike other network coding systems, the peers do not
replace the received packets with random combinations of them, but they per-
form selectively network coding to cope with bandwidth variations and packet
erasures. This selective network coding keeps high the symbol diversity as all
symbols are not involved in every coding operation. This approach also reduces
the complexity since the equation system constructed at clients with the received
packets is less dense.
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The Raptor network coding scheme does not need large buffers. The packets
are combined as soon as they arrive to the peer node, hence limiting end-to-
end delays. Each node maintains a list with the transmitted packets in order to
avoid transmission of a network coded packet over the same link with the packets
combined to generate this packet. Then, these packets are removed from buffer
to avoid future re-combinations of the same packets. This strategy assists the
system to maintain a high symbol diversity in the network. The delivery times
of the Raptor network coding scheme with respect to various network sizes are
presented in Fig. 7. This scheme is compared with the practical network coding
scheme of [46] and a scheme that applies Raptor codes in an end-to-end fashion.
The intermediate nodes just replicate randomly some of the received packets to
replace missing packets. Regular mesh networks, where the nodes are organized
into different transmission stages that depend on the hop distance to the sources
are examined. Three nodes per stage are considered. The link’s capacity is set
to 400 kbps. The packet erasure rate is fixed to 5% for each network link and
the buffer size equal to 32 packets. As it can be seen from Fig. 7 results in
larger delivery times as each node forwards packets when the buffer is full. It is
worth noting that there are not significant performance variations as the network
size grows. The advanced performance of the Raptor network coding scheme
is attributed to fact that network coded packets are generated upon request.
Since the packet loss rate is rather low and the buffer size sufficiently large, the
probability of not finding orthogonal packets is also very low.

Although the computational cost of the Raptor network coding scheme is
relative low, it increases with the successive coding operations. Specifically, due
to losses and network coding in successive stages, the distribution of the degree
of the symbols received at the decoder is altered and might differ significantly
from the degree distribution used in the source Raptor encoders. In particular,
the generator matrix becomes denser due to combinations of Raptor symbols by
network coding, which leads to increased decoding complexity. Apparently, the
received symbols by a client do not follow anymore the original Raptor codes
degree distribution2. In order to guarantee linear decoding times, in [62] the re-
design of the degree distribution of the Raptor codes Ω(x) used at the senders can
be studied. The optimization goal is the design of a Ω

′
(x) that grows as packets

travel through the network towards clients and ends up to a distribution similar
to that of well performing Raptor codes. The design optimization problem can
be formulated as a geometric programming (GP) [63] problem. When the servers
are aware of the network statistics (network losses and topology), the optimal
source degree distribution can be determined so that linear decoding times are
preserved. This method is more generic than [64] where the design of LT codes
degree distribution for simple relay topologies has been investigated and the RSD
[15] is decomposed into two component distributions prior to deconvolution of
RSD. Although the algorithm in [64] ensures that clients receive symbols whose
degree distribution is close to RSD, it imposes rather complicated encoding rules.
2 The degree stands for the number of symbols combined for generating an Raptor

coded packet.
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Fig. 8. Performance evaluation of (231, 249) Raptor codes for regular network topolo-
gies with three intermediate nodes per stage. The compared network coding schemes
employ: a 3GPP variant with RSD distribution and the low-complexity codes. (a) Rap-
tor decoding probabilities at clients with respect to the number of received symbols.
(b) Cumulative distribution of symbols degree received by each client.

The extension of this method to complex network topologies is furthermore
not trivial.

The Raptor decoding probabilities with respect to the number of received
packets for nine-stage regular network topologies with three nodes per stage is
shown in Fig. 8(a). It is obvious that the designed distribution performs slightly
worse, but it remains close to the performance of a scheme employing 3GPP
codes with RSD distribution. This performance degradation is due to the in-
efficiency of the design method to preserve the exact value of the spike which
guarantees the convergence of the decoding process. However, when the methods
are compared in terms of the cumulative degree distribution function (cdf) as
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end Raptor coding (E2E), for regular topologies with six coding stages and 3 nodes
per stage. The PSNR is measured as a function of the average link bandwidth in the
network, the packet loss ratio is 5 %.

depicted in Fig. 8(b), it is clear that the proposed codes outperform the 3GPP
variant with RSD as they correspond to sparser generator matrices and thus
decoding is faster.

Finally, the optimal determination of source and channel rate allocation for the
Raptor network coding system is investigated in [65]. The optimization algorithm
is centralized and seeks for the optimal allocation based on the network statistics
gathered backwards. The algorithm estimates the rank decrement of the equation
system built on the received network coded packets. The centralized optimization
algorithm is formulated as a minmax problem. Therefore, the algorithm seeks for
the channel rate allocation which minimizes the maximal distortion among the
clients. The optimization is performed under the constraints that the number of
packets sent over a link can not surpass link capacity.

We illustrate the performance of the Raptor network coding scheme with
efficient rate allocation in in Fig. 9. The average quality is given as a function of
the average link bandwidth is for the transmission of “Foreman” and “Container”
CIF sequences over a regular topology with six encoding stages between servers
and decoders and three nodes per coding stage. The packet loss ratio is set to
5% while the link bandwidth varies between 170 kbps and 450 kbps. The Raptor
network coding scheme is compared with a scheme that applies Raptor codes
as a form of end-to-end error protection. The Raptor network coding algorithm
performs better than the end-to-end solution due to its improved adaptivity
that permits a better exploitation of the path diversity. We also observe that
the performance gap remains unaltered as the link capacity increases. This is
due to the fact that the schemes are not very sensitive to bandwidth variations,
but rather to the overall packet loss rate. A more detailed analysis of Raptor
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network video coding system performance for a variety of transmission scenarios
can be found in [65].

5 Conclusions

In this book chapter, we have shown that fountain codes and network coding
algorithms can be interesting solutions for building efficient streaming systems
in networks with diversity. These techniques are similar in some concepts as
they are based on random operations, do not target at a predetermined rate and
try to maintain a high packet diversity in the streaming system. Although both
types of algorithms have appealing characteristics, their use is not trivial for
multimedia applications with strict deadlines. For example, rateless codes may
still require some coordination especially in large scale networks, while network
codes use computationally expensive decoding algorithms such as gaussian elim-
ination. Hybrid schemes combining network coding with rateless codes enable
the use of low-cost decoding algorithms without imposing any requirements for
coordination of the servers. Hence, they probably represent an interesting solu-
tions for streaming in overlay networks with proper exploitation of source and
path diversity.
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Summary. This chapter presents a holistic review of recent research advances in peer-
assisted streaming systems, including both live and on-demand streaming. We approach
this task by first presenting design objectives of streaming systems in general, and then
discuss differences between live and on-demand streaming. These common and different
design objectives motivate the protocol design space in streaming systems, in categories
of peer selection, segment scheduling, and distributed caching protocols. We present
main results from the existing literature in each of these dimensions, with a particular
focus on the pivotal role of network coding within such a protocol design space. We
conclude the chapter with an outlook towards future research directions, especially in
the application of network coding in peer-assisted streaming systems.

1 Introduction

To meet the demand of explosively growing multimedia applications, media
streaming over the Internet has been a research topic attracting substantial
interests in the literature over the past two decades. The “holy grail” of Internet
media streaming is to satisfy the media streaming needs of as many end users as
possible, with sustainable server bandwidth costs. The traditional client/server
architecture advocates the use of large data centers to sustain streaming to end
users at a large scale.

To maintain a satisfactory user experience, the bandwidth costs on servers
grow rapidly as the user population scales up, and may not be bearable in
corporations with limited resources. New architectural designs in the past two
decades, such as IP multicast and content delivery networks (CDNs), attempted
to address the problem by conserving resources in the edge or core routers, or
by load balancing across a large number of edge servers that are geographically
distributed. However, the problem of scalability to a large user population in
media streaming systems is only mitigated to a certain degree, not solved.
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Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks propose a different architectural design perspec-
tive: it offloads part of the bandwidth burden from dedicated streaming servers
hosted by the content providers, and shifts them to end hosts themselves when
they serve content to each other. The total volume of bandwidth consumed is
not reduced, and in most cases, is even increased due to overhead of protocol-
induced messaging and redundancy. Peer-to-peer networks are not panacea: the
architecture does not replace streaming servers — they simply complement them.
Such an architectural paradigm is referred to as peer-assisted media streaming
in this chapter, to highlight the complementary nature of peer-to-peer networks.

Existing peer-assisted media streaming systems can be further divided into
two categories, live and on-demand media streaming, with the latter often re-
ferred to as video-on-demand (VoD) in the literature. At a high level, a peer-
assisted media streaming system typically contains three elements: (1) a number
of dedicated streaming servers that serve media content, and can be treated in
an aggregate fashion as a single dedicated media source; (2) one or a small num-
ber of index servers that keep track of state information of the system, such as
existing end users (or peers); and (3) a web portal that provides information
about media channels. An example of such a system is shown in Fig. 1.

Dedicated servers

P2P overlay

Media information

Web portal

Media content

Index server(s)

Node information

Peers

Fig. 1. The architecture of peer-assisted streaming systems.

Fundamentally, architectural and protocol designs in peer-assisted media
streaming systems need to successfully address three characteristics observed
in real-world streaming systems:

� Scale: A real-world peer-assisted streaming system needs to support at least
hundreds of thousands of users and thousands of media channels simultane-
ously, with a reasonable playback quality to each of the end users. The CBS
broadcast of NCAA tournament in March 2006 [26] has peaked at 268,000
simultaneous viewers. UUSee Inc. experienced a flash crowd of 871,000 peers
on the Chinese New Year Eve in 2007 [35].

� Dynamics: Real-world peer-assisted streaming systems have shown a high
level of dynamics. End users, as peers who serve media content to one an-
other, may join or leave a media channel or the system at any time. Network
bandwidth between a pair of peers vary over time, sometimes quite drastically
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due to the shifting of bandwidth bottlenecks. Such dynamics challenge the
design of any system architecture or protocol. Recent measurement studies
have clearly shown that peer dynamics represent one of the most influen-
tial factors that affect the overall performance of peer-assisted streaming
systems [22].

� Heterogeneity: According to a large set of live streaming traces obtained
from the Coolstreaming system, it has been discovered that there exists a
highly skewed distribution with respect to upload bandwidth contributions
from peers. Such heterogeneity may have significant implications on resource
allocation in peer-assisted streaming systems.

This chapter provides a taxonomy of recent research achievements in peer-
assisted media streaming systems, with a special focus on on-demand streaming
systems (VoD). We start our discussion with an in-depth coverage of common
challenges in both live and on-demand media streaming systems. We then shift
our focus to specific challenges and their corresponding solutions in on-demand
streaming systems. In particular, we point out that network coding may be a
feasible and practical solution to improve streaming performance in peer-assisted
streaming systems. Finally, we present an outlook to future research directions
in peer-assisted streaming systems.

2 Fundamental Challenges in Peer-Assisted Streaming
Systems

In peer-assisted streaming systems that include both live and on-demand stream-
ing, dedicated streaming servers and end users (peers) are organized into a topol-
ogy at any given time, so that media content can be broadcast from the servers
to all the participating peers in a streaming channel. In such a topology, a peer
is directly connected with a subset of other peers in the same channel, referred
to as its neighbors. The topology that peers and servers are organized into is
sometimes referred to as a streaming overlay. In this section, we present two
fundamental challenges and their corresponding solutions in such a streaming
overlay for a media channel, common to both live and on-demand streaming
systems.

In order to allow peers to serve one another and to maximize its efficiency, the
following challenges naturally arise. First, which subset of peers should become
neighbors of a participating peer? Second, when being served by neighbors, which
segment of the media stream should be served first, and thus be given priority?
Solutions to the first question are referred to as neighbor selection (or overlay
construction) algorithms, and those to the second are referred to as segment
scheduling algorithms.

2.1 Neighbor Selection Algorithms

One of the important design goals in peer-assisted media streaming systems is
load balancing, i.e., the redistribution of content should be balanced on the par-
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ticipating peers so that the costs for the system are shared, much of the existing
research literature focused on designing suitable neighbor selection algorithms.
We present several examples of this category of algorithms.

With an inter-overlay optimization scheme, Anysee, proposed by Liao et
al. [25], uses an inter-overlay manager to find appropriate streaming paths
with low delays in the peer-assisted streaming system. The main task of the
inter-overlay manager is to maintain a backup streaming path set and an active
streaming path set, using a reverse tracking algorithm. When the size of the
backup set is less than a threshold, the peer will send out a message to some
of its neighbors, which will be relayed till the receiver finds the delay from the
initial peer to the current peer is greater than the minimum of all source-to-end
delays from the current peer to the streaming source on different paths. Using
such an algorithm, a peer is able to construct the best overlay path accordingly.
When the total bit rates from active streaming paths are lower than a certain
threshold, the manager will check whether a better path should be activated to
replace the current one, selected from the backup streaming path set.

An alternative approach is to use a score-based neighbor selection algorithm,
where a score is assigned as the criteria to decide which set of peers are selected
as neighbors. OCTOPUS [24], for example, adopts a score that represents the
degree of data overlapping between any two neighbors, i.e., the amount of time
slots it can provide to its neighbor and the amount of time slots the neighbor
can provide to the peer. Under the assumption that underlying media streaming
system provides the functionality of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), Graffi et
al. [17] propose another scoring function that calculates the costs for choosing a
specific peer by taking into account of peer characteristics such as the uptime,
network condition, and the number of tasks already performed for the system.
As identified peers for a specific block may randomly leave the system, peer
churn may become a critical challenge for this partner selection algorithm.

All of the aforementioned algorithms are under the assumption that users can
and are willing to collaborate, which is not always the case realistically. Mea-
surement studies have shown that, in some peer-to-peer streaming systems, a
small set of nodes are requested to contribute 10 to 35 times more uploading
bandwidth than downloading bandwidth [2]. As a result, peers are not willing
to voluntarily contribute their own upload bandwidth, which may seriously af-
fect the overall performance of peer-assisted streaming systems. Therefore, an
appropriate incentive mechanism is critical to the performance of a peer-assisted
streaming system, and the design of neighbor selection algorithms offers an op-
portunity to tackle this challenge.

Silverston et al. [30] discover that the incentive mechanism in BitTorrent file
sharing systems, called tit-for-tat, is not well suited to peer-assisted streaming
systems. Media flows impose temporal constraints that do not exist in bulk con-
tent distribution. Sometimes peers cannot serve data in return, not because they
are non-cooperative, but because the temporal constraints make it pointless. As
such, the temporal nature of the content makes the incentive mechanisms of
BitTorrent obsolete. Existing solutions are mainly score-based, in which each
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peer is a credit entity, and peers will allocate resources according to the credits
of requesting peers to maximize their own credits. However, these mechanisms
suffer from a high computational complexity that prevents their real-world im-
plementation. The design of a scalable, light-weighted incentive mechanism that
can be incorporated into peer-assisted streaming systems remains to be an open
problem.

Finally, recent measurement studies have unveiled that there is a highly un-
balanced distribution with respect to uploading contributions from peers, which
has significant implications on the resource allocation in such a system [22]. Fur-
ther, by investigating the distribution of inter-peer bandwidth in various peer
ISP categories, Wu et al. [35] shows that the ISPs that peers belong to are more
correlated to inter-peer bandwidth than their geographic locations. In addition,
there exist excellent linear correlations between peer last-mile bandwidth avail-
ability and inter-peer bandwidth within the same ISP, or between a subset of
ISPs. The joint consideration of highly skewed resource distribution, incentive
awareness and inter-peer bandwidth interference may lead to more appropriate
neighbor selection algorithms in future research.

2.2 Segment Scheduling Algorithms

Different from other P2P applications such as file sharing, peer-assisted stream-
ing systems need to consider timeliness requirements of streaming media. If
media segments do not arrive in a timely fashion, they have to be skipped
at playback, which degrades the playback quality, which is one of the most
important performance metrics in streaming systems. Experiments show that
peer-assisted streaming systems do not perform congestion control correctly, in
scenarios where peer access links get congested [1]. Their response is to increase
the level of redundancy, which further increases the download rate, and fur-
ther exacerbate the congestion situation. These observations call for a judicious
design of segment scheduling algorithms.

The first strategy for segment scheduling in peer-assisted streaming systems is
a tree-based per-slice push strategy, in which a media stream is first divided into
substreams as its slices, and then each of these slices is pushed to downstream
peers in a tree. Though tree-based strategies offer minimal source-to-peer delays
(the delay between the occurrence of a live event in a live stream and its playback
at a peer), it suffers from the complexity in maintaining such tree structures
when peers arrive and depart frequently. In contrast, a mesh-based per-segment
pull strategy, first proposed by Zhang et al. [39], has been implemented in most
real-world streaming systems. In such a strategy, the media stream is divided
into segments in the time domain, and peers make explicit requests for the
desired media segment from its neighboring peers. Neighboring peers exchange
buffer availability bitmaps periodically. This strategy is simple to implement,
but increases the source-to-peer delay in live streaming systems, due to the need
for periodic buffer availability exchanges. The source-to-peer delay, however, is
not an issue for on-demand streaming systems.
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Fig. 2. Sub-streams in a push-pull hybrid strategy.

Zhang et al. [38] has proposed that push and pull strategies be combined, so
that a hybrid strategy can be designed to be both robust to peer departures,
and to support smaller source-to-peer delays. In the proposed push-pull hybrid
strategy, segments are pulled in the first time slot when a peer first joins the
system, and then pushed directly by the neighbors afterwards. To achieve this,
the stream is evenly partitioned into n sub-streams, and each sub-stream is
composed of the packets whose sequence numbers are congruent to the same
value modulo n. Every continuous n packets belong to different sub-streams
separately are grouped into a packet group and every continuous g packet groups
are further clustered into a packet party. Each packet group in a packet party is
numbered from 0 to g − 1 and hence the packet group number can be computed
by �s/n� mod g, where s is the packet sequence number. An example is shown
in Fig. 2, where the stream is partitioned into 3 sub-streams and n = 3, g = 3.

Once a packet in packet group 0 in one packet party is requested successfully
from a neighbor, the peer will send this neighbor a sub stream subscription to
let it directly push the remaining packets in the same sub-stream. There are
two types of streaming packets — the pulled packets and the pushed packets.
When over 95% packets are pushed directly from the neighbors, the node will
stop requesting buffer maps. And once the delivery ratio drops below 95% or
a neighbor who provides over 5% streaming data quits, the peer will start to
request buffer maps and pull streaming packets from its neighbors. Thus, most
of the packets received will be pushed packets from the second time interval.

Zhou et al. [40] form a stochastic model to analyze some widely used segment
selection strategies, including the greedy, rarest first, and mixed strategies. With
M peers in the system, each peer maintains a buffer B that can cache up to n
segments received from the system, as shown in Fig. 3.

The greedy strategy intends to fill the empty buffer locations closest to the
playback point first. The segment selection function for the greedy strategy, s(i),
which is the probability of selecting B(i), can be expressed as follows:

s(i) = 1 − (p(n) − p(i + 1)) − p(1), i = 1, ..., n − 1, (1)

where the term p(n)− p(i + 1) is the probability that any particular segment is
downloaded into buffer positions between B(n) to B(i + 1); and the term p(1)
is the probability that any particular segment is downloaded directly from the
server. The rarest first strategy will select a segment that has the fewest number
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Fig. 3. The sliding window of buffer B.

of replicas in the system, for which the segment selection function is:

s(i) = 1 − p(i), (2)

where p(i) represents the probability that any particular segment is downloaded
into buffer positions between B(1) to B(i−1). A mixed strategy implies that the
the rarest first strategy is used for a portion of the buffer B(1), ..., B(m), 1 ≤ m ≤
n. If no segment can be downloaded using the rarest first strategy, the greedy
strategy is then used for the remainder of the buffer B(m + 1), ..., B(n). In this
case, the segment selection function for the mixed strategy can be expressed as:

p(1) = 1/M (3)
p(i + 1) = p(i) + p(i)(1 − p(i))2, i = 1, ..., m − 1. (4)

Simulation results in [40] have shown that the rarest first strategy is much better
with respect to scalability, whereas the greedy strategy is able to produce better
playback performance (continuity) in small scale systems.

While analytical results have indicated that a sequential selection strategy
is well-suited for use in peer-assisted media streaming systems, many choose to
implement a hybrid segment selection algorithm, which divides the cache into a
high-priority set and the remaining set according to their time to the playback
deadline, as indicated in Fig. 4. Intuitively, a peer is likely to choose segments in
the high-priority set with higher probability for downloading [28, 14]. Much effort
has been devoted to design the appropriate distribution in these two sets. For
example, the piece picking policy in Toast performs in-order selection in high-
priority set and Beta random selection in remaining set, which is implemented
using Python’s generator for a beta distribution in remaining set. It adds a
given-up area between the current streaming position and high-priority region,
which corresponds to pieces that are too close to the current stream position to
download on time. Simulation results show that the performance beats rarest-
first and in-order; however, the simulation is only conducted in static case in
which peers all are assumed to stay until the end of a video, which is less likely
to happen in the real world. Then in R2, a uniform distribution is used in high-
priority set and a randomized choice subjected to Weibull distribution is adopted
in the remaining set.

Combined with network coding, Annapureddy et al. propose a worst-seeded-
policy, which is to upload a block from a lesser represented segment whenever
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Fig. 4. Hybrid segment scheduling algorithms

possible [5, 4]. Compared with greedy approach that peers greedily request blocks
from their earliest incomplete segments, system throughput increases signifi-
cantly. However, the assumption of source node has knowledge of the rarity of
segments aggregated across the other nodes in the network is not realistic for
the real world. They also examine the effect of pre-fetching, i.e. fetching a block
that is needed later than the first segment of interest. By evaluating probabilistic-
first-range-random-second-range-rarest policy, which performs consistently well
in pre-fetching policies, it is shown that pre-fetching provides easy access to
blocks when they are needed by creating additional sources for the blocks.

However, most papers discuss the situation of only one or two channels exist,
which is definitely an over-simplified case. The peer-assisted streaming systems in
nowadays like PPStream, PPLive and so on have hundreds of channels available.
From the server’s point of view, we have to consider how to allocate bandwidth in
multi-channel streaming systems. In a server capacity provisioning algorithm—
Ration, which is proposed by Wu et al. [36], server capacity allocated to each
channel in next time slot is proactively computed by an optimization problem
Provision(t + 1), as follows (∀t = 1, 2, ...):

maximize
∑
c∈C

pcnc
t+1q

c
t+1 (5)

subject to
∑
c∈C

sc
t+1 ≤ U,

qc
t+1 = F c

t+1(s
c
t+1, n

c
t+1), ∀c ∈ C,

0 ≤ qc
t+1 ≤ 1, sc

t+1 ≥ 0, ∀c ∈ C

where pc denotes the assigned priority level, nc represents the estimated popu-
lation and qc the streaming quality for each channel c. At each time t, Ration
proactively computes the amount of server capacity sc

t+1 to be allocated to each
channel c for time t+1. With full ISP awareness, Ration is carried out on a per-
ISP base, and is able to guide the deployment of server capacities and channels
in each ISP to maximally constrain P2P traffic inside ISP boundaries. Cheng et
al. also evaluate the improvement of multi-video caching (MVC) [12]. They show
that for any given number of peers, MVC further reduces the aggregate load on
the sources and MVC has lower chunk cost for the same concurrency compared
with single-video caching. Further, it is presented that MVC increases chunk
replica counts across the system which improves the continuity by decreasing
jitter and seek latencies. In general, designing peer-assisted streaming systems
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with multiple channels is more complicated and challenging, which may raise
the interests of researchers in the future.

3 Special Challenges in P2P VoD Streaming Systems

While peer-assisted live streaming appears to be evolving towards a mature
stage, VoD services based on P2P overlays have appeared as a more attractive
area to most researchers. A peer-assisted VoD service is more challenging to
design than a live streaming system because the peers in a live streaming scenario
have a shared temporal focus, while in VoD case they have greater temporal
diversity of requests. The peer dynamics resemble those of file downloading,
while still requiring low startup delays for the sequential playback of large media
objects. Besides, equipped with larger storage space—cache—than the limited
buffer in live streaming scenario, peers in VoD case can store and further upload
more content. Intuitively, questions will arise as in case of larger cache, what
content should be chosen to store in each peer. The fact that different users
may be watching different parts of the video at any time can greatly impact
the efficiency of a swarming protocol. The lack of synchronization among users
reduces the block sharing opportunities and increases the complexity of the block
transmission algorithms. This naturally bring the problem of how to search for
the desired content efficiently, which results in numerous searching algorithms.

3.1 Cache Management

With larger storage capacities, peers can store redundant copies of a file near
the end user and it has been proven to be extremely effective in many P2P VoD
applications. Recent measurement results show that a simple static cache that
stores the top long-term popular files uses 84% less space than a dynamic infinite
cache solution which stores all videos, and still manages to save about 75% of
the load in the server [9]. As a result, a number of algorithms that intend to
choose the most “popular” content wisely to store in a finite storage space are
proposed, a summary of which is shown in Table 1.

Popularity Prediction

In order to minimize VoD request rejection rates for a very large content library,
one of the key question is how to translate the popularity distribution into con-
tent availability in the network. The common way of doing so is to use number of
requests for a specific video content to represent its popularity and the number
of replicas in the system to reflect its availability. Through numerical simulations
and empirical validations, the popularity distribution of relatively popular video
categories exhibits power-law behavior (a strait line in a log-log plot) with a
tail truncation, which is affected by both the average requests per user and the
number of videos in a category. While the popularity distribution of the unpop-
ular content behaves more like a Zipf’s law, later research shows that despite
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Table 1. Cache management in peer-assisted VoD systems

Topics [31] [3] [11] [27] [21] [18] [37]

Popularity × × × √ √ √ √
Prediction

Peer
× × × √ × × ×Availability

Detection

Replication √ √ √ × × √ √
Mechanism

Bandwidth × × × × √ × ×
Allocation

Dynamic × × √ × × × ×
Repair

the traffic variation among different days, the popularity distributions are quite
similar and the distribution is more skewed than a Zipf distribution [9], which
may due to the fact that on any given day, there are several highly popular news
and business clips, with each of these clips having roughly the same popularity.
Using these distributions, we can use the video’s past behavior to predict their
future more precisely.

Since the popularity of a video changes during a typical day and the change
between two continuous short intervals is smooth, the popularity in the most
recent interval is useful to predict the future requests. In addition, chunks re-
quested recently are more likely to be requested later. Based on these obser-
vations, a chunk request predictor is constructed weighting the contribution of
recent requests to decay with time. Then by discovering the fact that for the
same popularity level and content availability, the VoD rejection rate for short
content will be much lower than that for long content, a popularity correction
method is proposed for that based on Zipf distribution, it further takes into
consideration of the expected average number of simultaneous sessions (ESS)
per content, which depends on both content duration and average number of re-
quests received for this content. Thus the corrected popularity can be expressed
as P ′

i = Pi · (1 + ESSi ·α), where α is introduced to study how much weight the
ESS parameter should be given as a large α means popular titles would be more
available in the network with more copies spread around the network [27]. Guo
et al. define the popularity of a segment as

p =
Ssum

S0

Tr − T0
× min

(
1,

Tr−T0
n

t − Tr

)
, (6)

where t is the current time instant,
Ssum

S0
Tr−T0

represents the average access rate

of the segment in the past, normalized by the segment size, and min(1,
Tr−T0

n

t−Tr
)

reflects the probability of future access: Tr−T0
n is the average time interval of
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accesses in the past; if t−Tr > Tr−T0
n , the possibility that a new request arrives

is small; otherwise, it is highly possible a request is coming soon [18].

Peer Availability Detection

To ensure the maintenance of desired number of replicas of a video in the system,
we should detect the availability of the peers. Due to the extensive influence of
user interaction, the detection faces two requirements. First, the system must
empirically measure the short-term availability distribution of its host popula-
tion on an ongoing basis. Second is the non-transient failures that take stored
data out of the system for infinite periods [27]. The availability monitor (AM)
tracks host availability, maintains host availability metrics which are short-term
host availability and long-term decay rate, and notifies the redundancy engine
when the system reaches availability thresholds that trigger repair. Through ob-
servation of real systems, it is shown that online time is a predictor of peer
departure, which can be used for a simple peer departure predictor. A peer is
predicted to leave if it has been online for fewer than a certain period of time.
Otherwise, it is predicted to stay in the system.

Replication Mechanism

The Replication mechanisms consists of redundancy computation and replace
algorithm, which we will discuss below consequently.

� Redundancy computation: With sufficient redundancy across many peers,
at any moment enough peers will be in the system to make a given data item
available with high probability. However, it is not trivially clear how much redun-
dancy is necessary for a given level of availability or what redundancy mechanism
is most appropriate for a given context. The simplest form of redundancy is pure
replication. Given a target level of availability A and a mean host availability of
μH , the number of required replicas c can be calculated directly.

A = 1 − (1 − μH)c (7)

c =
log(1 − A)
log(1 − μH)

(8)

However, it can be highly inefficient in low-availability environments caused by
peer churn since many storage replicas are required to tolerate potential transient
failures. An alternative way is to use erasure coding. Given the number of blocks
in a file b, and the stretch factor c specifying the erasure code’s redundancy, the
delivered availability can be expressed as:

A =
cb∑

j=b

(
cb

j

)
μHj (1 − μH)(cb−j) (9)

c =

⎛⎝k
√

μH (1−μH)
b +

√
k2μH (1−μH )

b + 4μH

2μH

⎞⎠2

(10)
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However, the price for this efficiency is a quadratic coding time and a requirement
that reads and writes require an operation on the entire object [7].

� Replace algorithm: We then look at the different cache strategies to manage
the cached content. In general, instead of depending on peers to manually decide
how much cache space is shared and which video to be kept to share or not,
peer-assisted VoD systems require peers provide cache space and let the cache
management algorithm to manage cache. Peers may be asked to cache media
content they are not watching at the moment or even not planning to watch
in the future but will be beneficial from the global point of view. The simplest
one is Least Recently Used (LRU) strategy [3], which maintains a queue of each
file sorted by when it was last accessed. When a file is accessed, it is located in
the queue, updated, and moved to the front. If it is not in the cache already,
it is added immediately. When the cache is full the program at the end of the
queue is discarded. Another one is Least Frequently Used (LFU) strategy. To
compute the cache contents, the index server keeps a history of all events that
occur within the last N hours (where N is a parameter to the algorithm). It
calculates the number of accesses for each program in this history. Items that
are accessed the most frequently are stored in the cache, with ties being resolved
using an LRU strategy.

Under the belief of the greater the number of peers with video cache, the
higher the probability that the video is available, and the higher the effective
bandwidth, Ying et al. propose a cache replacement strategy by introducing
cache needed rank [37] by taking account both the video popularity and the
number of peers that currently are caching that video, which can be expressed
as:

cache needed rank =
the number of peers demanding

the number of online peers with cache
. (11)

This cache replacement strategy is based on the this evaluation metric, where
stream with a lower cache needed rank is replaced by one with a higher
cache needed rank.

To replace both those media segments with diminishing popularities as they
rarely get accessed and those popular media segments with too many copies
being cached, Guo et al. [18] introduce another cache replacement policy. To
achieve the optimal distribution, they define the utility function of a segment as

u =
(f(p) − f(pmin)) × (f(pmax) − f(p))

rα+β
, (12)

where p represents the popularity of the segment, pmin and pmax estimate the
minimum and maximum of segment popularities in the system respectively. r is
the number of replicas of this segment and f(p) is a monotonic nondecreasing
function, which is called the adjustment factor of the utility function. The term
(f(p)−f(pmin)

rα captures the segments with small popularities and large number
of replicas while f(pmax)−f(p)

rβ captures the segments with large popularities and
large number of replicas. These two kinds of segment replicas should be replaced
by the replicas of segments with moderate popularities but a small number of
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copies. As a result, segments with the smallest utility value are chosen to be
replaced when a peer’s cache is full.

Vratonjić et al. present another cache management algorithm, which is used
in their newly proposed system—BulletMedia [31]. This algorithm examines the
problem to ensure all content blocks are replicated at least k times system-
wide, where a typical value of k is 4. To achieve this, a peer examines its local
content cache and determines the set of chunkIds for chunks it is currently not
replicating. It then selects chunkIds at random from this set, and performs a
lookup in the DHT. The DHT simply includes a count of the number of peers
replicating the chunk in the response. If the number of replicas is below a per-
defined level (e.g. 4), then the peer begins to retrieve the blocks associated with
the chunk. If not, the peer chooses another chunkId at random and queries it.
This process proceeds until a chunk is found that requires more replications.

Bandwidth Allocation Policy for Prefetching

When peers have surplus upload capacity, it can be used to prefetch content
for the future use, which has been proved to leverage the server load dramati-
cally [21]. Then how to allocate the instantaneous surplus upload capacity among
the peers in the system becomes a critical question. One of the allocation scheme
is water-leveling policy, which aims to equalize the reservoir levels of perfected
content across all the peers. Once the reservoir level of all the peers reach the
same level, an attempt is made to equally distribute the surplus capacity among
all the peers. Another one being considered is greedy policy, where each user sim-
ply dedicates its remaining upload bandwidth to the next user right after itself.
Through simulation, it is observed that the greedy policy does slightly better
than the water-leveling policy and both of them are near optimal.

Dynamic Repair Policy

Over longer periods, peers leave the system permanently, which requests the
system to “repair” this lost redundancy by continuously writing additional re-
dundant data onto new peers [7]. The two key parameters in repairing file data
are the degree of redundancy used to tolerate availability transients and how
quickly the system reacts to peer departures. In general, the more redundancy
used to store file data, the longer the system can delay before reacting to peer
departures. The repair policy spectrum can be defined in terms of two categories:
eager and lazy.

Eager repair means the system immediately repairs the loss of redundant data
when a peer fails. Using this policy, data only becomes unavailable when peers
fail more quickly than they can be detected and repaired. The primary advantage
of eager repair is its simplicity. Every time a peer departs, the system only needs
to place redundant data on another peer in reaction. Moreover, detecting peer
failure can be implemented in a completely distributed fashion since it isn’t
necessary to coordinate information about which peers have failed. However,
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the eager policy makes no distinction between permanent departures that require
repair and transient disconnections that do not. Consequently, in public peer-
to-peer environments, many repair actions may be redundant and wasteful.

Lazy repair tries to defer immediate repair and use additional redundancy to
mask and tolerate peer departures for an extended period. The key advantage of
lazy repair is that, by delaying action, it can eliminate the overhead of redundant
repairs and only introduce new redundant blocks when availability is threatened.
However, lazy repair also has disadvantages. In particular, it must explicitly track
the availability of individual peers and what data they carry. This is necessary
to determine when an object’s availability is threatened and a repair should
be initiated. Consequently, the system must maintain explicit metadata about
which peers hold what data.

Cheng et al. propose and evaluate a framework for lazy replication in Grid-
Cast, a P2P VoD system [11]. Their algorithm uses a peer departure predictor
to choose when to replicate (just before a peer leaves) and to whom (peers that
are predicted to be most unlikely to leave) and uses a chunk request predictor
to choose what to replicate (the chunks that will be most popular in the coming
sessions). They use a lazy factor α to control the upload used for replication.
Then through simulation evaluation, though eager replication reduces more de-
parture missed than lazy replication, the total number of replicated chunks in
lazy case is 45% of that in eager algorithm and the cost is much lower. Further,
the efficiency of lazy algorithm more than three times that of eager replication,
which suggests that lazy replication can replicate more efficiently than eager
replication.

Interestingly, almost all the existing articles on peer-assisted VoD systems are
under the assumption of small cache or even no cache. Each peer in the network
is only equipped with a larger buffer that is able to store a part of the media the
user is watching currently, which requires a wise cache management mechanism
to make better use of the limited storage space. With the development of hard
devices, every peer can have a large storage space that is able to store not only
the current media, but also the other media it has watched a certain time ago,
at a reasonable price. With the consideration of large cache, the desired content
can be found either on the peers who are watching the same media stream at this
time or some “offline” peers who are watching something else at the moment.

Buffer-forwarding link

Storage-forwarding link
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i The i th peer who is watching video j

Fig. 5. A hybrid-forwarding P2P VoD system
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Then the challenging task of designing more efficient content lookup algorithms
that are capable of detecting offline peers with the interested content is desired.
What is more, from peers’ point of view, how to allocate the limited upload
bandwidth to contribute to both the currently watching media and the stored
content might be an interesting research topic in the future. Till now, to the best
of our knowledge, only [20] considers the hybrid-forwarding architecture which
integrates both buffer-forwarding approach and storage-forwarding approach,
as shown in Fig. 5. And they try to maximize the throughput by solving an
optimization problem.

3.2 Content Searching Algorithm

For peer-assisted VoD systems, one salient additional characteristic is the al-
lowance of user interaction with video streams. Examples include pause, fast-
forward, back-forward, random seek operations and so on, which further lead to
more complicated system design. To address the issue of the unpredictability of
these user interactions, different kinds of searching algorithms aiming at find-
ing the desired content efficiently with shorter initial buffering delay have been
proposed.

Used to get the optimal match between clients and servers, Shaking is a search-
ing algorithm proposed to find the server that can provide the fastest service [8].
Since the server schedules the pending requests in a FIFO manner, a shorter
waiting time can be achieved by trying to move the requests that arrived earlier
at the server to other servers. That is, given a set of server candidates, a client
can contact them for their pending requests and try to find each of them a new
server. The key idea can be found in Fig. 6.

S1

S2

S3

V1 V2

V2 V3

V3

C1 C2 C3

V2 V1 V2

C4 C5

V2 V3

Fig. 6. Shaking algorithm

A client C trying to shake request [C3, V2] out of server S1 may find server,
S2 has V2. Although this server cannot serve [C3, V2] earlier than S1, the client
can try to see if it can shake any pending requests out of S2. For example, it
may launch a search for V3 and find server S3, which is free of workload at this
moment. It shows that in order to successfully move out a request, a client may
need to shake a chain of servers. To address the challenge of chaining effect,
Shaking uses a 3-step solution, building closure set, shaking closure set and
executing shaking plan. Further, Shaking makes it possible to for a client to be
served by a server that is beyond the client’s search scope.
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RINDY, which is proposed by Cheng et al., is a ring-assisted overlay topology
in P2P VoD systems for efficient content lookup [10]. Under this scheme, a peer
only needs O(log(T/w)) hops (where T is the total time length of the video
stream and w is the buffer window size of peers) to identify and connect to a
new group of peers close to the destination playing positions when a random
seek occurs. In RINDY, each peer organizes all its neighbors into a series of
concentric and non-overlapping logical rings according to their relative distances
calculated from the current playing positions. The rings are separated into two
types, gossip-ring and skip-ring. A gossip-ring is a peer’s innermost ring, which is
mainly responsible for collecting some near neighbors with close playing positions
and overlapped buffer windows. And all the outer rings, which are mainly used
to improve the speed of lookup operations and reduce the load of the tracker
server are called skip-ring. When a peer seeks to a target position d, it first checks
whether d is within its gossip-ring. If so, it performs a local search to find enough
near-neighbors (neighbors in the gossip-ring) and far-neighbors (neighbors in the
skip-ring). Otherwise, it finds the closest neighbor to d as its next hop, pushes
its address into the routing path and result set fields of the query message, and
finally forwards this query to that nest hop neighbor. Upon receipt of this query,
the next-hop neighbor executes the same procedure, which will be iterated until
this request arrives at some peer whose gossip-ring covers d. The final peer adds
all of its near-neighbors into the result set field of the query message and returns
the message to the source peer along the routing path. Then the source peer adds
all the members of result set into its mCache and then change its current playing
position to d.

Inspired by the fact that if a peer’s buffer range is fully covered by other peers,
removing it from the index structure will not cause much trouble as the peers
who use this removed peer as a partner can still find other possible partners,
Chi et al. introduce Buffer Assisted Search (BAS) to select as few index peers as
possible without reducing search effectiveness, i.e., the total buffer coverage [13].
The problem can be formulated as the Minimum Buffer Cover (MBC) problem
that can be solved using a distributed algorithm. The basic flow is to divide the
existing index peers into two groups according to whether they overlap with the
newcomer, and then apply the dynamic programming algorithm to the newcomer
plus the group overlapping with the newcomer. When a first-join-peer tries to
find the index peers with buffer overlapping by tracing backward and forward
along the closest index peer’s predecessor and successor, the expected number
of hops to be traced is a constant. Then the dynamic programming algorithm is
applied to the found peers plus the new peer to figure out which peers should
be pruned from the index overlay. The expected number of nodes a new client
should contact is also a constant.

Wang et al. introduce the Dynamic Skip List (DSL) to inherently accommo-
dates dynamic and asynchronous peers [32]. A skip list is an ordered list of keys
with additional parallel links. The key here is chosen to be the playback offset
of each node. Assume that there are N keys in the list, indexed from 1 to N .
The (i × 2l)th key, i = 1, 2, ..., l = 0, 1, ..., will have links to the ((i − 1) × 2l)th
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Fig. 7. A DSL of 7 nodes. The number in each node represents the key of this node.

keys respectively. Besides, DSL is built with no MaxLayer limit and a newly
inserted key will stop promoting itself only when it fails. As unnecessary neigh-
bor information has to be maintained, which reduces the search efficiency, DSL
compresses all the layers above L into a single top layer, where L = log( N

log N ).
Its structure is shown in Fig. 7.

In this layered representation, a single key in the list is mapped into multiple
logical nodes along the same column. Since the parallel links in higher layers skip
geometrically more than those in lower layers, a key search can be started from
the highest layer so as to quickly skip unnecessary parts and then progressively
move to lower layers until it hits a logical node having the key. The complexity
of this top-down search is O(log N) [29]. The key is updated over time according
to the playback progress. The server periodically checks the size of a randomly
selected layer, estimates the overlay size N , and then accordingly releases or
merges layers to ensure that there are O(log N) logical nodes in the top layer. It
is shown that each overlay node in the system, including the server, maintains
at most O(log N) extra information.

In a new distributed cache management model (DCMM) proposed by Liang
et al., peers are assigned fixed segments in turn according to the order peer
join the system and all the peers whose cache content compose an integrated
program into some chord-like rings [23]. The size of each ring equals the number
of segments of a media file, i.e., if the media file is divided into M segments, then
the ring consists of M peers. All segments have a number from 1 to M according
to the playback time. Each peer in ring caches the corresponding media segment
according to the time when peers join the system in turn. Segments of a program
can be quickly located within these rings. When searching a specific segment,
peer tries to find peers caching this segment in its own ring. If it fails, the requests
will be transfered to the lower ring. This process is repeated until the peer is
found or the message arrives at the ring 0.

GridCast uses two content proximity metrics playhead and playcache to esti-
mate the sharing potential between pairs of peers [12], which can be described
as follows:
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playhead(B→A) = |offsetB − offsetA| (13)

playcache(B→A) =
∑max

i=min chunkmap(B)[i]
max−min +1 . (14)

Playhead proximity roughly estimates the potential for sharing using only the
current locations of the peers’ playheads. Two peers are considered to have better
sharing potential if their playheads are closer. On the other hand, playcache
measures how many chunks can be provided by the other peer by comparing the
contents of two caches directly. The more chunks B caches within the prefetch
window of A, the better sharing it has. Neighbors who share the metadata but do
not share chunks are selected using playhead proximity while partners used for
chunk sharing are promoted by playcache proximity when the number of them
fails below a certain degree, 50 for neighbors and 25 for partners in this case.

While most of content searching algorithms in the peer-assisted VoD systems
support random seek, few of them consider the problem of enabling advanced
VCR functions such as fast forward or fast rewind. Offering more freely user
interactivity that is lacking in the traditional video broadcasting services, ad-
vanced VCR operations are highly desirable, yet, challenging to implement in
online streaming environment as they change the playback speed of the media
and require the extra bandwidth at the server and the underlying network.

To the best of our knowledge, only two papers discuss this problem. In [19],
Guo et al. try to solve the fast forward and fast rewind problem by adjust-
ing segment deadlines to reflect the change of playback speed, so that the new
deadlines can be used for the proposed real-time scheduling based peer selection
algorithm to recompute the uploading urgency metrics. Inspired by the idea of
realizing these two functions by playing one segment out of v segments, where v
is the speed of fast forward or rewind, Wang et al. present the number of logical
nodes to be skipped ahead is n(v−1)

d for each jump operation for fast forward,
where d is the average difference between two consecutive nodes, and it needs
O(1) time [32]. Further, they obtain the upper bound of the speed a system
can provide. Under simplified assumptions and through roughly evaluation, the
ability of solving the fast forward or rewind problem of these mechanisms are
not that convincing. Thus, designing peer-assisted VoD systems that can better
support advanced VCR functions is still in its infancy.

4 Network Coding in Peer-Assisted Streaming Systems

In this section, we illustrate the role of network coding in peer-assisted stream-
ing systems. Due to the ability of making optimal use of bandwidth resources,
network coding is proposed to be used in segment scheduling algorithms in peer-
assisted streaming systems. By using random network coding, peers are allowed
to retrieve fractionalized segments in the parallel machine scheduling context
and any received segment is useful with high probability. An excellent property
of network-coding based segment scheduling algorithm is that the missing seg-
ment on a downstream peer can be served by multiple seeds, as each uses its
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Fig. 8. An illustration of network-coding based segment scheduling algorithm

randomized selection algorithm to select a segment to send coded blocks, which
is illustrated in Fig. 8.

However, the limit lies in that peers have to wait to download the complete
file before they can start decoding. This problem is solved by restricting network
coding into one segment, which reduces the start-up delay into one segment size.
What is more, coding prevents the occurrence of rare blocks within a segment,
and ensures that the bandwidth is not wasted in distributing the same block mul-
tiple times. In essence, coding minimizes the risk of making the wrong uploading
decision.

4.1 Core Idea

Here we introduce the core idea of network-coding based segment scheduling
algorithm. In it, each segment of the media streaming is further divided into n
blocks [b1, b2, ..., bn], with each bi a fixed number of bytes k (refereed to as the
block size). When a segment is selected by a seed p to code for its downstream
peer, the seed independently and randomly chooses a set of coding coefficients
[cp

1, c
p
2, ..., c

p
m](m ≤ n) in a finite field Fq for each coded block. It then randomly

chooses m blocks —[bp
1, b

p
2, ..., b

p
m] —out of all the blocks in the segment is has

received so far, and produces one coded block x of k bytes, as shown in Fig. 9

x =
m∑

i=1

cp
i · bp

i (15)

As soon as a peer receives the first coded block of this segment, it starts to pro-
gressively decode using Gauss-Jordan elimination. As a total of n coded blocks
x = [x1, x2, ..., xn] have been received, the original blocks can be immediately
recovered as Gauss-Jordan elimination computes:

b = A−1xT , (16)

where A is the matrix formed by coding coefficients of x.
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Fig. 9. An example of coding operation on peer p, where m=3, n=6

� Coding window optimization: The key difference of network-coding based
segment scheduling algorithms lies in the way of choosing m, which is also called
the coding window. In Wang et al.’s algorithm [32], m is simply chosen to be
the length of the segment, which means the coding range covers all the expected
segment. Though a larger coding window makes better utilization of resource, it
causes a higher probability of segments being missing upon the playback deadline
due to the longer waiting time before decoding. R2 [34], which is proposed by
Wang et al., refers the ratio m/n to as density, and a low ratio leads to a
sparse decoding matrices. Their previous work [33] has experimentally shown
that the density can be as low as 6% without leading to linear dependency among
coded blocks. Then in deadline-aware network coding scheduling introduced by
Chi et al. [13], it tries to find the as large an m as possible for better coding
efficiency while controlling m so that no segment will miss its playback deadline
by transforming the formulated coding window assignment problem in to a max-
flow problem.

4.2 Analytical Study of the Basic Model

Other than protocol designs, Feng et al. seek to mathematically analyze peer-
assisted streaming systems with network coding, with a focus on playback qual-
ity, initial buffering delays, server bandwidth costs, as well as extreme peer dy-
namics [15]. They consider the coding performance in flash crowd scenarios when
most peers join the system approximately at the same time and highly dynamic
scenarios in which peer join and leave the system in a highly volatile fashion.

In particular, the server strength δ is defined as δ = Us

NUp
, where Up is the aver-

age upload capacity of participating peers, and Us is the server upload capacity.
It is proved that the sufficient conditions on smooth playback at a streaming
rate R during any flash crowd with scale N is as follows:

Us + NUp = (1 + ε)NR, (17)

ε = α +
ln(1 + δ) − ln δ

m
.

where m is the number of coded blocks in each segment and α denotes the
fraction of linearly dependent coded blocks induced by network coding. This
demonstrates that using network coding can achieve near-optimal performance
in term of sustainable streaming rate during a flash crowd. Also, they show
that in terms of initial buffering delay, algorithms using coding are within a
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factor of 2(1 + ε) of the optimal streaming scheme, which reflects the ability
of guarantee very short initial buffering delays during a flash crowd of network
coding. Besides, an upper bound of the additional server capacity to handle peer
dynamics in current time slot is given to be W1U1 − (1 + ε)W1R, where W1
denotes the number of departures of high-bandwidth peers in current time slot.

In general, network-coding based segment scheduling algorithms are shown
sufficient to achieve provably good overall performance in realistic settings.

4.3 Implementation Results

Annapureddy et al. evaluate the efficiency of network-coding based segment
scheduling protocols through simulation [5, 6]. Considering a flash crowd where
20 peers join the network, by comparing with an optimal scheme without network
coding—global-rarest first policy, where peer requests the globally rarest block
in the target segment of its interest, it is shown that with network coding, the
segment scheduling protocol provides a greater throughput than the global-rarest
policy (about 14% times better) and results in significantly less variance and
more predictable download times.

5 Conclusion

The study of peer-assisted media streaming systems has boomed for recent years
as videos has become the dominant type of traffic over the internet, dwarfing
other types of traffic. On one hand, peer-to-peer solutions have shown great
promise in supporting media broadcast, which is witnessed by their increasingly
widespread deployments. On the other hand, there still exists some technical
challenges that might be the hurdles need to be overcome, or otherwise they
may obstacle the development of peer-assisted streaming systems.

In the analytical works that try to model and characterize the behavior of
such peer-assisted systems, the majority of them are under the assumption that
all the peers are homogeneously, which means most of them model the peers with
same upload and download capacities. The problem is that heterogeneity exists
among peers in the real world. For example, peers behind Ethernet can have an
upload and download bandwidth of up to 1Mbps to 10Mbps, while in contrast,
peers behind ADSL only have an upload bandwidth of 256Kbps to 512Kbps and
their download capacity is about 1Mbps to 2Mbps. Treating them all equally is
obviously not a good idea.

The conventional method of proving the accuracy of analysis is by simulation.
While most of the existing empirical studies only have a few hundred peers in-
volved typically, with the only exception of [15, 16], which have a scale of more
than 200, 000 peers at times throughout their simulations. By stating charac-
terizing the large scale property of peer-assisted streaming systems, only a few
hundred of peers can definitely affect the accuracy of their analysis.

By implementing real peer-assisted media streaming systems over the
Internet, NATs and firewalls impose fundamental restrictions on pair-wise
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connectivity of nodes on an overlay, and may prohibit direct communication with
one another. Whether communication is possible between two nodes depends on
several factors such as the transport protocol(UDP or TCP), the particular kind
of NAT/firewall, and whether the nodes are located behind the same private
network. For example, under UDP protocol, the connectivity form NAT to fire-
wall is only possible for some cases. When under TCP protocol, the connectivity
from NAT to firewall is not possible [26].

In this chapter, we reviewed the state-of-art of peer-assisted media streaming
systems, paying special attention to peer-assisted VoD systems. Bedsides, we also
present the implementation of network coding in peer-assisted media streaming
systems and the benefits it brought. While networking researchers have achieved
substantial progress in this area over the past years, there are still several open
problems, such as incentive-based mechanism, multichannel consideration, lager
storage space in VoD systems, advanced VCR functions supporting and so on,
which may present some areas of future research.
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Abstract. We have developed a new type of television named FTV (Free-viewpoint TV). FTV 
is an innovative visual media that enables us to view a 3D scene by freely changing our view-
points. We proposed the concept of FTV and constructed the world’s first real-time system in-
cluding the complete chain of operation from image capture to display. At present, FTV is 
available on a single PC and FTV with free listening-point audio is also realized. FTV is based 
on the ray-space method that represents one ray in real space with one point in the ray-space. 
We have developed new type of ray capture and display technologies such as a 360-degree mir-
ror-scan ray capturing system and a 360 degree ray-reproducing display. MPEG regarded FTV 
as the most challenging 3D media and started the international standardization activities of 
FTV. The first phase of FTV was MVC (Multi-view Video Coding) and the second phase is 
3DV (3D Video). MVC enables the efficient coding of multiple camera views. 3DV is a stan-
dard that targets serving a variety of 3D displays.  

1   Introduction 

We have developed a new type of television named FTV (Free-viewpoint TV) [34, 
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. FTV is an innovative visual media that enables us to view a 
3D scene by freely changing our viewpoints as if we were there. It is easy to realize 
the free viewpoint for virtual scenes made by computer graphics. However, it is very 
difficult and has not yet been realized for real scenes. Therefore, FTV that has 
achieved such a function for real scenes will bring an epochal change in the history of 
visual media. 

We proposed the concept of FTV and verified its feasibility with the world’s first 
real-time system including the complete chain of operation from image capture to 
display. The viewpoint was controlled with a mouse, and free-viewpoint images of 
real moving scenes were displayed on a 2D display in real time [30, 31].  

We have been developing technologies for FTV and realized FTV on a single PC 
and a mobile player. We also realized FTV with free listening-point audio [28]. 

FTV is based on the ray-space method [6, 8, 10, 43]. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of 
visual systems. In the past, visual systems such as photography, film and TV were in-
dividual systems. At present, they are digitized and can be treated on the same plat-
form as pixel-based systems. These pixel-based systems are developing toward using 
more pixels. This trend is exemplified by Super High-Definition TV [16]. However, 
the demand for more pixels will saturate, and more views will be needed. This is the 
way to 3DTV and FTV. This will result in the evolution from a pixel-based system to 
a ray-based system. We have been developing ray capture, processing, and display 
technologies for FTV.  
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FTV is closely related to 3DTV. The relation between FTV and 3DTV is described 
in the reference [17]. 2DTV generates a single view and 3DTV generates 2 or more 
views for display. On the other hand, FTV generates infinite number of views since 
the viewpoint can be placed anywhere. Therefore, we can regard FTV as an ultimate 
3DTV. FTV captures and transmits the information of all rays in a 3D scene. We can 
also regard FTV as a natural interface between human and environment and an inno-
vative tool to create new types of content and art. 

We proposed FTV to MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) [35]. MPEG  
regarded FTV as the most challenging 3D media and started the international stan-
dardization activities of FTV. The first phase of FTV was MVC (Multi-view Video 
Coding) [57], which enables the efficient coding of multiple camera views. MVC was 
completed in March 2009. The second phase of FTV is 3DV (3D Video) [58]. 3DV is 
a standard that targets serving a variety of 3D displays.  

FTV technologies and its international standardization are overviewed in the fol-
lowing. 

 

Fig. 1. Evolution of visual systems. 

2   Ray-Space Representation for 3d Visual Communication 

We developed FTV based on the ray-space representation [6, 10, 35, 43]. The ray-
space was proposed to describe rays in 3D space. It can be a common data format for 
3D visual communication as shown in Fig. 2.  

In ray-space representation, one ray in the 3D real space is represented by one 
point in the ray space. The ray space is a virtual space. However, it is directly con-
nected to the real space. The ray space is generated easily by collecting multi-view 
images while giving consideration to the camera parameters. 

Let ( zyx ,, ) be three space coordinates and θ,φ be the parameters of direction. A 

ray going through space can be uniquely parameterized by its location ( zyx ,, ) and 

its direction (θ,φ ); in other words, a ray can be mapped to a point in this 5D, ray-
parameter space. In this ray-parameter space, we introduce the function f, whose value  
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Fig. 2. Ray-space as a common data format for 3D visual communication. 

corresponds to the intensity of a specified ray. Thus, all the intensity data of rays can 
be expressed by 

.2/2/,

).,;,,(

πφππθπ
φθ

<≤−<≤−
zyxf

                             (1) 

We call this ray-parameter space the “ray-space.” 

 

Fig. 3. Definition of orthogonal ray-space 

Although the 5D ray-space mentioned above includes all information viewed from 
any viewpoint, it is highly redundant due to the straight traveling paths of the rays. 
Thus, when we treat rays that arrive at a reference plane, we can reduce the dimension 
of the parameter space to 4D. 
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Fig. 4. Definition of spherical ray-space 

(a) Parallel view             (b) Convergent view  

Fig. 5. Camera Arrangements for FTV 

 

 

Fig. 6. Acquisition of orthogonal ray-space 

We use two types of ray-space for FTV. One is the orthogonal ray-space, where a 
ray is expressed by the intersection of the ray and the reference plane and the ray’s di-
rection as shown in Fig. 3. Another is the spherical ray-space, where the reference 
plane is set to be normal to the ray as shown in Fig.4. The orthogonal ray-space is 
used for FTV with a linear camera arrangement, whereas the spherical ray-space is 
used for FTV with a circular camera arrangement. The linear camera arrangement is 
used for parallel view and the circular camera arrangement is used for convergent 
view as shown in Fig. 5. 

Both the orthogonal ray-space and the spherical ray-space are 4D and 5D, includ-
ing time. If we place cameras within a limited region, the obtained rays are limited,  
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Fig. 7. Example of orthogonal ray-space 
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Fig. 8. Generation of view images 
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Fig. 9. Example of spherical ray-space 

and the ray-space constructed from these rays is a subspace of the ray-space. For ex-
ample, if we place cameras in a line or in a circle, we have only one part of the data of 
the whole ray-space. In such cases, we define a smaller ray-space.  

For the linear camera arrangement, the ray-space is constructed by placing many 
camera images upright and parallel, as shown in Fig. 6, forming the FTV signal in this 
case. The FTV signal consists of many camera images, and the horizontal cross-
section has a line structure as shown in Fig. 7. The line structure of the ray-space is 
used for ray-space interpolation and compression. Vertical cross-sections of the ray-
space give view images at the corresponding viewpoints as shown in Fig. 8.  

For the circular camera arrangement, the spherical ray-space is constructed from 
many camera images, and its horizontal cross-section has a sinusoidal structure as 
shown in Fig. 9. The sinusoidal structure of the ray-space is also used for ray-space 
interpolation and compression. 
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3   FTV System 

3.1   Configuration of FTV System 

Fig. 10 shows a basic configuration of the FTV system. At the sender side, a 3D scene 
is captured by multiple cameras. The captured images contain the misalignment and 
luminance differences of the cameras. They must be corrected to construct the ray-
space. The corrected images are compressed for transmission and storage by the MVC 
(Multi-view Video Coding) encoder. 

At the receiver side, reconstructed images are obtained by the MVC decoder. The 
ray-space is constructed by arranging the reconstructed images and interpolating 
them. Free-viewpoint images are generated by cutting the ray-space vertically and are 
displayed on a 2D/3D display. Photo-realistic, free-viewpoint images of the moving 
scene are generated in real time.  

Each part of the process shown in Fig. 10 is explained below. 

Video Capture Correction
View

Generation

Multi-Camera
Captured 
Images

Corrected
Images

Free 
Viewpoint

Images

Reconstructed
Images

2D/3D
Display

Ray
Space

MVC
Encoder

MVC
Decoder

 

Fig. 10. A basic configuration of FTV system. 

3.2   Video Capture 

We constructed a 1D-arc capturing system shown in Fig. 11 for a real-time FTV sys-
tem [22, 23]. It consists of 16 cameras, 16 clients and 1 server. Each client has one 
camera and all clients are connected to the server with Gigabit Ethernet.  

 

 

Fig. 11. 1D-arc capturing system. 
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Table 1. Specification of 100-camera system. 

Image resolution 1392(H) x 1040(V) 
Frame rate 29.4118 [fps] 
Color Bayer matrix 
Synchronization Less than 1 [us] 
Sampling rate of A/D 96 [kS/s] maximum 
Maximum number of nodes No limit. 

(128 max for one sync output) 

(a) linear arrangement      (b) circular arrangement       (c) 2D-array arrangement
 

Fig. 12. 100-camera system. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. MPEG test sequences. 
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A “100-camera system” has been developed to capture larger space by Nagoya 
University (Intelligent Media Integration COE and Tanimoto Laboratory) [7]. The 
system consists of one host-server PC and 100 client PCs (called ‘nodes’) that are 
equipped with JAI PULNiX TM-1400CL cameras. The interface between camera and 
PC is Camera-Link. The host PC generates a synchronization signal and distributes it 
to all of the nodes. This system is capable of capturing not only high-resolution video 
with 30 fps but also analog signals of up to 96 kHz. The specification of the 100-
camera system is listed in table 1. 

The camera setting is flexible as shown in Fig. 12. MPEG test sequences “Panto-
mime”, “Champagne_tower” and “Dog” shown in Fig. 13 were taken in linear ar-
rangement Fig. 12 (a). 

3.3   Correction 

The geometric correction [15, 19] and color correction [49] of multi-camera images 
are performed by measuring the correspondence points of images. This measurement 
is made once the cameras are set. 

Examples of the geometric correction and color correction are shown in Fig. 14 
and Fig. 15, respectively. 

Side view Top view

before geometry 
correction

after geometry 
correction

 

Fig. 14. Camera positions and directions before and after geometric correction. 

3.4   MVC Encoding and Decoding 

An example of time and view variations of multi-view images is shown in Fig. 16. 
They have high temporal and interview correlations. MVC (Multi-view Video Cod-
ing) reduces these correlations [50, 52, 57]. The standardization of MVC is described 
in Section 5. 
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3.5   View Generation 

Ray-space is formed by placing the reconstructed images vertically and interpolating 
them. Free-viewpoint images are generated by making a cross-section of the  
ray-space. 

[Camera A]

(a) Before correction

(b) After correction

[Camera B]

[Camera A] [Camera B]

 

Fig. 15. An example of color correction. 

View（camera）

Time
（frame）

 

Fig. 16. Time and view variations of multi-view images. 

Examples of the generated free-viewpoint images are shown in Fig. 17. Compli-
cated natural scenes, including sophisticated objects such as small moving fish, bub-
bles and reflections of light from aquarium glass, are reproduced very well. 

The quality of the generated view images depends on the ray-space interpolation. 
The ray-space interpolation is achieved by detecting depth information pixel by pixel 
from the multi-view video. We proposed several interpolation schemes of the ray-
space [4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 21, 24]. 

Previously, free-viewpoint images were generated by a PC cluster. Now, they can 
be generated by a single PC, and FTV on a PC can be accomplished in real time [13]. 
FTV is also implemented on a mobile player as shown in Fig.18. 
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Fig. 17. An example of generated FTV images at various times and viewpoints. 

 

Fig. 18. FTV on a mobile player. 

3.6   2D/3D Display 

FTV needs a new user interface to display free-viewpoint images. Two types of dis-
play, 3D display and 2D/3D display with a viewpoint controller, are used for FTV as 
shown in Fig. 19. 

Viewpoint control by head-tracking is shown here. Many head-tracking systems 
have been proposed using magnetic sensors, various optical markers, infrared cam-
eras, retroreflective light from retinas, etc. Our head-tracking system uses only a con-
ventional 2D camera and detects the position of a user’s head by image processing. 
The user doesn’t need to attach any markers or sensors.  

In the user interface using a 2D display, the location of the user’s head is detected 
with the head-tracking system and the corresponding view image is generated. Then, 
it is displayed on the 2D display as shown in Fig. 20.  

Automultiscopic displays enable a user to see stereoscopic images without special 
glasses. However, there are two problems: a limited viewing zone and discreteness of 
motion parallax. Because the width of the viewing zone for each view approximates  
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Fig. 19. Display of FTV. 

 

Fig. 20. 2D display with eye tracking. 

 
(a) without head tracking                 (b) with head tracking 

Fig. 21. 3D display with and without head tracking. 

the interpupillary distance, the view image does not change with the viewer’s move-
ment within the zone. On the other hand, when the viewer moves over the zone, the 
view image changes suddenly. 

In the user interface using the automultiscopic display, the function of providing 
motion parallax is extended by using the head-tracking system. The images fed to the 
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system change according to the movement of the head position to provide small mo-
tion parallax, and the view channel for feeding the images is switched for handling 
large motion. This means that binocular parallax for the eyes is provided by automul-
tiscopic display, while motion parallax is provided by head tracking and changing the 
image adaptively as shown in Fig. 21. 

4   FTV with Free-Listening Point Audio 

4.1   Free Listening-Point Using Sound Wave Ray-Space  

Similar to ray-space method, in this approach [27, 28] we record the sound data in the 
format of an image, namely sound-image (simage), where the light equivalent of 
sound is captured using array of microphone with beamforming for every pixel or 
pixel-group in several frequency layers. The simage has certain duration of time, e.g. 
a video frame. An array of microphone arrays captures multiview simages as it is 
done in multicamera systems. The assumption is that the sound waves can be trav-
elled directionally and reflected as light rays, thus they can be represented based on 
ray-space method. Similarly, sound ray parameters construct a 5D ray-space 
f(x,y,z,θ,φ) of simages, where f is the magnitude of the specified sound ray in a given 
time (t). In the 2D subspace f(x,θ) of 5D simage ray-space the sound rays that pass 
through a point (X,Z) in the real-space form a line, given by (X = x + uZ, u(t) = tan 
θ), in the ray-space.  The capturing of sound wave ray-space, and its representation 
are shown in Fig 22(a) and (b). 

Fourthly, free simage is generated using dense sound wave ray-space by cutting it 
along the locus and extract the section of simage as shown in Fig. 22(c) and (d). 
Dense sound-wave ray-space is generated using stereo matching of multiview  
 

 
(a) Capturing rays in real space, (b) sampled ray-space, (c) dense ray-space, and  (d) generated 

simages. 

Fig. 22. Sound wave ray-space. 
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simages, as it is done for multiview images. The corresponded sound of a simage is 
generated by averaging the sound wave in each pixel or group of pixels. 

In this case, we represent 3D image/simage data in ray-space format. Hence, we 
are able to integrate 3DAV data together in ray-space format [28]. Each ray data in 
“integrated 3DAV ray-space” shows the corresponded sound wave and light ray. Note 
that, stereo matching of light rays can be used for geometry compensation of simages 
in ray-space, and vice versa. Fig 23 depicts the integration approach. 

 

Fig. 23. Integration of audio and video in ray-space. 

4.2   Free Listening-Point Using Acoustic Transfer Function  

The acoustic transfer functions from sound sources to all far field microphones are es-
timated using a Time-Stretched Pulse (TSP) by dividing the frequency responses at 
both sides. ATF-pool [28] is generated between pairs or on the plane among micro-
phones by applying a weighted linear interpolation of ATFs at far-field in frequency 
domain.  

We use BSS (Blind Signal Separation) method based on a frequency domain inde-
pendent component analysis (FD-ICA), and separate recorded signals into each part 
(e.g. each musical instrument) [26]. Separated signals are obtained by multiplying ob-
served signals recorded by microphone and separation filter in the frequency domain. 
The separation filter is estimated from the observed signals using a fast fixed point al-
gorithm [1] and Kullback-Leibler information minimization [29] for every frequency 
bands. However, since the FD-ICA cannot decide the magnitude and the order of 
separated signals, we have to solve the scaling problem and the permutation problem. 
For solving the scaling problem, we used the minimal distortion principal method 
[20]. This method extracts a diagonal of separation filter matrix. We modified the 
sorting method based on estimating sound source direction using the separation filter 
[26] for solving the permutation problem. Since the BSS method was applied to the 
instrumental signal, we conducted the solution method as following order; (i) sound 
source direction, (ii) correlation of a harmonic structure and (iii) correlation between 
neighbor frequency bands. 

For free listening-point generation, ATFs from all sound sources to the desired lis-
tening-point are synthesized by convolving the source sound data obtain by BSS, with 
the ATF of each sound source in desired location in head related format, and then 
combining them [25,48], i.e. Fig. 24.  
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Fig. 24. Free listening-point generation using BSS and HRTF. 

The system captures all viewpoint images and corresponded sound signal with two 
microphones (i.e. stereo case) located close to each camera to estimate the ATFs. To 
integrate the audio signal corresponds to each frame of video signal; each cameras 
video signal and its ATFs (e.g. two ATFs for stereo case) are represented as inte-
grated 3DAV data [28]. Note that switching from previously requested audio frame to 
the next audio frame causes switching noise. It is eliminated using fade in/out. 

4.3   Integrated FTV System  

We constructed a multipoint cameras and microphone system [28]. For the integrated 
3DAV data, we developed a viewer that can smoothly generate free-viewpoint video 
and free-listening point audio among the multipoint observations. The viewer is able 
to display video frames and play the audio frame in realtime.  

 

Fig. 25. Experimental setup and integrated viewer. (a) cameras and microphones array,  
(b) configuration of the cameras and microphones array, and (c) Integrated viewer. 
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The experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 25 and Table 2. The viewer perform-
ance on a general PC (Xeon 3.60GHz, 3GB RAM) for color image size (320x240) is 
15-frame per second, with a good sound quality due to subjective evaluation. The lar-
ger image size makes the slower frame rate, down to 10-frame per second for 
640x480 color image. The developed 3DAV viewer has the layout shown in Fig. 25 
(c). Demonstration results are available in the following URL: “http://www.sp.m.is. 
nagoya-u.ac.jp/~niwa/fvlp-j.html”. 

Table 2. Hardware description of multipoint camera and microphone array used for the inte-
grated FTV 

Part Description 
Camera PULNiX (TMC-1400CL) 

-1392x1040x1  - Bayer Matrix   - 29.411fps 
Microphone Sony ECM-77B,  

- 16 Bits   - 96~8 KS/sec 
Node 
General purpose PC 

- Celeron 2GHz, 256 RAM, OS: Linux 
Inputs: one camera, two microphones 

Sever 
General purpose PC  

- Xeon 3.60GHz Dual,  
OS: Windows 

Network Gigabit Ethernet 
Synchronizer 
 

Trigger all Nodes to record synchronized using 
the GPS signal   - Wired   - Wireless 

5   Ray-Space Technology 

5.1   Ray Capture 

We are developing ray-space technology such as ray capture [9, 11, 18], ray process-
ing [2, 3, 32, 33] and ray display [51].  

We have developed a 360-degree mirror-scan ray capturing system [11, 18] as 
shown in Fig. 26. This system uses two parabolic mirrors. Incident rays that are paral-
lel to the axis of a parabolic mirror gather at the focus of the parabolic mirror. Hence, 
rays that come out of an object placed at the focus of the lower parabolic mirror 
gather at the focus of the upper parabolic mirror. Then, the real image of the object is 
generated at the focus of the upper parabolic mirror and a rotating aslope mirror scans 
rays at the focus of the upper parabolic mirror. Finally, the image from the aslope mir-
ror is captured by a high-speed camera. By using this system, we can capture all-
around convergent views of an object as shown in Fig. 27. 

5.2   Ray Display 

Figure 28 shows the SeeLINDER [51], a 360-degree, ray-producing display that  
allows multiple viewers to see 3D FTV images. It consists of a cylindrical parallax  
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(c) Configuration of proposed system

(a) Overview of ray-space
acquisition system

(b) Ray-space acquisition system 
without upper parabolic mirror  

Fig. 26. 360-degree mirror-scan ray capturing system. 

(b) Angle of rotating stage : 0 °

(d) 180 °

(c) 90 °

(e) 315 °

(a) Object
(about 10mm size)

 

Fig. 27. Object and captured images of 360-degree ray capturing system. 
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barrier and one-dimensional light-source arrays. LEDs are aligned vertically for the 
one-dimensional light-source arrays. The cylindrical parallax barrier rotates quickly, 
and the light-source arrays rotate slowly in the opposite direction. If the aperture 
width of the parallax barrier is sufficiently small, the light going through the aperture 
becomes a thin flux, and its direction is scanned by the movement of the parallax bar-
rier and the light-source arrays. By synchronously changing the intensity of the light 
sources with the scanning, pixels whose luminance differs for each viewing direction 
can be displayed. We can see the 3D image naturally, and the images have the strong 
depth cues of natural binocular disparity. When we move around the display, the im-
age changes corresponding to our viewing position. Therefore, we perceive the ob-
jects just as if they were floating in the cylinder. 

We are going to connect these two systems directly in real time. 

 

Fig. 28. The SeeLINDER, a 360 degree ray-reproducing display. 

6   International Standardization 

We proposed FTV to MPEG in December 2001. Fig. 29 shows the history of FTV 
standardization in MPEG.  

In the 3DAV (3D Audio Visual) group of MPEG, many 3D topics such as omni-
directional video, FTV [35], stereoscopic video and 3DTV with depth disparity  
information were discussed. The discussion was converged on FTV in January 2004 
because FTV got strong support from industry in response to the “Call for Comments 
on 3DAV” [54].  

Succeeding in “Call for Evidence on Multi-view Video Coding” [55] led the start 
of standardization of MVC in January 2005. “Call for Proposals on Multi-view Video 
Coding” [56] was issued in July 2005. The background of MVC is described in [57]. 
The proposals were evaluated in January 2006 [60]. The MVC activity moved to the 
Joint Video Team (JVT) of MPEG and ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union 
Telecommunication Standardization Sector) for further standardization processes in July  
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Fig. 29. History of FTV Standardization jn MPEG. 

2006. The standardization of MVC is based on H.264/MPEG4-AVC and was com-
pleted in May 2009. MVC was the first phase of FTV  

FTV cannot be constructed by coding part alone. We proposed to standardize the 
entire FTV [45] and MPEG started a new standardization activity of FTV in April 
2007 [53]. 

The function of view generation in Fig. 10 is divided into depth search and interpo-
lation. As shown in Fig. 30, an FTV system can be constructed in various ways, de-
pending on the location of depth search and interpolation. In case A, both depth 
search and interpolation are performed at the receiver side as in Figure 10. In case B, 
depth search is performed at the sender side and interpolation is performed at the re-
ceiver side. In case C, both depth search and interpolation are performed at the sender 
side. Case B is suitable for the download/package and broadcast services since proc-
essing at the sender side is heavy and processing at the receiver side is light.  

Case B was adopted by the FTV reference model [59] shown in Figure 31. Possible 
standardization items are FTV data format, decoder and interpolation. Interpolation 
might be informative.  

At the sender side of the FTV reference model, multi-view images are captured by 
multiple cameras. The captured images contain the misalignment and color differ-
ences of the cameras. They are corrected and the depth of each camera image is ob-
tained. The corrected multi-view images and multi-view depth are compressed for 
transmission and storage by the encoder. At the receiver side, the multi-view images 
and multi-view depth are reconstructed by the decoder. Free-viewpoint images are 
generated by interpolating the reconstructed images using multi-view depth informa-
tion and displayed on a 2D/3D display. 
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Fig. 30. 3 cases of FTV configuration based on the positions of depth search and interpolation. 

Thus, FTV is a new framework that includes a coded representation for multi-view 
video and depth information to support the generation of high-quality intermediate 
views at the receiver. This enables free viewpoint functionality and view generation 
for 2D/3D displays.  

Intermediate view is generated by interpolating multi-view images using multi-
view depth as shown in Fig. 32 [46]. Compared to the view synthesis by using one 
view and one depth, the number of pixels which are not filled is greatly reduced. Es-
pecially, the occluded area is successfully interpolated by the reliable pixel data.  

Capture
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Encoder Decoder Display
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Multi-Camera Captured Multi-
View Images

Corrected Multi-View 
Images and Multi-
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Fig. 31. FTV reference model and standardization items. 
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(a) 3D warping of left view       (b) 3D warping of right view

(c) Integration of (a) and (b)  

Fig. 32. An example of view generation by FTV reference model 

We have proposed an FTV data unit (FDU) so that we can express FTV data of 
Case B by the combination of FDUs [42, 47]. Here, we assume linear camera ar-
rangement. However, the same concept can be applied to other camera arrangements. 

An FDU consists of view, depth, additional information for right view synthesis 
and additional information for left view synthesis as shown in Fig. 33. The view and 
depth of the FDU are used to generate free viewpoint images in the coverage of this 
FDU. However, occluded parts can’t be generated by using one view and one depth. 
The additional information for right view synthesis and additional information for left 
view synthesis are used to generate the occluded parts of free viewpoint images. The 
FDU can synthesize views at the viewpoints in the coverage shown in Fig. 33. The 
coverage for view synthesis is extended by using two or more FDUs. 

The FTV data unit is derived from the multiview and depth representation as 
shown in Fig. 34. Three views and depths at the center, right and left positions are 
used. An image at the left position is synthesized by using the view and depth at the 
center position. Then, make difference between the original left view and the synthe-
sized left view. This is synthesized error of left view. Similarly, an image at the right 
position is synthesized by using the view and depth at the center position. Then, make 
difference between the original right view and the synthesized right view. This is syn-
thesized error of right view. The synthesized error of left view and the depth of the 
left view are used as additional information for left view synthesis. The synthesized 
error of right view and the depth of the right view are used as additional information 
for right view synthesis. Thus, an FDU that consists of the view and depth at the cen-
ter position, the additional information for right view synthesis and the additional in-
formation for left view synthesis is obtained.  

The FDU is capable of synthesizing high quality views. It is clear that the FDU can 
generate original views at center, right and left positions. Furthermore, the FDU can 
reduce synthesis error in the coverage [42, 47].  
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Fig. 33. FDU (FTV data unit) and its coverage for view synthesis. 
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Fig. 34. Derivation of FDU from Multiview+Depth. 

In January 2008, MPEG-FTV targeted the standardization of 3DV (3D Video). 
3DV is a standard that targets serving for a variety of 3D displays. 3DV is the second 
phase of FTV. The introduction to 3DV is described in the reference [58].  

For further information on MPEG-FTV activity, please follow the link and sub-
scribe MPEG-FTV. 

https://mailman.rwth-aachen.de/mailman/listinfo/mpeg-ftv 

7   Conclusion 

FTV is an innovative media that allows one to view a 3D world by freely changing 
the viewpoint and will bring an epochal change in the history of television.  
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FTV will find many applications in the fields of broadcast, communication, 
amusement, entertainment, advertising, exhibition, education, medicine, art, archives, 
security, surveillance, and so on since FTV is an ultimate 3DTV that captures and 
transmits all visual information of a 3D scene, a natural interface between human and 
environment, and an innovative tool to create new types of content and art. 

The most essential element of visual systems is ray. FTV is not a conventional 
pixel-based system but a ray-based system. We have been developing ray capture, 
processing and display technologies for FTV. 

The introduction of FTV is not far. The international standardization of FTV has 
been conducted in MPEG. We can enjoy FTV on a PC or a mobile player if the stan-
dards of FTV are available and FTV contents are delivered over internet or with 
packaged media. 
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Abstract. User-generated content (UGC) site has become a new killer Internet ap-
plication in the recent four years. Among those popular sites, YouTube is the most
representative and successful one providing a new generation of short video sharing
service. Today, YouTube is a dominant provider of online video in the Internet, and
is still growing fast. Understanding the features of YouTube and similar video sharing
sites is thus crucial to their sustainable development and to network traffic engineering.

We investigate the YouTube site from two perspectives, internal and external. Using
traces crawled in a 1.5-year span, we systematic measure the characteristics of YouTube
videos. We find that YouTube videos have noticeably different statistics compared to
traditional streaming videos, ranging from length, access pattern, to their active life
span. The series of datasets also allows us to identify the growth trend of this fast
evolving Internet site in various aspects, which has seldom been explored before. We
also look closely at the social networking aspect of YouTube, as this is a key driving
force toward its success. In particular, we find that the links to related videos generated
by uploaders’ choices form a small-world network. This suggests that the videos have
strong correlations with each other, and creates opportunities for developing novel
caching or peer-to-peer distribution schemes to efficiently deliver videos to end users.

We also provide an in-depth study into the effects of the external links of YouTube.
We collected nearly one million videos’ external link information, and traced different
types of videos for more than two months. Our study shows interesting characteristics
of external links of YouTube. In particular, we find that views from external links are
independent from total views in each category. Also, videos benefit more from external
links in the early stage. Our work can serve as a initial step for the study of the external
environment.

1 Introduction

Online videos existed long before UGC sites entered the scene. However, upload-
ing videos, managing, sharing and watching them were very cumbersome due to
a lack of an easy-to-use integrated platform. More importantly, the videos dis-
tributed by traditional streaming media servers or peer-to-peer file downloads
like BitTorrent were standalone units of content, as each single video was not
connected to other related video clips. The new generation of video sharing sites
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springerlink.com c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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however offer integrated Web 2.0 [39] platforms to overcome these problems. The
systems allow content suppliers to upload videos effortlessly, and to tag uploaded
videos with keywords and links to other videos. Users can easily share videos
by mailing links to them, or embedding them in blogs. The videos are no longer
independent from each other with the clients browsing them following the links.
Consequently, popular videos can rise to the top in a very organic fashion.

The most successful UGC site, YouTube [8], now enjoys more than 6 billion
videos viewed every month [16]. The success of similar sites like Yahoo! Video [6]
and Youku [7] (the most popular video sharing site in China), and the expensive
acquisition of YouTube by Google [12], further confirm the mass market interest.
Their great achievement lies in the combination of the content-rich videos, and
more importantly, the establishment of a social network. These sites have cre-
ated a video village on the web, where anyone can be a star, from lip-synching
teenage girls to skateboarding dogs. With no doubt, they are changing the con-
tent distribution landscape and even the popular culture [13].

Established in 2005, YouTube is one of the fastest-growing UGC sites, and
has become the fourth most accessed site in the Internet by the survey of Alexa
[1]. On the other hand, an April 2008 report estimated that YouTube consumed
as much bandwidth as did the entire Internet in year 2000 [14], and industry
insiders estimate that YouTube spends roughly $1 million a day to pay for its
server bandwidth [15]. Moreover, a survey revealed that the delay of YouTube
is much longer than many other measured sites [42]. Therefore, understanding
the features of YouTube and similar video sharing sites is crucial to network
traffic engineering and to the sustainable development of this new generation of
service.

On the other hand, the overall popularity of these UGC sites are attributed
by both internal environment and the external links. The exterior environment
are the external links that reference the video object outside the UGC sites.
These external links embed the videos in the web pages, and people are also
able to view the videos as well as follow the related video links. In other word,
the external links provide a way of advertising the videos outside the UGC sites.
We believe the impacts from external links are substantial. According to Alexa
[1], YouTube has more than 560 thousand cites linking in, and the even large
number of pages linking in will closely related the visits of these sites with the
popularity of YouTube. Since the Internet are interconnected and the number
of sites linking to UGC sites are huge, the study of the impacts from external
links to online social networks are of directive significance, and the results of our
study will help the promotion of UGC sites from the external circumstance.

In this chapter, we present an in-depth and systematic measurement study on
the characteristics of YouTube. We measure the YouTube site from internal and
external. We conducted two rounds of crawling of the YouTube site, from Febru-
ary 2007 to July 2008. We have collected more than three million distinct videos’
information in the first round, and obtained 59 datasets totaling 5, 043, 082 dis-
tinct videos’ information in the second round, which is, to our knowledge, the
largest dataset crawled so far. From this large collection of datasets, we find that
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YouTube videos have noticeably different statistics from traditional streaming
videos, in aspects from video length to access pattern. The long span of the mea-
surement also enables us to examine new features that have not been addressed
in previous measurement studies, for example, the growth trend and active life
span.

We also look closely at the social networking aspect of YouTube, as this is a
key driving force toward the success of YouTube and similar sites. In particular,
we find that the links to related videos generated by uploader’s choices form a
small-world network. This suggests that the videos have strong correlations with
each other, and creates opportunities for developing novel caching or peer-to-peer
distribution schemes to efficiently deliver videos to end users.

We also present a progressive measurement study on how the external links
affect the popularity of the videos in YouTube. Our measurement is based on the
data of nearly one million videos gathered from video crawler for more than two
month. The study furthers the understanding of connection of social networks
by stressing on analyzing the impacts on the popularity from external links. In
particular, we find that views from external links are independent from total
views in each category. Also, videos benefit more from external links in the
early stage. Our work can serve as a initial step for the study of the external
environment.

In the remaining part of the chapter, we will present background, related
work, and our methodology, and then analyze the YouTube site from internal
and external. We will also characterize the YouTube video popularity and its
evolution. The unique characteristic of social network is also analyzed. Finally,
we will discuss the implications of the results, and suggest ways that the YouTube
service could be improved.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 YouTube Background

YouTube is a UGC video sharing site established in February 2005. Since then,
YouTube becomes a dominant provider of online video in the Internet, with a
market share of around 43 percent, and had 6 billion videos viewed in January
2009 [16]. In November 2006, YouTube was acquired by Google for $1.65 billion
dollars [12].

YouTube’s video playback technology is based on Adobe’s Flash Player. This
technology allows YouTube to display videos with quality comparable to well
established video playback technologies (such as Windows Media Player, Quick-
Time and Realplayer). YouTube accepts uploaded videos in most formats, includ-
ing WMV, AVI, MOV, MPEG, MKV, MP4, SWF, FLV, 3GP formats, which
are converted into FLV (Adobe Flash Video) format after uploading [8]. It is
well recognized that the use of a uniform easily-playable format is critical in the
success of YouTube.
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Table 1. Comparison of YouTube video formats

Standard HD Mobile

Container FLV MP4 3GP
Video encoding H.263 H.264/MPEG-4 AVC H.263/AMR
Video resolution 320 × 240 1280 × 720 176 × 144
Audio encoding MP3 AAC AAC

Originally, YouTube used the Sorenson Spark H.263 video codec with pixel
dimensions of 320 × 240, with mono MP3 audio. Later YouTube introduced
“mobile” format for viewing on mobile phones and “high quality” format for
better viewing quality. The high quality videos use the H.264 codec and stereo
AAC audio. The YouTube player was also changed from a 4 : 3 aspect ratio to
widescreen 16 : 9. Table 1 shows the comparison of YouTube video formats [11].

2.2 Workload Measurement of Traditional Media Servers

There have been significant research efforts into understanding the workloads
of traditional media servers, looking at, for example, the video popularity and
access locality [18, 19, 28, 21, 45, 27, 47, 32]. We have carefully compared their
measurement results with ours, and have found that, while sharing similar fea-
tures, many of the video statistics of these traditional media servers are quite
different from YouTube-like sites, e.g., the video length distribution, user access
pattern and active life span. More importantly, these traditional studies lack a
social network among the videos, and links from the external either.

2.3 Workload Measurement of New Generation Media Servers

The reason why the online social networks are widely believed capable is that
users participate in the resource management and the resource popularization.
As a whole, online social networks comprises of a swarm of nodes, which may
be users or web pages, and links among the nodes. With this structure, online
social networks enable communities or groups in which the nodes share common
characteristics, and the concentration of nodes with common features greatly
alleviates the cumbersome of managing the resources in the system.

To understand this advantage and to further dig-out of the potential inside
this structure, the study of the online social networks has been widely carried
out in the past four years. According to the currently existing UGC sites study,
we summarize the characteristics of the online social networks as follows:

• The popularity of the nodes: Cha et al. studied YouTube and Daum UCC, the
most popular UGC service in Korea, studying the nature of the user behavior
and identified the key elements that shape the popularity distribution, and
also proposed some improvement for UGC design, such as cache design [24].
Gill et al. tracked YouTube transactions in a campus network, focusing on
deriving video access patterns from the network edge perspective, and also
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discussed the improvement approaches such as caching and CDNs [29]. Zink
et al. obtained the trace of YouTube traffic in a campus network, investigating
the properties of local popularity, and they also discussed some implications
such as P2P and caching [49].

• The links in the social networks: Halvey et al. were the first to study the
social network aspect in YouTube, focusing more on users [30]. Mislove et al.
studied four online social networking sites (Flickr, YouTube, LiveJournal and
Orkut), and confirmed the power-law, small-world and scale-free properties
of online social networks [38]. Paolillo found the social core appearing in
YouTube, also from the user perspective [40].

• User behavior: Singla et al. found that people who usually contact each other
in online social networks are more likely to share more interests, and they
also have the inclination that share the same characteristics, such as their
age, their interests and their locations [44].

Our study complements these existing works, including our previous work [25,
33], by the long-term large-scale measurement that spanning 1.5 years, and an
external link analysis of YouTube. It facilitates our understanding of the evolu-
tion and the latest development of this rapidly evolving service.

3 Methodology of Measurement

In this chapter, we study the YouTube site from two perspectives, internal and
external. We have built a YouTube crawler to collect the YouTube videos’ in-
formation through a combination of the YouTube API and scrapes of YouTube
video web pages. We also use the crawler to collect external link information
of YouTube through a universal JavaScript engine. In this section, we will first
describe our YouTube crawler, and then present the crawled datasets for internal
measurement and traces for external measurement.

3.1 YouTube Crawler for Internal Measurement

YouTube assigns each video a distinct 11-digit ID composed of 0-9, a-z, A-Z,
-, and . Each video contains the following intuitive meta-data: video ID, user
who uploaded it, date when it was added, category, length, number of views,
ratings and comments, and a list of “related videos”. The related videos are
links to other videos that have a similar title, description, or tags, all of which
are chosen by the uploader. A video can have hundreds of related videos, but
the webpage only shows at most 20 at once, so we limit our scrape to these top
20 related videos. A typical example of the meta-data is shown in Table 2.

We consider all the YouTube videos to form a directed graph, where each
video is a node in the graph. If video b is in the related video list of video a, then
there is a directed edge from a to b. Our crawler uses a breadth-first search to
find videos in the graph. We define the initial set of a list of IDs, which the crawler
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Table 2. Meta-data of A YouTube Video

ID YiQu4gpoa6k

Uploader NewAgeEnlightenment

Date Added August 08, 2008

Category Sports

Video Length 270 seconds

Number of Views 924, 691

Number of Ratings 1, 039

Number of Comments 212

Related Videos ri1h2 jrVjU,
0JdQlaQpOuU, . . .

reads into a queue at the beginning of the crawl. When processing each video,
it checks the list of related videos and adds any new ones to the queue. Given a
video ID, the crawler first extracts information from the YouTube API [9], which
contains all the meta-data except date added, category and related videos. The
crawler then scrapes the video’s webpage to obtain the remaining information.

We started our crawl on February 22nd, 2007. The first round ended on May
18th, 2007, collecting 3, 269, 030 distinct videos. We started second round of
crawling on March 27th, 2008, and ran the crawler every two days. On average,
the crawl finds 81 thousand distinct videos each time. The crawl ended on July
27th, 2008, collecting 5, 043, 082 distinct videos, in which only 8.3% of the videos
were also crawled in the first round, suggesting that YouTube is rapidly growing.

To study the growth trend of the video popularity, we also use the crawler
to update the statistics of some previously found videos. For this crawl we only
retrieve the number of views for relatively new videos. In 2007, we obtained 7
datasets, in two-month period. In 2008, we re-collect this information, crawling
once a week from April 16th to September 3rd 2008 (six-month period), which
results in 21 datasets. We will be focusing on the 2008 data, which represents the
latest development of YouTube, and we will point out noticeable and interesting
differences between the 2008 and 2007 data.

We also separately crawled the file size and bitrate information. To get the
file size, the crawler retrieves the response information from the server when
requesting to download the video file and extracts the information on the size
of the download. Some videos also have the bitrate embedded in the FLV video
meta-data, which the crawler extracts after downloading the meta-data of the
video file.

Finally, we have collected the information about YouTube users. The crawler
retrieves information on the number of uploaded videos and friends of each user
from the YouTube API, for a total of more than 2 million users.

All the crawled data for internal measurement are available online. A more
detailed description and the dataset can be found at
http://netsg.cs.sfu.ca/youtubedata.html.
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3.2 YouTube Crawler for External Measurement

To widely distribute the content videos and attract more users, the UGC websites
provide a key mechanism, the external links for the videos. The users can easily
obtain an embedded link of a video and paste the link to any other websites, such
as a forum, or their blogs. Note that such functionality is usually not provided
by other commercial websites. We define the internal links as those maintaining
a relationship within the websites. These links include the user-video, user-user,
video-video relationship, etc. We define the external links as the links to the
videos that are embedded in other websites. In this work, we would like to
evaluate the following two key aspects of the external links:

• What is the impact of the external links on the videos, e.g., how many views
of the video are contributed by external links;

• How long is the active life cycle of the external links.

Our experiment follows the following steps. To analyze the cumulative impacts
of external links, we use the crawler to collect information of 983, 453 videos. In
detail, we started our sampling from the most popular videos on March 24th,
2009. We recursively crawled all the related videos from December 1st to 4th,
2008. In order to study how much the external links affect the daily popularity
of the videos. We collect the recent videos as well as the videos uploaded before
December 31st, 2007. In this stage, we kept tracking 131, 633 videos every day
and their daily information changes. The traces are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Video Traces Collected for External Measurement

Trace Objective Duration Number of Number of
categories videos

1 Study on category and Dec 1st, 2008 to 15 9.8 × 105

cumulative impact Dec 4th, 2008

2 Study on active life cycle Oct 22nd, 2008 to All 1.3 × 105

of external links Dec 1st, 2008 categories per day

To collect the external links of YouTube, we use a universal JavaScript engine
provided by Google [5]. This engine can track the external link information
maintained by YouTube internally. With this engine, we can get the URL of the
external links as well as the number of views of each external link.

Unfortunately, YouTube only maintains the external links of each video which
are the top-five external links in terms of the number of external views. Thus,
we can only use the top five external links in our study. We have yet to find
another method that can collect the information of all the external links of the
videos. We admit that collecting information only from top five external links
affects the study of the total views from external links. Our argument is, our
study shows that the investigation of external links meaningful, because only
these five external links has already substantially boost the videos’ popularity in
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Table 4. List of YouTube Video Categories

Rank Category Count Pct. Pct.(2007)

1 Entertainment 1, 304, 724 25.4 25.2
2 Music 1, 274, 825 24.8 22.9
3 Comedy 449, 652 8.7 12.1
4 People & Blogs 447, 581 8.7 7.5
5 Film & Animation 442, 109 8.6 8.3
6 Sports 390, 619 7.6 9.5
7 News & Politics 186, 753 3.6 4.4
8 Autos & Vehicles 169, 883 3.3 2.6
9 Howto & Style 124, 885 2.4 2.0
10 Pets & Animals 86, 444 1.7 1.9
11 Travel & Events 82, 068 1.6 2.2
12 Education 54, 133 1.1 –
13 Science & Technology 50, 925 1.0 –
14 Unavailable 42, 928 0.8 0.9
15 Nonprofits & Activism 16, 925 0.3 –
16 Gaming 10, 182 0.2 –
17 Removed 9, 131 0.2 0.5

their early stage (as verified in Section 6.3). To be more significant, most of our
studies in external links are referred to the trend of views from external links,
but not the total external views. In this case, top five external links from a huge
number of different videos are already representative enough to demonstrate the
trend of external views.

4 Characteristics of YouTube Video

Our crawled videos for internal measurement constitute a good portion of the
entire YouTube video repository (as there are estimated nearly 120 million videos
as of September, 2008). Also, because most of these videos can be accessed from
the YouTube homepage in less than 10 clicks, they are generally active and thus
representative for measuring characteristics of the repository.

4.1 Video Category

One of 15 categories is selected by the user when uploading the video. Table 4 lists
the number and percentage of all the categories, which are also shown graphically
in Figure 1. In our entire dataset, we can see that the distribution is highly
skewed: the most popular category is “Entertainment”, at about 25.4%, and the
second is “Music”, at about 24.8%. These two categories of videos constitute
half of the entire YouTube videos.

In the table, we also list two other categories. “Unavailable” are videos set
to private, or videos that have been flagged as inappropriate video, which the
crawler can only get information for from the YouTube API. “Removed” are
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Fig. 1. Distribution of YouTube video categories

videos that have been deleted by the uploader, or by a YouTube moderator (due
to the violation of the terms of use), but still are linked to by other videos.

4.2 Video Length

The length of YouTube videos is the most distinguished difference from tradi-
tional media content servers. Whereas most traditional servers contain a sig-
nificant portion of long videos, typically 1-2 hour movies (e.g., HPLabs Media
Server [45]), YouTube is mostly comprised of videos that are short clips.

In our entire dataset, 98.0% of the videos’ lengths are within 600 seconds,
and 99.6% are within 700 seconds. This is mainly due to the limit of 10 minutes
imposed by YouTube on regular users uploads. We do find videos longer than
this limit though, as the limit was only established in March, 2006, and also the
YouTube Director Program allows a small group of authorized users to upload
videos longer than 10 minutes [10].

Figure 2 shows the distribution of YouTube videos’ lengths within 700 seconds,
which exhibits three peaks. The first peak is within one minute, and contains
20.0% of the videos, which shows that YouTube is primarily a site for very short
videos. The second peak is between 3 and 4 minutes, and contains about 17.4%
of the videos. This peak is mainly caused by the large number of videos in the
“Music” category, which is the second most popular category for YouTube, and
the typical length of a “Music” video is often within this range, as shown in
Figure 3. The third peak is near the maximum of 10 minutes, and is caused
by the limit on the length of uploaded videos. This encourages some users to
circumvent the length restriction by dividing long videos into several parts, each
being near the limit of 10 minutes. We can also observe that there are peaks at
around every exact minute.

Figure 3 shows the video length distributions for the top six most popular cat-
egories. “Entertainment” videos have a similar distribution as the entire videos’,
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and have the greatest peak at around 10 minutes, probably because a great por-
tion of these videos are talk shows, which are typically a half hour to several
hours in length, but have been cut into several parts near 10 minutes. “Mu-
sic” videos have a very large peak between three and four minutes (29.1%), and
“Film & Animation” videos have a similar (though smaller) peak. “Comedy”,
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“People & Blogs” and “Sports” videos have more videos within two minutes
(53.1%, 41.7% and 49.3% respectively), corresponding to “highlight” type clips.

4.3 Video File Size and Video Bitrate

Using video IDs from a normal crawl, we retrieved the file size of more than 130
thousand videos. Not surprisingly, we find that the distribution of video sizes is
very similar to the distribution of video lengths. This is because the H.263 video
codec used in YouTube videos is constant bitrate (CBR). We plot the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of YouTube video file size in Figure 4. In our crawled
data, 99.1% of the videos are less than 25 MB. We calculate an average video
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file size to be about 7.6 MB. This size is less than the 2007 dataset, which is
about 8.4 MB, so there are more and more short videos uploaded. However,
considering there are nearly 120 million YouTube videos, the total disk space
required to store all the videos is nearly 900 TB! Smart storage management is
thus quite demanding for such an ultra-huge and still growing site, which we will
discuss in more detail in Section 7.

We found that 99.6% of the videos we crawled contained FLV meta-data
specifying the video’s bitrate in the beginning of the file. For the rest of the
videos that do not contain this meta-data, we calculate an average bitrate from
the file size and its length. In Figure 5, the videos’ bitrate has a clear peak at
around 320 kbps, with two other peaks at around 285 kbps and 200 kbps. This
implies that YouTube videos have a moderate bitrate that balances quality and
bandwidth.

4.4 Date Added – Uploading Trend

During our crawl we record the date that each video uploaded, so we can study
the YouTube’s uploading trend. Figure 6 shows the number of new videos added
every two weeks in our entire crawled dataset of 2008.

Our first crawl was on March 27th, 2008, thus we can get the early videos only
if they are still very popular videos or are linked to by other videos we crawled.
YouTube was established on February 15th, 2005, and we can see there is a slow
start, as the earliest video we crawled was uploaded 8 days after that day. After 6
months from YouTube’s establishment, the number of uploaded videos increases
steeply. We use a power law curve to fit this trend.

In the dataset we collected, the number of uploaded videos decreases steeply
starting in March, 2008. However, this does not imply that the uploading rate
of YouTube videos has suddenly decreased. The reason is that many recently
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uploaded videos are probably not in other videos related videos’ list. Since few
videos link to those new videos, they are not likely to be found by our crawler.
We have found that the 2007 data also shows this feature, and the 2008 date
indeed confirms that the uploading trend does not decrease.

4.5 Views - User Access Pattern

The number of views a video has had is one of the most important characteristics
we measured, as it reflects the popularity and access patterns of the videos.
Because a video’s view count is changing over time, we cannot use the entire
dataset that combines all the data together since the crawl spans 1.5 years.
Therefore, we use a single dataset from April 2nd, 2008, containing more than
150 thousand videos, which is considered to be relatively static. It is worth noting
that similar results are observed with all other datasets.

Figure 7 shows the number of views as a function of the rank of the video
by its popularity. Though the plot has a long tail on the linear scale, it does
NOT follow the Zipf distribution, which should be a straight line on a log-log
scale. This is consistent with some previous observations [21, 45, 32] that also
found that video accesses on a media server does not follow Zipf’s law. We can
see in the figure, the beginning of the curve is linear on a log-log scale, but the
tail (after 104 videos) decreases tremendously, indicating there are not so many
less popular videos as Zipf’s law predicts. We believe that this is because the
links among videos enable each of them be browsed by interested views through
various paths, as will be illustrated later. Another reason might be a user will
access to his/her own video several times after uploading it to check if it is
successfully uploaded, thus there are few videos have never been accessed or
only once. The result differs from previous measurements on traditional media
servers, in which the curve either is skewed from beginning to end or does not
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have the heavy tail. Their results indicate that the popular videos are also not
as popular as Zipf’s law predicts, which is not the case in YouTube.

To fit the skewed curve, previous studies have used a concatenation of two
Zipf distributions [21] or a generalized Zipf distribution [45]. Because our curve
is different, we attempted to use three different distributions: Zipf, Weibull, and
Gamma. We find that Gamma and Weibull distributions both fit better than
Zipf, due to the heavy tail (in log-log scale) that they have, also as the root mean
square deviations (RMSD) show.

We were initially concerned that the crawled data might be biased, as popular
videos may appear in our BFS more likely than non-popular ones. Since the
entire video name space is too large (266), random sampling directly can be
quite difficult. Therefore, we have been saving the recently added videos from
the YouTube RSS feed for four weeks, as sampling from these is close to random.
We update the views counts of these videos, and plot in Figure 8. The leftmost
(blue) plot is only the videos added during the first week (i.e., all the 3-4 weeks
old videos), while the rightmost (red) plot contains all the videos (i.e., all the
0-4 weeks old videos). There is a clear heavy tail in all the plots, verifying that
our BFS crawl does find non-popular videos just as well as it finds popular ones.

Using the 21 datasets of updated views, we calculate the incremental views of
the videos for different span of time, as shown in Figure 9. The downmost (red)
plot is the incremental views for one week, and the upmost (blue) plot is the
incremental views for 20 weeks. We can see as the time passes, the curve has a
more and more heavy tail. This indicates that the links from other videos make
the unpopular video more possible to be accessed, than the traditional media
server, in which videos are independent with each other. This also demonstrates
that Zipf distribution in local popularity will gradually become heavy tail like.

Next, we investigate the correlation between video’s length and number of
views. We divide the dataset into five groups and calculate the statistics of
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Table 5. Correlation between video length and number of views

Number of views
Length Count Min Max Mean Median Std. Dev.

≤ 60s 32, 296 0 5, 696, 432 27, 066 3, 675 108, 881
61s–150s 34, 876 0 7, 179, 286 38, 286 4, 562 127, 795
151s–240s 36, 379 0 26, 601, 428 46, 118 5, 973 237, 230
241s–420s 34, 096 0 24, 192, 720 46, 224 7, 101 212, 712
> 420s 18, 180 0 4, 386, 483 19, 095 6, 399 107, 909

views. Table 5 lists the fact of these statistics. We can see that medium length
videos are slightly more popular than very short videos and long videos, and the
deviations in all of the five groups are very large. We calculate the correlation
coefficient of video length and number of views as 0.007. Therefore, we can claim
that the correlation is not strong.

Finally, we examine the correlation between video age and number of views,
which is shown in Table 6. We also calculate the correlation coefficient of video
age and number of views as 0.166. Not surprisingly, the video age affects the
number of views, because older videos have more opportunity to be accessed.
However, we can see in the younger video groups there are very popular videos,
and in the older video group there are very unpopular videos. In fact, the devi-
ations in all the groups are quite large. This indicates that different videos have
different growth trends, making videos’s popularity increasing in various speed.

4.6 Growth Trend and Active Life Span

Comparing the popularity of YouTube videos, we find that some are very popular
(their number of views grows very fast), while others are not. Also, after a certain
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Table 6. Correlation between video age and number of views

Number of views
Age Count Min Max Mean Median Std. Dev.

≤ 1 month 10, 910 0 768, 422 5, 169 449 28, 134
1–3 month 20, 019 3 7, 179, 286 8, 677 1, 198 66, 324
3–6 month 26, 394 7 3, 398, 017 14, 549 2, 829 62, 925
6–12 month 49, 613 3 6, 624, 546 31, 852 6, 514 122, 968
> 12 month 46, 040 4 26, 601, 428 74, 045 17, 829 275, 270
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Fig. 10. Distribution of YouTube video growth trend factor

period of time, some videos are almost never accessed. Starting from April 16th,
2008, we updated the number of views of relatively new videos (uploaded between
February 15th, 2008 and April 6th, 2008) every week for 21 weeks. To be sure
the growth trend will be properly modeled, we eliminate the videos that have
been removed and thus do not have the full 21 data points, resulting in 120
thousand videos.

We have found that the growth trend can be modeled better by a power law
than a linear fit. Therefore, a video can have a increasing growth (if the power
is greater than 1), a constant growth trend (power near 1), or a slowing growth
(power less than 1). The trend depends on the exponent factor, which we call
the growth trend factor p. We model the number of views after x weeks as

v(x) = v0 × (x + μ)p

μp
(1)

where μ is the number of weeks before April 16th that the video has been
uploaded, x indicates the week of the crawled data (from 0 to 20), and v0 is the
number of views the video had in the first dataset.

We modeled the 120 thousand videos using Equation 1 to get the distribution
of growth trend factors p, which is shown in Figure 10. We also plot the growth
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trend factor of 2007 data. Over 80% of the videos have a growth trend factor
that is less than 1, indicating that most videos grow more and more slowly as
time passes.

Since YouTube has no policy on removing videos after a period of time or when
their popularity declines, the life span of a YouTube video is almost infinite.
However, when the video’s popularity grows more and more slowly, and will
almost stop growing after some time, which we define as the video’s active life
span. From this active life span, we can extract the feature of a video’s temporal
locality.

If a video’s number of views increases by a factor less than t from the previous
week, we define the video’s active life span to be over. We prefer this relative
comparison to an absolute comparison, since we are only concerned with the
shape of the curve instead of the scale. For each video that has a growth trend
factor p less than 1, we can compute its active life span l from

v(l)
v(l − 1)

− 1 = t (2)

which can be solved for the active life span

l =
1

p
√

1 + t − 1
+ 1 − μ (3)

Thus we see that the active life span depends on the growth trend factor p and
the number of weeks the video has been on YouTube.

Figure 11 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
for the active life span of the approximately 95 thousand videos (with p less than
1), for a life span factor of t = 5%. The solid line is the Pareto CCDF (xm

x )k fit
to the data, which can be roughly fitted, and results in a parameter k of 1.100.
From looking at multiple fits with various values of t, we find that they all result
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in the similar parameter k, the only difference is the location (xm) of the line.
Although Pareto distribution cannot perfectly fit the active life span, the figure
still shows that a great portion of videos have very short active life spans.

Since the server logs of YouTube are not publicly available, we cannot accu-
rately measure the characteristic of global temporal locality, which would show
whether recently accessed videos are likely to be accessed in the near future.
However, the active life span gives us another way to estimate the temporal lo-
cality of YouTube videos. Figure 11 implies that most videos have a short active
life span, which means the videos have been watched frequently in a short span
of time, and after the video’s active life span is complete, fewer and fewer people
will access them.

This characteristic has good implications for web caching and server storage.
We can design a predictor to forecast the active life span using our active life
span model, which can help a proxy or server to make more intelligent decisions,
such as when to drop a video from the cache. We will discuss this in more detail
in Section 7.

5 The Social Network in YouTube

YouTube is a prominent social media application: there are communities and
groups in YouTube, there are statistics and awards for videos and personal chan-
nels, and so videos are no longer independent from each other. It is therefore
important to understand the social network characteristics of YouTube. We next
examine the social networks among YouTube users and videos, which is a very
unique and interesting aspect of this new kind of video sharing sites, as compared
to traditional media services.

5.1 User Ratings and Comments, Friends and Upload

We first study the statistics of number of ratings and comments from the same
dataset as we did number of views. Whenever a video webpage has been accessed,
the number of views increases, whereas users need to log in to rate and comment
so that the number of ratings and comments will increase. Therefore, the number
of ratings and comments reflect the user behavior. Figure 12 plots the number of
ratings against the rank, and similarly for the comments. The two have a similar
distribution, and we note that the tails do not drop so quickly as that of the
number of views.

We also list the statistics of ratings and comments in Table 7, along with
views, and statistics of 2007 data for comparison. We can see that comments are
fewer than ratings, and both are much fewer than views. Moreover, many videos
do not have a single rating or comment. Not surprisingly, compared with the
2007 data, the number of views, ratings and comments becomes greater, likely
because the new dataset we crawled is one year older than the previous one.
Interestingly, the number of videos that have no rating or comment decreases,
indicating that users are more willing to rate and make comments than before.
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Fig. 12. YouTube videos ratings and comments ranks by the numbers of ratings and
comments

Table 7. Facts of views, ratings and comments

min max mean median std. zeros

views 0 26, 601, 428 37, 595 5, 357 174, 780 0.1%
ratings 0 22, 137 68 12 280 8.5%
comments 0 39, 742 59 10 283 12.2%
views (2007) 0 2, 839, 893 4, 771 741 24, 892 0.1%
ratings (2007) 0 34, 401 15 3 128 21.6%
comments (2007) 0 3, 899 9 2 39 33.6%

YouTube currently has more than 11 million registered users.1 Users need to
login to upload video or watch some limited videos. A user can add another user
to their friend list so that it is convenient to watch their friends’ videos. From
the crawl of user information, we can extract two statistics of YouTube users:
the number of uploaded videos and the number of friends. We did this for about
2.1 million users found by our crawler in all the crawls.

YouTube is a typical user generated content website, in which all the videos
are uploaded by the users. These active users are a key in the success of YouTube.
In Figure 13, the blue line plots the rank of user uploaded videos’ count. The
distribution is similar to views, ratings and comments. We have found that many
users have uploaded a few videos, and a small number of users have uploaded
many videos. Since we collected the user IDs from the previous crawled data,
all of these users have uploaded at least one video. However, the information of
users that do not upload videos cannot been directly crawled, though we believe
that there are a huge number of such users.
1 A channel search for “*” as a wildcard character in YouTube returns more than 11

million channels, of which a registered user has one.
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Fig. 13. User uploads and friends ranks by the number of uploads and friends

We also plot the rank of number of friends each user has in Figure 13 as the
red line. We also calculate the average and median number of friends each user
has to be 18.7 and 1, respectively. Interestingly, in all these users data, we have
found that 40.3% of the users have no friends. Therefore, we can see that having
friends does not affect the access pattern, so that the correlation between users is
not very strong. This suggests that the social network existing among users has
less impact than that among videos. We will thus focus on the social networks
among videos, which are indirectly formed with user interactions.

5.2 Small-World Phenomenon

Small-world network phenomenon is probably the most interesting characteristic
for social networks. It has been found in various real-world situations, e.g., URL
links in the Web [20], Gnutella’s search overlay topology [34], and Freenet’s file
distribution network [31].

The concept of a small-world was first introduced by Milgram [37] to refer to
the principle that people are linked to all others by short chains of acquaintances
(AKA. six degrees of separation). This formulation was used by Watts and Stro-
gatz to describe networks that are neither completely random, nor completely
regular, but possess characteristics of both [46]. They introduce a measure of one
of these characteristics, the cliquishness of a typical neighborhood, as the clus-
tering coefficient of the graph. They define a small-world graph as one in which
the clustering coefficient is still large, as in regular graphs, but the measure of
the average distance between nodes (the characteristic path length) is small, as
in random graphs.

Given the network as a graph G = (V, E), the clustering coefficient Ci of
a node i ∈ V is the proportion of all the possible edges between neighbors
of the node that actually exist in the graph. The clustering coefficient of the
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(a) 500 nodes (b) 1000 nodes

(c) 4000 nodes

Fig. 14. Three sample graphs of YouTube videos and their links (directions are omitted)

graph C(G) is then the average of the clustering coefficients of all nodes in the
graph. The characteristic path length di of a node i ∈ V is the average of the
minimum number of hops it takes to reach all other nodes in V from node i.
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Fig. 15. Small-world characteristic of YouTube videos

The characteristic path length of the graph D(G) is then the average of the
characteristic path lengths of all nodes in the graph.

5.3 The Small-World in YouTube Videos

We measured the graph topology for the YouTube videos, by using the related
links in YouTube pages to form directed edges in a video graph. Videos that
have no outgoing or no incoming links are removed from the analysis. Some
visual illustrations for parts of the network (about 500, 1000 and 4000 nodes)
are shown in Figure 14.

From the entire crawled data, we obtain four datasets for measurement,
each consisting different order of magnitude number of videos. Since not all of
YouTube is crawled, the resulting graphs are not strongly connected, making it
difficult to calculate the characteristic path length. Therefore, we use the largest
strongly connected component (LCC) of each graph for the measurements. For
comparison, we also generate random graphs that are strongly connected. Each
of the random graphs has the same number of nodes and average node degree
of the LCC of the datasets.

Figure 15a shows the clustering coefficient for the graph, as a function of
the size of the dataset. The clustering coefficient is quite high (between 0.2 and
0.3), especially in comparison to the random graphs (nearly 0). There is a slow
decreasing trend in the clustering coefficient, showing that there is some inverse
dependence on the size of the graph, which is common for some small-world
networks [41].

Figure 15b shows the characteristic path length for the graphs. We can see
that the average diameter (between 10 and 15) is only slightly larger than the
diameter of a random graph (between 4 and 8), which is quite good considering
the still large clustering coefficient of these datasets. Moreover, as the size of
graph increases, the characteristic path length decreases for YouTube network,
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but increases for random graph. This phenomena better verifies that YouTube
network is a small-world network.

The network formed by YouTube’s related videos list has definite small-world
characteristics, which can also be verified from the visual illustrations of the
graphs. The clustering coefficient is very large compared to the same sized ran-
dom graph, while the characteristic path lengths are approaching the short path
lengths measured in the random graphs. This finding is expected, due to the
user-generated nature of the tags, title and description of the videos that is used
by YouTube to find related ones.

These results are similar to other real-world user-generated graphs that exist,
yet their parameters can be quite different. For example, the graph formed by
URL links in the world wide web exhibits a much longer characteristic path
length of 18.59 [20]. This could possibly be due to the larger number of nodes
(8×108 in the web), but it may also indicate that the YouTube network of videos
is a much closer group.

6 Analysis of External Links

In this section, we characterize the external link properties on the videos in
YouTube. To understand these characteristics, we study the features of the ex-
ternal links from these aspects: the category inclination of the external links,
the percentage of the videos with external links among different age groups,
the percentage of the external links contribute to the popularity of different age
group videos, and the external links impacts on the daily video views in different
stages.

6.1 Overview

Based on the information of videos retrieved, we find that the top five external
links popularize the videos in YouTube with an average reasonable high level.
Still, we also find that the percentage of views from external links will be dif-
ferent according to different categories and different video ages. In general, we
summarize the characteristics of YouTube external links as follows:

• The number of views from external links does not have significant relationship
with the number of total views in each category. “Sports” (6.7%), “Science &
Technology” (6.6%), “News & Politics” (4.5%) and “Gaming” (4.3%) enjoy
the largest percentage of views from their top five external links;

• The young videos are more likely to be promoted by external links. Through-
out the time, the videos which are less than one month old, have approxi-
mately 17% of views from external links. Comparatively, the videos over one
years old only have around 4.5% views from external links;

• Most of the external links take substantial part (varying from 10% to 30%)
of YouTube videos views only within 4 days they published, this is because
the external links are still within their life cycle;
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Fig. 16. External views vs. total views

• The videos which are more than one year old can generally enjoy about 40
views from external links per day.

Overall, one important conclusion can be drawn as videos benefit more from
external links in the early stage. Even when the videos are out of date within a
certain user group, a new external link can act as a bridge among the websites
and keep these videos popular.

6.2 The Category of External Links

The category inclination feature of external links can help us understand which
categories of videos are more likely to be linked and how much they are affected
by these links. Obviously, different categories of videos are welcomed in varying
degrees and this discrepancy also strikingly reflects on the external links. In
particular, we focus on the different impacts of external links on the different
categories of videos. Therefore, we analyze the data retrieved from Trace 1 shown
in Table 3. Figure 16a and Figure 16b show the average views and the total views
per video received from the external links, and Figure 16c outlines the percentage
of views from external links of all categories.
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Fig. 17. The percentage of videos linked vs. video age

In Figure 16a, it is evident that “Sports” (15825), “Entertainment” (15331)
and “New & Politics” (12660) videos have highest external view per video. It
is not difficult to get the result that “Sports” (6.7%), “Science & Technology”
(6.6%), “News & Politics” (4.5%) and “Gaming” (4.3%) videos enjoy the largest
percentage of views from external links, as shown in Figure 16c.

However, one of the interesting results we can find is that the views from exter-
nal links are quite independent from the total views in each category. Although
we find “Comedy” videos have very high visit rate from both external links and
YouTube website, it is also evident that “Sports” videos, which have the fourth
least total views, gain the largest visits from external links. On the other hand,
the result is also interesting that the “Music” videos, which have the largest
number of total views, has only 0.9% of the views from external links. This dra-
matic comparison indicates that there is not significant relationship between the
external views and the total views.

6.3 The Time the Videos Get Linked

In this section, we are going to study how the videos get their first external links.
Two groups with two sampling intervals are set up for this study, the Trace 1
videos (shown in Table 3) are divided into two groups by different sampling
interval, on daily basis and on monthly basis. The information of these two
groups is depicted in Figure 17.

In detail, Figure 17a shows the percentage of the videos linked in all age
groups. Specifically, it is only in the first month that less than 90% videos are
linked. The percentage grows slowly but steadily with videos aging. It is also
quite meaningful that nearly all the videos aged more than 3 years are linked.

From Figure 17a, it is obvious that most of the videos get their first external
links in the first month. To study this detail, Figure 17b provides us the thorough
information. From this figure, we can see that there are no more than 10%
videos with external links in the first two days. However, the most dramatic rise
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Fig. 18. Cumulative contribution of external links

happens in the third day, and the percentage soars to over 60%, before it remains
an average level of 90% after the twelfth day.

In general, this delivers us a message that, an overwhelming majority of the
videos are linked and most of the videos get their first links within 12 days. That
is, external links can be regarded as a very common phenomenon in YouTube.

6.4 External Views over the Time

In this section, we carry out the study to find out how much the external links
affect the popularity of videos throughout the time. To study the time function
of external links, we look at the average views from external links as well as their
standard deviations through the time. We also study the distribution percentage
of the external link contribution in four age groups. The detail information is
described in Figure 18.

Figure 18a presents the percentage of views from external links throughout
the three years’ time on monthly basis. The solid horizontal curve shows the
average percentage of the views from external links throughout the time, while
the vertical solid line indicates the standard deviation. The videos which are not
older than one month can enjoy a high proportion (up to 17%) of views from
external links. However, this number drops steeply from the second day to the
fifth day, after which the percentage almost remains at 4.5%. On the other hand,
the standard deviation of the percentage also follows a similar trend. When the
videos are within one month old, the standard deviations are also high up to
29.7%, while the videos older than five months have a relatively stable standard
deviations at nearly 14.1%.

Another striking feature is that the absolute value of the standard deviations
are larger than the average values. To examine the cause, we investigate the
distribution of the external views percentage in detail. Figure 18b presents the
distribution of the external views percentage in four age groups. From the fig-
ure, the videos of the one-month-aged group are distinctly different from the
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Fig. 19. The comparison of total views and external views

other groups. Generally, the percentage of the views from external links drops
dramatically. However, one exception is that the videos that are not more than
1 month old also have considerably high proportion of one quarter between 90%
and 100%. This result may be accounted by some videos uploaded for being
viewed outside YouTube.

To get an insight into how external links affect the videos, we retrieve the
information of how views from external links and the total views grow over the
time. Figure 19 provides us a complete view of both trend of external views
and total views. Figure 19a informs us that the average number of total views
fluctuates but grows steadily, while Figure 19b shows that compared with the
total views, the average number of views from external links fluctuates but the
increase is not so dramatic. Moreover, the red dotted line in Figure 19a, which
is the best fit curve for the average total views, shows that the increasing rate
of the total views slightly grows during these three year time.

As shown in Figure 18, the trend of external view percentage clearly reduces
with a power law distribution over the time. As shown in Figure 20, which is
depicted in log-log scale, the starred line follows the trend of the dotted line (the
power best fit line) in most part, except that the waist drops more quickly than
the power law fit line, and the tail maintains a level above the power law fit line.

Figure 19b offers the explanation of the first exception. The waist below the
power law line is caused by the views from external links reducing steeply from
the third month to the 15th month. In total 2.1 million external links, we find
that although only 9.82% of the external links are the main pages, the others
come from secondary folders of the websites, such as news, articles from blogs,
and simply posts in the forums. Compared with the powerful promote mecha-
nism inside YouTube, most of the external pages have a very short period of
active time, during which pages are popular and have high view rate every day.
Therefore, external links are quite different from videos in YouTube, which may
be added into the lists of “most viewed videos”, “most discussed videos” and
“most recent videos”, etc, and enjoy a long popular period. Nevertheless, it is
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common that people only focus on the recent articles in blogs or forums for a
relatively much shorter period. After several days, the posts or the articles will
be neglected by people or even be deleted by websites’ administrators because
they are out of date. If the old external links are no longer active and the new
ones do not come, the proportion of views from external links will reduce steeply.

The reason of the tail that is above the power law fit line can be explained by
the increasing line after the 15th month in Figure 19b. We believe that this is
caused by frequent renew of external links. Anderson demonstrated that there
exist huge opportunities in the unlimited number of non-popular items to form
the long tail below the power law level [22]. Different from this but still similar in
the principle, the tail above the power law line indicates the huge opportunities
in the unlimited number of still popular items. In our circumstance, this means
that there are still a large number of external links active in the old videos. Note
that we can only get top five external links for each video in YouTube. As the
time goes by, the old top five external links can be replaced by new and more
popular ones. While these new external links may be still in their active time,
they keep the percentage of the external view above power law line for the old
videos. To more specifically study these two points, we believe that we should
still study the daily views from external links.

6.5 Daily Views from External Links

To further understand the impact from external links, we study the daily external
views of the “recent videos” and the videos older than one year. We conduct
the experiment as following. Every day we collected 2000 to 3000 videos from
“recent videos” in YouTube and saved them as a group. As the same time, we
also collected 51, 124 videos which are uploaded before December 1st, 2007 at
one time. Both the stored “recent videos” and the old videos were tracked every
day, so that we obtain the daily increase of the external views and total views.
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Fig. 21. The daily external links of the most recent videos

However, during this period, some videos were deleted, and also in some days
we cannot get all of the videos tracked, thus we delete these days and videos.

Figure 21 provides the views of how external links affect videos’ popularity in
their early stages. From Figure 21a and Figure 21b, it is clear that the average of
daily total views and the views from external links fluctuates. In detail, although
the number of total views changes frequently, it generally has stable income every
day and we can also see an outburst of the views in the end of the sampling
days. However, the number of external views maintains a high level only in the
first four days but it dramatically drops in the next seven days. After that, the
number stays on a low level near zero. In the first four days, the proportion of the
external views is higher than 10% and even reaches to 30%. But the continuous
drop in the daily external view number is responsible for the quick reduction in
the percentage.

Compared with the new videos, the situation of the old videos is relatively
simple. After tracking videos which is published earlier than December 31st 2007
for 41 days, we plot the results in Figure 22. Although both of the total daily
view number and the daily external view number rebound but they maintain a
smooth average level. We believe that this accounts for the long tail in Figure 20.
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Fig. 22. The daily external links of the old videos

To summarize, it fully demonstrates that videos gains more proportion of
views from external links in their early stages. However, the videos which are
even more than one years old still have a stable part of views from external links.

7 Further Discussions

An April 2008 report estimated that YouTube consumed as much bandwidth
as did the entire Internet in year 2000 [14], and industry insiders estimate that
YouTube spends roughly $1 million a day to pay for its server bandwidth [15].
This high and rising expense for network traffic was one of the major reasons
YouTube was sold to Google [12].

In a recent study, the authors revealed that the delay of YouTube is much
longer than the other measured sites [42]. Scalability is no doubt the biggest
challenge that YouTube faces, particularly considering that websites such as
YouTube survive by attracting more users. In this section, we briefly discuss
the implications of our measurement results toward improving the scalability of
YouTube.
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7.1 Implications on Proxy Caching and Storage Management

Caching frequently used data at proxies close to clients is an effective way to
save backbone bandwidth and prevent users from experiencing excessive access
delays. Numerous algorithms have been developed for caching web objects or
streaming videos [36]. While we believe that YouTube will benefit from proxy
caching, three distinct features call for novel cache designs. First, the number
of YouTube videos (120 million) is orders of magnitude higher than that of
traditional video streams (e.g., 2999 for HPC and 412 for HPL [45]). Second,
the size of YouTube videos is also much smaller than a traditional video (99.1%
being less than 25 MB in YouTube versus a typical MPEG-1 movie of 700 MB).
Finally, the view frequencies of YouTube videos do not well fit a Zipf distribution,
which has important implications on web caching [23].

Considering these factors, full-object caching for web or segment caching for
streaming video are not practical solutions for YouTube. Prefix caching [43] is
probably the best choice. Assume for each video, the proxy will cache a 10 second
initial prefix, i.e., about 400 KB of the video. Given the Gamma distribution of
view frequency suggested by our measurements, we calculate and plot the hit-
ratio as a function of the cache size in Figure 23, assuming that the cache space
is devoted only to the most popular videos. To achieve a 80% hit-ratio, the
proxy would require less than 8 GB of disk space for the current YouTube video
repository, which is acceptable for today’s proxy servers.

The cache efficiency can be further improved by exploring the small-world
characteristic of the related video links. That is, if a group of videos have a
tight relation, then a user is likely to watch another video in the group after
finishing the first one. This expectation is confirmed by Figure 24, which shows
a clear correlation (correlation coefficient being 0.749) between the number of
views and the median of the neighbors’ number of views. Once a video is played
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Fig. 24. Correlation of views and median of neighbors’ views

and cached, the prefixes of its directly related videos can also be pre-fetched and
cached, if the cache space allows.

A remaining critical issue is when to release the space for a cached prefix,
given the constant evolution of YouTube’s video repository. We have found in
Section 4.6 that the active life span of YouTube videos roughly follows a Pareto
distribution, implying that most videos are popular during a relatively short span
of time. Therefore, a predictor can be developed to forecast the active life span
of a video. With the predictor, the proxy can decide which videos have already
passed their life span, and replace it if the cache space is insufficient. The life
span predictor can also facilitate disk space management on the YouTube server.
Currently, videos on a YouTube server will not be removed by the operator unless
they violate the terms of service. With around 15 hours of video are uploaded
every minute [17], the server storage will soon become a problem. A hierarchical
storage structure can be built with videos passing their active life span being
moved to slower and cheaper storage media.

7.2 Can Peer-to-Peer Save YouTube?

In the mean time of the booming of YouTube-like sites, peer-to-peer has evolved
into a promising communication paradigm for large-scale content sharing. With
each peer contributing its bandwidth to serve others, a peer-to-peer overlay
scales extremely well with larger user bases. Besides file sharing, it has been
quite successful in supporting large-scale live streaming (e.g., CoolStreaming [48]
and PPLive [4]) and on-demand video streaming (e.g., GridCast [2]) [35], thus
naturally being believed as an accelerator of great potentials for YouTube-like
video sharing services.

Unfortunately, using peer-to-peer delivery for short video clips can be quite
challenging, evidently from our measurement on YouTube. In particular, the
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length of a YouTube video is short (many are even shorter than the typical
startup time in a peer-to-peer overlay), making the long startup delay unaccept-
able. And a user often quickly loads another video when finishing the previous
one, so the overlay will suffer from an extremely high churn rate. Moreover,
there are a huge number of videos with highly skewed popularity, thus many
of the peer-to-peer overlays will be too small to function well. They together
make existing per-file based overlay design suboptimal, if not entirely inappli-
cable. The study on MSN Video has suggested a peer-assisted VoD (PA-VoD)
[32]. However, we notice that the statistics for MSN Video are quite different
from YouTube, particularly in terms of lengths, and consequently PA-VoD may
not perform well. We believe that, to guarantee acceptable QoS, a hybrid imple-
mentation with complementary servers, proxy caches, and client peers will be an
viable solution, and the social networks can again be explored in this context.

We have successfully implemented a social network assisted peer-to-peer sys-
tem customized for short video sharing [26]. In our system, all the peers that
have previously downloaded a video can serve as potential suppliers, forming an
overlay for this video. The neighbors in this overlay also serve as the starting
point for a peer to locate suppliers for its next video to watch. The social network
plays two important roles in this context: first, it enables efficient searching of
suppliers having the video that a peer to watch next; second, it improves the
success ratio for a peer to pre-fetch its video to watch next. Both of them lever-
age the strong clustering among the videos, i.e., the next video is likely to be
available in the neighbors of a peer or their neighbors. We have performed both
simulations and PlanetLab [3] prototype experiments to verify the effectiveness
of our proposed design. The detailed designs and the performance evaluation
results can be found in the paper [26].

8 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a detailed investigation of the characteristics of
YouTube, the most popular Internet short video sharing site to date. Through
examining millions of long-term YouTube video data, we have demonstrated
that, while sharing certain similar features with traditional video repositories,
YouTube exhibits many unique characteristics, especially in length distribution,
access pattern and growth trend. These characteristics introduce novel challenges
and opportunities for optimizing the performance of short video sharing services.

We have also investigated the social network of YouTube videos, which is
probably the most unique and interesting aspect, and has substantially con-
tributed to the success of this new generation of service. We have found that the
networks of related videos, which are chosen based on user-generated content,
have both small-world characteristics of a large clustering coefficient indicating
the grouping of videos, and a short characteristic path length linking any two
videos. We have suggested that these features can be exploited to facilitate the
design of novel caching and peer-to-peer strategies for short video sharing.
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Other than the internal network of YouTube, we have also presented a mea-
surement study of the impacts on the YouTube videos from external links. With
the information gathered, our study shows interesting characteristics of exter-
nal links of YouTube. In particular, we find that views from external links are
independent from total views in each category. Also, videos benefit more from
external links in the early stage. The objective of this study is to unravel the
impacts on online social networks from exterior environment.
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Abstract. This chapter will discuss the two main terrestrial television broadcasting systems 
widely used in China. One is the China Terrestrial Television Broadcasting (CTTB) standard 
which is named as “Frame structure, channel coding and modulation for digital television ter-
restrial broadcasting system”. It was issued in August 2006 as a mandatory standard for tradi-
tional terrestrial broadcasting and had been put into execution from August 2007. The other is 
China Multimedia Mobile Broadcasting (CMMB) which is a mobile television and multimedia 
standard developed and specified by the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television 
(SARFT). Based on the statellite and terrestrial interactive multiservice infrastructure (STiMi), it 
is a mixed satellite and terrestrial wireless broadcasting system designed to provide audio, video 
and data service for handheld receivers with less than 7 inch wide LCD display.  

The first part focuses on CTTB standard. The comparisons with ATSC and DVB-T standard 
and the considerations on primary working modes selection are discussed. The receiver design 
for both single carrier and multi-carrier options is also addressed. Then the applications of CTTB, 
including fixed, mobile and portable reception is presented. Especially, the signal coverage 
scheme for railway lines is introduced. 

As for the CMMB standard, this chapter firstly introduces the system infrastructure. Then its 
key techniques, combined with the comparison with another popular mobile TV standard 
DVB-H are presented. At last, the development of CMMB services in China is briefly depicted.  

1   CTTB Standard 

Years of development in digital television technologies leads to three main digital TV 
terrestrial transmission standards around the world. The first is the 8-level Vestigial 
Side-Band (8-VSB) modulation system, developed by ATSC (Advanced Television 
System Committee) in the USA [1]. The second one is Digital Video Broadcast-
ing-Terrestrial, which uses traditional Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing (COFDM) technology and was widely used in Europe, Australia, Singapore 
and other areas [2]. The third, the Band Segmented Transmission (BST)-OFDM system 
is the basis for Japan’s Terrestrial Integrated Service Digital Broadcasting standard 
(ISDB-T) [3,4]. 

China has the world’s largest consumer base and there are more than 400 million TV 
sets nationwide, which is around 30% of the 1.4 billion TV sets worldwide [5].  
Particularly, nearly 65% of television audiences use the terrestrial method [5]. At the 
same time, China has its specific attributes and needs for DTTB. Therefore, it is very 
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important for China to develop a terrestrial broadcasting standard to provide high 
quality multimedia service. 

In this chapter, we first introduce the China Terrestrial Television Broadcasting 
standard from a technical point of view, including development history block diagram 
of transmitters, receiver design considerations, and also the comparisons with ATSC 
and DVB-T systems. Then, we will discuss the applications including the traditional 
fixed reception and high speed mobile reception. 

1.1   Technical Review of CTTB  

1.1.1   History and Roadmap 
China started to develop its own digital television terrestrial broadcast standard in 
1994. In 1995, the central government founded the HDTV Technical Executive Experts 
Group (TEEG) whose members come from various domestic universities and research 
institutes to develop the HDTV prototype. After three years’ effort, the first HDTV 
prototype--including high-definition encoder, multiplexer, modulator, demodulator, 
de-multiplexer and high-definition decoder--was developed. All the key parts, from 
transmitter to receiver, were successfully applied to the live broadcast of the 50th Na-
tional Day Parade in 1999 [5].  

In 2001, China called for proposals for the Digital Terrestrial Television Broad-
casting (DTTB) standard. Five proposals were submitted including Advanced Digital 
Television Broadcasting-Terrestrial (ADTB-T), the single-carrier approach from 
HDTV TEEG and Digital Multimedia Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DMB-T), the 
multi-carrier approach from Tsinghua University. In 2003, another multi-carrier  
approach named as Terrestrial Interactive Multiservice Infrastructure (TiMi) was pro-
posed by Academy of Broadcasting Science. After lab tests, field trials and intellectual 
property analyses, a united working group led by Chinese Academy of Engineering 
was founded in 2004 to merge the three proposals together [5].  

Finally, in August 2006, the merged standard, called “Frame structure, channel 
coding and modulation for digital television terrestrial broadcasting system” was issued 
and has been mandatory since August 1st, 2007 [6]. It contains both single carrier and 
multi-carrier options and supports various multi-program SDTV/HDTV terrestrial 
broadcasting services. The announcement of this standard is indeed a milestone of 
Chinese DTV industry.  

1.1.2   Brief Description of CTTB 
DTTB system is used to convert the input data stream to the output RF signal. The 
following baseband processing will be applied to input data stream [6]: 

• Scrambler 
• Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
• Constellation mapping 
• Interleaving 
• Multiplex of Basic data block and system information 
• Combine the Frame body and Frame header to the signal frame 
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After these baseband processing, input data stream will be up-converted to RF signal 
within 8MHz bandwidth in UHF or VHF band. 

The block diagram of CTTB transmit system is shown in Fig.1. The functional de-
scriptions of main blocks are listed as follows. 

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of CTTB transmission system 

1. Scrambler 
In order to ensure adequate binary transitions, the multiplexed input data shall be 
randomized in accordance with the configurations depicted in Fig.2. 

The polynomial for the Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) generator  

shall be: 

14 15( ) 1G x x x= + +                                                     (1) 

The initial state of this LFSR is: "100101010000000". 
The first bit at the output of the PRBS generator shall be applied to the first bit (i.e. 

MSB) of the first input stream byte by XOR operation to randomize the data. Scrambler 
will be reset to its initial state at the beginning of each signal frame [6]. 

 

Fig. 2. Scrambler schematic diagram 

2. FEC 
FEC will be done after the input data stream is scrambled. It is concatenation of outer 
BCH (762, 752) and inner Low density parity check (LDPC) codes [6].  

BCH(762,752) code is derived from BCH(1023,1013) by adding 261 zeros in front 
of each of the 752 information bits before BCH encoding and these bits will then be 
removed from the output of the BCH encoder. BCH (762, 752) can only correct one bit 
error. Without an interleaver between the BCH code and the LDPC code, BCH cannot 
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contribute much for error correction but be ensured that a frame always includes inte-
gral TS packets [7]. 

The generation matrix of LDPC is given by [6] 
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Where I is b×b identity matrix with b≡127, O is b×b zero matrix, and Gi,j is b×b 
circulant matrix with 0≤i≤k-1 and 0≤j≤c-1. Here k and c are parameters used to define 
the LDPC code. 

There are three different FEC coding rates with parameters and performances (TOV: 
BER<3e-6) shown in Table 1. [7,8] 

Table 1. Parameters for FEC 

Code 
Rate 

Block 
length 
(bits) 

Information 
bits 

K c 
Eb/N0 

(dB) 

Performance away 

from Shannon 

Limit(dB) 

0.4 7488 3008 24 35 2.1 2.3 
0.6 7488 4512 36 23 2.3 1.6 
0.8 7488 6016 48 11 3.3 1.2 

The encoded block length from Eq. (1.2) is 7493 and the first 5 check bits are then 
punctured to reduce the block length to 7488. 

3. Constellation and mapping 

The output of FEC will be evenly converted to nQAM (n: constellation points) symbol 
stream with the first FEC coding input bit of each symbol being LSB. This standard  
supports the following constellations: 64QAM、32QAM、16QAM、4QAM、  4QAM-NR 
(Nordstrom Robinson). Power normalization is considered when mapping the symbol, 
which helps the average power of different mappings roughly remain at the same level. 

The so-called 4QAM-NR mapping actually means that NR coding is added before 
4QAM mapping. Interleaving described in next section is done bit-wise on the FEC 
output, then the NR coding called Quasi-orthogonal pre-mapping is applied [9].  

4. Time Interleaving 
Time domain Interleaving is applied across many signal frames. Convolutional inter-
leaver is used for the time interleaving, shown in Fig.3 where B is the number of  
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interleaving branches and M is the interleaving depth. The branch 0 synchronizes to the 
first symbol of basic data block. The total delay of interleaving and de-interleaving is B 
* (B-1) * M symbols.  

There are two modes for the time interleaving: 
a) Mode1: B=52, M=240 symbols. The total delay of interleaving and 

de-interleaving is 170 signal frame；  
b) Mode2: B=52, M=720 symbols. The total delay of interleaving and 

de-interleaving is 510 signal frame.  

 

Fig. 3. The structure of convolutional interleaver 

5. Frame structure 

The physical channel frame structure is hierarchical with 4 layers, which is shown in 
Fig.4. The bottom layer, which is called signal frame, is the basic element of system  
 

Calendar Day Frame

（ 24Hours）0 1439
… … … … … … … …

00:00:00 am 24:00:00 amMinute Frame
（ 1Minute）

0 479
… … … … … … … …

Super Frame
（ 125ms）

… … … … … … … …

First 
Frame Signal Frame

（ 555.6us/578.703us/625us）

Frame 
Header Frame Body

PN Sequence Data Block  

Fig. 4. The frame structure of CTTB 
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frame structure. The super frame and minute frame are defined as a group of signal 
frames and super frames, respectively. The top layer is called Calendar Day Frame 
(CDF). The physical channel is periodical and synchronized to the absolute time. 

Each signal frame consists of two parts, namely, Frame Header (FH) and Frame 
Body (FB), while FB consists of system information and coded data. Both FH and FB 
have the same baseband symbol rate that is 7.56 Msps. There are totally three kinds of 
signal frame structure, with three length options on the FH shown as Fig.5a,b,c. While 
the frame body and super frame always have fixed time periods, one super frame will 
have 225, 216, and 200 signal frames corresponding to the frame header length options 
shown in Fig.5a to 5c, respectively [7].  

FH(420 symbols) 
(55.6 μs) 

FB(3780 symbols) 
(500 μs) 

a) frame structure 1 

FH(595 symbols) 
(78.7 μs) 

FB(3780 symbols) 
(500 μs) 

b) frame structure 2 

FH(945 symbols) 
(125 μs) 

FB(3780 symbols) 
(500 μs) 

c) frame structure 3 

Fig. 5. Signal frame structure 

The FHs are filled with three different lengths of Pseudo-Noise (PN) sequences 
which are abbreviated to PN420, PN595 and PN945 respectively. PN420 and PN945 
are made up of a complete M-sequence of length 255 and length 511, respectively and 
with their respective cyclical extensions as pre-ambles and post-ambles, while PN595 
is made up of the first 595 symbols of an M-sequence of length 1023 and it has no 
cyclical characteristic. The initial phase of the generation polynomial is fixed for 
PN595, but for PN420 and PN945, it can be optionally rotated in each super-frame. The 
power of FH is also different between PN595 and the other two: PN595 has the same 
average power with the FB while PN420 and PN945 have an average power that is 
twice as much as that of the FB [7]. 

From the above description, it is shown that FHs are of great importance for receiver 
designs.  FH can be not only the training sequence for equalizers but also the guard 
interval for the FB. It should be pointed out in particular that regardless of the length, 
cyclical characteristics, power, FHs are always modulated in time domain (single car-
rier) with BPSK mapping. This fundamental characteristic of the CTTB standard 
makes it possible that all the receiver signal processing blocks including AGC, frame 
synchronization, carrier recovery, symbol clock recovery, channel estimation, channel 
equalization are all based on time domain signal processing technologies so that the 
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single carrier modes (C1) and multi-carrier modes (C3780) can share the same archi-
tecture for modulators and demodulators. As a result, while in achieving the great 
flexibilities to satisfy various requirements for single carrier and multi-carrier modes, 
the hardware complexity increase is minimized [7]. 

6. Frame body (FB) processing 
As for the FB processing block, there are two options on the parameter C which denotes 
the number of carriers. One is C1 mode which indicating single carrier modulation 
scheme, the other is C3780 mode indicating multi-carrier modulation scheme with the 
sub-carrier number of 3780. In both options, the input data is the symbol after LDPC 
coding and constellation mapping [7]. 

Please be noted that in C3780 modes, a block interleaver is further applied within 
each FB. 

7. System information 
Each FB contains 36 system information symbols that are BPSK mapped. The first 4 
symbols are the indicator of C1 or C3780 modes, and the last 32 symbols are spread 
spectrum protected Walsh codes to indicate necessary system information including 
constellation mapping, LDPC code rate and interleaving mode etc [7]. 

8. SRRC 
In the post base band processing procedure, a square root raised cosine (SRRC) filter 
with a roll-off factor of 5% is defined as shaping filter to limit the bandwidth of the 
transmitted signal to 8 MHz. Additionally, in C1 mode, dual-pilots are optionally in-
serted at ±0.5 symbol rate onto the transmitted data whose power is -16dB lower than 
the total average power. The base band frequency spectrum is shown in Fig.6. 

 

Fig. 6. The baseband frequency spectrum of CTTB with dual pilots 

1.1.3   Comparisons of CTTB with Other Existing DTTB Standards 
Compared with ATSC, DVB-T and ISDB-T, the most significant feature of CTTB is 
that it contains both single carrier and multi-carrier options. Next, we will briefly 
compare the single carrier and multi-carrier option of CTTB with ATSC and DVB-T 
systems respectively. 

Compared with ATSC, which adopts 8-VSB single carrier modulation, the single 
carrier option of CTTB has the following primary differences. 
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1. The frame structure of ATSC is base on segment, field and frame. Each segment 
consists of 4 synchronization symbols, which are usually used for timing recovery, 
and 828 data symbols [1]. Each field consists of one field synchronization segment 
and 312 data segments. The field synchronization segment is composed of a PN 
sequence with 511-symbol length and three PN sequences with 63-symbol length, 
which can be used as training sequence of equalizer. The time interval of each field 
synchronization segment is about 24ms [1]. While in CTTB, the signal is structured 
in frames with a long PN sequence acting as frame header. Just take the PN595 
mode as an example, which is commonly used in single carrier mode. The time in-
terval of two consecutive frame headers is about 0.58ms, which is much shorter than 
that of ATSC. The purpose of much more frequently insertion of PN sequence is to 
make it easier for tracking the time variety of channel. However, its penalty is re-
ducing the bandwidth efficiency. 

2. In ATSC system, the Reed-Solomon is adopted as outer code and trellis code is the 
inner code [1]. In the receive side, the decision feedback equalizer commonly uses 
the output of trellis decoder as the slicer output to reduce the phenomenon of error 
propagation [10]. In CTTB, LDPC is adopted as inner code, which can provide the 
superior error correction capability for a better sensitivity. However, to use the 
output of LDPC decoder as the slicer output is too hard to implement, because we 
need to re-mapping and interleave the LDPC decoder out, of which the overall delay 
and resource are not acceptable. Even in the 4QAM-NR mode, the NR code can be 
combined with the equalizer to track fast channel changes in a mobile reception 
environment [11], but the algorithm used in NR decoding which is a block code is 
still quite different with that of traditional trellis decoding. 

3. The ATSC system uses 8-VSB as its constellation scheme. The useful information is 
all concentrated on the in-phase component and the quadrature component is the 
Hilbert transformation of the in-phase component. In CTTB, QAM constellation is 
adopted, in which both the in-phase and quadrature components carry useful in-
formation. The difference of constellation will lead to the difference of implemen-
tation structure of equalizer. 

As for the comparison between the multi-carrier option of CTTB and DVB-T, be-
sides the frame structure and FEC mentioned above, the main difference lies in the 
insertion scheme of known information in aid of channel estimation. DVB-T adds cy-
clic prefix before an OFDM symbol to mitigate the inter-symbol interference (ISI). 
Continual and scattered pilots are added in each OFDM symbol, aiding the synchro-
nization and channel estimation [4]. In multi-carrier option of CTTB, by choosing the 
known PN sequence as the FH to mitigate ISI, it brings the benefits of fast channel 
acquisition since this can be done directly in time domain as well as the high spectrum 
efficiency as PN can also be used for the channel estimation, avoiding both continual 
and scattered pilot insertion into the FB by COFDM approach [8].  

1.1.4   Considerations on Mode Selection 
From the above introduction, the reader may find that the CTTB standard contains many 
combinations such as single carrier modulation (C1) and multi-carrier modulation 
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(C3780), 3 frame header (FH) options, 3 FEC coding rates, 5 constellation mappings, 2 
interleaver depths, fixed or rotated PN in frame header and so on, which results in 
hundreds of operation modes [8]. The demodulator chip required to support all  
the working modes is not only very costly but also less reliable; hence, it is better to 
reduce the number of working modes to a lower level that still supports all the important 
applications.  

For the single carrier option, there are certainly many other modes that are available. 
However, in a practical way, some modes are more preferable than others, for example, 
for the same data rate of 10.396 Mbps, 4QAM+0.8 is preferred over 16QAM+0.4 since 
a 2 level slicer for 4QAM is better than a 4 level slicer for 16QAM in a data directed 
time domain equalizer. The same is true for the same data rate of 15.593 Mbps that 
16QAM+0.6 is preferred over 64QAM+0.4 since a 4 level slicer for 16QAM is better 
than an 8 level slicer for 64QAM in a data directed time domain equalizer operation [7]. 
In short, for an all time domain processing approach, a lower constellation with lighter 
coding is always more preferable than a higher constellation with heaver coding. Ad-
ditionally, in an all time domain processing approach, the multipath range is not limited 
by the length of FH, so PN420 is more preferable than PN595, and both PN420 and 
PN595 are more preferable than PN945. Between PN420 and PN595, since PN595 has 
no cyclical characteristic, while PN420 has cyclical extensions, PN595 may provide 
faster convergence process for equalizer in an all time domain processing approach. 
Further, FH of PN420 and PN945 has twice more power than that of the FB, so even all 
in C1 mode, the peak to average power ratio of FH of PN420 and PN945 is higher than 
that of FH of PN595 [7]. 

For the multi-carrier option, the cyclic characteristic of PN420 and PN945 can 
transform the linear convolution between the transmitted data and channel impulse 
response into cyclic convolution, which makes it easier to estimate the channel. Also, 
the twice average power compared with that of the FB provides higher signal to noise 
ratio when performing synchronization and channel estimation. Further, in COFDM 
system, a higher constellation with heavier coding is more suitable because in fre-
quency selective fading channels, some sub-carriers may suffer from lower SNR, but 
the SNR in other sub-carriers will be even higher. The data in these fading sub-carriers 
will be recovered by the powerful coding while the higher constellation in the others 
will provide higher payload data rate. 

Based on above considerations as well as extensive and comprehensive test both in 
the lab and on the field, which covered stationary and mobile, indoor and outdoor re-
ception, as well as at low and high data rates, China’s State Administration of Radio, 
Film and Television (SARFT) has made the final decision that the seven working 
modes listed in Table 2 are the primary working modes for different applications.  

In the seven modes listed above, the payload data rate varies from 9.626 Mbps to 
25.989 Mbps which provides the operator with great flexibility. The high data rate 
modes are used for fixed reception, transmitting 10~12 SDTV programs or 1~2 HDTV 
programs in one 8 MHz channel; while the other modes are used for mobile reception, 
transmitting 2~5 SDTV programs in one 8 MHz channel. 
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Table 2. Primary working modes in CTTB 

Mode Carrier FEC Constellation FH Pilots Interleaver 
Payload Data 

Rate (Mbps) 

1 C=3780 0.4 16QAM PN945 OFF 720 9.626 

2 C=1 0.8 4QAM PN595 ON 720 10.396 

3 C=3780 0.6 16QAM PN945 OFF 720 14.438 

4 C=1 0.8 16QAM PN595 ON 720 20.791 

5 C=3780 0.8 16QAM PN420 OFF 720 21.658 

6 C=3780 0.6 64QAM PN420 OFF 720 24.365 

7 C=1 0.8 32QAM PN595 ON 720 25.989 

The seven primary working modes listed in Table 2 can be divided into two cate-
gories by carrier mode. Compared with multi-carrier modes, the single carrier modes 
have two unique advantages. One is that it has a lower Peak to Average Power Ratio 
(PAPR) which means that the transmitter’s power amplifier requires a smaller linear 
range to support a given average power and enables the use of a cheaper power am-
plifier. This feature is very beneficial especially for the rural area since the power 
amplifier may be one of the most expansive components in the whole DTV broad-
casting system. The dual pilots added in single carrier modes are also very helpful to 
carrier and timing recovery especially in severe multi-path distortions [7].  

1.1.5   Receiver Design 
Although the receiver signal processing technology is not defined as part of the stan-
dard, the time domain modulated FH and the numbers of the carries (C1, C3780) are the 
most significant options in the standard which have direct impacts on receiver per-
formance and complexity. Thus, two kinds of channel estimation and compensation 
methods are developed. One is an all time domain processing approach (TD), which 
employs a time domain, code enhanced, data directed adaptive decision feedback 
equalizer with LMS algorithms [12]; the other is a hybrid time and frequency domain 
processing approach (HTFD), which implements a channel estimator in time domain 
with the known FH, and compensates the FB in frequency domain [13]. Next, we will 
present a block diagram and a brief introduction to each approach respectively. 

1. Time domain approach 
The block diagram for single carrier mode receiver is shown in Fig.7.  

In Fig.7, the RF signal is down converted into IF signal by the tuner and then the 
ADC converts it to a digital signal, which becomes the input of the demodulator. The 
demodulator can be divided into two parts, one is signal processing called the inner 
receiver and the other is information processing called the outer receiver. The inner  
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Fig. 7. Basic diagram of demodulator for single carrier mode in CTTB 

receiver first adjusts the gain of the amplifier in the tuner automatically by inspecting 
the amplitude of the input data, then performs carrier and timing recovery by Nu-
merically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) and interpolator respectively and obtains the 
synchronized baseband symbols by passing through a shaping filter. The baseband data 
can be used to extract the residual carrier and timing offset by correlating with the 
known frame header [14]. 

In addition to synchronization, another significant function of the inner receiver is 
channel equalization, which usually adjusts its coefficients adaptively by Least Mean 
Square (LMS) criteria to mitigate ISI [12]. Especially in 4QAM-NR mode, the NR 
decoder can be combined with the equalizer to provide more accurate input to DFE 
which will greatly improve equalizer performance in severely distorted multi-path 
channels and make it possible to support high speed mobile reception [11]. To elimi-
nate the residual carrier frequency offset and phase noise, a phase tracker is often 
concatenated with the equalizer [15].  

There is also a mode detector in the inner receiver, which correlate the equalized 
symbols with known Walsh sequence and then find the most suited mode information. 
The mode information will be fed back to the equalizer to make sure that it goes into the 
correct data directed mode. In the mean time, the deinterleaver, demapper and decoder 
in the outer receiver will use the mode information to perform corresponding proc-
essing and send out the transport stream. 

2. Hybrid time and frequency domain processing approach 

The basic block diagram of the demodulator for multi-carrier mode in CTTB can be 
found in Fig.8. Thanks to the PN420 and PN945 inserted in time domain, the syn-
chronized part, including carrier recovery, timing recovery, down convertor, interpo-
lator, shaping filtering and so on shares the same architecture and resources with those  
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Fig. 8. Basic diagram of demodulator for multi-carrier mode in CTTB 

in the single carrier mode with the exception of a PN phase acquisition procedure due to 
the initial phase variation within a super frame in PN420 and PN945 mode [16]. 

As for channel equalization, the common method for ODFM system is to perform 
channel estimation according to the pilots in frequency domain, then convert the re-
ceiving signal to frequency domain, and perform frequency domain equalization [17]. 
However, for CTTB, this common method does not work, for there is no pilot signal in 
frequency domain at all. The reasonable method is to estimate the channel impulse 
response using the FH and then do linear convolution with known FH to attain the in-
terference of FH to FB after passing through the channel. Before frequency domain 
equalization, interference of FH to FB from the received signal needs to be eliminated, 
and the cyclic convolution of FB with the channel needs to be reconstructed [13].  

In addition, a mode detector with the equalized data as its input is also needed to get 
the proper mode information for the outer receiver, which can be approximately the 
same with that of singe carrier mode. 

1.2   Applications of CTTB 

The launch of Digital Television Terrestrial Broadcasting in China has enabled tradi-
tional terrestrial services, such as large scale fixed reception (HDTV / multiple SDTV 
programs) as well as many new services including mobile, portable and high speed 
mobile applications. 

1.2.1   Traditional Terrestrial Broadcasting 
Nowadays in China, the main application for terrestrial television is fixed reception, 
which has an enormous market potential. There are 349 million families in China, of 
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which 67%, or 235 million, watch TV by terrestrial reception [5]. These viewers are 
scattered in suburban areas and the countryside. Due to the distance these viewers are 
from the city, it is too expensive for cable TV network to reach them. Most of these 
viewers can receive only 5 analog TV programs, which are mainly public information. 
These audiences are eager for more content. With high bandwidth and compression 
efficiency, China’s DTTB standard can transmit 20-26Mbps per 8MHz TV channel. 
This will greatly improve the effective coverage in the vast central and western regions 
of China, as well as the rural area of most Chinese cities. The result will be the delivery 
of 40-50 stable and clear digital TV programs compared to today’s unstable and noisy 
2-5 analog TV programs [5]. Thanks to the standard’s strong receive capabilities in 
both indoor and outdoor environments, strong resistance to co-channel and adjacent 
channel interference and large scale Single Frequency Network (SFN) coverage, ter-
restrial users can now use outdoor or indoor antennas and receivers with digital ter-
restrial tuners to watch the digital terrestrial TV programs.  

China’s government has also improved the TV viewing experience by sponsoring 
and launching a project called “village to village TV coverage.” As an example, 
Chongming Island, a county of Shanghai, participates in one of the digital terrestrial 
reference projects. Previously, the residences in Chongming could only receive 5 un-
stable analog TV programs. Now, the digital terrestrial network adopting single-carrier 
modulation delivers 18 SDTV programs in two 8 MHz channels, dramatically im-
proving TV coverage for these viewers [5]. The low-cost system upgrade and reliable 
signal coverage provides a reference terrestrial broadcasting solution. More and more 
cities across China are establishing the digital terrestrial systems now. 

China is also encouraging its larger cities to begin delivering free HDTV terrestrial 
broadcast content, which will be an important trigger for the digital terrestrial market. 
This will help drive the entire HDTV industry including high definition flat panel dis-
plays, chipsets, transmitters, software, content production and so on. China Central 
Televison (CCTV), the most biggest TV station in China, first launched the terrestrial 
broadcast of high definition program in January 1st, 2008, using the recommended 
single carrier mode 4 in Table 2. Since 2008 Beijing Olympics games, besides Beijing, 
the other big cities including Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou also have started 
HDTV live broadcasting.  

1.2.2   Mobile Reception 
Perhaps the biggest difference between analog and digital terrestrial television is mo-
bile reception which allows TV and other multimedia content to be viewed in buses, 
taxis and private automobiles. The 20 million vehicles in China comprise a non-neglect 
part of mobile TV market [5]. 

Considering the tall and tightly-located building in China’s big cities, the shadows 
from high-rises and terrain shielding can cause receiving difficulties. Using efficient 
equalization technology, CTTB supports stable mobile reception under either single 
tower or single frequency network environment. As a typical mobile digital terrestrial 
network, from the mid of 2004, a 5-tower digital terrestrial SFN was put into  
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Fig. 9. Mobile Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Services in Shanghai 

commercial operation in Shanghai, which provided mobile TV cabs, electronic bus 
stations and multimedia donation boxes in downtown area [5]. Fig.9 shows the network 
structure of the SFN and some typical applications. 

A potential application is high speed mobile reception in train. Railway transporta-
tion is the most popular vehicle in China. It was reported that there is an up to 2.2 bil-
lion population which travels on the 90,000 kilometers railway lines in China every 
year [18]. In the past, the railroad was a blank area for TV broadcasting because of the 
restriction of technology in analog TV age and real-time TV program broadcasting 
could not reach the running train. A recent survey showed that the most grateful service 
on the high speed trains which represents the wish of 57% people was the real-time TV 
program broadcasting. Therefore, the TV signal coverage of railway lines has become 
an extremely urgent problem. 

The signal coverage scheme for railway lines is quite different from traditional ter-
restrial broadcasting coverage. Generally, administrative territorial coverage is the 
common way for TV signal coverage and the average vehicular speed is below 
100km/h. On the other hand, the railway lines are obviously linear distribution. The 
broadcasting signal has to cover a long narrow area with different topography. More-
over, the future speed promotion up to over 300km/h of train speed is also a great 
challenge for the transmission of terrestrial broadcasting system. On account of the 
facts that the railway system is a close system, the programs are only broadcasted along 
the railway lines, and the audiences of railway TV are all on the trains which run on the 
railway lines [18]. 

To solve the signal coverage issue for railway lines, a unique SFN system names as 
CTTB-R (Railway) has been developed. The CTTB-R system is a countrywide SFN 
network which consists of satellite distribution network, terrestrial coverage network, 
train transmission network and GPRS surveillant signal feedback network [18]. The 
framework structure of this system is shown in Fig.10. 
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Fig. 10. Framework structure of the SFN distribution network 

2   CMMB Standard 

Mobile TV services have shown an increasing mass media market and the competition 
is becoming more and more fierce all over the world. At present, there are already 
several commercial mobile TV standards in the world, which include Terrestrial Digital 
Media Broadcasting (T-DMB) in Korea [19], MediaFLO developed by Qualcomm 
[20], and Digital Video Broadcast for Handhelds (DVB-H) proposed by the DVB or-
ganization in Europe [21].  

In China, due to the successful network construction and commercial operation, 
CMMB [22] standard issued by China’s broadcast industry regulator SARFT plays a 
leading role. A CMMB workgroup was also organized to promote this standard led by 
SARFT. Currently, CMMB workgroup has more than 100 members including broad-
casting operators, mobile communication operators, handset manufactories, chip 
vendors and so on. During the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, mobile TV services based 
on CMMB have been available in Beijing and other Olympic cities. Moreover, network 
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construction and signal coverage with five to nine programs had been deployed in 37 
cities before August 2008 [24], and this figure will keep increasing in the next few 
years. Furthermore, amount of trial test results and feedback from equipment manu-
factories and users have provided precious experiences for the future deployment of 
CMMB.  

2.1   Technical Review of CMMB 

2.1.1   System Infrastructure 
CMMB system is a mixed satellite/terrestrial wireless broadcasting system designed to 
provide audio, video and data service for handheld receivers with less than 7 inch wide 
LCD display, such as PMP, Mobile Phone and PDA [23]. It plans an “Integrated Sat-
ellite and Terrestrial” infrastructure for the mobile TV transmission. As shown in 
Fig.11, the system employs two high-power S-band satellites for cost-effective na-
tionwide coverage and gap fillers to provide complementary terrestrial coverage for 
dense urban areas. 

The information is first transmitted from Uplink Transmission System to satellite 
via broadcasting uplink channel and distributing uplink channel. Then the satellite 
broadcasts the signals via broadcasting downlink channel and distributing downlink 
channel. Complementary terrestrial network receives the signal via distributing 
downlink channel and retransmits the signal via broadcasting retransmit channel.  
The broadcasting downlink channel and retransmit channel both work at the 
2.635-2.660GHz band [23]. The signal transmitted in these two channels keeps time 
and frequency synchronization, which ensures the successful signal reception in the 
SFN. Furthermore, this system supports interactive services by cooperating with the  
 

 

Fig. 11. The designed CMMB system infrastructure 
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telecom network [23]. The aim of CMMB is to provide seamless mobile multimedia 
services for all over the country. 

2.1.2   Key Techniques of CMMB System 
CMMB system is designed for mobile handheld reception, high-sensitivity, mobility 
and batter supply. As shown in Fig.12, the physical layer structure of CMMB system is 
analogous to other digital video systems such as DVB-H [21], which also uses OFDM 
modulation. The input data stream from upper layer is processed by FEC which con-
sists of Reed-Solomon and LDPC as outer code and inner code [24], respectively. After 
interleaving and constellation mapping, the data is then multiplexed with scatter and 
continual pilot to help channel estimation and synchronization. Afterwards, the data is 
processed by OFDM modulation and then the frame headers are inserted to form the 
frame in the physical layer. The CMMB interface supports frequency bandwidths of 
2MHz and 8MHz, depending on spectrum availability and allocation. Accordingly, 
CMMB utilizes OFDM with 4K mode for 8MHz bandwidth and 1K mode for 2MHz 
bandwidth [23]. 

On the other hand, CMMB adopts a frame structure which is coincident with the 
absolute time. As shown in Fig.13, each frame has a duration equal to 1s and consists of 
40 time slots numbered from 0 to 39 [23]. Each time slot has a duration of 25ms and 
consists of a beacon and 53 OFDM symbols. Based on this frame structure, time slot-
ting technology is applied to optimize power consumption. 

 

Fig. 12. Physical layer structure of CMMB 
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Fig. 13. Frame structure of CMMB system 

An overview of the main features of CMMB is given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Main features of CMMB 

Parameter Description 

OFDM 4K for 8MHz, 1K for 2MHz 

Bandwidth 8MHz, 2MHz 

Outer Code Reed-Solomon 

Outer Interleaver Byte Block Interleaver 

Inner Code LDPC(1/2, 3/4) 

Inner Interleaver Bit Block Interleaver 

Constellation BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM 

Scramble Code Pseudo BPSK sequence 

Frame Structure Timeslot-based frame 

 

Compared with DVB-H, CMMB shows its difference mainly in three aspects. 
Firstly, it uses LDPC code other than convolutional code. Thus it can obtain higher 

coding gain and greatly improve the reception performance [24]. 
Secondly, the guard interval (GI) design in the CMMB system is different from that 

in DVB-H. As shown in Fig.14, besides the cyclic prefix, it adds cyclic postfix to 
eliminate the effects of the forward filter of channel impulse response (CIR) [24]. 

Finally, the pilot design in CMMB is different, too. The pilot pattern consists of 
continual pilot and scattered pilot, which is the same as that of DVB-H. But the density 
of pilot in CMMB is bigger than that in DVB-H. As shown in Fig.15, in the timetable 
line, pilot signal is inserted every two OFDM symbols in the sub-carrier position, while 
in DVB-H it is inserted every four symbols. Thus we can conclude that it is superior to 
DVB-H in time-varying channels from the viewpoint of pilot pattern [24]. 
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Fig. 14. The guard interval design in OFDM symbol of CMMB 

 

Fig. 15. Pilot pattern of CMMB and DVB-H 

2.2   Applications of CMMB 

The 2008 Beijing Olympic Games is an important milestone in the development of 
CMMB. To make more people can receive the live signals of Olympic Games at any-
time and anywhere, SARFT organized large-scale experimental network test in 37 
cities before the Beijing Olympic Games, which greatly accelerate the spread of 
CMMB service. Because of the favorable signal coverage deployment and support of 
the chip and terminal manufactures, CMMB experienced a booming period in the year 
of 2008, especially during the Beijing Olympic Games. The service of renting mobile 
phones with CMMB function to audiences and visitors during Olympics has won 
reputation for the standard [24].  

It is the first time in Olympic history to use mobile multimedia broadcasting televi-
sion and thus has drawn much attention. Through the experiments in Olympics, CMMB 
shows its validity and establishes good foundation for the future mobile multimedia 
broadcasting TV industry [24]. 

In the year of 2009, the terrestrial coverage will be spread to more cities. Until 
January 12, 2009, there are totally 150 cities where CMMB signal coverage has been 
accomplished and the next target will be 300 cities [24]. 

In the meantime, the signal coverage is also improved. For example, in Shanghai, 
three more transmitters are planned to be deployed in the future. Signal coverage for 13 
Metro lines is also on the schedule now [24]. Additionally, three CMMB experimental 
stores and more than 100 CMMB sales outlets will be set up in this year [24]. The 
Oriental Pearl (Group) CO., Ltd., which is the unique operator of CMMB in Shanghai, 
tries to develop more than 80,000 subscribers and set up cooperation with China Mo-
bile in the meantime [24]. In the near future, there will be more and more people en-
joying the live TV experience by CMMB service. 
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Abstract. With the rapid growth of the Internet, multimedia streaming service has been widely
studied and deployed. Good streaming service requires high delivery rate and low end-to-end
delay. These are not easy to achieve without the knowledge of the underlying network topology. In
this chapter, we explore the inference techniques for different network topologies. We discuss the
key issues and state-of-the-art approaches for each topology. We also study two typical examples
of topology-aware streaming protocols.

1 Introduction

Multimedia streaming has gone through quick growth in the recent years. Typical ser-
vices include on-demand video streaming that allows users to choose and watch fa-
vorite movies anytime, and Internet Protocol television (IPTV) and live streaming that
provide live TV service. Recently, peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming has been proposed
and deployed to overcome limitations in traditional server-based streaming. In a P2P
streaming system, cooperative peers self-organize themselves into an overlay network
via unicast connections. They cache and relay data for each other, thereby eliminating
the need for powerful servers from the system. One of the pioneering P2P streaming
softwares, CoolStreaming, has reported to attract more than 25,000 concurrent peers
for one streaming channel [41]. Another streaming software PPLive reported more than
400,000 concurrent peers for its over 300 channels [23].

Streaming service is bandwidth-demanding. A single streaming connection may re-
quire several hundred to several thousand Kbps delivery rate. And a physical network
link may be used by multiple streaming connections (which is often the case in P2P
streaming), leading to higher network bandwidth requirement. Hence, a key issue of
large-scale streaming is how to schedule streaming connections to achieve high deliv-
ery rate on limited network bandwidth. In addition, it is also important to achieve low
end-to-end delay.

In order to achieve that, network topology information is important. For example,
two streaming connections that are disjoint on the application layer may share common
links on the network layer. Without knowledge of the topology, it is difficult to identify
or circumvent network bottlenecks.
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In this chapter, we explore network topology inference issues for multimedia stream-
ing. We classify four types of network topologies, i.e., router-level topology, au-
tonomous system (AS) level topology, layer-2 topology and virtual topology. For each
type, we investigate the key challenges in inference and the state-or-the-art approaches.
Then we discuss advanced issues and future research directions in topology inference.

We also study how to use topology information to improve streaming service. We
discuss and compare several representative P2P streaming protocols that make use of
topology information. These study shows that it is important to infer topology informa-
tion for constructing an efficient streaming system.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we study how to in-
fer network topologies. In Chapter 3, we discuss topology-aware streaming protocols.
Finally, we conclude in Chapter 4.

2 Network Topology Inference over the Internet

2.1 An Overview

Network topology information can be used in a large and diverse set of applications
besides media streaming. For example, it enables topology-aware protocols and algo-
rithms, which assume the knowledge of network topologies [13, 19]. It also helps ex-
plore the Internet properties. As an example of topology study, researchers found that
the Internet follows simple power laws, which has guided the modeling of the Internet
and the design of network topology generators [36].

In general, the topology of a network is a graph representing network elements and
their interconnections. There are several types of network topologies. In RFC 2922, a
physical topology is defined as the topology model for layer-1 of the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) stack (i.e., the physical layer). Physical topology consists of the
devices in the network and how they are physically interconnected. These devices in-
clude communication infrastructure devices, such as hubs, switches, and routers, as
well as “leaf” devices such as workstations, printers, and servers. On top of the phys-
ical topology, there are two types of topologies on the higher layers of the OSI stack:
layer-2 topology and layer-3 topology. A layer-2 topology consists of network elements
visible on the link layer, e.g., hubs, bridges and switches. It also consists of routers and
end hosts. A layer-3 topology consists of network elements visible on the network layer,
typically routers and end hosts. Edges in layer-2 or layer-3 topologies are determined
by routing paths between packet sources and receivers. Hence, these topologies are
only stable during a certain period when no routing path changes. Clearly, these topolo-
gies display less information than physical topologies, because they do not indicate all
connectivity or network elements. However, they provide some important information
that cannot be obtained from physical topologies: they identify the paths traversed by
packets from sources to receivers and indicate where the paths diverge or merge. This
information is useful for applications such as network scheduling, failure diagnosis and
loss recovery.

Besides the above topologies, there is a class of AS-level topologies. In the current In-
ternet, routers are organized into thousands of ASs. Each AS is represented by a 16-bit
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BGP

AS1 (OSPF
intra-AS routing)

AS2 (OSPF 
intra-AS routing)

AS3 (RIP 
intra-AS routing)

BGP
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(b) (c)

Fig. 1. An example of network topologies. (a) A real network. (b) A router-level topology. (c) An
AS-level topology.

AS number, which brings to a total of 65,536 possible ASs. Routers within the same AS
all run the same routing algorithm, e.g., Routing Information Protocol (RIP) or Open
Shortest Path First protocol (OSPF). One or more of the routers in an AS are responsible
for forwarding packets to destinations outside the AS. These routers are called gateway
routers. Gateway routers run an inter-AS routing protocol (e.g., Border Gateway Proto-
col, or BGP in short) to determine routing paths among ASs. Through this hierarchical
routing mechanism, any two hosts connected to the Internet can communicate with each
other.

Figure 1(a) shows an example of a network, where routers form three ASs. Within an
AS, RIP or OSPF is used for routing. Between ASs, BGP routing is used. Figure 1(b)
shows a corresponding router-level topology. Each node in the topology is a router,
and edges between nodes indicate the connections between routers. Figure 1(c) shows
a corresponding AS-level topology. In the topology, each node is an AS, and edges
indicate the connections between ASs.

S1
D1

D2

(a)

S1

D1

D2

(b)

Fig. 2. An example of a virtual topology. (a) A real network. (b) A virtual topology.
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Different from the above topologies, there is another class of topologies called vir-
tual topologies. In a virtual topology, a node does not represent any physical network
element. Instead, it indicates the branching point of different routing paths. Figure 2
shows an example of a virtual topology. Figure 2(a) is the real network, where S1 is the
source host, and D1 and D2 are receivers. The routing paths between the source and the
receivers are indicated by the dashed lines. A corresponding virtual topology is shown
in Figure 2(b). In the virtual topology, there is only one node between the hosts. This
node does not represent a router, or any other network element. It indicates that paths
S1 −D1 and S1 −D2 are branching. Clearly, there may be multiple virtual topologies
corresponding to a real network.

A network topology may be annotated with additional details such as delay, residual
bandwidth or loss rate. In this chapter, we focus on the network elements and their inter-
connections in the topology. We investigate the key challenges in inferring the different
types of topologies as well as the state-of-the-art approaches.

In the following, we discuss how to infer a layer-3 router-level topology and an
AS-level topology in Chapter 2.2 and Chapter 2.3, respectively. These two types of
topologies are the most commonly used in network applications. In Chapter 2.4, we
discuss how to infer a layer-2 topology. In Chapter 2.5, we discuss how to infer a virtual
topology. Finally, we give a summary and comparison in Chapter 2.6.

2.2 Layer-3 Router-Level Topology Inference

To obtain the router-level connectivity information between two hosts, traceroute-like
tools are often used [1]. Traceroute is implemented with Internet Control Message Pro-
tocol (ICMP) messages. Each time, the source sends an IP datagram with a certain time-
to-live (TTL) value to the destination. Each router that handles the datagram decrements
the TTL value by one. When a router receives an IP datagram whose TTL is 1, it throws
away the datagram and returns an ICMP “time exceeded” error message to the source
host. The IP datagram containing this ICMP message has the router’s name, IP address
and round-trip time (RTT) to the source. In another case, if the datagram arrives at the
destination with an unused port number (usually larger than 30,000), the destination
host generates an ICMP “port unreachable” error message and returns it to the source
host. Therefore, in traceroute, the source host sends a series of IP datagrams with in-
creasing TTL to the destination and each datagram can identify one router in the path.
The whole router-level path is hence identified.

Traceroute-like tools have been widely used in network topology inference. Accord-
ing to the size of the target network, the inference work can be divided into three
categories.

• Measuring the Internet topology: The earliest attempt traced paths to 5000 des-
tinations from a single host in 1995 [32]. Later on, the Skitter project deployed
around 20 active monitors around the Internet to track global IP level connectiv-
ity [2]. Another project, Mercator, started from a single host to infer the Internet
topology [22]. The goal of these projects is to infer a complete Internet topology
including all routers and inter-router links. The measurements often last for several
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months or years. They hence do not have critical requirements on measurement time
or bandwidth consumption.

• Measuring an Internet Service Provider (ISP) topology: Rocketfuel uses informa-
tion from BGP routing tables and Domain Name System (DNS) to guide traceroutes
in order to infer the topology of a single ISP [34]. As compared to the whole Inter-
net, the target of an ISP network is more specific. Hence, the inferred topology is
often more complete.

• Measuring the topology among a group of hosts: Max-Delta focuses on the topology
among a certain group of hosts which are arbitrarily distributed around the Inter-
net [26, 28]. The inferred topology is mainly used for overlay applications. Overlay
applications often do not need fully complete and accurate topologies. But they re-
quire short measurement time and light measurement traffic. The key issue is hence
how to achieve proper tradeoff between topology completeness and measurement
cost.

We discuss the key issues in traceroute measurements as follows.

2.2.1 Source Selection
As traceroute can start from any host connecting to the Internet, the selection of tracer-
oute sources is not difficult. Skitter deploys around 20 monitors as the traceroute
sources. Mercator can use an arbitrary host as the source. Rocketfuel makes use of
294 public traceroute servers listed at the www.traceroute.org webpage. In Max-Delta,
each end host in the group is a source and may conduct traceroutes to others.

Barford et al. study the relationship between topology completeness and number of
traceroute sources [5]. Given a list of destinations, they find that the marginal utility
of adding additional traceroute sources declines rapidly after the second or third one.
In other words, the first two or three sources can discover the majority of the com-
plete topology by tracerouting the destinations. Here a complete topology is obtained
by combining traceroute results from all sources to the given destinations. These re-
sults have partially supported the measurement methodologies of Skitter and Mercator.
On the other hand, in Barford’s experiments, the number of sources is much less than
the number of destinations (e.g., 8 sources and 1277 destinations, or 12 sources and
313,709 destinations). Their conclusion hence may not hold in Max-Delta, where the
number of sources is equal to the number of destinations.

2.2.2 Path Selection
The selection of traceroute paths or traceroute destinations is not easy. Skitter aims
to infer a complete Internet topology. It hence generates a destination list including
as many IP addresses as possible. The list comes from a wide range of sources such
as ISP packet traces, data from other projects like NeTraMet and NetGeo, data from
CAIDA website, etc. It then filters out addresses that do not want to be probed and that
do not respond. The final list contains about 800K destinations. Certainly, this list is
not complete. According to their estimation, there are over 16 million potential IPv4
addresses, and about 4 million of them are currently routable.
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Mercator does not need any external databases to derive its destination list. It uses
a technique called informed random address probing to estimate which portions of the
entire IP address space contain routable hosts. It first estimates routable IP prefixes.
From each routable prefix, it randomly selects an IP address as the target. According
to [22], Mercator took about 3 weeks to discover nearly 150K router interfaces and
200K edges. As compared to Skitter, Mercator has a less complete destination list.
However, its destination list is automatically generated and does not need manual work.
Its deployment is hence much simpler.

Rocketfuel generates its destination list with 120K IP address prefixes from Route-
Views BGP tables [3]. However, since their target is a specific ISP network, they do not
traceroute to all these IP addresses. They first use a technique called directed probing to
identify traceroutes that will transit the specific ISP network and skip the reminder. For
example, all traceroutes to the prefixes originated by the ISP should transit the ISP. Sec-
ondly, they note that traceroute paths contain redundant information. If two traceroutes
enter and leave the ISP network at the same points, only one of them needs to be con-
ducted. They hence propose several ways to reduce the redundancy. They have shown
that brute-force search from all traceroute sources to all BGP-advertised prefixes would
require 90-150 million traceroutes for a specific ISP. With their path selection mecha-
nism, less than 0.1% of these traces are measured. Their results further show that the
loss of accuracy introduced by path selection is much smaller than the gain in cost
reduction.

Max-Delta has the highest requirement on measurement efficiency. In the scheme,
hosts first use a tool to estimate their network coordinates and report them to a central
server. The inference process is then divided into multiple iterations. In each iteration,
the server selects a target for each host to traceroute. The target is selected based on
host coordinates and currently available traceroute results in order to discover as many
inter-router connections as possible. Hosts then traceroute their targets and report the
results to the server. Such process is repeated until certain measurement accuracy or
measurement cost is achieved. It has been shown that Max-Delta can infer a highly
accurate topology with a small number of traceroutes.

2.2.3 Reducing Measurement Cost
Careful path selection can reduce measurement cost. Besides that, there are other tech-
niques for cost reduction. In Mercator, not all traceroutes start at TTL 1. Instead, from
the results of traceroutes to prefix P, Mercator computes the farthest router R in the path.
Subsequent traceroutes to P start at the TTL corresponding to R. If the first response is
from R, Mercator continues the path probe. Otherwise it backtracks the path probe to
TTL=1. This technique allows Mercator to avoid, where possible, rediscovering router
adjacencies. It also reduces the probing overhead in the vicinity of the traceroute source.

This technique was extended by Donnet later [17]. Donnet et al. propose a Double-
tree algorithm to reduce repeated router discovery. Given a source and a destination, the
traceroute starts at some intermediate point between them. The probing then proceeds
towards the destination and backwards towards the source. In either case, the probing
stops whenever an already discovered router is met.
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Fig. 3. An example of repeated router discovery. A dashed line indicates the router-level path
between a source and a destination.

Figure 3 shows an example of repeated router discovery. In the figure, S1 and S2

are two traceroute sources. D1 and D2 are two destinations. R1 to R6 are routers. A
dashed line indicates the router-level path between a source and a destination. In one
case, if both two sources traceroute the same destination D1, they will discover paths
S1 −R3 −R2 −R1 −D1 and S2 −R5 −R4 −R3 −R2 −R1 −D1, respectively. These two
paths overlap over R3−R2−R1−D1. In another case, if S2 traceroutes two destinations
D1 and D2, the two paths also overlap (over S2 −R5 −R4). To reduce such repeated
router discovery, Doubletree selects a certain starting TTL other than 1 for traceroute,
say, 3 in this example. Consider the case that S2 traceroutes D1 and D2. Suppose that
S2 first traceroutes D1. The traceroute starts with TTL=3. The first router discovered
is hence R3. The traceroute then continues towards D1 to discover R2 and R1. It also
proceeds backwards towards S2 and discovers R4 and R5. The next traceroute from S2

to D2 also starts with TTL=3, thereby discovering R6 first. The traceroute then proceeds
towards D2 and ends. The traceroute also proceeds backwards towards S2 and discovers
R4. Since R4 has been discovered in the path from S2 to D1, the traceroute stops. In this
way, router R5 will not be probed twice in the two traceroutes.

According to [17], the simulation results based on Skitter topologies show that Dou-
bletree can reduce the measurement cost by 76% while maintaining the router and con-
nection coverage above 90%. Doubletree can be applied to various traceroute measure-
ments. For example, in Max-Delta, the system can first select traceroute targets and then
use Doubletree to supervise the start and stop of traceroutes [27].

2.2.4 Reducing Measurement Noise

• Anonymous Routers: In the real Internet, not all routers properly respond to ICMP
request messages. Some routers do not return ICMP error messages, and some re-
turn ICMP error messages only when their loads are light. These routers do not show
valid IP addresses in traceroute results. They are called anonymous routers [39]. In
traceroute measurement, the presence of anonymous routers is inevitable. Broido et
al. report that nearly one third of probed paths contain anonymous, private or in-
valid routers [9]. They propose two methods (i.e., adding arcs or placeholders) to
address it. However, the resultant topology either hides much topology information
or suffers high router inflation.
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Yao et al. study how to infer a topology consistent with the given traceroute re-
sults and containing the minimum number of anonymous routers [39]. They show
that producing either an exact or an approximate solution is NP-hard. They then
propose a heuristic to merge anonymous routers. However, as shown in [28], their
heuristic suffers high computational complexity. To reduce the complexity, some
other algorithms relax the consistency constraints and allow a small portion of in-
consistent merging [28]. These algorithms trade off topology accuracy with infer-
ence speed.

• Router Alias: Another type of measurement noise is router alias. Traceroute probes
actually discover router interfaces. It is hence possible to discover more than one
interface belonging to the same router (i.e., multiple aliases for one router). The
basic alias resolution technique sends traceroute-like probes (to a high-numbered
UDP port with a TTL of 255) to the potentially aliased IP address. If the router
has been configured to send the “UDP port unreachable” response with the address
of the outgoing interface as the source address, two aliases will respond with the
same source. In practice, this approach is often used with additional refinement. For
example, Mercator also uses source-routed alias probes [22], and Rocketfuel uses
IP identifiers and ICMP rate limiting techniques [34].

2.3 Autonomous System Level Topology Inference

The Border Gateway Protocol version 4 (BGP4, or simply BGP), specified in RFC 1771,
is the de facto standard inter-domain routing protocol in today’s Internet. BGP is a dis-
tributed path vector protocol, where gateway routers exchange detailed path information
with their directly connected gateway routers. Global information about routes to dis-
tant destinations hence propagates in an AS-by-AS manner between pairs of directly
connected gateway routers.

There is no publicly available information about inter-AS connectivities. ISPs do not
register their relationships to the Internet registries such as American Registry for Inter-
net Numbers (ARIN). Contractual agreements between ISPs are proprietary and com-
panies are unwilling to reveal even the names of their ISPs. Therefore, there are limited
data to infer AS topologies. Currently, the most common way to infer AS-level topolo-
gies is to use BGP routing tables or BGP update messages. Table 1 shows a snippet of
a BGP routing table from RouteViews [3]. The table has two entries for two destination
prefixes 4.17.88.0/21 and 12.0.19.0/24. The AS has three candidate routes to the first
prefix: AS path (293 10886 6059) via next hop 134.55.20.229, AS path (1224 11537

Table 1. A Snippet of a BGP Routing Table

Network Next Hop Path

4.17.88.0/21 134.55.20.229 293 10886 6059 i
141.142.12.1 1224 11537 10886 6059 i
198.32.8.196 11537 10886 6059 i

12.0.19.0/24 209.123.12.51 8001 7018 27487 i
216.191.65.118 15290 7018 27487 i
... ... ... ...
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10886 6059) via next hop 141.142.12.1, and AS path (11537 10886 6059) via next hop
198.32.8.196. Each AS path consists of a list of ASs that will be traversed to reach the
prefix. ASs closer to the destination are to the right of the path. Similarly, the AS has
two candidate routes to the second prefix 12.0.19.0/24. In practice, BGP routing tables
are usually not public. Fortunately, some organizations have provided public access to
their BGP routing tables, e.g., University of Oregon’s RouteViews project [3] or RIPE’s
Routing Information Service (see http://www.ris.ripe.net). AS connectivity information
can also be obtained from BGP update messages. A BGP update message contains a set
of address prefixes and is exchanged between BGP gateway routers. For each prefix, it
either indicates the sender’s inability to reach destination in the prefix, or shows an AS
path to the destination in the prefix.

2.3.1 Topology Completeness
As mentioned, AS paths in BGP tables or BGP update messages have implicitly in-
dicated AS connectivities. An AS topology can be accordingly inferred. In an early
work Govindan et al. derived an AS topology from routing updates collected over 21
days [21]. However, the inferred topology may yield a very incomplete picture of the
whole Internet. As discussed, ISPs would not like to publish their BGP tables. Even if
all BGP tables are available, it is impossible to build a complete AS topology, because
BGP routing tables do not show backup links connecting multi-homed ASs. Therefore,
it is important to explore the completeness of an inferred AS topology.

Chang et al. have tried to quantify the completeness of AS topologies inferred from
RouteViews [11]. Besides RouteViews BGP tables, they also obtain BGP tables from
Swiss Network Operators Group and some commercial route servers. They further ac-
cess a set of Internet Looking Glass sites and the Internet Routing Registry. They finally
collect around 40 BGP views from different ASs, and accordingly infer their AS topolo-
gies. The results show that their topologies have typically 25%-50% more edges than
the topologies based on only RouteViews data. Their findings suggest that the Internet
maintains much richer connectivity at the AS level than has been previously reported.

Zhang et al. further refine Chang’s work by accumulating topological information
from routing tables over time [40]. They note that a snapshot of routing tables only
captures the best paths to destinations at the time of the snapshot. As the best paths may
change over time (due to various reasons, e.g., link failure), they collect BGP routing
tables over time and strive to discover nodes and edges that occur in any best path seen
during the observation period. Their results show that by integrating two months of
routing tables, they can improve the snapshot topology by 16% of edges and 2% of
nodes.

2.3.2 Inferring Reachability Instead of Connectivity
The commercial agreements between pairs of administrative domains can be classified
into customer-provider, peering, mutual-transit, and mutual-backup agreements. For ex-
ample, a customer pays its provider for connectivity to the rest of the Internet. Hence,
a provider transits traffic for its customers, but a customer does not transit traffic for its
providers. These contractual commercial agreements between administrative domains
play a crucial role in shaping the structure of the Internet. For example, suppose two
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ISPs A and B are connected to their customer, ISP C, respectively. Although A and B
are connected through C, A cannot reach B via C. Because C as a customer does not
provide transit services between its providers. Therefore, connectivity does not imply
reachability. Since routing between ASs is controlled by policy-based BGP, a global
picture of AS relationships besides connectivity becomes important.

Gao first studies the reachability issue between ASs in [20]. She classifies the re-
lationship between a pair of interconnected ASs into customer-provider, peering, and
sibling. Two connected ASs are peering (or sibling) if they do not (or do) transit traffic
for each other. AS u is a provider of AS v iff u transits traffic for v and v does not transit
traffic for u. Gao then proposes some heuristics to infer the AS relationships from BGP
tables. The heuristics are based on the intuition that a provider typically has a larger
size than its customer and the size of an AS is typically proportional to its degree in the
AS topology (the latter has been verified in [21]). The heuristic then goes through the
BGP tables, and finds the AS with the highest degree as the top provider. Then it starts
from the top provider to infer the relationships between other ASs.

Subramanian et al. consider similar AS relationships in [35]. They propose a tech-
nique for combining data from multiple vantage points in the Internet to construct a
complete topology with AS relationships. Each vantage point offers a partial view of
the Internet topology. They generate a directed AS-level topology from each vantage
point and assign a rank to each AS based on its position. Then, each AS is represented
by the vector that contains its rank. They infer the relationship between two ASs by
comparing their vectors. Based on these relationships, they construct a new directed
AS topology and examine the AS-level hierarchy of the Internet. They finally present a
five-level classification of ASs, where the top-most level consists of a rich set of peering
relationships between 20 so-called tier-1 providers.

Clearly, a topology with AS relationships provide much more information than the
one with only connectivities. However, the inference of AS relationships is even more
difficult than connectivity inference. Lacking direct measurement data support, current
inference mechanisms are mostly heuristics. There are no standards or methods to verify
or compare these heuristics. There is much improvement space on this work.

2.3.3 Inferring AS Topologies from Traceroutes
Chang et al. study how to discover AS-level topologies from router-level topologies
in [12]. Given a router-level path, they determine the AS of each router hop and extract
AS adjacency information from the path. To achieve this, they first construct a mapping
table that shows the ASs and the corresponding address prefixes. Based on the table, the
AS of a router interface can be determined by identifying the longest address prefix that
matches the interface address. Similar approach is adopted in [24]. The method is fur-
ther refined in [31] by using a large collection of BGP tables and resolving anonymous
routers as well as unmapped IP-level hops.

Clearly, this method requires an accurate enough router-level topology. This will in-
crease the inference load. As compared to BGP-based inference, it infers an AS topol-
ogy at a finer granularity (e.g., multiple connections between a pair of ASs). It also
infers a more complete topology, as BGP routing tables do not capture all existing AS
paths.
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2.4 Layer-2 Topology Inference

While traceroute can discover a layer-3 router-level topology, it cannot capture the in-
terconnections between layer-2 elements (e.g., switches, bridges, or hubs). Nowadays,
many switches are deployed to provide bandwidth through subnet microsegmentation.
Such portions of the network infrastructure that are invisible to a layer-3 topology will
continue to grow.

Some vendors have developed proprietary tools and protocols for layer-2 topology
inference. Examples include Cisco’s Discovery Protocol and Bay Networks’ Optivity
Enterprise. These tools are based on vendor-specific developments and are not useful in
a heterogeneous network comprising elements from multiple vendors. Other approaches
such as Peregrine’s Infratools and Riversoft’s NMOS use proprietary technology and
many details are undiscovered.

Current layer-2 topology inference is mainly based on management information
base (MIB) in Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [10]. We briefly re-
view SNMP and MIB as follows. A piece of network equipment including its software
is called a managed device. It might be a host, router, bridge, hub, printer or modem.
Within a managed device, there may be several so-called managed objects, which are
the actual pieces of hardware in the managed device as well as the configuration param-
eters. These managed objects have pieces of information associated with them that are
collected into a local MIB. A managed device follows a certain management protocol
to communicate with a centralized network management station, and takes local ac-
tions under the command of the station. Nowadays, the standard management protocol
is SNMP. In summary, MIB stores information of network equipments, which can be
queried or set by SNMP messages.

Breitbart et al. propose to discover routers and switches based on standard address
forwarding tables (AFT) in MIB [8]. Assuming that at least one router’s IP address is
known, the algorithm repeatedly discovers neighboring routers of the currently known
routers (through MIB information) until no new routers are discovered. It then discovers
switches as follows. For each interface of a router R, it computes a set D by enumerating
the set of IP addresses in the subnet corresponding to the IP addresses of the interface.
Once D is computed, for each IP address in D, it checks for the presence of the Bridge
MIB to determine whether the address corresponds to a switch. After all routers and
switches are discovered, it then identifies the connections between routers and switches
through AFT information.

The above algorithm assumes that AFT information is available from every element
in the network and, thus, cannot cope with hubs or uncooperative switches. Lowekamp
et al. then explore how to handle dumb/uncooperative elements given incomplete AFT
information [30]. However, their algorithm works only in a single subnet network and
may easily fail when multiple subnets are present. A further extension for large multi-
subset networks are studied in [6].

Another piece of work by Black et al. does not rely on MIB for inference [7].
They note that Ethernet has some interesting properties. For example, in Ethernet, an
equipment can freely fake the source address of its packets, and equipments are often
connected to a share media and can overhear each other’s transmissions. Based on these
properties, they inject probing packets into the network to actively infer the network
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topology. Although it does not need MIB information, the method has its own limita-
tions. It fails in the presence of 802.1X port-based access control, as it relies on sending
packets with arbitrary addresses. It also requires switches to implement IEEE 802.1D
spanning tree protocol, which is not available in many switches. Finally, it requires
equipments to run a certain detecting process and to inject packets when necessary. The
deployment of the process may be a problem.

Up to today, study on layer-2 topology inference is limited. Layer-2 equipments are
completely transparent to layer-3 routers. There are only few ways to detect these equip-
ments. Among them, most methods rely on MIB information, but a topology inferred
from MIB is often incomplete and of limited interest. This is because many devices
do not implement or turn on SNMP support, and MIB only contains information on
recently active equipments. In addition, some secured network equipments need pass-
words for access. Finally, layer-2 equipments are mostly deployed in LANs, but many
applications are more interested in a broader network such as WAN or the Internet.

2.5 Inferring a Virtual Topology by Network Tomography

A virtual topology is often inferred by so-called network tomography. Network tomog-
raphy sends probing traffic into the network and exploits the performance in correlation
to infer network properties. This technique can estimate link-level parameters (such as
topology, loss rate or link delay) based on end-to-end path-level traffic measurement.

Tomography-based topology inference often identifies a tree structure connecting a
single sender to multiple receivers, or a combination of multiple trees. The key idea
is to collect measurements at pairs of receivers that behave (in an average sense) as a
monotonic, increasing function of the number of shared links or queues in the paths to
the two receivers [16]. For example, consider the paths to a pair of receivers from the
same source. The covariance between end-to-end delays of the paths is highly correlated
to the number of shared links in the two paths (assuming that delays are not correlated
on unshared links). The more shared links, the larger covariance. We can then measure
the covariance to estimate the shared links. In tomography, probing packets may be sent
by unicast (packet pairs or stripes sent to multiple receivers at the same time) [15, 33]
or multicast [18]. A multicast approach is more efficient. In multicast measurement, a
probing packet is transmitted only once on each link, and by sending one packet, the
correlation between any two hosts in the group can be measured. However, IP multicast
is not always available in the Internet.

Tomography may use loss, delay correlation, delay differences or other utilization
as measurement metrics. Given a set of measurement statistics from different pairs of
receivers, topology inference can be cast as a maximum likelihood estimation problem.
That is, from the forest of all possible tree topologies connecting the sender to the
receivers, the one with the highest probability performing as observed will be identified.
A difficult part of such likelihood optimization is the computational complexity for
optimal solutions. Up to now, there is no method for computing the global maximum
except by a brute-force examination of each tree in the forest. But a loose lower bound
on the size of the forest is N!/2, where N is the number of receivers. Much research
has turned to suboptimal algorithms instead, for example, the deterministic binary tree
classification algorithm [18], or markov chain monte carlo based inference [15].
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Network tomography is based on end-to-end measurements and does not need any
assistance from routers or other network elements. However, the inferred topology is far
from realistic use. Firstly, the metrics used (such as loss rate or delay) are often unstable
and inaccurate. The resultant topology is hence not accurate. Secondly, the topology
can only be a single tree or a combination of multiple trees, and the target network size
cannot be large. Thirdly, it is difficult to verify the accuracy of the inferred topology.
Therefore, it will take significant effort to refine the current tomography methodology
in order to infer practically useful topologies.

2.6 Comparison and Discussion

In general, the inference of router-level and AS-level topologies has developed prac-
tical and efficient methodologies. Router-level topology inference can use traceroute.
AS-level topology inference can use BGP tables/updates, or be deduced from traceroute
results. These methods can infer topologies of different sizes, up to the whole Internet.
The most important, these two types of topologies are inferred from routing informa-
tion. The inferred topologies can hence be used to improve the performance of network
applications or analyze the Internet properties. Much research has been conducted to re-
fine the inference methodologies, e.g., how to collect the most complete measurement
data, or how to reduce measurement cost such as measurement time or traffic.

Layer-2 topology inference has not attracted much interest. There are several rea-
sons for it. Firstly, layer-2 topology inference takes much effort to identify link-layer
elements such as switches and hubs, which are mostly deployed in LAN. However, net-
work applications often span much larger networks such as WAN or the Internet. People
are hence more interested in topologies of larger networks, where router-level or AS-
level topologies have contained enough information. Secondly, the inference method
for link-layer elements is less developed. A typical method relies on SNMP and MIB
information. But not all network elements support SNMP and MIB. The inferred topol-
ogy is hence often incomplete. A major usage of layer-2 topologies is to provide infor-
mation to network managers for troubleshooting or assessing the network. Therefore,
large companies such as Cisco and Intel have taken effort to develop their own, often
proprietary, technologies to infer layer-2 topologies.

Virtual topology inference by network tomography has been quickly developed re-
cently. Network tomography is purely end-to-end and does not need network assis-
tance. As a comparison, traceroute requires routers to support ICMP and AS topology
inference needs BGP tables/updates from gateway routers. However, with no router as-
sistance, its inferred topology is often inaccurate, small and can only be in the form
of trees. Such topologies are far from practical use. Tomography methodology needs
significant refinement in the future.

3 Topology-Aware Multimedia Streaming

In this section, we discuss how to use topology information to build efficient streaming
systems. We select P2P streaming as example environment. We investigate two repre-
sentative P2P streaming protocols that make use of router-level topology information.
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3.1 Reducing Delivery Delay

Topology-Aware Grouping (TAG) is a topology-aware P2P protocol which aims at con-
structing a low-delay overlay tree [29]. In TAG, a new host uses traceroute to measure
the router-level path from the source to itself before joining the system, which is called
the spath of the host. Each host then selects as its parent the host whose spath has the
maximal overlap with its own spath. The selection process works as follows. Each time,
the new host N selects a host C for examination. The first host being examined is the
source. N compares the spaths of C’s children with its own spath. If C has a child whose
spath has larger overlap with N than C, N moves to this child of C and continues ex-
amining it. Otherwise, if C has a child whose spath contains the whole spath of N (in
terms of routers), N joins the tree between C and its child, i.e., this child becomes N’s
child and N becomes C’s child. If none of the above two cases happens, N joins as C’s
child. In this way, TAG reduces the numbers of underlay hops and hence the delay over
unicast paths.

From simulation studies, TAG shows low end-to-end delay. A promising property of
TAG is that each host only needs to conduct one traceroute during tree construction. As
a comparison, in many other P2P protocols, a host needs to ping dozens of peers in order
to select a close neighbor (e.g., [4, 14]). Hence, through traceroute-based topology
inference, TAG achieves significantly low measurement overhead. This study indicates
that knowing underlay topology is good to construct efficient overlay trees, and lots of
work continues in this area [37, 38, 42]. However, a limitation of these approaches is
that many of them are empirical study without rigorous mathematical support. Much
more work in this area, especially theoretical study, is desired.

3.2 Improving Delivery Rate

As discussed, a key issue in multimedia streaming is how to schedule streaming connec-
tions to achieve high delivery rate. Jin et al. study this issue given router-level topology
information. The topology is measured from traceroutes with link connectivity and de-
lay information. An additional option is residual bandwidth along links, which can be
obtained through bandwidth measurement tools such as Pathload [25].

Suppose a set of hosts are given. The target is to build an overlay tree spanning all
hosts with the maximum tree bandwidth. Here tree bandwidth is defined as the mini-
mum path-bandwidth of an overlay tree. The study considers that hosts are in position
before tree construction. For example, there are a group of Internet participants waiting
for a video conference, or a content distribution network (CDN) needs to distribute data
to some pre-deployed proxies. They investigate two problems as follows:

• In the absence of link bandwidth
Define link stress as the number of copies of a packet transmitted over a certain
physical link [14]. They consider minimizing the maximal link stress in a tree. They
formulate the problem as building a Minimum Stress Multicast Tree (MSMT) on a
given topology. Their study shows that it is NP-hard and is not approximable within
a certain factor, unless P = NP. They then propose a centralized approximation
algorithm to address it.
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• In the presence of link bandwidth
When link bandwidth is available, they build a Maximum Bandwidth Multicast Tree
(MBMT) on the topology. This problem is also NP-hard since it is equivalent to
MSMT if all the links have the same bandwidth. They extend the approximation
algorithm for MSMT to address the MBMT problem.

Their study gives the theoretical performance bound of topology-aware applications.
The algorithm performance can serve as a benchmark. Jin et al. conducted simulations
on Internet-like topologies as well as Internet measurements on PlanetLab to evaluate
the algorithms. The results show that they can achieve higher tree-bandwidth and lower
link stress than traditional tree-based protocols with no topology information. The study
shows that underlay information can help build a highly efficient overlay tree. Currently,
many P2P streaming softwares do not take topology information into consideration. It
is possible to achieve significant performance improvement if they measure topologies
and accordingly build streaming overlays.

However, many practical issues are still open following Jin’s study. For example,
they assume that all hosts are in position before tree construction. But in practice, hosts
may dynamically join or leave the system. A practical protocol should be adaptive to
host dynamics. In addition, the study assumes a central server for tree construction.
For a large system with hundreds of thousands of peers, a distributed tree construction
method is more useful.

4 Conclusion

We discuss in this chapter network topology inference issues for multimedia streaming.
Network topology information can improve streaming quality such as delivery rate or
end-to-end delay. We classify four types of network topologies. For each of them, we
investigate the challenging issues and typical approaches. We then discuss some ad-
vanced issues and future research directions. We also explore two example streaming
protocols which make use of underlying topology information. The study indicates that
topology information is indeed important to form efficient streaming overlay for data
distribution.
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Abstract. In recent years, wireless video transmission has emerged as one of the high
growth applications of wireless communication technology. However, this error-prone
network is packet based where many potential reasons may result in packet loss which
has a devastating effect on the visual quality of images at the receiver. In this work,
we study a coordinated application of Error-Resilient (ER) and Super-Resolution (SR)
to enhance the resolution of image transmitted over wireless networks. Compressed
video bitstreams require protection from channel errors in a wireless channel. The 3-D
set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) coder has proved its efficiency and its
real-time capability in compression of video. A forward-error-correcting (FEC) chan-
nel (RCPC) code combined with a single automatic-repeat request (ARQ) proved to
be an effective means for protecting the bitstream. Furthermore, a robust SR algo-
rithm is proposed in the presence of different kinds of packet loss rate to enhance the
image resolution. Experimental results indicate that the proposed robust resolution-
enhancement scheme outperforms the competing methods from the aspects of PSNR
(Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and visual quality under different packet loss rates.

1 Introduction

In recent years, wireless video transmission has emerged as one of the high
growth applications of wireless communication technology. However, this error-
prone network is packet based where many potential reasons may result in packet
loss which has a devastating effect on the visual quality of images at the receiver.
Furthermore, in most electronic imaging applications, image with high resolution
(HR) is desired and often required because HR image can offer more details that
may be critical in various applications. Unfortunately, it is challenging to provide
HR image transmitted over wireless networks where no Quality of Service (QoS)
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is guaranteed at the network level. In order for HR, it would be essential to solve
the following primary technical challenges [3]:

• Trade-off between coding efficiency and error resilience. Most current stan-
dardized video codecs, including MPEG-2/4 and H.263/4 are designed to achieve
high compression efficiency at the expense of error resilience. The coding effi-
ciency in these codecs is achieved by using motion-compensated prediction to
reduce the temporal and statistical redundancy between the video frames. This
brings a severe problem, namely error propagation, where errors due to packet
loss in a reference frame propagate to all of the dependent frames leading to
visual artifacts that can be long lasting and annoying [1].

Therefore, Error resilience is needed to achieve robust video transmission. One
strategy to achieve resilience is to insert redundant information systematically
into compressed video signals so that the decoder can compensate transmis-
sion errors. The redundant information can be error correction codes [2],[4] or
multiple descriptions [5],[6]. The former one combined with layered coding can
provide good performance in prioritized networks while the latter is suitable for
delivery over multiple channels to enhance reliability. However, error resilience
is achieved at the expense of coding efficiency in both methods. Another way
can be achieved with feedback mechanism to request retransmission or adjust
encoding modes according to conditions. The methods proposed in [7], [8] rely
on feedback from the decoder and are, therefore, application-limited.

• Enhance resolution under the scenario of packet loss. In order for HR image,
one promising approach, which is called super resolution (SR), uses signal pro-
cessing techniques to obtain a HR image from observed multiple low resolution
(LR) images [9]. In the past few decades, a variety of SR methods have been
proposed for estimating the HR image from a set of LR images without taking
into account the packet loss during the transmission. The critical requirement
for traditional SR approach is that the observations contain different but related
views of the scene [9], however, it can not be guaranteed under the framework of
error-prone networks where the packet loss destroys the correlation between the
related views of scene. Therefore, how to apply the SR approach to the packet
loss scenario is still an open problem. Here, it is necessary to differentiate error
concealment (EC) with SR. EC hides or recovers the errors by using correctly
received image information without modifying source or channel coding schemes
[10], which can only produce a visually acceptable (rather than exact) image
from the available data, and can not enhance the physical resolution of the im-
age. While SR extracts the exact detail information hidden among the different
but related video frames to enhance the image resolution.

To meet these challenges, in this chapter, we propose an entire scheme to get
HR video transmitted over wireless networks by integrating efficient ER strategy
with robust SR algorithm, which not only provides relatively efficient compres-
sion and transport performance but also provides robust resolution-enhancement
performance in the presence of various packet loss rates.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first overview system framework of the video transmission
and processing, and then present some related technical preliminaries used in
this work, such as shifted 3-D SPIHT algorithm and multiple description coding.

2.1 System Overview

The total architecture of video transmission and processing illustrated in Fig.1
is composed of three processes, such as image degradation, image transmission
over error-prone networks and the image SR reconstruction process.

Generally, all of the video sequences we observe are LR images comparing to
the real-world scenes which are viewed as the original HR images. That is because
the degradation process affects the quality of images acquired by digital video
camera which results from the lens’ physical limits, such as motion warping,
optical blur and additive noise. In addition, these LR images are usually down-
sampled convenient for transmission or storage. Next, the observed LR images
are encoded and packetized preparing for transmission over error-prone networks.
In this chapter, the method of encoding and packetizing is based on the shifted 3-
D SPIHT algorithm to generate variable descriptions (substreams) at the sender,

Fig. 1. The total architecture of video transmission and processing
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and different descriptions employ different error protection strategies according
to its priority. To specify the wireless networks, we employ a classic wireless
sensor networks (WSN) here. As to the WSN system, suppose that there are n
nodes in the system and n′ (1 ≤ n′ < n)senders (sources) stream complementary
substreams to a single receiver (destination) over different paths. In this system,
sender-n′′ streams substreams-n′′ to the receiver over path-n′′(n′′ = 1, 2..., n′).At
the receiver, the received images can be reconstructed after depacketizing and
decoding the received data.

2.2 Shifted 3-D SPIHT Algorithm

Wavelet zero-tree image-coding technique was first addressed by Shapiro [11],
and further developed by Said and Pearlman [12], and have provided unprece-
dented high performance in image compression with low complexity. Later, ex-
tended 2-D zero-tree wavelet coding (EZW) by [12] had been introduced to three
dimensions (3-D EZW) by Chen and Pearlman [13], and had shown promise of
an effective and computationally simple video-coding system without motion
compensation, obtaining excellent visual results. And then, Kim and Pearlman
developed the 3-D SPIHT [14] coding algorithm based on the 3-D EZW men-
tioned in [13].

3-D SPIHT algorithm provides excellent rate-distortion performance along
with a low encoding complexity, and spatiotemporal trees are defined as groups
of wavelet transform coefficients organized into trees rooted in the lowest fre-
quency subband and the spatially and temporally related coefficients in the
higher frequency subbands, which is helpful to reduce the error propagation
[14]. Fig.2(a) shows how coefficients in a 3-D transform are related according to
their spatial and temporal domains. The parent-children linkage except at the
highest and lowest pyramid levels (which do not have offspring) is:

O(i, j, k) = {(2i, 2j, 2k), (2i, 2j + 1, 2k), (2i, 2j, 2k + 1),
(2i + 1, 2j, 2k), (2i + 1, 2j + 1, 2k), (2i + 1, 2j, 2k + 1),

(2i, 2j + 1, 2k + 1), (2i + 1, 2j + 1, 2k + 1)} (1)

where O(i, j, k) represents a 3-D of coordinates of all the offspring at node (i, j, k).
Although the SPIHT-coded bitstream has many advantages, it is also sen-

sitive to data losses because of the dependence among wavelet coefficients in
constructing a significance map. Motivated by the packetized 2-D SPIHT cod-
ing algorithm [15] partitions the wavelet coefficients into independent packets to
combat error propagation by shifting 2-D wavelet tree structure, here we apply
it to 3-D case by shifting the 3-D wavelet tree structure. The essential aim is the
wavelet coefficients from different sub-bands are interleaved to form indepen-
dent packets that can be decoded independently. The formation of the shifted
wavelet trees is shown in Fig.2(b). It should be noted that although a lot of
multi-interlaced partitioning and packetizing methods have been presented in
recent years [24], they could enhance the encoding burden greatly. Therefore, we
don’t employ them here.
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(a) Traditional 3-D SPIHT (b) Shifted 3-D SPIHT

Fig. 2. Structure of the spatiotemporal relation of 3-D SPIHT

2.3 Multiple Description Coding

As to the way to protect data from packet losses induced by the error-prone
channels, one of the most common ways is to add the redundant information
at the bitstream so that the original video can be recovered in presence of the
packet loss, and the code should be devised in such a way that the decoder is
able to recover the lost information or conceal the irrecoverable errors.

One such popular approach is multiple description coding (MDC), which is
similar in spirit to the multiple-substream approach. The fundamental principle
of MDC is to generate multiple correlated descriptions of the source such that
each description approximates the source with a certain level of fidelity [16].
MDC does not impose any dependency among its descriptions so that each
extra successfully received description improves the quality further regardless of
what has been received so far.

The benefits of using MDC in video streaming can be further amplified when
MDC is combined with path diversity (PD) [17]. In this approach, each sub-
stream (or description) is explicitly transmitted over an independent path to
receiver. PD exploits the fact that the probability of having all the paths si-
multaneously congested is relatively low. As a result, the use of PD in video
streaming can achieve higher throughput and increase tolerance to packet loss.

3 Adaptive Error-Resilient Strategy

In this section, a novel error-resilient strategy is proposed based on partitioning
the GOF (group of frames) into variable substreams with different priority levels
adapting to the current network condition.
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3.1 Unequal Error Protection

Progressive bitstreams provide a natural basis for unequal error protection
(UEP), by which perceptually more important parts of the bitstream are as-
signed a greater level of error protection [18]. In this work, we propose a novel
UEP based on the expected lifetime of the path to guarantee the important
part (high priority) of substreams are received at the receiver. That is to say,
important substream corresponds to the “good” path.

Here, we set the priority of the substreams according to the importance of
the subband derived from the wavelet decomposition.In general, the LLk pro-
vides more visual information than HHk,HLk and LHk(where k denotes the
decomposition level),so we set priority level of LLk as 22k,while the other three
subbands are 22(k−1). To the priority of path, we use the ratio of remaining en-
ergy (E) to transmit power (PT ) to denote the expected lifetime of the node. So
the higher the ratio is the more lifetimes of the node. In order to maximize the
lifetime of the whole network system, to an arbitrary node i, the criterion of its
next hop should satisfy that

R(i) = max(Ei/PTi) (2)

where R(i) denotes the maximum expected lifetime for node i corresponding to
the optimal energy transmission to next hop which locates on the desired path.
Assuming that the discovered path j consists of nodes such as i, i + 1, ...i + n
(n ∈ N+) , Rj , the energy consumer function of path j, here we define

Rj = min{R(i), R(i + 1), ...R(i + n)} (3)

This means that the minimum expected lifetime of each node determines the
whole lifetime of the path. Because once one of the nodes in the path dies,
the whole path dies as well. The more Rj the higher priority of the path, and
correspond to higher level of encoded substream. Note that, in order to realize
the proposed UEP, we modify the traditional DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)
Protocol as follows: besides adding the node’s ID to the request packet, each
node also adds the information of transmit power and remaining energy to the
request packet, if the node receives packet, the information of the received power
is also added to the packet. So when the sender node receives the request packet,
the packet should consist of the route nodes’ ID, the remaining energy of each
route node and each node’s transmit power and received power.

3.2 Flexible MDC

We focus on how to design the MDC according to the networking condition:
one is how many descriptions are needed to guarantee the reconstructed video
quality as well as keep the total bitstream as little as possible, while the other
one is how to distribute these encoded data to the determinate substreams.

Obviously, the more substream the more data received at the destination, but
it is infeasible for the practical wireless network. Here, we give an oversimplified
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method to compute the minimum needed substream number according to the
packet loss rate (PL) of the obtained channels.

With regard to the channel model, we use a two-state Markov model (i.e.
Gilbert model) to simulate the bursty packet loss behavior [19]. The two states
of this model are denoted as G (good) and B (bad). In state G, packets are
received correctly and timely, whereas, in state B, packets are assumed to be
lost. This model can be described by the transition probabilities p from state G
to B and q from state B to G. Then the average PL is given by

PL =
p

p + q
(4)

And the average length of burst errors LB is given by

LB =
1
p

(5)

So the average channel PL of path j is pj/pj + qj . Suppose that all the trans-
mit probability of potential paths are independent, the minimum number of
substreams L is

min
L∈N+

L∏
j=1

(
pj

pj + qj
) ≤ Thr (6)

where Thr is the tolerance PL threshold which depends on the practical applica-
tion requirements. Usually, its value varies from 10−1 ∼ 10−4 [23], in this paper,
we set Thr = 10−2.

In the case of data distribution, it also contains two aspects: one is the de-
cision of the wavelet decomposition level, and the other one is the data distri-
bution among these determinate paths. As to this point, we employ three basic
principles:

• High priority level of the source data corresponding to high priority of the
path, which is called equity principle.
• The whole transmission system only guarantees the most important source
data, which has the highest priority level.
• As to other parts of the data, we use the best-effort strategy to transmit.

If a K-level dyadic wavelet decomposition is used, the number of wavelet
coefficients in the k (0 < k ≤ K) level spatial-frequency subband C ∈
{LL, LH, HL, HH} is given by

Ck = (
X

2k
) × (

Y

2k
) (7)

where X and Y represent the frame width and height respectively. The level
of the wavelet decomposition is decided by the expected lifetime of the highest
priority path RH . The essential requirement is that the GOF of the most im-
portant data should be guaranteed to transmit from source to destination over
the highest priority path, so
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min
K≥1

� (LLK/XY ) × rb × NGOF

F × S
� ≤ RH (8)

where LLK/XY denotes the ratio of the most important part in the total data
streaming; NGOF is the frame number of one GOF; rb is the total source coding
rate in bytes/s; F is the frame rate in frames/s; S is the packet size in bytes.

The fundamental distribution rule of data distribution is that the highest
priority level data should be distributed at the each path while the others only
distributed once at the path. Assuming C′ ∈ {LH, HL, HH}, and expected life
of path j is Rj , so each path should satisfy that

�
((LLK +

1∑
k=K

C
′
k)/XY ) × rb × NGOF

F × S
� ≤ Rj (9)

If there is the C
′
k(1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1) which not transmitted by this path, it is

transmitted by the other potential paths with lower priority level.

4 Spatial-Domain MAP Estimator

In this section we use maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimator to
construct an estimated original HR video frame based on spatial-domain. Let
us consider the LR sensor plane with m× n sensors elements. Suppose that the
down-sampling parameter is q in both the horizontal and vertical direction. Then
the HR frame is of size qm × qn. The HR frame has intensity values fi,j , for
i = 0, ..., qm−1, j = 0, ..., qn−1. To simplify the computation, let fi be a vector of
size q2mn×1 containing the intensity of the HR frame in lexicographically order,
gi be the mn×1 lexicographically ordered vector containing the intensity value of
the blurred, decimated and noisy LR frame. Then the matrix form can be written
as: where D is a decimation matrix of size mn × q2mn, Hi is a blurring matrix
of size q2mn× q2mn and ni is a mn× 1 noise vector. Considering the estimated
HR frame as a Markov random field (MRF), the probability distribution of the
estimation object fi and the degraded frame gi (LR) is formulated by using
Bayesian rule

p(fi/gi) =
p(gi/fi)p(fi)

p(gi)
(10)

In order to maximize p(fi/gi), it is equivalent to the constrained optimization
problem

sup
{
ln(p(gi/fi)) + ln p(fi)

}
, subject to U(fi) ≤ E (11)

where U(fi) is the energy function, subjecting to the Gibbs distribution and E
is an unknown scalar. By using Lagrange multiplier technique, we obtained the
non-constraint optimal problem as follows:

arg sup
{
ln(p(gi/fi)) + ln p(fi) − αU(fi)

}
(12)
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where α ∈ [0, 1] is the Lagrange multiplier. According to the MAP estimation
technique [10], we find that (12) can be re-written as

argmin
fi

{ p∑
i=1

‖gi − DHifi‖2
2 + β‖Lfi‖2

2

}
(13)

where p is the number of observed LR frames, β is a regularization parameter,
L is the first-order finite-difference matrix and LT L is the discrete Laplacian
matrix. In the above formulation, the noise variance term is absorbed in the reg-
ularization parameter β, and energy function U(fi) is included in the first-order
finite-difference matrix. The minimization of the above equation is equivalent to
solving the following linear system:

(
p∑

i=1

HT
i DT DHi + βLT L)fi =

p∑
i=1

HT
i DT gi (14)

Generally, the blur process is the aperiodic boundary condition. We denote that
Ti be the block-Toeplitz-Toeplitz-block (BTTB) matrix, and LT

e Le to be the
discrete Laplacian matrix with the zero boundary condition. Then the system
(14) becomes

(
p∑

i=1

T T
i DT DTi + βLT

e Le)fi =
p∑

i=1

T T
i DT gi (15)

In this case, we employ a circulant matrix Ci to approximate the Toeplitz ma-
trix Ti, similarly, we use LT

c Lc to to be the discrete Laplacian matrix with the
periodic boundary condition to approximate LT

e Le.Then (15) becomes

(
p∑

i=1

CT
i DT DCi + βLT

c Lc)fi =
p∑

i=1

CT
i DT gi (16)

where Ci is a block-circulant-circulant-block (BCCB) blurring matrix and LT
c Lc

is a Laplacian matrix in BCCB structure. Notice that CT
i DT DCi is singular for

all i, and LT
c Lc is positive semi-definite but it is has only one zero eigenvalue.

This shows that the coefficient matrix (
p∑

i=1
CT

i DT DCi + βLT
c Lc) is nonsingular.

Therefore, the (8) can be solved and the HR frame can be reconstructed in
theory.

However, it is difficult to get the solution of the HR frame fi directly. Moti-
vated by the PCG method mentioned in [16], to get an approximate solve instead
of optimizing the MAP objective function, an iterative algorithm can be used:

f̃ t+1
i = f̃ t

i − εGi(gi) (17)

where f̃ is the estimation of f , index t denotes the iterative times, the gradient
Gi is
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Gi =

p∑
i=1

CT
i DT DCi + βLT

c Lc

p∑
i=1

CT
i DT

(18)

A good choice for the regularization parameter is:

β =

p∑
i=1

CT
i DT

p∑
i=1

CT
i DT DCi

(19)

and

ε =
2
p
(

CT
i DT

(CT
i DT )φmax(LT

c Lc) + 1
) (20)

where φmax(·) is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix.

5 Robust Super-Resolution Algorithm

Although adaptive error-resilient video transmission can reduce the transmis-
sion distortion, it can not exterminate the packet loss which has a devastating
effect on visual quality. In this section, we propose a robust SR algorithm taking
into consideration the various packet loss scenarios to enhance the resolution of
received image. At first, we propose a simplified estimator to estimate the lost
wavelet coefficients. And then, a series of convex sets which extract the exact
detail information hidden among the adjacent images are constructed by taking
advantage of the correlation of the wavelet coefficients.

5.1 Coefficient Estimator

Motivated by the model of [20], here we propose a simplified estimator to es-
timate the lost coefficients. Since LL subband provide basic information (low
frequency) for original image, missing samples in approximation subband LL
are estimated prior to processing the high frequency subbands in LH, HL, and
HH. Therefore, different strategies are employed to deal with the different kinds
of packet loss.

In the case of the LL subband packet loss, as the correlation of the wavelet
coefficients is much less than the high-frequency subbands, it is difficult to use
a common interpolation method to estimate the lost coefficients precisely. As a
result, we propose a low-complexity solution which can replace the commonly
used single interpolation mask by a set of masks. In this case, each of them is
adapted to a specific direction of the predominant spatial correlation. Here we
define the correlation from the aspects of horizontal and vertical direction re-
spectively and use general 5 × 5 interpolation mask presented in Fig.3(a). The
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(a) Mask used in low-frequency subband (b) Mask used in high-frequency sub-
band

Fig. 3. Labeling of the weights used in calculation at the missing sample.

parameters A0 ∼ A3, B0 ∼ B3 and C0 ∼ C3 are weights for the correspond-
ing neighboring coefficients. The weights in each mask are chosen according to
the predominant correlation direction (horizontal or vertical) and according to
the degree of correlation (strong or weak). In order to measure the predomi-
nant correlation direction and the degree of correlation we propose the following
algorithm:

After the wavelet decomposition, the sender bi-linearly interpolates each scal-
ing coefficients as if it is lost. This process is done twice: a first approximation is
obtained by using a horizontal interpolation; a second approximation by using a
vertical interpolation. The horizontal interpolation pass only calculates the mean
value of the left and right neighbors and the vertical interpolation pass simply
calculates the mean value of the upper and lower neighbors. In this way, two
approximations of the subband LLk are created: LLkh

and LLkv . The sender
then calculates the sum of the absolute differences (SAD) values for these two
subbands compared to the original LLk subband: SADv and SADh,

SAD =
∑
i∈W

|I(i) − O(i)| (21)

where I and O denote the interpolated and original coefficients respectively,
and W is the comparison region, here is a 5 × 5 mask. We define a directional
correlation measure as follows:

Gh−v = SADh − SADv (22)

The value of Gh−v tells us how much one direction is better for interpolation
than the other one. We define five classes: (a) strong horizontal correlation
(Gh−v > A), (b) weak horizontal correlation (A ≥ Gh−v > B), (c) isotropic
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(B ≥ Gh−v ≥ −B), (d) weak vertical correlation (−B > Gh−v ≥ −A) and (e)
strong vertical correlation (−A > Gh−v). The resulting values of A and B are
A = 15 and B = 5.
• Mask (a): A0 = A2 = 30, A1 = A3 = 20; B0 = B1 = B2 = B3 = −8;
C0 = C3 = −5, C1 = C2 = −4;
• Mask (b): A0 = A2 = 35, A1 = A3 = 25; B0 = B1 = B2 = B3 = −7;
C0 = C3 = −5, C1 = C2 = −4;
• Mask (c): A0 = A1 = A2 = A3 = 35; B0 = B1 = B2 = B3 = −10;
C0 = C1 = C2 = C3 = −4;
• Mask (d): A0 = A2 = 25, A1 = A3 = 35; B0 = B1 = B2 = B3 = −7;
C0 = C3 = −4, C1 = C2 = −5;
• Mask (e): A0 = A2 = 20, A1 = A3 = 30; B0 = B1 = B2 = B3 = −8;
C0 = C3 = −4, C1 = C2 = −5;

In the case of missing samples in LH, HL, and HH subbands, we label the
weighting factors as shown in Fig.3(b). That is, weights connecting horizontal
neighbors are labeled H0 and H1, those connecting vertical neighbors V0 and
V1, diagonal neighbors D0, D1, D2, and D3. Note that the direction of low-pass
filtering is the direction in which high correlation of samples may be expected.
To exploit the correlation between the wavelet coefficients in high-frequency
subbands, a linear estimated model is adopted to estimate the missing samples.
So the weighting factors can be set that
• Mask (LH): In LH, H0 = H1 = 6, V0 = V1 = D0 = D1 = D2 = D3 = 1;
• Mask (HL): In HL, V0 = V1 = 6, H0 = H1 = D0 = D1 = D2 = D3 = 1;
• Mask (HH): In HH, D0 = D1 = D2 = D3 = 4, H0 = H1 = V0 = V1 = 1;

The value of Gh−v can be sent as three bits (which represent the five classes)
in each packet. This causes nearly no additional transmission overhead and no
computational overhead for the receiver. All calculations are done by the sender
and for the scaling coefficients only. According to a number of experiments, for a
wavelet decomposition with depth is 3, the scaling coefficients only 1.6% of the
total number of the coefficients. It should be emphasized that these factors are
obtained empirically on the basis of considerable experimentation.

5.2 Projection onto Convex Sets

In this subsection, a projection procedure is utilized to extract information hid-
den in a group of video frames to update the wavelet coefficients. Since these
coefficients correspond to the high frequency information in the spatial domain,
the exacted fine features from other frames augment the individual LR frame to
a HR frame. The constructed convex set should satisfy the following two points:
1) enhance the resolution of the received images, 2) reduce the artifacts gener-
ated during the projection process. We account for them in the following and
present the relevant notation descriptions in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notation

Symbol Description
f(n, t) observed low-resolution frame
fc(n, t) the current constructed low-resolution frame
fr(n, t) the reference low-resolution frame
f ′(n, t) the original high-resolution frame

f̃ ′(n, t) the estimation of the original high-resolution frame
Cinter the convex set using the inter-frame projection
Cintra the convex set using the intra-frame projection

Let f ′(n, t) ∈ L2(R2) denotes the original HR image1, which can be expanded
as a sum of approximation component in the LL band and three detail compo-
nents in the LH, HL and HH bands.

f ′(n, t) ≡
∑

j,k∈Z

αj,kψj,k(n, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LL

+
∑

j,k∈Z

βh
j,kϕh

j,k(n, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LH

+
∑

j,k∈Z

βv
j,kϕv

j,k(n, t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
HL

+
∑

j,k∈Z

βd
j,kϕd

j,k(n, t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
HH

(23)

where ϕh
j,k(n, t), ϕv

j,k(n, t) and ϕd
j,k(n, t) are the translated wavelets at the next

coarse scale level that capture detail information in the horizontal, vertical and
diagonal directions respectively, and ψj,k(n, t)is the translated coarse scaling
function. The approximation and detail wavelet coefficients are given by

αj,k =
∫∫

f ′(n, t)ψj,k(n, t)dndt (24)

βh
j,k =

∫∫
f ′(n, t)ϕh

j,k(n, t)dndt (25)

βv
j,k =

∫∫
f ′(n, t)ϕv

j,k(n, t)dndt (26)

βd
j,k =

∫∫
f ′(n, t)ϕd

j,k(n, t)dndt (27)

Let fc(n, t) the current constructed LR frame and fr(n, t) be the reference LR
image. The convex set can be defined from the above four aspects:

Cinter = {f̃ ′(n, t)|Cα
inter , C

h
inter , C

v
inter , C

d
inter} (28)

where
1 The original value of f ′(n, t) can be achieved by expanding the LR image f(n, t)

using bi-linear method.
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Cα
inter = {

∫∫
f̃ ′ψj,kdndt = fc} (29)

Ch
inter = {

∫∫
f̃ ′ϕh

j,kdndt = β̃h
j,k =

∫∫
frϕ

h
j,kdndt} (30)

Cv
inter = {

∫∫
f̃ ′ϕv

j,kdndt = β̃v
j,k =

∫∫
frϕ

v
j,kdndt} (31)

Cd
inter = {

∫∫
f̃ ′ϕd

j,kdndt = β̃d
j,k =

∫∫
frϕ

d
j,kdndt} (32)

f̃ ′(n, t) denotes the estimated value of the f ′(n, t). So the projection of f̃ ′(n, t)
to Cinter (denoted by Pinter) is defined as

f ′(n, t) ≡ Pinter [f̃ ′(n, t)]

≡
∑

j,k∈Z

fcψj,k(n, t) +
∑

j,k∈Z

β̃h
j,kϕh

j,k(n, t)

+
∑

j,k∈Z

β̃v
j,kϕv

j,k(n, t) +
∑

j,k∈Z

β̃d
j,kϕd

j,k(n, t) (33)

Next, two steps of wavelet transform operation are implemented on the image
f ′(n, t) which is produced after the inter-frame projection. Firstly, we don’t
employ the down-sampling, and get the three high frequency bands such as
LH1, HL1 and HH1. Secondly, we employ the down-sampling, and get the low
frequency band LL and other three high frequency bands LH2, HL2 and HH2.
In addition, wavelet transform operation is implemented on the LL band and
non-sampling, so we can get three bands of LH3, HL3 and HH3. At last, the
LS (Least Square) estimation of prediction is utilized to get the three bands of
L̃H, H̃L and H̃H . The convex can be constructed as follow:

Cintra = {f̃ ′′(n, t)|CLH
intra, CHL

intra, CHH
intra} (34)

where
CLH

intra = {[rLH = L̃H −
∑

j,k∈Z

β̃h
j,kϕh

j,k] ∈ [−δ, δ]} (35)

CHL
intra = {[rHL = H̃L −

∑
j,k∈Z

β̃v
j,kϕv

j,k] ∈ [−δ, δ]} (36)

CHH
intra = {[rHH = H̃H −

∑
j,k∈Z

β̃d
j,kϕd

j,k] ∈ [−δ, δ]} (37)

where rLH , rHL and rHH denote the residue between the estimated HR image
through degradation and the original LR image in LH , HL and HH subband,
respectively. [−δ, δ] shows the boundary of the noise magnitude. After projecting
by Pintra, we get (here we only take the LH part for example, the other two
bands are similar to this)
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(LH)′ = Pintra[L̃H] = L̃H +

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

L̃H − ∑
j,k∈Z

β̃h
j,kϕh

j,k, rLH > δ

L̃H +
∑

j,k∈Z

β̃h
j,kϕh

j,k, rLH ≤ −δ

0, else

(38)

From the (LH)′, (HL)′, (HH)′ and the known LL, the HR image can be get
easily.

6 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we conduct simulation experiments to study the performance
of the proposed robust resolution-enhancement scheme in a distributed video
streaming framework. First of all, we describe the simulation environment. Sec-
ondly, we present the main simulation results where we show the objective and
subjective results of the performance of the proposed system under different sce-
narios. Finally, we conclude this section by summarizing the conclusions to be
drawn based on the selected simulation results described.

In order to provide a meaningful comparison between our proposed approach
and other alternative approaches, we consider use of a recent unbalanced MDC
with UEP mentioned in [16] as a comparison system. This paper presents a dis-
tributed video streaming framework using unbalanced MDC and UEP under the
video streaming framework that two senders simultaneously stream complemen-
tary descriptions to a single receiver over different paths. To minimize the overall
distortion and exploit the benefits of multi-path transport when the character-
istics of each path are different, this paper also propose an unbalanced MDC
method for wavelet-based coders combined with a TCP-friendly rate allocation
algorithm. In addition, three-level wavelet decomposition is applied to a group
of 16 frames and the 3-D wavelet coefficients are divided into two unequal-
sized groups according to the priority level. Each substream is independently
protected using the Forward Error Correction (FEC) based UEP algorithm pro-
posed in [21]. Because this method can not enhance the resolution of image, we
utilize the proposed SR method to give a fair comparison. For simplicity, we note
this method as unbalanced method. In addition, a fixed wavelet decomposition
K = 2 (the remaining is the same as our proposed approach) is compared with
the flexible MDC; and traditional bilinear method (the remaining is the same
as our proposed approach) is employed to compare with our SR algorithm. Sim-
ilarly, the above two methods are noted as fixed method and bilinear method,
respectively.

6.1 Simulation Environment

For these experiments, the two standard video sequences, Foreman and Weather
forecast, are encoded with shifted 3-D SPIHT algorithm. These video sequences
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are 352× 288 pixels per frame; frame rate F = 30frames/s; down-sampling pa-
rameter q = 2; the blur is Gaussian blur where the support of the blurring kernel
is 29; frame number of one GOF NGOF = 16. At the receiver, the desired HR
frame is reconstructed from several LR 176 × 144 degraded frames transmitted
by MANETs. In order for objective comparison, PSNR at the receiver relative
to the original HR video sequence is used and its definition is

PSNR(dB) = 10 log10(
2552

MSE
) (39)

where MSE is the mean-square error between the original the reconstructed lu-
minance frame. To the network part, 30 nodes that move randomly at maximum
speed 2m/s are dispersed in the area 200 × 200 square meters, and the routing
algorithm is based on MRDSR (Multiple Route Dynamic Source Routing)[22].
In addition, the packet size S = 512bytes and initial energy of nodes is 1 Joule
with uniform distribution. It should be noted that all the simulation results in
this section have been obtained using 30 runs in order to obtain statistically
meaningful average values.

6.2 Selected Simulation Results and Discussions

In Fig.4, we illustrate a plot of PSNR versus the packet loss rate PL with burst
length LB = 4 for the Foreman sequence at rb = 96Kbps, which is the range
of low-bit services. The proposed method can be seen to achieve a much higher
performance in terms of end-to-end PSNR compared to the representative fixed
method which apply fixed wavelet decomposition level regardless of the condition

Fig. 4. Performance achieved by proposed method for the Foreman sequence, at the
rb = 96Kbps and LB = 4.
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of the network and unbalanced method which compulsively divided stream into
two unbalanced substreams. For the above two methods, there is a considerable
performance disadvantage due to the improper use of the decomposition level
and data distribution. Obviously, for little loss transmission (PL ≤ 5%) the
fixed method achieves almost the same performance compared to the proposed
scheme, and proposed method only gets marginal performance gain compared
to unbalanced method when (8% ≤ PL ≤ 10%). However, as PL increases, the
performance gap is increased dramatically since when the packet loss rate is
high, more packets are unsuccessfully delivered obviously, non-adaptive scheme,
including fixed and unbalanced method, can not adapt transmission strategy
to this case while proposed method employ more decomposition to guarantee
the most important data successfully transmitted. For example, when PL =
5%, the 2-level decomposition is adopted by the proposed method, so the gap
between the proposed method with the fixed method is only about 0.1 dB, and
when PL = 10%, the decomposition is adaptive to 3-level, the gap between the
proposed method with the unbalanced method is about 0.3 dB, while the gap
become 1.0dB when the PL = 15% and 4-level decomposition is employed.

It should also be noted from Fig.4 that the performance achieved by the
proposed method is also super to the traditional bilinear method to get higher
resolution. Though proposed SR method can only achieve little gain compared
to the traditional bilinear method in the case of lossless transmission (PL = 0),
the performance gap also increases sharply as the PL increases. In particular, as
can be seen from Fig.4, the performance gap between proposed SR methods with
bilinear comparison method is more than 1.5dB when PL ≥ 10%. The reason
is that, when PL ≤ 5%, few packets are lost and correlation of the adjacent

Fig. 5. Performance achieved by proposed method for the Foreman sequence, at the
rb = 256Kbps and LB = 4.
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Fig. 6. Performance achieved by proposed method for the Weather forecast sequence,
at the rb = 96Kbps and LB = 4.

packets is strong, bilinear as a simply interpolation method can also provide a
relatively accurate estimation, while when PL > 5% (especially PL ≥ 10%), the
packet correlation is so weak that bilinear can’t performs well in this case. To
our proposed SR method, adjacent and current frames information is utilized to
enhance the resolution of the received image, therefore, it can achieve a more
satisfying performance whether packet loss rate high or not.

In Fig.5, we repeat the results for Foreman sequence with rb = 256Kbps and
LB = 4. It can be seen that the performance gap between the fixed or unbalanced
method with the proposed method is much larger than Fig.4, which is the case
for low-bit rate services, while Fig.5 is for high-rate services. This follows the fact
that, when the available bit rate is high, the reconstructed video quality benefits
considerably from the use of flexible MDC substreams and SR reconstruction
technique which uses adaptive strategy to adapt current network condition and
correlation information hidden in adjacent frames to enhance the received image
resolution. Still, it can be seen that when PL = 10%, the proposed method can
achieve a performance gain of approximately 0.4dB compared to the unbalanced
method, and 1.7dB compared to the bilinear interpolation method, and when
PL = 15%, the gap increases to 1.3dB and 2.2dB, respectively.

As discussed previously, the Foreman sequence is a high-motion sequence,
while the Weather forecast sequence is a low-motion sequence. In order to provide
a more comprehensive evaluation of the proposed adaptive scheme, we repeat
the results for Weather forecast sequence in Fig.6 and Fig.7, for rb = 96Kbps
and rb = 256Kbps, respectively, and similar behaviors as in Fig.4 and Fig.5 are
observed. It should be note that the performance gap between the proposed adap-
tive scheme and the compared methods are less obvious than that in Fig.4 and
Fig.5 for the high-motion Foreman sequence, because the correlation between
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Fig. 7. Performance achieved by proposed method for the Weather forecast sequence,
at the rb = 256Kbps and LB = 4.

the adjacent frames increases as the low-motion sequence implies. However, the
proposed adaptive scheme also has the advantage of other alternative methods
no matter what the PL is.

Some subjective results to demonstrate the relative performance achieved by
the proposed method are illustrated in Fig.8 corresponding to the objective
results in Fig.8 for PL = 15%. Clearly, in Fig.8, the subjective results are consis-
tent with the objective results in Fig.7. In particular, the proposed method can
maintain more visual information comparing to the other alternative methods.

6.3 Observations

Based on the selected objective and subjective simulation results described
above, there are several main observations:

• The adaptive error-resilient strategy has played an important role in the
whole video transmission system. Comparing to the fixed method or the unbal-
anced method, the performance of the adaptive strategy is greater than those of
them, especially when the packet loss rate is high.

• The proposed SR algorithm actually can enhance the resolution of the re-
ceived image, and much detail information is maintained by taking advantage of
the projection onto convex sets. Comparing to the traditional bilinear method,
the proposed SR algorithm at least has the 0.5dB PSNR gain, furthermore, the
advantage gets more evident as the packet loss rate increases.

• The proposed method has great robust. No matter the video sequence is
high-motion or low-motion, the packet loss rate is high or low, the proposed
method can perform well all the time.
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(a) PSNR=26.4 dB (b) PSNR=27.1 dB

(c) PSNR=27.3 dB (d) PSNR=28.2 dB

Fig. 8. Subjective results achieved by proposed method and other comparison schemes,
for the Weather forecast at rb = 256Kbps, LB = 4 and PL = 15%. (a) bilinear method;
(b) fixed method; (c) unbalanced method; (d) proposed method.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we propose a robust resolution-enhancement scheme for video
stream transmission over wireless networks. As detailed in the paper, the scheme
can adaptively respond to the dynamic network condition by adjusting the cod-
ing fashion at the encoder and error protection strategy during the transmission
process. Furthermore, the SR algorithm used in the proposed scheme is so robust
that it performs well in presence of different kinds of packet loss rates. Experi-
ment results demonstrate that the proposed scheme outperforms the competing
methods under the basis of the same simulation condition.

For future work, there are some potential research topics on resolution-
improvement for wireless video transmission: (1) How to reduce the computation
complexity of super-resolution algorithm to satisfy real-time video service. (2)
Recently, there are some new emerging wireless systems (i.e., LTE, relay network,
multi-radio network etc.), how to adapt the proposed resolution-improvement
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scheme to these emerging networks is imperative. (3) How to extend this work
to pervasive video-related media service (i.e., IPTV, Mobile TV etc.) is also an
interesting topic.
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1 Introduction

Facial image computing has been an extensively studied topic since its wide
applications in human-centered computing, human-avatar interaction, virtual
reality, and multimedia communication. Successful systems have been equipped
with realistic face models, efficient compression algorithms, reliable animation
techniques and user friendly interaction schemes. In this chapter, we will mainly
focus on techniques, algorithms, models, applications and real-world systems.
Comprehensive summarization of the state-of-the-art works will be presented
as well as our experiences and contributions in the field, especially several real
prototype systems developed in our group, such as the online interactive gam-
ing system hMouse, humanoid emotive audio-visual avatar, and 3D face/head
tracking based video compression. Performances of these three systems are also
illustrated based on standard evaluations.

2 Online Interactive Gaming System: hMouse [25]

In recent years, new technologies and dedicated systems in Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) and Computer Vision (CV) have brought a great opportu-
nity to the improvement of human life and independent living of the disabled
and elder people. Those multidisciplinary researches from engineering sciences
and human sciences provide a significant technical support for designing “touch-
free” Perceptual User Interfaces (PUI), e.g. vision-based PUI. The basic function
of such PUIs and human interface devices require moderately reliable and fast
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system performance to handle a variety of complicated user interactions. Much
attention of both academia and industry has been focused on the scenario of
tracking user’s movements with a video camera and translating the motion pa-
rameters into semantic indicatory symbols to manipulate machine operations.
Camera-based perceptual user system can provide an alternative solution for
convenient device control, which encourages the application of interactive com-
puter/internet games, very low bit-rate human-to-human communication, in-
telligent avatar-based kiosks, and film-making, etc. It also affords a significant
help to severely physically handicapped or elder people to avoid the communi-
cation gap between them and normal people, and work with voluntary actions
[8, 25, 62].

As mentioned above, for significant number of people, natural access and
independent control over a computer system is highly desirable. The camera
mouse system [25, 62] is such a dedicated touch-free PUI that can track human
body movement in video to manipulate virtual computer pointing devices to
respond user intentions. In particular, since human face and head embody the
focus of attention, human instincts naturally suggest using face and head as tools
to communicate with machines. Therefore, head or face tracking based hand-
free computer mouse is a comparatively intuitive and convenient PUI solution.
Great progresses in the field of face detection or tracking and recent advances in
hardware have made it possible of building real-time tracking system on common
PCs and laptops.

In view of the foregoing background, our research goal is to develop a computer
vision system that makes computers perceptive to the user’s natural communica-
tive cues relative to head pose and motion. Specifically, we develop the ‘hMouse’
prototype system, which is a general head controlled camera mouse framework
via real-time visual tracking techniques.

Related Work

Over the last decade, alternative PUIs have been developed for users who can-
not control a computer through a standard mouse and keyboard. The Infrared
Head-Operated Joystick [21] uses infrared LED and photo-detectors to deter-
mine head position that is subsequently converted into signals to emulate a
computer mouse. This system, as a commercial product in U.K., is mainly de-
veloped for people with disabilities. The implementation of Tilt Sensors [12]
in headset is invented for economical head-operated computer mouse. The tilt
sensors detect the lateral and vertical head-motion to drive the left/right and
up/down displacements with respect to the mouse displacement. A touch switch
device contacts gently with user’s cheek to trigger the device to perform single
click, double clicks, and drag commands. Without ignoring the innovative and
pioneering ideas of such works, the inconvenient aspect that users need to wear
accessory instruments is also visible.

Active researches have proposed to navigate cursor and trigger mouse click
with the movement of eyes, nose, and face [26, 28, 8, 32] in a touch-free manner.
The basic idea of such system is to detect and track user’s face in real-time
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Fig. 1. Framework and system setup of hMouse.

and analyze the eye blinks, nose-tip movements, face pose and facial gesture
to manipulate a virtual computer mouse. The advantage of such vision-based
technique is that people can dynamically configure and control it by face or
head motions without wearing any professional instruments. Some commercially
available vision-based products were already developed in industry [11, 44, 39].

One of the most related work to hMouse is the 3-D tracking model based cam-
era mouse [61, 62]. The system is basically a functional extension of the PBVD
3-D tracker [60], which is not fully automatic and requires manually tracker ini-
tialization. The PBVD tracker provides real-time performance for detailed facial
motion tracking, but it will sometimes lose global tracking when users make
large head movements. The definition of the virtual mouse events in the 3-D
camera mouse system mainly depends on the motion of mouth, lip, nose and
face, which actually restricts the user’s focus of attention and other activities to
some extent.

In general, the above mentioned vision systems require reliable and fast face
tracking strategy, which allows users the comfortable and sufficient motion con-
trol. Some existing detection and tracking solutions still can not achieve such
desired robustness and precision. Rapid face detection, such as boosted cascade
of Haar-like features [66, 42], achieves high speed for frontal and near frontal
faces in large size variation cases. However it also has high missing rates for
large head rotations. Face / head tracking provides much higher speed perfor-
mance and lower missing rate and false alarm rate than face detection [49, 76],
but it can neither automatically initialize itself, nor handle large size variation
cases. In particular, model-based tracking defines 2-D features or 3-D geomet-
ric mesh topology and precisely tracks action unit or subtle expression [60, 13].
However it has high computational cost for mesh localization and fails from
large head motion. Feature-based tracking can achieve pixel accuracy at the
cost of requiring high-resolution cameras and low robustness for head rotation
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and scaling. Image-based tracking, considering global facial cues, is robust to
head rotation and scaling or low quality frames [4], but it is typically a coarse
estimation scheme which lacks precision.

Our Work

The basic idea of our work is to first develop a robust and reliable real-time
tracker for head tracking. We then estimate the coarse head pose and relative
motion simultaneously, and finally translate the motion parameters to control the
virtual computer mouse. To overcome the drawback of single module systems,
we integrate the rapid face detection and image-based head tracking, as well as
design a transition strategy for mode switch when one module fails [76]. Cursor
navigation [56, 48] is handled by face localization. We calculate the relative posi-
tion of tracking window in the image space and translate it to the cursor position
in the screen space. Head tilting and yawing rotations are further used to fine
tune the result. After mouse cursor is navigated to the desired location, virtual
mouse button clicks are triggered by retrieving the head roll rotation. We also
define the hold and release mouse events by inferring the threshold of tracking
window size. The result is a prototype camera mouse system—‘hMouse’—driven
by virtual head tracking. Inheriting the good PUI concepts of the 3-D camera
mouse, hMouse provides more flexibility and reliability in both visual tracking
and virtual mouse controlling at the cost of some speed slowdown for mouse
operations.

2.1 ‘hMouse’ System Framework

Our hMouse system, implemented on a typical PC or laptop, provides a specific
virtual human interface for hand-free computer mouse controlled by the user’s
head movements. The system setup and the framework of hMouse are illustrated
in Fig. 1. As the same as the general camera mouse, hMouse consists of a vir-
tual tracking module and a mouse control module. The system uses a common
consumer camera with un-calibrated lens, and it can process each frame of the
captured video in real-time. The user’s face or head is first automatically detected
and tracked by a robust and reliable head tracker. The head pose and motion
parameters are then estimated by the visual tracking module from analyzing
visual cues, such as motion, location, orientation, and object size. With basic
synchronization control and spatio-temporal smoothing, mouse control module
navigates cursor and controls virtual mouse buttons according to the received
motion parameters. This PUI then passes all events to the underlying operating
system to response. The current version of hMouse is not embedded into the
operating system. Users need to first run an executable file to start the hMouse.

2.2 Robust Real-Time Head Tracking in a Loop

To implement a practical real-time system, such as hMouse, we have to con-
sider two issues. One concern is the system resource usage (CPU and mem-
ory). Since hMouse is an accessorial system for OS, we need to guarantee the
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Yaw Rotation

Tilt Rotation
Roll Rotation

Fig. 2. 3-D head pose and parameters.

low resource cost in designing the hMouse framework. The majority of system
resources should be released for other usage when the hMouse runs. Another
concern is the reliability and robustness of the hMouse. The hMouse could be
part of OS which needs to be sufficiently controllable for usage in any common
case currently fulfilled by the hand-controlled mouse. Indeed, more system re-
source should be expended when necessary for complicated algorithm design to
ensure robustness. To better balance the tradeoff, we’d better take into account
the multi-model system design. In view of this balance, the hMouse tracker is
designed to enable detection-tracking complementary switching, which exhibits
very reliable head tracking performance.

Some existing pure frontal or profile face detection systems show robustness
against occlusion, illumination variation, and small head yawing and tilting.
However, they often lose detection in the case of users head rolling, side view,
extreme motions, and part users’ faces partially out of the camera viewport.
Some existing pure skin-color based head tracking systems proceed very fast
and survive from the cases when detection fails. However, they are too sensitive
to handle illumination variation and skin-color occlusion (e.g. hand occlusion on
the face). The detection and tracking module obviously can be complementary to
each other for handling fairly difficult cases, e.g. users jumping, coming in and
out, large degree rotations, users’ faces partially out of the camera viewport,
turning around, and multi-user occlusion.

We developed a robust real-time head tracker, which has an interactive
detection-tracking switching loop, to drive the hMouse. In each tracking cy-
cle, for a captured video frame, hMouse first processes automatic real-time face
detection. If there are detected faces, the system will choose the most likely user
(a single user) according to experiential rules and previous tracking positions.
The first detection window determined when the hMouse is turned on is then
selected as the initialization of the real-time tracking module. A pose or motion
estimation module is further activated accompanied with head tracking. Our
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fundamental detection-tracking algorithm is a hybrid approach inheriting the
advantages of two popular vision methods, boosted cascade of Haar-like features
[66] and Continuously Adaptive Mean SHIFT (CAMSHIFT) [4, 5], proposed by
Viola & Jones and Bradski, respectively.

2.3 Head Pose and Motion Estimation

There are typically six head pose or motion parameters, which record the esti-
mation of rolling, tilting, yawing, scaling, horizontal, and vertical head motion
respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the definition of 3-D head pose with tilting, yawing
and rolling rotations.

In hMouse system, the head rolling angle is estimated by the CAMSHIFT
[4] algorithm. A neat code of this algorithm is available in OpenCV [50], which
runs very fast (about 190 ∼ 200 fps on our computer system) and is reliable
for head rolling angle estimation. In order to save as much the system compu-
tational resource as possible, we did not design a 3-D model to estimate the
tilting and yawing angles. With adequately satisfying performance for real-time
operation, the following straightforward motion-based algorithm is adopted to
approximately estimate the coarse tilting and yawing angles.

• Calculate and threshold differences between frames to get the silhouette
mask.

• Update the Motion History Image (MHI) [50].
• Calculate the derivatives of MHI and compute the gradient orientation.
• In the face tracking window, build the orientation histogram and find the

basic orientation.
• Calculate the shift relative to the basic orientation and estimate the general

motion direction.
• Accumulate the motion intensity (time shifts) in general motion directions

of several adjacent frames, relative to the neutral position (θtilt = θyaw =
θroll = 0), to determine the tilting and yawing angles.

The scaling parameter is relative to the size of tracking window. Since hMouse
has a detection-tracking mode-selective scheme, the tracking window yields se-
vere jitters at some mode-switching points. In order to overcome the unexpected
jitters by spatio-temporal smoothing, we restrict the tracking bounding boxes to
be all square shapes. Based on each estimated object size (length, width) by raw
tracking in which the estimated tracking window can be rectangular, we re-scale
the window size to be (length + width)/2. Also, the final tracking window size
determined in each frame is smoothed by the average of three adjacent frames
including previous two frames and the current frame. The square window is eas-
ily determined as long as the centroid coordinates of the object are calculated.
The effect of our proposed simple smoothing method with much lower system
resource cost is comparable to that of Kalman filter [36].

The horizontal and vertical motion are calculated differently in the two modes
of the head tracker. In the detection mode, the reference motion point is defined
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Table 1. Virtual Mouse Event Description. (Table reproduced from [25] with permis-
sion.)

Virtual Mouse Event Description

Hold and Release Use/activate/control
and disuse/stop/quit

Move Cursor Vertical and horizontal
navigation, coarse localization

Point Up and down fine tune,
precise localization

Click Button Left and right virtual mouse
button down and up

as Rm =
[wleft+wright

2 ,
wtop+wbottom

2

]
, where w denotes the detection window co-

ordinate in the frame space. In the tracking mode, the reference motion point
Rm is represented by the object centroid. In the same way as scaling, the final
reference motion point coordinates determined in each frame are smoothed by
the average of three adjacent frames.

2.4 Virtual Mouse Control

Once the visual tracking module generates the six head pose or motion parame-
ters, the virtual mouse control module first translates the parameters into virtual
mouse events, and then navigates the cursor or triggers the button clicks with
respect to the virtual mouse event description.

The descriptions of four basic virtual mouse events are summarized in Table
1. These events emulate general functional aspects of the hand-held computer
mouse manipulation. We define the descriptions based on the sufficient concern-
ing about users’ convenient and flexible usage. The user is allowed to look at
anywhere on the screen since the cursor is uncorrelated with user’s focus of at-
tention. When user tentatively wants to stop the hMouse, he or she can release
it by moving his or her head backwards enough. The user can also exit the
camera viewport for a while. When he or she comes in again, the system will
automatically continue working without any further user interventions.

The forward and backward head movement against monitor screen is defined
to emulate moving a hand-held mouse across the surface of the physical desktop
and activating switches. If the tracking window width is larger than 80 for the
320× 240 video size, the system triggers the ‘hold’ event. Otherwise, the system
triggers the ‘release’ event. These two events are important for virtual mouse
control and often triggered for two cases:

• Like a common hand-held computer mouse, hMouse can also retrieve the
cursor back to the center of the monitor screen when it is navigated to the
screen boundary.

• Since the virtual button click is controlled by users’ head rolling, this small
movement can sometimes influence the cursor navigation controlled by head
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motion. It is obviously undesirable to have cursor position changed during a
virtual mouse button click event. In hMouse, we define the hold and release
virtual mouse event to be only operating on cursor navigation, but not on
left and right button click event.

The vertical and horizontal object centroid movements are used for coarse
mouse pointer relocation. We calculate the relative object centroid motion with
its temporal coordinates difference and define a large scope cursor movement
function to transform the object movement into cursor movement [25].

This event is dependent on the hold and release virtual mouse events. Releas-
ing the virtual mouse can suspend the cursor moving temporarily. Empirically,
we set parameters ε = 6, α = 0.9 and β = 18 as default for common hMouse
applications. The cursor control scheme is the integration of Joystick mode and
Differential mode [61], which overcomes the drawbacks of any single modes. In
small motion ranges, the hMouse controls cursor to move accurately and fre-
quently; while in large motion range, the cursor moves fast and leapingly. This
is prone to match the most with human habit when using hand-controlled mouse.

When the cursor is navigated close by the target location, small head move-
ments can manipulate the cursor to point. We specify the up and down precise
mouse localization with tilting rotation, and left and right with yaw rotation, to
fine tune the cursor location. Since the tilting and yawing angles are calculated
only in the tracking area relative to neutral position, the actual movement is
the relative motion difference between local area and global area of the tracking
window. This event is dependent on the hold and release virtual mouse events.
Only in the state of holding mouse can the cursor navigation be enabled.

When the cursor is moved to the target location, user’s head rolling is defined
as the virtual button click event. Different from the common hand-held computer
mouse, hMouse treats virtual mouse button down and up as a single event so
that users do not need to move their head too frequently. We set the threshold
of button click trigger with ±0.6 radian rolling angles. Note that the left and
right button click events are independent of the hold and release virtual mouse
events, which means user can first release the virtual mouse to disable the cursor
navigation function, and then trigger the virtual button click.

In the system implementations, we find that some users may somehow ro-
tate their heads slightly slowly and tremblingly, especially the elderly and the
people with disabilities. To overcome multiple mouse button clicks owing to the
above situation, we improve the button click operation with temporal smoothing.
Moreover, some constraints are also applied to make the click operation more
naturally. If the rolling angle continues showing the value larger than ±0.6 ra-
dian, the system only processes a single click event. Double button click can only
be triggered when the rolling angle shows two times of changes from a smaller
value to larger value than the threshold in a default short time interval.

2.5 System Performance and Experiments

Our hMouse system is implemented in C++ on a standard PC, using VisGenie
[70] as the video based information visualization platform and a typical web
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camera mounted on top of the monitor as video input. The system interface
is composed of a main window and four sub-windows. The four sub-windows
render original video data, intermediate tracking results, intermediate histogram
analysis, and final tracking results. Two circular indicators are drawn in real-
time at the top left corner of the final tracking result window to point out the
head motion direction and roll angle. It processes 11 ∼ 13 fps on a desktop with
2.80GHz Pentium 4 CPU and 1.0G RAM. The pure detection part processes
13 ∼ 14 fps without any system optimization. Our current system can work on
Windows XP operating system with 320×240 video frame size in RGB channels.
The average CPU usage is approximately 35% ∼ 43%.

On-Screen Typing and Interactive Games

Driven by the robust head tracking, hMouse can control the Microsoft Windows
OS in a hands-free fashion. Users can activate the hMouse by moving close to the
computer monitor and moving or rotating their face up/down and left/right to
navigate cursor. Users can also change head roll orientation to click left or right
mouse button at desired cursor position. Fig. 3-(a) shows an on-screen typing
example for Windows Paint text input. The text “hMouse” on the right Paint
canvas is written by hMouse typing on the Windows on-screen keyboard shown
in the lower-left part of the figure. Fig. 3-(b) shows the user playing the Windows
game Minesweeper with the hMouse. The left figure shows the user navigating
cursor with head motion while right figure shows the user rolling his head to
click the left mouse button down and up. The left black and white image shows
the scaled MHI under detection only mode while the right one shows the back
projection of the hue histogram under tracking only mode. Fig. 3-(c) and (d)
show the user playing popular internet games, YetiSports 2 - Orca Slap [31] and
YetiSports 1 - Pingu Throw [30], with the hMouse. These games do not need
any cursor navigation. Only left button click event needs to be triggered during
the game. Our hMouse can efficiently manipulate the game and bring much fun
for the users.

System Performance Comparison

We test the controllability of hMouse with an experimental setup similar to the
one in [62]. The 4×4 arrays of square buttons are generated on the screen with the
button width specified among 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 inches. Fig. 4 shows the first
3 arrays of square buttons with the button width 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively.
The blue and red ‘+’ denote the centers of the previous and current activated
buttons, respectively. The green ‘+’ denotes the position where subject clicks
the button. During the experiments, all the buttons will be randomly activated
and highlighted one by one after the subject clicks the previous highlighted
button. We carries out the experiment 5 times for each array of different button
size. The average time of carrying out button clicking indicates how convenient
for the subject to navigate the mouse cursor to the specified area and carry
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Fig. 3. On-screen typing and interactive games. (a) On-screen typing for Windows
Paint text input. The text “hMouse” on the right Paint canvas is written by the hMouse
typing on Windows on-screen keyboard shown in the lower-left part of the figure. (b)
Playing Windows Minesweeper game with the hMouse. The left figure shows the cursor
navigation while the right figure shows the left mouse button down and up click event.
(c) Playing internet game, YetiSports 2 - Orca Slap [31], with the hMouse. (d) Playing
internet game, YetiSports 1 - Pingu Throw [30], with the hMouse. (e) Playing Windows
Hearts game with the hMouse.

out click operation. We compare the average button clicking time of hMouse
with that of hand-controlled Microsoft Windows MouseKeys (left ALT + left
SHIFT + NUMLOCK) and the 3 modes of 3-D camera mouse [61] in Fig. 5.
The performance of hMouse with entirely hand-free control is comparable to the
hand-controlled Microsoft Windows MouseKeys.

The 3-D face tracking driven camera mouse developed in [61] is the state-of-
the-art system. It works fast and easily for manipulation, yet it needs manual
tracker initialization. The system sometimes suffers from the conflict of global
and local constraints and will lose tracking if the user makes large head move-
ment. Unlike the 3-D camera mouse, our hMouse developed with 2-D head track-
ing techniques is totally automatic, and has low system costs. The description
of mouse control events are based on the entire head movements rather than the
motion units of facial features. Our hMouse has more reliable tracking perfor-
mance with hand-free initialization but less precise cursor control than the 3-D
camera mouse as shown in Fig. 5. Hence, hMouse provides more flexibility and
reliability for user-friendly usage at the cost of slightly slower speed for mouse
operations. In reality, this is still tolerable for severely physically handicapped
or elderly people who can not even move their hands.

2.6 Summary

We have proposed the hMouse system, a novel head controlled camera mouse
via real-time visual tracking. Comprehensive experiments and simulations have
demonstrated the robustness and effectiveness of hMouse as a new hand-free
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison experiments of the first 3 arrays of square buttons
with the button width 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively. The blue ‘+’ denotes the center of
the previous activated button. The green ‘+’ denotes the position where subject clicks
the button. The red ‘+’ denotes the center of the current activated button.

PUI. Several successful use cases of hMouse in popular interactive games reveal
potential industry value and promising game marketing development. The func-
tion of this new mouse is consistent with the conventional mechanical mouse,
and exhibits some new features in addition.

The current PC-based hMouse may inspire the applications of interactive
computer/internet games, very low bit-rate human-to-human communication,
intelligent avatar-based kiosks, and film-making. It is also a potential alter-
native OS solution for future portable devices, such as cell phone, mini PC,
PDA, and GPS, etc. Moreover, a large potential market for the hMouse is the
computer/machine access for severely physically handicapped and elderly peo-
ple with limited motion ability. It affords a significant help to those people to
avoid the communication gap between them and normal people in the same
community.

Although the latest version of hMouse is effective enough for several listed
realistic applications, it is still limited by its cursor control mode and head pose
estimation mode to some extent. In our future work, we need to further improve
the smoothness of cursor navigation algorithm according to the knowledge of
kinesics, so that users may feel more at easy getting used to manipulating the
cursor with their head. Furthermore, since the background may contains unde-
sirable motion noises, the head pose estimation module may be severely affected
since it is partially based on the motion features of users’ head. The future
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of different mouse operations. (Figure reproduced
from [25] with permission.)

tracker design will focus on tracking with local and global combined facial fea-
tures [69], which are independent of head motion and only consider the facial
features, such as eye and nose positions in the image.

3 Humanoid Emotive Audiovisual Avatar [58]

We have been conducting research in 3D face modeling, analysis, and synthesis
[73], with applications to cellphone communication, broadcasting, entertainment
industry, and desktop human-computer interfaces. Specifically, we have been
carrying out basic research leading to the development of methodologies and
algorithms for constructing an emotional, synthetic 3D talking avatar driven by
text in real-time [58, 59, 57].

Avatars, a.k.a. synthetic talking faces, are virtual agents for intelligent hu-
man computer interaction. They introduce the presence of an individual to cap-
ture attention, mediate conversational cues, and communicate emotional affect,
personality and identity in many scenarios. They provide realistic facial expres-
sions and natural sounding speech to enhance the understanding of the content
and intent of a message. If computers are embodied and represented by avatars
the quality of human computer interaction can be significantly improved. Cus-
tomized avatars, as personal clones or virtual actors, may also serve as assistive
communication devices that enable individuals with hearing and speech/voice
problems to participate in spoken communication interactions.
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The use of avatars is emerging in the marketplace of many areas, but the
understanding of human communication has not advanced to the point where
it is possible to make realistic avatars that demonstrate interaction of speech
and emotional expressions. Accordingly, avatars do not communicate subtle or
complex emotions. Absent this, avatars can not communicate personality, cul-
ture, or communication specific to a social context. The key research issues to
enable avatars to communicate subtle or complex emotions are how to synthe-
size natural sounding emotive speech, how to animate realistic emotional facial
expressions, and how to combine speech gestures (i.e. lip movements) and facial
expressions naturally and realistically. This requires the integration of engineer-
ing, psychological and speech and hearing science perspectives, establishment of
a platform of basic research, and preparation of the prerequisite data and tools
to realize naturalistic and compelling avatars.

It is desirable to make avatars mimic human communication in its entirety as
human communication consists of more than just words [45]. To this end, ideally,
avatars should be emotive, capable of producing emotive speech and emotional
facial expressions. However, research into this particular topic is sparse. The
difficulty lies in the fact that identification of the most important cues for realistic
synthesis of emotive speech remains unclear and little is known about how speech
gestures co-articulate with facial expressions. In addition, there is a great and
increasing demand that audio-visual avatars should be in three dimensional (3D)
forms and should resemble the actual faces of the persons whom they virtually
represent.

We have been conducting basic research leading to the development of
methodologies and algorithms for constructing a text-driven 3D humanoid emo-
tive audio-visual avatar. This is a multi-disciplinary research area overlapping
with speech, computer graphics and computer vision. The success of this research
is believed to advance significantly the state of the art of human computer inter-
action. Specifically, it makes the interaction between humans and avatars more
like human-to-human interaction. Equally exciting is the fact that this tech-
nology is a powerful tool for cognitive scientists to carry out research in the
perception of emotional expression combined with speech. Results from these
cognitive studies can in turn help technologists to design better avatars and
human computer interfaces. Potentially, there will be considerable impact on
various applications, such as 3D model-based very low bit rate video coding,
gaming, and video teleconferencing.

The immediate applications of this research involve the production of
emotionally-expressive avatars that demonstrate naturalistic movements for
speech and expressions combined. These avatars could also demonstrate person-
ality types through eye-gaze and expressions. Although the first use of avatars
might be to facilitate person-to-person communication, another important ap-
plication is as a product interface. The use of realistic avatars with personalities
could be a compelling feature of seamless mobility: an avatar that remains with
the consumer, no matter what particular device the consumer is using.
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3.1 Technological Framework

In our research toward building a text-driven 3D humanoid emotive audio-visual
avatar, we basically follow a technological framework as illustrated in Fig. 6. In
this technological framework, text is converted into emotive speech by emotive
speech synthesis. Simultaneously, a phoneme sequence with timing is produced.
The phoneme sequence is mapped into a viseme sequence that defines the speech
gestures. The emotional state decides the facial expressions, which will be com-
bined with speech gestures synchronously and naturally. The key frame technique
is used to animate the sequence.

Our primary research is focused on 3D face modeling (including 3D facial
geometry modeling, 3D facial deformation modeling, and 3D facial animation),
facial expression synthesis, viseme synthesis, and emotional text-to-speech syn-
thesis.

3.2 3D Face Modeling

3D face modeling has been an active research topic for computer graphics and
computer vision. The task of 3D face modeling can be divided into three com-
ponents, namely, 3D facial geometry modeling, 3D facial deformation modeling,
and 3D facial animation. All these three components are equally important for
3D face modeling.

3D Facial Geometry Modeling

In the back old days, people (artists) have used interactive tools to design ge-
ometric 3D face models under the guidance of prior knowledge. As laser-based
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Fig. 6. Technological framework for constructing a text-driven humanoid emotive
audio-visual avatar. (Figure reproduced from [58] with permission.)
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range scanners such as the CyberwareTM scanner have become commercially
available, people have been able to measure the 3D geometry of human faces.
The CyberwareTM scanner shines a low-intensity laser beam onto the face of
a subject and rotates around his or her head for 360 degrees. The 3D shape
of the face can be recovered from the lighted profiles of every angle. With the
measurement of 3D face geometry available, geometric 3D face models can be
constructed. Alternatively, a number of researchers have proposed to build 3D
face models from 2D images using computer vision techniques [54]. Usually, in
order to reconstruct 3D face geometry, multiple 2D images from different views
are required. 3D range scanners, though very expensive, are able to provide
high-quality measurement of 3D face geometry and thus enable us to construct
realistic 3D face models. Reconstruction from 2D images, despite its noisy re-
sults, provides an alternative lost-cost approach to build 3D face models.

A 3D face model describes the 3D geometry of the facial surface as well as the
skin textures. The 3D facial geometry in the 3D space is normally approximated
by a 3D triangular or polygonal mesh with tens of thousands of vertices and
triangles or polygons. As long as the number of triangles or polygons is sufficient
enough, the approximated facial surface will be very smooth. Fig. 7 shows a 3D
face model approximated by a dense polygonal mesh.

3D Facial Deformation Modeling

A geometrical 3D face model determines the 3D geometry of a static facial
surface. By spatially and temporally deforming the geometrical 3D face model
we can obtain different facial expressions. Such facial deformation is described by
a 3D facial deformation model. Although there exist several facial deformation
models, including physics-based facial deformation models, muscle-based facial

Fig. 7. A 3D polygonal mesh based 3D face model. (Figure reproduced from [58] with
permission.)
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deformation models and so forth, the free-form facial deformation model is one
of the most popular facial deformation models in the literature. In a free-form
facial deformation model, as its name suggests, the coordinates of the 3D mesh
vertices can be deformed in a free-form manner by changing the positions of some
control points while these control points can either belong to the mesh vertices
or not. One example is the Piecewise Bezier Volume Deformation proposed by
Tao and Huang (1999) [60]. Specifically, a set of control points are defined over
the 3D geometry of the face model and facial deformation is achieved through
proper displacements of these control points. The displacements of the facial
geometry are obtained by a certain interpolation scheme.

To approximate the facial deformation space, linear subspace methods have
been proposed. One example is the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) which
describes arbitrary facial deformation as a linear combination of Action Units
(AUs) [22]. AUs are qualitatively defined based on anatomical studies of facial
muscular activities that cause facial movements. Often, extensive manual work
has to be done to create AUs. As more and more facial motion capture data
becomes available, it is possible to learn the subspace bases from the data which
are able to capture the characteristics of real facial deformations. Hong et al.
applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to real facial motion capture data
and derived a few bases called Motion Units (MUs) [33]. Any facial deforma-
tion can then be approximated by a linear combination of the MUs. Compared
with AUs, MUs are automatically derived from data. Therefore, labor-intensive
manual work can be avoided. In addition, MUs have proven to yield smaller
reconstruction error than AUs.

3D Facial Animation

3D facial animation is the process of generating continuous facial deformations
over time [51]. A popular way of doing so is to use the key-frame interpolation
technique. The basic idea is that we place particular facial deformations at par-
ticular time instants (key-frames), and automatically obtain facial deformations
in between the key-frames by a certain interpolation scheme (e.g., cosine or a
sophisticated interpolation model learned from motion capture data). As long
as the number of facial deformations (i.e. frames) is sufficiently large (> 24 per
second), the facial animation will be continuous and smooth.

Although basically we can consider to place any arbitrary facial deformations
at the key-frames. However, those arbitrary facial deformations which are not
anatomically correct, or those which are not semantically meaningful, are not
usually considered to be placed at the key-frames. Two basic types of key-frames
which are directly related to facial animation and which are frequently used in
producing facial animation are facial expressions and visemes. We will cover
them in the subsequent subsections.
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3.3 The UIUC iFace System

We at the Image Formation and Processing (IFP) Group at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign have developed a 3D face modeling tool which
lays a foundation of many of the subsequent research. In this subsection, we will
give an overview of this 3D face modeling tool, the UIUC iFace system [34]. The
UIUC iFace system takes as input the CyberwareTM scanner data of a person’s
face and fits the data with a generic head model. The output is a customized
geometric 3D face model ready for animation.

The generic head model, as shown in Fig. 8, consists of nearly all the compo-
nents of the head (i.e., face, eyes, ears, teeth, tongue, etc.). The surfaces of these
components are approximated by densely connected triangular meshes. There
are a total of 2240 vertices and 2946 triangles to ensure the closeness of the
approximation. In order to customize the generic head model for a particular
person, we need to obtain the range map (Fig. 9, left) and texture map (Fig. 9,
right) of that person by scanning his or her face using a CyberwareTM scanner.

Fig. 8. The generic 3D face model in the UIUC iFace system. (Figure reproduced from
[58] with permission.)

Fig. 9. Example of CyberwareTM scanner data. (Left): range map. (Right): texture
map with 35 feature points defined on it. (Figure reproduced from [58] with permission.)
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Fig. 10. Customized face model. (Left): Shape model. (Right): Texture is mapped
onto the shape model which is rotated to several different poses. (Figure reproduced
from [58] with permission.)

On the face component of the generic head model, 35 feature points are explicitly
defined. If we were to unfold the face component onto a 2D plane, those feature
points would triangulate the whole face into multiple local patches. By manually
selecting 35 corresponding feature points on the texture map (and thus on the
range map), as shown in Fig. 9, right, we can compute the 2D positions of all
the vertices of the face meshes in the range and texture maps. As the range map
contains 3D face geometry of the person, we can then deform the face component
of the generic head model by displacing the vertices of the triangular meshes by
certain amounts as determined by the corresponding range information collected
at the corresponding positions. The remaining components of the generic head
model (hair, eyebrows, etc.) are automatically adjusted by shifting, rotating and
scaling. Manual adjustments and fine tunes are needed where the scanner data is
missing or noisy. Fig. 10, left, shows a personalized head model. In addition, tex-
ture can be mapped onto the customized head model to achieve photo-realistic
appearance, as shown in Fig. 10, right.

Based on the this 3D face modeling tool, a text-driven humanoid 3D emotive
audio-visual avatar can be built. We will detail the various technical aspects
of research leading to a text-driven humanoid 3D emotive audio-visual avatar
in the following subsections. Our primary work is focused on facial expression
synthesis, viseme synthesis, and emotional text-to-speech synthesis.

3.4 Facial Expression Synthesis

Facial expressions can be synthesized using templates. We use the geometrical
3D face model described earlier to animate the various facial expressions. On the
3D face model, a control model is defined, as shown in Fig. 11. The control model
consists of 101 vertices and 164 triangles which cover the whole face region and
divide it into local patches. By dragging the vertices of the control model, one
can deform the 3D face model to arbitrary shapes. A set of basic facial shapes
corresponding to different fullblown emotional facial expressions (Fig. 12) are
manually designed and parameterized as the displacements of all the vertices of
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Fig. 11. A control model defined over the 3D face model. (Figure reproduced from
[58] with permission.)

Fig. 12. A set of basic facial shapes corresponding to different fullblown emotional fa-
cial expressions (neutral, sad, happy, angry, disgusted, and afraid). (Figure reproduced
from [58] with permission.)

the face model from their initial values corresponding to neutral state. Let those
displacements be ΔVi, i = 1, 2, ..., N where N is the number of vertices of the
face model. The vertices of the deformed face model are given by

V0i + α × ΔVi, i = 1, 2, ..., N (1)

where V0i are the vertices of the neutral face and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the magnitude
coefficient representing the intensity of the facial expression. α = 1 corresponds
to the fullblown emotional facial expression and α = 0 corresponds to the neutral
expression.

3.5 Viseme Synthesis

The word viseme was introduced by C. Fisher at the University of Iowa in 1968
[24]. A compound word of “visual” and “phoneme”, a viseme is deemed as the
visual counterpart of a phoneme. It describes the facial shapes of a person when
he or she is uttering a particular sound. Fig. 13 illustrates this concept. Therefore,
a set of visemes can be defined in the visual domain that basically covers the
facial movements that occur over a complete set of phonemes in a particular
language.

The mapping from phonemes to visemes is however not one-to-one. Several
phonemes may share the same viseme if they produce a similar look on the face.
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Phoneme
Viseme

A

as in father

Fig. 13. Viseme: visual counterpart of phoneme.

For example, the sound /k/, /g/, /ng/, and /tS/, /S/, /dZ/, /Z/. This reduces
the number of visemes that need to be implemented yet does not introduce dis-
tinguishable differences in perception. In American English, as few as 14 visemes
may cover the 40 phonemes.

Viseme synthesis are implemented via table lookup. We have defined 17
visemes, each of which corresponds to one or more of the 40 phonemes in Amer-
ican English. Table 2 lists all the phonemes and the corresponding visemes that
they are mapped to.

Table 2. Phonemes, examples, and corresponding visemes. Viseme synthesis is done
by simple table lookup. (Table reproduced from [58] with permission.)

phoneme example viseme phoneme example viseme

i beet IY I bit AX
E bet AY { bat AE
r= above AX u boot W
U book AX V above AX
O caught AO A father AA
@ butter AX EI bay NE

AI bye AY OI boy T

aU about AY @U boat OW
p pan M t tan T

k can T b ban M
d dan T g gander T

m me M n knee T
N sing AY f fine F

T thigh TH s sign T
S assure SH h hope AY
v vine F D thy TH
z resign T Z azure SH
tS church SH dZ judge SH

l lent LL r rent R
j yes T w went W

(silent) NE
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3.6 Emotional Text-to-Speech Synthesis

The process of automatic generation of speech from arbitrary text by machine,
referred to as text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis, is a highly complex problem [17].
The quality of the synthetic speech generated by a TTS synthesis system is
usually described by two measures: intelligibility and naturalness. Major devel-
opments in these two aspects have taken place since the early rule-based or
formant synthesizers in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Further improvements have been
achieved by the use of diphone synthesizers in the 1990’s. The latest corpus-
based or unit-selection synthesizers have demonstrated to be able to produce
human-quality synthetic speech, especially in limited domains such as weather
forecast or stock analysis. Nonetheless, the quality of TTS synthesis is by no
means considered completely satisfactory, mainly in the aspect of naturalness. It
seems that the human ears are far more critical than the human eyes in that the
human eyes are easily cheated by an illusion. This probably can explain in part
that why computer graphics has been widely accepted by the movie industry
while TTS synthesis still has a very long way to go until the synthetic speech
can replace the real speech of an actor [53].

The unsatisfactory naturalness is largely due to a lack of emotional affect
in the speech output of current state-of-the-art TTS synthesis systems. The
emotional affect is apparently a very important part of naturalness that can
help people enhance their understanding of the content and intent of a mes-
sage. Researchers have realized that in order to improve naturalness, work must
be performed on the simulation of emotions in synthetic speech. This involves
investigation into the perception of emotions and how to effectively reproduce
emotions in the spoken language. Attempts to add emotional affect to synthetic
speech have existed for over a decade now. However, emotive TTS synthesis is
by far still an open research issue.

We concern the process of building an emotive TTS synthesis system using a
diphone synthesizer. Diphone synthesis [17] has a small footprint which is ideal
for low-cost implementation in resource-sensitive mobile or embedded devices
such as cellphones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s), yet is able to produce
higher-quality synthetic speech than formant synthesis. Aside from the emotive
audiovisual avatar, it is also desirable to build an emotive TTS synthesis system
using a diphone synthesizer to meet the increased demands of speech-enabled
mobile applications by today’s society.

In this subsection, we present a general framework of emotive TTS synthe-
sis using a diphone synthesizer that makes possible the R&D of emotive TTS
synthesis systems in a unified manner. The validity of the framework is demon-
strated by the implementation of a rule-based emotive TTS synthesis system
based on the Festival-MBROLA architecture.

Framework

In order to produce high-quality synthetic speech, it is necessary for a TTS syn-
thesis system to take a number of essential processing steps. In general, a TTS
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Fig. 14. A general framework of emotive TTS synthesis using a diphone synthesizer.
(Figure reproduced from [58] with permission.)

synthesis system consists of two main components. The first component is a
Natural Language Processing (NLP) module. The NLP module performs neces-
sary text analysis and prosody prediction procedures to convert orthographical
text into proper phonetic transcription (i.e., phonemes) together with the de-
sired intonation and rhythm (i.e., prosody). The second component is a Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) module. The DSP module takes as input the phonetic
transcription and prosodic description which are the output of the NLP module,
and transforms them into a speech signal.

Fig. 14 illustrates a general framework of emotive TTS synthesis using a di-
phone synthesizer. In this framework, an emotion filter is inserted into the func-
tional diagram of a general TTS synthesis system and plays a role that bridges
the NLP and DSP modules. The NLP module generates phonemes and prosody
corresponding to the neutral state (i.e., neutral prosody). The emotion filter is
aimed at transforming the neutral prosody into the desired emotive prosody as
well as transforming the voice quality of the synthetic speech. The phonemes and
emotive prosody are then passed on to the DSP module to synthesize emotive
speech using a diphone synthesizer.

Prosody Transformation through a Differential Approach

One major mission of the emotion filter is to transform neutral prosody into
emotive prosody. Such prosody transformation is achieved through a differential
approach, which aims at finding the differences of emotional states with respect
to the neutral state [64]. The emotion filter either maintains a set of prosody
manipulation rules defining the variations of prosodic parameters between the
neutral prosody and the emotive one, or trains a set of statistical prosody predic-
tion models that predict these parameter variations given the features represent-
ing a particular textual context. At synthesis time, the rules or the prediction
outputs of the models will be applied to the neutral prosody, obtained via the
NLP module. The emotive prosody can thus be obtained by summing up the
neutral prosody and the predicted variations. There are obvious advantages of
using a differential approach over the use of a full approach that aims at find-
ing the emotive prosody directly. One advantage is that the differences of the
prosodic parameters between the neutral prosody and the emotive one have far
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smaller dynamic ranges than the prosodic parameters themselves and therefore
the differential approach requires far less data to train the models than the full
approach (e.g., 15 minutes versus several hours). Another advantage is that the
differential approach makes possible the derivation of the prosody manipulation
rules which are impossible to obtained in the full approach.

One way for prosody transformation is to apply a set of prosody manip-
ulation rules. The prosody of speech can be manipulated at various levels.
High-level prosody modification refers to the change of symbolic prosodic de-
scription of a sentence (i.e., human readable intonation and rhythm) which by
itself does not contribute much to emotive speech synthesis unless there is a
cooperative prosody synthesis model (i.e., a model that maps high-level sym-
bolic prosodic description to low-level prosodic parameters). Low-level prosody
modification refers to the direct manipulation of prosodic parameters, such as
f0, duration, and energy, which can lead to immediate perception of emotional
affect. Macro-prosody (suprasegmental prosody) modification refers to the ad-
justment of global prosody settings such as f0 mean, range and variability as
well as the speaking rate, while micro-prosody (segmental prosody) modifica-
tion refers to the modification to local segmental prosodic parameters which are
probably related to the underlying linguistic structure of a sentence. It should be
noted that not all levels of prosody manipulations can be described by rules. For
instance, due to the highly dynamic nature of prosody variation, micro-prosody
modification cannot be summarized by a set of rules.

Macro-prosody modification can be effectively described by a set of prosody
manipulation rules. These rules can be either derived from the literature or
learned through corpus analysis, i.e., analysis of small databases of neutral
and emotive speech recorded using the same script. Fig. 15-(a) shows that the
prosody manipulation rules can be obtained by a corpus analysis process.

One drawback of the above prosody manipulation rules is that they are applied
at the macro-prosody level and thus cannot capture the subtlety and dynamic
nature of the local variation of the emotive prosody. On the contrary, micro-
prosody embodies all the subtle but complex variation of emotive prosody that
is related to the linguistic structure of a sentence. However, no manual rules are
able to describe prosody modification at the micro-prosody level. Thus, we need
to seek a data-driven approach to build statistical prosody prediction models
based on recorded human emotive speech [64]. This process is illustrated in Fig.
15-(b) and is detailed as follows.

1. Statistical models can be trained and used to predict emotive prosody
from text. Instead of predicting the emotive prosodic parameters directly we
adopt a differential approach. That is, we construct statistical prosody prediction
models to predict the deviations of the prosodic parameters from their values
corresponding to the neutral state to new values corresponding to a specific
emotional state given a set of features representing a texture context.

2. We record a small but both phonetically and prosodically rich speech
database for the neutral state as well as for every emotional state (happy, sad,
angry, etc.). Each database will contain approximately 15 minutes of speech
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recorded by an actor who speaks a script emotively. The waveforms in the
database will be forced aligned with the text in the script at both the word
and phoneme levels. A context window of five syllables (the current syllable, two
to the left and two to the right) will be used to extract a set of text-based fea-
tures. These text-based features, denoted as a vector Fi, along with the prosodic
deviations (deviations of the f0 contour, duration and energy) computed from
the waveforms, denoted as Pi(f0) = {Δf0i}, Pi(duration) = {Δdurationi}, and
Pi(energy) = {Δenergyi}, for the current syllable i, comprise an observation Oi.

3. After the observations Oi, i = 1, 2, ..., N , where N is the number of syllables
in the database, are collected, a set of statistical classification and regression tree
(CART) [7] models (i.e., f0 model, duration model and energy model) can be
trained based on these observations. CART is a binary decision tree which at
each interior node asks a question regarding the text-based features and at each
leaf node stores a distribution of the observations (assuming Gaussian).

4. Once the CART-based prosody prediction models are trained, we can then
use it for prosody prediction. Based on the text-based features, the neutral
prosody is predicted by a full prosody prediction model which is already ex-
isting and well-trained in many (commercial) TTS synthesis systems, while the
prosodic deviations are predicted by the differential model of our approach. The
emotional prosody is then the sum of the predicted neutral prosody and prosody
deviation.

It should be worth mentioning that this approach has one more advantage. It
has the potential to model a continuum of gradually changing emotional states.
If we can find a function (linear or nonlinear) f(D(p), k) which is continuous in
k, where p is a vector of the neutral prosodic parameters, D(p) is the deviation of
the prosodic parameters from p, and k, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1, is the magnitude coefficient for
the emotion, the corresponding emotional prosody can be given by p+f(D(p), k).

Voice Quality Transformation

Whether prosody transformation alone is enough for the synthesis of emotive
speech has been a fundamental question for every attempt to use a diphone syn-
thesizer to synthesize emotive speech. Interestingly, very different answers exist
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Fig. 15. Prosody prediction for emotive speech. (a) prosody manipulation rules found
by corpus analysis. (b) statistical prosody prediction model based on classification and
regression tree (CART).
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in the literature. Some studies indicate that in addition to prosody transforma-
tion, voice quality transformation is important for synthesizing emotive speech
and may be indispensable for some emotion categories (emotion-dependent).
Other studies find that there seem to be speaker strategies replying mostly on
prosody for expressing some emotions (speaker-dependent). However, whether
this is true for all types of emotions is not yet clear.

In diphone synthesis, it is particularly not easy to control voice quality, as it
is very difficult to modify the voice quality of a diphone database. However, one
partial remedy of this is to record separate diphone databases with different vo-
cal efforts. During synthesis, the system switches among different voice-quality
diphone databases and select the diphone units from the appropriate database.
Another low-cost partial remedy is to use jitters to simulate voice quality trans-
formation. Jitters are fast fluctuations of the f0 contour. Thus, adding jitters is
essentially equivalent to adding noise to the f0 contour. By jitter simulation we
can observe voice quality change in synthetic speech to a certain degree.

3.7 Experimental Results

The previously described frameworks and approaches have resulted in a fully
functional system of text-driven 3D humanoid emotive audio-visual avatar. We
have obtained preliminary but promising experiment results for rendering neutral
as well as several basic emotions: happy, joyful, sad, angry, and fearful. Demos
are available at http://www.ifp.uiuc.edu/˜haotang2. Fig. 16 shows two examples
of the results: The animation sequence of emotional facial expressions along with
the associated waveforms of synthetic emotive speech generated for happy and
sad emotional states. That is, the avatar says “This is happy voice” and “This
is sad voice” respectively.

Informal evaluations within our group show that for emotive speech, negative
emotions (e.g., sad, angry, fear) are more successfully synthesized than positive
emotions (happy, joyful). For some emotions such as joyful and fear, artifacts are

Fig. 16. Examples of animation of emotive audio-visual avatar with associated
synthetic emotive speech waveform. (Top): The avatar says “This is happy voice.”
(Bottom): The avatar says “This is sad voice.” (Figure reproduced from [58] with
permission.)
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easily observed in the synthesized speech due to extreme prosody modification
by signal processing. While the synthetic emotive speech alone cannot be always
recognized by a listener, it can be easily distinguished when combined with
compatible emotional facial expressions.

We have conducted a series of subjective listening experiments to evaluate
the expressiveness of our system. We have derived the parameters (rate factors,
gradients, etc.) for the manipulation rules that control the various aspects of
the global prosody settings and voice quality from the literature and manually
adjusted these parameters by listening tests. The system is capable of synthe-
sizing eight basic emotions: neutral, happy, joyful, sad, angry, afraid, bored, and
yawning. We designed and conducted three subjective listening experiments on
the results generated by the system. The experiment 1 uses eight speech files
corresponding to the eight distinct emotions, synthesized by the system using
the same semantically neutral sentence (i.e., a number). The experiment 2 also
uses eight speech files, but each of the files was synthesized using a semantically
meaningful sentence appropriate for the emotion that it carries. The experiment
3 incorporates the visual channel based on experiment 1. That is, each speech file
was provided with an emotive talking head showing emotional facial expressions
and lip movements consistent and synchronized with the speech. The experiment
4 incorporates the visual channel based on experiment 2. That is, each speech file
consists of semantically neutral sentence, semantically meaningful verbal content
appropriate for the emotion, and synchronized emotional facial expressions. 20
subjects (10 males and 10 females) were asked to listen to the speech files (with
the help of other channels such as verbal content and facial expressions if possi-
ble), determine the emotion for each speech file (by forced-choice), and rate his
or her decision with a confidence score (1: not sure, 2: likely, 3: very likely, 4:
sure, 5: very sure). The results are shown in Table 3. In the table, recognition
rate is the ratio of the correct choices, and average score is the average confidence
score computed for the correct choices.

It is obviously shown in the results of the subjective listening experiments
that our system has achieved a certain degree of expressiveness despite of the
relatively poor performance of the prosody prediction model of Festival. As can
be clearly seen, negative emotions (e.g, sad, afraid, angry) are more successfully
synthesized than positive emotions (e.g, happy). This observation is consistent
with what has been found in the literature. In addition, we found that the
emotional states “happy” and “joyful” are often mistaken for each other. So are
“afraid” and “angry” as well as “bored” and “yawning”. By incorporating other
channels that convey emotions such as verbal content and facial expressions, the
perception of emotional affect in synthetic speech can be significantly improved.

4 3D Face/Head Tracking Based Video Compression [63]

For people’s daily communication, facial expressions convey very important in-
formation. To make the communication effective among people who are telecon-
ferencing at remote distances, large volume of video data from each site has to be
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Table 3. Results of subjective listening experiments. R ←→Recognition Rate.
S ←→Average Confidence Score. Experiment 1←→Speech only. Experiment 2
←→Speech+verbal content. Experiment 3←→Speech+facial expression. Experiment
4←→Speech+verbal content+facial expression. (Table reproduced from [58] with per-
mission.)

Emotion Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

R S R S R S R S

neutral 54.54% 2.83 100% 4.36 90.90% 4.1 100% 4.81

happy 18.18% 2.5 63.63% 4.57 63.63% 4.43 54.54% 4.5

joyful 45.45% 2.8 63.63% 4.86 63.63% 4.29 45.45% 5

sad 36.36% 2.75 81.81% 4.67 100% 4.18 100% 4.81

angry 18.18% 2 90.90% 4.3 90.90% 4 100% 4.63

afraid 45.45% 2.4 81.81% 4.89 72.72% 4 81.81% 5

bored 45.45% 3 81.81% 4.44 - - - -

yawning 18.18% 3.5 72.72% 3.75 - - - -

transmitted to the other sites, and causes traffic congestion problems in commu-
nication channels. One of the solution is to code the videos at very low bit rate.
As the major foreground object is the face of the person who is talking and the
background are more or less static in most of the videos, it is possible to model
the facial motions and the static background individually so that the video can
be encoded at very low bit rate. We proposed an efficient and robust very low
bit rate face coding method via visual face tracking. After the face is located in
the video frame, the generic facial geometric model is adapted to the face, and
facial texture for the model is extracted from the first frame of the video. The
facial motion is then tracked and synthesized. The facial motion parameters,
synthesized residual error and video background are transmitted at very low bit
rate. Experiments showed that this method can achieve better PSNR around
facial area than H.26L at about the same low bit rate and can achieve better
subjective visual effects.

4.1 Introduction

We rely on our faces to convey subtle emotions in our daily communication and
we read people’s face when we try to interpret the subtleties in people’s speech.
Therefore, it is always preferable to have video phones, or some teleconferencing
applications for people communicating at remote distance. The difficulty is how
to transmit the video data across the communication channels at low bit rate so
that there is no delay in the video streaming. For the teleconferencing scenario,
very low bit rate transmission is possible because the foreground of the video
is usually human face and shoulder, and the background is usually simple and
static.

For the purpose of transmitting large volume of video data over limited
channel, video coding protocols, such as MPEG1, MPEG2, MPEG4 and H.26x
[52] [72] [29] have been developed. These protocols are characterized by coding
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schemes that consist of block-based motion-compensated prediction, and quan-
tization of prediction error with discrete cosine transform. As these approaches
take advantages of the spatial-temporal redundancy statistics in the video frames
without a prior knowledge of the semantic content of the video, they accommo-
date the need of general purpose video data compression.

For the teleconferencing applications where the major foreground object is the
human face, people have proposed model-based coding techniques for further
enhancing the coding efficiency [3][47][74]. These approaches characterize the
human face geometry and texture by 3D mesh models, and the facial motions
can be formulated in terms of the rotation and translation of the head (the rigid
head motion), and the action unit coefficiencts of the face (the non-rigid facial
motions). Very low bit rate video transmission can be achieved by transmitting
these parameters together with the video background. While this idea seems
simple and intuitive, it is difficult to extract these facial geometry and motion
parameters from video automatically and robustly.

In [37], the facial features, such as the eyes, the mouth, the nose, the chin,
etc, are localized frame by frame through image segmentation and deformable
template matching, and are fitted to a face model (Candide) so that the 3D face
model parameters (the size, the face orientation and the local facial feature ge-
ometry) can be estimated based on the perspective projection and human facial
symmetry assumptions. In [14] [68] [41], DeMenthon’s successive scaled ortho-
graphic approximation [18] was applied to iteratively estimate the head pose and
facial expressions according to the estimation of the key facial feature locations.
By computing the optical flows from the facial motions, the head poses can be
estimated either as angular changes by solving linearized differential equations
[23], [60], [19], or as rotation matrix with orthonormality constraints by factor-
ization approaches [6]. The nonrigid facial deformation is typically modeled as a
linear combination of some key facial deformations (action units) and is uniquely
defined by the action unit coefficients. Similar to the head pose estimation, the
action unit coefficients can be retrieved by solving differential equations [23],
[60], [19], or by factorization with rank deficiency constraints [6].

In this chapter, we introduce an efficient and robust algorithm that achieves
very low bit rate face coding at real-time via visual face tracking. We first localize
the facial features of the face in the first frame of the video. We then fit a generic
facial geometric model to the face, and acquire the facial texture from the fitted
face. The facial motions can then be tracked and synthesized thereafter. The
facial motion parameters, synthesized residual error and the video background
are transmitted at very low bit rates. Experiments show that our approach can
achieve a better PSNR around the facial area than that of H.26L at about the
same low bit rate. The subjective visual effects also look much better.

4.2 The System Framework

Fig. 17 shows the framework of our system. A face tracker is first utilized to track
the human face in the video and extract the facial motion parameters. Based
on the motion parameters and the facial texture acquired at the first frame,
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the facial appearances caused by the facial motions can be synthesized frame
by frame. Based on the synthesized facial appearances, the original video frame
can be split into the foreground (facial area) and the background regions. The
residuals of the synthesized facial appearances can then be evaluated. The frame
background and synthesized foreground residuals are then sent to a H.264 coder,
respectively. The frame background can be coded as ordinary video frames by
H.264 codec, and the foreground residuals can be coded by Intra 16X16 mode as
there is no significant temporal correlation in the synthesis residuals. The model
parameters and the encoded video frames are then transmitted through the
communication channel. At the receiving side, the decoder synthesizes the facial
appearances frame by frame according to the received face motion parameters.
The foreground region can be reconstructed by summing up the synthesized
face and the decoded foreground synthesis residuals. Combining the foreground
region and the background region decoded by a H.264 decoder, the decoded
video frame can be obtained. As most of the facial motion details are carried
in the facial motion parameters, the foreground residual tends to have small
amplitude, we can choose to code the video with very lot bit rates without
losing much information of the foreground.

In the next section, we will introduce how the face tracker is implemented in
details.

4.3 3D Model Based Face Tracking[55]

Perspective camera model

The geometry of a human face can be modeled by a set of vertices in 3D space.
The actual 2D face image in video frames is considered as a rendering of the
projection of the 3D face model to the image plane in a camera model.

Consider a vertex on the face model with world coordinate Xw = (xw , yw, zw);
we first transform the coordinate to camera coordinate system through rotation
R and translation T . ⎛⎝x

y
z

⎞⎠ = R

⎛⎝xw

yw

zw

⎞⎠+ T (2)

Then the perspective projection M is

(
Xu

Yu

)
=
(

f/z 0 0
0 f/z 0

)⎛⎝x
y
z

⎞⎠ (3)

where f is the focus length of the camera lens.
Sometimes a weak perspective camera model is favored if the variations in

depth of the object are small compared to the average depth zavg. The depth

z is replaced by constant zavg, and we simply have
(

Xu

Yu

)
= C

(
x
y

)
where

C = f
zavg

is a constant.
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Fig. 17. System framework. (Figure reproduced from [63] with permission.)

In real-world applications, camera lens radial distortion correction needs to
be carried out, and the perspective projection is transformed into 2D pixel coor-
dinate afterwards. The details are not introduced here as they are not relevant
to 3D face modeling.

3D face models

The 3D geometry of human facial surface can be represented by a set of vertices
{(xi, yi, zi)|i = 1, ..., N} in space, where N is the total number of vertices. Some
3D key facial deformations are defined as the displacements of the vertices from
neutral facial surface, i.e., {(Δxi, Δyi, Δzi)|i = 1, ..., N}. An arbitrary face ar-
ticulation can be formulated as a linear combination of the neutral facial surface
and the key facial deformations, i.e., V = V̄ + Lp, where V̄ is the neutral facial
surface, L3N×K is a matrix that contains the key facial deformations, and p is
the linear combination coefficients.

Taking head rotation R(θ, φ, ψ) and translation T = [TxTyTz]′ into account,
the projection of each vertex Vi, i = 1, ..., N on face surface to image plane with
weak perspective camera model M can be formulated as
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V Image
i = M(R(θ, φ, ψ)(V̄i + Lip) + T ) (4)

where V Image
i is the projection of the i-th vertex node on face surface. Therefore

the facial motion is characterized by rotation W = [θ, φ, ψ]/translation T =
[TxTyTz] (rigid motion parameters), and the key facial deformation coefficient
vector p (nonrigid facial motion parameter).

For the purpose of efficient MPEG-4 video coding, people developed MPEG-4
standard for face modeling and animation, which includes Facial Definition Pa-
rameters (FDP) and Facial Animation Parameter Units (FAPUs). With FDP,
generic 3D face model can be customized to describe faces in video, and with
FAPUs, the facial deformation is decomposed into facial expressions, visemes
(key facial deformations corresponding to phonemes), and key facial compo-
nent movements (eyeballs, pupils, eyelids, etc.). The FDP parameters can be
transmitted over the channel and the 3D faces can be rendered at remote sites
efficiently [75], [20], [46].

For the purpose of facial expression analysis, Ekman and W. Friesen proposed
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [22]. According to analysis of the contrac-
tion of each facial muscle, FACS decomposes observed human facial expressions
into a set of key facial deformations, so called action units (AUs). The scores for
a facial expression consist of the list of AUs possibly with duration, intensity,
and asymmetry, etc. FACS provides only descriptive analysis. In [60], a Piecewise
Bezier Volume Deformation (PBVD) model was developed so that 12 AUs can
be manually crafted for facial expression analysis. The crafted 12 action units
are listed in Table 4.

By varying the AU coefficients p, we can synthesize arbitrary facial deforma-
tions. An illustration of such synthesis is shown in Fig. 18.

Tracking by Kalman filtering

As the rendering of a 2D face image from a 3D face model can be characterized
by Equation (4), the face model parameters ( the rotation W = [θ, φ, ψ] and

Table 4. Action units. (Table reproduced from [61] with permission.)

AU Description

1 Vertical movement of the center of upper lip
2 Vertical movement of the center of lower lip
3 Horizontal movement of left mouth corner
4 Vertical movement of left mouth corner
5 Horizontal movement of right mouth corner
6 Vertical movement of right mouth corner
7 Vertical movement of right eyebrow
8 Vertical movement of left eyebrow
9 Lifting of right cheek
10 Lifting of left cheek
11 Blinking of right eye
12 Blinking of left eye
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Fig. 18. Some facial articulations synthesized by changing the weights of the key facial
deformations.

translation T = [TxTyTz], and the AU coefficient vector p ) can be estimated in
an extended Kalman filtering framework.

Denoting x(t) = (W (t), T (t), p(t)), and y(t) = {V Image
i }, the facial motions

can be formulated as a dynamic process as follows [2]:

x(t + Δt) = Ψ(Δt)x(t) + ξ(t) (5)
y(t) = h(x(t)) + ν(t) (6)

where ξ(t) and ν(t) are process noise and measurement noise respectively, Ψ(Δt)
is a dynamic state transition matrix, and the nonlinear observation function h(·)
is defined by Equation (4).

Denote x̂(t1|t2) the linear least square estimate of x(t1) given observation
y(τ), τ < t2, and P (t1|t2) = E{(x(t1)− x̂(t1|t2))(x(t1)− x̂(t1|t2))T } as the error
covariance.

The state prediction is defined by

x̂(t + Δt|t) = Ψ(Δt)x̂(t|t) (7)
P (t + Δt|t) = Ψ(Δt)P (t|t)Ψ(Δt)T + Q(t) (8)

where Q(t) = Eν(t)ν(t)T .
And the EKF update is defined by

x̂(t|t) = Ψ(Δt)x̂(t|t − Δt) + K(t)(y(t) − h(x̂(t|t − 1)) (9)
P (t|t) = (I − K(t)C(t))P (t|t − Δt) (10)

where
K(t) = P (t|t − Δt)CT (t)(C(t)P (t|t − Δt)CT (t) + R(t))−1

is the Kalman gain, R(t) = Eξ(t)ξ(t)T and C(t) = ∂h
∂x |x=x̂(t|t−Δt).

The implementation

As the extended Kalman filtering is an iterative process, an initial state is usually
provided by manual labeling or by automatic detection of the face to be tracked
in the first frame of the video.

We initialize the tracking by automatically localizing the facial features of
the face in the first still frame of the video using an automatic face localization
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procedure based on Adaboost algorithm [67] and ASM techniques [15], [65]. The
generic 3D face model is then adjusted to fit to the detected 2D facial features.

In order to achieve real-time tracking performance, we simplify the Kalman
filtering process by ignoring the process and measurement noises and assuming
Ψ(Δt) = I. The state prediction and update becomes

x̂(t|t) = x̂(t − Δt|t − Δt) + Δ̂x(t)

where y(t) − h(x̂(t − 1|t − 1)) = C(t)Δ̂x(t)
As y(t)−h(x̂(t−1|t−1)) is the displacement of V Image

i , i = 1, ..., N which can
be obtained by optical flow ΔV Image

i = [ΔXi, ΔYi]T ,i = 1, ..., N , the derivative
of the state variable Δx = [dW, dT, dp](dW = [dθ, dφ, dψ]) can be computed by
solving the following linearized differential equations [60]:

ΔV Image
i =

∂[M(R(V̄i + Lp))]
∂[T W p]

⎡⎣ dT
dW
dp

⎤⎦
=

[
fs
zi

0
0 fs

zi

]
×

[[
1 0 −xi

zi

0 1 −yi

zi

] [
[G]0 − xi

zi
[G]2

[G]1 − yi

zi
[G]2

] [
[RL]0 − xi

zi
[RL]2

[RL]0 − xi

zi
[RL]2

]]⎡⎣ dT
dW
dp

⎤⎦
for i = 1, ...N , where

G =

⎡⎣ 0 ẑi −ŷi

−ẑi 0 x̂i

ŷi −x̂i 0

⎤⎦ ,

⎛⎝ x̂i

ŷi

ẑi

⎞⎠ = V̄ + Lp ,

⎛⎝xi

yi

zi

⎞⎠ = R

⎛⎝ x̂i

ŷi

ẑi

⎞⎠+ T

and [G]i and [RL]i denote the i-th row of the matrix G and RL, respectively.
As there are K+6 parameters (K =12 in our case), and the face geometry is

defined with N (N=500) facial vertex nodes, a LAPACK [38] linear least square
(LLS) robust solver is utilized to find the solution of this overdetermined linear
system of equations.

The whole tracking procedure is illustrated by Fig. 19. At the first frame of
the video, the model parameter is initialized. Since the second frame, the optical
flow at each vertex on the face surface is computed and the displacement of the
model parameters is estimated. Then the model parameters can be updated at
real time. This process iterates in a coarse-to-fine fashion in a multi-resolution
framework frame by frame.

4.4 Embedding Synthesized Face in H.264 Codec

After the synthesized face is obtained, the synthesis residual error can be cal-
culated. And the video frame is divided into foreground residual region and
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Fig. 19. Flowchart of our tracking procedure. (Figure reproduced from [61] with per-
mission.)

background region. For the background, we can still employ H.26L coding based
on spatial-temporal redundancy analysis. For the foreground residual, it contains
mostly high frequency signal components, therefore we specify Intra 16X16
mode as the coding mode for macroblocks in the foreground residual region.
The advantage of this is that the facial motion details mostly captured by the
motion parameters will not be lost when the video is coded at the lowest bit rate.

4.5 Experiments

The tracking system runs on a Dell workstation with dual CPU of 2 GHz and
SCSI RAID hard drive. The face tracker runs at 25 frame per second (fps) in
rigid tracking mode and 14 fps in non-rigid tracking mode. In Fig. 20, we show
the tracking result of the head pose parameters and the AU coefficients related
to mouth and eyes in a video of about 10 seconds. The figure indicates that, in
the first 40 frames, the user shifted his head horizontally (in x coordinate) and
back-forth (in z coordinate), rotated his head about y axis (yaw movement); he
then opened his mouth wide at about the 80-th frame, and blinked his eyes at
about the 20-th, 40-th, and 85-th frame.

Based on the face tracking module and we can encode and decode some tele-
conferencing video sequences using the framework described in section 2. A video
sequence of about 147 frames is encoded and decoded by the H.26L codec with
and without the face tracking component. Some reconstructed video frames are
shown in Fig. 21. The video frame is of size 352 by 240. The video is coded at
about bit rate of 18kb/s. The first column shows the key frames of the input
video. The second column shows the synthesized facial appearances based on the
model parameters computed by the visual face tracking component. The third
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Fig. 20. Motion parameters indicated that the user moved his head horizontally (in
x coordinate) and back-forth (in z coordinate), rotated his head about y axis (yaw
movement) in the first 40 frames, opened his mouth wide at about the 80-th frame,
and blinked his eyes at about the 20-th, 40-th, and 85-th frame. (Figure reproduced
from [61] with permission.)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 21. Comparison of some video key frames. (a) The original frames; (b) The
synthesized frames; (c) The H.26L decoded frames without face tracking; (d) The
H.26L decoded frames with face tracking.
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column shows the decoded frames solely by the H.26L codec. And the fourth col-
umn shows the decoded frames by our proposed approach. We then compute the
Pixel Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) in the facial area for both coding schemes.
The PSNR of facial area is 27.35 if we code the video solely by H.26L. And the
PSNR is 29.28 if we code the video using the model based approach. By visual
inspection, it is shown that the facial appearance details are preserved better by
the H.26L codec with model than that without model.

4.6 Summary

We presented an efficient and robust very low bit rate face coding method via vi-
sual face tracking in this chapter. For the teleconferencing videos where the face
of the conference attendee is the major foreground object and the background
clutter of the video is mostly static, we can extract the facial motion parameters
by visual face tracking, and transmit the facial motion parameters, the encoded
video background and the facial motion synthesis residuals through the com-
munication channel. The video can then be reconstructed by putting together
the decoded background region, the synthesis residuals and the synthesized fa-
cial motion appearances based on the facial motion parameters in reverse order.
We discussed the details of the 3D face modeling techniques, and described the
mechanism of the model based face tracking component. We then demonstrated
that very low bit rate video coding can be achieved with better PSNR at the
facial region using our proposed approach.

5 Future Work

Case studies of human-centered face computing in multimedia interaction and
communication are conducted in this chapter by introducing three real-world
systems developed in our group: the online interactive gaming system hMouse,
humanoid emotive audio-visual avatar, and 3D face/head tracker based video
compression. There are some potential research topics and open issues remain-
ing. For example, how to associate face contents to the whole multimedia con-
tents? How to benefit the multimedia communication from face computing? How
to reduce the semantic gap in the multimedia analysis and video content under-
standing by means of human-centered interactions and services.
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